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SECTION 1
f

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

,

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In response to the NRC's request in Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4 [1.1] Detroit
Edison has completed an individual plant examination of external events (IPEEE) for
severe accident vulnerabilities for Fermi 2. External events are transient initiators external
to the plant systems and include such events as fire, earthquakes, floods, high winds, and
transportation and nearby facility accidents. This study complements the previously
submitted individual plant examination (IPE) that treated severe accident vulnerabilities
associated with internal events, typically initiated by equipment failures.

.

1

The IPE and IPEEE taken together fulfill the portion of the 1985 Severe Accident Policy I

Statement [1.2] that expected licensees "to perform a limited scope accident safety
analysis designed to discover instances (i.e., outliers) of particular vulnerability to core
melt or to unusually poor containment performance, given core melt accidents."

,

|

1.1 BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

During the past 15 to 20 years, the NRC has placed increasing emphasis on the evaluation
and use of severe accident information in regulating the current generation of nuclear
power plants. This regulatory emphasis has manifested itselfin a number of NRC actions
which extend beyond the design basis of the current generation of plants. Such actions
include the Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) Rule, the Severe Accident
Policy Statement and the Station Blackout Rule.

In August of 1989, the NRC issued Supplement 1 to Generic Letter 88-20 requesting each'
utility to perform an Individual Plant Examination for severe accident vulnerabilities. The
scope of such an effort involved the integrated analysis of plant and system response to a
wide spectrum ofinternal, randomly initiated events such as reactor scram, loss of off-site
power and loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs) with an emphasis on quantification of plant
core damage frequency and evaluation of containment performance with regard to the
release of radionuclides. The events analyzed in the IPE are, in many cases, far beyond
the original design basis of the plant and extremely unlikely and are not expected to occur
within the life of the plant. Nevertheless, the performance of such an effort provided new
insight into system and plant capability and provided a tool for the quantitative evaluation
of potential plant improvements and prioritization of plant activities.

The effort involved the use of a Level 1 Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) and the
performance of a Level 2 containment performance analysis aimed at identifying the
dominant core damage risk contributors for the plant and the dominant potential causes of

1-1
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,

an off-site release of radioactivity. However, the IPE effort did not include external event !

initiators principally because at that time acceptable examination methods had not been
,

identified nor had the scope of external events been determined. Subsequently, in June
1991 Supplement 4 to Generic Letter 88-20 was issued requesting licensees to now add
external events to the severe accident examination process. While PSAs were cited as
acceptable approaches to the fire and seismic portions of such an examination, other |
options were also described as viable alternatives. As discussed below, Detroit Edison -

elected not to use the formal PSA approach for the fire and seismic portions. |

Detroit Edison has undenaken the performance of the Fermi 2 IPEEE in a manner that in |
conjunction with the IPE fulfills the following NRC objectives [1.1]: j;

1. Develop an appreciation for severe accident behavior;

2. Understand the most likely severe accident sequences that could occur under i

full power operating conditions;
,

|

3. Gain a qualitative understanding of the overall likelihood of core damage and -

release; and
'

i

4. If necessary, reduce the overall likelihood of core damage and radioactive j
material releases by modifying hardware and procedures that would help

'

;

prevent or mitigate severe accidents.
.

!

1.2 PLANT FAMILIARIZATION !

The Fermi 2 plant is located on the western shore of Lake Erie approximately 30 miles ,

from Detroit, Michigan. Including licensed power uprate provisions, it is a 3430 MW(t) |
BWR-4 plant with a pressure suppression inerted Mark I containment. |

!

In general, Fermi 2 can be considered similar in design to many other BWR-4 plants |
licensed in the U.S. However, Fermi 2 has a number of plant unique features which have - .

been shown on balance in the IPE to favorably affect plant risk. These features include a !
!standby, high pressure coolant inventory control system called standby feedwater; four

emergency diesel generators coupled with intra-divisional cross-tie capability at the 480V j

level;; the availability of an on-site, blackstart combustion turbine generator; and the use of !

two completely independent " divisional" offsite power distribution systems and
switchyards to provide offsite power to the plant. !

,

The Fermi 2 Site is located in one of the most seismically stable regions in the United
States. No earthquake epicenter has been located closer than about 25 miles, and only i

seven earthquakes have bun reported within 50 miles of the site since the beginning of the ;
19th century. Category I structures at the plant are founded on bedrock and are designed ;

so that the plant can be safely shut down in the event ground accelerations exceed those
:

I

l-2
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!

that are operationally tolerable. A peak ground acceleratis of 0.15g was used for the i
!safe shutdown design earthquake at Fermi 2.
!

The Fermi 2 fire protection program is designed to provide adequate fire protection for all !

potential fire hazards. Supplementing the basic fire protection design concepts of low
,

combustible fire loading and separation of fire areas, the fire protection provisions include: !
!

fire protection water supply and distribution (includes electric pump and diesel ;e

driven fire pump as backup) |
* - fire detection and alarm |

gaseous suppression }*

fixed water spray :e

automatic sprinklers -|e

e manual hose stations ;

nitrogen system for containment inerting during operatione

As an alternate to complete divisional fire protection in the control room, an alternate i

!shutdown capability for the control room is provided.

!
Plant and site characteristics relative to the other external events covered by the IPEEE i

(high winds / tornadoes, external floods, transportation and nearby facility accidents) are j
within the guidelines provided in the Standard Review Plan even though Fermi 2 is not a i

|" standard review plan plant".
i
'

1.3 OVERALL METHODOLOGY

Acceptable methods for performing the IPEEE are outlined in Generic Letter 88-20, :

Supplement 4~ [1.1], and the IPEEE guidance document NUREG-1407 [1.3]. The +

acceptable fire options were supplemented by NRC acceptance of EPRI's " Fire ;

| Vulnerability _ Evaluation" (FIVE) methodology [1.4], and the seismic options were j
supplemented by Supplement 5 to Generic Letter 88-20 [1.5]. The methods utilized for !

| Fermi 2 are outlined below. !

| i

Seismic - The EPRI Seismic Margin Assessment (SMA) t.pproach [1.6] as specified ;

for a focused scope plant in NUREG-1407 [1.3] is used as the framework for the ;

seismic portion of the Fermi 2 IPEEE. The structures, systems and . components j

required to be operable to validate two safe shutdown paths is evaluated against a
'

review level (0.3g) earthquake, which is of greater magnitude than the design basis
earthquake. The methodology provides screening techniques for this evaluation; items
that do not screen out are evaluated in more Atail to determine their seismic capacity. J

Since the Fermi 2 site seismic hazard is que low based on both EPRI [1.71 and !
,

revised Livermore [1.8] hazard curves, the SMA approach for Fermi 2 was modified in'

February 1995 [1.9) to reduce the evaluation effort for some of the equipment that
: does not screen out against the review level earthquake; however, anchorage

evaluation has been completed using the 0.3g earthquake requirements. This modifiedi-

1-3t
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approach is very similar to the modified seismic scope subsequently provided by '

the NRC in September 1995 [1.5].

.

Fire - The EPRI Fire-Induced Vulnerability Evaluation (FIVE) technique [1.4) is used |.

for the fire portion of the Fermi 2 IPEEE. This technique identifies fire initiators by
compartment and then uses a screening process to ascertain if the probability of going |
to core damage is less than 1.0E-06/yr for each identified fire compartment. This :

screening effort includes a walkdown to verify assumptions credited in the screening
_ process. Those compartments that do not screen out are then evaluated as potential !

vulnerabilities. The overall effort includes consideration of the six issues included in
the Sandia/NRC Fire Risk Scoping Study [1.10]. ;

Other External Events - The evaluations for other external events specified in GL 88- |e

20 Supplement 4 (high winds ard tornadoes, external floods, transportation and
nearby facility accidents) utilize the progressive screening approach given in NUREG-
1407 [1.3]. The basic approach is to show that the plant conforms to the 1975
Standard Review Plan criteria for these events.

1.4 SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS :

A' summary of the maior findings of this IPEEE for each of the major external event
categories is presented below.

i

1.4.1 Seismic Events j
t

The plant was found to be seismically rugged in that upon completion of the few plant j
modifications and corrective maintenance activities discussed below, all structures,

'

systems and components required for the two identified safe shutdown paths met the
seismic capacity requirements of the 0.3g review level earthquake. No seismic
vulnersilities were identified. There were several observations made and insights gained :
that led to corrective action and planned future actions. !

For example, some minor mounting hardware deficiencies were identified and have been ,

corrected or will be corrected through work requests by the completion of the fall 1996
i

refueling outage (RF05). The potential for four modest hardware changes were
identified. One involves the bolting together of some adjacent relay panels to reduce the
probability of relay chatter during a seismic event. The second involves replacing four
low-ruggedness relays in the emergency diesel generator voltage sensing circuits. The
third provides for evaluation of additional seismic restraint to a large air dryer on the

"

second floor of the reactor building. Fourth deals with evaluating a weakness in the
seismic load path for two CCHVAC instrument panels on the fifth floor of the reactor
building. i

Three insights ofinterest were gained during the seismic evaluation. !

;
,

1-4 !
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A large fraction of the minor hardware deficiencies found were believed to be
associated with maintenance activities rather than original installations. Additional
training will be incorporated in the continuing maintenance training program to 1

tincrease the awareness level and emphasize the imponance of mounting hardware
installation and restoration during and after maintenance activities.

'

Operations training does not include a sustained loss of offsite power and combustion
turbine generator Unit 1 (CTG 11-1) scenario as may result from a severe seismic

'
event. Current simulator training assumes CTG 11-1 is restorable within the first 30
to 60 minutes after a loss of offsite power. A new simulator drill will be incorporated ,

in the operator training program to address this scenario. >

During a severe seismic event, it is expected that many spurious alarms will bee

received in the control room due to low seismic ruggedness relay chatter. Although
this may not have a direct effect on safe plant shutdown, it may cause some confusion
in the control room. This item will also be included in the new seismic simulator ;

training event. |
|

Additional description and references to the associated documentation are provided in |
Sections 3 and 8. ;

i
1.4.2 Fire Events !

!

The progressive screening process employed in the FIVE methodology led to six fire
compartments that did not meet the screening criterion ofless than 1.0E-6/yr core damage
frequency (CDF). Since the screening criterion was only modestly exceeded (largest
computed CDF was 4.5E-06/yr) and in view of the recognized conservatisms in the FIVE
methodology as applied by Fermi 2, this result is considered to represent an acceptably
low risk to fire induced damage and thus presents no vulnerabilities.

Five of the unscreened six compartments are control center compartments including the
relay and control rooms, the switchgear rooms, and the Division 1 portion of the
miscellaneous room, which is a finding consistent with other plants. The sixth
compartment is the second floor of the reactor building. This latter unscreened
companment leads to the single fire insight in that the dominating contributors are
cabinets used for dedicated shutdown whose loss would isolate the affected equipment
from the main control room thereby causing loss of the equipment function. While this
loss potential is adequately covered by current operator training, additional Fire Brigade
drills in the vicinity of these cabinets are planned to increase the awareness of the brigade
members to the need to quickly isolate and extinguish such cabinet fires.

Additional description and references to the associated documentation are provided in
Sections 4 and 8.

!
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1.4.3 Other Events (High Winds, Floods, and Transportation and Nearby Facility
Accidents)

The site review and design comparison relative to the 1975 Standard Review Plan
revealed no vulnerabilities or insights relative to these other external events. The
potential, however, for a common cause failure of diesel generator cooling function due to
ice formation in the pump column was recently recognized. This event is the subject of
LER 96-001 [1.11], and is currently under evaluation.

,
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SECTION 2

EXAMINATION DESCRIPTION

2.0 INTRODUCTION

This Individual Plan Examination for External Events (IPEEE) for the Fermi 2 nuclear
power plant was conducted to meet the objectives stated in Supplement 4 to NRC Generic
Letter 88-20 [2.1]. This report documents that examination. Display of the information
generally follows the suggested table of contents given in the IPEEE guidance document
[2.2] with some additional subsections. Minor changes have been made in some of the
section titles, and portions of Section 4 (fire) have been partitioned into two parts (A and
B) for convenience of display.

It is evident that this external events examination is essentially a snapshot in time of plant
conditions. Thus, walkdowns, review of plant drawings and procedures, etc. used in the :

examination process pertain to the plant at a given time. Some of this activity took place
over a year prior to issuance of this report. Thus, any recent changes in plant conditions
and documentation, except as noted, would not be reflected in this external events
examination.

i

!

|

|

l
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2.1 GENERAL PLANT DESCRIPTION

The Fermi 2 plant is located on the western shore of Lake Erie approximately 30 miles
from Detroit, Michigan. Including licensed power uprate provisions, it is a 3430 MW(t) |
BWR-4 plant with a pressure suppression Mark I containment. A summary of some of the j
key design features of the plant is provided in Table 2-1.

,

In general, Fermi 2 can be considered similar in design to many other BWR-4 plants
licensed in the U.S. However, the Fermi 2 design has a number of plant unique features ' ;

which have been shown in the performance of the IPE to influence plant risk. These '|
features include a standby, high pressure coolant inventory control system called standby !

feedwater; four emergency diesel generators coupled with intra-divisional cross-tie i

capability; the availability of an on-site, blackstart combustion turbine generator (CTG 11- '

1); and the use of two completely independent offsite power distribution systems and
switchyards to provide offsite power to the plant. :

The standby feedwater system is a non-safety grade system consisting of two motor driven
pump trains, each capable of providing up to 600 gpm of coolant makeup to the reactor

^

pressure vessel (RPV) at high pressure from the condensate storage tank through the
feedwater lines. The standby feedwater system is incorporated into the Fermi 2
emergency operating procedures and is available as a coolant makeup source for transient
and small LOCA events.

On-site emergency AC power is provided at Fermi 2 by four emergency diesel generators ;

(EDGs). Power distribution is divided into two redundant divisions with two EDGs per
division. Each division can provide power to necessary shutdown cooling and control
power systems to ensure long term operation and control. In addition, if an EDG fails, the
480V buses in the same division can be cross-connected to provide power to necessary i

low voltage plant loads, and by taking actions such as interlock defeats, the 4160V buses
can also be cross-connected.

IIn addition to the four EDGs, the Fermi 2 site has four combustion turbine generators
(18.8 MW each) located adjacent to the decommissioned Fermi 1 plant. These generators ,

are used by Detroit Edison for peaking loads and can be connected to the Division 1
'

offsite power feed to Fermi 2. One of the combustion turbine generators (CTG 11-1) can
be started from the Fermi 2 control room and is capable of starting without power from -

the grid or Fermi 2 (i.e., it is blackstart capable). CTG 11-1 in conjunction with the
standby feedwater system make up part of the Appendix R Alternate Shutdown System i

and are included in the Technical Specifications.

The Fermi 2 plant has a unique offsite power supply configuration, consisting of
'

independent switchyards, as well as multiple, diverse onsite AC power supplies. Division i

1 offsite power is provided through a connection to a 120kV portion of the Detroit Edison !

grid through a switchyard located near the Fermi I plant. This switchyard is connected to
:

the Fermi 2 plant through underground lines. Division 2 power is provided to Fermi 2
|
7
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through an independent switchyard which is connected to a 345kV ponion of the Detroit
Edison grid. The Division 2 switchyard is connected to the Fermi 2 plant through
overhead transmission lines. No connections exist between the switchyards. The only
connection between the two divisions of power is between the 4160V ESF buses through
a maintenance cross-tie which by administrative controls is not allowed to be in-service
during normal power operations. However, this bus tie is available and can provide
additional flexibility in recovery from beyond design basis events.

The Fermi 2 site is located in one of the most seismically stable regions in the United
States. No earthquake epicenter has been located closer than about 25 miles and only
seven earthquakes have been reported within 50 miles of the site since the beginning of the
19th century. None of these was greater than Intensity V on the Modified Mercalli Scale.
Category I structures at the plant are founded on rock and are designed so that the plant
can be safely shut down in the event ground accelerations at the site exceed those that are
operationally tolerable. The Seismology Division of the National Ocean Survey, NRC
staffs seismological advisor, concluded that an acceleration of 0.15g resulting from a
strong intensity earthquake would be adequate for representing the ground motion from
the maximum earthquake likely to affect the site. This acceleration was used for the
seismic design of Fermi 2 [2.10].

The Fermi 2 fire protection program is designed to provide adequate fire protection for all j

potential fire hazards. Supplementing the basic fire protection design concepts of low
,

combustible fire loading and separation of fire areas, the fire protection provisions include.
,

|

fire protection water supply and distribution (includes electric pump and diesel.

driven fire pump as backup to GSW supply)
fire detection and alarme

gaseous suppressione

fixed water spraye

automatic sprinklerse

e manual hose stations
nitrogen system for containment inerting during operatione

As an alternate to complete divisional fire protection in the control room, a dedicated
alternate shutdown capability for the control room is provided. This Appendix R alternate
shutdown system is separate and remote from the control center complex (control, relay,
and cable-spreading rooms) and is designed to (1) achieve and maintain the reactor in a
subcritical condition; (2) maintain reactor coolant inventory; (3) achieve and maintain hot
shutdown; (4) achieve cold shutdown within 72 hours; and (5) maintain the reactor in a
cold shutdown condition thereafter. In the event of a fire which would prevent achieving

.

a safe shutdown from the control room, the only required operator action in the control I

room is a manual reactor scram if an automatic trip has not already occurred. !
i

Plant and site characteristics relative to the other external events covered by the IPEEE
(high winds / tornadoes, external floods, transportation and nearby facility accidents) are

2-3
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within many of the guidelines provided in the Standard Review Plan even though Fermi 2
is- not a " standard review plan" plant. The external event in this category actually
experienced at the site was the 1989 low lake level caused by a sustained strong offshore
wind compounded by silt buildup in the general service water (GSW) intake canal that led |
to a loss of GSW. However, loss of GSW is included as part of the design basis..

!
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2.2 CONFOHMANCE WITH GENERIC LETTER AND SUPPORTING
MATERIAL

The Fermi 2 IPEEE meets the objectives stated in Section 1 of the IPEEE Generic Letter
[2-1] and generally follows the stipulations of that letter and of the related submittal
guidance [2.2]. The objectives are restated below.

The general purpose of this IPEEE is for the Fermi 2 staff, in conjunction with the IPE to:

1. Develop an appreciation for severe accident behavior;

2. Understand the most likely severe accident sequences that could occur under full
power operation conditions;

3. Gain a qualitative understanding of the overalllikelihood of core damage and release;
and

4. If necessary, reduce the overall likelihood of core damage and radioactive material
releases by modifying hardware and procedures that would help prevent or mitigate
severe accidents.

To meet these objectives, a methodology was employed that is generally consistent with
the options described in the IPEEE guidance document NUREG-1407 [2-2], using the
non-PSA options for both the fire and seismic portions. The overall methodology used in
this IPEEE is described in Section 2.3 as well as in the individual analysis sections.

The evaluation was performed under the control of Detroit Edison using Fermi 2 plant
personnel supplement <.d by contractor support. Walkdowns employed both Fermi 2 and
contractor personnel as did the peer reviews. Senior consultants for selected applications
were also utilized. Details on the makeup of the IPEEE evaluation team are included in
Section 6.

The Fermi 2 IPEEE is documented in a traceable manner that provides the basis for the
findings in a tiered approach. Specifically, there are two tiers of documentation to support
the Level 2 IPEEE:

Documentation submitted to the NRC, referred to as Tier 1..

Documentation developed and retained as formal in-house documents to provide.

additional support for the submittal, referred to as Tier 2.

I
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2.3 OVERALL METHODOLOGY

Acceptable methods for performing the IPEEE are outlined in Generic Letter 88-20,
Supplement 4 [2.11, and the IPEEE guidance document NUREG-1407 [2.2]. The fire
options were supplemented by NRC acceptance of the " Fire Vulnerability Evaluation"
(FIVE) methodology [2.3), and the seismic options were supplemented by Supplement 5

to Generic Letter 88-20 [2.4]. The methods utilized for Fermi 2 are outlined below.

2.3.1 Seismic

The EPRI Seismic Margin Assessment (SMA) approach [2.51 as specified for a
focused scope plant in NUREG-1407 [2.2) is used as the framework for the
seismic portion of the Fermi 2 IPEEE. The basic approach is to identify two
shutdown success paths (one capable of handling a small break LOCA) that can
bring the plant to hot or cold shutdown following a pre-selected postulated seismic
event. The stmetures, systems and components required to be operable to validate
these success paths is evaluated against a review level (0.3g) earthquake (RLE),
which is of greater magnitude than the design basis earthquake. The methodology
provides screening techniques to be used by a seismic review team to screen
structures and equipment during plant walkdowns. Items that do no screen out are
evaluated in more detail to determine their high-confidence-low-probability-of-
failure (HCLPF) capacity. Since the Fermi 2 site seismic hazard is quite low based -
on both EPRI [2.6] and revised Livermore [2.7] hazard curves, the SMA for Fermi
2 was modified in Febmary 1995 [2.8) to reduce the evaluation effort for some of
the equipment that does not screen out against the review level earthquake.
Namely, highly sophisticated HCLPF calculations would not be completed for non-
screened items. Instead, simple evaluations would be attempted to demonstrate
RLE mggedness; otherwise, only compliance to the seismic design basis is
demonstrated. It should be noted that anchorage evaluations would be completed
using the 0.3g earthquake for all components involved. This approach is very
similar to the modified seismic sr subsequently provided by the NRC in
September 1995 [2.4]. Additional detail is given in Section 3.0.

2.3.2 Internal Fires

The EPRI Fire-Induced Vulnerability Evaluation (FIVE) technique [2.3) is used
for the fire portion of the Fermi 2 IPEEE. This technique identifies fire initiators
by compartment and then uses a multi-step screening process to ascertain if the
probability of going to core damage is less than 1.0E-06/yr for each identified fire
compartment. This screening effort includes a walkdown to verify assumptions
credited in the screening process. Those components that do not screen out are
then evaluated as potential vulnerabilities. The process is structured to take
advantage of existing plant specific fire protection programs and 10CFR50
Appendix R evaluations. The overall effort also includes consideration of the six

i
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issues included in the Sandia/NRC Fire Risk Scoping Study [2.9]. Additional
detail on the fire methodology is given in Section 4.

2.3.3 Other External Events :

)

The other external events specified in GL 88-20 Supplement 4 (high winds and tornadoes, i
external floods, transportation and nearby facility accidents) utilize the progressive [

- screening approach given in NUREG-1407 [2.2] that centers around conformance with |

the 1975 Standard Review Plan (SRP). While the Fermi 2 construction permit preceded j
issuance of the SRP, many of the plant design features had been brought into compliance

- with the SRP because of the extended time over which the plant was designed and
constructed. The basic approach is to show that the plant still conforms to the 1975 !

Standard Review Plan criteria for these events. -

!
I
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2.4 INFORMATION ASSEMBLY

The information utilized in this IPEEE came from a myriad of sources.

Classification of sources consist of written documentation (Detroit Edison and
external), Fermi 2 drawings, individual expertise (Fermi 2 and consultant), and
walkdowns. Major examples of these classifications are given below. Specific
information sources are referenced elsewhere in the report within the context that
they are used.

1. UFSAR
2. Standard Review Plan
3, Design calculations

Fire (e.g., " Appendix R" calculations)e

Seismic (seismic and anchorage calculations)e

4. Fire Hazards Analysis (Appendix 9A, Fermi 2 UFSAR)
5. Alarm Response Procedures (fire)
6. Standard Operating Procedures
7. Abnormal Operating Procedures
8. Central Component Data Base (CECO)
9. Automated Records Management Systems
10. Vendor Manuals
11. Seismic Qualification Repons j

12. SQUG/EPRI Seismic Reports (e.g., EPRI FIVE and SMA reports) '

13. Fermi 2 Cable Data Base
14. Design Basis Documents
15. Fermi 2 IPE Report
16. Miscellaneous Drawings

Schematicse

Functional Operating Sketchese

Equipmente

Anchoragee

17. Shift Technical Advisors and Operation Personnel
18. Seismic Senior Consultants
19. Walkdowns <

Preliminary Seismic je

Seismic Capabilitye ,

Subsequent Seismic Evaluatione

Fire Information Gatheringe

FIVE Confirmatorye

2-8
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Table 2-1 Summary Of Fermi 2 Design Features

SAFETY FUNCTION KEY SYSTEMS / FEATURES

Coolant Inventory Makeup 1) High Pressure Systems:
- Main Feedwater
- High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI)
- Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)
- Standby Feedwater
- Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System (CRD)

2) Medium Pressure System: ;

- Condensate

3) Low Pressure Systems:
- Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI)
- Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS) >

- RHR Service Water (RHRSW) ;

Containment Heat Removal 1) Main Condenser

2) Residual Heat Removal (RHR) via
- Suppression Pool Cooling Mode
- Shutdown Cooling Mode
- Drywell Spray Mode

3) Containment Vent

Reactivity Control 1) Control Rods

2) Standby Liquid Control (SLCS)
,

3) Alternate Boron Injection via
- Standby Feedwater System (EOP directed)
- Condensate /Feedwater System
- Reactor Water Cleanup System

2-10
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Table 2-1 Summary Of Fermi 2 Design Features (Cont'd.)

SAFETY FUNCTION KEY SYSTEMS / FEATURES

Key Support System 1) DC Power System

2) Emergency On-Site AC Power From Four EDGs

3) Alternate AC Pawer From Onsite Blackstart
Combustion Turbine Generator

4) Offsite Power Provided To Each Division through
Separate, Independent Switchyards

5) RHR Service Water (RHRSW), EDG Service Water
(EDGSW) and Emergency Equipment Service Water
(EESW) reject heat to Dedicated Heat Sink

Primary Containment 1) BWR Mark 1
Structure

2) 0.29 million cu. ft

3) 56 psig Design Pressure /140 psig Ultimate Pressure

Containment Protection 1) Containment Hard Pipe Venting From Wetwell or
Drywell

2) RHR in Containment Spray Mode

3) Nitrogen for Containment Inerting During Operation

|

i
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SECTION 3

SEISMIC ANA. LYSIS

3.0 METIIODOLOGY SELECTION

In accordance with NUREG-1407 [3.1], two methodologies are considered acceptable to
identify potential seismic vulnerabilities at nuclear power plants. The first is a seismic
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) method and the second is a seismic margins
methodology (SMM). Two different SMMs are considered acceptable: an NRC-
developed method based on an event / fault tree approach for delineating accident
sequences, and an EPRI-developed method based on a systems " success path" approach.
For these methodologies to be acceptable, NUREG-1407 requested that certain
methodology enhancements be included.

As stated in Detroit Edison's response [3.2] to Generic Letter (GL) 88-20, Supplement 4
[3.3], the EPRI SMM approach described in report NP-6041-SL [3.4], with the
enhancements requested in NUREG-1407, was selected for implementation of the
seismic IPEEE program at Fermi 2.

In April 1994, the NRC issued Information Notice (IN) 94-32 [3.5] on the subject of
revised seismic hazard estimates published by the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) in NUREG-1488 [3.6]. The NRC suggested in the IN that licensees
who had not completed their seismic IPEEE may submit a request to adjust their schedule
commitment to allow the NRC staff review of the revised seismic hazard estimates
and take the revised inft tion into account in their IPEEE programs.

On January 30,1995, the NRC published a proposed Supplement 5 to Generic Letter 88-
20 in the Federal Register for public comment. GL 88-20, Supplement 5 [3.7], was
subsequently issued in September 1995 with the resolution of the public comments. The
supplement acknowledged that the results of the revised LLNL seismic estimates indicate
that the perceived risk has been reduced for most plant sites in the central and eastern
U.S. Therefore, the NRC proposed reducing the scope of the seismic IPEEE programs for
licensees with fecused-scope and full-scope plants.

For plants performing a reduced-scope seismic margin assessment (SMA), supplement 5
indicates that the seismic capacities for reactor internals and soil-related failures need not
be evaluated for the seismic IPEEE. Supplement 5 also states that " modifying the scope of
the seismic IPEEEforfocused-scope plants in this manner will make these evaluations
equivalent to those for the reduced-scope plants, with additional evaluations of a few

j known weaker, but critical, components or items."

|
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These additional weaker items were further defined in Attachment 1 to GL 88-20,
supplement 5. They include masonry and block walls, flat-bottom tanks, relay chatter,
and other items. The other items " pertain to inadequate anchorage and bracing, adverse
physical interactions, building impact, or pounding. These items include the weaker
components of the diesel generators or pumps. However, the licensee's seismic review ,

team should determine whether seismic capacities of these components need to be
evaluatedin the seismic review."

In supplement 5, the NRC staff reemphasized that the guidance in the generic letter and
NUREG-1407 does not preclude the use of well-based expert judgment and efficient
approaches that minimize the effort of conducting an IPEEE. GL 88-20, supplement 4, in
describing the acceptable IPEEE examination methods, states that "the application ofthe
above approaches involves considerablejudgment with regards to the requested scope i

and depth of the study, level of analytical sophistication, and level of e.[ fort to be
expended."

Prior to final issuance of Supplement 5 to GL 88-20, Detroit Edison notified the NRC by
letter dated February 9,1995 [3.8] of a revision in the Fermi 2 IPEEE seismic scope. The
revision was structured based on the stage of completion of the Fermi 2 seismic IPEEE
program, the revised perceived seismic risk for the Fermi 2 site, the general industry
direction for completing the IPEEE, and the preliminary information in GL 88-20,
supplement 5. Moreover, the Fermi 2 scope revision philosophy was not far different than '

that encompassed by the subsequently issued Supplement 5 to_GL 88-20. Fermi 2 had (

completed an evaluation of the reactor internals and relay chatter effects. All safety-
related buildings are founded on bed rock; thereby, eliminating potential soil-related
failures. Furthermore, Fermi 2 had completed a significant portion of the seismic IPEEE ;

study.

The revision described in Detroit Edison scope change letter to the NRC stated that the !

Fermi 2 SMA will proceed along the focused-scope evaluation path as originally stated in j
the response to GL 88-20, supplement 4. However, for components that do not screen out i

using the EPRI screening methodology, and in lieu of performing highly sophisticated
high-confidence-of-low-probability-of-failure (HCLPF) calculations, simplified ;

evaluations will be performed to demonstrate ruggedness to the review level earthquake.
,

Any components failing the simplified evaluation check will only be evaluated to
demonstrate compliance with the design basis. The letter also stated that the Fermi 2 |
scope change may amount to no reduction in scope, if using the revised approach :

demonstrates compliance to the Review Level Earthquake (RLE) for all items included in
the SMA. It should be noted that anchorage evaluation, which typically limits component
seismic capacity, has been completed using the focused scope requirements of 0.3g

;

ground acceleration.

3-2
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3.1 SEISMIC MARGIN METHOD f

As stated above, the methodology selected for completing the seismic IPEEE for Fermi 2 f
is the EPRI-developed seismic margin assessment (SMA) method outlined in NP-6041. |
The philosophy from which seismic margin methods emerged was based on increasing ;
knowledge in the geoscience field, which led to the belief that it is possible for a nuclear ,

plant site to be subjected to earthquake ground motion greater than its design basis. The !

! SMM utilizes inherent conservatism in current design practices along with more realistic

| seismic capacity evaluations to calculate the margin above the seismic design basis that ;

| exists in operating nuclear plants. Only those systems and components required to bring

| the plant to, and maintain a safe shutdown condition following the seismic event need to 1

( be examined.
,

i

| To define this margin, it is practical to select a conservatively high earthquake level and
; use it as a benchmark to demonstrate sufficient margin above the plant design basis and
| develop a high confidence in the seismic capacity of structures, systems and components. I

The earthquake level chosen for the review is called the RLE. For Fermi 2, this review ,

j level earthquake has been defined by the NRC in NUREG-1407 as a NUREG/CR-0098 i

[3.9] median spectrum anchored at 0.3g. EPRI NP-6041 refers to the earthquake level ,

| against which the plant is evaluated as the Seismic Margin Earthquake (SME)._ For
purposes of the Fermi 2 seismic margin assessment, the RLE and the SME are set equal, |

| and terms are interchangeable. The primary purpose of margin reviews is to demonstrate 1

| sufficient margin over the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) to assure plant safety and to |
; find any " weak links" which might limit the plant capability to safely shutdown after a i
! seismic event bigger than the SSE. The EPRI methodology concentrates on

demonstrating that a reliable operational path exists to shut down and maintain the plant
in either hot or cold shutdown mode for a minimum of 72 hours following the seismic
event.

!
Two alternate safe shutdown paths, called " success paths," are selected. In NUREG-1407,!

the NRC requested that, to the maximum extent possible, the alternate path involve
operational sequences, systems, piping runs, and components different from the preferred
path. Only plant components required for the operation of systems on the success paths
are seismically evaluated for the RLE. The seismic margin assessment method relies
heavily on earthquake experience data, generic equipment qualification, fragility test data,;

and seismic PRA results.

'
EPRI NP-6041 provides a set of screening guidelines to be used by the seismic review

' team (SRT) to screen structures and equipment, against the RLE, during plant
walkdowns. The screening also relies on the judgment and the experience of the SRT.

| More detailed evaluations may be required to establish the seismic capability of items

! that do not meet the screening criteria or are judged by the SRT to warrant further
; reviews.
1

{
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Detroit Edison notified the NRC by letter [3.8] of a change in scope in the Fermi 2 l
_ seismic IPEEE program, as a result of the revised seismic hazard estimates in NUREG-,.

1488 [3.6] and the general nuclear industry reaction to the revised estimates. The Fermi 2
program revision was structured based on the significance of different elements and j

evaluations in the SMM as perceived by experts in the seismic and risk areas, and based )
on the stage of completion of the Fermi 2 program. Detroit Edison stated in their letter |
that highly sophisticated HCLPF calculations will not be completed for items that do not ;
screen out. Instead, simple evaluations will be attempted to demonstrate RLE ruggedness; i
otherwise, only compliance to the seismic design basis will be demonstrated. j

!

3.1.1 Review of Plant Information, Screening and Walkdown j
:
!

Fermi 2 uses a General Electric (GE) Company, single cycle, forced circulation Boilmg j
Water Reactor (BWR) of the .BWR 4 Class, with a pressure-suppression Mark I !

containment. The containment is a steel plate pressure vessel consisting of a light-bulb-
'

shaped drywell and a torus-shaped pressure suppression chamber. The plant is similar in - ;

design to Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1,2, and 3, Cooper Nuclear Station, Edwin I. |
Hatch Unit 1, and Brunswick Steam Electric Plant Units 1 and 2. The uprated licensed |
design power rating for Fermi 2 is 3430 MWt, with a turbine generator design electrical

'

output of 1203 MWe and a rated net electrical output of 1154 MWe.

The Fermi 2 site is located on the shore of the westem end of Lake Erie at Lagoona |
Beach in Frenchtown Township, Monroe County, Michigan. The site is approximately
six miles northeast of Monroe, Michigan,30 miles southwest of downtown Detroit, and
25 miles northeast of Toledo, Ohio. The site consists of approximately 1120 acres. !

!
The site is located within the Central Stable Region tectonic province of the North !

American Continent. Some regional faulting and seismic activity is known, but the region i

is characterized as one of relative stability. There are no known faults within 25 miles of j
the site and there are no capable faults within 200 miles of the site. The site is located in |
one of the most seismically stable regions in the United States.

t
'

The area is characterized by glacial landforms and by beach and lacustrine deposits
formed during the fluctuations of the Great Lakes. The glacial deposits overlie maturely
dissected bedrock and broad areas of relatively flat-lying bedrock. All major Fermi 2 |

Category I structures are supported in the Bass Islands dolomite (bedrock). :

r

The principle structures located on the plant site include the following: |
1

The reactor building, which houses the drywell, the suppression pool, the Nuclear. >

Steam Supply System (NSSS), the engineered safety features, some auxiliary system
,

equipment, and the fuel storage and shipping area; F

The turbine building, which houses the power conversion equipment, the off-gas !.

system, and plant auxiliaries;

.
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| 1
;

The auxiliary building, which houses the main control room, the computer facility,| .

electrical equipment, and HVAC equipment;
The radwaste building, which houses the radioactive waste treatment facilities for'

.

liquid and solid waste;
The RHR complex, which houses the emergency diesel generators (EDGs), the RHR.

|
cooling towers, the RHR service water reservoirs, and the RHR service water, |

| emergency equipment service water, and EDG service water pumps; and '

| Two natural draft hyperbolic circulating water cooling towers and corresponding.

| intake and discharge structures.

General plant building arrangement is shown in Figure 3-1.

This section briefly describes the seismic design basis of the plant and identifies the i
'analytical methods, codes and standards, and other design requirements. In addition, this

section briefly describes the screening criteria used for the Seismic Margins Assessment
of plant structares and equipment and the walkdown criteria and methods.'

Throughout this report, the terms Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) and Design Basis
Earthquake (DBE) represent the same earthquake and are used interchangeably.

3.1.1.1 Plant Seismic Design Basis

The seismic design classification of Fermi 2 structures, systems, and components is'

established in accordance with the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.29 [3.10]. Plant
structures, systems, and components which are important to safety and must be designed
to maintain their safety function in the event of a safe shutdown earthquake are
designated seismic Category 1. They are classified as safety-related if they are necessary
to ensure the integrity of reactor coolant pressure boundary, the capability to shut down |

the reactor and to maintain it in the safe shutdown condition, and the capability to prevent
;

or mitigate the consequences of an accident that could result in potential offsite exposure i

beyond 10CRF100 [3.11] limits. ;

I
3.1.1.1.1 Seismic Design

|
l

The dynamic response and design of the Fermi 2 structures and components due to
earthquake loading was divided into two broad areas of analysis. First, major buildings
and structures which house or support Category I systems and components were modeled I

and analyzed. Second, the results of the building analyses were used as forcing functions
in the dynamic analyses of smaller Category I systems and components.

3.1.1.1.1.1 Ground Response Spectra;

!

| The site ground response spectra for the operating-basis earthquake (OBE) and the safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE), in the horizontal direction, are shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3, ,

respectively. Vertical ground acceleration for the OBE and SSE is two-thirds of the !

3-5'
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|

horizontal ground acceleration. The Fermi 2 Category I structures are designed to !

withstand a maximum horizontal ground acceleration of 0.15g and a maximum vertical :|-

acceleration of 0.10g for the SSE. For the OBE, maximum horizontal ground acceleration
i

is 0.08g and maximum vertical ground acceleration is 0.05g. The shapes of the OBE and |
SSE spectra essentially conform to the 1940 El Centro earthquake with minor i

adjustments to account for the 1949 Olympia, Washington and the 1935 Helena, Montana ;

| earthquakes. i
;

3.1.1.1.1.2 Acceleration Time Histories

Dynamic response of the Fermi 2 t ailding structures was determined from detailed time i
history analyses of representative .nodels subjected to four time history base excitations.
Scaled actual earthquake records were used in addition to those used to describe the basic
ground spectra to ensure a broad-band frequency content for equipment seismic
qualification purposes. The input spectra were generated from the following four
earthquakes and their horizontal time history records. .

;

Direction hrthamke
N-S El Centro, CA., 5-18-40

'

N-S El Centro, CA., 12-30-34 i

S-80-W Olympia, WA.,4-13-49 ,

N-21-E Taft, CA., 7-21-52
j

Ground response spectra for a system with two percent critical damping were generated [
for each of the earthquake records shown above. Sixty periods from 0.1 sec to 1.0 sec.
were used in the generation of the ground spectra for each record. The duration of each ;
record required to give maximum responses in the period range of interest was '

determined. Each earthquake record was scaled so that the area under the acceleration !
response spectra equaled the area under the recommended OBE spectra. Vertical OBE
ground accelerations were obtained by scaling the horizontal ground accelerations. |

Maximum horizontal and . vertical ground accelerations for SSE were obtained by j

multiplying the OBE values by a factor of two.
|
|

3.1.1.1.1.3 Seismic Models !

:

The seismic response of all Category I structures was determined by applying earthquake |

ground motions to appropriate dynamic models. The lumped mass dynamic analysis
approach was used for the Fermi 2 structures in which it was assumed that the entire mass
of the structure is concentrated at a number of discrete points.

The horizontal dynamic analyses were performed using a shear structure system, a frame
structure system, or a combined shear-frame structure system. The massive, stiff floor i

slab / shear wall configurations of the reactor / auxiliary building and the RilR building |

| were modeled as spring-slab systems. The slabs were treated as infinitely rigid in their !

j own planes and were interconnected by weightless linear elastic springs used to simulate

|
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;

i

| the stiffness of shear walls. A three-dimensional frame analytical model was used to ;

represent the containment shield, containment vessel, RPV and internals, reactor support !
pedestal, and sacrificial shield. The lumped masses in this portion of the model were i

allowed two translational and three rotational degrees of freedom and were '

interconnected with the frame members. Since the slabs were considered infinitely rigid ;

in their own planes, their resulting rigid body motions had three degrees of freedom:
horizontal translation in two perpendicular directions and rotation about a vertical axis.

1

The slab model and the frame model were connected by axial springs at various ;

elevations to represent the behavior of the structure more accurately. This model is showri !
in Figure 3-4. !

In order to study the interaction between the RPV and the rest of the structure, the model .
for the RPV and its intemals was included in the analysis and is shown in Figure 3-5. The
RPV was supported by the reactor pedestal at its base (skirt) and laterally by the stabilizer
and refueling bellows near the top.

!

The crane bridge and associated steel structures were included in the horizontal dynamic !

| model as shown in Figure 3-6. The model was based on the assumption that the crane

| would be parked at the end bay durmg a seismic event. !
| |

| The horizontal model developed for the RHR building was similar to that for the |
reactor / auxiliary building and is shown in Figure 3-7. ;

!

The vertical dynamic model of the reactor / auxiliary building was developed on the basis
that the amplification in the vertical direction was a function of the axial stiffness of the !
walls and bending stiffness of the beam-slab system. The vertical stiffness was due !

'

mainly to two structural systems in the model: the reactor containment shield and the !
reactor / auxiliary building walls. The two wall systems were connected by the reactor

| building floor slab at all the. floor elevations. The auxiliary building floor slab was

| represented by a single-degree-of-freedom system connected to the joints of the . ,

reactor / auxiliary building wall system at each elevation. In the dynamic model, the .
,

! masses were allowed to displace relative to one another, with one degree-of-freedom in
the vertical direction. The vertical dynamic model is shown in Figure 3-8.

The vertical model developed for the RHR building was similar to that for the
reactor / auxiliary building and is shown in Figure 3-9. The vertical stiffness of the RHR
building was also due mainly to two structural systems: the cooling tower walls and the
RHR building walls.

Buried Category I electrical ducts and piping run between the reactor building and RHR
building. The ducts and piping were analyzed for seismic wave propagation in the soil
and for relative seismic displacement between the duct and piping anchor points and the

| buildings. The ducts and piping were evaluated using the " beam on elastic foundation"
concept.

|

: 3-7
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3.1.1.1.1.4 Soil-Structure Interaction

Category I structures at Fermi 2 are founded on bedrock. A study [3.12] was completed
for Fermi 2 structures founded on rock in which it was shown that soil-structure
interaction was insignificant. Therefore, the spectra developed for the bedrock represent
the response to the base excitation.

3.1.1.1.1.5 Structural Damping i

All seismic Category I structures consist of reinforced concrete and welded / bolted
structural steel. The Fermi 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) [3.13]
Table 3.7-2 provides the following damping values for Fermi 2 representative structural ;

items:

Percent of Critical
11cm DBE SSE

Welded and high strength bolted steel 2.0 5.0
framed structures
Bolted steel framed structures 5.0 10.0
Welded structural assemblies 2.0 4.0
Reinforced concrete structures 2.0 5.0

Damping values of two and five percent were used in the design basis seismic analyses
for OBE and SSE, respectively. Also, other special damping values for RPV components
are shown in UFSAR Figure 3.7-16.

t

3.1.1.1.1.6 Development of Floor Response Spectra
;

The in-structure response spectra were arrived at by averaging the results obtained from
the four time history input excitations discussed in Section 3.1.1.1.1.2. To establish slab

;

or wall motions, the time-history forcing functions were used to excite the building
models used in the system analyses. Resulting time-history slab or wall motions were ;

used to generate floor response spectra for the analysis of subsystems (i.e., components-
supported in the buildings). At each spectra period for a given spectra damping, the
average response from the four earthquake excitations was calculated and plotted. The ,

plotted spectra curves were smoothed by enveloping the peaks with a smooth curve
which extended ten percent to either side of the peak for horizontal and 20 percent for
vertical. In the vertical direction, response spectra were generated at two elevations; the
spectra at other than the two elevations were not generated, but were classified in one of ;

the two elevations. |

To determine the response spectrum of a slab at a particular level, the vertical model for
that structure was modified at that level to include the multi-degree behavior of the slab
system. The modified vertical model for reactor / auxiliary building elevation 613'-6" is
shown in Figure 3-10. The slab system consisted of five masses, and the springs on each

3-8
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side and was connected to the same wall joint. Similarly, the stiffness parameters of the
auxiliary building slab system were determined.

3.1.1.1.2 Site Specific Earthquake

In response to requests for information from the NRC Geosciences Branch, a site-specific j
ground response spectrum was developed in 1981. The site-specific spectrum exhibited a !
significantly higher ground response than the DBE ground response spectrum. The site l
specific earthquake was not to be considered as a new design basis earthquake; however, )
it was used to determine the adequacy of a selected shutdown path components as ;

described in Section 3.1.1.1.4.4.

Based on two site specific response spectra for nearby magnitude 5.3 earthquake records |
'

- developed by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and Weston Geophysical, it was
concluded that the 84th percentile (spe40ed by the NRC) of these spectra was similar to .

the Regulatory Guide 1.60 [3.14] shapd spectrum in the higher frequency range. The site -
specific response spectrum was conservatively assumed to have the shape of Regulatory |
Guide 1.60 spectrum anchored at 0.15g in that higher frequency range. The low '

frequency portion of the site specific response spectrum was controlled by the large,
distant earthquakes. The lower frequency range of the DBE spectrum adequately reflects
the influence of large earthquakes in the New Madrid area and in the Western Quebec
seismic zone, both more than 300 miles from the Fermi 2 site.

The generation of the vertical site specific floor response spectra conservatively was
based on multiplying the vertical DBE response spectra by a factor of 2.4.

,

!

3.1.1.1.3 Spatial Systems Interaction

IDuring a seismic event, it is possible that the resulting displacements of plant components
which are too close to each other could result in interaction between the two components,
compromising the safety-related functional integrity of one or both of the components. In
order to preclude such an occurrence, a rattlespace program was established to assure
adequate distance between adjacent components and to justify existing, less-than-
minimum distances between the components. During original plant construction, there
was no rigorous criteria which was used to address proximity effects and separation j
issues between plant components. The purpose of this section is to describe the resulting j
program which was established to address this issue and seismic Category II/I criteria.

3.1.1.1.3.1 Non-Seismic-Category I Structures !

I

The non-seismic-Category I turbine /radwaste building is adjacent to the seismic Category
I auxiliary building. A four-inch gap separates the two buildings. The turbine building
was originally designed in accordance with the Uniform Building Code (UBC) [3.15]4

Subsequently, it was seismically analyzed [3.16] by the response spectrum method to
assure the seismic integrity of the main steam line valves in the turbine building.

3-9
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t

Two hyperbolic natmal draft cooling towers made from reinforced concrete are located
north of the safety-related buildings. The towers act as large heat exchangers in which air
blowing through the towers removes heat from the circulating water cascading down ,

through the towers. The minimum distance between the cooling towers and Category I
structures is about 800 feet.

Reinforced concrete structures and elements have been designed in accordance with the
requirements of ACI 318-63 [3.17).

3.1.1.1.3.2 Rattlespace Program
.

A rattlespace program was established in the early-1980s to address spatial interaction
problems (i.e., to identify and resolve any rattlespace violations which occur between two
interacting components, at least one of which is safety-related). Rattlespace is defined as
the distance between two components in close proximity to one another. Bounding

,

allowable rattlespace values were established [3.18] for different types of components.
The minimum rattlespace between two components is the distance necessarv to assure
that the safety-related component maintains its structural and functional integrity during
and after a seismic event. If the actual distance between the components is less than the
required rattlespace, an evaluation is performed to justify the actual distance. In~ most
cases, the actual distance is acceptable based on analytical displacements being smaller
than the available rattlespace. In other cases, the effect of an impact between the two
components is evaluated. If necessary, field modifications are implemented to prevent the
components from interacting.

The first phase of the rattlespace program was implemented in the early- to mid-1980s,
following plant construction. The purpose of the program was to identify and resolve
existing rattlespace problems resulting from plant construction. From 1986 to the present, :
the focus of the rattlespace program has been to assure that adequate spatial separation is
maintained during the implementation of plant design modifications and to resolve any
newly discovered rattlespace violations in existing construction.

3.1.1.1.3.3 Seismic II/I Criteria

Non-safety-related components in safety-related buildings are designated as Seismic
Category II/1. Components that do not have safety functional requirements but are located
in safety-related buildings fall into this category. The continued functioning of these
items is not required, but their failure could adversely affect the functioning of plant

,

Category I items. Seismic category II/I components are either designed to maintain !;

| structural integrity under SSE excitation or it is demonstrated that their failure would not

| affect safety related components. Seismic category II/I items can be qualified by analysis, I

test, or a combination of both test and analysis. Most seismic category II/I items at Fermi
2 are qualified by analysis.

,
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~ 3.1.1.1.4 Scismic Qualification

The seismic qualification of the Fermi 2 power plant structures and components was
"

divided into two main categories. The first was the analysis of the Category I structures.
The second was the qualification of Category I systems and components housed in
Category I structures. The Fermi 2 seismic qualification program is described in Section
3 of the UFSAR.

3.1.1.1.4.1 Structures
,

i

The seismic Category I structures include the primary containment, reactor / auxiliary I

building, and the RHR building. The structures were dynamically represented in lumped-
mass stick models. Response spectrum analyses were performed on the models to
determine displacements and accelerations at the mass points. Member forces were
determined and distributed to the building walls and slabs in proportion to their ' stiffness
and distance from the center of rigidity. The distributed forces were combined with other i
required design forces. The structural members were designed to adequately resist the
appropriate design forces.

A brief description of these structures is provided below.

Pri-rv Contain-nt

The primary containment (Figure 3-11) is a leak-tight, steel-plate containment vessel
consisting of a light bulb-shaped drywell and a torus-shaped suppression chamber. It

- houses the reactor vessel, recirculation system, and other primary systems. The drywell is
enclosed in a reinforced concrete biological shield and is supported by the drywell
pedestal. The basic purpose of the primary containment is to limit the release of fission
products to the plant site environment, following a postulated design basis accident
(LOCA), so that offsite doses do not exceed legal values.

The reactor / auxiliary building is a single structure enclosing both the reactor building
(which includes the reactor), and the auxiliary building (which includes the auxiliary
equipment and the control room). See Figures 3 12 and 3-13, respectively.

Reactor Building

The reactor building completely encloses the drywell and suppression chamber and is
supported on a reinforced concrete foundation mat. The bt'ilding provides secondary
containment when the primary contaimnent is closed and primary containment during
reactor refueling and maintenance operations when the primary containment is open. The
reactor building houses the refueling and reactor servicing equipment, biological shield,
and new and spent fuel storage facilities. The building consists of poured-in-place
reinforced concrete up to and including the refueling floor. Above the refueling floor, the

3-11
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buildirig structure is steel-framed with insulated metal siding and has a pitch and slag roof
over insulated metal.

Auxiliary Building

The auxiliary building is a poured-in-place reinforced concrete building, integrally
connected to the reactor building by the common east wall of the reactor building. It is
supported by the reinforced concrete foundation mat common with the reactor building.
The building is adjacent to but separated from the turbine building by a four-inch seismic
rattlespace. The auxiliary building houses the main steam tunnel, main control room,
computer room, main battery rooms, switchgear rooms, main ventilation rooms, relay
room, off-gas treatment rooms, CRD pumps, HPCI pump and turbine, and main power
distribution center.

RIIR Building

The RHR building is a poured-in-place reinforced concrete building designed to serve as
the ultimate heat sink for the reactor during normal shutdowns and postulated accident
conditions. It is supported by a reinforced concrete foundation mat. The building consists
of two identical divisions. Each division consists of a water reservoir, pump house, two
mechanical draft cooling towers, and two emergency diesel generators. Each division has
the capacity to safely and orderly shut down the reactor during normal and/or accident
conditions completely independent of the other. See Figures 3-14 to 3-16.

3.1.1.1.4.2 Equipment

Seismic qualification of Fermi 2 equipment was performed by one of three methods:
analysis, testing, or a combination of analysis and testing.

Analyses used for equipment qualification were either static or dynamic. Static analysis
was used for equipment characterized as a relatively simple structure. The static method
involved multiplication of the component dead weight by the applicable accelerations
from response spectra curves, including considerations for multi-frequency excitation and
multi-mode response, and applying the forces at the component center of gravity. A
dynamic analysis was used on equipment for which significant multi-mode response or
cross coupling was anticipated or when the results from a static analysis were too
conservative. A lumped mass or finite element model was developed and a response
spectrum analysis or time history analysis was performed. For both the static and
dynamic analysis methods, each of the three directions of earthquake was evaluated
separately. The results were combined by the square root of the sum of the squares
(SRSS) method.

Testing was used on complex equipment and equipment whose operability verification
was required. For such equipment, qualification by analysis was insufficient to determine
either its structural or functional adequacy. The dynamic qualification used for equipment
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and components which were classified as Class IE, confirmed their ability to perform the i

required safety function and maintain structural and pressure boundary integrity during |
and after the postulated seismic forces. Testing was conducted by mounting the specimen j
to a rigid platform driven by hydraulic actuators to produce the required motion.

|
Sinusoidal, sine beat, and random input tests were acceptable methods of seismic |

qualification based on the particular component location, structure, and floor response
characteristics.

Equipment vendors and suppliers were required to develop test programs for qualifying
their equipment in accordance with the conditions specified in the earthquake design
requirements. Qualification reports were prepared and submitted by the vendors or
suppliers to document the equipment's seismic adequacy.

Equipment and components were grouped into two general categories: NSSS and balance
of plant (BOP). The NSSS vendor (General Electric) was responsible for all related
components and their seismic qualification, as required. In general, NSSS items were
qualilled using generic qualification procedures and criteria. For GE-supplied equipment
qualified by testing, IEEE 344-1971 [3.19] was the applicable standard for all electrical
equipment purchased before the issuance of IEEE 344-1975 [3.2]. The seismic
requirements for Fermi 2 safety-related BOP equipment are governed by either Fermi 2
seismic qualification Specification 3071-296 [3.21] or the equipment design
specifications.

3.1.1.1.4.3 Distribution Systems

Seismic Category I distribution systems at Femti 2 include piping, cable trays, electrical
conduits, and HVAC ductwork. Various methods of seismic qualification were used for
the systems and their supports.

NSSS Primary Coolant System

The Nuclear Steam Supply System primary coolant system at Fermi 2 consists of the
reactor pressure vessel, the two recirculation loops with the recirculation pumps and ;

valves, and the main steam piping lines from the RPV to the first isolation valves.

The seismic loads on the RPV and internals were based on the dynamic analysis of the
reactor / auxiliary building. A mathematical model was developed to represent the RPV, !

RPV internals, reactor pedestal, and sacrificial shield wall. The model consisted of
lumped masses and sprims to idealize the inertial and stiffness properties of the system. !

'

Figure 3-5 shows the RI , mathematical model. The seismic analysis was performed by a
modal superposition time history analysis. The design of the RPV and internals met the
stress criteria of Section III of the ASME code.

|
1

|
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The recirculation and main steam piping systems were elastically analyzed in accordance
with the requirements of ASME Section III [3.22] and were cocstructed per the ANSI |
B31.7 Nuclear Power Piping Code [3.23), Class 1 requirements.

]
!

Pipine ;

i

Category I piping was seismically analyzed by either a simplified analysis or a multi- !
degree-of-freedom analysis depending on its quality group and nominal size. The :
simplified method was generally used for field designed piping and typically for ASME |
Class 2 or 3 piping of size two inch and under with design temperature of 575 F or less. '

For dynamic analysis, the lumped mass, response spectrum method was used. The
responses from different modes were combined in accordance with Regulatory Guide
1.92 [3.24]. Damping values used were 0.5 percent for OBE and 1.0 percent for SSE. i

ASME piping was analyzed and qualified to the requirements of the ASME Boiler and i

Pressure Vessel Code (BPVC) [3.22]. In the re-analysis of selected piping systems for r

snubber reduction, ASME Code Case N411-1 [3.25] damping values were applied in ;
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.84 [3.26]. Non-ASME-BPVC piping was analyzed !

to the requirements of ANSI B31.1 [3.27]. Each pipeline was idealized as a mathematical !
model consisting oflumped masses connected by elastic members. [

!

Supports for Category I piping systems were analyzed and designed to withstand the {
resulting pipe loading from the piping analysis. Loading conditions were appropriately
considered in accordance with applicable ASME code sections. Pipe supports generally i

met the stress requirements of the AISC Specification for Structural Steel Buildings [
[3.28). !

!
!

Cable Travs |
,

The cable trays at Fermi 2 are either of the ladder-bottom type or solid-bottom type with {
covers. Tray widths vary from six to 36 inches and outside depths from three to six |
inches. The ladder-bottom cable trays are a prefabricated sheet metal structure consisting i
of two galvanized channels placed face-to-face and connected transversely by hat section

'

members spaced at about nine-inch centers. The cable trays are rigid enough to support
.

their own weight and other design loads for about eight feet; therefore, cable tray hanger i

type supports are placed at about eight-foot intervals.
:

The trays were analyzed and designed-for combinations of deadload, live load, and
seismic loads. Their design was based on the Specification for the American Iron and
Steel Institute (AISI) Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members [3.29). For i

dynamic seismic analysis, the cable trays and supports were modeled as a multi-degree- ,

of-freedom system in which the mass of the cables and tray are lumped at their support
level. The response spectrum method of analysis was used. The response spectra cun'es [
were obtained from the building analysis. For both horizontal and vertical excitations, ten ;

percent damping for DBE was used in the design. !

!
9
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|

Electrical Conduits

The electrical conduits used at Fermi 2 are either rigid or flexible. Rigid conduit consists
of galvanized steel pipe sections connected by couplings. They are supported at about
eight-foot intervals to prevent any failure due to the combined dead weight and seismic

| excitation of the conduits and conduit support system. Seismic loads for the conduit
support design were generally obtained by selecting the peak accelerations fiom the
response spectra curves at the support elevation or higher and multiplying the

|
accelerations by 1.5 to account for multi-mode response. Damping values of two percent

| were used for OBE and five percent for SSE. Flexible conduit is used to route and
| support electrical cable between cable trays and rigid conduit and between rigid conduit

and pad-mounted electrical equipment. Conduit support steel members met the stress
i criteria of the AISC Specification for the Design of Structural Steel for Buildings.
|

! IIVAC Ductwork

IIVAC ducts used at Fermi 2 are either circular or rectangular in cross section. They are
constructed from galvanized sheet steel to a specified gauge thickness and stiffness. The

i dacts are supported at specified spacing to restrain their movements. Duct design criteria

| was based on buckling of the duct walls under axial loads and bending. The ducts were
j designed for the combined loading of dead weight plus the seismic load. Temperature and

pressure loading were also addressed for the drywell ducts. Seismic analysis of the ducts
j was either the simplified static or dynamic type. The dynamic analysis was performed

using the modal response spectrum method in which the duct was considered as a series
of lumped-masses connected by mass-less elastic members. Damping values used were l
two percent for OBE and five percent for SSE. Modal responses in the three seismic input i

directions were combined by the SRSS method. The simplified analysis approach ,

'

j considered the duct system as a simply supported or continuous beam model supported
by hangers. Duct hanger steel members met the stress criteria of the AISC Specification
for the Design of Structural Steel for Buildings.

| Instrument Tubine j

!

Instrument tubing was either analyzed using the same computerized stress analysis ]
techniques used for large bore piping, per ASME Section III, Class 2 or 3, or by using j

simplified analysis. The simplified technique was based on the use of pre-developed
design tables which limit stresses and deflections of the tubing to conservative allowable
iimits. Tubing supports were designed per the AISC code requirements.

1
'

! 3.1.1.1.4.4 Site Specific Earthquake Reassessment

Detroit Edison performed a detailed reassessment [3.30] of the structures, systems and
'

components in one safe shutdown path using the site specific earthquake response
spectra. Two acceleration time histories, north-south and east-west, matching the 5%
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damped site spectrum were generated for use as horizontal forcing functions. These time
histories were used to generate response spectra which enveloped the ground response
spectra discussed earlier. The time histories were then used to generate internal
equipment floor response spectra upon which equipment validation was based.

The structural reassessment was performed using the same models as were used in the
original seismic dynamic analyses. Detailed analyses were performed on selected
structures in the drywell, reactor / auxiliary building, and RHR building. Examples of such
structures included the reactor pedestal, sacrificial shield wall, biological shield wall,
spent fuel pool, mat foundation, shear walls, superstmeture steel, cable trays and hangers,
and torus and torus supports.

The reassessment of equipment was based on the selection of a scenario, based on loss of
offsite power, characterized by early automatic control of reactor level and pressure by
the RCIC and SRV systems, respectively. Following stabilization of reactor vessel level
and pressure, operator action was assumed to be taken to cool down and depressurize the
reactor. A list of the systems necessary to shut down and cool down the reactor, and the
requisite components within the systems, was developed. Principal systems included
RCIC, NSSS, RHR (Division 2), and CRD. auxiliary systems included RHR sersice
water, EDG, EECW, EDG service water, control air, Control Center HVAC, drywell
cooling, and EDG ventilation. Essential equipment included drywell coolers, room
coolers, cable trays, conduits, I & C tubing, motor control centers, switchgear, relay room
and control room panels, batteries and chargers, diesel generators, underground electrical
ducts and piping, valve-operators, pumps and motors, control center ceiling and lights,
and valves. '

The effects of the postulated site specific earthquake on plant piping systems were
evaluated by performing detailed analyses of large-bore piping and I & C piping and
tubing, and by generic analysis of small-bore piping and Class 1E conduits. The results of
the evaluations demonstrated that these systems have the capability of withstanding the
defined site specific earthquake and the ability to subsequently support a cold shutdown
of the plant.

These supplementary site specific evaluations reaffirmed the original facility seismic
design basis acceptability.

3.1.1.2 Seismic Margin Screening
,

The EPRI seismic margin methodology utilizes a screening approach to eliminate certain
'

elements from detailed seismic evaluation and to enable the evaluation to concentrate on
those elements that may potentially become the " weak links" among the safe shutdown
success path components. Screened-out elements are considered adequate to withstand
the 0.3g RLE. By minimizing efforts in the evaluation of the components that meet the
screening guidelines and concentrating on the ones that may eventually describe the plant
HCLPF, the seismic margin evaluation can be completed with reasonable cost and
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without the risk of overlooking a " weck link" component that could affect the outcome of
the plant seismic capability.

Tables 2-3 and 2-4 of EPRI NP-6041 were used as the main source of screening
guidelines for the Fermi 2 seismic margin assessment. However, all components on the
safe shutdown equipment list (SSEL) were walked down regardless of whether they were
considered screened out or screened in. In some cases, the walkdown observations
resulted in some concerns for items that met the screening rules but had other anchorage
or spatial interaction concerns that required detailed evaluations. Further discussion on
structure and component screening is presented in Section 3.1.4.4.

3.1.1.3 Plant Walkdown

A detailed walkdown of the selected structures and components is by far the most
important step in the seismic margin program. All the steps preceding the walkdown are
preparation steps for this activity. Experience with earthquake damage indicates that
thorough field examination, in accordance with prescribed procedures, can detect most
seismic weaknesses and vulnerabilities in the plant.

The purpose of the walkdown is to observe the actual in-situ condition of the components
and, as appropriate,'to screen as many components as possible from the margin
evaluation efTort, based on the earthquake experience data and the collective seismic
experience and judgment of the SRT. Additionally, seismic interaction concems and the

,

most likely failure modes for items that do not screen out are identified for follow-up )
work and further evaluations.

|

The Fermi 2 SRT recognized the importance and significance of the walkdown activity in
the margin program; therefore, concentrated effort was expended in preparation for the
walkdown to gain the maximum benefit possible during the field detailed inspection. The
walkdown focused on equipment anchorage, spatial interactions and component
functional capability. More detailed description of the seismic capability walkdown effort
is presented in Section 3.1.4.5.

3.1.2 System Analysis

This section presents the systems analysis and component selection process used to
develop the safe shutdown equipment list (SSEL) for use in the seismic margins
assessment. The systems analysis identifies a finite set of systems that can be used to
successfully mitigate a seismic event. As required by NUREG-1407, systems that
represent a primary and an alternate shutdown path were selected. To minimize the extent
of walkdowns inside of containment, one shutdown path was selected with the capability
of coping with a small, seismically induced LOCA. Both shutdown paths include systems
that will provide the necessary shutdown functions. These functions are reactivity control,
reactor vessel pressure control, reactor coolant inventory supply and decay heat removal.
Following selection of the safe shutdown paths,' components that are essential for system
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operability were identified for each system in the shutdown paths. Included in this
selection process were systems needed to support the front-line systems.

3.1.2.1 Safe Shutdown Path

The seismic margin assessment requires the identification of systems needed to maintain
a safe shutdown condition following a seismic margin earthquake. A preferred and an
alternate success path were identified based on operational and system considerations, j
One of the selected paths must be able to cope with a small, seismically induced leak '

since there was no attempt to rule out such leakage by plant walkdowns. Implicit in the
,

selection of the safe shutdown paths is that only paths operators are apt to use, are based i
upon procedures and training, and will have instrumentation and indication available !
following the seismic event are considered. j

j

The first step in selecting a safe shutdown path was the identification of the front-line
systems needed to provide the four safety functions necessary to establish a safe
shutdown condition. Once the essential front-line systems were identified, systems |
needed to support the operability of these front-line systems were determined. Finally, i

support systems required for the operability of the support systems were identified.

i
3.1.2.1.1 Background i

i

The success path logic diagram (SPLD) was assembled by a Risk Analysis engineer j
familiar with the Fermi 2 Internal Events Individual Plant Examination (IPE) [3.31j. |
Information obtained during the IPE effort was used in the selection of the systems in the i
SPLD. The diagram identifies a finite set of systems that can be used to establish a safe j
shutdown condition given a seismic margin earthquake (SME). Both front-line and j
support systems are included in the SPLD. To assess the availability of these systems, i

flow paths had to be determined and the operability of each component in the flow paths |
had to be evaluated. The flow paths and the required components are normally obtained j

by reviewing system P& ids. To obtain a list of the safe shutdown components for Fermi |
2, Functional Operating Sketches (FOSs) were used instead. The FOSs are the preferred ;

drawings of operations personnel and include more familiar valve nomenclature. The j
method used to generate the list of safe shutdown components follows. :

i

3.1.2.1.2 Methodology !,

!

Flow paths required for system success were highlighted on the appropriate FOS j
drawing. Components on these success paths were then categorized as to the need of .

Iverification of their ability to withstand a SME. Those that require a seismic evaluation
were highlighted and placed on a list called the safe shutdown equipment list (SSEL).
Components that are not considered to be vulnerable to a SME are called rugged. Rugged j

components were uniquely highlighted on the FOS, but normally were not included on !
the SSEL. Table 3-1 lists the type ofitems that were considered to be rugged at Fermi 2. |

t

I
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In addition to the rugged items, motor operated and air operated valves that are not ,

'

required to change state were typically left off the SSEL.

! 3.1.2.1.3 Assumptions {
!

! EPRI NP-6041 provides ground rules or analytical constraints to allow study of seismic
vulnerability using a deterministic SMA inste.sd of a PRA. One of these constraints is that
path success is defined as the ability to aciileve and maintain a stable hot or cold

'shutdown condition for at least 72 hours following the seismic event. Following is a list
of additional assumptions that went into the development of the Fermi 2 safe shutdowri
paths and the selection of equipment in the safe shutdown list:

A 0.3g seismic event occurs. This is twice the Fermi 2 design basis earthquake.j .-
1

Due to the seismic event, all oft-site power is lost for the duration of the evaluated
.

.

scenario. This includes the black-start combustion generator since it is not seismically |
qualified.

'

| |

| A demand for all four emergency diesels to start and run for 72 hours is received by i.

the diesels.

i The seismic event may result in small line breaks inside of the primary containment..

| Total leakage, however, is limited to the equivalent of a one inch diameter line break

| (i.e., slow inventory reduction that does not depressurize the reactor vessel).

Since RPS is fail-safe, a scram signal is present; however, the hydraulics and CRD.

housing still must be assessed.

All injection systems (HPCI, RCIC and LPCI) considered in the safe shutdown path.

are required to have the capability to start automatically. Standby feedwater,
|. condensate, CRD flow and core spray are not credited in the IPEEE seismic

evahtation.

If necessary for LPCI injection, the operator will manually depressurize the reactor.

vessel using the SRVs that are equipped with accumulators.
'

.

!

Operators will align and operate the RHR system in either the torus cooling or.
,

shutdown cooling mode. For the types of transients that are expected from a seismic

| event, decay heat removal could be deferred during the first eight hours of the
'

transient. This is partially based on the Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP)
results reported in the Fermi 2 IPE submittal [3.31] and a review of the Net Positive
Suction Head (NPSH) data provided in the Fermi 2 emergency operating procedures

| (EOPs) that indicate several feet of NPSH would still be available at suppression pool

! temperatures up to 240 F.
|
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Equipment in the shutdown path which is expected to survive the effects of an.

earthquake is assumed to be available for mitigation of the seismic event. This is
reasonable since, with the exception of HPCI and RCIC, system success relies on one
of two divisions being functionally operable. However, HPCI and RCIC are single
train systems and are known to have low availability factors. Due to their poor
availability, the high pressure injection function is assumed to require both systems.
No other unusually high system or human error rates related to the selected safe
shutdown paths were identified in the Fermi 2 IPE [3.31].-

Even though Abnormal Operating Procedure NP 20.300.03 [3.32), " Loss of Offsite.

Power," provides for restoration of MPUs 3 and 4 through essential busses following
a loss of offsite power, no credit was taken for these BOP power supplies.

The control room alarm system is assumed to remain operable after the seismic event..

It is anticipated that a seismic event would result in several spurious alarms. While
confirming a plant trip and assessing the status of key plant parameters, the operators
will acknowledge and reset / clear both valid and spurious alarms. It is assumed that
these actions will correct the consequences of any spurious alarrns and that no further
actions would be necessary.

Since the logic circuits of the load sequencer do not include any " bad actor" relays, as.

confirmed in the relay screening evaluation, it is assumed that the automatic shedding
and loading of AC power operates as designed.

Since a large break LOCA is not postulated, successful operation of the LPCI loop.

select logic is not necessary for this scenario. Failure of the LPCI loop select logic
will not prevent a LPCI injection path to the reactor vessel from being established.

Reactor building HVAC is not required since EECW will provide cooling to essential.

equipment. However, operation of the control room HVAC and EDG HVAC is
required.

3.1.2.1.4 Success Path Determination

Success path logic diagrams identify systems which can perform the four safety functions
that are necessary for establishing and maintaining a long-term safe shutdown condition.
The four safety functions are categorized as:

reactor reactivity control.

reactor coolant system pressure control.

reactor coolant system inventory control.

decay heat removal.

The SPLD displays the safe shutdown systems by means of horizontal paths. To ensure a
high degree of success, the paths selected use systems that would normally be considered

i
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!
by plant operators based upon procedures, training and available instrumentation and |
indicators. Front-line systems that perform the safety functions and support systems j

| required for operation of the front-line systems are identified in the SPLD.

For the seismic margin assessment two major assumptions dictate the selection of the safe !

| shutdown systems. The first assumption is that the seismic margin earthquake would

| result in the loss of off-site power. This assumption requires that all equipment needing ;

electrical power should be capable of being powered by an emergency diesel generator or !
the essential batteries. The second assumption is that the SME may result in small line i

. failures comparable to a small LOCA. Since a small LOCA is conceivable, systems |

| selected for the SPLD for at least one shutdown path should have the capability of [
| handling this event. To satisfy the SMA requirements, twe success paths were selected. ;

j Each path has the ability to achieve and maintain a stable shutdown condition for at least |
| a 72-hour period following a SME. The path involving reactor depressurization and LPCI +

! is capable of mitigating the consequer.ces of a small LOCA for at least 72 hours. Both j

| paths can handle the small LOCA during the early stages of the event before |
'

depressurization as a result of the LOCA itself occurs. As discussed in Section 6.2.1.3 of !

the Fermi 2 UFSAR, the heat load due to a small LOCA in the drywell could_ be !
adequately handled by the torus cooling mode of RHR. Drywell sprays would not be i

necessary to maintain the containment within design limits and; therefore, are not '

included as part of the SPLD.

It should be noted that, due to the potential stress imposed on plant operators by a SME, .!

the selected systems should respond automatically, at least in the short term. The systems ,

on the SPLD are capable of automatic operation. To be assured of automatic operation, |
the transmitters necessary for system initiation are included on the safe shutdown
equipment list.

3.1.2.1.5 Preferred and Alternate Paths
|

The Fermi 2 SPLD showing both the preferred and alternate success paths is shown in |
Figure 3-17. Because it is desirable to avoid a deliberate depressurization, the preferred :
group of systems includes high pressure makeup and is given by the upper path. This path !

assumes there is no LOCA that would depressurize the vessel within the 72 hour mission ;

time. An alternate set, relying upon low pressure makeup, is represented by the lower |
path.

!

The preferred path has RCIC and HPCI in series rather than in parallel. This is the case !
even though success could be accomplished with either system. These two systems are !

single train systems and are only moderately reliable. Placing them in series provides
reasonable assurance that their safety functions (pressure and inventory control) will be
available. |

)
Suction for both HPCI and RCIC is assumed to be from the torus. Normally HPCI and i
RCIC are aligned to take suction from the condensate storage tank (CST). However, on
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i

Iow CST level both systems are designed to automatically switch their suction to the I

torus. It is assumed that a SME would fail the CST. The failure would result in loss of
inventory in the tank and automatic transfer ofIIPCI and RCIC suction to the torus. Since
the transfer logic would be required for system success, the logic required a seismic
evaluation. liowever, neither the suction line nor the CST is required for system success;
therefore, they were not evaluated.

Included in a draft version of the Fermi 2 SPLD were the standby liquid control system,
core spray and the drywell sprays. Page B-3 of EPRI NP-6041 contains the following
remark regarding the standby liquid control system:

"... emergency boration in response to an anticipated transient without
scram event is not considered an acceptable means of reactivity control
following an SME due to the added stress imposed on the plant
operators."

The above statement implies that the standby liquid control system should not be a part of
the SPLD. Because the standby liquid control system is a manually initiated emergency
boration system, successful operation of the system is of questionable value following a
SME. Successful operation of the system is questionable because other tasks requiring
immediate action following a SME would compete for the operator time and may prevent
the system from being initiated. For this reason, the standby liquid control system was
removed from the SPLD.

Low pressure makeup can be provided by either the LPCI mode of RHR or core spray.
Due to the diversity of the LPCI mode of RHR (two flow paths, each path with two
pumps), the additional redundancy provided by the core spray system is not needed.
Similarly, drywell sprays are a redundant system to suppression pool cooling. The major
difference between drywell sprays and suppression pool cooling is the injection path to
the primary containment. In addition, due to the number of shared components, if the
torus cooling mode of RHR was not available, it is likely that the drywell sprays would
also be unavailable. Thus, to simplify the SMA and because it does not significantly alter
the success of either path, both the core spray system and drywell sprays were removed
from the final Fermi 2 SPLD.

3.1.2.1.6 Primary and Support Systems

To establish support dependencies for the systems in the Fermi 2 SPLD, support-to-
support and support-to-front-line dependency matrices were generated. These dependency
matrices identify support requirements for both the front-line and the support systems.

One of the support systems identified in the SPLD is the emergency equipment cooling
water system (EECW). This system ine!ades components in the drywell. Although the
drywell equipment cooled by EECW is not required for a safe shutdown, isolation
capability of EECW drywell loads stnl requires a seismic evaluation.
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The systems selected for the four safe shutdown functions are described in Table 3-3-2.
This table gives a brief description of the systems selected for both the preferred and
alternate success paths.

3.1.2.2 Safe Shutdown Equipment List

The SSEL (Table 3-3) is a list of the equipment required to achieve and maintain a safe
shutdown condition given a SME. This list includes mechanical and electrical equipment
which should operate to accomplish a safe shutdown function. Equipment such as tanks,
heat exchangers, and instrumentation needed for system operation and to confirm plant
status is also included on the SSEL. Each component on the SSEL is uniquely identified
by its Plant Identification System (PIS) number and a Central Component (CECO) data
base sub-unit number. In addition, the following information is stored on the SSEL:

Location of equipment (building, floor, elevation, and grid coordinates);.

Manufacturer, model, and supplier of equipment;.

Description of equipment including an alternate identification;.

Seismic report number for the equipment and its Fermi 2 file number;.

Number of the drawing on which the equipment can be found;.

QA level; and.

Any other notes pertaining to the equipment or seismic evaluation.

An extensive search for relays and equipment that may be affected by relay chatter was
not performed during the generation of the Fermi 2 SSEL. This task was completed
independently of the SSEL by the Electrical and I&C groups. The steps for screening
potential " bad actor" relays were established and are discussed in Section 3.1.2.3. Since
this effort was separate from the equipment selection process, relays are not included in |

the SSEL.
I

3.1.2.2.1 Component Selection

Information from the SSEL is used to generate a list of equipment that needs to be
evaluated during the seismic walkdown. Section 3.3.3 of the GIP [3.33), discusses a
concept called the " rule-of-the-box" which allows some leeway in the detail required for
the walkdown list. The Fermi 2 SSEL uses a modified version of the " rule-of-the-box".
The Fermi 2 database contains a unique PIS and sub-unit number for each component.
Therefore, most equipment requiring an evaluation is included as a separate line item in
the database. For example, rather than having a motor-operated valve stand for all sub-
components of the assembly, the following components are listed separately:

. motor

motor operator.

valve.
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The " rule-of-the-box" would have had all of these items identified as a single component.
i

In the process ofidentifying assembly sub-components from the CECO database, certain i

Isub-units were deliberately excluded either because of their generic seismic ruggedness
(e.g., wires, couplings, seals, gaskets) or because they were included in a separate )
evaluation scope (e.g., relays and switches). )

,

The detail provided on the SSEL lengthened the list but also increased the confidence that j
most, if not all, of the relevant components were evaluated. A listing of the components ,'that were evaluated during the seismic walkdown is attached as Table 3-3. This list was
obtained from the SSEL database by selecting unique PIS numbers only. CECO sub-units .
are not individually identified in this table.

,

Valves that provide containment isolation are identified in Table 6.2-2 of the Fermi 2
UFSAR. From this table, isolation valves that are normally open and that are required to :
close during a shutdown or an accident condition were selected and added to the SSEL. i

Of the valves added, those that fail closed upon loss of their power source were uniquely
identified on the SSEL. Additional details of the containment isolation valves are
included in Section 3.1.2.2.4.

3.1.2.2.2 Instrumentation Selection

A review of System Operating Procedures (SOPS) was made for instrumentation that is |
required during system operation. An assessment was performed which identified .

electrical components necessary for operation of the identified instruments. Both the ,

instruments and the support components were added to the SSEL. |
?

Some instrumentation that is not identified in the SOPS was included on the SSEL but
was noted as only requiring an assessment for pressure boundary integrity. These

,

instruments were later excluded from the SSEL walkdown list based on the fact that
earthquake experience data does not include pressure boundary failure ofinstruments due
to seismic excitation. Additionally, these instruments are located in the same areas and
cabinets where other SSEL components are located; therefore, the general walkdowns ;

would identify any spatial interaction or other unique problems these instruments may
have. Instrumentation required for the automatic operation plus permissives for system
operation was also identified and included on the SSEL.

:

All Division 1 and 2 MCC panels were added to the SSEL. Since MCCs are similar to
each other, including all of them on the list did not impose a burden on the walkdown
effort. Relay panels were also added to the SSEL. Panels containing relays or other
electrical equipment were selected on a system basis. A CECO search for panels
associated with systems on the SPLD was performed. Panels identified during the search
were added to the SSEL. CECO also contains a " mounted on" field for the components. |
All panels identified in the " mounted on" field were also added as separate items on the i
SSEL. :

!

!
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The equipment on the SSEL is grouped by system or functional categories. A line item
number places each component into one of these groups. Each system / function and its

.

corresponding line numbers are shown on Table 3-4. '

3.1.2.2.3 Instrumentation Dependency

Instrumentation selected during the ' system and operations review were given to the I&C ;

group for the identification of dependencies. The group review identified all components . ;

that could interfere with the operability of the selected instruments. These components
were added to the SSEL. For example, an indicator in the control room may be dependent
on a power supply, an intermediate instrument to process a signal, and a local sensor. All
such items, including any power supplies required for their operation and any isolation
devices to prevent circuit malfunction, were added to the SSEL.

)
l

3.1.2.2.4 Containment Function Components :
!

In addition to establishing a safe shutdown condition, the requirements for the seismic |
IPEEE call for the successful isolation of the primary containment. Successful
containment isolation would mitigate the consequences of a radiological accident. |
However, containment isolation would only be necessary if the other components on the i

SSEL failed to perform as expected. If the components on the SSEL operate successfully,
core damage would be prevented and there would not be a radiological release.

It is assumed that successful containment isolation would be assured if all of the normally
open valves that receive an isolation signal would close. Several of these valves are

j designed to close given the loss of power. The power source for these valves need not be
evaluated since failure of the power supply would lead to closure of the valves. However,'

the valves themselves still require an evaluation to assure closure. Table 3-5 lists the
normally open valves that need to close upon the receipt of an isolation signal. This valve
information is based on Table 2.2-2 of the UFSAR. Two of the valves on the list are not

on the SSEL. These valves (PIS numbers E4150F079 and E5150F084) are similar in one
respect. They are isolation valves in series with a second valve on lines that discharge to
the torus below the water line. The valve in series with the excluded valve is on the ;

SSEL. This configuration in itself was assumed to be adequate isolation for purposes of !
this study. Thus, the two valves above were not placed on the SSEL. !

Each isolation valve on the SSEL receives one or more isolation signals. It is assumed
that any one of the signals would result in isolation (closure) of that valve. All of the i

isolation valves would receive one or more of the following isolation signals:

I
Reactor Vessel Low Level 1 |; .

Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 ;.

Reactor Vessel Low Level 3 ;.
,

| High Drywell Pressure.
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,

The components corresponding to these signals are already on the SSEL and are
evaluated as part of the Emergency Core Cooling ' Systems (ECCS) actuation :
instrumentation. Since at least one signal received by each isolation valve came from an
instrument 'that was already evaluated, no additional component:: were added to the
SSEL. Containment isolation is assured with the successful operation of the equipment ;
already on the SSEL.

Instrumentation providing indication of containment status was not considered to be
necessary for maintaining the integrity of the plant. If containment indication is not
available, it is assumed that operators will take the conservative course of action based on
available plant information and operate those systems that are available to mitigate the |
consequences of the event. Operation of one division of RHR in the torus cooling mode |
and the other division in the shutdown cooling mode would prevent core damage for the

'

postulated IPEEE scenarios.

Review of the selected instrumentation by operations resulted in some containment !

instrumentation being added to the SSEL. The instruments provide temperature indication
,

for both the drywell and the torus. Additional details regarding the containment ;

performance evaluation are found in Section 3.1.6.

3.1.2.2.5 Plant Operations Review

The plam operations organization performed a review of the SSEL. This review, in j
addition to ensuring that the shutdown paths were consistent with operating procedures, '

focused on assuring that components and instrumentation on the list were adequate f: ,
system monitoring and functionality. Given the systems selected for the safe shutdown

,

paths, operation personnel identified the components and instruments needed to operate j,

the systea,s. Their list was then compared to the SSEL. The result of the initial review
,

was a list of potential components to be added to the SSEL. I

The operations list was further reviewed to identify components and instruments that
were not essential given the assumptions for the SME. In the end, about 50 components
were added to the SSEL as a result of the operations review. Most of the components
added were instruments used for monitoring various system parameters.

The following is a brief chronological list of internal correspondence documents that
describe the operations review process:

Reference [3.34] initiated the request for operations review of the SSEL. Operations.

delegated the responsibility to the Shift Technical Advisor (STA) group. The assigned
STA reviewed the SPLD, the SSEL, and the marked-up FOS drawings that were used
in the component selection process. Other STAS and licensed operators were
consulted as needed. The STA provided preliminary comments on the SSEL.
Reference [3.35] documents the disposition of the operations preliminary comments.

by the SMA system engineer.
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Reference [3.36] provides operations concurrence with the comment disposition in.

Reference [3.35]. i

It was later realized that certain components recommended for addition to the SSEL i! .

would not be available to the operators given the loss of offsite power (LOOP) J

scenario assumed in the SMA; therefore, as documented in Reference [3.37], alternate !
components were used when available. Otherwise, the components were dropped
from the list if no alternates exist and the components are not absolutely necessary. j

As a result'of the I&C review outlined in Section 3.1.2.2.3, additional components.

| were included on the SSEL to address instrument dependency and other ;
! imiscellaneous concerns. Reference [3.38] documents the components added as a

result of this review. i

| 3.1.2.3 Low Ruggedness Relay Screening

According to NUREG-1407, non USI A-46 nuclear plants performing a " Focused Scope"i

| margin study may complete the relay evaluation part of the study by locating and i

evaluating low-seismic-ruggedness (bad actor) relays, as identified in EPRI report NP-

| 7148-SL [3.39].
!
I

The relay evaluation performed as part of the seismic IPEEE program at Fermi 2 utilizedI

! information available in the plant Central Component (CECO) database to identify low-
seismic-ruggedness relays. All plant safety-related systems were included:in the relay !
screening task. The use of existing database information was chosen over the EPRI NP- i

7148 methodology because it provided direct access to relay information as identified by
manufacturer's name and model number. However, once bad-actor relays were identified,

| control schematic drawings were reviewed to evaluate the impact of contact chatter on
system functions. The scope of the review was divided into two parts: electrical and
control.

,

3.1.2.3.1 Electrical Relays,

! '

I

The scope of the electrical systems relay evaluation included the review of motor control

,

centers, low and medium voltage switchgears, the emergency diesel generator and the fire

| protection system. The fire protection system was included in the scope of the review to

| identify any impact on operability of the HVAC systems due to system interfaces.
i
|

The Central Component (CECO) database was used as a main source for the relay search. ;

CECO is a site-wide database that contains information on plant components as identified
by a unique plant identification system (PIS) number and a sub-unit number. Safety-
related relays and switches in the electrical scope are uniquely identified in CECO. In .

| addition to CECO, vendor manuals, wiring and schematic drawings were also reviewed,
! as required, to locate bad-actor relays and contact devices. )
;

Appendix E of EPRI NP-7148 also identifies mercury switches and sudden pressure
' . switches in the list of low-ruggedness relays. Sudden pressure switches are generally

i

!
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associated with electrical system service transformers' Given the loss of offsite power.

scenario assumed for the IPEEE, locating these switches was not considered applicable to ;

the evaluation. Mercury switches were located by searching the CECO database for i

'

commonly known manufacturers of mercury switches and by reviewing drawings, vendor
7

,

manuals, and other pertinent documents. '

As a result of the screening described above, the only low-ruggedness relays found in the
electrical systems are the following: j

1. Four " Westinghouse" type SV-1 relays are used in the voltage sensing circuit of the {
- emergency diesel generators (EDGs). One of these relays is located in each of the four i

EDG control panels in the RHR building. Deviation event report (DER) number 95- |

0104 [3.40] was initiated to address the operability of the system and the long-term j

corrective action required. Based on the disposition of this DER, the relays will be j

replaced. Technical service request (TSR) number 27,566 [3.41] was approved to
search for and design a suitable replacement for the SV-1 relays. An engineering

.

,

design package (EDP) with the same TSR number will be developed to facilitate *

replacement of the relays.
2. Two " Westinghouse" type SG relays are installed in the fire protection and !

miscellaneous A. C. relay- cabinet H11P852. located on the second floor of the |
auxiliary building. Evaluation of the circuits associated with these relays indicates !

4

that relay contact chatter would result in spurious fire alarms in the fire control panels -|
in the relay and control rooms. However, there is no effect on the operability of any
system; hence, no further action was required regarding these two relays.

t

No other bad-actor relays, contact devices, or mercury switches were found in the
electrical' systems reviewed; therefore, with the exception of the " Westinghouse" SV-1 '

relays described above, all electrical systems are considered acceptable for potential relay
chatter effects.

|

3.1.2.3.2 ControlRelays

The CECO database was also used as a main source for locating bad-actor relays in the i

controls and instrumentation scope of review. Special reports were prepared listing all
safety related relays in the database with their manufacturer's name and model number.
All relays matching one of the EPRI bad-actors listed in Appendix E of NP-7148 and |

located in one of the SSEL systems were selected. The primary SSEL systems are HPCI
(E41), RCIC (E51), and RHR (El1). The support systems are EECW (El156), RHRSW
(P45), NIAS (P50), CCHVAC (T41), and RHR HVAC (X41).

Matching of the CECO relays to the bad-actor list resulted in the identification of two
types oflow-ruggedness relays. Sixty-three Westinghouse Type SG relays and 151 GE
Type HGA relays were located. Four of the HGA relays were identified by reviewing
vendor part lists and schematic drawings. The EPRI list specifically identifies the closed
contacts in de-energized operating mode as the only case oflow-ruggedness behavior for
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both of these relays. Therefore, it was necessary to review the control schematic drawings
to determine the function associated with the normally closed contacts. The function of
the relays was categorized in one of four impacts:

1. Alarm interface;
2. Sequence of events recorder interface;
3. Flasher interface (i.e., contacts that provide on-off power for control panel blinking

lights when the associated device is not in service); and
4. Control interface (i.e., contacts that provide logic or permissive function).

The chatter of contacts associated with the annunciator (alarm) system does not have a
significant impact on the plant and system operation. The associated alarm would clear at
the end of the seismic event. Similarly, chatter associated with the sequence of events
recorder is not significant for the plant operation. It would only result in a false log in the
recorded event. The third category is chatter associated with contacts that interface with
the flasher bus power. This chatter would result in an interruption of power to the control
switch blinking light for the duration of the earthquake; therefore, it has no significance
on the operation of plant systems. The last category is for contacts used in logic circuits.
Three Westinghouse SG and ten GE HGA relays were identified in this category. The
circuits were reviewed in detail to determine the effect of contact chatter during a seismic
event [3.42]. It was concluded that none of these relays would cause a control system
operation malfunction; therefore, all identified bad-actor relays were: considered
acceptable for the SMA review.

The search for mercury switches in the control circuits did not reveal any such devices.
The search was accomplished by a combination of reviews'of CECO reports, restricted
engineering component list, and other system pennissive instrumentation literature.

3.1.3 Analysis of Structure Response

EPRI NP-6041 provides two alternatives for the development of in-structure response
spectra associated with the RLE: generation of new demand spectra or scaling of
ava:lable SSE spectra. While scaling of available response spectra provides a very
economical way to generate the new RLE demand, it generally results in more
conservative spectra. The sources of conservatism include the artificial time history used
in the analysis, the damping values, and the broadening and smoothening of response
spectra peaks. On the other hand, generating new spectra can be more costly, but is
expected to provide savings in the component evaluation and re-qualification process
because of the less conservative spectra resulting from the new dynamic analysis of the
buildings.

Design basis in-structure response spectra at Fermi 2 were generated by performing time
history analyses on mathematical models that consider the building mass and stiffness
distribution, including torsional effects [3.43 and 3.44]. Accordingly, EPRI NP-6041
suggests spectra scaling as a reasonable alternative worthy of consideration. Therefore, it

,
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was initially planned to generate SMA spectra by scaling the DBE and the Site Specific -,

:
i Earthquake spectra. The use of both sets of spectra would provide adequate data points

for interpolation between the flat-shaped spectrum used in the DBE and the Regulatory ;

. Guide 1.60 shaped Site Specific Earthquake, and it would allow for structural damping ;
.

adjustments. After additional considerations, it was decided to generate new in-structure -

spectra by performing new seismic analysis of the reactor / auxiliary and the RIIR !
j buildings. This decision was made because the results of preliminary scaling studies
'

showed high amplifications. Generation of new spectra would remove the conservatism |
associated with scaling available spectra and provide more realistic results for the SMA.

t

;

3.1.3.1 Seismic Margin Earthquake Selection L

r

One of the first elements to be determined for performing a seismic margin assessment is
the selection of the seismic margin earthquake (SME). As stated in EPRI NP-6041, the

'

SME should be set sufficiently high so that some plant elements in the success path have ;

capacity levels less than the SME level. On the other hand, it should not be set too high
,

such that it will result in too many outliers and substantial increase in the workload. The . !

seismic margins methodology was designed to demonstrate sufficient margin over the '

| plant design basis earthquake to ensule plant safety and find any " weak links" that might
| limit the capability of the plant to safely withstand a seismic event bigger than the DBE.
*

The objective is to select a level for the SME which would ultimately result in finding the ,

actual plant seismic margin. ;

! In NUREG-1407, Fermi 2, like most other plant sites in the Central and Eastern United ;

States, was assigned a peak ground acceleration (PGA) review level earthquake of 0.3g. |

Therefore, since all Fermi 2 safety related structures are founded on bedrock, the seismic
margin program for Fermi 2 utilized a NUREG/CR-0098 median rock spectrum anchored
at 0.3g for the horizontal free field excitation. The vertical motion was considered equal
to two-thirds of the horizontal motion.

3.1.3.2 Structure Seismic Models

i Fermi 2 safety related structures are founded on bed rock; therefore, no soil structure |
interaction effects are considered. Because the effects of horizontal and vertical
excitations are reasonably independent, design basis dynamic analysis was done
separately for the two orthogonal horizontal directions and the vertical direction. Thet

; horizontal design basis dynamic analysis stick models accounted for torsional effects in
'

the building by considering the torsional inertia of the lumped masses representing the
floor slabs, and by using mathematical models which account for the eccentricity between
the center of mass and the center of stiffness. Three dynamic degrees of freedom (DOF)
were assigned to each mass point, two horizontal translational DOFs and one rotational

| DOF about a vertical axis in the plane of excitation. Figure 3-4 shows the horizontal
j dynamic model for the reactor-auxiliary building. Figure 3-7 shows the horizontal model
'

for the RHR building.
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The reactor pressure vessel model was coupled- with the reactor / auxiliary building |
mathematical model to account for interactions between the RPV and the building. Figure :

3-5 shows the mathematical model for the RPV and reactor internals. The vertical design |
basis dynamic analysis utilized two-dimensional models which incorporate the wall axial i

stiffness and the beam-slab system flexural stiffness. Figure 3-8 shows the
reactor / auxiliary building vertical dynamic model and Figure 3-9 shows the RHR
building vertical model. Report SL-2682 [3.43] documents the design basis seismic :

analysis of the reactor / auxiliary building and report SL-3147 [3.44] documents the |
analysis of the RHR building. '

For the new dynamic analysis performed to develop the RLE in-structure response !

spectra, the design basis horizontal dynamic models were modified by adding four
weightless corner nodes for each slab to evaluate the building torsional effects at slab j

locations away from the center of mass. The corner nodes were connected to the slab
'

,

mass center node with rigid elements. The torsional inertia assigned to the mass center
nodes represent the entire slab torsional inertia. Two independent horizontal orthogonal-
excitation analyses were performed. '

1

The vertical dynamic analysis for the RLE in-structure response spectra utilized the same :

mathematical models used in the design basis analysis. Calculation DC-5546 [3.45]-
documents the RLE dynamic analysis. ,

?

3.1.3.3 Structural Damping

EPRI NP-6041 provides recommendations for the damping values to be used in the
seismic margins assessment evaluation. For reinforced concrete structures three levels are

,

possible: 3% for slightly cracked concrete stressed at about half yield stress,5% for ]
moderately cracked concrete with about half yield stress, and 10% for concrete stressed )
close to yield. For welded structures the recommended values are between 3% and 7%

,

depending on the stress level. The EPRI report states that the Regulatory Guide 1.61 |
[3.46] damping values are considered excessively conservative for the SMA. ;

|
'

For the Fermi 2 SMA, 7% of critical structural damping was used to determine the
dynamic response of all reinforced concrete structures in both the horizontal and vertical
directions. For other structures in the reactor / auxiliary building horizontal model, the
following damping values were used:

3% for the steel containment vessel.

3% for the steel crane bridge.

3% for the reactor pressure vessel, support skirt, shroud, shroud head separator and.

the CRD guide tubes
3.5% for CRD housing.

7% for fuel elements.

i
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!

ne most significant damping value for the analysis is the 7% damping used for the {
dynamic response of the reinforced concrete structures. This is an increase from the 5%
damping used for the design basis analysis. This increase is considered justified based on I

.

a review of the recommendations in EPRI NP-6041 and Regulatory Guide 1.61 and the
stress levels anticipated due to the 0.3g RLE versus the 0.15g SSE.

3.1.3.4 Artificial Time History |

!

A synthetic time history consistent with NUREG/CR-0098 median rock spectrum was |
used in the dynamic analysis performed to develop the in-structure RLE response spectra.
The NUREG/CR-0098 spectrum was anchored at 0.3g for the horizontal analysis and at !

0.2g for the vertical analysis. The artificial time h! story was digitized at 0.005 second. A !
plot of the time history with a peak acceleration of 0.3g is shown in Figure 3-18. A !

. comparison between a response spectrum generated from the time history at 5% damping .

and a NUREG/CR-0098 spectrum is shown in Figure 3-19. The comparison in Figure 3- :

19 shows that the spectrum developed from the time history envelopes the target !
spectrum at most frequencies. |

!
EPRI NP-6041 indicates that it is acceptable to have the spectrum, developed by the time
history, fall below the smoothed target spectrum by as much as 10% over 10% of the ;

frequency in any octave bandwidth over the amplified regions of the spectrum. Therefore, ;

it was realized that additional conservatism in the artificial time history may still be i

extracted as discussed below. :

|
3.1.3.5 Floor Response Spectra ;

I
RLE in-structure response spectra were generated by performing time history analyses on i
the building mathematical models. The time history excitation was applied at the building j
foundations represented by the fixed base of the stick models. As stated in EPRI NP- !
6041, more realistic input into the foundation may be determined by convolution or de- {
convolution of the free field surface input and accounting for the soil kinematic |
interaction. Therefore, conservative results may be expected if the free giound surface |
motion is applied to the foundation and the soil kinematic effects are neglected. |

|

The RLE dynamic analysis was performed separately for two horizontal orthogonal
directions and for the vertical direction. The time history method was used to generate !

response time histories of different mass points of the structural models. Frequency :

domain response spectra were then generated from the response time histories.

Horizontal response spectra included the effect of multi-directional excitation by
;

combining the response of excitation from both horizontal analyses for each horizontal '

response. The combination used the SRSS method; therefore:

Rp )R1 + R,2.x

where:
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!
R,: Response spectral value at a node in the X-direction :

Rs : Response spectral value at a node in the X-direction due to X-excitation |
R: Response spectral value at a node in the X-direction due to Y-excitation !y

!

The in-structure RLE response spectra were not smoothened or broadened because EPRI i

NP-6041 recommends the use of peak shifting instead of peak broadening. Two sets of .i
horizontal spectra were generated, one at the center of mass of the slab and the other set

,

as an envelope of the response at the center of mass and the four corners of the slab. Most )

in-structure spectra were generated at 3% and 5% equipment damping. These damping
values were selected to match the recommended values in Table 4-3 of EPRI NP-6041.

I
In order to provide a correction factor for the conservatism introduced in the artificial

| time history, the average of the ratios between the spectral acceleration of a NUREG/CR-
i

| 0098 median 5% damped rock spectrum and the corraponding acceleration of the t

spectrum generated from the artificial time history was calculated for the frequency range ;

between 4 and 25 Hz. This factor, which was equal to 0.9278, was used as a reduction . )
factor for the in-structure response of the buildings. Since the horizontal floor response

| spectra were generated without the use of this factor, this reduction factor was applied to
the resulting floor spectra. However, for the vertical analyses, this reduction factor was i
directly incorporated in the analyses resulting in floor response- spectra with this !

correction built in. j

l
In the vertical dynamic analysis, the mathematical models are modified to study the effect 1

of slab response by including a multi-mass system at that slab level. A modified vertical
model for determining slab response spectrum at the second floor of the reactor / auxiliary
building is shown in Figure 3-10. The total effective slab mass is divided by the number I

of masses and assigned to each individual mass. The first mass simulates the stiffness of
the lowest natural frequency of the slab and the other masses represent higher frequency
mass systems within the seismic response frequencies (i.e., under 33 Hz). The total - i

'

response of the slab is an envelope of the responses of the multi-mass system.

To further evaluate the effect of this multi-mass system, some RLE spectra were
generated separately for each mass point of the multi-mass system; however, the results
showed very little variation in the response indicating the insignificance of varying the
slab frequency parameter on the overall response.

3.1.3.6 Scaling In-Structure Response Spectra

New RLE in-structure response spectra were generated for all horizontal locations in the
reactor / auxiliary building and the RHR building and for most vertical locations.
However, for few locations such as the fourth and fifth floor slabs of the reactor / auxiliary
building, vertical response spectra were generated by scaling the available design spectra.

To scale the design spectra, three factors were considered. The first is a reduction factor
to account for the higher structural damping used with the RLE compared to the SSE.

!
.
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The second factor accounts for the difference in shape between the NUREG/CR-0098
ground response spectrum and the ground design basis spectrum. The third factor
accounts for the increase in excitation level of the RLE compared to the SSE.

The correction factor for damping accounts for the higher energy dissipation in the
structure at 7% of critical damping for the RLE compared with 5% for the SSE. The
factor was calculated as the ratio of spectral accelerations from the Site Specific
Earthquake ground spectra at 7% damping to that at 5% damping taken at the building
fundamental frequency. This factor was also verified from different floor response spectra
Zero Period Acceleration (ZPA) ratios for 7% and 5% structural damping.

The second factor was calculated as the ratio of spectral accelerations from the
NUREG/CR-0098 median 5% damped rock ground spectrum and the design ground
spectrum, taken at the building fundamental frequency. Both ground spectra were
anchored at the same ZPA value. This factor accounts for the different level of excitation
between the two ground spectra shapes at the response frequency ofinterest.

The third factor was taken as 2.0 to account for the 0.3g RLE versus the 0.15g design
maximum ground acceleration. The product of all three factors was used to scale the
design spectra to obtain RLE spectra.

3.1.4. Seismic Margin Evaluation

The EPRI seismic margin methodology relies heavily on earthquake experience data,
generic qualification and fragility test data, results of seismic PRAs, and extensive use of
expert judgment and experience to try to concentrate efforts on the evaluation of potential
weak links that may determine the plant's real seismic margin above the SSE. The
process is dependent on the knowledge and expertise of the SRT members who use the
screening guidelines provided by EPRI and observations from the plant walkdown to
screen out structures and components from further seismic review.

The margin evaluation emphasis is on demonstrating operability and survivability of
components required for the functioning of a subset of plant systems that will bring the
plant to a stable hot or cold shutdown condition and maintain that condition for at least 72
hours after the earthquake. While a single path of safe shutdown systems and components
is all that is ultimately required, it is prudent to select two separate paths with the least
amount of overlap between the systems and components. However, certain support
systems, such as the emergency diesel generators, are required for all shutdown paths
regardless of the primary systems chosen.

3.1.4.1 Overall Approach

Implementation of the Fermi 2 seismic margin evaluation is based on the deterministic
approach outlined in EPRI NP-6041 with a main objective of identifying the " weaker-
link" components that may limit the plant seismic margin. The seismic evaluation at
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!

Fermi 2 may be broken down into three different groups: structures, distribution systems, ;
: and equipment. ;

.

Program guidelines for implementing _the seismic margin evaluation at Fermi 2 were
established and published as an attachment to the seismic design basis document, revision i

A [3.47). These guidelines outline the implementation steps required for completing the |

seismic IPEEE as they apply to Fermi 2. Since Fermi 2 is not subject to the requirements |
of USI A-46 [3.48], the guidelines were based primarily on the provisions in EPRI NP-
6041 with the enhancements outlined in NUREG-1407.

,

r

The Fermi 2 success path and alternate path selection and the compilation of the SSEL
were primarily performed by the PRA group; therefore, a great level of experience )
regarding plant systems, their reliability, and their risk significance was built into the

,

selection process. Also, due to the significant interface with plant Operations during the_. |
internal events IPE analysis, Operations input was factored in the system selection and
equipment list to a great extent even before Operations reviewed the seismic margin

3

SSEL. Preliminary plant walkdowns were conducted in the plant accessible areas early in i
the program using a first-draft equipment list. The purposes of the preliminary walkdown |

were to locate equipment in the plant, to perform a preliminary evaluation based only on I

judgment, and to get a feel for the main areas where larger efforts may be required in the i

evaluation process. As a result of the preliminary walkdown, certain special evaluations, )
| such as masonry and shield wall analysis, were identified as areas that required special 1

attention in the seismic evaluation process. |
I

|

| The intent of the seismic evaluation process is to address the effects of the increased |
seismic demand resulting from the RLE on three aspects of the existing design of )

| structures, systems and components. First, the capability of the element's anchorage to j
i withstand the RLE loads is evaluated by performing generic bounding calculations or '

specific analyses based on the guidelines in EPRI NP-6041 and NP-5228 [3.49]. The ,

anchorage is further evaluated during plant walkdowns to verify compliance with the I

configuration documents used in the analyses and to look for any unusual installations
i

i that may be of seismic concern. Second, the element's capability to withstand the RLE
and remain functional is assessed. This process uses the screening tables and screening
checklists in EPRI NP-6041 to screen out the element from any further functionality
review. Further functionality evaluations may be required if the screening process
indicates the need for additional reviews. Finally, the potential seismic interaction effects
of items located external to and in close proximity to each component are evaluated

j during the plant walkdown. All three aspects of the equipment seismic evaluation process
i are coordinated and documented in the screening and evaluation work sheets (SEWS)

recommended in EPRI NP-6041 for the corresponding class of equipment.

! The Fermi 2 seismic margin program utilized senior utility engineers to conduct the

| evaluation. The system engineers' function was fulfilled by individuals from the PRA
: group supplemented by others from the Instrumentation and Controls group. The seismic
: engineering work was performed by structural engineers cognizant of the plant seismic
!
t

I l
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'

design basis and qualification. For a few seismic evaluations, such as anchorage
calculations, structures and distribution systems evaluation, and evaluations of some of f

the outliers, resources from outside engineering and consulting firms were utilized. ;

However, these efforts were thoroughly reviewed by and very closely coordinated and
'

discussed with the Detroit Edison project engineer during and after completion of the
,

work. ;

3.1.4.2 Seismic Review Team !
!
,

As stated in EPRI NP-6041, the seismic review team (SRT) involved in the seismic i

margin evaluation has the main responsibility for conducting the various steps of the |
SMA, especially applying experience and judgment in the screening process and the plant <

walkdown. The Fermi 2 SRT was comprised of senior engineers with a wealth of
knowledge and experience in the field of structural and seismic design and analysis. The t

system engineers involved in the SMA have extensive knowledge in nuclear plant system ;

functions and probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) application.

For the most part, Fermi 2's SMA was implemented by in-house employees; however, f
contractor consultation and reviews were utilized throughout the implementation of the |
SMA in order to ensure the validity of the assumptions and decisions made and to ;

reinforce the Fermi 2 evaluation with experiences from other nuclear plant seismic :
margin studies. Most members of the SRT attended the SQUG and EPRI training courses [
related to the SMA, had access to all the relevant reports and training material, and easily ;

met the qualification requirements in EPRI NP-6041. Other seismic capability engineers <

_

from outside engineering firms and consulting companies were also utilized in ;

performing certain analyses and evaluations associated with the SMA. The Fermi 2 SRT &

members are listed below with a brief summary of their experience and qualifications.
i
r

A. I. Ilmoun

IMr. Hassoun has a very broad experience in the structural mechanics and seismic design
of nuclear power plants. He holds a B.S. degree in civi! engineering and an M.S. degree |
in structural engineering, both from the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. He has :

about 20 years experience in the design and analysis ofindustrial facilities, most of which
are related to nuclear plants. Mr. Hassoun has been involved with the seismic program at j

Fermi 2 for fifteen years and is responsible for the establishment and management of the
seismic qualification program since the completion of the design phase and the start of :

the operation phase of the plant. He is well. familiar with industry developments in |
seismic design and evaluations and has represented Detroit Edison in seismic utility t

groups such as SQUG and the seismicity owners group. Mr. Hassoun served as the
project engineer for the implementation of the seismic margin program at Fermi 2 and :

was the primary SRT member involved in the program implementation. He is a registered
,

professional engineer in the State of Michigan. :
;
,
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A. P. Bura
1

5

Mr. Burg is a member of the Mechanical and Civil group at the Fermi 2 engineering
department. He holds a B.S. and an M.S. degree in civil engineering from Drexel
University in Philadelphia. Mr. Burg has over 22 years of diversified experience in the f
structural and seismic design and analyses of nuclear power stations. He has been ;
working in the engineering group at the Fermi 2 plant site for ten years. Mr. Burg served *

as an SRT member for most of the equipment evaluation work and was an essential part ;,

!

i of the walkdown team at Fermi 2. He is a registered professional engineer in the State of

| Michigan and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. j

D. D. Jondle ,

!
,

Mr. Jondle has been a member of the Risk Assessment Engineering group at Fermi 2

I since 1987. He holds a B. S. degree in nuclear engineering from the University of.
! Wisconsin at Madison. Mr. Jondle has over 20 years of experience in nuclear reactor

physics and engineering, and was involved in the PRA work for the Individual Plant

| Examination (IPE) program. He was the primary system engineer involved in the
selection of the safe shutdown paths and equipment list. Mr. Jondle is a registered
professional engir.eer in the State of Michigan.

L. G. Ferguson

!
| Mr. Ferguson is a member of the Instrumentation and Controls group at the Fermi 2 ,

engineering department. He holds a B.S. degree in electrical engineering from Michigan :

Technological University in Houghton, Michigan. Mr. Ferguson has extensive I&C
engineering experience with nuclear power plants. He has been associated with the design
and technical evaluation of I&C activities at the Fermi 2 plant for about 23 years. Mr.

| Ferguson was involved in the review of the SSEL and in finalizing the instrumentation
scope for the seismic IPEEE program.,

|
;

| K. C. Hsu

| Mr. Hsu is a member of the Mechanical and Civil group at the Fermi 2 engineering
department. He holds a B.S. and an M.S. degree in civil engineering from National Cheng
Kung University in Taiwan and another M.S. degree in structural engineering from
Oklahoma State University. Mr. Hsu has about 30 years experience in the structural and

i seismic qualification area. He has worked at the Fermi 2 site since 1991. Mr. Hsu was
involved in the seismic margin program as SRT member for the containment
components. He is a registered professional' engineer in the State of Ohio and the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

!

,

i
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G. P. Hietpas,

!

Mr. Hietpas is a supervising engineer with VECTRA Technologies, Inc. in Fort Worth,
Texas. He holds a B.S. degree in civil structural engineering from the University of
Wisconsin at Madison.' Mr. Hietpas has more than twelve years of experience in
structural engineering analysis and design and equipment seismic qualification. He was
involved as an SRT member in some of the walkdowns, and in addressing the seismic / fire
interaction issues. Mr. Hietpas is a registered professional engineer in the State of
Wisconsin.

M. Amin

Dr. Amin is an engineering supervisor with Sargent and Lundy Engineers in Chicago. He ,

holds a B.S. degree in civil engineering from Worcester Polytechnic Institute and an M.S.
and a Ph.D. degree in structural engineering from the University ofIllinois at Urbana. Dr. ;

Amin has many years of teaching and industry experience in the structural mechanics
area. He was involved as an SRT member in the Fermi 2 seismic margin evaluation for -

structures and distribution systems.

A. M. Al-Dabbagh

Dr. Al-Dabbagh is a senior structural engineer with Sargent and Lundy Engineers in
Chicago. He holds a B.S. degree in civil engineering from the University of Baghdad in '

Iraq and an M.S. and a Ph.D. degree in structural engineering from Colorado State
University. Dr. Al-Dabbagh has extensive experience in plant structures design and
seismic qualification. He was involved as an SRT member in the evaluation of structures
and distribution systems. Dr. Al-Dabbagh is a registered structural engineer in the State
ofIllinois.

3.1.4.3 Walkdown Preparation
!

Prior to the seismic walkdowns, the SRT collected and reviewed relevant design '

documents in order to become familiar with component design bases and to assist in |
screening out SSEL components. Various types of documents were reviewed, as j
applicable to each component. '

l. Drawings showing physical locations in the plant and mounting or anchorage
configuration;

2. UFSAR seismic licensing basis sections, as required, to determine conformance of the
plant design with some of the screening guidelines in EPRI NP-6041;

3. Other design basis documents, as required, such as vendor manuals, specifications,
seismic qualification reports, and seismic anchorage calculations;

4. Design calculations prepared for the SMA which developed the RLE required floor
response spectra and documented bounding anchorage evaluations for the different
equipment types; and
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5. Seismic IPEEE reference books to review the caveats and other seismic information
. associated with the different equipment types. ;

In addition to the document review, the SRT parformed the following tasks prior to the
walkdowns:

1. Conducted a preliminary walkdown with an IPEEE consultant to become familiar ,

with equipment locations and types and to get an initial indication of the seismic !
susceptibility of the equipment; i

2. Initiated screening and evaluation worksheets (SEWS) for the various equipment; and ;

3. Determined what additional field information was required so that it could be i

collected during the walkdowns. [
i

The preliminary work prior to the walkdowns enabled the SRT to optimize its efficiency
and to obtain maximum benefit during the walkdowns. I

;

3.1.4.4 Screening Criteria i

i

The purpose of screening in the seismic margin program is to eliminate certain elements i

from the detailed review and evaluation scope in order to be able to concentrate on the j
evaluation of those elements that are considered " weaker-link" items and may potentially - i

determine the real seismic margin of the plant. The screening criterion used at Fermi 2 is
the one presented in Tables 2-3 and 2-4 of EPRI NP-6041. These screening tables provide ;

generic conservative estimates below which it is generally not necessary to perform a
_

seismic margin review. However, this does not mean the element does not require a plant :

walkdown. Screening tables address functionality considerations but do not address
;

anchorage or ' seismic interaction. Thus, all elements on the SSEL require a plant
walkdown. For Fermi 2, the applicable column in the EPRI screening tables is the first j

one corresponding to a peak spectral acceleration, for a 5% damped ground spectrum, not |
exceeding 0.8g. This is based on the Fermi 2 RLE which is consistent with a
NUREG/CR-0098 median rock spectrum with a peak ground acceleration of 0.3g and a

|
peak spectral acceleration of 0.636g. i

Tables 2-3 and 2-4 and Appendices A and F of EPRI NP-6041 constitute the main
screening tools used at Fermi 2 in conjunction with observations noted during the plant ,

walkdowns. For those items that were not considered screened out, more detailed |

evaluations were performed utilizing the design basis seismic qualification
docunvxadon as base line information. The design basis qualification was reviewed for
validity and completeness. Ifit was found acceptable, simple extrapolation to account for
the higher :ismic demand loads was utilized to evaluate the available margin. When
applicable, certain built-in conservatism was eliminated, in accordance with the EPRI
methodology, to evaluate the item's actual seismic capability.

Table 2-4 of EPRI NP-6041 includes a footnote (y) which states that items mounted at
elevations exceeding 40 Get above grade should be reviewed if realistic SME 5% damped
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horizontal floor spectra exceed 2g. However, this footnote only applies to seismic margin |
evaluations for a 5% damped peak ground spectral acceleration of more than 0.8g. As j
stated above, Fermi 2's corresponding ground acceleration is less than 0.8g; therefore, :
this footnote does not apply to the Fermi 2 evaluation. The EPRI document includes j

another general caution statement on the use of the screening tables for components
mounted significantly more than 40 feet above grade or in other spots where large
resonant buildup ofinput motion might occur.

The intent of the note in EPPI NP-6041 is to caution the user against blindly applying the
screening criteria in Tables 2-3 and 2-4 for items subject to horizontal response spectra
with significant amplifications or high peak accelerations. The intent of the caveat was
clarified in discussions with Dr. R. P. Kennedy, co-author of the EPRI document. Dr.
Kennedy stated that the screening tables are applicable without further evaluation if the
SME 5% damped clipped floor spectra have peaks of about 2.0g or less. Appendix Q of
EPRI NP-6041 provides guidelines for clipping floor response spectra. Clipped peaks
closer to 2.5g would be more of a concern and possibly result in more detailed evaluation -
of the components.

As stated in Section 3.1.3.5, the new RLE in-structure floor response spectra for Fermi 2
were conservatively ~ generated by applying the free field seismic input at the base mat
elevation of 540'-0" for the reactor / auxiliary building and 555'-0" for the RHR complex.
The free field seismic motion would have been more appropriately considered at the
grade level of 583'.

At Fenni 2, there are three buildings where SSEL components are located. The highest
elevation in the reactor building where SSEL components are found is the second floor at
elevation 613'-6". The auxiliary building has . SSEL components at all elevations
including the control room HVAC equipment on the fifth floor, elevation 677'-6". The
RHR complex has most of the SSEL components on the first and second floors with the
highest elevation of 617'-6". Clipping factors were developed for the RLE horizontal
floor spectra per Appendix Q of EPRI NP-6041. None of the clipped spectra peaks was
above 2.5g, and only the higher floors of the auxiliary building had peak spectra over
2.0g.

The EPRI NP-6041 caution statement, regarding the use of the screening tables for
components mounted on the higher floors of the buildings, was addressed by performing
a bounding functional evaluation on the most vulnerable components on the SSEL. The

- bounding components were selected by reviewing the peak clipped horizontal response
spectra for both the reactor / auxiliary and RHR buildings and considering the type of
SSEL components located at higher elevations in the buildings. Motor Control Centers
were selected because of their location in the plant and because of their low natural
frequency which is close to the peak frequency of the horizontal response spectra (5 Hz).
Additionally, MCCs contain sensitive components with potential susceptibility to chatter
during seismic events.
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Components on the SSEL subjected to the highest seismic input are those located on the
fifth floor of the auxiliary building. For the bounding MCCs, clipped floor RLE spectra j
were compared [3.50] with the test response spectra (TRS) in the seismic test reports. The |
TRS bounded the clipped RLE floor spectra for all frequencies above 4 Hz. The j
frequency range below 4 Hz is not significant since there is no equipment natural :

frequency below 5 Hz. Additionally, an evaluation of the 5/16-inch diameter bolts
connecting the MCC with the base channels was performed. This latter check [3.51] was

,

considered prudent because these bolts have been identified as weak links in the !
*earthquake experience data as referenced in EPRI report number NP-5223-SL [3.52].

Results of the. evaluation demonstrated that the bolts have adequate capacity to (
accommodate the RLE. j

i
'Based on the results of the spectra clipping calculation aiA the bounding evaluation of the

MCCs, it was determined that the screening criteria prese nted in Table 2-4 of EPRI NP- ;

6041 could be used to establish the functional capability of components on the SSEL i
regardless of their location within the Fermi 2 plant structures.

,

3.1.4.5 Seismic Capability Walkdown - |
!
'One of the most important steps in the SMA is the plant seismic capability walkdown.

The walkdown of the various plant areas where SSEL components are located is the
responsibility of the SRT. Prior to the walkdowns, the SRT reviewed component
drawings, bounding anchorage calculations, and other necessary documentation to
become familiar with the components' documented configuration and the bases for their
seismic qualification. |

!

The seismic capability walkdowns assist in addressing the effects of the increased seismic j

demand from the SME on three aspects of the existing equipment design and !

qualification. First, functional capability of the equipment is assessed to determine the
ability of the equipment to withstand the higher demand of the SME and remain
functional to perform its safety-related function. Second, an assessment of the adequacy
of equipment anchorage is required because the most common failure mode for
equipment in actual earthquakes is the failure of its anchorage. Fiictly, the potential
effects ofitems located external to and in close proximity of the equipment are evaluated.

Various methods are available for determining the seismic functional capability levels of
equipment. These methods include those recommended by EPRI and SQUG, in addition
to seismic capability data found in the specific equipment qualification reports. A
preferred sequence of consideration for the methods is:

,

!

Screening criteria in Table 2-4 of EPRI NP-6041; ).

Original equipment qualification reports; and j.

Generic equipment ruggedness spectra. j.

!
!
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Several approaches are available for assessment of equipment anchorage adequacy. These
approaches include, but are not limited to:

Margins in existing anchorage qualification for the design basis event may be.

adequate to accommodate the SME;
Existing anchorage qualification may be reworked with appropriate.

refinements to show acceptance for the SME; or
Generic bounding calculations to typical anchor details may be developed.-

The identification of potential seismic interaction issues is a key element of the seismic
capability walkdowns. Seismic interaction items and concerns are identified based on

,

engineering review and judgment during the walkdowns. Generic bounding analyses,
such as the evaluation of block and shield walls, were prepared prior to the walkdowns to
assist in identifying or eliminating seismic interaction concerns.

Thus, the purpose of the seismic capability walkdown is three-fold: (1) to screen from the '

margin review all elements with probable HCLPF capacities greater than the specified
RLE level based on experience and judgment; (2) to define the failure modes of structures
or components which are not screened, and the types of review which should be
conducted; and (3) to identify seismic (system) interactions with the potential to
adversely affect equipment on the SSEL. The walkdowns are also conducted to look for
outliers, lack of similarity between divisional components, differences in anchorage from
what is shown on drawings, potential systens interaction issues, and any other areas of .

seismic concern.

All components on the SSEL were walked down and inspected. Each component was
adequately inspected to rule out any seismic concern or anchorage deficiency. For groups
of similar energized components, at least one of the components was opened and ,

inspected.

A very small number of components to be inspected were located in either inaccessible or
high radioactive or contaminated areas. In such cases, the SRT inspected the components
by using photographs or a quick " walk-by." Screening of these items relied more on as-
built drawing configurations and anchorage seismic re-analysis than on detailed field
inspection.

The SRT checked the mounting of instruments on their respective racks and panels.
Mounting was reviewed for conformance with the manufacturer recommendations and
sound seismic installation judgment.

The SRT also " walked by" a sampling of subsystems such as piping, tubing, cable trays,
conduits, and IIVAC ducts to determine their ability to withstand the RLE seismic loads.
The walkdown concentrated on distribution systems in the areas conta'ning essential
equipment as recommended in EPRI NP-6041.
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|

| The walkdowns were facilitated by the use of screening and evaluation worksheets ;

(SEWS) found in Appendix F of EPRI NP-6041. SEWS are written in an abbreviated !
format and contain keywords to remind the SRT of important screening criteria and

,

guidelines for each equipment category. The SEWS forms are divided into categories !

including general descriptive information, component evaluation (functional capability),
l relay walkdown, anchorage evaluation, system interaction effects, and potential problem

description. The SRT used the SEWS to record results of the walkdowns, reference
outlier resolution, and document seismic evaluations.

3.1.4.6 Combination of Seismic and Hydrodynamic Loads
,

| Since seismic events can induce hydrodynamic loads in a BWR, questions with regard to ,

whether and how these loads (or the responses they induce) should be combined must be
addressed. Seismic induced hydrodynamic loads can be the result of an SRV discharge or

'

due to a LOCA.

In accordance with Appendix K of EPRI NP-6041, seismic induced intermediate or large
LOCA are not considered credible events. Also, the hydrodynamic loads caused by a
small LOCA (chugging) tend to occur after the earthquake. Hence the hydrodynamic
loads induced by these events need not be considered in the seismic margin assessment.

;

Safety relief valves will actuate in response to a reactor system pressure transient. Since
an SME is assumed to cause loss of offsite power and subsequent turbine trip, SRV
actuation may be rapidly induced as a result of the transient. Thus, SRV loading should

,

i be combined with seismic loading in the seismic margin assessment.

|
Due to the relatively short duration of the peak SRV loading and the random nature of the >

| time history, it is highly unlikely that the peak SRV and earthquake responses will occur

| simultaneously. Hence, EPRI NP-6041 recommends that the responses due to the RLE

| and SRV discharge be combined by SRSS. Therefore, the Fermi 2 seismic margin
l assessment considered SRV response in combination with RLE response using the

following combination:
'

.

i

| Total Response = JSME + SRV2 2

|

3.1.4.7 Evaluation of Structures

Table 2-3 of EPRI NP-6041 provides guidelines for screening of civil structures included
in the seismic margin evaluation. The applicable structural items included in the Fermi 2
SMA are the steel containment, drywell intemal structures, CRD housings and

, ,

; mechanisms, containment shield wall, other shear walls, diaphragms and footings. '

Category I steel frame structures, and non-Category I structures with potential to fail
Category I structures. Fermi 2 structures are founded on bed-rock; therefore, no soil

'

failure modes or soil liquefaction and slope stability evaluations are necessary. Also, no
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dams, levees or dikes are required for the SMA safe shutdown paths. The evaluation of
,

the reactor vessel internals is discussed in Section 3.1.5.2
]

For certain other structures, such as masonry and shield walls and the control room
ceiling, the screening tables indicate the need for more detailed ei.aluation. Fermi 2
masonry and shield walls were evaluated for the RLE in design calculation DC-5591
|3.53] and the control room ceiling was evaluated in detail by the SRT during the
walkdown. Results of these evaluations are discussed in Section 3.1.5.1 and 3.1.5.3,
respectively.

Drywell and Torus

The Fermi 2 drywell is a typical Mark I Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) bulb-shaped steel
vessel with a spherical lower portion and a cylindrical upper part. Figure 3 20 is a general
arrangement section through Fermi 2's reactor, auxiliary and turbine buildings showing
the relative location of the drywell in the reactor building. The spherical section at the
bottom of the drywell has a 68-foot diameter, while the upper cylindrical section is 38'-
10" in diameter. The overall height of the drywell vessel is about 115 feet. The drywell is
completely encased in the reinforced concrete drywell pedestal at the bottom. Special
shear lugs are provided to connect the drywell shell with the concrete floor inside the
drywell and the drywell pedestal. The drywell skirt was left in place during the erection
process, thereby providing additional horizontal shear resistance. Figure 3-21 shows the
attachment of the drywell to the drywell pedestal.

There is a small pocket of compacted sand surrounding the drywell above the drywell
pedestal that provides for drainage and fanns a transition area between the fully
embedded portion of the drywell and the unrestrained upper part. Above elevation 572'-
1", a reinforced concrete biological shield wall, monolithic with the floor slabs of the
reactor building, surrounds the drywell. The drywell is separated from the concrete shield
wall by a two-inch gap filled with compressible foam. The drywell is also restrained by
the biological shield wall at elevation 647 feet through eight guided connections at 45-
degree spacing. These connections pennit some radial and vertical movement but inhibit
any tangential movement of the drywell at this elevation.

According to Table 2-3 of EPRI NP-6041, the drywell may be screened out if the steel
pressure boundary is keyed to the base mat to prevent slipping. Therefore, based on the
construction details as discussed above, the drywell is considered to satisfy the screening
requirements for the IEE.

For BWR Mark I tori, EPRI NP-6041 indicates that an evaluation is required for seismic
input beyond the design basis. The Fermi 2 pressure suppression chamber is a torus-
shaped vessel with a 112'-6" major diameter and a 30'-6" cross sectional diameter.
Figures 3-22 and 3-23 show the plan and support details for the torus, respectively.
Saddle supports are located at sixteen mitered joints around the perimeter, and additional

) seismic ties are provided at four locations with 90-degree spacing.

;
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In NUREG/CR-5098 [3.54] the Fermi 2 containment integrity was analytically evaluated
against seismic vulnerabilities. This report, which considered four plant containments,
evaluated the seismic capability of the containments under different internal pressure
scenarios. Seismic acceleration capacities were calculated for various elements of the
contaimnent systems, including the torus, using horizontal and vertical time history
analysis of the relevant building models. For the Fermi 2 containment, it was concluded
that yielding in the torus supports would initiate at a peak ground acceleration well
beyond the 0.6g level. This conclusion was based on using a Regulatory Guide 1.60
spectral shape input.' The critical stress point for the seismic loading was identified as
point A as shown in Figure 3-23.

Based on the study in NUREG/CR-5098, it is concluded that the Fermi 2 torus has
adequate seismic capacity for the RLE.

Drvwell Internal Structures

Figure 3-20 shows a cross section of the drywell delineating the major internal structures.
The drywell internal structures include the sacrificial shield, reactor pedestal, drywell
floor, gallery floor levels, earthquake stabilizer truss, and the pipe break support truss
system. All these structures are classified as Category I. The table below identifies the
construction material for each structure and the section in the UFSAR which documents
that SSE loads are considered in the design of the structure.

Internal Structure Construction SSE in UFSAR
Design? Section

Sacrificial Shield Composite structural steel and plain Yes 3.8.3.3.1
concrete cylindrical shell

Reactor Pedestal Reinforced concrete cylindrical shell Yes 3.8.3.3.2
Drywell Floor Reinforced concrete pad Yes 3.8.3.3.3
Gallery Floor Levels Steel beams Yes 3.8.3.3.4
Earthquake Stabilizer Structural steel truss Yes 3.8.3.3.5
Truss System
Pipe-Break-Support Structural steel truss Yes 3.8.3.3.6
Truss System |

,

According to Table 2-3 of EPRI NP-6041, Category I containment internal structures |
may be screened out, for a peak spectral acceleration less than 0.8g (or peak ground
acceleration 40.3g), if the design was based on an SSE of 0.lg peak ground acceleration
or greater. Since the Fermi 2 design is based on an SSE of 0.15g, the drywell internal I

structures are considered to possess adequate seismic capacity to withstand the RLE.
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Control Rod Drive Housings and Mechanisms

Per Table 2-4 of EPRI NP-6041, the control rod drive (CRD) housings and mechanisms
do not require evaluation for seismic margin provided the housings ar: provided with a
lateral seismic support.

As shown in Figure 3-24 [3.55], the CRD housings at Fermi 2 are laterally supported at
an elevation 124 inches below RPV invert. The housings are provided with adjustment
bolts that ai.: welded in their position after final adjustment to provide lateral contact
between adjacent housings. The peripheral housing bolts are adjusted to provide contact
with steel members anchored to the reactor pedestal before the bolts are welded in their
final position. GE drawing numbers 197R603 [3.56] and 762E827 [3.57] show the CRD
housing restraint details.

Based on the discussion above, the CRD housings and mechanisms satisfy the EPRI
screening guidelines and are screened out for a 0.3g RLE.

Containment Shield Wall

The containment (biological) shield wall enclosing the steel drywell is a reinforced
concrete shell structure, monolithically constructed with the drywell pedestal, with a
thickness that varies from four to seven feet. It is separated from the drywell steel shell by
a two-inch gap filled with compressible foam. The shield wall extends up to the refueling
floor at elevation 684'-6" and it is integral with the intermediate floors. The shield wall is
designed as a Category I structure using load combinations that include the effects of the
SSE. In accordance with Table 2-3 of EPRI NP-6041, the containment shield wall can be
screened out from further evaluation since it has been designed for an SSE of 0.15g,
which is greater than the 0.lg screening threshold.

Additional information is available on the seismic capability of the Fermi 2 biological
shield wall based on evaluations made in NUREG/CR-5098. The part of the wall which is
most seismically vulnerable was identified to be the section between the first and second
floors of the reactor building. Evaluation of this section using the ACI code yielded a
seismic capability of 0.39g based on a Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectral shape.

Based on the above discussion, the biological shield wall is considered to have a HCLPF
of 0.3g or greater.

Shear Walls. Dianbragma and Footings

SSEL components are located in the reactor / auxiliary building and the RHR complex;
therefore, reinforced concrete elements in these two buildings must be addressed. The |

'reactor / auxiliary building has one common 4'-0" thick foundation mat. This mat is
thickened to 19'-0" over a circular area of 77'-0" in diameter under the drywell to form the
drywell pedestal. The auxiliary building is a reinforced concrete building up to and
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including its roof. The' reactor building is a reinforced concrete building up to the l
refueling floor at elevation 684'-6". Above the refueling floor, the reactor building is a |
steel framed structure with metal siding and metal roof deck. The RHR complex is a 280 I

ft. long,127 ft wide reinforced concrete structure with a 4'-0" thick mat. The RHR |
complex houses the emergency diesel generators and the RHR reservoir.

I
Both the reactor / auxiliary and RHR buildings are designed as Category I structures. The |
load combinations used in the design included the effects of the SSE on the walls, floors
and foundations. In accordance with Table 2-3 of EPRI NP-6041, these elements may be
screened out for an RLE with peak spectral acceleration less than 0.8g (or 0.3g peak
ground acceleration) provided they were designed to an SSE level of at least 0.lg peak
ground acceleration. Since the Fermi 2 design is based on an SSE of 0.15g, the shear

Iwalls, diaphragms and footings satisfy the EPRI screening guidelines and can be assigned
a minimum HCLPF capacity of 0.3g PGA.

I

Category I Concrete and Steel Frames

Lateral load resistance in the reactor / auxiliary and RHR buildings is provided by the
shear wall and diaphragm elements discussed above; therefore, no other reinforced
concrete frames are used for lateral load transfer.

Steel framing is used above the reactor building refueling floor for the building crane and j

roof support. Structural steel bents, made from built-up girders and rolled columns, are
used to support the roof. Columns supporting the reactor building crane girders are :

welded to the roof framing columns. Two braced bays are provided on each of the four
sides to provide a lateral load support mechanism. Also, horizontal bracing is available on ,

the roof framing steel to provide diaphragm action. Groups of four or six cast-in place 2%
inch diameter bolts are used to connect the column base plates to the concrete floor at I
elevation 684'-0". The average bolt embedment length is about 20 inches.

Table 2-3 of EPRI NP-6041 states that Category I steel frames may be screened out for an
RLE with peak spectral acceleration less than 0.8g provided they were designed to an
SSE level of 0.lg or greater. Since the Fermi 2 design SSE is 0.15g and since the design
load combinations for the reactor building roof steel framing considered the SSE loads,
the framing elements satisfy the EPRI screening guidelines and can be assigned a
minimum HCLPF capacity of 0.3g PGA.

I In addition to the EPRI screening guidelines, the SRT reviewed the design calculation
i 13.581 ud associated drawings for the reactor building roof framing structure. This
j review identified that the design basis shows little margin with respect to pullout capacity
( for some of the column base plates. Therefore, although the EPRI screening guidelines

resulted in a satisfactory screening, it was considered prudent to perform additional
evaluation on the column embedments to ascertain their seismic capacity relative to the
RLE.

|
l
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An evaluation was prepared to assess the capacity of the reactor building refueling floor
steel framing embedment details relative to the larger seismic loads associated with the
RLE. The evaluation [3.59] demonstrated that adequate margin exists to accommodate
the RLE loads. The additional margin was realized by eliminating conservative
assumptions and procedures employed in the design basis work.

Non-Catenorv I Structures

The only non-Category I structure with potential to fail or affect seismic Category I
structures is the turbine and radwaste building and the hyperbolic cooling towers. The
turbine /radwaste building is located next to the auxiliary building with a four-inch gap
between the two buildings. The two buildings are on separate foundations. The EPRI
guidelines for screening non-Category I structures indicate that they can be screened out
as long as the structures are capable of meeting the 1985 Uniform Building Code (UBC),
zone 4 requirements.

The turbine /radwaste building was designed using the 1971 version of the UBC. Lateral
seismic forces were_ calculated per the UBC formula based on the structure type, the
seismic zone factor, and other pertinent factors. As is always the case for UBC building
design in low seismic regions, the wind forces govern the lateral load resistance design
over the seismic loads. However, a design basis concern regarding the survivability of the
outboard main steam isolation valves (MSIVs), located in the steam tunnel portion of the
turbine building, resulted in further seismic evaluation of the turbine building. Therefore,
a dynamic modal analysis and a response spectrum analysis were performed on a model
representing the turbine building. The analysis [3.16] was similar to the dynamic analysis
performed far other Category I structures.

As a result of the seismic analysis, it was concluded that the turbine building would
maintain structural integrity under seismic loading associated with the SSE. Furthermore,
the maximum building lateral displacement was very small.

Although no documentation demonstrates compliance of the turbine /radwaste building
design with the EPRI screening criteria, the SRT concluded that the later seismic analysis
of the building provides a level'of seismic capacity commensurate with the 1985 UBC
Zone 4 requirements. Therefore, the building was screened out. In addition, lateral
deflections under an earthquake magnitude similar to the RLE would not be large enough
to close the four-inch gap between the two buildings. Therefore, impact between the two
buildings is not anticipated. Even if contact between the two buildings was postulated, it
is not expected that any significant damage would occur due to the massive reinforced
concrete design of the two buildings. Also, if the turbine building steel superstructure
framing was postulated to fail, the failure would be away from the auxiliary building due
to the height of the adjacent auxiliary building as illustrated in Figure 3.20.
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3.1.4.8 Evaluation of Distribution Systems !

This section describes the evaluation of certain subsystems such as the NSSS primary
coolant system and other distribution systems such as piping, HVAC ducting, cable trays,
conduits, and instrument tubing.

;

NSSS Priniary Coolant System (Pinine. Vmel ==d Sunnorts) -|
!

The EPRI SMA methodology and screening criteria indicate that the NSSS primary
coolant system can be screened out from detailed margin evaluation provided that the .

NSSS piping welds susceptible to intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) are i

properly evaluated. The NSSS supports can be screened out if their design considered
,

dynamic SSE loading combined with pipe break loads. ,

!
IAs stated in the UFSAR Section 3.9.1.5.6, Fermi 2 reactor coolant pr'ssure boundarye

piping systems, including supports, have been analyzed for an SRSS load combination of
dynamic SSE loads and annulus pressurization (AP) load. AP refers to loading caused by !

. a postulated guillotine pipe rupture in the area between the sacrificial shield wall and the i
RPV. As a result of the analysis, minor structural steel support weld modifications were
implemented to ensure that allowable weld stress limits were not exceeded. ;

;

Based on the discussion above, it is concluded that the NSSS supports meet the EPRI NP-
6041 screening criteria and can be assigned a minimum HCLPF capacity of 0.3g PGA. j

i

IGSCC

Intergranular stress corrosion cracking is a form of cracking that occurs along the grain j
boundaries of certain stainless steel materials. IGSCC is normally found in the heat ;

affected zone of butt welded joints along the piping. The current NRC position regarding

IGSCC in BWR austenitic stainless steel is documented in NUREG/0313 [3.60]. Two :

generic letters document NRC guidance for IGSCC: GL 88-01 [3.61], and Supplement 1 ;
to GL 88-01 [3.62]. ;

i

GL 88-01 required assessment of austenitic stainless steel piping with 4-inch or larger
diameter that contain reactor coolant, and is above 200 F during normal power operation,-

regardless. of ASME code classification. For welds found within the scope of
NUREG/0313, GL 88-01 requires compliance with certain in-service inspection programs
and leak detection procedures. Supplement I to GL 88-01 provided acceptable alternative
staff positions with regard to inspection of reactor water clean-up system piping and the
leak detection requirements.

The major points related to Detroit Edison's program for IGSCC are contained in
communications between Detroit Edison and the NRC [3.63 through 3.66]. These
communications indicate the following:
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,

Detroit Edison took a number of steps prior to commercial operation of Fermi 2 to.

avoid IGSCC. These included replacement and heat treating of piping [3.63]. As a
result, only 18% of the total population of welds within the scope of GL 88-01 were i

identified as susceptible to IGSCC and requiring inspection. Another 24 welds were
added to this list in a subsequent assessment by Detroit Edison [3.64];

Fermi 2 currently has a list of welds requiring in-service inspection that has been. ,

accepted by the NRC [3.65];

Fermi 2 water chemistry specifications meet or exceed the intent of BWR Owners i.

Group Guidelines for mitigation ofIGSCC in the primary coolant [3.63]; and

.

Fermi 2 plant technical specifications have been revised to implement the NRC ;.

guidance contained in Supplement 1 to GL 88-01 for Reactor Coolant System '

Operational Leakage Detection. This revision has been approved by the NRC as
Amendment No. 89 to the Facility Operating License [3.66].

i

Based on the above, it is concluded that Fermi 2 has an acceptable program for
,

addressing IGSCC in the NSSS primary coolant system. Therefore, this system can be
screened out and assigned a minimum HCLPF capacity of 0.3g PGA per the guidelines in
EPRI NP-6041.

In addition to the steps mentioned above, a Hydrogen Water Chemistry (HWC) program
has been recently implemented at Fermi 2 . The purpose of HWC is to slow the rate of

'

crack formation in the RPV lower intemal components and the NSSS primary coolant i

piping system. Control of the IGSCC phenomenon is achieved through hydrogen gas :
*

injection into the feedwater system and oxygen gas injection into the off-gas system.
Although the main purpose of HWC is'to control IGSCC in the RPV, the NSSS primary :

coolant system is an obvious beneficiary of the program.

Catenorv I Piping >

;

In accordance with Table 2-4 of EPRI NP-6041, Category I piping may be screened out
from detailed margin review provided a representative sample walkdown is conducted to .

look for certain known concerns. The purpose of the visual inspection is to assess piping '

system vulnerability based on known failure modes from earthquake experience data. The ;

two main issues known to cause seismic piping failure are inadequate piping system
flexibility and excessive relative displacements. Valve seismic interaction concerns are ;

addressed separately in the valve evaluation section.
|

The SRT selected the EECW Division 2 pump discharge piping and the service water I

return line to EECW Division 2 heat exchanger, on the second floor of the reactor
building, as representative samples for visual inspection. The isometric piping diagrams
for these two systems are shown on drawings 6M721-3368-1 [3.67] and 6M721-3353-1

l [3.68], respectively. In addition to the specific piping systems, the SRT reviewed various
|

| l
'
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other safety-related piping runs throughout the plant while conducting the equipment
walkdowns. The following observations were made during the walkdown of the sample
piping systems and other plant area walkdowns:

Safety-related piping has welded or bolted flange connections. The only threaded.

connections were observed on non-safety related fire protection overhead sprinkler
lines; however, threaded connections in these lines were judged to' be acceptable
given the good support configuration of the piping. The only credible vulnerability
was identified as sprinkler head failure due to spatial interaction with any adjacent
items. However, discussions with' fire protection engineers and field observation
confirmed that the sprinkler heads are installed in configurations with at least one foot
of clear space around them to permit their sprinkling action.

No cast iron piping was found during the walkdowns..

No credible failure that may result from stiff branch lines attached to larger flexible.

pipes were found. Branch lines possess adequate flexibility due to piping offsets and
support configuration restraints.

Piping systems are well supported near their connections into vessels and other.

equipment. The piping and equipment supports are generally compatible in stiffness;
therefore, no excessive nozzle loading cases were found that may be of concern.

No excessively flexible piping runs that may cause seismic interaction concerns were.

found. Fermi 2 initiated a rattlespace program to identify and evaluate seismic
interaction problems in safety related components prior to plant operation.

The SRT also performed a drawing review of connections of buried piping at building !
per.etrations shown on drawings 6M721N-2180-1 [3.69) and 6M721-3185-1 [3.70]. The |
piping penetrations are either flexible through a guard pipe or are well anchored at the
wall. Since only small displacements are expected for a rock site like Fermi 2, these
details are considered acceptable connections for buried piping.

Based on the sample walkdown and other evaluations discussed above, Category I piping
at Fermi 2 is considered to have a HCLPF seismic capacity equal to or greater than 0.3g.

HVAC Ductine and Damners

According to Table 2-4 of EPRI NP-6041, HVAC ducting and dampers may be screened
out from detailed margin evaluation provided a walkdown of a representative sample
shows no seismic concerns. The SRT performed a walkdown of representative ducting
and supports, including appurtenances. The main areas reviewed were the CCHVAC
system, the switchgear rooms, and the first and second floors of the RHR building. The
CCHVAC system originates on the fifth floor of the auxiliary building and serves the

1
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standby gas treatment rooms, control room, computer room, relay room, and cable ;

spreading room. |

The following observations were made during the plant walkdowns: ;

Horizontal and vertical duct spans are reasonable, typically less than about 8 feet..

Ductwork has companion angle construction at transverse seams, with adequate.

bolting of flanges and welding to the duct skin.
.

'

Ductwork is positively restrained by duct supports, including wall bracket supports..

On lateral supports the duct is surrounded by support members to restrain duct
'

movement. On longitudinal supports the duct is welded to the support. !

^

Ductwork has flexiblejoints at connections to fans..

. Adequate framing and support are provided near equipment attached eccentrically to
ductwork.

.

Supports are provided near heavy in-line equipment..

Supports are fabricated from structural steel sections (primarily angle members). Rod.

hangers are not used to support safety-related ductwork. Supports are typically braced
'in-plane and out-of-plane, as appropriate.
:

Most of the ductwork appeared to be well constructed and adequately supported. In
general, supports were judged to have adequate capacity for the Review Level
Earthquake. Adequate support was provided in the longitudinal direction and at vertical .

runs of duct. No particular "hard-spots" were noted ;however, the SRT did note that some
supports in the CCHVAC system were not as rugged as those in other areas. In particular, ,

supports above the control room are long, slender trapeze-type supports with minimal
lateral bracing. The SRT noted that the anchorage for these supports may be non-ductile.

.

Based on observations from the plant walkdown combined with a review of plant design
drawings, the SRT selected several representative supports from the CCHVAC system for

,

review. This review is documented in design calculation DC-5749 [3.71]. The selected ,

supports were evaluated based on the recommendations of the GIP and EPRI NP-6041.
!Results of this review demonstrate that the duct supports have adequate capacity for the

RLE.

Fire dampers in the reactor / auxiliary and RHR buildings were generically evaluated. [
Sample dampers of different sizes were reviewed and walked down to evaluate the L

'

potential of undesired damper closure due to a seismic event. No concerns were generated
from the review and walkdowns. The fire dampers used at Fermi 2 were proof tested by '

the vendor at relatively high accelerations intended to envelope applicatione. in west coast
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nuclear plants. Therefore, it was concluded from the review that fire dampers have
,

adequate capacity to withstand the RLE and remain functional. |

In addition to the general area walkdown, the SRT reviewed ductwork inside the drywell.
The primary objective of this review was to determine whether any ductwork was
attached to both the containment vessel and internal structures. Ductwork attached to
both could be subjected to substantial loading due to relative displacements. This review
was based on general observations during the drywell equipment walkdowns, as well as a
review of plant design documentation. No instances were found where ductwork is .

attached to both the containment vessel and the internal structures. |
I

Based on the walkdown observations and the analysis performed, the SRT concluded that !
the Fermi 2 HVAC ducting and dampers have adequate capacity to withstand the RLE
without compromising their essential function. ,

!

Cable Travs and Conduita i

1

Table 2-4 of EPRI NP-6041 indicates that cable trays and conduits and their supports
may be screened out for a 0.3g seismic margin earthquake without any' additional
evaluation. However, the SRT performed a walkdown on sample runs of cable trays and
conduits to look for possible weak links that may present a concern.

Fermi 2 safety-related cable trays and conduits, including their supports, are qualified to ;

withstand SSE loads. Cable trays at Fermi 2 are generically qualified based on bounding ,

cable loading and maximum spans. There is an on-going monitoring program to track |
cable weight in trays due to plant modifications and to reconcile cable tray hanger i

calculations due to these load changes, as necessary. The cable tray support system |
includes lateral load bracing in the longitudinal and transverse directions. Electrical -

conduits and supports are also generically qualified for maximum conduit span lengths as j

specified in installation specifications. |

The SRT found the cable trays and conduits to be well supported for seismic loading, |

with rugged support and connection details. There were no seismic concerns identified as
a result of the walkdown; therefore, both cable tray and conduit systems at Fermi 2 are |
considered to have sufficient seismic capacity to withstand the RLE and are assigned a ;

minimum HCLPF capacity of 0.3g PGA. :

)
i

Instrument Tubine ]

EPRI NP-6041 does not provide specific guidelines for screening instrument tubing;
however, the rules for piping systems can be applied. Due to their low mass, inertia |

failure of tubing systems is typically not a concern if the tubing is reasonably well i

supported. Of primary concern are spatial interaction effects and relative displacements. |
|
|
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Fermi 2's control air system design does not use local accumulators in the various service
areas of the plant; therefore, a failure of the tubing at one location would remove a whole
division of the system. However, instrument tubing and supports were seismically
designed for SSE loading. Conservative calculations for bounding design basis load
combinations resulted in generic installation and support specifications for safety-related i

instrument tubing.
1

Based on observations from preliminary plant walkdowns, the SRT concluded that the
only credible failure mode for control instrument tubing would be spatial interactions
(items in close proximity to instrument tubing, or potential failure and falling of items
onto the tubing). Subsequently, the SRT observed instrument tubing installations during

i

equipment walkdowns, with special attention to spatial interaction concerns at ;

components serviced by control air and in the general routing areas of the plant. No
potentially damaging interactions were found. The tubing supports were found to be well

- designed, yet the routing of the tubing provided adequate flexibility for relative
displacement.

.

Since no specific seismic concerns were identified, it is concluded that the instrument
tubing and its supports are rugged enough to withstand the RLE without compromise of :

equipment serviced by control air. Therefore, instrument tubing is assigned a minimum
HCLPF capacity of 0.3g PGA.

3.1.4.9 Evaluation of Equipment

The SSEL equipment in the 22 categories discussed in Section 3.1.4.9.2 were evaluated !

by the SRT. The results of the evaluations are summarized in this section. The equipment
categories correspond to the ones listed in EPRI NP-6041, Table A-1. The screening

.

criteria of EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-4, were used for guidance in the evaluation of the '

equipment. The SRT reviewed pertinent drawings and other documents for the equipment
prior to the walkdowns in each category. Walkdowns were performed by the SRT for
virtually all of the equipment listed in the sections below with exceptions being noted.

;

During the walkdowns, the SRT observed the following items for each component, as ;
applicable: overall appearance, strength and stiffness, instrument and internal device
mountings, component mounting, anchorage and concrete condition, proximity to
adjacent structures and system interaction effects, conformance with design drawings,

.

|
and unique attributes associated with a particular category. Any non-conformances were i
noted during the walkdowns and on the SEWS and were later evaluated for their effects

:

on the components' ability to withstand the RLE, as described below.

. Numerous techniques were used by the SRT in the evaluation of concerns noted dunng !.

the walkdowns. The methods allowed by EPRI NP-6041 were employed, as necessary, in
;

the evaluations. Examples of such methods include the use of the "100-40-40" rule, '

increased allowable stresses, peak clipping of response spectra, system characteristics .

which justify non-concurrence of peak operating and seismic loads, a 1.0 instead of 1.5
,

r

*
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!

multi-frequency response and multi-mode excitation factors used in the equivalent static I

analysis method, and dynamic response spectrum analysis.
1

In a number of cases, minor field modifications, in lieu of detailed evaluations, were -

made to address non-conforming conditions. A list of these modifications is presented in
Table 3-7. One EDP resulted from the equipment evaluations; its purpose was to attach
adjacent relay panels to each other to prevent their knocking during seismic events and
thus adversely affecting sensitive internal equipment. Plant improvements resulting from
the seismic review are discussed in Section 7.1.

,

3.1.4.9.1 Evaluation of Equipment Anchorage

Based on past performance ofindustry-wide plant equipment subjected to seismic events,
the existence of properly engineered anchorage is one of the most important items which
affects the seismic performance of the equipment. Equipment failure due to sliding or

ioverturning has resulted from lack of positive anchorage and improperly engineered
anchorage. Examples of poor anchorage include expansion bolts with short embedments,
friction clips, and base anchorage with large eccentricities which allow equipment base to
bend or tear or which generate large prying forces. Guidelines for the inspection of
equipment anchorage have been documented in numerous references [3.4,3.49,3.72].

The importance of good. sound anchorage of equipment to their support structures is to
assure that the equipment remains in place during a seismic event. Adequate anchorage
provides a sound load path for the seismic loads from the equipment to the supporting
structure. Equipment is anchored to concrete structures by one of three general methods -
expansion anchor bolts, cast or grouted-in-place anchors, and welds to embedded steel.
The expansion anchors are generally three types - Phillips self-drilling and wedge i

anchors and "Hilti" wedge anchors.

The SRT examined the anchorage of accessible mounted equipment, in detail, to assure
its soundness and rigidity. For components such as switchgears and transformers where
the anchorage was inaccessible without removing front and back panels of energized
electrical equipment, the SRT made special arrangement with plant operation personnel
to have one typical unit of each type opened for SRT inspection and examination. Other
units of the same type were considered adequate based on the anchorage inspection of the
typical units. The SRT looked for the following items, as appropriate for each
component, in accordance with the guidelines of EPRI NP-6041:

1. Verification of the number, type, condition and size of anchor bolts, plug welds, and
fillet welds.

2. The anchor spacing, free-edge distance, and concrete condition.
3. Anchorage conformance to design drawings.
4. The presence and tightness of nuts on anchors and the tightness of bolts in expansion

anchors based on visual inspection.
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5. Relative stiffness of anchorage and the possibility of excessive prying action on the
anchors.

6. Gaps between the equipment base and the concrete floor in excess of 1/4".
7. Equipment base strength and structural load path,

if one or more of the above attributes was deficient in an equipment anchorage, further >

evaluation was performed to justify the as-found anchorage condition. Seismic demand
was compared with the anchorage capacity. As necessary and appropriate, layers of
conservatism were removed in the evaluations until the capacity exceeded the demand.

. Design calculation DC-5634 [3.73] was prepared as a generic bounding anchorage
evaluation for the SSEL components to determine if they are able to withstand the RLE.
The DC was a tool used by the SRT prior to the equipment walkdowns to determine what
anchorage might need further detailed inspection and to provide information to assist in .

making field judgments. The SRT also verified assumptions which were made in the DC
and confirmed that field configurations matched the DC-evaluated configurations. In the
DC, equipment was grouped to simplify the analyses by allowing bounding calculations
to be developed based on similarity and common' configurations. An assumption was

i

made in the DC that hairline concrete cracks were unlikely. This asstunption allowed the |
use of a factor of safety of 3.0 for single bolts and 2.8 for two or more bolts as
recommended in EPRI NP-6041. The SRT observed the concrete in the vicinity of the
component anchorage and confirmed this assumption.

3.1.4.9.2 Equipment Category Evaluation
1

The equipment categories described in this section are identified in EPRI NP-6041 as
typically required for a safe plant shutdown. The categories consist of active electrical
and mechanical equipment and passive electrical equipment. Table 3.6 provides a listing
of the different equipment categories, the number of SSEL items in each, and the number
of outlier items. Each subsection is arranged in a fashion similar to the order of the
SEWS, namely, category, location, equipment evaluation, anchorage evaluation, system
interaction effects, and outlier and outlier resolution. Relay evaluation is described
elsewhere in this report (Section 3.1.2.3).

Component mounting and seismic restraints inside electrical equipment were observed by
. the SRT on a sampling basis. For personnel safety and continued assurance of equipment
operability, only a limited number of the electrical switchgear, MCCs, and panels were
opened for intemal device inspection as well as observation of the equipment mounting |
and restraints. Since the similar, unopened electrical equipment was built, in general, by

'

.

the same manufacturer, it was felt that observation of only.a sample was sufficient to
assure satisfactory mounting and restraint of the unobserved equipment.

!

An evaluation of four, bounding condition block walls and shield walls was performed to
determine their ability to withstand the RLE loading [3.53]. The walls were selected I

based on their plant locations on second and fifth floors of the reactor and auxiliary

.
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|

|

buildings. The block walls which were evaluated lack internal reinforcement ; therefore, )
their capacity to resist out-of-plane loading is significantly reduced. It was determined i

that the worst-case walls were qualified to withstand the RLE loads. A more complete ' i
discussion of block walls is found in Section 3.1.5.1. Since the masonry block walls were i
qualified generically, there will be no mention of the walls in the " System Interaction ;

Effects" sections of the individual equipment categories below. !
i

The abbreviations used for the equipment location are as follows: RB is Reactor |
Building, AB is Auxiliary Building, RHR is RHR Building, DW is drywell, SB is sub- |

basement, B is basement, and the number represents the floor in the corresponding
building. PIS is plant identification system.

The equipment categories below correspond to the ones in Table A-1 of EPRI NP-6041.

:

3.1.4.9.2.1 Motor Control Centers j
;

'Equipment Category: 1

Number ofitems on SSEL: 15

Location PIS No.
'

RBI R1600S002B R1600S004B
'

RB2 R1600S003B R1600S003D R1600S005C
AB2 R1600S002A |
AB3 R1600S005A R3200S015 R3200S016
AB5 R1600S003A R1600S005D I
RHR2 R1600S016A R1600S017A R1600S018A R1600S019A j

Eauipment Description i

j The main purpose of a motor control center (MCC) is to house the controls which turn
! motors on and off. They also may contain over-current relays to prevent system

overheating and small transformes and distribution panels for lighting and 120V utility
service. Motor control cubicles typically include the following types of components: ;

I
| molded case circuit breakers or disconnect switches, magnetic contactors, relays, control
! transformers, distribution panels, transfer switches, fuses, push buttons, and pilot lights. ;

In addition, a horizontal bus bar runs near the top and through each section of an !

| assembly.

The Fermi 2 MCCs are manufactured by ITE Gould Corporation as Model 5600 Series.
Each MCC assembly consists of a series of vertical sections, each section being

) ,

I approximately 20 inches wide,20 inches deep, and 90 inches high. The typical weight of j

j each section is less than 650 pounds. The sections consist of an angle framework covered I

i by 12-gage sheet metal. Adjacent sections are connected by bolting in the front and back

j and from bottom to top of the units. The assembly is bolted to an inverted mounting
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channel at the base which is, in turn, welded to an embedded leveling channel. Series
5600 MCCs conform to NEMA Type 12 specifications. ,

!
Each section of an assembly has a stack ofindividual control units, up to six NEMA size >

1 or 2 combination starter units, each with its own door. The control units slide into the
vertical sections on snap-in channel brackets and connect to the vertical bus bar. Doors
are secured with slotted, quarter-turn, knurled fasteners. ;

Equipment Evahmtion j

All MCCs were walked down and visually, inspected. A few cubicles were internally
inspected. The EPRI NP-6041 screening criteria was used in the inspection. The ,

inspection showed that the internal equipment was securely mounted and that the vertical ,

sections were bolted to the mounting channels. !

Based on the walkdown and review of MCC mounting drawings, the SRT concluded the
following:

,

1. The MCCs are solidly constructed with a steel angle frame and sheet metal
skin plates. The seismic load path appears adequate to transmit the loads

'

through the units to the foundation. The cabinets do not appear excessively ;

flexible. -

2. All the doors and panel covers are secured by latches or fasteners. [
3. There are no apparent excessively large cutouts in the lower half of the

cabinets. I

4. External enclosure weight isjudged to be less than 100 pounds per cabinet.
5. Internal device mountings appear rugged, are not excessively flexible,' and are

attached properly to the cabinet. ;

t

in accordance with the guidelines in EPRI NP-6041, screening Tables 2-3 and 2-4 are [
primarily intended for components mounted less than 40 feet above grade in stiff nuclear -|

- power plant type structures. It is recommended in EPRI NP-6041 that care be exercised in !

the use of the tables. For this reason, MCCs were not considered screened out just by ;

meeting the EPRI screening criteria. A bounding calculation and evaluation [3.50] were i

performed to show that the MCCs located on the AB fifth floor, as well as those located ,

on lower floors, remain functional even at an elevation greater than 40 feet above grade !
'

when subjected to the RLE. This evaluation confirmed a HCLPF value of 0.3g or greater
for all MCCs at Fermi 2. MCCs were selected as the most seismically vulnerable of the ;

components on the SSEL. The evaluation is based on comparison of MCC test response
spectra (TRS) and RLE required response spectra (RRS), clipped in accordance with

,

Appendix Q of EPRI NP-6041. The results of the evaluation show that the MCCs are -

qualified for the RLE since the TRS enveloped the RRS at all but the lower frequencies
!below the MCCs' first natural frequency.

I
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A concern has been raised in the industry about the connection detail for the MCC base
mounting channel to the MCC assembly. Some damage to the connection bolts during
testing has been reported [3.52]. SQUG documentation [3.53] recommends that if the
MCC frame is connected to the external base mounting channel with internal bolts, there
should be at least four, 3/8-inch diameter internal mounting bolts per section. An
evaluation was performed for the Fermi 2 design basis earthquake which recommended
the use of high-strength bolts, with ultimate tensile strength (UTS) greater than 100 ksi if
the bolts were less than 3/8-inch diameter. The four,5/16-inch bolts at the MCC corners
are high-strength, ASTM A449 steel with an UTS of 105 ksi. The SRT evaluated the
bolts for the RLE acceleration values and concluded that they are adequate to withstand

the RLE loads [3.51].

Anchorage Evahmtion

The MCCs are constructed with mounting channels at their base. The mounting channels
are either continuously or intermittently welded to leveling channels which are embedded
in concrete. Anchorage Design Calculation DC-5634 [3.73] was prepared to evaluate the
adequacy of the anchorage based on the weakest link identified from the design basis.
anchorage evaluation. The calculation concluded that the anchorage is able to withstand
the RLE loads.

System Interaction Effects

The area around the MCCs was examined by the SRT and with the exception of the
outliers listed below, was free from interaction concerns. External cables and conduits
connected to the MCCs were adequately flexible to accommodate relative movement.
Generally the MCCs are sufficiently far from adjacent components and structures to
preclude interaction with the MCCs. No potential sources of spraying or flooding were
discovered that could affect sensitive equipment in the MCCs. The MCC units are bolted
to adjacent units to preclude " banging" during a seismic event.

A channel-shaped, fire barrier partition approximately 6'-10" wide by 16'-8" long
separates MCCs R3200S015 and R3200S016 on the third floor auxiliary building. A
sufficient rattlespace, about 51/2", exists between the MCC and the partition to preclude
interaction between the two components during an RLE seismic event.

A monorail trolley and hoist are mounted near the ceiling slab in each of the four RHR
building switchgear rooms. Chains for hoisting and moving the trolley extend down to
the floor where they rest in a bucket. The location of the bucket has been chosen to be
away from the MCC and two switchgear assemblies in the room. Therefore, the bucket is
about five feet away from any electrical assembly. The SRT reviewed a design basis
calculation [3.74] which calculated a maximum chain displacement of eight inches under
a design basis earthquake. Based on the expected maximum displacement of the chain
and the available distance to adjacent components, the SRT concluded that this potential
seismic interaction is acceptable as is.
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!

Outliers and Outlier Resolution I

- i

. The following concerns were identified during the plant walkdowns. Outlier resolutions {
are also provided. i

1. - About a one-inch rattlespace exists between stair structural steel and the top of MCC |

R1600S003B. The rattlespace was considered acceptable as-is by the SRT based on !

the stair support rigidity, resulting in small seismic displacement, and the estimated ;

MCC displacement at its top [3.51]. :
'

2. MCCs R1600S002A and R1600S005A are adjacent to modular power units (MPUs) ,

but are not bolted to the MPUs. Provisions for bolting the MCCs to the MPUs will be i

included in Engineering Design Package (EDP) 27108 [3.75] which is scheduled for i

implementation by the end of the fifth refueling outage (RF05).
3. Rattlespace violations exist between lifting angles atop MCC R1600S003D and a i

steel v.ater shield. The gaps are 1/4" and 3/8". A work request (WR No. 000Z953621) |
was prepared to trim the lifting angles to produce an acceptable gap of about one inch. !

Work was completed in October 1995.
4. Two adjacent vertical sections in MCC R3200S016 were not bolted together. A work I

request (WR No. 000Z951314) was prepared to bolt the sections together. Work was
completed in July 1995. ;

5. A wire-mesh cage, which rests on the RHR building second floor and protects seismic j

instrumentation, is in close proximity to MCC R1600S016A. An evaluation [3.76] j

was performed which showed that the cage would not slide during the RLE seismic j
event and, hence, would not impact the adjacent MCC. i

6. A large air dryer tank, located several feet away from MCC R1600S005C on RB2, is ~ |
supported on four small angles anchored to the floor slab with four 3/8-inch wedge

'

anchors. A search for seismic mounting calculations was unsuccessful. Although the
SRT did not have any MCC operability concerns, it was considered prudent to
provide better seismic restraint for the tank. Therefore, Technical Service Request i

number 28,195 [3.99] was initiated recommending the addition of a top tank lateral :
'

support or other appropriate restraints.

3.1.4.9.2.2 Low Voltage Switehgear(LVS)

!
Equipment Category: 2

Number ofitems on SSEL: 8 ,

i

Location PIS No. !

AB2 R1400S022 R1400S023
AB3 R1400S020 R1400S021
RHR2 R1400S036 R1400S037 R1400S038 R1400S039 |

!

!

!
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Eauipment Description

A low voltage switchgear assembly consists of individual vertical sections bolted together i
:through adjoining walls. The term " low voltage" refers to circuits of 600 volts or less, in

this case 480 volts. The Fermi 2 LVSs are manufactured by ITE Gould Corporation. Each
LVS assembly consists of switchgear sections, a transformer section, a voltage regulator

'

section (four out of the eight units), transition sections, and bus terminal sections. Each of i
'

the switchgear sections is about 7'-6" high,5'-8" deep, and l'-6" to 2'-0" wide. A typical
section weighs about 1300 pounds. The assemblies vary in length from about 12 feet to r

about 28 feet depending on their function and whether they include regulators. Each ;

vertical section is a 14-gage or heavier steel sheet metal enclosure welded to a frame of |
steel angles or channels. Adjacent sections are connected by bolting in the front and back |
from bottom to top of the units. The section doors are secured in place by knurled bolting -

mechanisms at numerous locations along the height and by a locking mechanism near
mid-height. The assembly is plug welded to embedded leveling channels at the base. j

Each switchgear section contains a stack of two to four circuit breaker cubicles. The
,

circuit breaker and other control devices are in a front compartment, and bus connections |
for the primary circuits are in the rear compartment. The vertical sections include !

ammeters, voltmeters, relays, transformers, disconnect switches, and distribution buses.
The circuit breakers include electric contacts, closing solenoids, tripping devices, fuses

.

and auxiliary switches. !
!

The low voltage circuit breakers are the horizontally-racked, draw-out type in which they $
are mounted on a roller / rail support system that allows them to be disconnected from the j
primary contacts at the rear and rolled forward out of the compartment for maintenance. |
During operation, the circuit breaker clamps to the bus bars at the rear of the assembly. )

I

j On top of the vertical switchgear sections is a hoist and trolley structure which is used to
assist in the removal and reinstallation of the individual circuit breaker cubicles.

Eauipment Evahmtion

i

! All of the low voltage switchgear assemlaies were observed and evaluated by the SRT.

| One LVS was selected to have a breaker door opened and the breaker rolled out. Based
j on the walkdown and review of LVS mounting drawings, the SRT concluded the

| following:

!
'

l. The LVSs are solidly constructed with a steel angle frame and sheet metal skin
plates. The seismic load path appears adequate to transmit the loads through ;

the units to the foundation. The cabinets do not appear excessively flexible. |I

2. All the doors and panel covers are secured by latches or fasteners. ;
3. There are no excessively large cutouts in the lower half of the cabinets. !

| 4. External enclosure weight is judged to be less than 100 pounds per cabinet. 1

!

|

|
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i

5. Internal device mountings appear rugged, are not excessively flexible, and are !
securely fastened to the cabinet. The drawers are mechanically fastened in the i

side-to-side and the front-to-back directions for restraint during seismic
*

motion. The breaker lateral restraint was verified when the breaker door was j
opened and the breaker was rolled out. j

.

Anchorane Evaluation
;i

The low voltage switchgears are plug welded at the base to leveling channels which are j
embedded in concrete. The SRT confirmed that the plug welds are per design drawings in . |
the compartments which were made accessiole for the walkdown. Design Calculation |
DC-5634 was prepared to evaluate the adequacy of the anchorage based on the weakest !

link identified from the design basis evaluation. The calculation concluded that the
anchorage is able to withstand the RLE loads. '

System Interaction Effects !

i

The area around each LVS was examined by the SRT and with the exceptions of the |
outliers listed below, was free from system interaction concerns. External cables and
conduits connected to the LVS were adequately flexible to accommodate relative

;

movement. Generally, the LVSs are'sufficiently far from adjacent components and j
structures to preclude spatial interactions. No potential sources of flooding were ;

discovered that could spray or cascade onto sensitive equipment in the LVSs. The LVS |
sections are bolted to adjacent sections to preclude their knocking into each other during a i

seismic event. A two-inch gap between the trolley rail atop the R1400S021 LVS and a
duct stiffener was considered adequate by the SRT to prevent any interaction between the
switchgear and the duct.

;

The overhead trolley and hoist _ chains adjacent to the switchgears on RHR2 have been
'

evaluated for their potential impact on nearby equipment. As stated in Section 3.1.4.9.2.1, j

the chains were found to have no impact on the electrical equipment assemblies in the !
area. }

|
Outliers and Outlier Resolution '

!

The following concems were identified during the plant walkdowns. Each concem has
been resolved as indicated.

i

1. Switchgear R1400S022 was inspected internally. The plug welds to the leveling |
channels were verified. In some cases, it appeared that Nelson studs were used to :
anchor the switchgear instead of plug welds. The Nelson studs were attached to the !
embedded channel and welded to the switchgear frame with all around fillet welds. |
The studs were cut off above the fillet welds. The SRT concluded that it was an
acceptable alternate to the plug weld.
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2. The trolleys atop each switchgear were not prevented from rolling in the side-to-side j

and front-to-back directions during a seismic event. Such movement could cause !
impact loading on the LVS which, in turn, could affect the behavior of any sensitive !
equipment inside the switchgear. An evaluation, documented in Detroit Edison File |
Cl-4498 [3.77], was prepared to design seismic restraints for the switchgear trolleys. -

Work requests (WR Nos. 000Z957668 through 000Z957675) were prepared to install
the seismic restraints on the trolleys for the eight switchgear units.

3. For switchgears R1400S038 and S039, the adjacent switchgear section and regulator |

cabinet are not bolted together. The two components will be fastened together as part !
of EDP-27108 [3.75], scheduled for completion by the next (fifth) refueling outage !

(RF05).
4. Some of the bolts and bolting mechanisms for the switchgear doors closed were either

stripped or not properly engaged. This condition was evident in switchgears j
R1400S038 and R1400S039. This could result in excessive vibration to the door- 3

!mounted relays in the switchgear. Work requests (WR Nos. 000Z952649 and
000Z952650) were prepared to repair the door fastener bolts. This work is complete. !

3.1.4.9.2.3 Medium Voltage Switchgear(MVS)

Equipment Category: 3
|

Number ofitems on SSEL: 8

Location PIS No.
AB2 R1400S001B R1400S001C
AB3 R1400S001E R1400S001F

' RHR2 R1400S002A R1400S002B R1400S002C R1400S002D

Equipment Description

A medium voltage switchgear assembly consists of individual vertical sections bolted
together through adjoining walls. The term " medium voltage" refers to circuits from 2400
volts to 4160 volts, in this case 4160 volts. The Fermi 2 MVSs are manufactured by ITE
Gould Corporation. Each MVS consists of metal-clad sections bolted together to form an
assembly. Each of the switchgear sections is about 7'-6" high,5'-6" deep, and 2'-1" wide.
A typical section weighs about 1300 to 1600 pounds. The assembly length is 8'-4" in the
RHR building and 15'-2" or 19'-6" in the auxiliary building. Each vertical section is a 14-
gage or heavier steel sheet metal enclosure welded to a frame of steel angles or channels. |
Adjacent sections are connected by bolting in the front and back from bottom to top of
the units. The section doors are secured in place by knurled bolting mechanisms at
numerous locations along the heignt and by a locking mechanism near mid-height. The
assembly is plug welded to embedded leveling channels at the base.

The vertical sections house electrical switching and fault protection circuit breakers,
control relays, internal transformers, junction boxes, and attached conduit and cables. The
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rear of the section contains a separate compartment for electrical connections. The circuit
breakers are mounted on rollers which allow them to be wheeled in and out of the
enclosures. The circuit breaker has clamping bus connections at the rear.

Equipment Evaluation ~ ;

1

All of the medium voltage switchgear assemblies were observed and evaluated by the
,

SRT. Based on the walkdown and review of MVS mounting drawings, the SRT '

concluded the following:
'

1. The MVSs are solidly constructed with a steel angle frame and sheet metal [
skin plates. The seismic load path appears adequate to transmit the loads i

through the units to the foundation. The assemblies do not appear excessively >

flexible.
2. All the doors and panel covers are secured by latches or fasteners.
3. There art. no excessively large cutouts in the lower half of the cabinets. ;

4. Internal device mountings appear rugged, are not excessively flexible, and are
securely fastened to the cabinet. The drawers are mechanically fastened in the ;

side-to-side and the front-to-back directions for restraint during seismic
,

motion. '

A sheet metal box, about 2 feet by 2 feet by 2 feet and weighing approximately 170 !

pounds, rests on top of each switchgear in the RHR building. The box houses bus |

potential transformers. An evaluation [3.51] was performed to determine any effect the
box could have on the qualification of the switchgear. Results of the evaluation

1

demonstrate that the box has negligible effect 'on the response of the switchgear and the
,

switchgear mounting. The connection to the switchgear was also found to be adequate. |

Based on its rugged construction, secure mounting to the MVS, and relative light weight,
'

the SRT concluded that it will withstand the RLE.
,

!

'

Anchorage Evaluation
;

The medium voltage switchgears are plug welded at the base to leveling channels which ;

are embedded in concrete. The SRT confirmed that the plug welds are per design !4

drawings. Design Calculation DC-5634 was prepared to evaluate the adequacy of the
anchorage ba.;ed on the weakest link identified from the design basis evaluation. The !
calculation concluded that the anchorage is able to withstand the RLE loads.

{
,

System Interaction Effects i
!

The area around each MVS was examined by the SRT and with the exceptions of the
_ ,

outliers listed below, was free from system interaction concerns. External cables and .

conduits connected to the MVS were adequately flexible to accommodate relative
movement. Generally the MVSs are sufficiently far from adjacent components and !
structures to preclude interaction. No potential sources of flooding were discovered that i

!
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could spray or cascade onto sensitive equipment in the MVSs. The MVS sections are
bolted to adjacent sections to preclude their knocking into each ',ther during a seismic
event.

The overhead trolley and hoist chains adjacent to the switchgears on RHR2 have been
evaluated for their potential impact on nearby equipment. As stated in Section 3.1.4.9.2.1,
the chains were found to have no impact on the electrical equipment assemblies in the
area.

Outliers and Outlier Resolution

The following concerns were identified during the plant walkdowns. Each concern has
been resolved as indicated.

1 The four RHR building switchgear assemblies, PIS Nos. R1400S002A to D, are in
close proximity to adjacent relay panels housing sensitive relays. An evaluation [3.51]
was performed which showed that 'he rattlespace is sufficient to preclude interaction
between the adjacent components.

2. Some of the bolts and bolting mechanisms for the switchgear doors were either
stripped or not properly engaged. This condition was evident in switchgears.
R1400S001B, C and E and R1400S002A through R1400S002D. This could result in
excessive vibration to the door-mounted relays in the switchgear. Work requests (WR
Nos. 000Z954328 through 000Z954331 and 000Z952645 through 000Z952648) were
prepared to repair the door fastener bolts. This work is complete.

3. A "Calvert bus" box in close proximity to switchgear R1400S001B was not supported
in accordance with design documents. Two missing mounting bolts from the Unistrut
support were replaced per WR No. 000Z951305.

3.1.4.9.2.4 Transformers and Regulators

Equipment Category: 4

i
Number ofitems on SSEL: 12

'

Location PIS No. !
AB2 R1400S022A R1400S023A- I

AB3 R1400S020A R1400S020B R1400S021A R1400S021B
RHR2 R1400S036A R1400S037A R1400S038A R1400S038B R1400S039A

R1400S039B

Eauipment Description

The 480V switchgear assemblies have associated bus transformers which step down the I

4160V distribution voltage to 480V levels for component power. The four 1500KVA
transformers feed essential equipment in the reactor / auxiliary building and the four,

,
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750KVA transformers feed equipment in the RHR building. The indoor ventilated-dry '

transformers are Type VU-9 manufactured by ITE Gould. The transformer and its
;

enclosure weigh about 6000 pounds. The enclosure dimensions are about 7'-6" wide, 5'-
|

8" deep, and 8'-0" tall. The enclosure consists of sheet metal attached to steel angle
framing. Each transformer is bolted to a channel mounting nhme (skid) which, in turn, is
plug-welded to embedded leveling channels. With the exceptions of some units in the
RHR building, each enclosure is bolted to adjacent switchgear sections.

!

A regulator is an electrical device used to maintain current or voltage. It includes a rotor,
stator, and an operating mechanism. Regulators are components of the Division 2 reactor
building and RHR building switchgear assemblies. The regulators, manufactured by GE,
are dry-type, three-phase, and motor-operated. The regulator assemblies in the auxiliary ,

building weigh about 6300 pounds, while the ones in the RHR building weigh about 1900
pounds. The regulator enclosures in the AB are about 5'-10" wide,3'-10" deep, and 4'-11"
tall; those in the RHR building are about 2'-4" wide, 4'-4" deep, and 5'-9" tall. The
regulator is housed in an enclosure consisting of sheet metal siding attached to steel angle
framing. Each regulator is bolted to a channel mounting frame which, in turn, is welded
to embedded leveling channels. With the exceptions of some units in the RHR building,
each enclosure is bolted to adjacent switchgear sections.

Eauipment Evahmtion
.

All of the transformers and regulators were walked down and visually inspected, to the
extent possible, by the SRT. Because the equipment is energized, the front enclosure
panels were not removed for personal safety reasons. The SRT was able to look through
louvered or expanded metal sections of the enclosure. One panel on transformer
R1400S037A (RHR building) was removed for inspection. The limited inspection
showed that the equipment is securely attached to the floor leveling channels.

An evaluation [3.78] was performed to determine whether the top of the transformer coils
are adequately restrained to limit relative displacement between the coil assembly and the
surrounding cabinet and to determine the stress levels in the structural components m

.

various load paths. The evaluation showed that there is adequate clearance between the |

transformers and their enclosures to preclude interaction between the components and
that stress levels in the structural components are within allowable values.

Anchorage Evaluation

The transformers and regulators are constructed with a structural mounting assembly at
their base. The SRT ascertained that the welds between the mounting assembly and the
leveling channels are in accordance with' design drawings, except for outliers discussed
below. Anchorage Design Calculation DC-5634 was prepared to evaluate the adequacy of
the anchorage based on the weakest link identified from the design basis evaluation. The
calculation concluded that the anchorage is able to withstand the RLE loads.
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Welds for the RHR building regulators were evaluated [3.51] by the SRT. Results of the
evaluation showed that the existing welded attachments to the bases are adequate to
withstand the RLE. i

!
,

System Interaction Effects |
!
t

The general areas around the transformers and regulators were reviewed by the SRT for !
,

'

any seismic interaction effects. With the exceptions of the outliers listed below, the SRT
{'

concluded that the areas are free frorn interaction concerns. External cables and conduits -

connected to the equipment are adequately flexible to accommodate relative movement. |
Generally the equipment is sufficiently far from adjacent components and structures to }

; preclude any interaction. No potential sources of flooding were discovered that could f
spray or cascade onto sensitive equipment. Some of the equipment enclosures are bolted I
to adjacent sections to preclude their knocking into each other during a seismic event. j

i

| Outliers and Outlier Resolution f
i
4

| The following concerns were identified during the plant walkdowns. Each outlier has :

| been resolved as indicated.

| !

| 1. The RHR regulators are not fastened to the adjacent switchgear and transformer i

sections on both sides. The adjacent enclosures will be fastened together as part of |
EDP-27108, scheduled for completion during RF05. |

2. The design drawings for RHR building transformers R1400S036A to R1400S039A,

| show connection details consisting of fillet welds as well as four plug welds, one near
'

| each corner. The SRT noticed during a field walkdown that these four plug welds are '

!not installed. Review of the connection calculation shows a large margin _between the
design and allowable stress values due to the fillet welds. Therefore, it is concluded
that the attachment of the transformers to their bases has adequate capacity to
withstand the RLE [3.51].

,
3. Some door latching bolts on the front and back of units R1400S020A and

| R1400S020B required tightening or replacement. This work was completed as part of

| Work Request No. 000Z954332.
,

3.1.4.9.2.5 Horizontal Pumps

Equipment Category: 5

Number ofitems on SSEL: 21

| Location PIS No.
| RBSB E5101C001 E5101C004
i RB2 P4400C001A P4400C001B

| ABSB E4101C001A E4101C001B E4101C001C E4101C003 E4101C005
AB5 T4100B008A T4100B009A T4100C040 T4100C041
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Location PIS No. '

RilR1 R3000C001 R3000C002 R3000C003 R3000C004 R3000C009
R3000C010 R3000C011 R3000C012

Equipment Description

The pumps in this category are in the llPCI, RCIC, EECW, Control Center llVAC, and
EDG systems. They are used for pumping water, oil, and fuel oil. Their motor sizes range
from one to 100 horsepower and ccpacities from seven to 5000 GPM. Several of the
pumps are driven by steam turbines in the llPCI and RCIC systems. The pump
manufacturers include Bingham, Nash, Crane Deming, Byron Jackson, Delaval Turbine,
Tuthill Pump, Goulds Pump, and Viking.

Equinment Evaluation

The SRT walked down and visually inspected all of the pumps in this category, except as
described in the Outlier section below. The screening criteria of EPRI NP-6041 was used
to evaluate the pumps.

Based on the walkdown and review of pump mounting drawings, the SRT concluded the
following:

1. The driver and pump are attached to a common, stifT skid (except as discussed in the
Outlier section below). ,

2. The support structure is adequate to resist lateral loads.
3. There is no concern for excessive noz2le loading resulting from gross pipe motion or

differential displacement and prying about a rigid pipe support.
4. There are no adjacent unsupported or lightly supported in-line components or long

unsupported pipe spans.

The Control Center llVAC chiller oil pumps were considered seismically acceptable by
the SRT based on review of vendor seismic test reports and comparison of test response
spectra with RLE required response spectra.

Anchorace Evaluation

in general, the pumps rest atop concrete pedestals or pads and are securely anchored with
embedded anchor bolts. in most installations, there is sufficient anchor edge distance and
adequate embedment into the base concrete. Pedestals and pads are doweled into the
concrete floor slabs. Anchor spacing meets minimum requirements. The anchorage
confonns to the design drawings. The nuts are present and apparently tight. The
anchorage appears to be relatively stiff Design Calculation DC-5634 was prepared to
evaluate the adequacy of the anchorage based on the weakest link identified from the
design basis evaluation. The calculation concludes that the anchorage is able to withstand
the RI.E loads.
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The IIPCI and RCIC barometric condenser vacuum pumps are rigidly bolted directly to d

the condensers. The attachments are adequate to withstand the RLE loads.

System Interaction Effects

The general areas around the pumps were reviewed by the SRT for any seismic |
interaction effects. With the exceptions of the outliers listed below, the SRT concluded
that the areas are free from system interaction concerns. Attached lines are adequately |

. flexible to accommodate relative movement. Generally the pumps are sufficiently far ;

from adjacent components and structures to preclude any interaction. No potential )
sources of flooding were discovered that could spray or cascade onto sensitive
equipment.

Outliers and Outlier Resolution

The following concerns were identified during the plant walkdowns. Each concern has ]
been resolved as indicated. |

!

1. The SRT discovered two missing bolts which attach the HPCI turbine-driven cil
pump foot to its support springs. The bolts were replaced as part of Work Request No. !

000Z951289. >

2. A small edge distance (21/8") exists between one of the hold-down bolts for fuel oil |
transfer pump R3000C004 and the edge of the concrete pedestal. Review of DC-5634 |
shows an edge distance evaluation for 21/4"; however, sufficient margin exists
between allowable and design values to conclude that the 21/8" edge distance is

,

sufficient to preclude side bursting. Therefore, the pump anchorage is sufficient to !
'

withstand the RLE loads.
3. The Control Center HVAC chiller oil pumps are located inside the oil sump. The

pump mounting was considered acceptable based on a review of drawings and the |
seismic test report. !

i

3.1.4.9.2.6 Vertical Pumps

:

Equipment Category: 6 |
!

Number ofitems on SSEL: 16

Location PIS No. j

RBSB El102C002A El102C002B El102C002C El102C002D E5101C003 i
ABSB E4101C004 ,

RHR1 Ell 51C001 A Ell 51C001B Ell 51C001C Ell 51C001D P4500C002A ;

P4500C002B R3001C005 R3001C006 R3001C007 R3001C008 )
.

!
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Equipment Description

The pumps in this category are in the RilR, RIIRSW, EESW, DOSW, IIPCI, and RCIC
systems. The motors are manufactured by GE and Allis-Chalmers and range in size from
3 to 2250 horsepower. Pump capacities range from 35 to 10,000 GPM. The four,10,000-

,

GPM RiiR pumps are single stage, vertically mounted, centrifugal pumps manufactured
'

by Byron Jackson. The RIIR pumps draw their suction from the water in the torus. The
R11RSW, EESW, and DGSW pumps are deep well pumps in which the pump impeller is
attached to the end of a long vertical shaft extending below the pump base plaw and
submerged in water. These pumps draw their suction from the RIIR reservoir. They are
manufactured by Gould Pumps. The IIPCI and RCIC pumps, manufactured by Nash, are
condensate pumps mounted to the barometric condensers. Their function is to remove
water from the condenser vacuum tanks.

Equinment Evaluation

The SRT walked down and visually inspected all of the pumps in this category. The
screening criteria of EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the pumps.

Based on the walkdown and review of pump mounting drawings, the SRT concluded the
following:

1. The base plates are not excessively flexible. The pumps are free of intermediate
flexible bases.

2. The impeller drive shafts are supported within the casing.
3. There is no concern for excessive nozzle loading resulting from gross pipe motion or|

differential displacement and prying about a rigid pipe support.
4. There are no adjacent unsupported or lightly supported in-line components or long

unsupported pipe spans.

Anchorage Evaluation

Each RIIR pump is welded to a rigid base plate which is securely anchored with,

| embedded anchor bolts. The other pumps in this category are welded to retaining rings
which are, in turn, securely anchored to concrete pedestals. There is generally sufficient
anchor edge distance on pedestals and anchor spacing meets minimum requirements.
Pedestals are doweled into the concrete floor slabs. The anchorage conforms to the design
drawings. The nuts are present and apparently tight. The anchorage appears to be
relatively stiff and free of gaps under the base. Design Calculation DC-5634 was prepared
to evaluate the adequacy of the anchorage based on the weakest link identified from the
design basis evaluation. Anchor edge distance violations were evaluated and accepted in
this calculation. The calculation concludes that the anchorage is able to withstand the
RLE loads.
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The HPCI and RCIC condenser pumps are rigidly bolted directly to the barometric
condensers. The attachments are adequate to withstand the RLE loads.

f

System Interaction Effcgis
,

)

| The general areas around the pumps were reviewed by the SRT for seismic interaction |
effects. With the exceptions of the outliers listed below, the SRT concluded that the areas j
are free from interaction concerns. Attached lines are adequately flexible to accommodate ,

relative movement. Generally, the pumps are sufficiently far from adjacent components !
l and structures to preclude any interaction. No potential sources of flooding were j

discovered that could spray or cascade onto sensitive equipment. ;

i

Outlier and Outlier Resolution i

| 1

|
'

The following concern was identified during the plant walkdowns. Each concern has been
!' resolved as indicated.

| .

The RHR building deep-well pump impellers and casings extend about 40 feet into the |
| RHR reservoir. The pump PIS numbers are shown above. The shafts are well supported !

| within the casings; however, there are no additional supports for the impellers and casings |

| below the baseplates. A finite element analysis [3.79] was performed to evaluate shaft I

and casing stresses and impeller drive shaft deflection. The evaluation showed that the ]
casings and other pump internals are not overstressed as a result of the seismic margin

.

| earthquake and that the deflection at the ends of the casings would not affect the j
operability of the pumps. |

|

i
3.1.4.9.2.7 Fluid-Operated Valves ;

Equipment Category: 7 )
|
L Number ofitems on SSEL: 281
|
|

| Location PIS No. ]
DWB B3100F014A B3100F014B T4800F455

| DW1 B2100F010A B2100F010B B2103F022A B2103F022B B2103F022C ,

'

B2103F022D B2104F013E B2104F013H B2104F013J B2104F013P j
B2104F013R B21F022A B21F022B B21F022C B21F022D
El100F050A El100F050B El1F610A El1F610B P4400F245A
P4400F245B T2300F400A T2300F400B T2300F400C T2300F400D
T2300F400E T2300F400F T2300F4000 T2300F400H

DW2 T4901F021 T4901F024 T4901F027 T4901F030 T4901F033

} RBSB El100F030A El100F030B El100F030C El100F030D E5100F017
E5100F018 E5150F025 E51F004 E51F015 E51F025

|. RBB C1100F011 C1100F181 El100F025A El100F025B El100F029
T2300F409 T2300F410 T23F409 T23F410 T4800F453

,
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i
Location PIS No.

'

RBB T4800F454 T4800F456 T4800F457 T4800F458
RBI B2100F076A B2100F076B B2103F028A B2103F028B B2103F028C ;

RB! B2103F028D B21F028A B21F028B B21F028C B21F028D
B3100F016A B3100F016B C1100F010 C1100F180 Clifl60A |
C11F160B CllF162A CllF162B CllF162C CllF162D |

' C11F163A C11F163B CllF182A C11F182B- C11F409A ;

CllF409B E1100F056A E1100F056B E1100F078 P34F401B f

T4901F465 P50F519A P50F519B >

RB2 E1100F001A E1100F001B E11F412 EllF413 E11F414
E11F415 P4400F125A P4400F125B P4400F126A P4400F126B t

P4400F142A P4400F142B P44F400A P44F400B P44F402A |
P44F402B P44F403A P44F403B P4500F141A P4500F141B
T4800F451 T4901F468 T5000F455 T5000F456 T50F450 :

T50F451 i

ABSB E4100F020 E4100F026 E4100F028 E4100F050 E4100F053 |
E41F035 E41F200 P5000F207A P5000F207B P5000F223A i

P5000F223B >

ABB P5000F440 P5000F441 P5000F541A P5000F541B P5000F542A j
P5000F542B F5002D029A P5002D029B

AB4 T4100F031A T4100F031B T4100F033A T4100F033B T4100F035
T4100F038 T4100F041 T4100F042 T41F084A T41F084B
T41F085A T41F132 T41F134 T41F164 T41F183
T41F185 T41F189 T41F191 !

AB5 T4100F039B T4100F040B T4100F068A T4100F068B T4100F069A |
T4100F069B T41F071A T41F071B' T41F074A T41F074B j
T41F083B T41F086A T41F086B T41F088A T41F089A

,

T41F103A T41F103B T41F104A T41F104B T41FillA- ;

T41F111B T41Fil4A T41F114B T41F142 T41F143 |
T41F144 T41F145 T4100F157A T4100F157B T4100F158A

,

T4100F158B T4100F159A T4100F159B T4100F160A T4100F160B-

T41F160 T4100F161A T4100F161B T41F161 T4100F162A |
T4100F162B T41F162 T4100F163A T4100F163B T41F181 |

T41F182 T41F187 T41F188 T41F382A T41F382B i

T41F384A T41F384B
,

RHR1 R3000F035A R3000F035B R3000F035C R3000F035D R3000F036A
R3000F036B R3000F036C R3000F036D R3000F096A R3000F096B

|IR3000F096C R3000F096D R3000F111A R3000F111B R3000F111C
R3000F111D R30FA04A R30FA04B R30FA04C R30FA04D
R30FA05A R30FA05B R30FA05C R30FA05D X4103F157
X4103F159 X4103F161 X4103F162 X4103F164 X4103F166 ,

'

X4103F168 X4103F169
RHR2 X4103F103 X4103F104 X4103F106 X4103F108 X4103F109 ;

X4103F115 X4103F116 X4103F118 X4103F120 X4103F121 ,

X4103F127 X4103F128 X4103F130 X4103F132 X4103F133 I

5
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i

Location PIS No. j
RHR2 X4103F139 X4103F140 X4103F142 . X4103F144 X4103F145 !

X4103F149A X4103F149B X4103F149C X4103F149D X4103F150 I

X4103F151A X4103F151B X4103F151C X4103F151D X4103F152
X4103F153A X4103F153B X4103F153C X4103F153D X4103F154 i

X4103F155A X4103F155B X4103F155C X4103F155D X4103F156 ;

i
Equipment Description |

i

This equipment class includes a wide variety of valve sizes, types, and applications. Most |
of the valves are actuated by air and only a few valves are actuated by water. The three !

main types of fluid-operated valves are diaphragm-operated, piston-operated, and !

pressure relief valves. In general, a valve in this category functions by means of a !
pressure differential across an internal diaphragm. A return spring controls the actuated 1

rod or valve stem. The actuated rod position, in turn, controls the valve position. A !

solenoid valve controls the air pressure across the diaphragm. A piston-operated valve is j
similar to a diaphragm-operated valve except that a piston replaces the diaphragm as the e

valve actuator. A pressure relief valve balances confined fluid pressure against a spring
force. Valve assemblies in this category generally include air lines, pneumatic relays,- |

control solenoids, and conduit.

The Fermi 2 fluid-operated valves in this category include the following types and :

manufacturers: ;

1. Solenoid valves by ASCO, Valcor, Target Rock, . Skinner, and Automatic ,

Valve :

2. Relief valves by Crosby, Fisher, Kunkle, Aquatrol and Pall Pneumatics ;

3. Testable check valves by Anchor Valve and Anchor-Darling |
4. MSIVs by Atwood & Morrell |
5. Torus-to-drywell vacuum breakers by GPE Controls and Neles-Jamesbury i

6. Damper actuators by Shan Rod, Powers Regulator, Centerline, and ITT
General Controls

7. Air-operated valves by Rockwell, Target Rock, Copes-Vulcan, Fisher, James-
bury, Powell and ASCO

8. Regulating valves by Sterling and Johnson Controls and Marotta Scientific
Controls ;

The Fermi 2 valves range in size from less than one-inch relief valves to the 26-inch main !
steam isolation valves. I

Eauipment Evahmtion

The SRT walked down all of the fluid-operated valves in this category with the exception
of those few which were inaccessible due to interferences or ALARA or operability
considerations. For those valves, extensive drawing and other documentation reviews
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were performed to address configuration caveats and potential spatial interaction issues.
The screening criteria of EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the valves. In a number of |

cases, the applicable valve stress reports were reviewed to evaluate the valves for margin j
to accommodate the RLE.

Based on the walkdown and documentation review, the SRT concluded the following:

1. In general, the valves are mounted to pipe sizes one-inch or greater. When a valve is '

mounted to a small pipe, the pipe in the vicinity of the valve and, in most cases, the i
valve actuator are well supported to a common structure to prevent excessive |

displacement. ;

2. In the cases where the valve operator and the pipe are both supported, supports are
'

braced to a common structure. In other cases, the operator and yoke are supported by j
the pipe without any other bracing. '

3. The valve body, bonnet, yoke, and operator supports are not made of cast iron. -

4. The distance from the pipe centerline to the top of the valve operator generally meets i

the screening criteria of EPRI NP-6041, Figure F-25. In cases where the distance was :

greater than the screening values, the valves were individually evaluated to assure that !

they were not overstressed.
|

Rockwell air-operated valves with PIS Numbers B3100F014A and B and B3100F016A
and B are attached to less-than-one-inch diameter piping. For these cases, the valves and
actuators were screened out by the SRT based on their light weights, the fact that the pipe

;

and actuator are well supported, and a comparison of applicable RLE seismic '

accelerations with seismic qualification accelerations. i

Solenoid valves B21F022A to D manifolds are mounted to MSIVs B2103F022A to D,
respectively. The manifolds weigh about 100 pounds each and are mounted about 45 }
inches above the MSIV bonnets with four 1/2-inch mounting bolts. The valves and |
manifolds, forming the pneumatic control assemblies, were considered seismically 1

acceptable by the SRT based on a review of the seismic qualification test report which i

shows large margins between the test response spectra and the required response spectra.

System Interaction Effects i
i
;

The general areas around the valves were reviewed by the SRT for seismic interaction !

effects. For the few inaccessible valves, the Fermi 2 rattlespace program documentation |
and photographs from recent outages were used for seismic interaction screening. If no ;

documented rattlespace violations were found, the SRT concluded that the valves were :

free from interaction concerns. Attached tubing, piping, and conduits were reviewed and
found to have adequate flexibility to accommodate relative movement. Generally the
valves were sufficiently far from adjacent structures, walls, overhead equipment and
distribution systems to preclude any interaction. No potential sources of flooding were ,

discovered that could spray or cascade onto sensitive equipment, i

i
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Outliers and Outlier Resolution

i

The following concerns were identified during the plant walkdowns. Each concern has
'

been resolved as indicated.

1. On temperature control valve P44F400A on RB2, the handwheel is about 1/4" below
an insulated pipe. Since any impact between the two components would be absorbed ;

by the pipe insulation, the SRT judged that such impact would not affect the valve's ]
function.

.
;

2. The flange on relief valve P4400F125B on RB2 is about 1/2" away from an insulated i

vertical pipe. Since any impact between the two components would be absorbed by |
the pipe insulation, the SRT judged that such impact would not affect the valve's
function. |

3. The top of valve El100F078 in the south RHR heat exchanger room is about 1/2" j
from a platform steel beam. Based on an evaluation [3.51] by the SRT, the sum of the ;

displacements of the interacting components is less than the available rattlespace; t

therefore, the interaction is acceptable as-is.
4. The actuator of valve P5000F441 in the AB basement is about 1/2" from an adjacent 5

pipe. The existing rattlespace was found acceptable by the SRT based on the low i

anticipated seismic movement of the two components 13.51]. ;

5. Four damper actuators (PIS Nos. X4103F150, F152, F154, and F156) on the second y

floor of the RHR building are located near concrete wall cutouts which were made to ;

provide clearance for the actuator housing and tubing. The resulting clearances vary
from 1/4" to 1/2", Based on the high natural frequency and relatively rigid mounting
of the actuator, the SRT concluded that impact with the wall is not likely. In the event
that there is some impact, the SRT concluded that the actuators will remain functional
based on their rugged construction, relatively flexible linkage, and-no apparent
sensitive parts inside the actuators [3.51].

6. Eight damper actuators (PIS Nos. X4103F106, F108, F118, F120, F130, F132, F142,
and F144) on the second floor of the RHR building are located near duct supports.
The clearances vary from "none" to about one inch. The relative movement of the
cantilevered portion of the actuator housing will be very small due to the light mass of
the actuator. The SRT concluded that the interaction between the components is
acceptable based on the high seismic accelerations at which the actuator was proof-
tested and remained functional. The high test accelerations would bound loading
resulting from the interaction [3.51].

7. Solenoid valves B21F028A to D, located in the main steam tunnel, and B21F022A to
D, located in the drywell, were added to the SSEL after the walkdowns for the MSIVs
in these areas. They were inaccessible due to ALARA and plant operating conditions
at the time of their addition to the SSEL. Seismic interaction screening was based on
the prior walkdowns of the inboard and outboard MSIVs and revi- v of the Fermi 2
rattlespace program; no rattlespace violations were identified fo . . iSIVs on which
they are mounted.

8. Two seismic interaction concerns were identified for valve E4110,021 in the HPCI
room: (1) the yoke support steel is about 3/8" from the handwhe, a another valve,
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and (2) the valve actuator cover is about 1/2" from the yoke support steel for another
valve. The SRT considered these gaps acceptable since the valve and piping are well-
supported and the seismic levels in the AB sub-basement are low [3.51].

9. Numerous damper switching, regulating and control valves, on the fourth and fifth
floors of the auxiliary building, were not closely examined by the SRT since they

4

were inaccessible. They were considered acceptable by the SRT based on
examination of similar valves on an accessible dampe r.

10. Solenoid valves T41F071 A and B on the CCHVAC chiller skids have small electrical
boxes attached to their operators. Based on review of the seismic test report for the
chiller skid mounted components and comparison of fragility test results with the
RLE required response spectra, the SRT considered these configurations acceptable

[3.51].
I1. A loose mounting bolt was found on pressure control valve T41F114B on AB5. Work

request (WR No. 000Z957680) was prepared to tighten the mounting bolt. ,

12. A 3/4-inch rattlespace exists between 3/8-inch tubing emanating from the actuator for
torus vacuum breaker valve T2300F409 and adjacent 5/8-inch tubing. An evaluation
[3.33] was performed by the SRT which showed that, although the two components

,

may interact with each other, the interaction will not result in overstressing the tubing.
13. A 3/4-inch rattlespace exists between solenoid valve T50F450 and adjacent 3/8-inch

'
tubing. An evaluation [3.51] was performed by the SRT to show that the two
components will not interact with each other during the RLE.

14. A search through the Fermi 2 rattlespace program documentation identified a
rattlespace concern for valve P4400F245B. An evaluation was performed to show that
the existing rattlespace is sufficient to prevent interaction between this relief valve

'

and an adjacent pipe [3.51].

3.1.4.9.2.8 Motor-Operated Valves

Equipment Category: 8

Number ofitems on SSEL: 89

Location PIS No.
DWB Gil54F018 G1154F600 P4400F608 P4400F614 'P4400F616
DW1 El150F009 El150F608 E4150F002 E5150F007 G3352F001

T4901F601
DW2 T4901F602
RBSB El150F004A El150F004B El150F004C El150F004D El150F006A

Ell 50F006B Ell 50F006C Ell 50F006D E4150F012 E4150F042
E5150F029 E5150F031 E5150F045 E5150F046 E5150F059
G5100F600 G5100F601 G5100F602 G5100F603 P4400F605A
P4400F605B

RBB El150F007A El150F007B El150F017A El150F017B El150F024A
El150F024B El150F028A El150F028B El150F611A El150F611B
E2150F031A E2150F031B E4150F075 E5150F019 E5150F062
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Location PIS No.
RBB G5100F604 G5100F605 G5100F606 G5100F607 P4400F606A

P4400F606B P4400F607A P4400F607B
RB1 E1150F008 Ell 50F015A Ell 50F015B Ell 50F048A Ell 50F048B

E4150F003 E4150F006 E5150F008 E5150F013 G3352F220 ;

P4400F601A P4400F601B P4400F603A P4400F603B !

RB2 E1150F068A Ell 50F068B G3352F004 P4400F602A P4400F602B |
ABSB E4150F001 E4150F004 E4150F041 E4150F59 !
ABB P4400F604 |

AB3 P4400F613 |
AB5 T41F072A T41F072B T41F073A T41F073B i

RHR1 R3000F601 R3000F603 R3000F605 R3000F607

Eauipment Descriotion ,

i

A motor-operated valve (MOV) is a valve actuated by an electric motor. Components of
i

the MOVs include a motor operator with a control box, gear box, and drive motor. The
'

gear box includes the gears which link the valve actuator to the drive motor shaft Local
'

controls include a relay for primary circuit actuation and torque and limit switches for -

coordinating the drive motor with the valve position. The valve which is actuated by the :

motor operator could be of any type, size, or orientation. The motor operators could be
,

'cantilevered above, below, or at the side of the valve.
i

Most of the MOVs in this category are manufactured by Powell Valve Company with |

others by Rockwell-Edwards Valve Company and Anchor-Darling Valve Company. They !
are the gate and globe valve types and range in size from 1 1/2" to 24". The only valves _j
smaller in size are two 3/4-inch valves, manufactured by Trane, which are mounted on

'

the AB fifth floor CCHVAC chiller skid. The valve actuators are manufactured by
Limitorque and their motors by either Reliance Electric or H. K. Porter. They primarily
serve as isolation valves in various plant systems and locations.

1
Eauipment Evaluation

The SRT walked down all of the motor-operated valves in this category with the
exception of those few which were inaccessible due to interferences or ALARA j

considerations. The screening criteria of EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the valves. ;

Based on the walkdown and documentation review, the SRT concluded the following:

1. With the exception of the two chiller skid 3/4-inch valves, the valves are mounted to
1 1/2-inch or greater pipe. When a valve is mounted to a small pipe, the pipe in the
vicinity of the valve and, in most cases, the valve actuator are well supported to
prevent excessive displacement. (The SRT looked for cases where large extended
operators were attached to two-inch or smaller piping per the screening criteria of
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EPRI NP-6041, Table 2-4. In all ' ases, the SRTjudged the actuators and piping to bec

adequately supported.)
2. In some cases the valve operator and the pipe are both supported by supports braced

to a common structure. In other cases, the operator and yoke are supported by the pipe
without any other bracing. ;

3. The valve body, bonnet, yoke, and operator support are not made of cast iron. ;
4. In most cases, the valve weight and eccentricity (i.e., the distance from the pipe ,

centerline to the top of the motor actuator) conform to the requirements of EPRI NP- !
6041, Figure F-26. Cases where the distance and/or the weight were greater than the ;
screening values were evaluated to assure that' the valve and piping were not 4

overstressed. The evaluations were based on a comparison of the allowable
,

!acceleration values (i.e., qualified accelerations) with the required RLE accelerations.
If necessary, other techniques permitted in EPRI NP-6041 (e.g., "100-40-40" rule,
higher allowable stresses) were employed to screen out the valves. .

System Interaction Effects
,

t

The general areas around the valves were reviewed by the SRT for seismic interaction
effects. In a few cases where valves were inaccessible due to congestion, the Fermi 2
rattlespace program documentation was used for seismic _ interaction screening. If no t

documented rattlespace violations were found, the SRT concluded that the valves are free i

from interaction concems. Attached tubing, piping, and conduits were reviewed and i

found to have adequate flexibility to accommodate relative movement. Generally the
valves are sufficiently far from adjacent structures, walls, overhead equipment and ;

distribution systems to preclude any interaction. No potential sources of flooding were *

discovered that could spray or cascade onto sensitive equipment. t

i

Outliers and Outlier Resolution
!

The following concerns were identified during the plant walkdowns. Each concern has
been resolved as indicated. :

1, A block shield wall is in close proximity to valve G3352F220 in the steam tunnel on
'the RB first floor. Based on the wall configuration, a block wall bounding calculation

[3.53], the SRT concluded that the block wall will not fall and encroach upon the !

valve. ,

2. The handwheel on valve E1150F024B is about 1" from a cable tray. The interacting
components are not in the same plane horizontally. The SRT judged that the
components would no: interact [3.51].

3. The operator on valve G5100F600 near the floor of the torus room is separated by
about 1" from the torus. An evaluation [3.51] by the SRT showed that the sum of the ;

displacements of the interacting components is less than the available rattlespace. !

Therefore, the interaction is acceptable as-is. '

4. The actuator de-clutch handle on valve E5150F045 in the RB sub-basement RCIC
quad room is about 3/4" from an electrical box. Based on low seismic accelerations m

;

!
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the RB sub-basement and the fact that only the actuator would experience any
significant movement during a seismic event, the SRT judged that the existing
rattlespace is acceptable as-is [3.51].

5. The insulation on valve P4400F602B touches the nameplate on the adjacent EECW
make-up tank P4400A002 on RB2. The SRT concluded that any interaction between
the two components would be absorbed by the insulation and the valve's function
would not be affected [3.51].

6. A small gap of 3/16" exists between the flange on valve E4150F041 in the AB sub-
basement HPCI room and another valve in a branch line. Because the piping is well
supported next to each valve, the SRT concluded that the existing rattlespace between
the two components is acceptable as-is [3.51].

7. The operator weights for valves El150F048A and El150F017A and B are greater
than the allowable weight for MOV screening per EPRI NP-6041, Table F-26. To
prescreen the valves, the SRT investigated (1) the system operating logic to determine
when the valves would be required for operability and (2) the duration of the seismic
event. It was determined that the valve would only be required to stroke after, and not
during, the relatively short-duration RLE. Therefore, the seismic and thrust loads are
not coincident and the SRT concluded that the valves could withstand the RLE
without a loss of function [3.51].

8. A 5/8-inch gap exists between valve El150F048A position indicator and an adjacent :

structural steel platform beam in the south RHR heat exchanger room. An evaluation
|3.51] by the SRT showed that the position indicator rod could impact the steel beam ;
during a seismic event resulting in a possible bent rod. However, because of the very
large thrust capacity of the valve and the low required thrust, it was concluded that a |
small bend in the rod would not have any adverse effect on the valve's ability to open

'

'

or close during or after the seismic event.
9. Walkdown of valve E4150F002, located in the drywell, was not possible since it was

added to the SSEL after the drywell was closed for operation. The Fermi 2 rattlespace
program documentation was reviewed to determine whether there are existing
rattlespace violations associated with this valve. None was found. The valve was
screened by the SRT based on a documentation review.

10. Valve E5150F059 in the ABSB RCIC quad room has a 3-inch inlet and a 4-inch
outlet. The average weight and height limits per EPRI NP-6041 were used for valve
screening. Since the valve met the intent of the screening criteria, it was screened by I

the SRT [3.57). The throttle mechanism attached to the valve appeared to be light in
weight, rugged and well supported.

11. Control Center HVAC chiller guide vane actuator valves T41F072A and B do not
have the typical MOV configuration. However, the actuator was well supported to the
main chiller unit and the rods and linkages from the actuator to the valves appeared
rugged. In addition, review of the seismic test report showed that the fragility test

j response spectra fully envelope the RLE required response spectra. Therefore, the
| SRT considered the valves and actuators adequate to withstand the RLE loading

[3.51].
12. Control Center HVAC chiller compressor flow control valves T41F073A and B do

not have the typical MOV configuration. The actuator is positioned perpendicular to
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the valve _ stem and controls the valve with short linkages. The actuator weight and
eccentricity are within the earthquake experience database limitations. In addition,
review of the seismic test report showed that the fragility test response spectra fully '

envelope the RLE required response spectra. Therefore, the SRT considered the
valves and actuators adequate to withstand the RLE loading [3.51].

:

3.1.4.9.2.9 Fans

,

Equipment Category: 9
'

Number ofitems on SSEL: 26
,

Location PIS No.
AB5 T4100C030 T4100C031 :

RHR1 X4103C017 X4103C018 X4103C019 X4103C020
RHR2 Ell 56C001 A Ell 56C001B Ell 56C001C Ell 56C001D X4103C001 ;

X4103C002 X4103C003 X4103C004 X4103C005 X4103C006
'

X4103C007 X4103C008 X4103C009 X4103C010 X4103C0ll
X4103C012 X4103C013 X4103C014 X4103C015 X4103C016 I

,

Equipment Description

Three types of fans are considered in this category; Control Room HVAC return air fans,
;

RHR mechanical draft cooling tower fans, and RHR building ventilation fans. The retum
air fans are centrifugal fans manufactured by Trane, about 85 inches in diameter and ;

driven by a 25-HP motor. The cooling tower fans are manufactured by the Marley ;

Company and are 240 inches in diameter, four-bladed and driven by a 150-HP, two-speed
motor. The ventilation fans are three different models manufactured by Buffalo Forge and |

ranging in capacity from about 3900 SCFM to 34,000 SCFM. The fans draw mixed air ;

(i.e., fresh, outside air and recirculated air) into the diesel generator rooms, switchgear
'

rooms, and pump rooms.

Eauipment Evaluation

The SRT walked down all of the fans in this equipment category. The screening criteria
of EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the fans. Since the ventilation fans were enclosed
in fan housings, they were not directly observed by the SRT. Also, the SRT was unable to
perform a close visual inspection of the cooling tower fans and their gearboxes and shafts
due to personal safety considerations.

Based on the walkdown and a review of fan mounting drawings, the SRT concluded the
following:
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i

1. The drive motor and fan are typically connected to a stiff common base. The RHR
cooling tower fans and motors have separate bases and are connected by a drive shaft. |
The X41 fans have internal motors. i

2. The housings surrounding the fans are stiff and well supported to preclude excessive !
distortion of the housinga which could cause damage to fan blades.

3. The ventilation fans are mounted on vibration isolators which have seismic stops to
limit lateral movement. i,

I 4. Access doors are secured by latches or fasteners. |
|

Anchorage Evalmtion f
I

The RHR building ventilation fan units and cooling tower fan units are securely anchored i
t

| to concrete pedestals with embedded anchor bolts. The return air fans are mounted to a
,

rigid steel frame which is anchored to the concrete slab. There is generally sufficient !

'

anchor edge distance on pedestals. Pedestals are doweled into the ' concrete floor slabs. !
Anchor spacing meets minimum requirements. The anchorage conforms to the design :
drawings. The nuts are present and apparently tight. The anchorage appears to be |
relatively stiff. Design Calculation DC-5634 was prepared to evaluate the adequacy of the !

anchorage based on the weakest link identified from the design basis evaluation. DC- !

5634 also evaluates the cooling tower fan gearbox and motor anchorage. The calculation !

concludes that the anchorage has adequate capacity to withstand the RLE loads.
!

System Interaction Effects . !

l .

| The general areas around the fans were reviewed by the SRT for seismic interaction j
effects. The SRT concluded that the areas were free from interaction concerns. Attached i

lines were adequately flexible to accommodate relative movement. The fans were ,

typically located away from adjacent components and structures to preclude any ;

| interaction. No potential sources of flooding were discovered that could spray or cascade
;onto sensitive equipment.

Outliers and Outlier Resolution ;

No concerns were identified for the equipment in this category.

3.1.4.9.2.10 Air Handlers

Equipment Category: 10
,

Number ofitems on SSEL: 16
|

Location PIS No..

! RBSB .T4100B018 T4100B019 T4100B021
! RB2 T4100B034 T4100B035

ABSB T4100B022-
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Location PIS No.
ABB. T4100B029 T4100B030
AB2 T4100B002 T4100B003
AB3 T4100B004 T4100B005 T4100B043 T4100B044
ABS T4100B006 T4100B007

i

Eauipment Description

The air handlers (i.e., room coolers) in this category consist of a sheet metal enclosure on
. a steel member frame containing, as a minimum, a fan and heat exchanger or coil. '

Centrifugal fans blow air across the coil for heat transfer. The assemblies also include
piping for cooling water, electrical conduits, and instrument lines. The room coolers are :
manufactured by Porter, Cryenco, CTI Nuclear, Trane, and Philips. They are driven by
motors which vary in size from five to 40 HP. The Control Center HVAC supply air fan
units are supported by a steel frame and have additional internal components, including
filters, air mixing boxes, and dampers.

Eauipment Evaluntion !

!

The SRT walked down all of the air handlers in this category. The screening criteria of .

EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the units. The SRT was unable to perform a close
visual inspection of the Control Room air handlers and related internal components due to :

their inaccessibility and for personal safety considerations. '

Based on the walkdown and a review of air handler mounting drawings, the SRT
concluded the following:

1. The drive motors are firmly connected to the outside of the fan housings.
2. Enclosures surrounding the units are stiff and well supported to preclude excessive -

distortion of the enclosures which could cause damage to fan blades.
3. Access doors are secured by latches or fasteners. '

4. Internal devices are securely mounted and appear seismically adequate.
5. The gravity air dampers included with the dampers are securely mounted either in ,

ducts or concrete openings. The dampers appear to be seismically rugged units. '

Anchorage Evaluntion ;,

The air handlers, with the exception of the supply air fans, are anchored to the concrete i

floor slabs or pads with wedge anchors. Three of the air handler units are suspended from
floor slabs. The supply air fans are mounted to a rigid steel frame which is anchored to,

the concrete slab with wedge anchors. Anchor spacing meets minimum requirements. The
'

anchorage conforms to the design draw' gs. The nuts are present and apparently tight.m
The anchorage appears to be relatively stiff. Design Calculation DC-5634 was prepared to
evaluate the adequacy of the anchorage based on the weakest link identitled from the

!

;
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;

design basis evaluation. The calculation concludes that the anchorage is able to withstand ;

the RLE loads.

System Interaction Effects i

The general areas around the air handlers were reviewed by the SRT for seismic
interaction effects. The SRT conclund that the areas are free from interaction concerns.
Attached lines are adequately flexible to accommodate relative movement. The air
handlers are typically located away from adjacent components and structures to preclude

,

'
any interaction. No potential sources of flooding were discovered that could spray or
cascade onto sensitive equipment.

Outliers and Outlier Resolution
,

|

The following concems were identified during the plant walkdowns. Each concern has
'

'been resolved as indicated.
|

1. Four room coolers (PIS Nos. T4100B002 through T4100B005) are mounted on C6 ;

channels which are flexible in the direction perpendicular to the web. An evaluation
.'

. [3.51] showed that the channels are not overstressed and are able to withstand the
RLE loading.

2. The C6 channels from item 1 above are anchored to the concrete pads with wedge ;

anchors. However, shim packs as high as 1 1/2 inches are underneath the channels.
Such a configuration would tend to cause bending stresses in the anchors in addition

to the normal tension and shear stresses. An evaluation [3.51] showed that the anchors
are not overstressed as a result of the RLE loading and are adequate to support the air
handler units.

3. On air handler 11100B018, the top of some wedge anchors were obscured by
caulking material. Werk Request 000Z951277 was prepared to remove the caulking
material so that the anchors could be observed. The wedge anchors were found to be
properly installed.

3.1.4.9.2.11 Chillers

Equipment Category: 11

Number ofitems on SSEL: 2

Location PIS No.
AB5 T4100B008 T4100B009

Equinment Descrintion

These chiller units condense and evaporate refrigerants in order to provide cold air for the
Control Center HVAC air handling units. The 100-ton capacity units are manufactured by
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Trane. The skid-mounted units include a cylindrical condenser and evaporator stacked on
top of each other, a compressor, a 130-HP compressor motor, valve actuators, a purge
compressor and motor, and purge and oil heaters. The components are bolted to a steel ,

skid which, in turn, is anchored to a concrete pad. Attachments to the chiller include .;
. piping for routing the refrigerant' and chilled water, electrical conduits, and '

instrumentation and control lines. The units are supported vertically on vibration
isolators, which eliminate vibrations from being transferred to the floor slab, and
horizontally by snubbers.

!

!

Eauipment Evaluation
:

The SRT walked down the two chillers and related equipment in this category. The i
screening criteria of EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the units. Based on the ;

walkdown and review of chiller mounting drawings, the SRT concluded the following: !

.i
1. The motor and compressor are attached to concrete' pads which are doweled into the ,

- common concrete floor slab.
;

2. Lateral load is adequately resisted by snubbers which are mounted to the concrete !

pads and are connected to the metal frame.
;

3. The units are mounted on vibration isolators; however, lateral load is resisted by the
snubbers, not the isolators.

4. There is no concern for excessive nozzle loading resulting from gross pipe motion or
;

differential displacement and prying about a rigid pipe support. '

5. There are no adjacent, massive, unsupported or lightly supported in-line components .
- or long unsupported pipe spans. 4

6. For the horizontal condenser mounted above the evaporator, the saddle supports are
adequate for horizontal loads. Saddles are welded all around to the evaporator and "

condenser and are stiffened in the direction of weak axis bending.
7. Pipe connections to the evaporator and condenser are welded, not threaded.

>

An evaluation [3.51] was performed for numerous equipment attached to and supplied
with the CCHVAC chiller skids to demonstrate that they can be qualified for the RLE.
The evaluation included a comparison of the fragility test response spectra to the RLE I

required response spectra. The comparison showed that the TRS fully envelope the RLE
at all frequency ranges. Therefore, the CCHVAC components are qualified for the RLE
seismic loads,

i

Anchorage Evalimtion

The chillers and related equipment are anchored to the concrete pads with embedded
anchors. Anchor spacing meets minimum requirements. The anchorage conforms to the
design drawings. The nuts are present and apparently tight. There are no apparent gaps

I under the equipment bases. The anchorage appears to be relatively stiff. Anchorage
Design Calculation DC-5634 was prepared to evaluate the adequacy of the anchorage

,

based on the weakest link identified from the design basis anchorage evaluation. The'
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IEquipment Evaluation
)

I
The SRT walked down all of the air compressors in this category. The screening criteria '

of EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the units. Based on the walkdown and review of
- air compressor mounting drawings, the SRT concluded the following- |

!

1. The motor and compressor are rigidly connected to a common concrete mounting
pad. '

2. There is no concern for excessive nozzle loading resulting from gross pipe motion or j
differential displacement and prying about a rigid pipe support.

3. There are no adjacent, massive, unsupported or lightly supported in-line components
orlong unsupported pipe spans.

4. The units are not mounted on vibration isolators. '

Anchorage Evaluation

Each air compressor is securely anchored with embedded (cast-in-place) bolts. There is
sufficient anchor edge distance on pads. Pads are doweled into the concrete floor slabs.
Anchor spacing meets minimum requirements. The anchorage conforms to the design
drawings. The nuts are present and apparently tight. The anchorage appears to be
relatively sti.ff. Design Calculation DC-5634 was prepared to evaluate the adequacy of the
anchorage based on the weakest link identified from the design basis evaluation. The

: calculation concludes that the anchorage is able to withstand the RLE loads.

System Interaction Effects

1

The general areas around the air compressors were reviewed by the SRT for seismic ]

interaction effects. The SRT concluded that the creas are free from interaction concerns. !

Attached lines are adequately flexible to accommodate relative movement. Soft targets I
,

'

are free from impact from nearby equipment or structures. The air compressors are
sufficiently far from adjacent components and structures to preclude any interaction. No I

potential sources of flooding were discovered that could spray or cascade onto sensitive
equipment.

i

Outliers and Outlier Resolution

|

There were no concerns associated with the equipment in this category.

3.1.4.9.2.13 Motor Generators
:

Equipment Category: 13

! Number ofitems on SSEL: None
1

I
i
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i

calculation concludes that the anchorage has adequate capacity to withstand the RLE i

loads.

System Interaction Effects

The general areas around the chillers were reviewed by the SRT for seismic interaction
effects. The SRT concluded that the areas are free from interaction concerns. Attached
lines are adequately flexible to accommodate relative movement. The chillers are
typically located away from adjacent components and structures to preclude any
interaction. No potential sources of flooding were discovered that cculd spray or cascade

. onto sensitive equipment. !

Outlier and Outlier Resolution

The following concern was identified during the plant walkdown. This concern has been -

resolved as indicated.
,

The T41 current transformers (cts) are located inside chiller motor junction boxes. The
components were not observed by the SRT because opening one of the boxes would ;

render that Control Center HVAC division inoperable. Four mounting bolts (apparently ;

for the cts) were observed underneath and extending through each box. One of the nuts
- was not tightened on one of the bolts. A work request (WR No. 000Z957682) was :

prepared to tighten the nut.
,

|

3.1.4.9.2.12 Air Compressors

Equipment Category: 12 >

<

Number ofitems on SSEL: 6
,

Location PIS No. i
'

ABB P5002D001 P5002D002
RHR1 R3000D001 R3000D002 R3000D003 R3000D004

Eauinment Description

The function of each air compressor is to maintain the proper air pressure in the air
accumulator tanks for their respective systems (NIAS and EDG Air Start). The NIAS air
compressor is a single cylinder, single stage, reciprocating piston type manufactured by
Joy, Model WGOL-9. It is powered by a 30-HP motor. The EDG air compressor is the
same type, manufactured by Quincy, Model 325-103, and powered by a 5-HP motor. The
compressors are mounted on concrete pads and are anchored to the concrete with
embedded anchors.
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3.1.4.9.2.14 Distribution Panels

Equipment Category: 14-

Number ofitems on SSEL: 20
i

Location PIS No.
RBB H21P561 H21P562 i

RBI H21P560 ]
RB2 H21P559
AB2 HilP900 H11P901 H11P902 HilP903 R3200S061A

R3200S061B R3200S062 R3200S064A R3200S064B
'

AB3 R3200S026 R3200S027 R3200S065
AB5 H21P557 H21P558 '

RHR2 R3200S063 R3200S066 |

Equipment Description
.

The distribution panels in this category are the panelboard type, which include buses, i
switches, and automatic protective devices. Their primary function is to distribute low |
voltage electrical power from a main circuit to a branch circuit and to provide overcurrent ;

protection. The panels, Model QMB manufactured by Square D, are wall-mounted, steel :

cabinets accessible only from the front. The overall dimensions and weights of three j

typical panel sizes are: 2'-7" wide by 4'-8" high by 11" deep; 430 pounds; 2'-7" by 3'-8" !
by l'-3"; 385 pounds; and 3'-2" by 5'-8" by l'-7",850 pounds.

!

Eculpment Evaliintion

The SRT walked down all of the distribution panels in this category. The screening !

criteria of EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the units. Based on the walkdown and a
*

'

review of distribution panel documentation, the SRT concluded the following:

'

l. Internal device mountings, when visible, were not excessively flexible, appeared
,

seismically rugged, and were properly attached to the cabinet. However, most of the :

! internal equipment was not visible because it was behind an internal wall or panel <

'

which prevented observation of the equipment, i

2. The panels were in accordance with NEMA Type 4 specifications. -

3. The doors were secured with latches or fasteners. '

4. The panels were mounted on concrete walls. |

Anchorage Evalitation

!

; The panels are mounted to walls by one of two methods: (1) attached directly to the wall '

with wedge or self-drilling anchors, or (2) bolted to Unistrut members which, in turn, are
,

wedge anchored to the wall. Anchor spacing meets minimum requirements. The '

|
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anchorage conforms to the design drawings. The nuts are present and apparently tight.'
The anchorage appears to be relatively stiff. Design Calculation DC-5634 was prepared to ,

evaluate the adequacy of the anchorage based on the weakest link identified from the |
design basis evaluation. The calculation concludes that the anchorage has adequate |
capacity to withstand the RLE loads. (See Outlier section below.)

.

!
System Interaction EfTects -!

i
a

The general areas around the distribution ~ panels were reviewed by the SRT for seismic
interaction effects. The SRT concluded that the areas are free from interaction concerns. ,

IAttached lines are adequately flexible to accommodate relative movement. The
distribution panels are sufficiently far from adjacent components and structures to i
preclude any interaction. There is no potential collapse of adjacent structures or
equipment. No potential sources of flooding were discovered that could spray or cascade !
onto sensitive equipment, j

i
Outliers and Outlier Resolution !

:

?
The following concerns were identified during field walkdowns and review of DC-5634. ;

Each outlier has been resolved as indicated.
:
i

1. The pre-screening anchorage evaluation for panel R3200S062 assumed that the i
,

anchorage consisted of six 1/2" diameter Phillips wedge anchors. However, based on
. field observations six 3/8" diameter Phillips self-drilling anchors were used. Further ;

evaluation [3.51] by the SRT showed that the self-drilling anchors have adequate
capacity for the RLE.

,

2. The attachment brackets for some of the panels are Z-shaped instead of angle shaped i

as shown on the design drawings. Technical Service Request (TSR)-27874 was !

initiated to revise the appropriate drawings to reflect the as-built condition. The Z-
,

brackets werejudged adequate by the SRT. !
3. The nut on one wedge anchor was missing for panel H21P561. A work request (WR |

No. 000Z955432) was prepared to replace the nut. !

3.1.4.9.2.15 Batteries and Racks

Equipment Categoryi 15 |
!

Number ofitems on SSEL: 2
|
-

Location PIS No.
!

AB3 R3200S003 R3200S004 j
,

!
)
i
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Equipment Description (See Figure 3-25)

l
The batteries in this category are the lead-calcium type, Model KC-17 manufactured by C i
& D Battery Company. Each 250 VDC battery consists of 120 individual nominal two-
volt cells arranged in series and connected with bolted, lead-plated copper connectors.
The individual cells, weighing about 140 pounds each, are arranged on multi-rowed
racks, all at the same level. There are two battery rooms (one per division), two parallel ;

rack assemblies per division, four individual racks per assembly, and 15 batteries per )
rack.~ Each rack assembly consists of four racks arranged in a two by two matrix ;

configuration. Each rack is about 1l'-6" long, l'-6" wide, and l'-10" high. The steel racks |
are made from welded angle and channel sections, with diagonal bracing bars. The i

.

batteries are supported at mid-height by bars running the length of the racks to prevent !
overturning. ;

Rauinment Evaluation f
i
t

!The SRT walked down all of the batteries and racks in this category. The screening
criteria of EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the units. Based on the walkdown and a
review of battery rack mounting drawings, the SRT concluded the following:

:

1. Battery plates are of the lead-calcium type. ;

2. Batteries are restrained in all horizontal directions by side rails and shims at the ends !
of the racks. !

3. Spacers between the batteries are made from soft, open-cell foam and fill most of the |

space between the batteries. This type of foam spacer is listed as a caveat in EPRI
NP-6041 and is discussed further in the Outlier section below.

4. Side rails are adequately strong and stiff.
5. The lateral load resistance system of the racks is adequate to support the batteries

during a RLE.
6. There is adequate space between adjacent racks to preclude impact.

Anchorage Evaluation

The battery racks are attached to the floor slab with threaded studs which anchor a small
sole plate at the end of each leg to an embedded Gateway insert. Each rack has ten such
attachment points. Each sole plate rests atop about a one-inch thick grout pad at each leg
location. The anchorage conforms to the design drawings. The nuts are present and
appear tight. The anchorage appears to be relatively stiff. Design Calculation DC-5634
was prepared to evaluate the adequacy of the anchorage based on the weakest link
identified from the design basis evaluation. The calculation concludes that the anchorage
has adequate capacity to withstand the RLE loads.
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System Interaction Effects

:
The general areas around the batteries and racks were reviewed by the SRT for seismic 1

interaction effects. The SRT concluded that the areas are free from interaction concerns.' '

Attached cables and conduits have adequate flexibility to accommodate relative
movement. The batteries and racks are sufliciently far from adjacent components and _ j
structures to preclude any interaction. There is no potential for collapse of adjacent !
structures or equipment. No potential sources of flooding were discovered that could |

'

j spray or cascade onto the batteries. j
i

; Outlier and Outlier Resolution i
; ;

The use of soft,-open-cell foam spacers between the individual batteries is listed as a !

caveat in EPRI NP-6041 based on the concem that the batteries may impact each other |
'

during a seismic event if the spacers do not provide adequate protection. Based on the
satisfactory use of the same type foam spacers in vendor seismic testing and the fact that ;.

the test response spectra envelope the Fermi 2 RLE required response spectra at pertinent !
-

frequencies, the SRT concluded that the spacers would not adversely affect the batteries' |
'

function and that the batteries could withstand RLE loads [3.51].
'

i

.

3.1.4.9.2.16 Battery Chargers

Equipment Category: 16 i

!

Number ofitems on SSEL: 6 i

l
Location PIS No. |
AB3 R3200S020A R3200S020B R3200S020C R3200S021A R3200S021B

R3200S021C i

Equipment Description j
:
IThe battery chargers in this category are manufactured by C & D Battery company and

consist of a floor-mounted cabinet made from sheet metal over a steel angle frame. The ;

cabinets contain an instrument panel with push-button switch assembly, voltmeter, circuit |
breaker, timer, and ammeter; as well as relays, transformers, rectifiers, resistors, fuses, |
timer, and bus bar. The purpose of the battery charger is to convert AC power to DC |
power to keep the batteries'in the fully charged condition. Each cabinet measures 2'-4" ;

wide,4'-10" high, and l'-8" deep and weighs about 600 pounds.
,

Equipment Evaluation

The SRT walked down all of the battery chargers in this category. The screening criteria !
of EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the units. Based on the walkdown and a review of
battery charger mounting drawings, the SRT concluded the followmg

|
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<

1

)i
,

1. The battery chargers are solid state devices. ;
2. The transformers are near the base and securely attached to the cabinet. |

3. The load path is adequate to transmit loads from the cabinet to the foundation. . )
4. The base mounting channels are adequate to resist lateral forces.
5. The doors are secured by latches or fasteners. ]

Anchorane Evaluation
-

1

i

The battery chargers are attached to the floor slab with a combination of anchor bolts, i
attached to embedded Gateway inserts, and concrete wedge anchors. Each charger has |
four such attachment points, one near each corner. There are no edge distance or spacing
violations for the anchors. The anchorage conforms to the design drawings. The nuts are

i

present and appear tight. There are some gaps under the bolted base channel; however, all
gaps are less than 1/4". The anchorage appears to be relatively stiff. Design Calculation
DC-5634 was prepared to evaluate the adequacy of the anchorage based on the weakest
link identified from the design basis evaluation. The calculation concludes that the !

anchorage has adequate capacity to withstand the RLE loads.

System Interaction EfTects

The general areas around the battery chargers were reviewed by the SRT.for seismic
~ interaction effects. The SRT concluded that the areas are free from interaction concerns,
except as noted in the outlier section below. Attached cables and conduits have adequate
flexibility to accommodate relative movement. The battery chargers are sufficiently far
from adjacent components and structures to preclude any interaction. There is no
potential for collapse of adjacent structures or equipment. No potential sources of
flooding were discovered that could spray or cascade onto the battery chargers.

Outliers and Outlier Resolution

The following concerns were identified during the plant walkdowns. Each concern has
been resolved as indicated.

1. There is a gap of approximately 13/4" between a card reader and unit R3200C021C.
The card reader is very flexible but is light in weight. The SRT judged that the
potential interaction between the two components is not a concern because of the
relatively large gap and the light weight of the card reader [3.51].

2. Small gaps. exist under portions of mounting channels for battery chargers
R3200S021 A and R3200S021B. The gaps extend from near the anchor to the edge of
the channel. The SRT concluded that the small gaps would not have a significant
effect on the load transfer path into the foundation [3.51].
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!3.1.4.9.2.17 Engine Generators

Equipment Category: 17

;

Number ofitems on SSEL: 4
'

Location PIS No.
RHR1 R3001S001 R3001S002 R3001S003 R3001S004

Equipment Description

There are four emergency diesel generators at Fermi 2. The EDGs are housed in the i

reinforced concrete RHR building to afford protection from floods, tornado winds, and
tornado-generated missiles. Each unit is housed in a separate room for fire protection
purposes. The EDGs provide emergency AC power in the event ofloss of off-site power. i

The EDGs are Fairbanks-Morse turbo-charged diesel generator units, two per division.
Each engine has 12 cylinders,24 opposed pistons, dual crankshafts, and is rated 3967 HP

;

at 900 RPM. Each EDG is provided with a 4160 VAC, three-phase,60 Hz generator. The
'

generator's rotor is driven by the engine. The engine and generator are mounted to a
common skid.

Each EDG is provided with the following subsystems to provide independence from the
,

other units: starting air, fuel oil, governor, lube oil, air intake and exhaust, air cooler
coolant, jacket coolant, and diesel generator service water.

;

Numerous peripheral equipment, as follows, was also evaluated during the EDG
walkdowns: temperature control valves R3000F012A to D and R3000F123A to D; float -
lube oil regulators R3000F109A to D; signal generators R30NA17A to D; lube oil ,

crankcase pressure switches R30NA08A to D, R30NA09A to D, R30NA10A to D, -

. R30NAl1 A to D, R30NA12A to D, and R30NA13A to D.

Equipment Evaluation ;

The SRT walked down all of the EDGs in this category. The screening criteria of EPRI
NP-6041 was used to evaluate the units. Based on the walkdown and a review of EDG
mounting drawings, the SRT concluded the following:

'
1. The engine and generator are mounted to a common stiff skid.
2. The lateral load resistance system is adequate.
3. There is little or no potential for relative motion between the EDGs and non-flexible ;

interconnecting fuel, lube oil, and water cooling lines.
4. Appurtenances are supported with stiff members. i

5. There are no weak seismic links for attachments to the EDGs or skids. .

,

I
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6. The engine gauge panels are mounted at the side of the EDO skids on vibration
isolators. See Item 12 in Section 3.1.4.9.2.21 for a discussion of a panel anchorage
concern.

Anchorage Evaluation

Each EDG is attached to a steel skid which, in turn, is secured to the concrete slab with
16 embedded anchor bolts. There are no edge distance or spacing violations for the
anchors. The anchorage conforms to the design drawings. The nuts are present and appear
tight. The anchorage appears to be relatively stiff without excessive prying action. The
SRT evaluated the anchor bolts for the RLE. Review of the design basis qualification
report for the bolts showed that a large margin exists between the design and allowable
stresses. Based on the large margin, the SRT concluded that the anchor bolts have
adequate capacity to withstand the RLE.

System Interaction Effects

The general areas around the EDGs were reviewed by the SRT for seismic interaction
effects. The SRT concluded that the areas are free from interaction concerns. Attached
tubing and conduits have adequate flexibility to accommodate relative movement. Soft
targets on the EDGs are free from impact from nearby equipment or structures. The
EDGs are sufficiently far from adjacent components and' structures to preclude any_
interaction. There is no potential for collapse of adjacent structures or equipment. No
potential sources of flooding were discovered that could spray or cascade onto the EDGs.

Outliers and Outlier Resolution

There are ' no concerns associated with the equipment in this category. Concerns
associated with appurtenances mounted on the diesel generator skids are described in
their pertinent sections.

3.1.4.9.2.18 Automatic Transfer Switches

Equipment Category: 18

Number ofitems on SSEL: None
;

3.1.4.9.2.19 Instrument Racks

Equipment Category: 19

Number ofitems on SSEL: 50
)

Location PIS No.
DW1 B21P402E B21P402H B21P402J B21P402P B21P402R
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Location PIS No.
RBSB H21P017 H21P485 H21P614A H21P614B
RBB .H21P006 H21P016 H21P018 H21P021 H21P022

H21P034 H21P036 H21P037 H21P038 H21P548
RBI CllP401 H21P009 H21P010 H21P035 H21P423A

H21P423B H21P474 H21P475 H21P631 A Il21P631B
T49P400A

RB2 H21P004 H21P005 H21P595A H21P595B T49P4008
ABSB H21P014 H21P420 H21P428
ABB H21P501A H21P501B P50P401A P50P401B
ABS H21P572 H21P573 LM-24* LM-25 *
RHR1 R30P405A R30P405B R30P405C R30P405D

These tube stands support instruments T41N059A and B and do not have a unique*

PIS number.

Eauipment Description
i

The instrument racks in this category typically consist of steel frames which provide
mounting structures for local controls and instrumentation. The instrument racks consist
of steel members, usually angles, channels, pipe, or Unistrut, bolted or welded together to
form a frame. The floor-mounted instrument racks range in height from about four feet
for a pipe or tube stand to eight feet for a regular frame rack. Width varies from three to '

i ten feet depending on the number ofinstruments mounted on the rack. Some frame racks
;

; are supported in the front-to-back direction by inclined structural members. Wall-
mounted instrument racks are smaller than the floor-mounted racks and generally consist
of a steel plate mounted to embedded Unistrut members. Most of the racks at Fermi 2 are

j manufactured or supplied by GE and York, or fabricated by Detroit Edison. Instruments
are either attached directly to the frame or to mounting plates which, in turn, are attachedi

| to the frame. Typical instruments mounted to instrument racks include pressure switches,
'

transmitters, gauges, recorders, switches, manifold valves, and solenoid valves. Other
attachments include tubing, conduits, wiring, and junction boxes.

Eauipment Evaluation

The SRT walked down all of the instrument racks in this category. The screening criteria
of EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the units. Based on the walkdown and review of
instrument rack mounting drawings, the SRT concluded the following:

1. The instruments and mounting plates attached to the racks are not excessively flexible
and appear seismically rugged and properly attached to the rack.,

] 2. The instrument racks are able to adequately resist lateral loads. The frame members
: are properly connected to each other and the rack is properly connected to the floor or
j wall.
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!
!

Anchorage Evaluation f
i

The instrument racks are attached to the floor slabs and walls with a combination of ;
concrete expansion anchors and/or welds to embedded plates. There are no. edge distance j
or spacing violations for the anchors. The anchorage conforms to the design drawings. !

The nuts are present and appear tight. Some gaps were noted under the bolted base !

channels but in all cases are less than 1/4". The anchorage appears to be relatively stiff. |
Design Calculation DC-5634 was prepared to evaluate the adequacy of the anchorage |
based on the weakest link identified from the design basis evaluation. The calculation i

concludes that the anchorage has adequate capacity to withstand the RLE loads. |
;

System Interaction Effects !
!

|

The general areas around the instrument racks were reviewed by the SRT for seismic
,

interaction effects. The SRT concluded that the areas are free from interaction concerns, ,

except as described in the outlier section below. Attached tubing and conduits have |
adequate flexibility to accommodate relative movement. Soft targets on the instrument ;

racks are free from impact from nearby equipment or structures. The instrument racks are i
sufficiently far from adjacent components and structures to preclude any interaction. j
There is no potential for collapse of adjacent structures or equipment. No potential i
sources of flooding were discovered that could spray or cascade onto the instrument i
racks. 1

4

Outliers and Outlier Resolution

The following concerns were identified during the plant walkdowns. Each concern has
'

been resolved as indicated.

1

1. For drywell instrument racks B21P402E, H, J, P, and R, certain welded connections
could not be visually verified during the walkdown due to physical obstructions. The
SRT performed a tug test on the racks and they appeared very sturdy. Based on the

. field walkdown and the analytical evaluation [3.51), the;SRT concluded that the
! instrument rack connections have adequate capacity to withstand the RLE. ;

2. Some mounting hardware on rack H21P017 was either missing or loose. A work
request (WR No. 000Z951276) was prepared and the hardware was tightened or '

( replaced. Work was completed in June 1995.

| 3. Some mounting hardware on rack H21P021 was either missing or loose. A work
.

l' request (WR No. 000Z948669) was prepared and the hardware was tightened or ;

replaced. Work was completed in December 1994.

,

4. Wedge anchor spacing violations were noted between anchors for racks H21P021 and j

| H21P036. The violations were addressed in DC-5634 and found acceptable. ;

i 5. For racks H21P034 and H21P038, the mounting anchors are 3/8". However, the :

j mounting was qualified for the RLE in DC-5634 assuming 1/2" anchors. An
| evaluation [3.51] was performed by the SRT based on a comparison of these racks
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|

with similar racks. The SRT concluded that the anchors have adequate capacity to
withstand the RLE. A drawing update has also been initiated to reflect the as-built
conditions.

6. Fluorescent light fixtures above racks H21P474 and T49P400A were not supported
with redundant safety cables or chains, which are required by specification. The
cables prevent the fixtures from falling if the main support should fail during a
seismic event. A work request (WR No. 000Z947544) was prepared and redundant
cables were installed.

|
7. A 1/4-inch rattlespace exists between rack H21P501B and a conduit support Unistrut

member in the rack side-to-side direction. No sensitive relays are mounted on the
rack. Based on the rack rigiditv and the low seismic acceleration values which the
rack may experience due to its basement level location, the SRT concluded that the
existing rattlespace between the two components was acceptable [3.51].

8. A 1/8-inch vertical gap exists between a tube above rack H21P501B and a pipe
support member. Based on the low seismic accelerations in the auxiliary building
basement and the rigidity of the support, the SRT concluded that the existing
rattlespace between the two components was acceptable [3.51].

3.1.4.9.2.20 Local Instrumentsfremperature Sensors

1

Equipment Category: 20 |
,

Number ofitems on SSEL: 38
.

Location PIS No.
RBSB E41N062B E41N062D E51N023A E51N023B T23N010A

T23N010B
RB2 P44N401A P4N401B
ABSB E41K400 E41N030A E41N030B E41N203
AB2 T41N061A T41N061B T41N062A T41N062B
AB3 T41N063A T41N063B T41N065A T41N065B T41N066A

,

T41N066B
AB4 T41N067A T41N067B
AB5 T41N068A T41N068B T41 Nil 7A T41N117B
RHR1 X41N058A X41N058B
RHR2 X41N056A X41N056B X41N056C X41N056D X41N057A

X41N057B X411'057C X41N057D

Equipment Description

The equipment in this category includes both thermocouples and resistance temperature
detectors (RTDs) that measure fluid and air temperatures. They are mounted within

,

piping by means of a thennowell, which is a permanently mounted tube within the pipe,
as well as on concrete surfaces by means of mounting brackets. The thermocouple probes
consist of two dissimilar metal wires in a protective sleeve which produce a voltage
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output proportional to the temperature difference. The RTD operation is based on
variation in electrical resistance with temperature. The Fermi 2 temperature sensors are
manufactured by Pyco, United Electric Controls, and Powers Regulator Company. The
T41 sensors are wall-mounted thermostats. The X41 temperature detecters are welded to
Unistrut members which are anchored to concrete walls.

|

The local instruments include indicator switches by Barton, temperature transmitters by,

Powers Regulator, level transmitters by Gould Pumps, and pneumatic pressure controllers )
by Fisher Controls.' They are mounted to Unistrut members which are anchored to J

concrete walls. '

il

Equipment Evaluation I

i

The SRT walked down all of the local instruments / temperature sensors in this category. j
The screening criteria of EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the units. Based on the ;

walkdown and review of instrument rack mounting details, the SRT concluded the j
following: ;

|

1. The~ sensors are rigidly and securely mounted either in the "hotwells", with mounting ;
brackets, or with concrete anchors.

;

2. There is no concern for excessive differential displacement between connection head !
and temperature sensor mountings. !,

3. The local instruments are securely mounted to Unistrut members which are, in turn,
mounted to concrete walls with concrete anchors. j

Anchorage Evaluation f
!

The local instruments and air temperature thermocouples are attached to concrete surfaces i

with expansion anchors. There are no edge distence or spacing violations for the anchors. i
The nuts are present and appear tight. The anchorage appears to be relatively stiff. In ;

many cases, the component was tug tested. The SRT concluded that the local instrument j
and temperature sensor mounting and anchorage have adequate capacity to withstand the i

RLE. i
-

System Interaction Fffects I

The general areas around the local instruments and temperature sensors were reviewed by j-

the SRT for seismic interaction effects. The SRT concluded that the areas are free from '

interaction concerns. Attached wire and cabling have adequate flexibility to accommodate |
relative movement. Soft targets on the sensors are free from impact from nearby |
equipment or structures. The instruments and sensors are sufficiently far from adjacent I

components and structures to preclude any interaction except as noted in the outliers
section. There is no potential for collapse of adjacent structures or equipment. No
potential sources of flooding were discovered that could spray or cascade onto the
instruments or sensors.
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Outliers and Outlier Resolution
.{

Only one concern was identified during plant walkdowns. Level transmitter E41N062D' is !

about 1/16-inch from a wall-mounted Unistrut member. The SRTjudged that there is not
,

an interaction concern because of the secure and stiff mounting arrangement of the j
transmitter and mounting bracket. i

i
'

3.1.4.9.2.21 Control and Instrumentation Cabinets
,

Equipment Category: 21

!
Number ofitems on SSEL: 83 I

I
Location PIS No. 1

RB1 G51P400A G51P400B i

ABB P50P402A P50P402B I
AB2 H11P609 H11P611 HilP612 HilP613 H11P614 ;

H11P617 HilP618 H11P620 H11P621 H11P622 i

HI1P623 H11P626 H1IP627 H11P628 H11P857
H11P870 H11P898A H11P898B H11P914 HilP15 ,

H11P917A HilP917B H11P923 H11P929 H21P100 ;

R310lS001 !
AB3 B21P400 B21P401 H11P601 H11P602 H11P809 I

IHI1P810 H21P090-1 H21P090-2 R3101S002
- AB4 H21P080 H21P081 H21P082 H21P083 H21P084

H21P085 H21P086 H21P087 H21P528 H21P529 ,

AB5~ H21P285A H21P285B ' H21P296A H21P296B H21P296C |
H21P296D H21P296E H21P296F H21P527 H21P527A |

RHR1 EllP400A E11P400B H21P517 H21P518 R30P310 ;

R30P320 R30P330 R30P340
RHR2 H21P350 H21P351 H21P352 H21P353 R3000S005 |

R3000S006 R3000S007 R3000S008 R3000S009A R3000S009B |
R3000S009C R3000S009D R30P311 R30P321 R30P331 i

R30P341

Eauipment Description ,

The panels in this category include the Control Room benchboard panels, the Relay
Room vertical switchboard panels, and numerous local panels throughout the plant. This I
equipment class includes all types of electrical panels which support instrumentation and j

| controls. The panels have a wide diversity of sizes, types, functions, and components. The
;

instruments are mounted both on and inside the enclosures. The panels are both wall '

mounted and floor mounted. A cabinet generally consists of a steel frame of angles, ,

channels, or tube steel welded together supporting sheet metal panels attached by i

.
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welding. Large panels are made ofindividual sections bolted together through adjoining I

framing; access is through doors on one or both side panels. The Fermi 2 panels are |
manufactured or supplied . by the following companies: Electro-Mechanics, GE, j

Automatic Industries, Citation Tool, Foxboro, Hoffman, Powers Regulator, Colt, Beloit, )
and Reliance Electric. 1

The chiller local control panels are also included in this category. The panels,
manufactured by Hoffman and supplied by Trane, are 12-gage enclosures with internal
stiffeners. They measure about 4'-0" wide,2'-0" deep, and 6'-0" tall and weigh about 500
pounds.

1

Eauinment Evaluation |

The SRT walked down all of the cabinets in this category and examined most of the
cabinets internally. A few locked panels were not examined internally by the SRT. The
screening criteria of EPRI NP-6041 was used to evaluate the units. Based on the
walkdown and a review of cabinet mounting details, the SRT concluded the following:

1. The panel mounting tabs and rolled flanges are not excessively flexible.
2. The internal device mountings, with the exceptions listed in the outlier section below,

are not excessively flexible and appear seismically rugged and properly attached to
the cabinet.

3. The seismic load path appears adequate to transmit the loads from the panel to the |
foundation.

4. There are no excessively large cutouts in the lower half of the cabinets. I

5. The cabinets do not appear excessively flexible.
6. The panels and cabinets are in accordance with NEMA Type 12 specifications.
7. The doors are secured with latches and/or fasteners.

Anchorage Evaluation

The cabinets are attached to the floor slabs or walls with either concrete expansion
.

anchors or plug welds to embedded plates. There are no edge distancc or spacing
violations for the anchors. The anchorage conforms to the design drawings. The nuts are
present and appear tight. There does not appear to be any excessive flexibility between

| the tiedoivn anchorage and the cabinet walls. The anchorage appears to be relatively stiff.
Design Calculation DC-5634 was prepared to evaluate the adequacy of the anchorage
based on the weakest link identified from the design basis evaluation. The calculation
concludes that the anchorage has adequate capacity to withstand the RLE loads.
Anchorage for panels not included in DC-5634 are discussed in the outlier section below.

System Interaction Effects

The general areas around the panels were reviewed by the SRT for seismic interaction
effects. The SRT concluded that the areas are free from interaction concerns, except as
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described in the outlier section below. Attached tubing and conduits have adequate
flexibility to accommodate relative movement. Soft targets on the cabinets are free from
impact from nearby equipment or structures. The cabinets are sufficiently far from
adjacent components and structures to preclude any interaction. There is no potential for
collapse of adjacent structures or equipment. No potential sources of flooding were
discovered that could spray or cascade onto the cabinets.

Outliers and Outlier Resolution

The following concems were identified during the plant walkdowns. Each concern has
been resolved as indicated.

1. Numerous panels with sensitive relays in the relay room, switchgear rooms, and RHR
building are located adjacent to other panels but not bolted together. EDP-27108 was
prepared to fasten these panels together to prevent interaction. Work is scheduled to
be completed by the end of the upcoming RF05 refueling outage.

2. At the base of numerous relay room panels (PIS Nos. HilP612 to HilP614
HilP617, HilP618, HilP620, HilP623, HilP626 to HilP628), fillet welds
connecting the panels to the embedded leveling channels are on the sheet metal
instead of the base angle as shown on design drawings. However, based on the sheet
metal thickness, weld size, and small gap under the panels, the SRT judged that the
existing fillet welds have adequate capacity to withstand the RLE [3.51]. Technical
Service Request (TSR)-27548 was initiated to revise the drawings to conform to the
as-built configuration.

3. Some GEMAC modules are not securely installed in panels HIIP612 and HIIP613.
Work requests (WR Nos. 000Z951324 and 000Z952656, respectively) were initiated
to seeme the modules. This work is scheduled for completion during the upcoming
RF05 refueling outage.

4. Some screws were missing from a large insert in panel HilP614. A work request
(WR No. 000Z951311) was initiated to replace the missing screws.

5. For panels H11P857 and HilP870, the design drawing base detail shows double
angles at the bottom. The as-built condition has one angle and rolled out sheet metal.
There is no flexibility concern due to the thickness of the sheet metal. The drawing |
will be revised as part of TSR-27548. |

6. A 13/8-inch gap exists between the top of panel HIIP857 and the surface of a fire- |
wrapped cable tray hanger vertical tube steel member. Based on an evaluation 13.51] l

by the SRT, the existing rattlespace is sufficient to preclude interaction between the
two components during a RLE.

7. The anchorage for panels H11P609 and H11P611 could not be verified due to fire
wrap at the base of the panels. However, the SRT judged that the anchorage was
acceptable based on visual confirmation of similar details in other panels.

,

8. Some recorders on panel HilP602 had bent hinges on the doors; however, the SRT
concluded that the doors would not break off and form missiles during the RLE
because of the attachment of the hinge at more than one place.
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i
9. Fluorescent light fixtures above numerous racks on AB2, AB3, and AB5 were not j

1supported with redundant safety cables or chains, which are required by specification.
iThe cables prevent the fixtures from falling if the main support should fail during a

seismic event. Work requests (WR Nos. 000Z951312, 000Z951325, and |
000Z953608) were initiated to install redundant cables. The work has not currently ;

'
been scheduled.

10. A mounting screw for a Dwyer pressure switch in panel H21P296B was discovered j

missing. A work request (WR No. 000Z953697) was initiated to replace the missmg i

screw. Work was completed in July 1995. i

l1. The SRT had an anchorage strength and stiffness concern regarding the EDG engine |
gauge panels, R30P310, R30P320, R30P330, and R30P340. Each panel has four |
brackets which are welded to the panel and bolted to vibration isolators. The brackets
have 1 1/2" long, front-to-back slots which may allow the panel to slide during a i

seismic event. Such motion could affect sensitive components inside the panel. Based |
on discussions with the equipment vendor, it was decided to torque a jam nut against !
the attaching nut, thus producing a friction connection to prevent sliding within the i

slot. This fix also resolved the an as-found condition on panel R30P320 where a jam j
nut was not tightened against the bracket. Work requests (WR Nos. 000Z953622 ;

through 000Z953625) were initiated to torque the jam nuts on the respective panels. !

Work was completed in August 1995. The pertinent vendor manual was ' revised to ;

document the requiredjam nut torque value. j

12. A small gap, varying from 1/8-inch near the base to 1-inch at the top, exists between '

panel H21P350 and the adjacent concrete wall. An evaluation [3.51] was performed !
to show that the existing rattlespace is adequate to preclude interaction between the !

two components during the RLE.
_

i

13. In panels H21P350 and H21P351, some relays had missing mounting screws. Work :

requests (WR Nos. 000Z955153 and 000Z955154) were initiated to replace the i

missing screws. '

14. A separate anchorage evaluation [3.51] was performed for panel H21P100 which was j
not included in DC-5634. The panel is welded to embedded plates. The evaluation :
showed that the panel connections have adequate capacity to withstand the RLE {
loads.

15. A separate anchorage evaluation [3.51] was performed for panels H21P285A and B
:

which were not included in DC-5634. The panels are anchored to the concrete floor
with self-drilling anchor bolts. The evaluation, which included reductions for spacing i

violations, showed that the panel connections have adequate capacity to withstand the |

RLE loads. 1

16. During the walkdown of temperature controllers mounted in panels H21P350 through |

H21P353, it was discovered that one controller in each panel is mounted differently
than documented in the original seismic qualification report. The controllers (PIS
Nos. X4103K002E, F, G, and H) are bolted to small electrical boxes which are, in
turn, bolted to an internal sub-panel. The mounting detail is a standard detail provided
by the manufacturer but is not the detail tested. An evaluation [3.51] was performed
which showed that the mounting bolts and overall arrangement are adequate to
withstand the RLE loads.
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!

17.The vibration isolators for.the EDG engine gauge panels, PIS numbers R30P310, '

R30P320, R30P330, and R30P340, are made from cast iron. An evaluation [3.51] was .
'

performed to show that the isolators would not fail if the panels were to bottom out !
during the RLE, since the cast iron elements will primarily be subject to compression :

load.

18. Panels H21P296A and B are installed with one sided bevel welds between the panel
base and inverted channels anchored into the floor. Since the welds are six inches - i

from the outer edge of the panel, this detail provides a weak load path for lateral load :

resistance. Deviation Event Report (DER) 96-0289 [3.81] was initiated to address this |
issue and follow up with any necessary improvements. i

3.1.4.9.2.22 Other Categories |

Equipment Category: 22

The equipment in this category is comprised of those components on the SSEL that do j

not fit directly into the other 21 categories. The 21 categories correspond to the classes of !
. safe shutdown equipment identified in the SQUG program and EPRI NP-6041. Some of !
the other equipment, such as tanks, heat exchangers, and valves in the hydraulic control

.

units (HCUs), were evaluated using SEWS forms which are customized for such j
equipment and available in EPRI NP-6041, Appendix F. Other equipment, such as dryers, |
barometric condensers, temperature control valves and steam-driven turbines, were i

evaluated using SEWS forms for similar equipment.
i

Equipment Description I

!

A. Other Valves- 1119 total
i
i

The valves in this sub-category are different from the fluid-operated and motor-operated ;

valves in Sections 3.1.4.9.2.7 and 3.1.4.9.2.8, respectively.
;

Location | PIS No.
,

RBSB E5150F044 ,

RB1 C1103D001 to C1103D185 (Subcomponents 4 to 9,1110 total) |

ABSB E4100F067 E4100F%8 i

ABB P5002D029A P5002D029B
RHR1 R3000F023A R3000F023B R3000F023C R3000F023D i

i
The E4100F067 HPCI stop valve is a ten-inch, hydraulic oil-operated valve manufactured j

by Schutte & Koerting. It allows the flow of steam to the turbine. The E4100F068 HPCI !

and E5150F044 RCIC control valves are ten- and three-inch hydraulic oil-operated valves
manufactured by Terry Steam Turbine. They act as throttle valves to control the flow of

,

steam to their respective turbines. The P50 drain traps, manufactured by Hankison
Corporation, collect and discharge condensate from the NIAS air dryers. The R30 EDG

;
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temperature control valves are four-inch, three-way diaphragm control valves
manufactured by Robertshaw Controls Company. The valves control the flow of the. air
coolant system water through or around the heat exchanger. The Cl I valves consist cf six
valves on each HCU (inlet and outlet scram valves by Hammel-Dahl and four directional j
control solenoid valves by ASCO). They act to control the insertion and withdrawal of l

the control rod drives. ]
1

B. Tanks-413 total

Location PIS No.

I
DW2 B2104A003A B2104A003B B2104A003C B2104A003D B2104A003E i

RBSB E5100B001 |

RBI C1103D001 through C1103D185 (Subcomponents 1 and 3,370 total)
P5002A004A P5002A004B ,

RB2 P4400A001 P4400A002 t

ABSB- E4100B001 ,

ABB P5002A001 P5002A002 P5002D012 P5002D013 P5002D014 :
P5002D015 P5002D016 P5002D017 ;

'
RHR1 R3000A001 R3000A002 R3000A003 R3000A004 R3000A005

'

R3000A006 R3000A007 R3000A008 R3000A009 R3000A010
R3000A011 R3000A012 R3000A013 R3000A014 R3000A015 ;

R3000A016 R3000A017 R3000A018 R3000A019 R3000A020
'

R3000A021 R3000A022 R3000A023 R3000A024

The B21 SRV accumulator tanks are approximately 5'-0" long and 2'-6" in diameter,
manufactured by Richmond Engineering Company. Their function is to provide reserve
air for the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) activation of the SRVs. The E41 ,

and E51 barometric condensers, manufactured by Nash Engineering Company, are ;
'

essentially steel tubes approximately six inches in diameter and 72 inches long. Their
function is to condense steam leakage from the turbine and control valves during HPCI

,

and RCIC turbine operation. The barometric condenser also includes a vacuum tank into j

which the condensate drains. Each Cll hydraulic control unit, manufactured by GE,
includes two accumulator tanks, one containing water and the other containing nitrogen. .

The function of the accumulator assembly is to provide a local source of kinetic energy to ,

insert the CRD in case oflow reactor pressure or CRD hydraulic system failure. The P50
air accumulators for the railroad access doors are fabricated by Detroit Edison and are '

approximately 5'-3" long and 10" in diameter. They provide a source of stored,
'
;

pressurized air to inflate the door seals to assure secondary containment in the case of
station compressed air failure. The P44 EECW make-up tanks, manufactured by National

. Annealing Box, are horizontal tanks measuring approximately 8'-0" long and 4'-0" in i

diameter. Their functions are to provide make-up water to the system and to provide an
expansion volume to accommodate system pressure fluctuations. The P50 control air ,

receiver tanks, manufactured by Buffalo Tank, are vertical tanks measuring
'

approximately 14'-0" high and 6'-0' in diameter. Their functions are to dampen system

i
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pressure fluctuations and to provide a surge volume to meet sudden demands for control |
air. The P50 control air dryers with pre-filter and after-filter, manufactured by Pall |
Pneumatic Products, are arranged as vertical tanks. Each dryer unit contains two dryers |

measuring approximately 5'-10" long and 6 5/8" in diameter. Moisture is removed from |
air flowing through the dryer by adsorption to the desiccant. In addition, the pre-filter and !

after-filter, measuring approximately 2'-6" tall and 8" in diameter, act to clean the air after i

it is discharged by the compressor and again after it leaves the dryer. The R30 fuel oil
,

tanks, manufactured by Graver Tank, are horizomal tanks approximately 53'-10" long and ;

12'-0" in diameter. The tanks' 42,000 gallon capacity is sufficient for a seven-day EDG j
run at full load. The R30 550-gallon fuel oil day tanks, manufactured by Colt Industries,
are horizontal tanks approximately 8'-6" long and 3'-6" in diameter. They are sized to |.

support a two-hour EDG run at full load. The R30 275-gallon lube oil tanks,
manufactured by Colt Industries, are horizontal tanks approximately 5'-9" long and 3'-0" ;
in diameter which store lube oil for engine lubrication. The R30 EDG jacket coolant

;

expansion tanks, manufactured by Colt Industries, are vertical tanks approximately 2'-4" :

high and 2'-1" in diameter. The tanks accommodate the volume changes in the jacket |
coolant and provide the required head for the pumps. The R30 EDG starting air receiver ;

tanks, manufactured by Lasker Boiling and Engineering, are vertical tanks approximately j

9'-7" high and 2'-6" in diameter. The tanks store pressurized air to start an EDG without :
recharging. |

There are no flat bottom metal fluid storage tanks in this category. !

!
C. Heat Exchangers-20 total

,

Lnsation . PIS No. ;

RBSB E5100B002 !,

'RB2' E1101B001A E1101B001B P4400B001 P4400B002
'ABSB E4100B002

ABB P5002B004 P5002B005
RHR1 R3001B001 R3001B002 R3001B003 R3001B004 R3001B017

|R3001B018 R3001B019 R3001B020 R3001B025 R3001B026
R3001B027 R3001B028

1

The E41 and E51 turbine lube oil coolers are tube and shell heat exchangers, "

manufactured by Whitlock. The El1 RHR shell and tube heat exchangers, manufactured t

by Fromson Heat Transfer, are vertically oriented and supported at mid-height and at the ;

top. They measure approximately 25'-2" long and 4'-6" in diameter. Their function is to |
remove heat from the water used in various plant areas such as primary reactor coolant, i

torus water, and fuel pool. The P44 EECW heat exchangers, manufactured by Yuba i
Industries, are horizontal shell and tube type which measure approximately 43'-0" long
and 2'-5" in diameter. The P50 control air compressor after-coolers, manufactured by R.
P. Adams Company, are a combination horizontal heat exchanger and cyclone separator.

'

The heat exchanger is approximately 1 l'-2" long and 3 1/2" in diameter. Their function is j
1
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to lower the temperature and remove the oil and water from compressed air to prevent
later condensation in piping and equipment. The R30 heat exchangers, manufactured by
American Standards, are arranged in stacked assemblies of three (air coolant, lube oil,
and jacket coolant, from bottom to top) on each EDG skid. Their function is to remove i

heat from air, lube oil, and water used in the operation of the EDGs.

D. Steam Driven Turbines- 2 total j

Location PIS No.

iRBSB E5101C002
ABSB -E4101C002

The HPCI and RCIC steam turbines, manufactured by Terry Turbine, are non-condensing
turbines which operate on steam supplied from the reactor vessel. The normal speed i

range for the turbine is between 2100 rpm and 4000 rpm (HPCI) or 4500 rpm (RCIC).
1

Eauipment Evaluation

The SRT walked down the equipment in this category with the exception of those few (
described in the outlier section below. Although the equipment in this "other" category !

does not fall directly into any of the above 21 categories, the screening criteria of EPRI ;
NP-6041 were used as guidelines to evaluate the equipment. i

;-

A. Valves

Based on the walkdown and a review of valve drawings, the SRT concluded the i

following:
,

!

1. The HPCI and RCIC control valves consist of hydraulically operated componentsi

with an assemblage of linked structural members. The items are of sturdy, rigid
construction and are adequately connected and mounted. i

; 2. The HPCI stop valve meets the screening criteria of EPRI NP-6041, Figure F-26. l
| 3. The P50 condensate drain traps are sturdy and well supported. j

4. The R30 temperature control valves are sturdy and well supported.
{

B, C. Tanks and Heat Exchangers

Based on the walkdown and a review of equipment drawings, the SRT concluded the
following:

!

| 1. The equipment was adequately welded to the support frames or skirts.

| 2. The overall appearances of the support systems were examined with no apparent
weak links.'
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|

I
3. The tall, vertical, RHR heat exchanger had adequate lateral support at mid-height and 1

the top.
4. Piping is attached to the equipment by welding.
5. Saddles or cradles for horizontal equipment are stiffened in weak axis bending. !
6. There are no flat bottom metal fluid storage tanks in this category. '

D. Steam Turbines

Based on the walkdown and a review of equipment drawings, the SRT concluded the '

following:
.

1. The turbines are attached to stiff concrete pedestals.
2. The lateral load resistance system is adequate for each turbine.
3. Relative motion between the turbines and connected piping is not a concern since the

piping is eithen well supported to a common structure or has adequate flexibility to
accommodate any relative motion.

4. There are no attachments to the turbines with apparent weak seismic links.

Anchorage Evaluation
,

The equipment (other than the valves) is attached to the floor slabs or pedestals with
either concrete expansion anchors or embedded anchors. Some of the tanks are attached
to steel frames which are, in turn, anchored to concrete walls. There are generally no edge
distance or spacing violations for the anchors; any violations were evaluated and found
acceptable. The anchorage conforms to the design drawings. The nuts are present and
appear tight. The anchorage appears to be relatively stiff. Design Calculation DC-5634

. was prepared to evaluate the adequacy of the anchorage based on the weakest link
identified from the design basis evaluation. The calculation concludes that the anchorage
has adequate capacity to withstand the RLE loads.

System Interaction Effects

The general areas around the equipment were reviewed by the SRT for seismic
interaction effects. The SRT concluded that the areas are free from interaction concerns,
except as described in the outlier section below. Attached tubing and conduits have *

adequate flexibility to accommodate relative movement. Soft targets on the equipment are
free from impact from nearby equipment or structures. The equipment is sufficiently far
from adjacent components and structures to preclude any interaction. There is no
potential for collapse of adjacent structures or equipment. No potential sources of
flooding were discovered that could spray or cascade onto the equipment.

Outliers and Outlier Resolution

The following concerns were identified during the plant walkdowns. Each outlier has
been evaluated as indicated.
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1. The actuator lid was loose on EDG air coolant system temperature control valve |
R3000F023D. A work request (WR No. 000Z953615) was initiated to replace the lid. ]

2. The yokes on the EDG air coolant system temperature control valves (PIS Nos. !
R3000F023A to R3000F023D) are made from cast iron. However, an evaluation

,

[3.51] was performed by the SRT to show that the strength of the yokes is adequate to ;

withstand the RLE loading.
,

. 3. Three of the C11 water and nitrogen tanks on the hydraulic control units had either a ]
loose strap or bent or missing hardware. Some of the HCU inlet and outlet scram i
valve actuators had missing nuts, bolts and/or washers at the support bracket to the ;

frame. Work requests (WR Nos. 000Z947541 to 000Z957543) were prepared to i.

restore the tank support configurations to their original conditions. Work was |
completed in December 1994. {

4. A 1/4-inch rattlespace exists between the insulation on EECW make-up tank ]
P4400A001 and a relief valve discharge piping. Insulation on the other division's ]
EECW make-up tank P4400A002 and a valve in the tank's outlet piping are touching, j

The SRT concluded that the interactions were acceptable because the interaction
would be with the insulation around the tanks and would not adversely affect the
tanks' function [3.51]. ;

5. The EDG fuel oil tanks (PIS Nos. R3000A001 to R3000A004) sole plates at one of ;

their support pedestals have slotted holes to allow thermal growth of the tanks. In i

addition, embedded anchor bolts have edge distance violations which may affect the
load carrying capability of the anchorage system. An evaluation [3.51] was performed
that shows the tank anchorage has adequate capacity to withstand the RLE loading.

6. The HPCI and RCIC lube oil skid piping and lube oil cooler connections are ;

threaded; however, the SRT concluded that this condition is acceptable based on the |
piping support system and the low seismic accelerations at the sub-basement level.

7. Threaded connections were observed on the HCU assemblies; however, due to the ;

'low seismic levels on RB first floor and the well supported piping near the
connections, the SRT coecluded that the connections are acceptable. !

8. A 1/2-inch rattlespace exists between the insulation on EECW heat exchanger !

P4400B001 and a conduit and its support. The SRT concluded that the rattlespace
was acceptable because the interaction would be with the insulation around the heat I
exchanger and would not adversely affect the heat exchanger's function [3.51]. i

9. Some small rattlespaces exist between the insulation on north RHR heat exchanger !
El101B001 A and structural steel members. The SRT concluded that the rattlespace
was acceptable because the interaction would be with the insulation around the heat
exchanger and would not adversely affect the heat exchanger's function [3.51].

3.1.5 Outliers and Special Evaluations

As a result of the seismic screening evaluation and walkdown of the structures and
components, several field conditions and concerns resulting in the need for plant
maintenance were identified. Most of these items consisted ofloose, missing, or damaged ,

'

hardware and were handled by initiating plant maintenance work requests. Three
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conditions requiring design modification were handled by initiating Engineering Design
Packages, Technical Service Requests, or Deviation Event Reports. EDP-27,108 [3.75]
was originated to connect adjacent relay panels together to prevent any panel contact
during'a seismic event that may result in unanalyzed relay chatter. TSR-27,566 [3.41]
was approved to replace four low-ruggedness relays in the diesel generator control panels
with suitable replacement relays. TSR-28,195 [3.99] was originated to address anchorage

| weaknesses in a non-safety related air dryer tank located on the second floor of the
j reactor building in the vicinity of SSEL components. DER 96-0289 [3.81] was initiated
I to document an identified weakness in the seismic load path for two large instrumentation

panels on the fifth floor of the auxiliary building. The DER will track the resolution of
this issue and the implementation of any necessary improvements.

Table 3-7.provides a listing of work requests generated as a result of the seismic !

; walkdown, with a brief description of the anomalies and the resolutions. As a result of the
1

'

insights gained from the walkdowns, the nuclear training department incorporated
additional training for maintenance personnel in- their periodic continuing training :

program. The training concentrates on emphasizing the need for proper installation and
restoration of mounting hardware [3.82].

Special evaluations were performed for several other items because of certain concerns or I
requirements in the EPRI seismic margin approach. These include the evaluation of -;

masonry and shield walls [3.53], reactor internals [3.83], refueling floor superstructure '

frame embedment [3.59], motor control center maximum seismic capability [3.50], dry

| transformers lateral load resistance [3.78], deep well vertical pump unsupported casing ,

| [3.79),;HPCI and RCIC iube oil coolers [3.80], and unrestrained trolleys on 480V
switchgear assemblies [3.77]. Descriptions of some of these special evaluations are
included in the pertinent sections for the equipment category evaluation (Section
3.1.4.9.2). Other evaluations not related to any particular equipment category are
described below.

3.1.5.1 Masonry and Shield Walls
i

Table 2-3 of EPRI NP-6041 indicates that unreinforced or lightly reinforced masonry
walls require a margin review. Appendix A of EPRI NP-6041 states that masonry walls
.which were qualified to the plant SSE, in response to IE Bulletin 80-11 [3.84], using !
arching or rigid body rocking methods, may have limited capacity beyond the SSE. |
Therefore, masonry walls qualified using these methods and located near safety related
equipment should be investigated for seismic capacity. However, externally reinforced
walls using rolled steel sections anchored to floor and ceiling, with bolts going through

| the walls, do not require investigation for earthquakes less than 0.3g.
1

At Fermi 2, masonry block walls in Category I structures are mainly used as non-load-
'

bearing partitions. Only minor items such as junction boxes and key card readers are
I mounted on the walls. In the few cases where the attachments' weight is significant

|
;
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compared to the weight of the wall (more than about 2%), the attachment weight was
considered in the design basis analysis performed to comply with IE Bulletin 80-11.

For the seismic margin program, representative masonry and shield walls in Category I
structures were selected for bounding analysis. Four walls of different types were
considered. The evaluation is documented in design calculation DC-5591 [3.53]. A brief
description of the margin evaluation is given below.

Wall number 212 is a hollow,12-inch thick, block wall located on the second floor of the
auxiliary building, in the Division I switchgear room. The only reinforcement this wall
has is some structural clip angles and plates running along the vertical interface lines
between the block wall and the building concrete walls and the interface of the block wall
with the ceiling slab. The wall was modeled using plate elements and was analyzed using
the ultimate strength procedure and finite element computer method. The maximum
stresses in the mortar joints resulting from RLE loading were calculated and compared to
the 84% exceedance ultimate capacity of the mortar material. Based on the analysis, the
HCLPF value of the wall was calculated as 0.62g.

Wall number 297 is located on the fifth floor of the auxiliary building in the control
center HVAC equipment area. This 8-inch thick hollow masonry block wall is externally
reinforced with vertical structural steel wide flange members and sandwich steel plates

i anchored to the floor and ceiling slabs. The most critical section of the wall, which was a
section spanning 1l'-10" horizontally between external steel columns and 15'-4"
vertically between the floor and ceiling slabs, was analyzed as a two-way plate. The plate'

was assumed as simply supported at the steel columns, fixed at the base and free at the
top. The ultimate strength method was used to estimate the maximum mortar joint stress,

'

under RLE loading. The maximum joint stress was compared to the 84% exceedance
ultimate capacity of the mortar material. The comparison resulted in a HCLPF estimate
for this wall of 0.32g.

In addition to masonry block walls, there are several radiation shield walls at Fermi 2.
These walls may be categorized in two types: interlocked shield plank and shield block,

| walls. Both types of walls consist of stacked concrete planks or solid blocks without the
use of any mortar or other bonding material between the wall elements. Many of these'

shield walls have been analyzed and externally reinforced to address design basis seismic 4

II/I concerns. A bounding case wall of each type was evaluated for the seismic margin
program. ;

'

Radiation shield wall number 21 is a 5'-4" thick wall located on the fifth floor of the ,

auxiliary building. It cons.ists of stacked Il'-0" wide concrete planks and a pattern of 8- ,

! inch thick solid concrete blocks on top of the p%s. The wall is externally reinforced
! with two clip angles at both sides of the wall ed directly to the floor to prevent

sliding of the bottom plank out of the wall opei. .olid blocks on top of the wall4

are restrained with a 1/8 inch steel plate which - ed to the planks below and the"

; concrete building walls on the sides of the wall opere g. This wall was analyzed using
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the reserve energy method to study the stability of the wall during an RLE event. Based !

on the analysis it was determined that this shield wall has a HCLPF value of 2.4g.

The last wall evaluated for the margin program was radiation shield wall number 23. This
wall is a 4'-6" thick structure comprised ofinterlocked 8-inch thick solid concrete blocks. |
The wall is located on the fifth floor of the auxiliary building between the Standby Gas :
Treatment System (SGTS) rooms and the control center HVAC equipment room. The
wall is covered with a 1/8-inch thick steel plate membrane on one side of the wall. Since |
the blocks are only restrained laterally by friction forces, the likelihood of blocks ejecting
from the wall and falling on vital equipment was investigated. A time-history record for
the RLE auxiliary building fifth floor was used to perform a dynamic time-history ,

analysis of one block. The analysis accounted for the vertical seismic component which
reduces the friction forces when applied in the upward direction. The analysis also

i
conservatively assumed that the coefficiem of friction for sliding of the block back into ,

the wall is 80% of the coefficient of friction of sliding out of the wall. The analysis i

demonstrated that the block would not slide enough out of the wall to cause it to be
unstable and fall out of the wall. Based on the analysis, it was concluded that this wall has {
a HCLPF value greater than 0.3g.

.

!

3.1.5.2 ReactorInternals
.

I

Supplement 5 to NRC Generic Letter 88-20 states that, for focused-scope plants, the !
seismic capacity for reactor internals need not be evaluated for the seismic IPEEE.

,

However, the assessment of the reactor internals at Fermi 2 was completed in the early |
stages of the seismic margin program before the issuance of Supplement 5. A brief i

description of the evaluation is given in the following paragraphs.
1

I
The evaluation of the Fermi 2 reactor pressure vessel internals is documented in Detroit -[
Edison File number PI-15402 [3.83]. The conservative deterministic failure margin
(CDFM) method was used to calculate a minimum HCLPF value for the weakest reactor i

internal component.

Based on a previous seismic evaluation of the reactor internals for the Fermi 2 site
specific earthquake, General Electric performed an assessment of the major components
in the vessel [3.85] for higher seismic loading associated with the site specific ,

earthquake. The GE evaluation was based on the original design basis analysis as
summarized in the UFSAR Table 3.7-14. In the GE evaluation the following internal ,

components were reviewed:
,

Top Guide.

Core Plate.
;

Stabilizer |.

RPV support. -

Shroud support.

CRD housing '
.
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CRD housing restraint beam ).

Fuel Assembly j.

1

From the review of the GE assessment, it was evident that the weakest component among J

the internals is the shroud support; therefore, the HCLPF capacity of the shroud support
represents a HCLPF of the reactor vessel and its intemals.-

|

To estimate the seismic forces on the shroud support resulting from the RLE, the seismic
. nodal accelerations from the RLE analysis were obtained at the nodes representing the |
shroud elements in the seismic mathematical model. These accelerations were compared j
with the pertinent nodal accelerations from the 0.15g PGA analysis used by GE. The ratio i
of the RLE to SSE nodal accelerations was used to scale up the shear forces and bending i

. moments on the shroud support element calculated in the SSE analysis. This scaling was ]
possible because the same RPV seismic mathematical model was used for both the SSE )
and the RLE analyses. By evaluating the critical section of the shroud support element to j
the scaled up forces and moments, a HCLPF value was calculated.

!
,

The bounding HCLPF capacity of the RPV shroud support and the reactor internals was
calculated to be 0.38g which exceeds the RLE seismic demand of 0.3g; therefore, it is ;

concluded that the reactor vessel and internals at Fermi 2 possess adequate capacity to
withstand an earthquake equal to and somewhat greater in magnitude than the RLE.

3.1.5.3 Control Room Ceiling
J

Table 2-3 of EPRI NP-6041 indicates that the control room ceiling requires a margin
review and that it should be inspected for the adequacy of its bracing and/or safety |

wiring. !

The SRT walked down the area above the control room (CR) and computer room to j

evaluate the ceiling bracing and other equipment anchorage regarding their response to |
Iseismic events, i.e., whether the ceiling and/or other equipment could possibly fall down

into the control room and affect safe operation of the plant.

Descriotion ;

i
i

The area above the control room consists of the following major items: structural steel '

beams and hangers which form the main support structures, a grating walkway to allow
access to various equipment, lighting assemblies and their support structures, acoustic tile
ceiling and its support structure, HVAC ducts and duct supports, cable trays, and
electrical conduit and pull boxes. The heaviest pieces of equipment are the fan / coil units
above the computer room. However, these are not a concern to control room operations I

because of their location.

The main support steel above the control room consists of W12 x 14 beams (girders)
spanning east-west. Each beam is supported by vertical, double-angle hangers attached to
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the underside of the fifth floor slab and a beam seat on the west end. The hangers are, in !

turn, attached to angles which are anchored to the underside of the fifth floor slab by
either self-drilling anchors or at " Gateway" inserts. Diaphragm restraint is provided by
C4 x 5.4 channels (purlins) running perpendicular to the main support steel and P5000
Unistrut lighting support channels welded to the bottom flange of the main support
beams.

The control room ceiling consists of a high ceiling above the operating area and a low j

ceiling behind the vertical facade which separates the operating area from the back !

section of the combination operating panels (COPS). The high ceiling, at approximate
elevation 662'-8", consists of acoustical tiles, generally two feet by four feet, supported i

by a steel grid of main runners and cross tees. The tiles are held in place in the grid with i

hold down clips and nails above the tiles to prevent uplift. The grid is suspended about 32
inches below the support channels by 12-gauge wire hangers at two-foot spacing, each

,

way. The support channels span either six, eight, or eleven feet between the structural
steel beams in the north-south direction and are spaced at approximate two foot intervals
in the east-west direction. The support channels are welded to the top flange of the steel
beams at each end. Where the tiles abut the walls, they are supported by wall molding
strips which are attached to the walls.

Each light fixture in the high ceiling has four steel straps attached to the outside of the -
'

shade. The straps in turn, are bolted to two P5000 Unistrut channels approximately eight
,

'

inches apart. The Unistrut channels span either six, eight, or eleven feet between the
structural steel beams in the north-south direction and are spaced at approximate four foot
intervals in the east-west direction. The Unistrut channels are welded to the bottom flange
of the steel beams at each end. The bottom of each shade fits through a hole in the ceiling
tile, t

The low ceiling, at approximate elevation 653'-4", is similar in construction to the high
ceiling. The light fixtures are supported from double Unistrut members similar to the ,

upper fixtures. The acoustic tiles are similar in size to the tiles in the high ceiling but their +

supporting framework is suspended from the lighting Unistrut members instead of
separate channels. The tiles are above north and south portions of the control room
behind the COPS. There are no ceiling tiles directly above the back portions of the COPS *

and the west end of the control room.
,

!

Behind the COPS at the west end, fluorescent lights are suspended from 3/16-inch rod i

hangers which are, in turn, attached to Unistrut members spanning between support
beams. The Unistrut members are welded on each end to the low ceiling support steel ;

beams. :

Electrical pull boxes, conduits and cable trays are mechanically attached to the supporting
steel beams in accordance with Specification 3071-128 [3.86,3.87] standards.
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Evaluation

In accordance with EPRI NP-6041, there is a concem that control room hung ceilings,
which are typical in nuclear power plants, could fait during seismic events since similar
ceilings in commercial buildings and fossil fuel plants have failed at moderate
accelerations in past earthquakes. It is the consensus of the SRT that the ceiling tiles
would remain essentially intact and not fall onto the control room floor and operating
panels during an RLE based on the following reasons:

1. The relatively light weight tiles are supported on all four sides by the grid structure.
Uplift is also prevented by the hold down clips and nails through the cross tees and
above the tiles.

2. Many of the tiles have a light fixture penetrating their planes. Since the fixture is
laterally restrained, it would tend also to restrain lateral movement of the tiles. i

3. The grid structure is supported at close intervals (two feet each way) by relatively !

strong wire (12-gauge). |

4. The wires are attached at the top to steel channels welded on each end to the structural
support steel. '

5. The structural steel framework is well supported by the hangers to the slab above, the
west end beam seats, and diagonal bracing.

In addition, the SRT concluded that items located in the area above the control room
ceiling will not fail of fall following an RLE as described below:

1. The electrical conduit, pull boxes, cable trays, and HVAC ducts are rigidly attached to
their supporting structure and are installed in accordance with seismic specifications.

2. The fluorescent light assemblies in the back of the control room are suspended with
threaded rods with relatively rigid connections on each end. The rods are attached to
Unistrut members spanning between support steel beams.

3. The effective span of the P5000 Unistrut lighting support members is shortened by
the attachment of the light fixture. The fixture tends to cause the two Unistrut
members to act together which reduces the chance of buckling.

4. Miscellaneous items such as emergency, four-battery pack lights, other emergency
lighting, camera support vertical tube steel, and the digital display panel above the
westernmost COP H11P603 are all rigidly attached to their supporting members.

- Based on the SRTs evaluation of the control room ceiling area, it is concluded that the
Fermi 2 configuration offers good seismic design and connection details and meets all the
known caveats for such structures. Therefore, it is judged that the Fermi 2 control room
ceiling has a HCLPF of 0.3 or greater.

3.1.5.4 Refuel Floor Superstructure Embedment

As stated in Section 3.1.4.7, a review of the final design calculation [3.59] for the analysis
of the steel framing of the reactor building crane support and roof above the refueling
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floor identified a small stress margin in some of the base plate embedment details.
Therefore, despite the fact that the EPRI screening did not identify a condition requiring
further evaluation, the SRT initiated a more detailed evaluation to check the embedment
design against RLE demand loading.

The margin evaluation of the refueling floor embedment is documented in Detroit Edison
File number P1-15396 [3.59]. The loads on various bounding column base plates were re- |
calculated using the RLE seismic accelerations and combined using the EPRI i

methodology. Other conservative steps in the design basis calculation were also revised
or eliminated as permitted for the margin evaluation. The total load was then compared
with the SSE design basis allowable stresses. It was concluded that the refueling floor ;

superstructure column base plate embedment has adequate capacity to withstand loads
from the RLE without compromise to the structural integrity of the support framing.

f

3.1.6 Analysis of Containment Performance

This section describes the evaluation of the Fermi 2 primary containment seismic
capability in accordance with the guidelines provided in NUREG-1407. This evaluation
requirement is one of the enhancements requested by the NRC to supplement the seismic ;

margin assessment program described in EPRI NP-6041.
'

,

3.1.6.1 Containment Description

The Fermi 2 primary containment (designated by General Electric as a Mark I
containment design) houses the reactor vessel, the reactor recirculation loops, and other
branch connections of the reactor coolant system. It forms a fission product barrier which,
in conjunction with the secondary containment system, contains the radioactive fission
products generated during all modes of plant operation and any postulated design basis
accident so that off-site doses will not exceed the requirements of 10CFR100. Primary ,

containment is a pressure suppression system. It consists of two major structural ;
.

components: (1) the drywell and (2) the suppression chamber or wetwell. The inverted
'

light bulb shaped drywell is a steel plate pressure vessel that surrounds the reactor
pressure vessel. The drywell is connected by eight vent pipes, each six feet in diameter, to

- the torus shaped suppression chamber. The suppression chamber, also called the torus or
wetwell, contains a large volume of water affording an effective means of pressure
suppression if steam is released from the reactor coolant pressure boundary into the
drywell. It performs a similar pressure suppression function if steam is released through
the safety relief valves on the main steam lines.

The main functions of the primary containment system are:
,

To withstand the pressures and temperatures resulting from a loss-of-coolant accident;.

. - To provide an essentially leak tight barrier against uncontrolled release of
radioactivity; and '

To house and support reactor vessel and support equipment..

;
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In addition to those functions specified above, the containment also provides: ,

i
s

A source of water for the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC), High Pressure.

Coolant Injection (HPCI), Core Spray (CS), and Low Pressure Coolant Injection ;
(LPCI) systems;
A heat sink using the suppression pool which, in turn, is cooled by the Residual Heat |.

Removal (RHR) system in the suppression pool cooling mode; and .

A potential scrubbing mechanism in the radionuclide path in the event of a core ;.

damage accident using the suppression pool and the drywell sprays.
,

The drywell is enclosed in a reinforced concrete biological shield that also provides ;
resistance to deformation and buckling. This reinforced concrete structure is an integral j
part of the reactor building. The internal design pressure for the drywell is 56 psig, which !

is the saturation pressure for the maximum design temperature of 340 F. The ASME
~

Code, Section llI allows a maximum overpressurization of 10 per cent; therefore, a ;
'maximum internal drywell pressure of 62 psig has been demonstrated. An ultimate

containment pressure capability assessment performed by Chicago Bridge and Iron !

resulted in a best estimate pressure limit of 140 psig at 340 F with the initial failure point ;

located in the wetwell air space [3.31,3.88]. The maximum external design differential :

pressure is two psid.

'

The suppression pool is a torus-shaped, leak-tight steel pressure vessel with a major
diameter of 112 ft. 6 in. The pool contains approximately 122,000 cubic feet (one million
gallons) of demineralized water. Water volume is controlled over a narrow measured

,

!range.

3.1.6.2 Early Failures With High Consequences

The containment performance figure of merit used in the investigation for seismic |
vulnerabilities is the frequency of early failures of containment with high radionuclide ;

release consequence potential.

i

The seismic IPEEE containment performance assessment uses this figure of merit as
derived from the NRC objectives given in the followmg:

!

Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4: !.

!

Appendix 2, " Containment Performance,"-

"The evaluation of the containment performance for external events
,

should be directed toward a systematic examination of whether there |
are sequences that im'olve containment failure modes distinctly '

diferent from those found in the JPE internal events evaluation or
contribute significantly to the likelihood offunctionalfailure of the
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containment (i.e., loss of containment barrier independent of core |
melt).

'

j
.t

The most eficient way to accomplish this is to use the information ;

developedforIhe JPEEEto: !

l. Identify mechanisms that couldlead to containment bypass,
,

!

2. Identify mechanisms that could causefailure of the containment to
isolate, and

i

3. Determine the availability and performance of the containment
systems under the external hazard to see if they are diferentfrom
those evaluated under the internal event evaluation."

Section 4.2.2 of Appendix 4, " Documentation,"-

"Any seismically induced containmentfailures and other containment !

performance insights. Particularly, vulnerabilities found in the
- systems / functions which willlead to early containmentfailure and high
consequences. This includes: isolation, bypass, containment integrity,

andsystems (e.g., igniters) required to prevent earlyfailure."

IPEEE Guidance Document NUREG-1407:.
1

1

-Section 3.1.1.5, " Containment Performance,"
L

"The purpose ofthe containment performance evaluation is to identify
sequences and vulnerabilities that im'olve containment, containment
fimetions, and containment systems (e.g., igniters and suppression |
pools) seismicfailure modes or timing that are sigmficantly diferent '

from thosefound in the IPE internal events evaluation." |
!

Based on this guidance, the seismic containment evaluation includes the assessment of
.

!
containment performance by examining failures that could cause early radionuclide releases !
of high consequence. Based on the internal events IPE, this includes such failures as i
containment bypass, containment isolation failure, and containment structural failure. Each j
of these is discussed in Subsections 3.1.6.3 through 3.1.6.5. '

It is noted that the clarification of "large" release cited in the Severe Accident Policy |
Statement and GL 88-20 to include radionuclide releases that are both early in time and of
high consequence is consistent with the Fermi 2 IPE approach [3.31]. The definition has )
been checked with the recently published PSA Applications Guide [3.89] criteria which j

|
|

|
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uses Large Early Release Frequency (LERF). It is consistent with, but more conservative |
'

than, that definition. .

!

Finally, the most recent Fermi 2 evacuation plan has also determined that the evacuation i

times associated with an accident are conservatively encompassed by the definition of
"early".

3.1.6.3 Containment Integrity and Containment Systems ;

;

Containment integrity and containment systems operability _ are integrally tied to the !

determination of seismic induced vulnerabilities. Containment structural integrity has been !

evaluated for Femti 2 in the following:
,

Section 6.2.1.3.5 of the UFSAR describes design basis challenges including high.

drywell temperature associated with small break LOCAs. The UFSAR challenges come
,

in terms of pressure and temperature. The containment design is 56 psig and 340 F. The
systems included in the Success Path Logic Diagram are capable of maintaining the

'

containment within these design specifications for a seismic induced small break
LOCA. The severe accident analysis examined in the IPE demonstrated that the Femti 2

1

containment is capable of withstanding substantially higher challenges on a best j

estimate basis. [3.88] ;
,

The IPE analysis for intemal events examined containment challenges induced by ;.

severe accidents causing high pressure and temperature [3.31]. The IPE containment
'

performance evaluation has demonstrated that even under severe accident conditions the
containment can survive a broad spectrum of temperature and pressure challenges much
more severe than those design basis conditions specified in the FSAR. The seismic

,

induced accident sequences for the RLE do not produce containment challenge accident
sequences that are more severe or of a different character than already evaluated in the
IPE.

NUREG/CR-5098 [3.54] examined containment seismic structural integrity. The results.

of this analysis indicates that there are no seismic induced structural vulnerabilities and
no unique failure modes imposed by an earthquake oflarger magnitude than the RLE on
the Fermi 2 Mark I containment.

The IPE Levels 1 and 2 analysis was reviewed to identify those systems required to prevent
early containment failures with high consequence potential. Containment systems in BWRs
are intimately tied to the systems that prevent core damage. Since the SSEL includes
systems to prevent core damage, these same systems will provide containment protection
and can be grouped as follows:

Reactivity Control j.

Pressure Relief.

Injection.

:
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!

Depressurization.

'
Vapor Suppression.

These systems are on the SSEL and are found acceptable because they pass the RLE
margins assessment. In addition to these systems, combustible gas control is assured with a
high probability because of the inerted containment required by Technical Specifications !
during power operation. j

!

3.1.6.4 Containment Bypass !

!

Containment bypass induced by a seismic event could substantially alter the early/high
,

release category if the conditional failure probability was high. Containment bypass has. {
generally referred to one of two principal failure modes. These failure modes are: ;

Unisolated breaks outside containment in systems connected to the primary system..

Failure of vapor suppression to prevent rapid overpressure failure of the containment. ;
.

Both of these failure modes were addressed in the seismic evaluation. The primary systems ;

that penetrate the containment boundary were reviewed for bypass vulnerabilities. This |
review resulted in the following insights:

;

Shutdown Cooling suction lines are normally closed and interlocked shut (One of the i.

valves is deenergized.)
.

!

Low pressure injection lines all contain at least one check valve that is seismically [
.

rugged and will prevent over-pressurization oflow pressure connected systems. These !

lines also have a normally closed MOV in series with the check valve.
!

High pressure connected systems (e.g., main steam, HPCI, RCIC, RWCU) are designed [.

for high pressure and have isolation valves that have passed the seismic margin
assessment screening evaluation at the RLE level demonstrating successful isolation for
breaks outside containment.

.'
In addition, the vapor suppression system was evaluated with the following results:

The vapor suppression system may be needed for some portion of the seismic challenge.

and subsequent mitigation of events to prevent an early catastrophic containment
overpressure. The vapor suppression system is on the SSEL and was shown to have |
adequate seismic capacity. This includes the torus-to-drywell vacuum breakers, the
suppression pool, and the fixed components (downcomers, ring headers).

'

Containment connections that can result in a release are discussed in Section 3.1.6.5. In
';

summary, no vulnerabilities in the containment or its penetrations were identified due to the
RLE event. !

i

'
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i

i

3.1.6.5 Containment Isolation*

:

The containment isolation system is normally energized and interruptions in the electrical
; supply result in a containment isolation. In addition, many normally open isolation valves

fail closed on loss of their actuator support. Other normally open paths are associated with

; closed systems. The seismic capability of these closed systems is expected to be high. )
i

The Fermi 2 containment isolation function has been evaluated deterministically as part of 1

the seismic IPEEE (see Sections 3.1.2.2.4 and 3.1.2.3). This included a seismic assessment |
'

of the valves, the containment isolation signals, and the potential for " bad actor" relay0

j chatter. In some cases, one of the two isolation valves, in series in each line, requires air to )
] close. For these valves, the control air system and control air tubing were reviewed and :

found to be seismically adequate for the RLE. However, for core damage events involving a
i
'

Station Blackout, there are two lines (the reactor building to torus vacuum breaker lines)
which would have one check valve as the containment isolation boundary. This is identical ;

to the qualitative evaluation presented in the internal events IPE. No new insights are. [
derived as part of the seismic evaluation. For the purposes of this evaluation, the closure of i
a single valve in the line is a successful isolation of that line. This is consistent with the
assessment performed in the IPE Level 2 [3.31]. !

In tests performed for the NRC [3.90] to demonstrate seismic capability on containment
isolation valves, none of the valves tested experienced any difficulty cycling during or after
the seismic motion. In terms of operability, all performed well and were unaffected, both
during and after seismic excitation. No observable structural damage occurred to any of the
piping, valves, supports, or penetrations. j

In summary, no vulnerabilities in the containment isolation system, relays, or containment ,
'

isolation valves were identified due to the RLE event.

3.1.6.6 Containment Penetrations
i

The IPE previously reviewed all containment penetrations for severe accident resiliency
and determined that there were no vulnerabilities. This included hatches, pipes, and
electrical penetration assemblies. Because all equipment and personnel hatches to the j

drywell/wetwell at Fermi 2 utilize mechanical closure mechanisms with no inflatable !

seats, there was no need to include any additional support systems for these closures. As i

with the hatches, the containment penetrations / penetration seals are passive, i.e., they do
,

not rely on pneumatic pressure or electricity for function. SRT walkdown of containment ;

penetrations did not identify any seismic interaction problems or other vulnerabilities. f

Some containment penetrations are provided with water cooling; however, the cooling is
not considered essential for the safety function of the penetrations. Furthermore, during
accident conditions, cooling water to these penetrations is normally isolated with
activation of the EECW system. The walls and other structural components are

i
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considered seismically rugged and capable of withstanding the RLE without any adverse
effects on containment performance.

Because the containment structure and piping / valves are expected to survive the RLE, no

containment failure modes different than those identified in the IPE for internal events are
found.

3.1.6.7 Containment Performance Insights

No seismic induced containment performance vulnerabilities were identified.
,

Based on a review of the seismic failure modes and the Fermi 2 IPE model, the dominant
seismic contributors to core damage and also containment integrity are those which include
a loss of offsite power combined with one of the following:

Failure of on-site AC power sources and failure to recover on-site or offsite AC power.

in four to six hours when HPCI and RCIC fait due to battery depletion or RPV |

depressurization.
.

Failure of containment heat removal system, i.e., RHR. |
.

Therefore, accident sequences that dominate the seismic induced risk are Station Blackout
and Loss of Containment Heat Removal sequences. These were both fully evaluated in the
Internal Events IPE submittal, and no containment vulnerabilities were identified. Neither
of these seismically induced dominant sequences result in an early radionuclide release of
high consequence. Therefore, containment performance is found to be acceptable. '

3.1.7 Peer Review

The NRC staff requested [3.1] licensees to conduct an independent peer review by
individuals who are not associated with the initial IPEEE evaluation to ensure the
accuracy of the documentation and to validate the review process and its results. The peer
review process is intended to provide a quality control and quality assurance to the IPEEE
process to ensure reliability of the evaluation and its conclusions.

The peer review of the Fermi 2 seismic IPEEE process included the use of in-house
personnel and outside consultants. The main peer review was conducted at the conclusion
of the evaluation; however, several other reviews were performed during the evaluation
process to validate the approach and methodology used and ensure compliance with the
intent of the evaluation guidelines in EPRI NP-6041 and NUREG-1407. The different
areas of reviews are described below in chronological order. More information is
provided in Section 6.

1. Dr. Robert P. Kennedy of Structural Mechanics Consulting, Inc. was retained, during
the early stages of the program, as a general consultant for the Fermi 2 seismic margin
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assessment program. Dr. Kennedy is a well known authority in the seismic evaluation-
and qualification of nuclear power plant structures and components. He is a co-author

;

of the EPRI NP-6041 report and has been involved in the development of the USI A- |

' 46 resolution guidelines as a senior seismic advisory panel member. Dr. Kennedy
,

participated in the Fermi 2 preliminary walkdowns where he pointed out major areas ;
of potential weak links that may require some concentrated effort during the
evaluation.

Dr. Kennedy was specifically involved with the generation of new RLE in-structure
response spectra, scaling of design basis spectra, and interpretation of the EPRI
screening criteria. Dr. Kennedy also prepared HCLPF calculations for the Fermi 2
reactor internals and reviewed the HCLPF calculations for the masonry and shield
walls.

2. Mr. Paul Hayes of MPR Associates performed an independent review [3.91] ofinitial ;

efforts in the development of Fermi 2's SSEL. Detroit Edison resolved [3.92] Mr.
Hays review comments by either incorporating them in the process of developing, the
SSEL or by providing the appropriate disposition.

3. Mr. Jess Betlack of MPR Associates performed an independent assessment of the
Fermi 2 relay evaluation effort. Based on the review, Mr. Betlack concluded [3.93]
that the Fermi 2 approach for completing the relay review is sufficiently
comprehensive for the IPEEE low ruggedness relay review required for a focused
scope plant.

4. Mr. Steve Reichle of VECTRA Technologies performed an independent evaluation
i

[3.9] of Fermi 2's containment performance review requested in NUREG-1407. The ;

evaluation concluded that the containment performance aspects of the seismic IPEEE |

process are in compliance with the intent of the NRC guidelines and are consistent !
with the approach used in other plant studies.

5. Mr. Charbel Abou-Jaoude of VECTRA Technologies conducted a review [3.95] of
the Fermi 2 IPEEE seismic evaluation program in March 1995. This review was
intended to be an intermediate partial peer review of the evaluation which was about
60 percent complete at the time. This review concluded that the Fermi 2 seismic
walkdowns and associated documentation were conducted at a very thorough and
competent manner. The review also noted that the Fermi 2 plant has seismically
rugged structures, systems and equipment compared to other plants.

6. All calculations and evaluations generated as part of the seismic IPEEE program have
been independently reviewed by a second engineer knowledgeable in the seismic
design and qualification area. This includes calculations and evaluations included
with the screening and evaluation work sheets (SEWS) and ones filed separately. All I

evaluations performed by outside engineering support organizations were also
independently reviewed in the same manner.
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4

7. Nuclear operations conducted a review of the selected alternate shutdown paths for
the seismic margin evaluation and the components on the SSEL. Additionally, the
engineering I&C group reviewed the SSEL for the adequacy of instrumentation and

- for identifying secondary instruments required for the functioning of the main
instruments. Both operations and I&C comments were resolved or incorporated in the |
final SSEL.

:

8. A draft version of the seismic IPEEE report was reviewed by several Detroit Edison
engineers who~ have not been-directly involved in the seismic evaluation process.
Among the reviewers are Mr. A. D. Nayakwadi of the Mechanical and Civil group in
Plant Support Engineering, and Mr. Earl Page from the Risk Analysis group. .

Additionally, sections of the final report were routed to different site organizations for '

review and comment before the final submittal of this report to the NRC.
.

A presentation of the IPEEE study summary, conclusions and results was also given
to Fermi 2's senior management staff. The purpose of the presentation was to brief the
management staff on the insights and findings resulting from the IPEEE process and
inform them of the plant improvements initiated during the course of the evaluation.

8. Dr. John D. Stevenson of Stevenson & Associates performed the final peer review of
- the Fermi 2 seismic IPEEE program. Dr. Stevenson is a senior seismic consultant in
the structural and mechanical engineering area including probabilistic and dynamic
analyses. Dr. Stevenson's peer review was performed in three steps. First, a copy of
Fermi 2's draft seismic IPEEE report was provided for his review and comment. ;

' Second, Dr. Stevenson reviewed 16 SEWS prepared by the Fermi-2 SRT which j

included various mechanical and electrical components. Third, he walked down the ,

general areas of the plant and the same 16 components reviewed in the SEWS. ;

;

Dr. Stevenson provided several comments [3.96 and 3.97] on the draft report, the
SEWS, and as a result of the plant walkdown. The main comments are discussed in ;

Section 6. All comments and questions from this peer review were satisfactorily
,

resolved [3.98). :
1

3.1.8 Summary and Conclusions

Fermi 2 has completed an individual plant evaluation for seismic events as requested in
Supplement 4 of Generic Letter 88-20. The EPRI NP-6041 seismic margin methodology !

was used to perform the evaluation. Fermi 2 was classified as a " Focused" scope plant in f,

i NUREG-1407. As such, it was required to use a NUREG/CR-0098 median response 4

spectrum anchored at 0.3g. Fermi 2 is not among older plants subject to the NRC
Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46; therefore, the IPEEE seismic study was performed
independent from other seismic programs. Plant seismic design basis information was ;

used extensively as a starting point in the seismic margin evaluation of structures and
components for the IPEEE. In most cases, the design basis seismic information proved to

'
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I
be a very valuable source in the assessment of component seismic capability and in the f
identification of the margin available above the design basis. j

!
Two alternate safe shutdown success paths were selected in compliance with plant i

automatic system actuation and operation procedures. The front line systems in the two j
selected success paths satisfy the four essential safety functions of reactivity control,
reactor coolant pressure and inventory controls, and decay heat removal. The systems in
each success path are capable of achieving and maintaining plant shutdown for 72 hours i

following a seismic event. All other support systems required for the functioning of the !
front line systems were also included in the seismic evaluation program. !

l 1
A Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL) was compiled by identifying all components |

|- required for the successful operation of front line and support systems. For each system, j
| adequate instrumentation was selected to provide the control room operators with j

information for operating and monitoring the system. Any other instruments and power j
sources required for the proper functioning of selected control room instrumentation were ,

also added to the SSEL. Primary containment isolation valves were included on the list to !
assure containment isolation function as required by NUREG-1407. i

| ;

To address potential malfunction resulting from relay chatter dunng a seismic event, a . !
screening was performed to locate any known low seismic ruggedness relays and ;

,

| switches used in the systems selected for the seismic IPEEE and for the containment

( isolation function. This approach is in accordance with the requirements for a focused
scope plant evaluation as described in NUREG-1407.

l New in-structure demand response spectra were generated for the RLE using slightly
modified versions of the design basis seismic models to better account for building
torsional response. A synthetic time history consistent with NUREG/CR-0098 rock
spectrum was used in the analysis. For a few locations where new demand spectra were
not generated, design basis spectra were scaled, in accordance with provisions in EPRIi

'

NP-FC, to generate RLE demand spectra.'

The screening approach described in EPRI NP-6041 was used in the seismic assessment
of structures, systems and components included in the margin program. Detailed plant |

1walkdowns of the i. ,s and areas involved were performed mainly by in-house
experienced seismic engineers, trained on the use and application of the EPRI seismic
margin method. Several contractors and consultants were also involved in the seismic j

evaluation to ensure the accuracy of the results and to assist in outlier resolution. ;

Particular emphasis was put on equipment anchorage and identification of potential j
.

spatial interaction problems. A bounding anchorage evaluation was prepared to evaluate
'

the capability of SSEL component anchorage to resist the RLE loads. HCLPFa

| calculations were performed for several critical items including masonry block and shield j

| walls, and reactor internals.
]
!
!

4

I
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!
By letter submitted in February 1995 [3.8], Detroit Edison informed the NRC of a change ;

in scope for the Fermi 2 seismic IPEEE program from that described in NUREG-1407 for !
a " focused" scope plant. Detroit Edison indicated that only :imple evaluations, mostly |
based on design basis seismic qualification documentation, will be performed to calculate '

outlier component HCLPFs. With the exception of calculations performed prior to
.

February 1995, no other highly sophisticated HCLPF calculations would be generated for . |
progrr.:n completion. This change in scope was considered commensurate with the |
revised seismic hazard estimates published in NUREG-1488. Thus, for components that j
do not meet the RLE seismic demand requirements using the simple evaluation |
techniques, demonstration of seismic design basis compliance was considered adequate ;

for the IPEEE program.
|
f

The seismic margin assessment included a containment performance evaluation, which !

was conducted to study early containment failure modes and evaluate its essential i
'

functions. The containment performance evaluation was conducted in accordance with ;

the requirements and guidelines of Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4 and NUREG-
'

'
1407.

!

At the conclusion of the seismic IPEEE study for Fermi 2, an independent peer review |
was performed by a known seismic expert to further validate the results of the evaluation. t

The peer review involved an evaluation of the approach and methodology used in [
performing the Fermi 2 IPEEE study, as well as conclusions drawn from the program.

3.1.8.1 Results of Evaluatma :

!

All structures, systems and components included in the seismic margin evaluation were !
assessed for their capability to withstand the RLE and perform their intended function in [
the plant shutdown scenario. Several outlier conditions were identified during the seismic '

capability walkdowns. Many of these conditions involved component mounting hardware !

deficiencies that were addressed through normal plant corrective maintenance procedures. j

Another significant number of outliers was for spatial interaction conditions that
,

presented potential effects on component functionality during and after a seismic event. |
Most spatial interaction issues were resolved analytically with the exception of one which I

was handled through a maintenance work request by eliminating the interaction.

The seismic evaluation also resulted in several potential plant modifications. An EDP
[3.75] was prepared to tie adjacent relay panels together to eliminate potential sensitive
relay malfunction resulting from panel interaction. A TSR [3.41] has been approved to
replace four " bad-actor" relays found in the emergency diesel generator (EDG) control
panels. Anodrr TSR [3.99] was initiated to strengthen the anchorage of a non-safety
related tank in the vicinity of SSEL components. A DER. [3.81] was issued to address a
weak seismic load path in two instrumentation panels.
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In addition to the items above, several design basis documentation deficiencies were
identified. Documentation update to reflect plant conditions was initiated in accordance :

with plant procedures.

I
Despite the change in scope of the Fermi 2 seismic IPEEE program [3.8), with the
completion of the plant modifications and corrective maintenance activities resulting
from the program, all outliers identified during the seismic evaluation and walkdowns are
shown to have adequate capability to withstand the prescribed RLE without degradation
of the components or pertinent systems. As a result, this study has demonstrated, by using
the above-described methodology, that the plant seismic HCLPF at Fermi 2 is equal to or
greater than 0.3g. This conclusion is reached from the screening results of all SSEL
components in addition to other structures and distribution systems and from
demonstrating a HCLPF value of 0.3g or greater for all evaluated items.

With the exception of the four EDG bad-actor relays, relay screening for known low
ruggedness contact devices found no applications of bad-actor relays that would have any
adverse effect on the components and systems required for plant safe 6tdown.

3.1.8.2 Problem Areas and Insights Gained

The following are the main insights gained from the completion of the seismic margin
assessment study at Fermi 2:

1. As a result of the implementation timetable of the seismic margin program and the
plant schedule for refueling outages, it was necessary to perform seismic walkdowns
of areas of the plant that are normally inaccessible during plant operation, such as
inside containment and in the main steam tunnel, before any other walkdowns were
completed. This arrangement proved to be somewhat inconvenient because the SRT
had to spend more time in radiation areas than what would have been the case if
similar components had been walked down in the general plant areas. It was also
necessary to perform follow-up walkdowns in these normally inaccessible areas
because not all the required information was obtained the first time around. Therefore,
if possible, it would be preferable to perform radiation area walkdowns after
completing the walkdowns in other areas where the SRT can gain experience learning
the walkdown evaluation process.

2. Operations personnel at Fermi 2 are routinely trained on accident scenarios such as
Loss of Offsite Power and Station Blackout. However, all training scenarios assume
that the Combustion Turbine Generator (CTG) number 11 located near the plant is
restorable a short time after the accident to provide offsite power to the plant.
For the seismic margin evaluation, the plant is assumed to lose off-site power.
Additionally, the reliability of the CTG-11 after a seismic event is greatly in question;
therefore, the plant is required to achieve and maintain safe shutdown for 72 hours,
using the EDGs as the only power source available. This situation may present
different challenges to the plant operators for which they have received no training.
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As a result, the nuclear training department will incorporate the seismic margin
accident scenario in their future operator training plans.

t

3. Relay bad-actor screening indicates that, during a seismic event, it is possible that i

control room operators would receive a large number of alarms resulting from relay !
.

chatter of bad-actor relays. Such chatter was considered insignificant in the evaluation !
ofits impact on component and system functions. However, it is realized that it may !

cause significant confusion in the control room due to the potentially large number of
!

annunciators involved. Therefore, the nuclear training department will also include i

this scenario in the operator training plans. !

4. As a result of the review of Table 3-7, which summarizes the corrective maintenance
|

activities initiated throughout this program, it was realized that many of the i

discovered discrepancies involve missing, loose or damaged mounting hardware.
Furthermore, it seemed like, for the most part, the deficiencies were the result of ;
corrective maintenance activities rather than original mounting installation of the
item. It was considered prudent to enhance maintenance personnel training and
awareness of the importance of the installation and restoration of mounting hardware.
Therefore, lessons were incorporated [3.82] in the maintenance personnel continuing .

training sessions for the second quarter of 1996 to emphasize this point. !
;
,

i
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3.2 - USI A-45 and Other Seismic Safety Issues

In Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4 and NUREG-1407, the NRC identified several
other external events programs to be coordinated with the IPEEE. Three of these
programs were considered subsumed in the IPEEE. They are USI A-45, GI-131, and the

,

eastem U.S. seismicity issue. Three other programs were considered either resolved or
nearing completion; however, some coordination with the IPEEE may still be required.
These programs are USI A-17, USI A-40 and USI' A-46. The applicability of all six

,

|
programs to Fermi 2 and their resolution are discussed below.

1) USI A-45, " Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements." The objective of this
program is to determine whether the decay heat removal (DHR) function at operating
plants is ahquaic and if cost-effective improvements can be identified. The Fermi 2
IPE for internal initiating events evaluated the DHR system adequacy as reported in
Section 3.4.3 of the IPE report [3.31]. The conclusion of the IPE study with respect to

,

the DHR system includes the following statement: "The IPE evaluation supports the !
conclusion that no vulnerabilities exist at Fermi 2 to adversely afect the operator's !

ability to accomplish the DHRfunction during an accident." '

i

With respect to seismic events, the SMA approach is based on the selection of two
attemate safe shutdown success paths. Both success paths must include the capability |

of decay heat removal as one of the four essential safety functions required. Both
success paths selected for the Fermi 2 SMA include one or more DHR modes of the
RHR system. Therefore, an assessment of seismic adequacy of the suppression pool
cooling and shutdown cooling modes of the RHR system was included in the seismic
IPEEE program. All necessary support systems for RHR were also included in the
seismic assessment.

All components required for the decay heat removal functions were identified on the
SSEL and were seismically evaluated for the RLE. No vulnerabilities were identified
as a result of the seismic evaluation. Minor seismic interaction issues related to
components in the RHR system were identified and satisfactorily resolved during the
program. The conclusion of the seismic IPEEE study is that the DHR system at Fermi
2 is capable of performing its intended safety function without any degradation
resulting from the RLE seismic event.

2) GI-131, " Potential Seismic Interaction Involving the Movable In-Core Flux Mapping
System Used in Westinghouse Plants." The Fermi 2 utilizes a General Electric
Boiling Water Reactor design; therefore, the GI-131 program is not applicable to
Fermi 2.

3) The Eastern U.S. Seismicity (The Charleston Earthquake issue). The objective of
this program is to resolve concerns related to the possibility of the occurrence oflarge
earthquakes at nuclear plant sites east of the Rocky Mountains. In the resolution steps
of this issue, probabilistic seismic hazard estimates were developed by both
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;

;

NRC/LLNL and EPRI for all affected sites. These estimates were utilized by the NRC .

in the determination of the seismic scope ofIPEEE review for each plant. Hence, this !

- IPEEE submittal provides a resolution of the Eastern U.S. seismicity issue for Fermi ;

2 without any additional work or documentation.

4) USI A-17, " System Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants.". This unresolved safety ;

issue deals with possible system interactions that could affect redundancy and
'

independence of safety systems. Seismic spatial system interaction has been
,

addressed at Fermi 2 as part of the plant design and licensing. As discussed in Section
3.1.1.1.3.2, Fermi 2 maintains a "rattlespace" program to identify and disposition !
system interactions that involve safety-related components in the plant. Additionally, ;

the seismic IPEEE program addressed spatial interactions as part of the seismic j
margin assessment screening and evaluation walkdowns of the structures, systems

'

and components included in the program.

5) USI A-40, " Seismic Design Criteria." This program deals with the concern regarding .
seismic adequacy oflarge safety-related, above-ground, flat-bottom storage tanks for

;

SSE loading. The seismic IPEEE success paths did not take credit for any large flat- .

bottom tanks. Furthermore, there are' no such safety-related tanks at Fermi 2;
therefore, USI A-40 is not relevant to Fermi 2.

'6) USI A-46, " Verification of Seismic Adequacy of Equipment in Operating Plants."
. 3

Implementation of the USI A-46 program involves plants.with construction permit ;

applications docketed before about 1972. The construction permit for Fermi 2 was ;
docketed on September 26,1972; therefore, Fermi 2 was not included in the subset of
nuclear plants requested to perform a USI A-46 review. In 1981, during the licensing i

process of Fermi 2, the NRC conducted a "SQRT audit" to review the seismic j
qualification program. The audit concluded that the Fermi 2 seismic qualification
program meets all the applicable NRC requirements. Therefore, USI A-46 is not ;

applicable to Fermi 2.
;

.

!
:
!

!

!

|

t
.

!
:

'
.

| !

t
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Table 3-1 Seismically Rugged Items I

;

The following items are considered to be rugged and not vulnerable to a
seismic event. A seismic evaluation of these component types is not !
required for the IPEEE. '

:

|

1 - Piping

2 - Manual Valves |
i

3 - Check Valves

4 - Restricting Orifices

i
5 - Flexible Hoses :

| |
| 6 - Filters |

7 - Strainers

8 - Pressure Taps
,

9 - Pressure Elements

t

I

i

)

i

|

|

1
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l

Table 3-2 Success Paths Safe Shutdown System Functions

Function Preferred Success Path Alternate Success Path I

Reactor reactivity Reactor reactivity is controlled Same as for the preferred
control by inserting the control rods into success path. Since the

the core. The control rod drive standby liquid control system
mechanisms and their is not considered as a viable
corresponding hydraulic control option given a SME, there are
units operate independently of no alternate systems for

i

one another. reactor reactivity control.
Reactor coolant Safety relief valves in the safety If high pressure injection is
system pressure mode are selected for primary not available, the primary
control pressure control. (Five ADS system can be depressurized

valves are specifically chosen.) using the ADS SRVs. These |
Also, HPCI and RCIC use reactor valves are used since they J

steam to run steam turbines, have nitrogen accumulators
condensing to the torus, and thus and additional pneumatic
provide additionallimited support is not required for
pressure control, adequate for their operation.
lower decay heats.

Reactor coolant The reactor coolant inventory is Given successful I
system inventory controlled by RCIC or HPCI. It is depressurization of the I

control assumed that makeup is from the reactor vessel, the LPCI mode
torus. Therefore, the CST need of RHR would provide
not be evaluated. adequate inventory control to

the reactor.
Decay heat removal Decay heat can be removed via In addition to suppression

the suppression pool cooling pool cooling, the shutdown
mode of RHR. cooling mode of RHR could

be used to remove decay heat ;

from the reactor given that
the reactor vessel has been
depressurized.

,
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL)
En PIS No Line 50 Dristin119n Bids Elr Elcr Mounted on SEWS No

I B2100F010A 7011 FEEDWATER A INBD AOV DW 1 595 0 DW-01

2 B2100F010B 7008 FEEDWATER B INBD AOV DW I 595 0 DW-01

3 B2100F076A 7012 FEEDWATER A OUTBD AOV RB 1 5930 STNL-01

4 B2100F076B 7009 FEEDWATER B OUTBD AOV RB l 589 6 STNL-01

5 B2103F022A 7000 MSIV AINBD AOV DW I 58800 DW-18
6 Il2103F022B 7002 MSIV B INBD AOV DW l 58800 DW-18
7 B2103F022C 7004 MSIV C INBD AOV DW I 58800 DW-18
8 B2103F022D 7006 MSIV D INBD AOV DW I 58800 DW-18

9 B2103F028A 7001 MSIV A OUTBD AOV RB 1 59806 STNL-02

10 B2103F028B 7003 MSIV B OUTBD AOV RB 1 59806 STNL-02

11 B2103F028C 7005 MSIV C OUTBD AOV RB 1 59806 STNL-02

12 B2103F028D 7007 MSIV D OUTBD AOV RB 1 59806 STNL-02

13 B2104A003A 3007 ACCUMULATOR TANK DW I 61603 B2104F013R DW 10
14 B2104A003B 3052 ACCUMULATOR TANK DW l 61903 B2104F013H DW 10
15 B2104A003C 3067 ACCUMULA* LOR TANK DW l 61903 B2104F013P DW-10
16 B2104A003D 3037 ACCUMULATOR TANK DW 1 61706 B2104F013J DW-10
17 B2104A003E 3022 ACCUMULATOR TANK DW I 61509 B7104F013E DW-10
18 B2104F013E 3016 SRV DW l 612 9 DW-09

19 B2104F01311 3046 SRV DW l 612 9 DW-09

20 B2104F013J 3031 SRV DW l 612 9 DW-09

21 B2104F013P 3061 SRV DW I 612 9 DW-09

22 B2104F013R 3001 SRV DW l 612 9 DW-09

23 B21F013E 3017 SOLENOID VALVE DW I 61209 B2104F013E
24 B21F013H 3047 SOLENOID VALVE DW l 61209 B2104F013H
25 B21F013J 3032 SOLENOID VALVE DW I 61209 B2104F013J
26 B21F013P 3062 SOLENOID VALVE DW l 61209 B2104F013P
27 B21F013R 3002 SOLENOID VALVE DW l 61209 B2104F013R
28 B21F022A 8500 MSIV A INB.!SO.VLV. SOL.VLV. DW I 589-6 B2103F022A DW-23
29 B21F022B 8501 MSIV B INB. ISO.VLV. SOL.VLV. DW l 589-6 B2103F022B DW-23
30 B21F022C 8502 MSIV C INB.lSO.VLV. SOL.VLV. DW l 589-6 B2103F022C DW-23
31 B21F022D 8503 MSIV D INB.lSO.VLV. SOL.VLV. DW l 589-6 B2103F022D DW-23
32 B21F028A 8504 MSIV D OTB ISO.VLV. SOL.VLV. RB 1 598-6 B210 '928A STNL-08 |

33 B21F028B 8505 MSIV D OTB.lSO.VLV. SOL.VLV. RB 1 598-6 B2103. s28B STNL-08
34 B21F028C 8506 MSIV D OTB.lSO.VLV. SOLVLV. RB 1 598-6 B2103F028C STNL-08
35 B21F028D 8507 MSIV D OTB.lSO.VLV. SOL.VLV. RB 1 598-6 B2103F028D STNL-08
36 B21K401 8508 ERIS RPV 1120 LVL.SIG.CND. AB 2 613-6 Hi!P612

37 Il21K402A 8509 ERIS RPV 1120 LVL.SIG.CND. AB 2 613-6 tilIP613
38 B21K402B 8510 ERIS RPV !!20 LVL.SIG.CND. AB 2 613-6 HiIP612 1

39 B21K609A 3246 OUTPUT PS - B31 Nill A AB 4 65906 li21P080 |
40 B21K6098 3247 OUTPUT PS - B31 Nil 2A AB 4 65906 H21P081
41 B21K609C 3248 OUTPUT PS - B31Ni!3A AB 4 65906 II21P080 |

42 B2tK609D 3249 OUTPUT PS - B31 Nil 4A AB 4 65906 II21P081 |

43 B21K610A 3214 POWER SUPPLY AB 4 65906 H21P082
44 B21K610B 3216 POWER SUPPLY AB 4 65906 II21P083
45 B2 t K610C 3215 POWER SUPPLY AB 4 65906 H2]P082
46 B21K610D 3217 POWER SUPPLY AB 4 65906 H21P083
47 B21K613A 3212 POWER SUPPLY AB 2 61306 HilP613
48 B21K613B 3213 POWER SUPPLY AB 2 61306 HilP612
49 B21K801A 3296 OUTPUT PS - E41N602A AB 2 61306 lillP614
50 B21K801B 3297 OUTPUT PS - E41N602B AB 2 61306 lillP614
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No PIS No Line No Descrintion Bldg Elr Elcy Mounted on SE% S No

51 B21K815 3250 INTERM. INST. - B21R802 AB 2 61306 IlllP917A
52 B21K816 3252 INTERM. INST. - B21R801 AB 2 61306 lillP917A
53 B21K817 3253 INTERM. INST. B21R801 AB 2 61306 tillP917A
54 B21K827 3254 INTERM. INST. B2tR803 AB 2 61306 lillP917B
55 B21K828 3256 INTERM. INST. B2iR804 AB 2 61306 lillP917B
56 B21K829 3257 INTERM. INST. B21R804 AB 2 61306 IlllP917B
57 B21K839 3258 INTERM. PS - B21R801 AB 2 61306 IlllP917A
58 B21K842 3259 INTERM PS - B21R802 AB 2 613 % lillP917B
59 B21K845 3260 INTERM. INST. - B21R802 AB 2 61306 lillP917A
60 B21K846 3262 INTERM. INST. B21R801 AB 2 613 % IlllP917A
61 B21K847 3264 INTERM. PS - B21R803 AB 2 61306 lillP917B
62 B21K848 3266 INTERM. INST. . B21R804 AB 2 61306 lillP917B
63 B21K849 3268 FEED B21R807 AB 2 61306 1111P917A
64 B21K850 3269 FEED - B21R803 AB 2 61306 IlllP917B
65 B21K857A 8511 ERIS RPV 1120 LVL.SIO.CND. AB 4 659-6 112IP082 '

66 B21N080A 3166 LEVEL TRANSMllTER RB 2 61306 H21P004
67 B21N080B 3165 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 H21P004
68 B21N080C 3188 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 II21P005 -

69 B21N080D 3189 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 Il21P005
70 B21N081A 3168 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 II21P004
71 B21N081B 3167 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 !!21P004
72 B21N081C 3194 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 Il21P005
73 B21N081D 3195 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 II2tP005
74 B21N085A 3105 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 1 58306 Il21P009
75 B21N085B 3118 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 1 58306 li21P010
76 B21N090A 3101 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 Il21P004 i

77 B21N090B 3114 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 ll21P005
78 B21N090C 3103 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 1 58306 II21P009
79 B21N090D 3116 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB l 58306 Il21P010
80 B21N091A 3106 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 II21P004
81 B21N091B 3119 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 H21P005
82 B21N091C 3109 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 II21P004
83 B21N091D 3122 LEVEL TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 Il21P005
84 B2iN094A 3128 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 1121P004
85 B21N094B 3140 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 II21P005
86 B21N094C 3134 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 II21P004
27 B21N094D 3146 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 II21P005
88 B21N094E 3130 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 H21P004
89 B21N094F 3I42 PRESSURE TRANSMITTR RB 2 61306 Il21P005
90 B2tN094G 3136 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 II21P004
91 B21N094H 3148 PRESSURE TRANS.MITTER RB 2 61306 1121P005
92 B21N110A 3153 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 Il21P004
93 B21N110B 3176 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 Il21P005
94 B21N110C 3154 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 II21P004
95 B21N110D 3177 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 H21P005
96 B21NillA 3156 PRESSURE TRANSMllTER RB 2 61306 Il21P004
97 B21NillB 3180 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 Il21P005
98 B2iNillC 3157 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 Il21P004
99 B21NillD 3179 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61306 Il21P005
100 B21N410E 3027 PRESSURE SWITCH DW I 61006 B21P402E
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101 B21N410ll 3057 PRESSURE SWITCil DW I 61100 B21P40211
102 Il21N4101 3042 PRESSURE SWITCII DW l 61100 B21P4021
103 B21N410P 3072 PRESSURE SWITCil DW l 61006 B21P402P
104 Il2 tN410R 3012 PRESSURE SWITCil DW l 61100 B2iP402R
105 B21N41]E 3028 PRESSURE SWITCil DW l 61006 B21P402E
106 B21N41111 3058 PRESSURE SWITCil DW l 61100 B21P40211
107 B21N4111 3043 PRESSURE SWITCll DW l 61100 B21P402J
108 B21N411P 3073 PRESSURE SWITCil DW I 61006 B21P402P
109 B21N411R 3013 PRESSURE SWITCII DW l 61100 B21P402R
110 B2]N450 3270 FEED - B21R803 RB 1 583 % II21P423B
111 B21N451 3271 SOURCE INST. - B21R802 RB 1 583 % H21P423A
112 H21N610A 3277 OUTPUT INST. - B21N110A AB 4 65906 II21P082
113 B21N610B 3278 OUTPUT INST. - B21 Nil 0B AB 4 65906 Il21P083
114 B21N610C 8512 LPCI TRIP UNIT SIG.COND. AB 4 659-6 1121P082
115 B2IN610D 8513 LPCI TRIP UNIT SIG.COND. AB 4 659-6 Il21P083
!!6 B21N680A 3279 OUTPUT INST. - B21N080A AB 4 65906 Il21P084
117 B21N680B 3280 OUTPUT INST. - B21N080B AB 4 65906 Il21P086
118 B21N680C 3281 OUTPUT INST. . B21N080C AB 4 65906 II2tP085
119 B2IN680D 3282 OUTFUT INST. - B21N080D AB 4 659 % 1121P087
120 B21N681A 3283 OUTPUT INST. - B21N081 A AB 4 65906 II21P084
121 B21N681B 3284 OUTPUT INST. . B21N081B AB 4 659 % H21P086
122 B21N68tC 3285 OUTPUT INST. - B21N081C AB 4 65906 Il21P085
123 B21N681D 3286 OUTPUT !NST. - B21N081D AB 4 659 % II21P087
124 B21N684A 3292 OUTPUT INST. - B21N081 A AB 4 65906 II21P084
125 B21N684B 3293 OUTPUT INST. - B21N081B AB 4 65906 II21P086
126 B21N684C 3294 OUTPUT INST. - B21N081C AB 4 65906 Il21P085
127 Il21N684D 3295 OUTPUT INST. - B21N081D AB 4 65906 II21P087
128 B21N685A 3287 INTERM. INST. - B21N085A AB 4 65906 1121P080
129 B21N6858 3288 INTERM. INST. - B2iN085B AB 4 65906 II21P081
130 B21N690A 3102 PRESSURE INDICATOR AB 4 65906 II21P082 1

131 B21N690B 3115 PRESSURE INDICATOR AB 4 65906 Il21P083
132 B21N690C 3104 PRESSURE INDICATOR AB 4 65906 Il21P080
133 B21N690D 3117 PRESSURE INDICATOR AB 4 65906 Il21P081
134 B21N691A 3107 LEVEL INDICATOR AB 4 65906 Il2]P082
135 Il21N691B 3120 LEVEL INDICATOR AB 4 65906 II21P083
136 B21N691C 3110 LEVEL INDICATOR AB 4 65906 II21P082 |
137 B21N691D 3123 LEVEL INDICATOR AB 4 65906 II21P083

'

138 B21N692A 3108 LEVEL SWITCil AB 4 65906 Il21P082
139 B21N692B 3121 LEVEL SWITCil AB 4 65906 il21P083
140 B21N692C 3111 LEVEL SWITCil AB 4 65906 II21P082
141 B21N692D 3124 1.EVEL SWITCil AB 4 65906 II21P083
142 B21N693A 8514 RPV LEVEL LEVEL SWITCil AB 4 659-6 !!21P082
143 B21N693B 8515 RPV LEVEL LEVEL SWITCil AB 4 659-6 II21P082
144 B21N693C 8516 RPV LEVEL LEVEL SWITCll AB 4 659-6 1121P083
145 B21N693D 8517 RPV LEVEL LEVEL SWITCII AB 4 659-6 Il2]P083

| 146 B21N694A 3129 TRIP UNIT AB 4 65906 II2]P082
147 B21N6943 3141 TRIP UNIT AB 4 65906 Il21P083
148 B21N694C 3135 TRIP UNIT AB 4 65906 II21P082
149 B21N694D 3147 TRIP UNIT AB 4 65906 II21P083
150 B21N694E 3131 TRIP UNIT AB 4 65906 II21P082
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151 B21N694F 3143 TRIP UNIT AB 4 65906 II2]P083
152 B21N694G 3137 TRIP UNIT AB 4 65906 !!21P082
153 B21N6941I 3149 TRIP UNIT AB 4 65906 II2!P083
154 B21P400 1830 RELAY PANEL AB 3 64306 WALL SGR2-07
155 B21P401 1831 RELAY PANEL AB 3 64306 WALL SGR2-07
156 B2tP402E 3298 INSTRUMENT RACK DW l 61100 B21P402E DW-04
157 B21P40211 3299 INSTRUMENT RACK DW 1 61006 B21P40211 DW-04
158 B21P402J 3300 INSTRUMENT RACK DW I 61100 B21P402J DW-04
159 B21P402P 3301 INSTRUMENT RACK DW l 61100 B21P402P DW-04
160~ B21P402R 3302 INSTRUMENT RACK DW l 61100 B21P402R DW-04
161 B21R615 3290 OUTPUT INST. -Il21N085B AB 3 64306 lillP602
162 B21R623A 3237 POST ACCIDENT RPV LEVEUPRESSU AB 3 64306 1111P601
163 B21R623B 3238 POST ACCIDENT RPV LEVEL /PRESSU AB 3 64306 H11P602
164 B3100F014A 7034 RECIRC PUMP SEAL INBD ISO VA DW B $7500 V8-3710 DW-19
165 B3100F014B 7032 RECIRC PUMP SEAL INBD ISO VA DW B 580 0 V8-3590 DW-19
166 B3100F016A 7035 RECIRC PUMP SEAL OUTBD ISO VA RB 1 5920 V8-3767 RBl-03
167 B3100F016B 7033 RECIRC PUMP SEAL OUTBD ISO VA RB 1 5950 V8 3768 RBI-03
168 B31NillA 3504 SOURCE INST. - B31N611 A RB B 56200 II21P006
169 B31NillB 3505 SOURCE INST. - B31N611B RB B 56200 II21P022
170 B31N611 A 2101 OUTPUT INST. - B31 Nill A AB 4 65906 II21P080
171 B31N611B 2102 OUTPUT INST. - B31NillB AB 4 65906 H21P081
172 C1100F010 2004 SDV VENT VALVE RB 1 600 7 RBl-11
173 Cl100F011 2005 SDV DRAIN VALVE RB B 57311 V30-0012 RBTR-08
174 Cl100F180 2006 SDV VENT VALVE RB 1 600 7 RBI-12
175 C1100F181 2007 SDV DRAIN VALVE RB B 57311 V30-00ll RBTR-08
176 Cl102D001 2019 CRD I TIIRU 185 DW I 587 0

177 C1103D001 2018 IICU l TilRU 185 RB 1 586 6 Rill-21
178 CilFl60A 2008 ARI SOLENOID \.4I.VF RB 1 59300 RB1-07
179 ClIF160B 2009 ARI SOLENOID VALVE RB I 59300 RB1-07
180 CllF162A 2010 ARI SOLENOID VALVE RB 1 59100 Rfll-06
181 CllF162B 2011 ARI SOLENOID VALVE RB 1 58600 RB1-06
182 ClIF162C 2012 ARI SOLENOID VALVE RB 1 59008 RB1-06
183 ClIF162D 2013 ARI SOLENOID VALVE RB 1 59008 RBI-06
184 ClIFl63A 2014 ARI SOLENOID VALVE RB 1 58702 RBI-05
185 ClIFl63B 2015 ARI SOLENOID VALVE RB 1 58600 RB1-05
186 ClIF182A 2001 SDV VENT AND DRAIN SOLENOID VA RB 1 58306 CLIP 401 RB1-08
187 ClIF182B 2002 SDV VENT AND DRAIN SOLENOID VA RB 1 58306 Cl1P401 RBI-08
188 ClIF409 A/B 2003 SDV VENT AND DRAIN SOLENOID VA RB 1 58700 Cl1P401 RB I-09
189 CllP401 3613 INSTRUMENT RACK RB 1 58306 FLOOR RBI-10
190 C35K410 8518 PRV LEVEL SIG. COND. AB 4 659-6 1121P082
191 C35K800 8519 DW PR.RSD PR.SIG.COND. AB 2 613-6 1111P612
192 C35K801 8520 RPV LVL.RSD LVL.SIG.COND. AB 2 613-6 lit iP612
193 C35K803 8521 IIPCI HDR.FL.RSD SIG.COND. AB 2 613-6 HilP612
194 C35R001 8522 DW PRES. INDICATOR RB 2 613-6 H21P100
195 C71K609A 2111 OUTPUT PS - B21N080A AB 4 65906 Il21P084
196 C71K609B 2112 OUTPUT PS - B21N080B AB 4 65906 Il21P086
197 C71K609C 2113 OUTPUT PS - B21N080C AB 4 65906 Il2]P085
198 C71K609D 2114 OUTPUT PS - B21N080D AB 4 65906 II21P087
199 C71K610A 2115 OUTPUT PS - B2iN080A AB 4 65906 Il21P084
200 C71K610B 2116 OUTPUT PS - B21N080B AB 4 65906 Il21P086
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201 C71K610C 2117 OUTPUT PS - B21N080C AB 4 65906 li21P085
202 C71K610D 2118 OUTPUT PS - B21N080D AB 4 65906 Il21P087
203 C71N050A 2119 SOURCE INSTRUMENT RB 2 613 % ll21P004
204 C71N050B 2120 SOURCE !NSTRUMENT RB 2 61306 Il21P004
205 C71N050C 2121 SOURCE INSTRUMENT RB 2 61306 II21P005
206 C71N050D 2122 SOURCE INSTRUMENT RB 2 61306 il21P005
207 C71N650A 2123 OUTPUT INST. - C71N050A AB 4 65906 II21P084
208 C71N650B 2124 OUTPUT INST. C71N050B AB 4 65906 Il21P086
209 C71N'J0C 2125 OUTPUT INST. - C71N050C AB 4 659 % ll21P085
210 C'/IN650D 2126 OUTPUT INST. - C71N050D AB 4 65906 II21P087
211 C7iN651 3514 OUTPUT INST. C71N050A AB 4 65906 1121P084
212 C71N653 3515 OUTPUT INST. - C71N050A AB 4 65906 Il21P084
213 El100F001A 828 RIIR llX TilERMAL RELIEF VA RB 2 629 6 RilRilX-03
214 E1100F001B 824 RIIR ilX TIIERMAL RELIEF VA RB 2 629 6 Ri!RIIX-02
215 El1001025A 5039 RELIEF VALVE Ril B 5760 RBTR-02
216 El100F02511 5143 RELIEF VALVE RB B 57611 RBTR-02
217 El100F029 6031 SDC SUCTION RELIEF VALVE RB B 5790 PIPE RBTR-07
218 E1100F030A 5001 RELIEF VALVE RB SB $46 0 RBTR-15
219 E1100F030B 5105 RELIEF VALVE RB SB 547 0 RBTR-15
220 El100F030C 5074 RELIEF VALVE RB SB 5460 RBTR-15
221 E1100F030D 5177 RELIEF VALVE RB SB 546 0 RBTR-15
222 El100F050A 5061 TESTABLE CHECK VALVE DW I 59906 DW-02
223 El100F050B 5168 TESTABLE CIIECK VALVE DW l 59906 DW-02
224 El100F056A 829 RIIR IIX RELIEF VALVE RB 1 608 0 RIIRilX-02
225 El100F056B 823 RIIR llX RELIEF VALVE RB 1 608 0 RIIRIIX-02
226 El100F060A 5064 MANUAL ISOLATION VALVE DW l 60000
227 El100F060B 5170 LPCI LOOP B MANUAL ISO VALVE DW I 60000
228 El100F078 514i RIIRSW XTIE CllECK VALVE RB 1 60106 RilRilX-01
229 El101B001A 711 DIV 1 R1IR IIX RB 2 60306 RilRIIX-04
230 El101B001B 764 RIIR DIV 2 IIEAT EXCIIANGER RB 2 503 6 RIIRilX-04
231 E1102C002A 5012 RiiR PUMP A RB SB 540 0 RBSB-01

232 E1102C002B 5116 RilR PUMP B RB SB 540 0 RBSB-01
233 E1102C002C 5083 RilR PUMP C RB SB 540 0 RBSB-01

234 El102C002D 5188 RilR PUMP D RB SB 540 0 RBSB-01

235 Ell 50F004A 5002 TORUS SUCTION VALVE RB SB 543 0 V8-2099 RBTR-19
236 Ell 50F004B 5106 TORUS SUCTION VALVE RB SB 543 0 V8-2102 RBTR-19
237 Ell 50F004C 5075 TORUS SUCTION VALVE RB SB 542 4 V8-2101 RBTR-19 |
238 El150F004D 5178 TORUS SUCTION MOV RB SB 542 4 V8-2100 RBTR-19
239 El150F006A 5005 SDC ISOLATION VALVE Ril SB 5460 V8-2095 RB FR-19

240 Ell 50100611 5109 SDC ISOLATION VALVE RB SB 5460 V8-2098 RBTR-19 1

241 El150F006C 5077 SDC ISOLATION VALVE RB SB 546 0 V8-2097 RIlTR-19
242 El150F006D 5181 SDC ISOLATION VALVE RB SB 546 0 V8-2096 RBTR-19
243 Ell 50F007A 5026 MINIMUM FLOW MOV RB B 578 6 V8-2154 RIlTR-03
244 El150F007B 5129 MIN FLOW ISOLATION MOV RB B 578 6 V8-2134 RBTR-03
245 El150F008 6019 SDC SUCTION OUTBD ISO MOV RB 1 5910 V8-2092 RBI-04
246 El150F009 6005 SDC INBD SUCTION ISO MOV DW l 600 0 V8-2091 DW-07
247 El150F015A 5056 LPCI INBD ISOLATION MOV RB 1 594 4 V8-2161 RB1-17
248 El150F015B 5163 LPCI LOOP B INBD INJECTION MOV RB 1 594 4 V8-2162 RBI-17
249 El150F017A 5052 LPCI OUTBD ISO MOV RB B 578 5 V8-2159 RBTR-20
250 El150F017B 5160 LPCI LOOP B OUTBD INJECTION MO RIl B 578 5 V8-2160 RBTR-20

'
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251 El150F024A 6207 DIV 1 TC ISOLATION MOV RB B 578 7 V8 2135 RBTR-04
252 Ell 50F024B 6219 DIV 2 TC ISOLATION MOV RB B $78 7 V8-2136 RBTR-04
253 El150F028A 6201 TC DIV 1 ISOLATION MOV RB B 578 7 V8-2155 RBTR-05
254 El150F028B 6213 TC DIV 2 ISOLATION MOV RB B 578 7 V8-2156 RBTR-05
255 El150F048A 5036 DIV I RilR IIX BYPASS RB 1 5900 V8-2139 RIIRHX-06
256 Ell 50F048B 5139 DIV II RllR l!X BYPASS RB 1 60511 V8 2140 RilRilX-06
257 El150F%8A 716 DIV 1 RilRSW llX FLOW CONTROL MO RB 2 617 3 V15-2018 R1IRIIX-05
258 El150F068B 765 DIV 2 RilRSW IIX FLOW CONTROL MO RB 2 617 3 V15-2019 RilRilX-05
259 El150F608 6012 F009 BYPASS MOV DW I 608 0 V8-3407 DW-08
260 Ell 50F611A 5066 F017A BYPASS VALVE RB B 570 0 V8-4613 RBTR-01
261 El150F611B 5171 F017B BYPASS MOV RB B 570 0 V8-4614 RBTR-01
262 Ell 51C001A 700 RilRSW PUMP A RilR 1 590 0 PUMP RilRI 12
263 Ell 51C001B 742 RIIRSW PUMP B RIIR 1 590 0 PUMP RIIRI 12
264 Ell 51C001C 705 RIIRSW PUMP C RIIR 1 590 0 PUMP RIIRI-12
265 Ell 51C001D 746 RilRSW PUMP D RIIR 1 590 0 PUMP RilRI-12
266 El156C001A 725 DIV I RilRSW FAN MOTOR RIIR 2 617 0 R1IR2-09
267 El156C0010 773 DIV 2 RIIRSW FAN MOTOR RilR 2 6170 RilR2-09
268 Ell 56C001C 731 DIV I RllRSW FAN MOTOR RIIR 2 617 0 RIIR2-09
269 Ell 56C001D 778 DIV 2 RIIRSW FAN MOTOR RilR 2 617 0 RilR2-09
270 El1F412 3139 SOLENOID VALVE RB 2 61306 RB2-19
271 E11F413 3145 SOLENOID VALVE RB 2 61306 RB2-19
272 EllF414 3127 SOLENOID VALVE RB 2 62805 RB2-19
273 EllF415 3133 SOLENOID VALVE RB 2 62805 RB219
274 ElIF610A 5062 ClIECK VALVE BYPASS DW l 59906 DW-03
275 EllF610B 5167 STEAM WARMUP BYPASS VALVE DW l 599 % DW-03 '

t

276 EllK600A 1966 INTERM. INST. - EllR603A AB 2 61306 IlllP613 !

277 EllK6008 1967 INTERM. INST. - EllR603B AB 2 61306 IlllP612
278 EllK603A 737 POWER SUPPLY AB 2 61306 lillP613
279 EllK603B 759 POWER SUPPLY AB 2 61306 lillP612
280 EllK817A 5317 INTERM. INST. - PT #72 AB 2 61306 lillP613

}281 EllK817B 5318 INTERM. INST. - PT #73 AB 2 61306 tillP612
282 EllK826A 5321 INTERM. INST. PT #80 AB 2 61306 lillP613
283 EllK826B 5322 INTERM. INST. l'T #81 AB 2 61306 lillP612
284 EllN007A 738 FLOW TRANSMITTER RB B 56200 ll21P01S
285 EllN007B 760 FLOW TRANSMITTER RB B 56200 ll21P021
286 EllN015A 1970 SOURCE INST. - EllR608A RB B 56200 !!21P018
287 EllN015B 1971 SOURCE INST. - EllR608B RB B 56200 I!21P021

1

288 EllN055A 5031 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB B 56200 ll21P018 )
289 EllN055B 5135 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB B 56200 II21P021
290 EllN055C 5100 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB B $6200 II21P018
291 EllN055D 5203 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB B 56200 II2]P021
292 EllN655A 8115 RiiR PMP.A PRMSSVE TO ADS TRIP AB 4 659-6 I!21P080
293 ElIN655B 8116 RilR PMP.B BLDN.PR. TRIP UNIT AB 4 659-6 112IP081
294 ElIN655C 8117 RilR PMP.C BLDN.PR. TRIP UNIT AB 4 659-6 1121P080
295 EllN655D 8118 RHR PMP.D BLDN.PR. TRIP UNIT AB 4 659-6 II2]P081
296 EllP400A 1832 RELAY PANEL RIIR I 59000 RACKS RIIRI-13
297 ElIP400B 1833 RELAY PANEL RIIR I 59000 RACKS RIIRl-13
298 EllR003A 5029 PRESSURE INDICATOR RB B 56200 !!2 tP018
299 EllR003B 5133 PRESSURE INDICATOR RB B 56200 II21P021
300 EllR003C 5098 PRESSURE INDICATOR RB B 56200 ll21P018
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301 EllR003D 5201 PRESSUlUIINDICATOR RB B $6200 ll2]P021
302 ElIR602A 710 FLOW INDICATOR AB 3 64306 lilIP601
303 EllR602B 758 FLOW INDICATOR AB 3 64306 lillP602
304 EllR603A 5044 FLOW INDICATOR RB 3 64306 lillP601
305 EllR603B 5147 FLOW INDICATOR RB 3 643 % lillP602
306 EllR608A 5043 FLOW RECORDER AB 3 64306 lillP601
307 EllR60811 5146 FLOW RECORDER AB 3 64306 IlllP602
308 E2150F031A 7057 CS MIN FLOW MOV RB B 568 0 V8-4683 RBB-05
309 E2150F031B 7049 CS MIN FLOW MOV RB B 56600 V8-2032 RBB-05
310 E21K601A 1972 FEED - D21N094A AB 2 61306 lillP626
311 E21K601B 1973 FEED - B21N094B AB 2 61306 111IP627
312 E410011001 4020 BAROMETRIC CONDENSER AB SB 540 0 IIPCI-08
313 E4100B002 4022 LUBE OIL COOLER AB SB 540 0 liPCI 13
314 E4100F020 4010 BOOSTER PUMP RELIEF VA AB SB 540 0 IIPCI-01
315 E4100F026 4028 DRAIN LINE ISO VA AB SB 54107 VALVE IIPCI-03
316 E4100F028 4092 AOV RB SB 54200 IIPCI-26
317 E4100F050 4021 LUBE OIL COOLER RELIEF VA AB SB 540 0 IIPCI-01
318 E4100F053 4131 AOV AB SB 54200 IIPCI-14
319 E4100F067 4109 II.O. STOP VALVES AB SB IIPCI-09
320 E4100F068 4110 11.0. CONTROL VALVE AB SB IIPCI-09
321 E4101C001A 4038 MAIN IIPCI PUMP AB SB 540 0 IIPCI-02
322 E4101C001B 4006 IIPCI BOOSTER PUMP AB SB 545 0 IIPCI-15
323 E4101C001C 8006 TURBINE-DRIVEN OIL PUVtP AB SB 545 0 FLOOR. IIPCI-23
324 E4101C00lD 8007 IIPCI PUMP GEAR REDUCER AB SB 545 0 FLOOR
325 E4101C002 4113 IIPCI TURBINE AB SB 545 0 IIPCI-16
326 E4101C003 4036 VACUUM PUMP AB SB 540 0 IIPCI-17
327 E4101C004 4025 COND PUMP AB SB 540 0 IIPCI-18
328 E4101C005 8008 IIPCI AUX OIL PUMP AB SB 540 0 IIPCI-22
329 E4150F001 4108 MOV AB SB 549 9 V17-2022 IIPCI-10
330 E4150F002 4074 STEAM SUPPLY INBD ISO DW I 586 6 V17-2020 DW-22
331 E4150F003 4076 STEAM SUPPLY OUTBD ISO RB 1 586 6 V17-2021 STNL-03
332 E4150F004 8129 IIPCI BSTR.PMP.SCTN.FRM. CST ISO RB 541-1 V8-2191 IIPCI-27
333 E4150F006 4060 MOV ISOLATION TO FW RB I 587 3 V8-2194 STNL-06
334 E4150F012 4053 MOV ISOLATION TO TORUS RB SB 555 6 V8-2196 IIPCI-24
335 E4150F041 4004 IIPCI SUCTION FROM TORUS MOV AB SB 54111 V8-2204 IIPCI-05
336 E4150F042 4001 TORUS SUCTION MOV RB SB 54111 V8-2202 RBTR-18
337 E4150F059 4013 ISO VA BAROMETRIC CONDENSER AB SB 55000 V8-2218 1IPCI-04
338 E4150F075 4177 TURBINE EXil OUTBD VAC BREAKER RB B 579 0 VIl-2013 RilTR-13
339 E41F025 4068 SOLENOID VA AB SB 54400 Il2]P428
340 E4IF026 4067 SOLENOID VA AB SB 54400 112iP420
34I E4IF035 4015 PCV - BAROMETRIC COND AB SB 54103 PIPE IIPCI-06
342 E41F053 4132 SOLENOID FOR F053 AB SB 54400 ll21P420
343 E4IF200 8130 IIPCI REMOTE TURB. TRIP SOL.VALV RB 545-0 EQUIP. IIPCI-29
344 E41F428 4093 SOLDNOID FOR F028 AB SB 54400 1121P428
345 E41F429 4096 SOLENOID FOR F029 AB SB 54400 II21P420
346 E4IF454 4088 SOLENOID FOR F054 AB SB 54400 1121P420
347 E41K200 1944 INTERM. INST. - E41R700 AB 2 61306 tillP929
348 E41K20] 3901 SOURCE INST. - E41R700 AB 2 61306 lillP929

349 E41K202 8132 IIPCI TURB. SPEED SIGNAL CONDITI RB 2 613-6 lil1P929

350 E41K203 3902 SOURCE INST. E41R700 AB SB 54100 EQUIP IIPCI-20

)
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351 E41K204 3903 SOURCE INST. - E41R700 AB 2 61306 lillP929

352 E41K400 4066 PRESSURE CONTROL RB SB 54700 WALL IIPCI-28
353 E41K401 8523 IIPCI TRS.Il20.LVL.SIG.COND AB 4 659-6 Il21P081
354 E41K403 8524 IIPCI TRS.1120.LVL.SIO.COND AB 4 659-6 Il21P081
355 E41K409 8525 IIPCI TURB.SPD.SIG.COND. RB 2 613-6 IlllP929

356 E41K411 8526 IIPCI TURB. GOV.SIG.COND. RB 2 613-6 lillP929

357 E41K600 1940 PS - E41N014,16,09,19 AB 2 61306 lillP612

358 E4tK601 1939 INTERM. INST. - E41R613 AB 2 61306 lillP612
359 E41K603 3904 FEED - E41R613 AB 2 61306 IIllP612
360 E41K615 1942 INTERM. INST. - E41R614 AB 2 61306 lillP612
361 E41K616 1943 PS - E41K615 AB 2 61306 tillP612
362 E41K801 8527 IIPCI PMP. FLOW.SIG.COND. RB 2 613-6 IlllP612

363 E41K803 8691 IIPCI TURB.SPD.SIG.COND. RB 2 613-6 lillP612

364 E41K805 8528 IIPCI PMP.FL. RTE.SIG.COND. RB 2 613-6 lillP612

365 E41N006 4047 FLOW SWITCil AB SB 54000 li21P014
366 E41N008 1941 SOURCE INST. - E41R613 AB SB 54000 ll21P014
367 E41N009 1937 SOURCE INST. - E4iR609 AB SB 54000 1I21P014
368 E41N010 4065 PRESSURE SWITCil AB SH 54000 II21P014
369 E41N013 1935 SOURCE INST. - E41R608 AB SB 54000 1121P014
370 E41N016 1936 SOURCE INST. - E41R608 AB SB 54000 if21P014
371 E41N017A 4118 PRESSURE SWITCil AB SB 54000 ll21P014
372 E41N017B 4119 PRESSURE SWITCil AB SB 54000 II21P014
373 E41N019 1938 SOURCE INST. E41R609 RB SB 54000 1121P014
374 E41N027 4041 PRESSURE SWITCil RB SB 54000 II21P014
375 E41N030A 3910 SOURCE INST. - E41N602A AB SB 55100 CEILING llPCI-07
376 E41N030B 3909 SOURCE INST. - E41N602B AB SB 55100 CEILING IIPCI-07
377 E41N055A 3935 SOURCE INST. - E41N655A RB B 56600 ll21P034
378 E41N055B 3936 SOURCE INST. - E41N655B AB SB 54000 ll21P014
379 E41N055C 3937 SOURCE INST. - E41N655C RB B 56600 II21P034
380 E41N055D 3938 SOURCE INST. - E41N655D AB SB 54000 1121P014
381 E41N057A 3912 SOURCE INST. - E41N657A RB B 56200 1121P016
382 E41N057B 3913 SOURCE !NST. - E41N657B RB B 56200 ll2tP036
383 E41N058A 3931 SOURCE INST. - E41N658A RB B 56200 ll21P016
384 E41N0588 3932 SOURCE INST. - E41N658B RB B 56200 ll21P036
385 E41N058C 3933 SOURCE INST. - E41N658C RB B 56200 II21P016
386 E41N058D 3934 SOURCE INST. - E41N658D RB B 56200 ll21P036
387 E41N061B 3939 SOURCE INST. - E41N661B YD I 58705 II21P492
388 E41N061D 3940 SOURCE INST. - E41N661D YD 1 58705 II21P492
389 E4IN0628 394i SOURCE INST. - E41N662B AB SB 54904 WALL RBSB-07
390 E41N062D 3944 SOURCE INST. - E41N662D AB SB 54904 WALL RBSD-07

391 E41N203 3908 SOURCE INST. - E41R700 AB SB 54910 EQUIP IIPCI-21
392 E41N212 3905 SOURCE INST. - E41R700 AB SB 54400 EQUIP
393 E41N500A 8529 IIPCI STOP VLV.POS.SWITCII RB 549-1 V17-2026
394 E41N500B 8530 IIPCI STOP VLV.POS.SWITCII RB 549-1 V17-2026
395 E41N602A 3915 OUTPUT INST. - E41N030A AB 2 61306 tillP614

396 E41N602B 3916 OUTPUT INST. - E41N030B AB 2 61306 lillP614

397 E4IN655A 3924 OUTPUT INST. - E41N055A AB 4 65906 II21P080
398 E41N655B 3925 OUTPUT INST. - E41N0558 AB 4 65906 Il21P081
399 E41N655C 3926 OUTPUT INST. - E41N055C AB 4 65906 !!21P080
400 E41N655D 3927 OUTPUT INST. - E41N055D AB 4 65906 Il21P081
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Ng PIS No Line he Descrintion jlldg Elt Elcr Monaletna SEWS No
401 E41N657A 3911 SOURCE INST. - PT #130 AB 4 65906 Il21P080
402 E41N657B 3917 OUTPUT INST. - E41N057B AB 4 65906 Il21P081 ;

403 E41N658A 3920 OUTPUT INST. - E41N058A AB 4 65906 Il21P080 *

404 E41N658B 3921 OUTPUT INST. - E41N058B AB 4 65906 Il21P081
405 E41N658C 3922 OUTPUT INST. - E41N058C AB 4 65906 Il2tP080 ,

406 E41N658D 3923 OUTPUT INST. - E41N058D AB 4 65906 Il21P081 !
'

407 E4iN660A 3918 OUTPUT INST. - E41N057A AB 4 65906 1121P080
408 E41N6608 3919 OUTPUT INST. - E41N057B AB 4 65906 Il21P081 !

409 E41N661B 3928 OUTPUT INST. - E41N061B AB 4 65906 Il21P081 ;

410 E41N661D 3929 OUTPUT INST. - E41N061D AB 4 65906 Il21P081
411 E41N662B 3930 OUTPUTINST. E41N062B AB 4 65906 1121P081

r 412 E41N662D 3943 OUTPUTINST. E41N%2D AB 4 65906 II21P081
| 413 E41NA01 8131 IIPCI AUX / MAIN OIL PMP. TRIP PR RB 546-0 EQUIP.
| 414 E41R608 4080 PRESSURE INDICATOR AB 3 64306 lillP602

415 E41R609 4043 PRESSURE INDICATOR AB 3 64306 lillP602
416 E41R613 4049 FLOW INDICATOR AB 3 64306 IlllP602

417 E41R614 4048 FLOW CONTROL AB 3 643 % lillP602
418 E41R700 3229 IIPCI TURBINE SPEED INDICATION RB 3 64306 lil1P602
419 E5100B001 4246 RCIC BAROMETRIC CONDENSER RB SB 540 0 RCIC-05
420 E5100B002 4242 RCIC LUBE O!L COOLER RB SB RCIC-06
421 E5100F017 4212 RELIEF VALVE RB SB 54500 RCIC-04j

! 422 E5100F018 4241 RELIEF VALVE RB SB $40 0 RCIC-01 ,

'
423 E5101C001 4224 RCIC PUMP RP, SB $43 0 RCIC-07
424 E5101C002 4295 RCIC TURBINE RB SB 5430 RCIC-08

,

425 E5101C003 4318 RCIC CONDENSER PUMP RB SB 540 0 RCIC-09 *

426 E5101C004 4325 RCIC VACUUM PUMP RB SB 540 0 RCIC-10
427 E5150F007 4277 RCIC STEAM INBD ISO VA DW l 58610 V17-2030 DW-21;

428 E5150F008 4280 RCIC STEAM OUTBD ISO VA RB 1 58610 V17-2031 STNL-07
429 E5150F013 4274 RCIC PUMP DISCllINBD ISO VA RB 1 586 6 V8-2228 STNL-04
430 E5150F019 4254 MINIMUM FLOW MOV RB B 578 6 V8-2230 RBTR-21
431 E5150F025 8531 RCIC ISO. VALVE RB 541-3 PIPE RCIC-20

|
432 E5150F029 4206 MOV RB SB 5416 RCIC-16 '

| 433 E5150F031 4201 TORUS ISO MOV RB SB 545 0 V8-2225 RBTR-17
434 E5150F044 4294 RCIC TURBINE GOVERNING VA RB SB 59311 RCIC-21
435 E5150F045 4286 RCIC TURBINE ST INLET VA RB SH 544 0 V17-2032 RCIC-11 I

| 436 E5150F046 4229 RCIC TURBINE CW SUPPLY VA RB SB 5470 V8-2239 RCIC-12
437 E5150F059 4290 RCIC TURBINE TIIROlTLE VA RB SB 544 0 RCIC-19
438 E5150F062 4312 RCIC VACUUM BREAKER ISO VA RB B 578 0 Vll-2020 RBTR-12
439 E51F004 4324 RCIC CONDENSER PUMP DISCilARGE RB SB 54400 1121P485 RCIC-02 )
440 E5]F015 4232 PCV RB SB 54606 RCIC-13
441 E51F025 8532 RCIC SOLENOID VALVE RB 544-0 II21P485 RCIC-22
442 E51K200 1958 INTERM. INST. - E51R700 AB 2 61700 tillP923 |
443 E51K201 1959 SOURCEINST. E51R700 AB 2 61700 IlllP923

444 E51K203 8533 RCIC IIYD.ACT.SP.SIG.COND. RB 549-1

! 445 E51K204 8534 RCIC TURB. SPEED CONTR. AB 2 617-0 111IP923
'

446 E5|K400 4233 PRESSURE CONTROLLER RB SB $4406
447 E51K409 8535 RCIC TURB.SP.SIG.COND. AB 2 613-6 lillP923

'

448 E51K411 8536 RCIC TURB.SP.SIG.COND. AB 2 613-6 lillP923

449 E51K600 1955 PS - E51N003,4,8,9 AB 2 61306 lillP613

450 E51K601 1953 INTERM. INST. E51R613 AB 2 61306 lillP613
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451 E51K603 1954 PS - E51K601 AB 2 61306 lillP613
452 E51K615 1956 INTERM. INST. E51R614 AB 2 61306 lillP613
453 E51K616 1957 PS - E51K615 AB 2 61306 lillP613
454 E51K801 8537 RCICPMP.DSCII.FL.SIGCOND AB 2 613-6 lillP613
455 E51K803 8538 RCIC TURB.SP.SIG.COND. AB 2 613-6 IIllP613
456 E51K805 8539 RCIC PMP.FL.SIG.COND. AB 2 613-6 lillP613
457 E51N002 4259 FLOW SWITCII RB SB 54000 II21P017
458 E51N003 1952 SOURCE INST. - E51R613 RB SB 54000 ll21P017
459 E51N004 195i SOURCE INST. - E51R609 RB SB 54000 II21P017
460 E51N005 3503 SOURCE INST. - E51R609 RB SB 54000 II21P017
461 E51N006 4218 PRESSURE SWITCil RB SB 54000 ll2]P017
462 E5iN007 1949 SOURCE INST. - E51R608 RB SB 54000 1121P017
463 E51N008 1950 SOURCE INST. - E51R608 RB SB 54000 ll21P017
464 E51N009A 4303 PRESSURE SWITCil RB SB 54000 ll21P017
465 E51N009B 4304 PRESSURE SWITCil RB SB 54000 ll21P017
466 E51N020 4250 PRESSURE SWITCII RB SB 54000 II21P017
467 E51N023A 8112 STEAM LEAK TilERMOCOUPLE RB SB 55000 CEILING RCIC-18
468 E51N023B 8113 STEAM LEAK TilERMOCOUPLE RB SB 55000 CEILING RCIC-18
469 E51N055A 3550 SOURCE INST. - E51N655A RB SB 54000 II21P017
470 E51N055B 3551 SOURCE INST. - E51N655B RB B 56600 II21P037
471 E51N055C 3552 SOURCE INST. - E51N655C RB SB 54000 II21P017
472 E51N055D 3553 SOURCE INST. - E51N655D RB B 56600 H21P037
473 E51N057A 3554 SOURCE INST. - E51N657A RB 1 58706 1121P035
474 E51N057B 3555 SOURCE INST. - E51N657B RB B 56600 ll21P038
475 E51N058A 3558 SOURCE INST. - E51N658A RB 1 58706 II21P035
476 E51N058B 3559 SOURCE INST. - E51N658B RB B $6600 ll21P038
477 E51N058C 3560 SOURCE INST. - E51N658C RB 1 58706 Il21P035
478 E51N058D 3561 SOURCE INST. - E51N658D RB B 56600 ll21P038
479 E5IN205 8540 RCIC TURB.SP.SENS.ELEM. RB 549-1 EQUIP
480 E51N512 854i RCIC VALVE POS.SWITCII RB 543-1 V17-2023
481 E51N602A 8110 STEAM LEAK TEMP SWITCII AB 2 61306 lillP614
482 E51N602B 8111 STEAM LEAK TEMP SWITCII AB 2 613 % lillP614
483 E51N655A 3542 OUTPUTINST. E51N055A AB 4 659 % !!21P080
484 E51N655B 3543 OUTPUT INST. - E51N055B AB 4 65906 Il21P081
485 E51N655C 3544 OUTPUT INST. - E51N055C AB 4 65906 II2]P080
486 E51N655D 3545 OUTPUT INST. - E51N055D AB 4 65906 II2]P081
487 E51N657A 3546 OUTPUT INST. - E51N057A AB 4 65906 II21P080
488 E51N657B 3547 OUTPUT INST. - E51N057B AB 4 65906 II21P081 I
489 E51N658A 3566 OUTPUT INST. - E51N058A AB 4 65906 Il2]P080 1

490 E51N658B 3567 OUTPUT INST. E51N058B AB 4 65906 Il21P081 I

491 E51N65dC 3568 OUTPUT INST. - E51N058C AB 4 65906 II21P080
492 E51N658D 3569 OUTPUT INST. - E51N058D AB 4 65906 II21P081
493 E51N660A 3548 OUTPUT INST. - E51N057A AB 4 65906 II2]P080
494 E51N660B 3549 OUTPUT INST. - E51N057B AB 4 65906 !!21P081
495 E51R608 4285 PRESSURE INDICATOR AB 3 64306 lillP601
496 E51R609 4215 PRESSURE INDICATOR AB 3 64306 lillP601
497 E51R613 4260 FLOW INDICATOR AB 3 64306 lillP601
498 E51R614 4261 FLOW CONTROL AB 3 64306 IlllP601
499 G1154F018 7018 DW SUMP INBD ISOLATION MOV DW B 578 3 V9-2022 DW-15
500 GI154F600 7017 DW SUMP INBD ISOLATloN iOV DW D 57910 V9-2044 DW-16
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL)
ha PIS No Line ho Descrintion Bldg Ek eke Mounted on SEWS No

501 G3352F001 7027 RWCU FROM RR INBD ISO MOV DW I 60210 V8-2252 DW-05
502 G3352F004 7028 RWCU FROM RR OUTBD ISO MOV RB 2 623 7 V8-2253 RWCU-01

503 G3352F220 7010 RWCU OUTBD ISOLAT10N MOV RB 1 586 6 V84615 STNL-05
504 G5100F600 7044 TORUS WATER MANAGEMENT ISO MOV RB SB 540 7 RBTR-16

505 G5100F601 7043 TORUS WATER MANAGEMENT ISO MOV RB SB $40 7 RBTR-16

506 G5100F602 7045 TORUS WATER MANAGEMENT ISO MOV RB SB $40 7 V8-3831 RBTR-16

507 G5100F603 7046 TORUS WATER MANAGEMENT ISO MOV RB SB 540 7 V8-3833 RBTR-16
508 G5100F604 704I TORUS WATER MANAGEMENT ISO VA RB B 577 4 V8-3849 RBTR-09
509 G5100F605 7040 TORUS WATER MANAGEMENT ISO VA RB B 577 4 V8-4680 RBTR-09

510 G5100F606 7050 TORUS WATER MANAGEMENT ISO MOV RB B 57011 V8-3850 RBTR-14

511 G5100F607 7051 TORUS WATER MANAGEMENT ISO MOV RB B 57011 V8-3848 RBTR-14
512 G51P400A 1869 RELAY PANEL RB I 58310 G51P400A RB1-24

513 G51P400B 1870 RELAY PANEL RB 1 58310 G51P400B RBI-24
514 tilIP601 739 CONTROL ROOM PANEL AB 3 64306 FLOOR CR-02

515 tilIP602 761 CONTROL ROOM PANEL AB 3 643 % FLOOR CR-02

516 111IP609 1834 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-13

517 lillP611 1835 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-13

518 lillP612 3226 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-03

519 lillP613 3227 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-03

520 tillP614 1836 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-04

521 tillP617 5084 IIGA/ - RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-06

522 lillP618 5189 IlGA - RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-06

523 IlllP620 1838 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-08

524 lillP621 1839 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-14

525 lillP622 1840 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-15

526 lil1P623 1841 RELAY PANEL AB 2 613 % FLOOR RR-09

527 lillP626 1871 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-10

528 lillP627 1872 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 RR-10

529 lillP628 3036 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-16

530 111IP809 1544 IIAS SWITCil FOR R300lS001 AB 3 64306 FLOOR CR-03

531 tillP810 1543 IIAS SWITCII FOR R300lS004 AB 3 64306 FLOOR CR-03

532 IlllP857 373 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-11

533 tillP870 374 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-i l
534 tillP898A 1542 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-17

535 lillP898B 1843 RELAY PANEL AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-17

536 tillP900 1879 INTERM. PS - EllN027A AB 2 61806 WALL RR-01

537 lilIP901 8123 120VAC DISTRIBUTION PANEL AB 2 618-6 WALL RR-19

538 lilIP902 8124 120VAC DISTRIBUTION PANEL AB 2 618-6 WALL RR-19

539 lillP903 1880 OUTPUT PS - B21R803 AB 2 61806 WALL RR-01

540 til1P914 1171 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR 18

541 lillP915 1176 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-18

542 lillP917A 3626 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-05

543 lillP917B 3627 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 2 61306 FLOOR RR-05

544 tillP923 3630 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 2 61806 WALL RR-07
|

545 lillP929 3631 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 2 61806 WALL RR-07 .

546 Il21P004 3218 INSTRUMENT RACK RB 2 61306 FLOOR RB2-17 |
547 Il21P005 3219 INSTRUMENT RACK RB 2 61306 FLOOR RB2-17 |

548 Il2]P006 3632 INSTRUMENT RACK RB B 56200 FLOOR RBB-03 )
549 Il21P009 3220 INSTRUMENT RACK RB 1 58306 FLOOR RB1-16 |

550 ll21P010 3221 INSTRUMENT RACK RB 1 58306 FLOOR RBI-16 |

|

|
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL) '

Na PIS No Line No Description Bldg Ek Ein Mounted on SEWS ho
!551 H21P014 3633 INSTRUMENT RACK AB SB 54000 FLOOR IIPCI 12
552 II21P016 3634' INSTRUMENTRACK RB B $6200 FLOOR RDB-03
553 H21P017 3635 INSTRUMENT RACK RB SB 54000 FLOOR . RCIC-15
554 H21P018 741- INSTRUMENT RACK RB B 56200 FLOOR RBB-03 ,

555 li2tP021 763 INSTRUMENT RACK RB B '56200 FLOOR RBB-02
556 II21P022 3636 INSTRUMENT RACK RB B 56200 FLOOR RBB-02
557 Il21P034 3637 INSTRUMENT RACK RB B 56600 WALL RBB-04
558 H21P035 3638 INSTRUMENT RACK RB 1 58706 WALL RBI-13

'

559 Il21P036 3639 INSTRUMENT RACK RB B $6200 FLOOR RBB-02
'

| 560 !!21P037 3640 INSTRUMENT RACK RB B 56600 WALL RBB-04
561 H21P038 3641 INSTRUMENT RACK RB B 56600 WALL RBB-04 ;

$62 H21P080 3222 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 4 65906 FLOOR AB4-01 |
563 H21P081- 3223 INSTRUMENT RACK AB '4 65906 FLOOR AB4-01
564 Il21P082 3224 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 4 659 % FLOOR AB4-01
565 H21P083 3220 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 4 65906 FLOOR AB4-01 i

566 !!21P084 3642 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 4 -65906 FLOOR AB4-01 1

567 H21P085 3643 INSTRUMENT RACK .AB 4 65906 FLOOR AB4-01
! 568 H21P086 3644 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 4 65906 FLOOR AB4-01

'

569 II21P087 3645 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 4 65906 FLOOR AB4-01 )

570 I!21P090-1 1844 RELAY PANEL AB 3 64706 WALL BAT-06
571 !!21P090-2 1845 RELAY PANEL' AB 3 64706 WALL BAT-M
572 H21P100- 8542 REMOTE RPV SHTDWN.PNL. AB 2 613-6 FLOOR SGRI-09
573 H21P285A 8543 CCIIVAC AC Cll!LLER PANEL AB 5 677-6 FLOOR ABS-23
574 1121P285B 8544 CCHVAC AC ClllLLER PANEL AB 5 677-6 FLOOR ABS-23

'575 H21P2%A 1134 ' INSTRUMENT RACK AB 5 67706 FLOOR AB5-02 ,

576 Il21P2%B 1369 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 5 67706 FLOOR ABS-02

| 577 H21P296C 1846 RELAY PANEL AB 5 67706 FLOOR AB5-02
| 578 I!21P2%D 1847 RELAY PANEL AB 5 67706 FLOOR ABS-02

579 H21P296E 1132 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 5 67706 FLOOR AB5-02
580 1121P2%F 1371 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 5 67706 FLOOR AB5 02

j ' 581 1121P350 1775 X41K002A MOUNTED ON TlIIS PANEL RHR- 2 61700 FLOOR RilR2-07
j 582 Il21P351 1848 RELAY PANEL RIIR 2 61700 FLOOR RHR2-07
i 583 II21P352 1773 X41K002C/F MOUNTED ON Tl!!S PAN RHR 2 61700 FLOOR RilR2-07

584 H21P353 1772 X41K002H MOUNTED ON THIS PANEL RHR 2 61700 FLOOR RHR2-07
585 ll21P420 1300 INSTRUMENT RACK AB SB 54400 WALL HPCI-il
586 H21P423A 3646 INSTRUMENT RACK RB 1 58306 FLOOR RB1-15
587 H21P423B 3647 INSTRUMENT RACK RB 1 583 % FLOOR RBI 15
588 H21P428 1301 INSTRUMENT RACK AB SB 54400 WALL HPCI-ll
589 II21P474 627 P44N425A MOUNTED ON Tills PANEL RB 1 58306 H21P474 RB1 15
590 1121P475 626 P44N425B MOUNTED ON Tills PANEL RB 1 583 % II21P475 RBl-15
591 H21P485 1287 INSTRUMENT RACK RB SB 54400 WALL RCIC-03
592 li21P492 3650 INSTRUMENT RACK YD 58604 EQUIP YD-1
593 !!21P501A 1079 INSTRUMENT RACK AB B 55100 FLOOR ABB-04
594 II21P501B 1277 INSTRUMENT RACK AB B 55100 FLOOR ABB-04

! $95 H21P517 1771 X4iK003A MOUNTED ON TIIIS PANEL RiiR 1 59400 WALL -RHRl.11
i 5% H21P518 1770 X41K003B MOUNTED ON THIS PANEL RiiR 1 59400 WALL RHRl-11
! 597 !!21P527 1851 RELAY PANEL AB 5 67706 FLOOR AB5-04
j 598 _ H21P527A 1852 RELAY PANEL AB 5 68108 WALL ABS-04

'599 Il21P528 1853 RELAY PANEL AB 4 65906 FLOOR AB4-05
600 II21P529 1854 RELAY PANEL AB 4 65906 FLOOR AB4-05
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Seismic Analysis Fermi 2 IPEEE

| Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL)
No PIS ho LintAn Description Illdg Dr Der hlaunted on SEWS No
601 1121P548 6035 El1N018 MOUNTED ON TlllS PANEL RB B %200 FLOOR RBB-01
602 II21P557 1890 T41 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 5 68104 WALL AB5-08
603 Il21P558 1891 T41 INSTRUMENT RACK All 5 68203 WALL ABS-08
604 1121P559 8125 120VAC DISTRIBUTION PANEL RB 2 617-6 WALL Ril2-24
605 1121P560 8126 120VAC DISTRIBUTION PANEL RB l 587-6 WALL RB1-27
606 1121P561 8127 120VAC DISTRIBUTION PANEL RB 566-3 WALL RBB-06

! 607 1121P562 8128 120VAC DISTRIBUTION PANEL RIl 565-1 WALL RBB 06
608 ll21P572 3651 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 5 68406 FLOOR AB5-13
609 ll21P573 3652 INSTRUMENT RACK AB 5 68406 FLOOR AB5-13
610 1121P595A 1092 INSTRUMENT RACK RB 2 61800 ll21P595A RB2-23
611 Il21P595fl 1321 INSTRUMENT RACK RB 2 61800 ll21P5958 RB2-23
612 I!21P614A 3653 INSTRUMENT RACK RB SB 54110 FLOOR RBSB-03
613 Il2 t P61411 3654 INSTRUMENT RACK RB SB 54110 FLOOR RBSB-03
614 ll2]P63|A 8692 TORUS PR. INSTR. RACK Ril 1 586-4 RB126
615 ll21P631B 8545 TORUS PR. INSTR. RACK RB 1 586-4 RB1-26
616 P34F40111 7056 POST ACCIDENT SAMPLE LINE VALV RB 1 59406 PIPE RBI 14
617 P4400A001 291 DIV 1 EECW MAKEUP TANK RB 2 61803 RIl2-09
618 P4400A002 355 EECW DIV 2 MAKEUP TANK RB 2 61803 RB2-09
619 P4400B001 1 EECW DIV IIIEAT EXCilANGER RB 2 613 6 RB2-01
620 P4400B002 31e EECW Div 2 IIEAT EXClIANGER RB 2 613 6 RB2-01
621 P4400C001A 26 EECW PUMP A RB 2 613 6 FLOOR RB2-16
622 P4400C001B 371 EECW DIV 2 PUMP RB 2 613 6 FLOOR RB2-16
623 P4400F125A 284 MU TANK RELIEF VALVE RB 2 62000 RB2-10
624 P4400F12511 343 MU TANK RELIEF VALVE RB 2 62000 RB2-10
625 P4400F126A 274 MU TANK RELIEF VALVE Ril 2 62000 RB2-11
626 P4400F12611 336 MU TANK RELIEF VALVE RB 2 62000 RB2-11
627 P4400Fl42A 2 IlX RELIEF VALVE RB 2 62000 RB2-02
628 P4400F142B 317 EECW llX RELIEF VALVE RB 2 62000 RB2-02
629 P4400F245A 219 RELIEF VALVE DW l 59001 DW-25
630 P4400F245B 604 SUPPLY llEADER RELIEF VA DW B 58011 DW-25
631 P4400F601A 258 RilCCW DlV 1 RETURN ISO MOV RB 1 597 9 V8-2323 Rill-19
632 P4400F601B 499 RBCCW RETURN 8*' J ATION MOV RB 1 600 0 V8-2314 RBI-20
633 P4400F602A 12 MAKEUP TANK OUWJ MOV RB 2 630 9 V8-2407 RB2-03
634 P4400F602B 325 MU TANK OUTLET ISOLATION MOV RB 2 625 3 V8-2374 RB2-03
635 P44001603A 55 RilCCW SUPPLY 150 MOV RB 1 6000 V8-2324 RBI-19
636 P4400F603B 463 RBCCW SUPPLY ISOLATION MOV RB 1 600 0 V8-231' RB1-20
637 P4400F604 508 CRD COOLING ISOLATION MOV AB B 569 6 V8-2425 ABB-01
638 P4400F605A 184 RB SUMP llX ISOLATION MOV RB SB 545 6 V8-2427 RBSB-04
639 P4400F605B 523 Ril SUMP llX SUPPLY ISO MOV RB SB 542 0 V8-2426 RBSB-05
640 P44001606A 192 DRYWELL SUPPLY ISO MOV Ril B 57800 V8 2485 RBTR-10
641 P4400F606B 553 EECW DIV 20W SUPPLY ISO VA RB B 578 0 V8-2484 RBTR-10
642 P4400F607A 254 OlFIIID RETURN ISOLATION MOV RB B 57806 V8-2486 RIITR-11
643 P4400F607B 617 EECW DIV 2 DW RETURN OUTUD ISO RB 11 578 6 V8-2483 RBTR-11

|
644 P4400F608 607 SUMP SUPPLY ISO VALVE DW B 580 6 V8-2487 DW 12

,

1645 P4400F613 84 BATIERY CilARGER SUPPLY MOV AB 3 6450 P44F613 BAT-07
l 646 P4400F614 218 PENETRATION COOLING ISO VA DW B 582 6 V8-3058 DW-14

647 P4400F616 252 INBD RETURN ISOLATION MOV DW Il 579 0 V8-3882 DW-13
648 P44F400A 827 EESW TCV RB 2 61500 RB2-04
649 P44F400ll 825 EESW TCV Ril 2 61500 RB2-04
650 P44F402A 282 LEVEL CONTROL VALVE RB 2 61500 RB2-12
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL) i

Me E11No List.No Deattlpiles Bidg fit Eier Mounted on SEWS No

651 P44F402B 340 MU TANK LEVEL CONTROL VALVE RB 2 61500 RB212
652 P44F403A 41 RECIRC LINE PRESSURE CONTROL V RB 2 61500 RB2-05
653 P44F403B 386 PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL CONTROL RB 2 61500 RB2-05
654 P44K800A 8546 EECW llX TEMP. CONTROL AB 3 643-6 lillP601 |
655 P44K800B 321 TEMPERATURE ALARM R8 3 64306 IlllP602 |

656 P44N401A 7 TEMPERATURE ELEMENT RB 2 61806 RB2-06
657 P44N401B 622 TEMPERATURE ELEMENT RB 2 62006 RB2-06 .

658 P44N425A 122 PRESSURE DIFFEREN11AL SWITCil RB 1 583 % 1121P474
659 P44N425B 477 PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL SWITCll RB 1 58306 1121P475 t

660 P44N426A~ l19 PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL SWITCil RB 1 583 % 1121P474 I
661 P44N426B 474 PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL SWITCil RB 1 583 % ll21P475
662 P4500C002A 783 EESW PUMP A RilR 1 590 0 RilRI-14
663 P4500C002B 785 EESW PUMP B RHR 1 $90 0 RilRI-14
664 P4500FI4iA 831 EECW IIX RELIEF VALVE RB 2 62000 Ril2-02
665 P4500Fl41B 832 EECW IIX RELIEF VALVE RB 2 62000 RB2-02

f666 P45N415A 793 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 615 % WALL RB2-07
667 P45N415B 795 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER RB 2 61611 WALL RB2-07 !

668 P5000F207A 1013 M/S RELIEF VALVE AB SM 5510 |
669 P5000F20711 1189 M/S RELIEF VALVE AB SM 5510
670 P5000F223A 1066 AIR RECEIVER RELIEF VALVE AB SB 540 ABB-07
671 P5000F223B 1258 RELIEF VALVE AB SB 540 ABB-07 i

672 P5000F440 1025 SA SUPPLY TO DIV I NIAS AB SM ABB-05
673 P5000F441 1201 SA SUPPLY TO DIV 11 ISO VA AB SM ABB-05

'

674 P5000F541A 1050 RELIEF VALVE AB SM ABB-09
675 P5000F541B 1244 RELIEF VALVE AB SM ABB-09
676 P5000F542A 1049 RELIEF VALVE All SM ABB-09 ;

677 P5000F542B 1240 RELIEF VALVE AB SM ABB-09 |
'678 P5002A001 1065 NIAS DIV 1 AIR RECEIVER AB SB 540 ABB-08

679 P5002A002 1257 AIR RECEIVER AB Sil 540 ABB-08
680 P5002A004A 1149 VOLUME CilAMBER RB 1 58800 RBl.01
681 P5002A004B 1310 VOLUME CllAMBER RB 1 58800 RBI-01
682 P50028004 146 AITERCOOLER AB SM 551 ABB-10

'

683. P50028005 489 AFTERCOOLER AB SM 551 ABil-10
684 P5002D001 150 COMPRESSOR AB SM 5510 ABB-14

f685 P5002D002 493 COMPRESSOR AB SM 5510 ABB-14
686 P5002D012 1039 NIAS DIV 1 DEllYDRATION UNIT AB SM 55100 ABB-ll !

687 P5002D013 1245 NIAS DIV 2 DEllYDRATION UNIT AB SM 55100 ABB-11 |
688 P5002D014 1036 PREFILTER AB SM 55100 ABB-12 j
689 P5002D015 1228 PRE FILTER AB SM 55208 ABB-12 i

690 P5002D016 1057 NIAS DIV I AFTERFILTER AB SM 55100 ABB-12 {
691 P5002D017 1246 AFTER FILTER AB SM 55100 ABB-12 ;

692 P5002D029A 1018 DRAIN TANK AB SM $$300 ABB-13 I

693 P5002D029B 1195 DRAIN TANK AB SM 55300 ABB-13
694 P50F433A 1006 SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 55506 P50P401A I

695 P50F433B 1180 SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 56600 P50P40ln
696 P50F511 A 1042 SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 55800 EQUIP
697 P50F511B 1233 SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 55800 EQUIP }
698 P50F512A 1043 SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 55800 EQUIP l

699 P50F512B 1234 SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 55800 EQUIP !
700 P50F513A 1044 SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 55800 EQUIP {

l
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL)
Eg PIS ho LintEn Drscription Ridg Ett Elty Mounted on SEWS No

701 P50F5138 1235 SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 55800 EQUIP
702 P50F514A 1045 SOLENOID VLAVE AB SM 55800 EQUIP
703 P50F514B 1236 SOLENO!D VALVE AB SM 55800 EQUIP
704 P50F515A 1040 DRAIN SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 55200 WALL
705 P50F51511 1231 SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 55106 WALL
706 P50F516A 1026 SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 55100 ll2|P501A
707 P50F516B 1217 SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 55100 II21P501B
708 P50F518 1273 SOLENOID VALVE AB SM 55100 II21P501B
709 P50F519A I151 ISOLATION VALVE RB 1 58800 RB1-28
710 P50F5198 1312 ISOLATION VALVE Ril 1 58800 RBI-28
711 P50N480A 3500 OLTFPUT INST. CONTROL AIR AB 2 61903 SGRl-01
712 P50N480B 3502 OUTPUTINST. CONT"OL AIR AB 2 61506 SGRI-01
713 P50N481A 1004 PRESSURE SWITCII AB B 55500 P50P401A
714 P50N48111 1178 PRESSURE SWITCll AB B 56600 P50P401B
715 P50N482A 1029 PRESSURE SWITCil AB B 55100 II21P501A
716 P50N482B 1219 PRESSURE SWITCll AB Il 55100 II21P50ln
717 P50N483A 1008 PRESSURE SWITCII RB B 55500 P50P401A
718 P50N483B |182 PRESSURE SWITCil RB B 56600 P50P401B
719 P50P40!A 3655 INSTRUMENT RACK AB B 55500 WALL ABB-02
720 P50P40ll) 3656 INSTRUMENT RACK AB B 56600 WALL ABB-02
721 P50P402A 1855 RELAY PANEL AB B 56600 WALL ABB-03
722 P50P402B 1856 RELAY PANEL AB B $5500 WALL ABB-03
723 R1400S00ll) 1486 ESS 11US 64B AB 2 613 6 BUS 64B SGRI-05
724 Rl400S001C 1490 ESS BUS 64C AB 2 613 6 BUS 64C SGRI-05
725 R1400S001E 1494 ESS BUS 65E AB 3 643 6 BUS 65E SGR2-03
726 Rl400S00lf 1498 ESS BUS 65F AB 3 643 6 BUS 65F SGR2-03
727 R1400S002A I484 ESS BUS IIEA RIIR 2 617 BUS 1 LEA RIIR2-06
728 R1400S002B 1488 ESS BUS 12EB RilR 2 6170 BUS 12EB RIIR2-06
729 Rl400S002C 1492 ESS BUS 13EC RIIR 2 6170 BUS 13EC RIIR2-06
730 R1400S002D 1496 ESS BUS 14ED RIIR 2 6170 BUS 14ED RilR2-06
731 R1400S020 1495 480V ESS BUS 72E AB 3 643 6 SGR2-04
732 R1400S020A I451 72E TRANSFORMER AB 3 643 6 BUS 72E SGR2-05
733 R1400S0208 1452 VOLTAGE REGULATOR AB 3 643 6 SGR2-09
734 Rl400S021 1499 480V ESS BUS 72F AD 3 643 6 SGR2-04
735 R1400S021A 1470 72F TRANSFORMER AB 3 643 6 BUS 72F SGR2-05
736 R1400S0218 1471 VOLTAGE REGULATOR AB 3 643 6 BUS 72F SGR2-09
737 Rl400S022 1487 480V ESS BUS 72B AB 2 613 6 SGRI-06
738 R1400S022A 1414 72B TRANSFORMER AB 2 613 6 BUS 728 SGRI-07
739 R1400S023 1491 ESS BUS 72C AB 2 613 6 POS 72C-3D SGRl-06
740 Rl400S023A 1433 72C TRANSFORMER AB 2 613 6 BUS 72C SGRI-07
741 Rl400S036 1485 480V BUS ESS 72EA RilR 2 617 0 RIIR2-04
742 R1400S036A 1413 72EA TRANSFORMER RiiR 2 617 0 BUS 72EA RIIR2-05
743 R1400S037 1489 480V BUS ESS 72EB RiiR 2 617 0 RIIR2-04
744 R1400S037A 1432 72EB TRANSFORMER RIIR 2 617 0 BUS 72EB RJIR2-05
745 R14005038 1493 480V BUS ESS 72EC RIIR 2 617 0 RilR2-04 !

746 Rl400S038A 1449 72EC TRANSFORMER RilR 2 617 0 BUS 72EC R11R2-05
747 R1400S038B 1450 VOLTAGE REGULATOR RIIR 2 6170 BUS 72EC RIIR2-05

|
748 Rl400S039 1497 480V BUS ESS 72ED RilR 2 617 0 RiiR2-04
749 Rl400S039A 1468 72ED TRANSFORMER RilR 2 617 0 BUS 72ED RilR2-05 '

750 R1400S039B 1469 VOLTAGE REGULATOR RIIR 2 617 0 RiiR2-05
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL)
Mg PIS No Line ho Description Bhlg Ett Elgy Mounted on SEWS No

751 R1600S002A 1800 MCC 72B-2A AB 2 620 6 72B2A SGRI-02
752 R1600S002B 1801 MCC 72B-3A RB 1 683 6 72B3A RBI-25
753 R1600S003A 1803 MCC 72C-2A AB 5 677 6 72C2A AB5 4)5
754 R1600S003B 1804 MCC 72C-3A RB 2 61306 72C3A RB2-22
755 R1600S003D 1806 MCC 72C-F RB 2 616 6 72CF RB2-22
756 R1600S004B 1810 MCC 72E-5A RB 1 683 6 72E5A RBI 25
757 R1600S005A 1813 MCC 72F-2A AB 3 643 6 72F2A SGR2-08
758 R1600S005C 1815 MCC 72F-4A RB 2 613 % 72F4A RB2-22
759 R1600S005D 1816 MCC 72F-5A AB 5 67706 72F5A All5-05
760 R1600S016A 1821 MCC 72EA-2C RilR 2 617 0 72EA2C RilR2-02
761 R1600S017A 1823 MCC 72EB-2D RilR 2 617 0 72EB2D RilR2-02
762 R1600S018A 1824 MCC 72EC-2C RIIR - 2 617 0 72EC2C RllR2-02
763 R1600S019A 1826 MCC 72ED-2D RIIR 2 617 0 72ED2D RilR2-02
764 R3000A001 1400 FUEL OIL STORAGE TANK RilR 1 590 0 RilRl-20
765 R3000A002 1415 FUEL O!L STORAGE TANK RIIR 1 590 0 RllRI-20
766 R3000A003 1434 FUEL OIL STOP. AGE TANK RIIR 1 590 0 RilRI-20
767 R3000A004 1453 FUEL OIL STORAGE TANK RIIR 1 590 0 RilRI 20
768 R3000A005 1421 EXPANSION TANK R11R 1 60300 RilRI-07
769 R3000A006 1422 EXPANSION TANK R11R 1 60300 RilRI-07
770 R3000A007 1439 EXPANSION TANK R11R 1 60300 RllRI-07
771 R3000A008 1458 EXPANSION TANK RIIR 1 60300 RilRI-07
772 R3000A009 1411 EAST AIR RECEIVER RIIR 1 590 0 RllRI-04
773 R3000A010 1428 EAST AIR RECEIVER RilR 1 590 0 RIIRI-04
7/* R3000A0ll 1409 WEST AIR RECEIVER RiiR I 590 0 RIIRI-04
775 0000A012 1426 WEST AIR RECEIVER RilR 1 590 0 RilRI 04
776 R3000A01J 1446 EAST AIR RECEIVER RllR 1 590 0 RilRI-04
777 R3000A014 1465 EAST AIR RECEIVER RilR I 590 0 RilRI-04
778 R3000A015 1444 WEST AIR RECEIVER RilR I 590 0 RilRI-04
779 R3000A016 1463 WEST AIR RECEIVER RIIR 1 590 0 Ri!RI-04
780 R3000A017 1403 FUEL OIL DAY TANK RilR 1 590 0 RIIRI-21
781 R3000A018 1418 FUEL OIL DAY TANK RilR 1 590 0 RilRl.21
782 R3000A019 1437 FUEL OIL DAY TANK RilR 1 590 0 RIIRI-21
783 R3000A020 1456 FUEL OIL DAY TANK RilR I 590 0 RIIRI 21
784 R3000A021 1404 LUBE OIL TANK Ri!R I $90 0 RilRI-22
785 R3000A022 1419 LUBE OIL TANK RilR 1 590 0 RilRl-22
786 R3000A023 1438 LUllE DIL TANK Ri!R I 590 0 RilRI-22
787 R3000A024 1457 LUBE OIL TANK RIIR 1 590 0 RilRI-22
788 *R3000C001 1401 FUEL OIL TRANSFER PUMP RIIR 1 592 0 RllRl-19
789 R3000C002 1416 FUEL OIL TRANSFER PUMP RilR I 592 0 RilRI-19
790 R3000C003 1402 FUEL OIL TRANSFER PUMP RIIR I 5920 RilRl.19
791 R3000C004 1417 FUEL OIL TRANSFER PUMP RllR I 592 0 RilRl 19
792 R3000C009 1435 FUEL O!L TRANSFER PUMP RilR I 592 0 EDO13N RilRl-19
793 R3000C010 2209 F.O. TRANSFER PUMP MOTOR RiiR 1 5920 RilRI 19
794 R3000C0ll 2210 F.O. TRANSFER PUMP MOTOR RilR 1 592 0 RilRI 19
795 R3000C012 2211 F.O. TRANSFER PUMP MOTOR RilR I 592 0 RilRI 19
7% R3000D001 1405 STARTING AIR COMPRESSOR RilR 1 59000 RIIR|-05
797 R3000D002 1420 STARTING AIR COMPRESSOR RilR I 59000 RIIRI-05
798 R3000D003 1440 STARTING AIR COMPRESSOR RIIR I 59000 RilRI-05
799 R3000D004 1459 STARTING AIR COMPRESSOR RIIR 1 59000 RilRI-05
800 R3000F012A 2505 J.C. TEMP REGULATING VALVE Ri!R 1 SKID
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL)
No fi1En Line ho Description BMg Ett Elgy Mounted on SEWS No

801 R3000F01211 2506 J.C. TEMP REGULATING VALVE RllR 1 SKID
802 R3000F012C 2507 J.C. TEMP REGULATING VALVE RIIR 1 SKID
803 R3000F012D 2508 J.C. TEMP REGULATING VALVE RilR 1 SKID
804 R3000F023A 2509 A.C. TEMP CONTROL VALVE RilR I 59300 R3000F023A RiiR|-10
805 R3000F023B 2510 A.C. TEMP CONTROL VALVE RliR 1 59300 R3000F023B RilRI-10
806 R3000F023C 2511 A.C. TEMP CONTROL VALVE RIIR 1 59300 R3000F023C RilRI 10
807 R3000F023D 2512 A.C. TEMP CONTROL VALVE RIIR 1 59300 R3000F023D RilRl-10
808 R3000F035A 1410 RELIEF VALVE RiiR I 590 0 R3000A0ll RIIRI-01
809 R3000F035B 1427 RELIEF VALVE RilR I 590 0 R3000A015 RIIRl-01
810 R3000F035C 1445 RELIEF VALVE RIIR 1 590 0 R3000A012 RIIRI-01
811 R3000F035D 1464 RELIEF VALVE RIIR 1 590 0 R3000A016 RilRI-01
812 R3000F036A 1429 RELIEF VALVE RIIR 1 590 0 R3000A009 RilRI-01
813 R3000F036B 1430 RELIEF VALVE RilR 1 590 0 R3000A013 RilRI-01
814 R3000F036C 1447 RELIEF VALVE RilR 1 590 0 R3000A010 RilRI-01
815 R3000F036D 1466 RELIEF VALVE RiiR 1 590 0 R3000A014 RIIRl.01
816 R3000F096A 9012 FUEL OIL PUMP DISCilARGE VALVE RIIR 1 590 0 RilRl-26
817 R3000F096B 9013 FUEL OIL PUMP DISCilARGE VALVE RIIR I 590 0 Ri!Rl-26
818 R3000F096C 9014 FUEL OIL PUMP DISCilARGE VALVE RilR 1 590 0 RilRI-26
819 R3000F096D 9015 FUEL OIL PUMP DISCilARGE VALVE RilR 1 590 0 RilRl-26
820 R3000F109A 2497 FLOAT LUllE OIL REGUI ATOR RilR 1 SKID
821 R3000F109B 2498 FLOAT LUBE OIL REGULATOR RilR I SKID
822 R3000F109C 2499 FLOAT LUBE OIL REGULATOR RilR 1 SKID
823 R3000F109D 2500 FLOAT LUBE OIL REGUL.ATOR RIIR 1 SKID
824 R3000FIIIA 9016 TURBO CIIARGER DISCIIARGE VALVE RIIR 1 590 0 RilRI-26
825 R3000Filll! 9017 TURBO CIIARGER DISCilARGE VALVE RilR 1 590 0 RilRI-26
826 R3000FIIIC 9018 TURBO CllARGER DISCilARGE VALVE RIIR 1 590 0 RIIRl-26
827 R3000FillD 9019 TURBO CIIARGER DISCilARGE VALVE RilR 1 590 0 RIIRI-26

i
'

828 R3000F123A 2501 L.O. TEMP REGULATING VALVE RilR I SKID
829 R3000F123B 2502 L.O. TEMP REGULATING VALVE RilR 1 SKID
830 R3000F123C 2503 L.O. TEMP REGULATING VALVE RilR I SKID
831 R3000F123D 2504 L.O. TEMP REGULATING VALVE RilR I SKID )
832 R3000F601 1480 EMERGENCY DRAIN MOV RilR 1 592 2 RilRI 23 1

833 R3000F603 1483 EMERGENCY DRAIN MOV RIIR 1 592 2 RIIRI-23
834 R3000F605 1474 EMERGENCY DRAIN MOV RIIR 1 592 2 RilRI-23
835 R3000F607 1477 EMERGENCY DRAIN MOV RilR 1 592 2 R11RI-23

836 R3000S005 2236 TRANSFORMER, EDG FIELD RilR 2 6170 R3000S005 RIIR2-01
837 R3000S006 2237 TRANSFORMER, EDG FIELD RIIR 2 6170 R3000S006 RIIR2-01
838 R3000S007 2238 TRANSFORMER, EDO FIELD RiiR 2 6170 R3000S007 RilR2-01
839 R3000S008 2239 TRANSFORMER, EDG FIELD RllR 2 6170 R3000S008 RilR2-01
840 R3000S009A 2216 VOLTAGE REGULATOR RilR 2 61700 R3000S005 RilR2-01
841 R3000S009B 2217 VOLTAGE REGULATOR RIIR 2 61700 R3000S007 RilR2-01
842 R3000S009C 2218 VOLTAGE REGULATOR RIIR 2 61700 R3000S006 RilR2-01 ,

843 R3000S009D 2219 VOLTAGE REGULATOR RilR 2 61700 R3000S008 RilR2-01 !

844 R3001B001 9004 EDG12 LUBE OIL IIX RilR 1 590 0 RIIRI-27
845 R3001B002 9005 EDGli LUBE OIL ilX RilR I 590 0 RIIRI-27
846 R3001B003 9006 EDG13 LUBE OIL IIX RilR I 590 0 RIIRI-27
847 R3001B004 9007 EIXil4 LUBE OIL IIX Ri!R 1 590 0 RilRI-27
848 R3001B017 9000 EDGil JACKET CCOLANT llX RilR 1 590 0 RIIRI-27
849 R300ll1018 9001 EDG13 JACKET CCOLANT llX RilR 1 590 0 RIIRI-27
850 R300ll1019 9002 EDG12 JACKET CCOLANT IIX RIIR 1 590 0 RIIRl-27
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL)
Na PIS ho Line ho Descrialina Bldg Elr Elcy Mounted on SEWS No

851 R3001B020 9003 EDGI4 JACKET CCOLANT llX RIIR I 590 0 RilRl-27
852 R3001B025 9008 EDGil AIRCOOLANTilX Rl!R I 590 0 RilRI-27
853 R30018026 9009 EDG13 AIR COOLANTllX RIIR 1 590 0 RIIRI-27 |
854 R300lB027 9010 EDG12 AIR COOLANT IIX R11R 1 590 0 RIIRI-27

'

855 R3001B028 90!! EDGl4 AIRCOOLANTilX RilR 1 590 0 RilRI-27
856 R3001C005 2212 DGSW PUMP MOTOR RilR 1 5940 RilRI-15
857 R3001C006 2213 DGSW PUMP MOTOR R1IR 1 594 0 RilRl-15 i

858 R3001C007 2214 DOSW PUMP MOTOR RIIR 1 594 0 RilRI-15
'

859 R3001C008 2215 DGSW PUMP MOTOR RilR I $94 0 RIIRl 15
860 R300lS001 2401 GOVERNOR ACTUATOR RllR I 595 0 EDG 11 RllRI-08
861 R300lS002 2402 GOVERNOR ACTUATOR RIIR 1 595 0 EDG 12 RilRI-08
862 R3001S003 2403 GOVERNOR ACTUATOR RIIR 1 5950 EDG 13 Ri!Rl-08
863 R300lS004 2404 GOVERNOR ACTUATOR RilR 1 $95 0 EDG14 RilRl-08
864 R30FA04A 2328 AIR START SOLENOID VALVES RilR I 59200 RIIRI-09
865 R30FA04B 2329 AIR START SOLENOID VALVES RIIR 1 59200 RilRI-09
866 R30FA04C 2330 AIR START SOLENOID VALVES RIIR I 59200 RIIRI-09
867 R30FA04D 2331 AIR START SOLENOID VALVES RilR 1 59200 RIIRI-09
868 R30FA05A 2332 AIR START SOLENOID VALVES RIIR 1 59200 EQUIP RilRI-09
869 R30FA05B 2333 AIR START SOLENOID VALVES RilR 1 59200 RilRI-09
870 R30FA05C 2334 AIR START SOLENOID VALVES RilR I $9200 EQUIP RilRI-09
871 R30FA05D 2335 AIR START SOLENOID VALVES R!!R 1 59200 EQUIP RIlit1-09
872 R30N563A 2357 F.O. DAY TANK LEVEL SWITCll RIIR I 61100 EQUIP
873 R30N563B 2358 F.O. DAY TANK LEVEI, SWITCll RIIR I 61100 EQUIP
874 R30N563C 2359 F.O. DAY TANK LEVEL SWITCil RilR I 61100 EQUIP
875 R30N563D 2360 F.O. DAY TANK LEVEL SWITCII RIIR 1 61100 EQUIP

'876 R30N568A 801 FLOW TRANSMITTER RilP 1 59500 PSD-35
877 R30N568B 813 FLOW TRANSMITTER RilR I 59500 PSD-48
878 R30N568C 807 FLOW TRANSMITTER RIIR 1 59500 PSD-47
879 R30N568D 819 FLOW TRANSMITTER RIIR 1 59500 PSD-36 !
880 R30NA08A 2361 CRANKCASE PRESSURE SWITCII RiiR I 59200 EQUIP ;
881 R30NA08B 2362 CRANKCASE PRESSURE SWITCil RilR I 59200 EQUIP t

882 R30NA08C 2363 CRANKCASE PRESSURE SWITCil RilR I 59200 EQUIP
883 R30NA08D 2364 CRANKCASE PRESSURE SWITCil RilR I 59200 EQUIP
884 R30NA09A 2365 CRANKCASE PRESSURE SWITCll RilR 1 59200 EQUIP
885 R30NA09B 2366 CRANKCASE PRESSURE SWITCII RIIR I 59200 EQUIP
886 R30NA09C 2367 CRANKCASE PRESSURE SWITCll RilR 1 59200 EQUIP
887 R30NA09D 2368 CRANKCASE PRESSURE SWITCll RilR I 59200 EQUIP
888 R30NA10A 2369 CRANKCASE PRESSURE SWITCil Rl!R I $9200 EQUIP
889 R30NA10B 2370 CRANKCASE PRESSURE SWITCil RIIR I 59200 EQUIP
890 R30NA10C ' 2371 CRANKCASE PRESSURE SWITCil Rl!R 1 59200 EQUIP

,

891 R30NA10D 2372 CRANKCASE PHESSURE SWITCll RilR I 59200 EQUIP ]
892 R30NAll A 2373 LUBE OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCil RilR 1 59200 EQUIP
893 R30NAllB 2374 LUBE OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCil RiiR 1 59200 EQUIP
894 R30NAllC 2375 LUBE OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCil RIIR 1 59200 EQUIP ]
895 R30NAIID 2376 LUBE OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCil RilR 1 59200 EQUIP
896 R30NA12A 2377 LUBE OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCil RIIR I 59200 EQUIP
897 R30NAl2B 2378 LUBE OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCil RilR I 59200 EQUIP
898 R30NA12C 2379 LUBE OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCil R1IR 1 59200 EQUIP
899 R30NAl2D 2380 LUBE OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCll RIIR 1 59200 EQUlP
900 R30NA13A 2381 LUBE OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCil RIIR 1 59200 EQUIP
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL)
No PIS No Line No Descrintion Bldg Elr Eier Mounted on SE% S ho

901 R30NA13B 2382 LUBE OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCil RIIR I 59200 EQUIP
902 R30NA13C 2383 LUBE OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCil RilR I 59200 EQUIP

,
903 R30NA13D 2384 LUBE OIL LOW PRESSURE SWITCll RIIR 1 59200 EQUIP
904 R30NA16A 2340 COOLANT PRESSURE SWITCil RIIR 1 59300 R30P310
905 R30NA16B 2341 COOLANT PRESSURE SWITCII RilR 1 59300 R30P320
906 R30NA16C 2342 COOLANT PRESSURE SWITCil RilR 1 59300 R30P330
907 R30NA16D 2343 COOLANT PRESSURE SWITCII RilR 1 59300 R30P340
908 R30NA17A 2348 SIGNAL GENERATOR RIIR 1 59700 SKID
909 R30NA17B 2349 SIGNAL GENERATOR RilR 1 59700 SKID
910 R30NA17C 2350 SIGNAL GENERATOR RIIR 1 59700 SKID
911 R30NA17D 235i SIGNAL GENERATOR RIIR 1 59700 SKID
912 R30NA18A 2517 A.C. PNEUMATIC TEMP TRANS RilR 1 59800 R30P310
913 R30NA18B 2518 A.C. PNEUMATIC TEMP TRANS RilR I 59800 R30P320
914 R30NA18C 2519 A.C. PNEUMATIC TEMP TRANS RIIR I $9800 R30P330
915 R30NAl8D 2520 A.C. PNEUMATIC TEMP TRANS RIIR I 59800 R30P340
916 R30NAl9A 2513 A.C. PNEUMATIC TEMP CONTROLLFR RIIR I 59800 R30P310
917 R30NA19B 2514 A.C. PNEUMATIC TEMP CONTROli RilR 1 59800 R30P320-

918 R30NA19C 2515 A.C. PNEUMATIC TEMP CONTROLL . RilR 1 59800 R30P330
919 R30NA19D 2516 A.C. PNEUMATIC TEMP CONTROLLER RIIR I 59800 R30P340
920 R30P310 |861 EDG GAUGE / RELAY PANEL RIIR 1 590 0 RIIRI-02
921 R30P311 1862 RELAY PANEL RIIR 2 61700 WALL RIIR2-03
922 R30P312 1886 INSTRUMENT RACK RilR 1 59000 R300lS001 RIIRI-03
923 R30P320 1863 RELAY PANEL RIIR I 590 0 RilRI-02
924 R30P321 1864 RELAY PANEL RIIR 2. 61700 WALL RilR2-03
925 R30P322 1887 INSTRUMENT RACK RIIR I R300lS002 RHRI-03
926 R30P330 1865 RELAY PANEL RilR 1 590 0 RilRI-02
927 R30P331 1866 RELAY PANEL RHR 2 61700 WALL RHR2-03
928 R30P332 1888 INSTRUMENT RACK RIIR I 59000 R300lS003 RilRI-03
929 R30P340 1867 RELAY PANEL RIIR 1 590 0 RHRI-02
930 R30P341 1868 RELAY PANEL RilR 2 61700 WALL RilR2-03
931 R30P342 1889 INSTRUMENT RACK RilR 1 R300lS004 RIIRI-03
932 R30P405A 8009 PIPE STAND (REF R30N568g) RilR 1 59000 FLOOR R11RI-06
933 R30P405B 8010 PIPE STAND (REF R30N568%) RIIR 1 59000 FLOOR RllRl-M
934 R30P405C 8011 PIPE STAND (REF R30N5688) RilR 1 59000 FLOOR RIIRI-06
935 R30P405D 8012 PIPE STAND (REF R30N5683) Ri!R I $9000 FLOOR RilRI-06
936 R30R003A 2493 RUN FLOUR METER RIIR 2 61700 R3000S005
937 R30R003B 2494 RUN llOUR METER RIIR 2 61700 R3000S007
938 R30R003C 2495 RUN llOUR METER RHR 2 61700 R3000S006
939 R30R003D 2496 RUN IIOUR METER RilR 2 61700 R3000S008
940. R30R008A 2481 WATTMETER RilR 2 61700 R3000S005
941 R30R008B 2482 WATTMETER RilR 2 61700 R3000S007
942 R30R008C 2483 WATTMETER RilR 2 61700 R3000S006
943 R30R008D 2484 WATI~ METER RHR 2 61700 R3000S008
944 R30R009A 2489 FREQUENCY METER RIIR 2 61700 R3000S005
945 R30R009B 2490 FREQUENCY METER RHR 2 61700 R3000S007
946 R30R009C 2491 FREQUENCY METER RilR 2 61700 R3000S006
947 R30R009D 2492 FREQUENCY METER RiiR 2 61700 R3000S008
948 R310lS001 1875 MPU #1 AB 2 613 6 SGRI-03
949 R310lS002 1876 MPU #2 AB 3 643 6 SGR2-01
950 R31K001 2127 FEED - 821N094A AB 2 61306 HilP613
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL)
Na PIS ho LintAn Description Illds Elc Ein Mounted on SEM S ho
951 R31K002 2128 OUTPUT PS 1321R623A AB 2 61306 lillP613
952 R31K003 8000 IKVA INVERTER-DEP. INST. AB 2 6136 lillP626
953 R31K004 2129 FEED -Il2|N09111 AB 2 61306 IlllP612
954 R31K005 2130 OUTPUT PS - B21R623B AB 2 613 % lillP612
955 R3200S003 900 2PA BAlTERIES AB 3 64306 DIV I BAT-04
956 R3200S004 913 2Pfl BAlTERIES All 3 643 % DIV 11 BAT-04
957 R3200S015 904 MCC AB 3 643 6 2PA-1 11AT-03
958 R3200S016 917 MCC AB 3 643 6 2PB-1 BAT-03
959 R3200S020A 906 2A-1 BATTERY CilARGER AB 3 643 6 Div 1 BAT-01
960 R3200S020B 907 2A-2 BAlTERY CilARGER AB 3 643 6 DIV I BAT-01
961 R3200S020C 908 2Al-2 IIAlTERY CIIARGER All 3 643 6 DIV I BAT-01
962 R3200S02]A 919 2B-1 BATTERY CIIARGER AB 3 643 6 DIV I BAT-01
963 R3200S021Il 920 211-2 BA1TERY CIIARGER AB 3 643 6 DIVI BAT-01
964 R3200S02ic 921 2B1-211ATTERY CIIARGER AB 3 643 6 DIV I BAT-01
965 R3200S026 905 DISTRIBUTION CABINET All 3 643 6 2PA-2 BAT-02
966 R3200S027 918 DISTRIBUTION CABINET AB 3 643 6 2PB-2 BAT-02
967 R3200S061A 911 DISTRIBUTION CAlllNET AB 2 61306 2PA2-5 RR-02
968 R3200S06113 912 DISTRIBUTION CABINET AB 2 613 6 2PA2-6 RR-02
969 R3200S062 909 DISTRIBUTION Call! NET AB 2 61306 SGRI-08
970 R3200S063 910 DISTRIBUTION CABINET RIIR 2 617 0 2PA2-13 RIIR2-08
971 R3200 SOMA 924 DISTRIBUTION CABINET AB 2 613 6 2PB2-5 RR-02
972 R3200S064B 925 DISTRIBUTION CABINET AB 2 613 6 2PB2-6 RR-02
973 R3200S065 922 DISTRIBUTION CABINET AB 3 643 6 2PB2-15 SGR2-06
974 R3200S066 923 DISTRIBUTION CABINET RllR 2 617 0 2PB2-14 RilR2-08
975 T2300F400 8005 TORUS TO DRYWELL VACUUM llRKRS. RB B 56401 TORUS DW-17
976 T2300F409 8547 PC VAC.BRKR. VALVE RIl V212015 RBTR-23
977 T2300F410 8548 PC VAC.IlRKR. VALVE RB V21-2016
978 T2300X000 8004 PRIMARY CONT. PENETRATIONS DW l 600 0 DRYWELL
979 T23F409 1163 SOLENOID VALVE RB B 57300 WALL RBTR-22
980 T23F410 1325 SOLENOID VALVE RB B 57300 WALL RBTR-22
981 T23N010A 8549 PR.DIFF.IND.SWITCll RB 548-0 RBSB-06
982 T23N010B 8550 PR.DIFF.IND.SWITCll RB 548-0 RBSB-06
983 T4100B002 68 SWGR RM SPACE COOLER AB 2 613 6 SGRl-04
984 T4100B003 73 SWGR RM SPACE COOLER All 2 613 6 SGRI-04
985 T4100B004 409 SWGR ROOM SPACE COOLER All 3 643 6 SGR2-02
986 T410011005 426 SWGR RM SPACE COOLER AB 3 643 6 SGR2-02
987 T4100B006 1523 DIV 2 AC FAN All 5 680 0 A115-11

988 T4100B007 1504 DIV I AC FAN AB 5 680 0 ABS-11
989 T4100B008 440 A/C COOLER A13 5 677 6 AB5-06
990 T4100B008A 8100 COOLER OIL PUMP AB 5 677 6 ABS-26
991 T4100B009 95 A/C SPACE COOLER AB 5 677 6 ABS-06
992 'T4100B009A 8101 COOLER OIL PUMP AB 5 677 6 ABS-26
993 T4100B018 128 RilR SPACE COOLER RB SB 5400 RBSB-02 i

994 T4100B019 468 RilR DIV 2 SPACE COOLER RB SB 540 0 RilSB-02
995 T4100B021 154 CS AND RCIC CORNER RM SPACE CO Ri3 SB 555 0 RCIC-14
996 T4100B022 512 IIPCI SPACE COOLER AB SB 540 0 I!PCI-19
997 T4100B029 140 SPACE COOLER AB B 5540 ABB-06
998 T4100B030 484 SPACE COOLER AB B 5540 ABB-M
999 T4100B034 49 EECW SPACE COOLER RB 2 613 6 RB2-13
1000 T4100B035 396 EECW SPACE COOLER RB 2 613 6 RB2-13

|
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL)
:

Me PIS No Line No Description Bids Ett Eier Mounted on SEWS No |
1001 T4100B043 89 BATIERY CliARGER SPACE COOLER AB 3 65100 BAT-05 !
1002 T4100B044 432 BATTERY CIIARGER SPACE COOLER AB 3 65106 BAT-05 !
1003 T4100C030 1535 CC-IIVAC RL7 TURN AIR FAN AB 5 677 6 ABS-09 !

1004 T4100C031 1516 CC-IIVAC RETURN AIR FAN AB 5 6770 ABS-09 !
1005 T4100C040 1541 DIV 2 CillLLED WATER PUMP AB 5 677 6 AB5-01 i

1006 T4100C041 1538 DIV 1 ClllLLED WATER PUMP AB 5 677 6 AB5-01 :
!1007 T4100F031 A 1545 DIV 1 RETURN DAMPER AB 4 CR-05

1008 T4100F031B 1546 DIV 2 RETURN DAMPER AB 4 CR-05 i

1009 T4100F033A 1502 DIV I OUTSIDE AIR DAMPER AB 4 CR-05 i

1010 T4100F033R 1521 DIV 2 OUTSIDE AIR DAMPER AB 4 CR-05 i

1011 T4100F035 1503 DIV 1 SilUTOFF DAMPER AB 4 CR-05 !

f1012 T4100F038 1522 DIV 2 SilUTOFF DAMPER AB 4 AB4-04
1013 T4100F039B 1517 RETURN FAN SilUTOFF DAMPER AB 5 AB5-07 j
1014 T4100F040B 1536 RETURN FAN SIIUTOFF DAMPER AB 5 AB5-07 j
1015 T4100F041 1501 CC-IIVAC INTAKE VALVE AB 4 AB4-03 !

1016 T4100F042 1500 CC-IIVAC INTAKE VALVE AB 4 AB4-03 !
1017 T4100F068A 1506 DIV 1 SilUTOFF DAMPER AB 5 68600 AB5-10 |
1018_ T4100F068B 1507 DIV 1 SilUTOFF DAMPER AB 5 68600 ABS-10 |1019 T4100F%9A 1525 DIV 2 SilUTOFF DAMPER AB 5 ABS-10 |
1020 T4100F%9L1 1526 DIV 2 SilUTOFF DAMPER AB 5 AB5-10 '

1021 T4100F083A 8551 IIVAC EXil. AIR FIRE DAMPER AB 4 s

|1022 T4100F083B 8552 IIVAC EXil. AIR FIRE DAMPER AB 4

1023 T4100F084A 8553 IIVAC NML. AIR INT.FR.DMPR. AB 4 i

1024 T4100F084B 8554 IIVAC NML. AIR INT.FR.DMPR. AB 4 !
1025 T4100F085 8555 IIVAC INT.SIITOFF.FR.DMPR. AB 4 |
1026 T4100F086 8556 IIVAC RR INLT.FR.DMPR. AB 2 i

1027 T4100F087 8557 IIVAC RR EXII.FR.DMPR. AB 2
1028 T4100F088 8558 IIVAC SPR.RM.EX.FR.DMPR. AB 3 -|
1029 T4100F089 8559 IIVAC SPR.RM.INL.FR.DMPR. AB 3 {
1030 T4100F099 8560 IIVAC MLTZN.AC IN.FR.DMPR AB 5 f

1031 T4100F100 8561 IIVACMLTZN.AC.EX.FR.DMPR AB 5 ;

1032 T4100F101 8562 IIVACMLTZN.AC.EX.FR.DMPR AB 5 i

1033 T4100F102 8563 llVAC CR AIR SPLY.FR.DMPR AB 5 ,

1034 T4100F109 8564 IIVAC RTN. AIR FN.IN.FR.DMP AB 5 677-0 DUCT |

1035 T4100F110 8565 IIVAC RTN. AIR 1RIN.FR.DMP AB 5 677-0 DUCT
1036 T4100F157A 1508 ZONE I MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 ABS-12
1037 T4100F157B 1527 ZONE I MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 AB512
1038 T4100F158A 1509 ZONE 2 MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 ABS-12 |

1039 T4100F158B 1528 ZONE Z MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 ABS 12
1040 T4100F159A 1510 ZONE 3 MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 ABS-12
1041 T4100Fl59B 1529 ZONE 3 MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 AB512
1042 T4100F160A 1511 ZONE 4 MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 ABS-12
1043 T4100F160B 1530 ZONE 4 MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 AB5-12
1044 T4100F161A 1512 ZONE 6 MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 ABS-12
1045 T4100Fl61B 1531 ZONE 6 MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 AB5-12
1046 T4100F162A 1513 ZONE 7 MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 ABS-12
1047 T4100F162B 1532 ZONE 7 MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 AB5-12
1048 T4100Fl63A 1514 ZONE 8 MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 AB5-12
1049 T4100F163B 1533 ZONE 8 MODULATING DAMPER AB 5 677 6 AB5-12
1050 T4100F903 8566 IIVACRTN. AIR FN.SO.FR.DMP AB 5 677-0 DUCT

!
l
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL)
Nn PIS No Line No Description Bldg Ek Eier Mounted on SEWS No

1051 T4IF025A 3574 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F035 AB 5 67706 H21P296A
1052 T4tF025B 3592 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F038 AB 5 67706 Il21P296B
1053 T41F026A 3584 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F039B AB 5 67706 Il21P296A
1054 T41F026B 3602 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F040B AB 5 67706 II21P296B
1055 T4tF071 A 8567 CCIIVAC Cll.CMPR. SOL.VLV. AB 5 684-0 EQUIP AB5-31
1056 T41F071B 8568 CCl!VAC Cil.CMPR. SOL.VLV. AB 5 684-0 EQUIP ABS-31
1057 T41F072A 8102 FLOW CONTROL VALVE AB 5 67706 T4100B009 AB5-14
1058 T41F072B 8103 FLOW CONTROL VALVE AB 5 67706 T4100B008 ABS-14
1059 T41F073A 8569 CCilVAC CMPR.FL.CFRL.VLV. AB 5 682-0 EQUIP ABS-22
1060 T4IF073B 8570 CCIIVAC CMPR.FL. CTRL.VLV. AB 5 682-0 EQUIP AB5-22
1061 T41F074A 8571 CCIIVAC CMPR.FL. CTRL.VLV. AB 5 684-0 EQUIP ABS-27
1062 T4iF074B 8572 CCilVAC CMPR.FL. CTRL.VLV. AB 5 684-0 EQUIP AB5-27
1063 T41F083B 8573 SGT RM.lSO.VLV. SOL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 II21P296B ABS-28
1064 T41F084A 3571 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F041 AB 4 66600 EQUIP AB4-02
1065 T41F0848 3570 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F042 AB 4 66600 EQUIP AB4-02
1066 T41F085A 3585 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F043 AB 4 67406 EQUIP AB4-09
1067 T41F086A 8574 CCllVAC ISO VLV. SOL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 Il21P296A AB5-29
1068 T41F086B 8575 CCIIVAC ISO.VLV. SOL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 II21P296B AB5-29
1069 T41F088A 8576 CCilVAC ISO.VLV. SOL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 II21P296A AB5-29
1070 T41F089A 8577 CCIIVAC ISO.VLV. SOL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 II21P296A ABS-29
1071 T41F092B 3593 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F069A AB 5 67706 112iP296F
1072 T41F093A 3575 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F068A AB 5 67706 Il21P296E
1073 T41F099A 3603 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F031 A AB 5 67706 Il21P296A
1074 T41F099B 3606 SOLENO!D VALVE FOR T4100F031B AB 5 67706 II21P296B
1075 T41F100A 3604 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F031 A AB 5 67706 II2iP296A
1076 T41F100B 3607 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F031B AB 5 67706 !!21P296B
1077 T4IF101 A 3572 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F033A AB 5 67706 Il21P296A
1078 T41F101B 3591 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F033B AB 5 67706 II21P296B
1079 T4tF102A 3573 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F033A AB 5 67706 ll21P296A
1080 T41F103A 8578 CCilVAC RCRC.DMP.SL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 H21P296A ABS-30
1081 T4IF103B 8579 CCilVAC RCRC DMP.SL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 1121P296B AB5-30
1082 T41F104A 8580 CCilVAC RCRC.DMP.SL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 !!21P296A AB5 30
1083 T41F104B 8581 CCIIVAC RCRC.DMP.SL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 Il21P296B ABS 30
1084 T41F107A 3576 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F068B AB 5 67706 Il21P296E
1085 T41F107B 3594 SOLENOID VALVE FOR T4100F069B AB 5 67706 Il21P296F
1086 T41 Fill A 8582 CCilVAC IN.RK.PR. CTRL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 Il21P296A ABS-18
1087 T41FillB 8583 CCIIVAC IN.RK.PR. CTRL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 II21P2968 AB5-18
1088 T41Fil4A 8584 CCilVAC IN.RK.PR. CTRL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 Il21P296E ABS-19
1089 T41Fil4B 8585 CCilVAC IN.RK.PR. CTRL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 ll21P296F ABS-19
1090 T41F132 8586 RBilVAC DMPR. PILOT VLV. AB 4 673-0 T4100F062A AB4-08
1091 T41F134 8587 RBilVAC DMPR. PILOT VLV. AB 4 673-0 T4100F063A AB4-08
1092 T41F142 8588 RBilVAC DMPR. PILOT VLV. AB 5 684-0 T4100F054 AB5-17
1093 T4IF143 8589 RBIIVAC DMPR. PILOT VLV. AB 5 684-0 T4100F053 ABS-17
1094 T41F144 8590 RBIIVAC IS.DMPR. SOL.VLV. AB 5 677-6 T4100F037 ABS-16
1095 T41F145 8591 RBilVAC DMPR. PILOT VLV. AB 5 692-0 T4100F036 ABS-17
1096 T41F160 8592 RBilVAC REGULATOR VALVE AB 5 6S7-0 T4100F036 AB5-15
1097 T41F161 8593 RBilVAC PR.CNTRL. VALVE AB 5 692-0 T4100F037 ABS-15
1098 T4tF162 8594 RBilVAC PR.CNTRL. VALVE AB 5 670-6 T4100F041 AB5-15
1099 T41F164 8595 RBilVAC PR.CNTRL. VALVE AB 4 673-0 T4100F043 AB4-07
1100 T41Fl81 8596 RB DMPR.SWITCil. VALVE AB 5 684-0 T4100F053 AB5-20
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Table 3-3 Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL)
ha PIS No Line No Description Bldg Elt EltY Mounted on SEWS No

1101 T4|F182 8597 RB DMPR.SWITCILVALVE AB 5 684-0 T4100F054 ABS-20
1102 T41F183 8598 RII DMPR.SWITCil. VALVE AB 4 673-0 T4100F062A AB4-06
1103 T41F185 8599 RB DMPR.SWITCll. VALVE AB 4 673-0 T4100F063A All4-06
1104 T41F187 8600 RIl DMPR.SWITCII. VALVE AB 5 687-0 T4100F036 AB5-20
1105 T41F188 8601 RB DMPR.SWITCILVALVE AB 5 691-0 T4100F037 ABS-20
1106 T4IF189 8602 RIl DMPR.SWITClLVALVE AB 4 670-6 T4100F041 AB4-06
1107 T4iF191 8603 RB DMPR.SWITCll. VALVE AB 4 673-0 T4100F043 AB4-06
1108 T4IF382A 8104 REGULATING VALVE AB 5 67706 ABS-32

1109 T41F382B 8105 REGULATING VALVE AB 5 67706 ABS 32

Ii10 T4IF384A 8106 REGULATINO VALVE AB 5 677 % ABS-32
till T41F384B 8107 REGULATING VALVE AB 5 67706 ABS-21

1112 T41K001 A 8604 CCilVAC TEMP. CONTROLLER AB 5 677-6 Il21P296A
1113 T41K001B 8605 CCIIVAC TEMP. CONTROLLER AB 5 677-6 Il21P2968
1114 T4iK007A 3605 TEMP CONTROLLER FOR T4100F031 A AB 5 67706 li2]P296A
i115 T4iK007B 3608 TEMP CONTROLLER FOR T4100F031B AB 5 67706 H21P296B
1116 T41K030A 8606 CCllVAC COMPR.CONTROLL. AB 5 677-6 Il21P285A
lil7 T41K030B 8607 CCllVAC COMPR.CONTROLL. AB 5 677-6 Il21P285B
1118 T41K032A 8608 CCllVAC COMPR.CONTROLL. AB 5 677-6 T4100B009
1119 T41K032B 8609 CCilVAC COMPR.CONTROLL. AB 5 677-6 T4100B008

)1120 T41K032C 8610 CCllVAC COMPR.CONTROLL. AB 5 677-6 T4100B009
1121 T41K032D 8611 CCilVAC COMPR.CONTROLL. AB 5 677-6 T4100B008
1122 T41K039A 8612 CCilVAC DMP. CONVERTER AB 5 677-6 Il21P296A
1123 T41K03911 8613 CCllVAC DMP. CONVERTER AB 5 677-6 II21P296B
1124 T41N059A 8614 CCllVAC PMP.DIFF.SWITCil AB 5 677-6 MOPS ABS-24

1125 T4IN059B 8615 CCilVAC PMP.DIFF. SWITCH AB 5 677-6 MOPS ABS-24

1126 T41N060A 100 PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL SWITCH AB 5 677 % H21P572
1127 T41N060B 446 PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL SWITCil AB 5 67706 II21P573
1128 T4IN061 A 3577 TEMP SWITCll FOR T4100F157A AB 2 61800 WALL RR-12

1129 T41N061B 3595 TEMP SWITCll FOR T4100F157B AB 2 61800 WALL RR-12

1130 T41N062A 3578 TEMP SWITCll FOR T4100F158A AB 2 63500 WALL RR-12 |
1131 T41N062B 3596 TEMP SWITCH FOR T4100F158B AB 2 63500 WALL RR-12 |
1132 T41N%3A 3579 TEMP SWITCH FOR T4100F159A AB 3 64800 WALL CR-01

1133 T41NM311 3597 TEMP SWITCil FOR T4100F159B AB 3 64800 WALL CR-01 j

1134 T41N065A 3582 TEMP SWITCil FOR T4100F162A AB 3 64806 WALL CR-01 i

1135 T4IN065B 3600 TEMP SWITCil FOR T4100F162B AB 3 64800 WALL CR-01

1136 T4IN066A 3581 TEMP SWITCll FOR T4100Fl61 A AB 3 64806 WALL CR-01

1137 T4IN066B 3599 TEMP SWITCil FOR T4100F161B AB 3 64800 WALL CR-01

1138 T41N067A 3580 TEMP SWITCil FOR T4100Fl60A AB 4 66006 WALL CR-04

1139 T41N067B 3598 TEMP SWITCil FOR T4100F160B AB 4 66406 WALL CR-04

1140 T4IN068A 3583 TEMP SWITCH FOR T4100F163A AB 5 68200 WALL AB5-03

1141 T41N068B 3601 TEMP SWITCH FOR T4100F163B AB 5 68200 WALL AB5-03

1142 T41 Nil 7A 8616 CCllVAC TEMP.TRNSMITTER. AB 5 686-0 AB5-33

1143 T41 Nil 711 8617 CCllVAC TEMP.TRNSMITTER. AB 5 683-0 AB5-33

1144 T41N132A 8618 CCilVAC PR.DIFF. SWITCH AB 5 677-6 H21P296A
1145 T41N1328 8619 CCilVAC PR.DIFF.SWITCII AB 5 677-6 ll21P2968
1146 T41N134A 8620 CCHVAC PR.DIFF.SWITCil AB 5 677-6 H21P296A
1147 T41N134B 8621 CCilVAC PR.DIFF.SWITCll AB 5 677-6 H21P2968
1148 T41N222A 8622 CCilVAC EVAP.TMP.SWTCil AB 5 677-6 H21P285A
1149 T41N222B 8623 CCilVAC EVAP.TMP.SWTCil. AB 5 677-6 Il21P285B
1150 T41N260 8624 RBl!VAC DMP.PNEU.CNTRLR AB 5 687-0 T4100F036
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1151 T41N261 8625 RBlIVAC DMP.PNEU.CNTRLR AB 5 691-0 T4100F037
1152 T41N262 8626 RBilVAC DMP.PNEU.CNTRLR AB 4 670-6 T4100F041
1153 T41N264 8627 RBliVAC DMP.PNEU.CNTRLR AB 4 674-0 T4100F043
1154 T41N309A 8628 CCIIVAC DMP.PNEU.XMTR AB 5 677-6 II21P296A
1155 T41N309B 8629 CCilVAC DMP.PNEU.XMTR. AB 5 677-6 Il21P296B
1156 T41N310A 8630 CCilVAC PR.CTR.PNEU.XMTR AB 5 677-6 Il21P296A
1157 T41N310B 8631 CCIIVAC PR.CI'R.PNEU.XMTR AB 5 677-6 Il21P296B
1158 T41N322A 8632 CCliVAC CMPR. TEMP.SWCil. AB 5 677-6 Il21P285A
i159 T4IN322B 8633 CCl!VAC CMPR. TEMP.SWCil. AB 5 677-6 II21P285B
1160 T41N323A 8634 CCIIVAC PR.DIFF.SWITCil AB 5 677-6 li21P285A
1161 T41N323B 8635 CCIIVAC PR.DIFF.SWITCil AB 5 677-6 II21P285B
1162 T41N324A 8636 CCilVAC OIL TEMP.SWITCil AB 5 677-6 Il21P285A
i163 T41N324B 8637 CCifVAC OIL TEMP.SWITCII AB 5 677-6 1121P285B
1164 T41N325A 8638 CCllVAC OIL TEMP.SWITCII AB 5 677-6 Il2]P285A
1165 T41N325B 8639 CCIIVAC OIL TEMP.SWITCII AB 5 677-6 1121P285B
1166 T41N326A 8640 CCilVAC COND.PR.SWITCil AB 5 677-6 ll21P285A
1167 T41N326B 8641 CCIIVAC COND.PR.SWITCil AB 5 677-6 Il21P285B
1168 T41N327A 8642 CCIIVAC MTR. TEMP.5WITCll AB 5 677-6 II21P285A
1169 T41N327B 8643 CCIIVAC MTR. TEMP.SWITCil AB 5 677-6 Il21P285B
1170 T41N328A 8644 CIIVAC PRO.SYS.TMP.SWCil AB 5 682-0 EQUIP
1171 T41N328B 8645 CIIVAC PRG.SYS.TMP.SWCil AB 5 682-0 EQUIP
1172 T4tN334A 8646 CCIIVAC EVAP.TMP.ELEMNT AB 5 677-6 EQUIP
1173 T4tN33411 8647 CCIIVAC EVAP.TMP.ELEMNT AB 5 677-6 EQUIP
1174 T41N369A 8648 CCilVAC PRES. ELEMENT AB 5 682-0 DUCT
1175 T41N369B 8649 CCilVAC PRES. ELEMENT AB 5 682-0 DUCT ,

1176 T41N371 A 8650 CCilVAC PRES. ELEMENT A.B 5 684-6 DUCT i

1177 T41N371B 8651 CCllVAC PRES. ELEMENT AB 5 684-6 DUCT c

1178 T41N456A 8652 CURRENT TRANSFORMER AB 5 684-0 EQUIP AB5-25
1l79 T41N456B 8653 CURRENT TRANSFORMER AB 5 684-0 EQUIP ABS-25
1180 T41N463A 8654 CCIIVAC DMP.PNEU.XMTR. AB 5 677-6 I!21P296A
1181 T41N463B 8655 CCilVAC DMP.PNEU.XMTR. AB 5 677-6 Il21P2968
1182 T4800F451 7029 NITROGEN INERTING ISO VALVE RB 2 RB2-18
1183 T4800F453 7023 INERTING BYPASS ISOLATION VA RB B 57600 EQUIP RBTR-06
1184 T4800F454 7022 NITROGEN SUPPLY TO DW OUTBD IS DW B 57600 EQUIP RBTR-06
1185 T4800F455 7021 NITROGEN INERTING INBD ISO VA DW B 58002 EQUIP DW-20
1186 T4800F456 7036 NITROGEN INERTING SUPPLY VA RB B 57600 EQUIP RBTR-06
1187 T4800F457 7037 NITROGEN INERTING ISOLATION VA RB B EQUIP RBTR-06
1188 T4800F458 7038 NITROGEN INERTING BYPASS ISO V RB B EQUIP RBTR-06
1189 T4901F021 3010 RELIEF VALVE DW I 61406 DW-24
1190 T4901F024 3025 RELIEF VALVE DW l 61600 DW-24
1191 T4901F027 3040 RELIEF VALVE DW I 61706 DW-24
1192 T4901F030 3055 RELIEF VALVE DW I 61803 DW-24
1193 T4901F033 3070 RELIEF VALVE DW I 61803 DW 24
1194 T4901F465 7020 NITROGEN OUTBD ISOLATION MOV RB 1 60006 RBI-02
1195 T490lF468 7024 NITROGEN OUTBD ISOLATION VA RB 2 63300 RB2-20
1196 T4901F601 7019 NITROGEN INBD ISOLATION MOV DW l 6020 V4 2080 DW 06
1197 T490lF602 7025 NITROGEN INBD ISOLATION VA DW 2 63006 V4-2188 DW.I l
1198 T49P400A 1157 INSTRUMENT RACK RB 1 58306 FLOOR RBI-18
1899 T49P400B 1319 INSTRUMENT RACK RB 2 61306 FLOOR RB2 21
1200 T5000F455 7048 PCMC ISOLATION VALVE RB 2 62006 Il2]P284 RB214
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1201 T5000F456 7031 CAS Otfl BD ISOLATION VALVE RB 2 62103 Il21P284 RB2-14
1202 150F450 7030 CAS OUTBD ISOLATION VALVE RB 2 62103 I!21P284
1203 T50F451 7047 PCMC ISOLATION VALVE RB 2 62006 II21P284 RB2-15
1204 T50K001 A 8656 PC TRS.PR. MOD.SIG.COND. AB 2 613-6 tillP613

1205 T50K800A 1946 PS - T50N406A AB 2 61306 lit 1P914
1206 T50K8008 1948 PS - T50N406B AB 2 61306 tilIP915

1207 T50K801 A 8657 PCMS DW PR.SIG.COND. AB 2 613-6 Ili1P613
1208 T50K801B 8658 PCMS DW PR.SIO.COND. AB 2 613-6 lillP612

1209 T50K802A 8659 PCMS DW PR.SIG.COND. AB 2 613-6 lilIP613

1210 T50K802B 8660 PCMS DW PR.SIG.COND. AB 2 613-6 tillP612

1211 T50N400A 3518 SOURCE INST. - T50R800A DW 4 66407 T50R800A
1212 T50N4008 3519 SOURCE INST. - T50R800D DW 4 66407 T50R800B
1213 T50N401A 8119 PC DW PR. NARROW RANGE PR.TRANS RB 2 618-0 ll21P595A
1214 150N40ll! 8661 PCMS DW PR.XMTR. RB 2 618-0 II21P595B
1215 T50N402A 3533 SOURCE INST. - T50R800A RB B 56806 T50R800A
1216 T50N402B 3534 SOURCE INST. - T50R800B RB B 56806 T50R800B
1217 T50N403A 3535 SOURCE INST. - T50R800A RB B 56806 T50R800A
1218 T50N403B 3536 SOURCE INST. - T50R800B RB B 56806 T50RS00B
1219 T50N404A 3537 SOURCE INST. - T50R800A RB B 55104 T50R800A
1220 T50N404B 3538 SOURCE INST. - T50R800B RB B 55104 T50R800B
1221 T50N405B 3540 SOURCE INST. - T50R800H RB B 55104 T50R800B
1222 T50N406A 1945 SOURCE INST. - T50R804A RB SB 54000 ll21P614A
1223 T50N40611 1947 SOURCE INST. - T50R804B RB SB 54000 ll21P614B
1224 T50N407A 3520 SOURCE INST. - T50R800B DW I 59700 T50R800B
1225 T50N407B 3521 SOURCE INST. - T30R800A DW l 59700 T50R800A
1226 T50N408A 3528 SOURCE INST. - T50R8003 DW I 59700 T50R800B
1227 T50N40811 3529 SOURCE INST. - T50R800B DW l 59700 T50R800B
1228 T50N409A 3522 SOURCEINST. T50R800A DW l 59700 T50R800A
1229 T50N4098 3523 SOURCE INST. - T50R800B DW l 59700 T50R800B
1230 T50N410A 3524 SOURCE INST. T50R800A DW l 59700 T50R800A
1231 T50N410B 3525 SOURCE INST. T50R800A DW I 59700 T50R800A
1232 T50N411 A 3526 SOURCE INST. T50R8008 DW l 59700 T50R800B
1233 T50N4tlB 3527 SOURCE INST. - T50R800A DW l 59506 T50R800A
1234 T50N412A 3530 SOURCE INST. - T50R800A DW l 59700 T50R800A
1235 T50N4128 3531 SOURCE INST. - T50R8008 DW l 59700 T50R800B
1236 T50N413A 8001 DIV 1 Ti!ERMOCOUPLE DW l 59700 T50R800A
1237 T50N413B 3532 SOURCE INST. - T50R8008 DW l 59700 T50R800B
1238 150N414A 8120 PCAM TORUS WIDE RANGE PR.TRANS RB 1 589-1 1121P631 A

|

1239 T50N414B 8662 PCAM TORUS PR.XMTR. RB 1 589-1 Il21P631B
1240 T50N415A 8121 PC DW WIDE RANGE PR.TRANSMITTE RB 2 618-0 II21P595A !
1241 T50N415B 8663 PCPM DW PR.XMTR. RB 2 618-0 H21P595B |

'1242 T50N499A 8122 PCAM TORUS NARROW RANGE PR.TRN RB I 589-1 II21P631A
1243 T50N499B 8664 PCAM TORUS PR.XMTR. RB 1 589-1 Il21P631B
1244 T50R800A 8002 DW/FORUS TEMP RECORDER AB 3 64306 111IP601
1245 T50R800B 8003 DWTI'ORUS TEMP RECORDER AB 3 64306 lillP602
1246 T50R802A 8108 DWrl'ORUS PRESS RECORDER AB 3 643 % lilIP601
1247 T50RS02B 8109 DWTIORUS PRESS RECORDER AB 3 64306 lil1P602
1248 T50R804A 3230 TORUS LEVEL INDICATION AB 3 64306 lillP601

1249 T50R804B 3231 TORUS LEVEL INDICATION AB 3 643 % lillP602
1250 X4103C001 1627 EDG II IIAVE FAN RilR 2 617 0 RilR2-13 |

I
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1251 X4103C0v2 1628 EDG 11 IIVAC FAN RilR 2 61700 RilR2-13
1252 X4103C003 1676 EDG 12 IIVAC FAN RilR 2 6170 RIIR2-13
1253 X4103C004 1677 EDG 12 IIVAC FAN RilR 2 61700 RilR2-13
1254 X4103C005 1711 EDG1311VAC FAN RilR 2 617 0 RIIR2-13
1255 X4103C006 1712 EDGl3 IIVAC FAN RilR 2 6170 RilR2-13
1256 X4103C007 1760 EDG I4 IIVAC FAN Ri!R 2 617 0 RilR2-13
1257 X4103C008 1761 EDO 14 IIVAC FAN RIIR 2 61700 RIIR2-13
1258 X4103C009 1603 EDG1 IIVAC FAN RIIR 2 617 0 RIIR2-14
1259 X4103C010 1607 EDG1 !!VAC FAN RilR 2 617 0 RIIR2-14
1260 X4103C011 1654 EDG 12 IIVAC FAN RilR 2 '17 0 RilR2-14
1261 X4103C012 1658 EDG 12 IIVAC FAN RllR 2 ' 7n RilR2-14
1262 X4103C013 1687 EDG 13 IIVAC FAN RilR 2 RilR2-14
1263 X4103C014 1691 EDG 1311VAC FAN RilR 2 6i70 R11R2-14
1264 X4103C015 1737 EDG 14 IIVAC FAN RilR 2 617 0 RilR2-14
1265 X4103C016 1741 EL)G 14 !!VAC FAN RilR 2 617 0 IUIR2-14
1266 X4103C017 1638 RilR COMPLEX !!VAC FAN RilR 1 590 0 RilRI-18
1267 X4103C018 1642 Ri!R COMPLEX llVAC FAN RilR 1 59000 RilRI-18
1268 X4103C019 1722 R11R COMPLEX llVAC FAN RilR 1 590 0 RilRI-18
1269 X4103C020 1726 RilR COMPLEX IIVAC FAN RilR 1 590 0 RilRl-18
1270 X4103F101 8665 RilRIIVAC EXil.GRAV.DMPR. Ri!R 2 RIIR2-16
1271 X4103F102 8666 RilRilVAC EXII.GRAV.DMPR. RIIR 2 RilR2-16
1272 X4103F103 1600 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER R!IR 2 632 0 RilR2-10
1273 X4103F104 1611 SWG RECIR MO DAMPER RilR 2 632 0 RilR2-10
1274 X4103F106 1604 FAN DISCilARGE MO DAMPER RilR 2 629 0 RIIR2-12
1275 X4103F108 1608 FAN DISCIIARGE MO DAMPER RllR 2 6250 RilR2-12
1276 X4103F109 1614 SWCR EXIIAUST MO DAMPER RilR 2 6320 RllR212
1277 X4103Fil3 8667 RilRIIVAC EXII.GRAV.DMPR. RilR 2 RilR2-16
1278 X4103Fi14 8668 RilRIIVAC EXil.GRAV.DMPR. RilR 2 RllR2-16
1279 X4103Fil5 1651 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RIIR 2 623 0 RilR2-10
1280 X4103Fil6 1662 SWG RECIR MO DAMPER RilR 2 623 0 RilR2-10
1281 X4103F118 1655 FAN DISCllARGE MO DAMPER RilR 2 623 0 RilR2-12
1282 X4103F120 1659 FAN DISCllARGE MO DAMPER RilR 2 623 6 RIIR2-12
1283 X4103F121 1665 SWGR EXIIAUST MO DAMPER RllR 2 6260 RilR2-12
1284 X4103F125 8669 RilRIIVAC EX11.GRAV.DMPR. RilR 2 RiiR 2-16
1285 X4103F126 8670 RIIRIIVAC EXil.GRAV.DMPR. RIIR RilR2-16
1286 X4103F127 1684 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RIIR 2 630 0 RIIR2-10
1287 X4103F128 1695 SWG RECIRC MO DAMPER RllR 2 6320 RIIR2-10

,

1288 X4103F130 1688 FAN DISCIIARGE MO DAMPER RilR 2 625 0 Ri!R2-12 :
1289 X4103F132 1692 FAN DISCIlARGE MO DAMPER RilR 2 6250 RIIR2-12 I

1290 X4103Fl33 1698 SWGR EXilAUST MO DAMPER RilR 2 6270 RilR2-12 !

1291 X4103F137 8671 RilRilVAC EXII.GRAV.DMPR. RilR 2 Ri!R2-16 |
1292 X4103F138 8672 R1IRilVAC EXil.GRAV.DMPR. RllR 2 RIIR2-16
1293 X4103F139 1734 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RilR 2 6320 RilR2-10
1294 X4103F140 1745 SWG RECIRC MO DAMPER RllR 2 6320 RIIR2-10
1295 X4103F142 1738 FAN DISCIIARGE MO DAMPER RilR 2 625 0 RilR2-12
1296 X4103F144 1742 FAN DISCIIARGE MO DAMPER RilR 2 62410 RIIR2-12
1297 X4103F145 1748 SWGR EXilAUST MO DAMPER RilR 2 630 0 RIIR2-12
1298 X4103F149A 1619 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RIIR 2 629 0 RIIR2-Il
1299 X4103F14911 1620 AIR INTAKL MO DAMPER R1IR 2 62900 R1IR2-11 |
1300 X4103F149C 1621 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RilR 2 6290 RilR2-11
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1301 X4103F149D 1622 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RilR 2 62900 RIIR2 Il
1302 X4103F150 1632 EDG RM RECIR MO DAMPER RilR 2 6260 RIIR2-10
1303 X4103Fl51A 1668 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RilR 2 632 0 RilR2-Il
1304 X4103F151B 1669 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RilR 2 63100 RilR211
1305 X4103F151C 1670 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RIIR 2 6320 RllR2-11
1306 X4103F151D 1671 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RilR 2 63100 RIIR2-Il
1307 X4103F152 1678 EDG RM RECIR MO DAMPER RIIR 2 62500 RilR2-10
1308 X4103F153A 1703 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RilR 2 624 0 RilR2-Il
1309 X4103Fl53B 1704 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RIIR 2 62700 RIIR2-11
1310 X4103F153C 1705 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RIIR 2 6240 RIIR2-11
1311 X4103Fl53D 1706 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RiiR 2 62700 RilR2-11
1312 X4103F154 1713 EDG RECIR MO DAMPER RilR 2 630 0 RIIR2-Il
1313 X4103F155A 1753 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RilR 2 623 0 RilR2-11
1314 X4103F155B 1754 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RilR 2 62300 RIIR2-ll
1315 X4103Fl55C 1755 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RIIR 2 6230 RliR2-11
1316 X4103F155D 1756 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RilR 2 62300 RIIR2-11
1317 X4103F156 1762 EDG RM RECIR MO DAMPER RIIR 2 630 0 RIIR2-10
1318 X4103F157 1635 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RIIR 1 601 0 RilRI-16
1319 X4103F158 8673 RilRilVAC VLWT. FAN DMP. RilR 1 RIIRI-24
1320 X4103F159 1639 FAN DISCllARGE MO DAMPER RIIR 1 592 0 RilRl.17 |

1321 X4103Fl60 8674 RIIRilVAC VENT. FAN DMP. RilR 1 RIIRI-24
1322 X4103F161 1643 FAN DISCilARGE MO DAMPER RilR I 595 0 RIIR1-17
1323 X4103F162 1648 RilR COMPLEX RECIR MO DAMPER RIIR 1 6010 RilRI 16
1324 X4103F163 8675 RilRilVAC EXil.GRAV.DMP, RIIR 1 RilR2-16
1325 X4103F164 1719 AIR INTAKE MO DAMPER RilR 1 6050 RIIRI-16
1326 X4103F165 8676 RilRilVAC VENT. FAN DMP. RilR 1 RilRI-24
1327 X4103F166 1723 FAN DISCllARGE MO DAMPER RilR 1 600 0 RIIRI-17
1328 X4103F167 8677 RIIRilVAC VENT. FAN DMP. RilR 1 RIIRI-24
1329 X4103F168 1768 FAN DISCIIARGE MO DAMPER RIIR 1 593 3 RIIRI-17
1330 X4103F169 1729 PUMP RM RECIR MO DAMPER RIIR 1 600 0 RilRI-16
133i X4103F170 8678 RilRIIVAC EXil.GRAV.DMP. RilR I RIIR2-16
1332 X4103F171 8679 RilRilVAC EXII. FIRE DMP. RilR 2 625-6
1333 X4103F172 8680 RilRilVAC INL. FIRE DMP. RilR 2 625-6
1334 X4103F173 8681 RIIRilVAC VENT. FAN DMP. RilR 2 625-6
1335 X4103F177 8682 RilRilVAC EXil. FIRE DMP. RIIR 2

1336 X4103F178 8683 RilRIIVAC INL. FIRE DMP. RilR 2

1337 X4103F179 86R4 RIIRIIVAC VENT. FAN DMP. Ri[R 2

1338 X4103F183 8685 RIIRilVAC EXII. FIRE DMP. RilR 2

1339 X4103F184 8686 Ri!RilVAC INL. FIRE DMP. RilR 2

1340 X4103Fl85 8687 RllRl!VAC VENT. FAN DMP. RIIR 2 |

1341 X4103F189 8688 RilRilVAC EXil. FIRE DMP. RilR 2

1342 X4103Fl90 8689 RilRilVAC INL. FIRE DMP. RIIR 2

1343 X4103F191 8690 RilRilVAC INL. FIRE DMP. RilR 2

1344 X41K00lA 1618 SWGR TEMPERATURE ELEMENT RilR 2 61700 1121P350

|1345 X41K001B 1702 SWGR TEMP CONTROL RilR 2 61700 II21P352
1346 X41K001C 1667 SWGR TEMPERATURE CONTROL RIIR 2 61700 1121P351
1347 X41K00lD 1752 SWGR TEMPERATURE CONTROL RilR 2 61700 1121P353
1348 X41K002A 1630 EDG RM TEMP CONTROL RIIR 2 61700 II21P350
1349 X41K002B 1717 EDG RM TEMP CONTROL RIIR 2 61700 ll21P352

( 1350 X41K002C 1682 EDG RM TEMP CONTROL RilR 2 61700 ll21P351
!
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1351 X41K002D 1766 EDG RM TEMP CONTROL Ri!R 2 61700 ll21P353
1352 X41K002E 1631 EDO RM TEMP CONTROL RIIR 2 61700 1121P350
1353 X41K002F 1718 EDG RM TEMP CONTROL RIIR 2 61700 1121P352
1354 X41K002G 1683 EDG RM TEMP CONTROL RFIR 2 61700 ll21P351
1355 X4tK00211 1767 EDG RM TEMP CONTROL RllR 2 61700 ll21P353
1356 X41K003A 1647 PUMP RM TEMP CONTROL RilR I 59000 II21P517
1357 X4iK003B 1733 RIIR COMPLEX TEMP CONTROL RIIR I $9000 1121 PSI 8
1358 X4IN056A 1617 SWGR TEMPERATURE ELEMENT RIIR 2 62200 EQUIP RIIR2-15
1359 X41N056B 1701 SWGR TEMP ELEMENT RilR 2 62200 EQUIP RIIR2-15
1360 X41N056C 1666 SWGR TEMP ELEMENT RilR 2 62200 EQUIP RilR2-15
1361 X41N056D 1751 SWGR TEMPERATURE ELEMENT RIIR 2 62200 EQUIP RiiR2-15
1362 X41N057A 1629 EDG RN TEMP ELEMENT RIIR 2 62200 EQUIP RIIR2-15
1363 X4iN057B 1716 EDG RM TEMP ELEMENT RIIR 2 62200 EQUIP RIIR2-15
1364 X41N057C 1681 EDG RM TEMP ELEMENT RIIR 2 62200 EQUIP RIIP2-15
1365 X41N057D 1765 EDG RM TEMP ELEMENT RIIR 2 62200 EQUIP RIIR2-15
1366 X41N058A 1646 PUMP RM TEMP ELEMENT RilR 1 59500 EQUIP RilRI-25
1367 X41N058B 1732 RIIR COMPLEX TEMP ELEMENT RIIR I 59500 EQUIP Ri!RI-25 '
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Table 3-4 Plant System and Corresponding SSEL Line Numbers

Plant System / Function SSEI, I ine Numbers

EECW 1-627
RIIRSW, EDGSW, EESW 700-832

DC Power 900-925
NIAS 1000-1371
EDG 1400-1499,9000-9019

IIVAC 1500-1546
EDG HVAC 1600-1775

MCCs, relay and distribution panels 1800-1891
System instrumentation 1900-1973

RS/RPS/CRD 2000-2019
Reactor recire. instrumentation 2100-2130

EDG permissives 2200-2520
ADS 3000-3073

1321 instrumentation 3100-3302
Additional instruments, instrument racks 3500-3656

liPCI instrumentation 3900-3944
liPCI 4000-4177
RCIC 4200-4325
RHR 5000-5203

RIIR instrumentation 5300-5322
Shutdown cooling 6000-6035

Torus cooling 6200-6219
Containment isolation 7000-7057
Additional misc. items 8000-8012

Components from Ops. review 8100-8132
Additional dependency instruments 8500-8692 )

i
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Table 3-5 Normally Open Valves Which Close on Receipt of Isolation Signal

Valve Isolation Signal Closes on loss
of power?

B2103F022A Reactor Vessel Low Level 1 yes

B2103F028A Reactor Vessel Low Level 1 yes

B2103F022B Reactor Vessel Low Level 1 yes

B2103F028B Reactor Vessel Low Level 1 yes

B2103F022C Reactor Vessel Low Level 1 yes

B2103F028C Reactor Vessel Low Level 1 yes

B2103F022D Reactor Vessel Low Level I yes

B2103F028D Reactor Vessel Low Level 1 yes

01154F600 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
liigh Drywell Pressure

G1154F018 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
High Drywell Pressure

T4901F601 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
High Drywell Pressure

T4901F465 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
High Drywell Pressure

T4800F455 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
High Drywell Pressure

Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation
liigh

T4800F454 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
liigh Drywell Pressure

Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation
High

T4800F453 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
High Drywell Pressure

Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation
High

T4901F468 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
High Drywell Pressure

T4901F602 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
High Drywell Pressure

G3352F001 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no

G3352F004 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no

T5000F450 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes j
High Drywell Pressure '

T5000F456 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
liigh Drywell Pressure

,

!B3100F014B Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
High Drywell Pressure

133100F016B Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
High Drywell Pressure

B3100F014A Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
High Drywell Pressure
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Table 3-5 (continued) Normally Open Valves Which Close on Receipt of
Isolation Signal

Vahe Isolation Siunal Closes on loss
of power?

B3100F016A Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
High Drywell Pressure ;

T4800F456 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
,

liigh Drywell Pressure
'

Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation
High

T4800F457 Reactor Vessel Low Lcvel 2 yes
High Drywell Pressure

Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation
liigh

T4800F458 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
High Drywell Pressure

Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation ,

High !

G5100F605 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
High Drywell Pressure

G5100F604 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
High Drywell Pressure

E5150F062 High Drywell Pressure no
,

RCIC Steam Line Low Pressure '

E5150F084 High Drywell Pressure no
RCIC Steam Line Low Pressure

E4150F075 High Drywell Pressure no
HPCI Steam Line Low Pressure

|

'

E4150F079 liigh Drywell Pressure no
HPCI Steam Line Low Pressure :

G5100F601 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
liigh Drywell Pressure ,

G5100F600 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
High Drywell Pressure

G5100F602 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
High Drywell Pressure

G5100F603 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
liigh Drywell Pressure

T5000F451 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
liigh Drywell Pressure

T5000F455 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 yes
High Drywell Pressure

G5100F606 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
High Drywell Pressure

G5100F607 Reactor Vessel Low Level 2 no
High Drywell Pressure
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Table 3-6 List of Equipment Categories Including Number of SSEL

Items and Outliers in Each Category

Category Description SSEL Outliers
&, items

1 motor control centers 15 6
>

2 low voltage switchgear 8 4

3 medium voltage switchgear 8 3

4 transformers and regulators 12 3

5 horizontal pumps 21 3

6 vertical pumps 16 1

7 fluid-operated valves 281 14

8 motor-operated valves 89 12

9 fans 26 0

10 air handlers 16 3

11 chillers 2 1

12 air compressors 6 0

13 motor generators 0 0

14 distribution panels 20 3

15 batteries and racks 2 1

16 battery chargers 6 2

17 engine generators 4 0

18 automatic transfer switches 0 0

19 instrument racks 50 8

20 localinstruments/ 38 1

temperature sensors
21 control and instrumentation 83 18

cabinets
22A other valves 1119 2

2213 tanks 413 3

22C heat exchangers 20 4

22D steam-driven turbines 2 0

;
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Table 3-7 List of Maintenance Work Requests

& WR No Date laitiated Dancription Status / schedule SE%S No

1 000Z947541 11/3/94 Mounting bolt missing on HCU Complete 12/9/94 RBI 12
. 2 000Z947542 11/3/94 HCU N2 tank support rod bent Complete 12/20/94 RBl 12
3 000Z947543 11/3/94 Missing / loose hardware and straps on llCUs Complete 12/9/94 RBl12
4 000Z947544 11/3/94 ' Missing safety cables for lights- RBI ' Complete i1/19/94 RB1 15/18
5 000Z948669 12/6/94 Missing hardware- H21P021 Complete 12/9/94 RBB-02
6 000Z951276 1/27/95 Missing hardware- H21P017 Complete 6/8/95 RCIC-15
7 000Z951277 1/27/95 T4100B018 anchor nut may be missing . Verified 2/24/95 RBSB-02
8 000Z951289 2/24/95 Missing bolts.HPCI main oil pump Complete 3/29/95 HPCI 23
9 000Z951305 4/3/95 Missing bolts calvert bus box support Complete 5/18/95 SGRI-05
10. 000Z951311 4/27/95 Missing screws on HI1P614 insert Scheduled 4/6/96 RR-18
I1 000Z951312 4/27/95 Missing overhead light safety cables- AB3 Complete 3/19/96 BAT-M
12 000Z951313 4/27/95 Missing emergency battery hooks Scheduled 4/26/96 RB2-22
13 000Z951314 4/27/95 Missing bolts between MCC R3200S016 sections Complete 7/24/95 BAT-03
14 000Z951315 4/27/95 Switchgear door bolts not engaged / stripped . canceled, split into 5 SGR2-03
15 000Z951324 5/15/95 GEMAC modules not inserted in HiIP612 Scheduled for RF05 RR-03
16 000Z951325 5/16/95 Missing overhead lights safety cables- AB2 Complete 3/96 SGRI-01

'

17 000Z952656 5/17/95 GEMAC modules not inserted in HIIP613 Scheduled for RF05 RR-03
18 000Z953607 5/31/95 Mounting screws for Dwyer switch in H21P2%B Complete 7/25/95 ABS-02 ;

19 000Z953608 5/31/95 Safety cables on overhead lights- AB5 Complete 3/7/96 AB5-02 ]
20 000Z953614 6/22/95 Mounting screw missing on R30NA09D switch Complete 2/27/96 ' RHRI-08 !
21 000Z953615 6/22/95 Actuator lid loose on R3000F023D, EDG 14 Complete 2/27/96 RHRI 10
22 000Z953616 6/22/95 Emergency lighting battery hook bohs R3600S199 ' Work w/ 000Z951313 RilRI-08 ;

23 000Z953617 6/27/95 EDG gauge panel mounting nut torque Canceled, split into 4 RHRl-02
24 000Z953621 7/5/95 MCC R1600S003D rattlespace w/ water shield Complete 9/26/95 RB2-22 j
25 000Z953622 7/5/95 Torquejam nuts on gauge panel R30P310 Complete S/10/95 RHRI-02

l

26 000Z953623 7/5/95 Torquejam nuts on gauge panel R30P320 Complete 8/15/95 RilRl-02 i

27 000Z953624 7/5/95 Torque jam nuts on gauge panel R30P330 Completc 8/22/95 RHRl-02 .|
28 000Z953625 7/5/95 Torquejam nuts on gauge panel R30P340 Complete 8/30/95 RHRl-02
29 000Z954328 7/11/95 Switchgear door bolts not engaged R1400S001B Complete 7/24/95 SGR2-03
30 000Z954329 7/11/95 Switchgear door bolts not engaged R1400S001B Complete 7/24/95 SGR2-03
31 000Z954330 7/l1/95 Switchgear door bolts not engaged R1400S001C Complete 7/24/95 SGR2-03 1

32 000Z954331. 7/11/95 Switchgear door bolts not engaged Rl400S001E Complete 7/24/95 SGR2-03 '

33 000Z954332 7/11/95 Switchgear door bolts not engaged R1400S021B Complete 7/24/95 SGR2-03 ,

34 000Z952645 8/2/95 RHR switchgear bolts not engaged R1400S002A Completc 8/8/95 RHR2-06 j
35 000Z952646 8/2/95 RHR switchgear bolts not engaged R1400S002B Complete 8/8/95 RHR2-06 !
36 000Z952647 8/2/95 RilR switchgear bolts not engaged R1400S002C Completc 8/8/95 RHR2-06
37 000Z952648 8/2/95 RilR switchgear bolts not engaged R1400S002D Complete 8/8/95 RHR2-06
38 000Z952649 8/2/95 RilR switchgear bolts not engaged R14005038 Completc 8/8/95 RHR2-04
39 000Z952650 8/2/95 RHR switchgear bolts not engaged R1400S039 Complete 8/8/95 RilR2-04
40 000Z955153 8/2/95 Relay mounting screws missing - 1121P350 Complete 10/3/95 RHR2-07
41 000Z955154 8/2/95 Relay mounting screws missing 1121P35i Complete 2/9/96 RHR2 07
42 000Z955432 11/28/95 Anchor nut missing for Distrib. Pnl. H21P561 Scheduled 6/5/96 RBB-06
43 000Z957665 12/11/95 Missing hardware for sig. conditioners, HIIP612 Scheduled 7/15/96 RR-03
44 000Z957666 12/11/95 . Recorder hardware deficiencies in H11P601 Complete 2/14/96 CR-02
45 000Z957668 12/18/95 Trolleys on top of 480V switchgears Rl400S022 Complete 2/15/96 SGRI-06
46 000Z957669 12/18/95 Trolleys on top of 480V switchgears R1400S023 Complete 2/15/96 SGRI-06
47 000Z957670 12/18/95 Trolleys on top of 480V switchgears R1400S020 Complete 2/22/% SGR2-04
48 000Z957671 12/18/95 Trolleys on top of 480V switchgears R1400S021 Complete 2/22/96 SGR2-04
49 000Z957672 12/18/95 Trolleys on top of 480V switchgears R1400S036 Complete 2/15/% RHR2-04
50 000Z957673 12/18/95 Trolleys on top of 480V switchgears R1400S037 Complete 2/15/96 RHR2-04
51 000Z957674 12/18/95 Trolleys on top of 480V switchgears R1400S038 Complete 2/22/96 RHR2-04
52 000Z957675 12/18/95 Trolleys on top of 480V switchgears R1400S039 Complete 2/22/96 RHR2-04
53 000Z957680 12/20/95 Mounting screw missing for PCV T41FI14B Scheduled 4/23/96 ABS-02
54 000Z957681 12/20/95 Mntg. hardware deficiencies for T41N132B & 134B Scheduled 4/23/% AB5-02
55 000Z957682 12/22/95 Tighten transformer mounting bolt - T41N456B Scheduled 4/6/96 ABS-25
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SECTION 4

INTERNAL FIRES ANALYSIS

4.0 GENERAL METHODOLOGY AND CONTRACTOR INTERFACE

4.0.1 Methodology Selection

The Fire-Induced Vulnerability Evaluation (FIVE) methodology [4.2] was selected as the
method to satisfy the NRC request described in Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4. The
NRC has reviewed the EPRI developed FIVE methodology and has determined that it
provides a comprehensive approach for screening plant areas for fire risk and is an
acceptable method for meeting GL 88-20 requirements.[4.2, 4.25] The FIVE
methodology was used to identify fire areas of potential risk significance, calculate area
fire ignition frequencies, and provide hazards analysis for resulting critical areas. This
methodology provides a conservative analysis process that utilizes existing plant analyses,
such as the Fermi 2 Fire Hazards Analysis (FHA) and the Fermi 2 Level 1 probabilistic
safety assessment (PSA).

4.0.2 Description of FIVE Methodology

The FIVE methodology is a progressive screening technique based on conservative
assumptions using industrial and plant specific data bases for evaluating fire event
sequences. The overall objective is to determine the availability, in the event of fire, of )
plant equipment, cabling, and components necessary to achieve and maintain safe l

shutdown. |

The methodology utilized in this analysis for evaluating the potential fire risk of the subject
fire compartments is based upon the guidelines presented for Phase I, II and III of the Fire
Induced Vulnerability Evaluation (FIVE) Methodology. Per the FIVE Methodology, a
fire area containing no risk significant circuits or equipment, or with a calculated Core
damage frequency (CDF) less than or equal to IE-6 events per reactor year is considered
insignificant to fire risk and may be screened from further analysis.

The FIVE methodology and this evaluation consist of three phases:

Phase I: Fire Area Screen (Qualitative Analysis).

Phase II: Critical Fire Compartment Screen (Quantitative Analysis).

Phase III: Plant Walkdown/ Verification and Documentation.

The three phase process of the FIVE methodology is shown in Figure 4-1 and is described
below.

4.0.2.1 FIVE Phase 1(Qualitative Analysis)

The EPRI FIVE Phase I methodology is used to perform an initial screening of fire areas.
~ This screening involves the identification of plant fire areas and a qualitative assessment of
the consequences of a fire in these areas. The overall Phase I effort consists of the
following tasks:

4- 1
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Identify Appendix R safe shutdown systemse-

Identify fire areas and associated compartments ;
e

Identify Appendix R safe shutdown equipment by compartmente

Perform fire area vs. Appendix R safe shutdown system screene

'

Perform fire area vs. Appendix R safe shutdown function evaluation*

Perform Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA)' :e

Each of the these tasks is described briefly below. More detailed discussions can be found

in the EPRI FIVE document.[4.2]

. .
,

4.0.2.1.1 Identify Appendix R Safe Shutdown Systems

This step involves identifying all the safe shutdown systems credited in the plant 10CFR50
Appendix R analysis. Note that Phase I considers only Appendix R safe shutdown
equipment, as directed in the FIVE methodology.

4.0.2.1.2 Identify Fire Areas and Associated Compartments

The next step is to identify the distinct fire areas of the plant. This can be performed by !

review of plant general arrangement drawings and the Fermi 2 Fire Protection .
Analysis.[4.3] FIVE states that fire areas with numerous small rooms can either: (1) be

i
treated together as one room; or, (2) represented by individual fire compartments. The '

use ofindividual fire compartments allows a more precise accounting for the location of :

equipment. The FIVE methodology recommends using a numbering scheme that relates i

to the' Appendix R numbering scheme. Credit can only be taken for fire area barriers that
are included in the plant inspection, testing, and maintenance program.

4.0.2.1.3 Identify Appendix R Safe Shutdown Equipment by Compartment

Once the fire compartments and safe shutdown systems are identified, the next step is to l

list safe shutdown equipment by compartment. This categorization lists the safe shutdown
equipment expected to be impacted by a compartment fire and the safe shutdown
equipment credited as available following a compartment fire.

.

'

4.0.2.1.4 Perform Fire Area vs. Appendix R Safe Shutdown System Screen

The next step is to review the safe shutdown and fire compartment information and to
perform an initial screen of fire areas unimportant to risk associated with a fire in that area
(e.g., Onsite Storage Bldg.). If a fire area and all its associated fire compartments do not
contain safe shutdown equipment mLd. a fire does not result in the demand for a plant
shutdown, the entire fire area can be screened from further analysis.

4.0.2.1.5 Perform Fire Area vs. Appendix R Safe Shutdown Function Evaluation

For the remaining unscreened fire areas, the next step is to evaluate each fire compartment
within the area assuming all safe shutdown equipment in each fire compartment is

4- 2
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damaged and that the normal alternate shutdown path is unavailable. If, under this !

scenario, a fire in each compartment within the fire area damages safe shutdown -

equipment but does not cause a demand for safe shutdown functions in that fire area then
the entire fire area can be screened from funher analysis. If there is doubt whether the '

plant would shut down for a fire in a given area, FIVE directs to assume that plant
shutdown would occur and not to screen out the area.

Note that in these first five steps of Phase I a fire is assumed to damage everything in the
compartment, and either all fire compartments of a fire area screen out or the entire fire
area must be retained for funher evaluation. '

4.0.2.1.6 Perform Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA) i

Up;to this point all screened areas are entire fire areas and all their associated fire
compartments. The remaining unscreened fire areas may contain numerous associated fire
compartments, some of which may be unimportant with respect to plant fire risk. The
purpose _of this last step of FIVE Phase I is to identify these unimportant fire
compartments and screen them from the detailed analysis to follow in Phase II.

Those fire areas not screened out in the prior steps are reviewed on a compartment basis
to. establish the adequacy of companment boundaries. The information required to
complete this review includes the fire rating of the compartment boundaries and the
combustible loading in the companment. The criteria used to determine whether a l

particular boundary is adequate with respect to the FIVE methodology is provided in the q

EPRI FIVE document and is as follows: '

l. Boundaries between two compartments, neither of which contain ' afes

shutdown components nor plant trip initiators, on the. basis that fire involving
both compartments would have no adverse affect on safe shutdown capability.

2. Boundaries that consist of a 2-hour or 3-hour rated fire barrier on the basis of
barrier effectiveness.

3. Boundaries that consist of a 1-hour rated fire barrier with a combustible .

loading in the exposing companment <80,000 Btu per sq. ft. on the basis of
barrier effectiveness and combustible loading.

4. Boundaries where the exposing compartment has a very low combustible
loading <20,000 Btu per sq. ft. and automatic fire detection on the basis that
manual suppression will prevent fire spread to the adjacent compartment.

5. Boundaries where both the exposing and exposed compartments have a very
low combustible loading <20,000 Bta per sq. ft. on the basis that a significant
fire cannot develop in the area.

6. Boundaries where automatic fire suppression is installed over combustibles in
the exposing compartment on the basis that this will prevent fire spread to the
adjacent compartment.

4-3
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,

A FIVE Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA) form is completed for each of the ;
unscreened fire zones. The FCIA form organizes the relevant data to facilitate the ;
determination of the potential for fire spread beyond a single compartment. ;

If all boundaries of a compartment screen out and:

the compartment contains no safe shutdown equipment, p.t !
e

following a fire, there is no demand for safe shutdown functions, Ie

then the compartment can be screened from further analysis. Adjacent fire compartments ,

with unscreened boundaries (i.e., a fire may spread from one compartment to the next) are
combined into a single compartment. |

The unscreened fire compartments at the end of Phase I are considered critical fire !

compartments that require further detailed analysis in Phase II.

4.0.2.2 FIVE Phase II(Quantitative Analysis) .

Phase II of the FIVE methodology is a progressive probabilistic evaluation that considers ;

the sequence of events which must occur to create the loss of safe shutdown. Phase II !

allows fire areas to be screened from further analysis once the frequency of fire initiated
Icore damage accident sequences drops below 1E-6/yr. Phase II analysis consists of the

following three tasks: .

t

Calculate compartment fire initiation frequency >*

Calculate safe shutdown failure probability given the fire initiating event j
e

Calculate and/or evaluate fire propagation, damage, and suppression system !e

effectivenessifrequired.

Each of the these tasks is described briefly below. More detailed discussions can be found in ;

the EPRI FIVE document.[4.2]
,

4.0.2.2.1 Compartment Fire Ignition Frequency !

This step estimates the fire ignition frequency for each Phase I unscreened fire companment. !
The calculation of a companment Fire Ignition Frequency requires data regarding the type and '

amount of equipment located in the compartment. The FIVE methodology uses a total of over !

800 fire events spanning the period 1965-1988 to develop a generic data base used to estimate !

the Fire Ignition Frequency. This generic information is adapted to individual plants by
counting and weighing the plant specific ignition sources and fuel sources.

|

If the Fire Ignition Frequency, Fi, is less than 1.0E-06/yr, then the fire companment is screened
from funher analysis.

4.0.2.2.2 Safe Shutdown Failure Probability

If F; is greater than 1.0E-06/yr, then fiirther analysis is required. Redundant systems (i.e., either .

redundant Appendix R safe shutdown equipment or alternate safe shutdown equipment) which j
can perform the functions of the safe shutdown equipnient in the area must then be identified. ;

I
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,

All available shutdown paths, in addition to those considered in the Appendix R analyses, may ;
be considered. The Fire Protection Analysis, the Fermi 2 equipment d=*=has (CECO) and the ;

Fermi 2 cable database provide reference sources for identifying the specific equipment and
.

'cables in each fire compartment. The information from these databases is cross-referenced to
Fermi 2 drawings in order to accurately determine equipment location. The Fermi 2 PSA !

model is modified to accont for fire damaged equipment and the model run to determine the
,

conditional safe shutdown failure probability. '

If the product of the fire ignition frequency and the conditional safe shutdown failure |
probability is less than 1.0E-06/yr, then the fire compartment is screened from further analyss.

|
3

4.0.2.2.3 Fire Damage Modeling and Suppression System Effectiveness >

If the product of the Fire Ignition Frequency and the redundant system failure probability is
greater than 1.0E-6/yr, then further analysis is required. Evaluation of each unscreened fire
compartment continues to relax conservative assumptions in the analysis and further examine
the events in the fire sequences. This evaluation includes consideration of combustibles in the
area, vulnerability of safe shutdown equipment and alternate safe shutdown equipment to

,

radiant heat exposure and hot gases, fire detection and suppression available in the area, and
fire modeling to characterize the worst case fire scenario Accepted fire modehng techniques
are provided in the FIVE Methodology manual.[4.2]. This step can lead to an iterative process
requiring reruns of the PSA model described above with modr6 cations to the extent of fire
damaged equipment. i

4.0.2.3 FIVE Phase HI (Walkdown and Verification)
Phase III is a walkdown and veri 6 cation process to determme whether or not the assumptions !
and calculations of the evaluation are supported by the physical conditions of the plant. This ;
process can be performed during or after the Phase I and Phase II analyses. In practice, such as 1

in this evaluation, it often becomes necessary to also perform veri 6 cation walkdowns during I
the first two phases.

4.0.3 Key Assumptions

4.0.3.1 General Discussion of Assumptions

For the purpose of this analysis, the phra:es ' Safe Shutdown equipment' and ' Safe
Shutdown circuits' refer to that set of equipment identified as being required to achieve
and maintain safe shutdown. This equipment is the same as that credited in the Fire j
Hazards Analysis [4.3]. ' Safe Shutdown equipment' and ' Safe Shutdown circuits' are '

identified in the Fermi 2 database 'Combinel.db'.

For the purpose of this analysis, the phrases ' Balance of Plant equipment' and ' Balance of
Plant circuits' refer to that set of equipment identified during the performance of the FIVE
analysis as being available to assist in the removal of decay heat or to provide makeup
water to the reactor. This equipment is not required for the Appendix R safe shutdown of
the plant and is not credited in the Fire Hazards Analysis [4.3]. ' Balance of Plant I

i

!
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equipment' and ' Balance of Plant circuits' are identified in the Fermi 2 database
'Combop.db',

Routing information for the Reactor Protection System (RPS) is not required for the
normal Appendix R reviews and was not available for this analysis. Therefore in most ]
cases this analysis assumed that RPS existed in the compartment of interest and an
automatic trip occurred resulting in the loss of the condenser.

The cabling at Fermi 2 has been evaluated by Detroit Edison and has been found to be !
equivalent to IEEE 383 cable in regard to selfignition and propagation of flame [4.3]. t

Cable runs, junction boxes and cable splices are not considered as ignition sources in the i

subject fire areas.

4.0.4 Software for FIVE Evaluation ;
;

Detroit Edison (DECO) was not a member of EPRI when the FIVE analysis was being
performed. In order to maintain consistency between the two contractors chosen to assist

,

in the preparation of the report, DECO had ERIN Engineering develop a software
program, to be used by both contractors, to perform the automated portions of the
analysis. This software is identified throughont this report as QUICK FIVE [4.7]. i

'

QUICK FIVE is a software program that emulates the analyses performed in the
automated FIVE program that EPRI provides. j

QUICK FIVE is organized into two separate functional system program elements. |

The Phase I program element allows data to be imported from the plant specific
~

databases and automatically prepares the Safe Shutdown System versus Fire *

'Area / Compartment Matrices based on the imported data and prepares the Fire
,

Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA) data sheets.'

,

The Phase II program element consists of two Excel workbooks and a macro. The
INPUT.XLW workbook is completed by the user and provides generic plant data
to be used by the individual compartment workbooks. The PHASE _II.XLW !

workbook is a template for the compartment workbook < rhe macro is provided
to assist the user in making copies of the temph for each of the fire

,

compartments and tracking the status of the Phase II anaps.
'

The combination of these two QUICK FIVE program elements allows the user to quickly
and efficiently implement the FIVE methodology.

Detroit Edison also provided both contractors with copies of databases developed
internally which contained:

e a listing of the equipment credited in the Appendix R analysis
(COMBINEl.DB)

| a listing of the non Appendix R equipment that had been routed and thereforee

| could be credited (COMBOP.DB)
l
| * a listing of ignition sources, located by fire area / compartment -

(COMBINE 2.DB)

:

i
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l
These databases were developed and maintained by DECO and provided to the contractors !

to maintain consistency in the equipment being used in their individual analyses. !

4.0.5 Contractor Interface !
!Detroit Edison (DECO) used in-house resources to identify the equipment to be credited in the

analysis, provide routing information, perform the PSA analysis, perform the vedfication
walkdown and perform the peer review of the overall FIVE repon. ,

VECTRA Technologies, Inc., performed the FIVE analysis for the Reactor Building, the
.

Turbine and Radwaste Buildings and the balance of the non-safety related buildings and yard |
stmetures. This analysis is documented in Section 4A.

ERIN Engineering and Research, Inc., performed the FIVE analysis for the Auxiliary Building. !

This analysis is documented in Section 4B.

ERIN and VECTRA were used due to their experience in similar analyses at other utilities and ,

'

because DECO staff was involved in extensive efforts to restart the plant following the 1994
turbine failure. t

DECO staffinterfaced with ERIN and VECTRA throughout their analysis. DECO reviewed
and accepted the assumptions and provided coordination between the two contractors in order
to ensure that the final repon from both contractors was as similar as possible. Several ,

discussions were held among the three parties in order to ensure that all assumptions and 6re ;

modeling parameters were similar and reasonable. DECO also visited the contractors offices !
during the preparation of the repon in order to review the in-progress work. |

Both contractors toured Fermi and performed walkdowns to con 6rm assumptions. The !

number of the walkdowns performed by_the contractors varied because of the buildmgs
analyzed and type of information required. DECO staff esconed the contractors and
panicipated in all walkdowns providing utility expertise and knowledge of the plant structures .

and systems. DECO engmeers performed a final verification walkdown after receipt of the ;

analyses in order to satisfy themselves that the analyses correctly addressed the hazards for
each fire compartment. '

!
1

)
I
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4.1 REVIEW OF PLANT INFORMATION AND WALKDOWNS

A variety ofinformation sources were reviewed and a number of walkdowns were perfonned
in support of the intemal fire analysis. These are discussed below.

4.1.1 Review of Plant Information

The following are the primary information sources reviewed as part of the internal fire analysis:

Fire Protection Analysis*

Fermi 2 CECO databasee

e Fermi 2 cable database

Plant arrangement drawingse

FHA drawingse

Electrical drawingse

Femti 2 PSA REBECA [4.68] documentatione

Plant procedurese

Design Calculationse

- The Fire Protection Analysis is a detailed information source that provided numerous inputs
into the fire analysis, such as:

Equipment in each fire zone.

Combustible loading in each fire zone (type and quantity)a

Fire protection equipment in each fire zonee

Consequences ofdesign basis fire in each fire zonee

Consequences of fire suppression system actuation in each fire zonee

Design basis information concerning fire suppression systems*

Design information conceming fire barrierse

Design information conceming altemate shutdown capabilitye

The accuracy of the cable routing information is of paramount importance since it is this that
provides much of the basis for the fire analysis. For the Appendix R equipment, the associated
raceways and their location within specific fire areas were validated as part of the Appendix R
program. Summaries of this information are contained in the Fire Protection Analysis in the
form of drawings and text. More detailed infonnation, such as conduit, cable tray, and cable
numbers were obtained from the DECO cable database.

Plant arrangement drawings were used, as necessary, in conjunction with CECO database and
DECO cable database information to locate equipment credited in the fire analysis. The

4- 8
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larrangement drawings were also reviewed throughout the intemal fire assessment, as ;

necessary, to locate equipment and to assess the potential for fire spread.

The FHA drawings were also a well used source that aided in the determination of the potential
for fire spread. The FHA drawmgs mdicated the followmg infonnation directly on the
drawings- .

l

e Fire zone boundaries j
e Fire doors

Fire damperse

Raceway fire wrape

Fire detection equipmente

Suppression systems and coverage areas Ie

Conduit and cable tray drawings were used when it was necessary to accurately locate specific
cabling (either for fire damage modeling or due to some ambiguity in another information
source). one-line electrical drawings were used as a reference source in the detennination of *

power supply vulnerabilities.

The Fermi 2 PSA REBECA documentation was used as an information source in the
determination ofequipment vulnerabilities for the auxiliary building evaluation. The REBECA
fault trees provided a quick reference source for determining the impact on systems modeled in
the fire analysis due to fire induced damage ofindividual components or subsystems. This was
necessaiy to support the modeling of system train failures in the RISKMAN PSA fire model.

Plant procedures were reviewed'as part of the assessment to: 1) verify that all fire barders
credited in the fire analysis are covered under a survedlance program, 2) vedfy that ignition -
sources and combustibles are covered by procedural requirements, and 3) determine whether a
fire initiated event occurs for a fire in a given area. The procedures reviewed included the
following:

Abnormal Operating Procedures (AOPs).

Administrative Procedures.

Fire Protection Procedurese

Fire Pre-Plan Procedures )
e

1

A number of Fermi 2 design calculations were used to support the determination of equipment !
Ivulnerabilities:

DC-5024, " Load List and Loss of Power Impact - MPU #1"e

DC-5025, " Loss ofPower Impact on MPU #2"e

l DC-5026, " Loss of Power Impact for MPU #3"e
L

DC-5027, " Loss of Power Impact for MPU #4"*
;

;
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DC-5028, " Loss of Power Impact for MPU #5"e

DC-5029, " Loss of Power Impact for MPU #6" i
e

DC-5702, " Fire Loading Calculation"e
;

In addition, the Fermi 2 " Cable Routing Equipment - From and To By Equipment" database i

was used to support the determination of equipment vulnerabilities. :

4.1.2 Walkdowns

Walkdowns were performed by ERIN and VECTRA during their analyses in order to
verify:

That the quantities and types of transient combustibles used in the analysis.

were suitable for the area being analyzed.

That the equipment location and potential for fire damage used in the firee

modeling was suitable for the area being analyzed.

The fire task manager who was familiar with the FIVE methodology and the material
needing to be determined during these walkdowns escorted the contractor personnel and ;

. was involved in the collection of the material required for the analyses.

In addition to the walkdowns discussed above, DECO performed a final series of
confirmatory walkdowns, following the receipt of the ERIN and VECTRA reports. This !

final series of walkdowns was used to verify that the assumptions used in the analysis were
;

acceptable and to check on whether there were any significant ignition sources or i

equipment missing from a screened or unscreened compartment. '

During this final walkdown several minor discrepancies were identified such as equipment :

being correctly located in a fire area but in an adjoining fire compartment. This type of
discrepancy, because it identified only a small number ofignition sources, would have no
significant effect on the results of the analysis.

In addition, since no fire areas screened in the Phase I portion of FIVE and fire modeling
was used to screen the compartments in Phase II, the final results of the analysis would
not change. Therefore the Phase I and initial portions of the Phase II analyses were not ;

redone to reflect this type of change. j
!

!
1

!
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4.2 FIREIIAZARD ANALYSIS

4.2.1 Fire IIazards Methodology

4.2.1.1 Fire Zones,

The FIVE Phase I analysis relies heavily on the existing Appendix R documentation, most
notably, the Fermi 2 Fire Protection Anr ysis and the Fermi CECO and cable databases. The5

Fermi 2 fire zones are the starting point for identifying FIVE fire compartments. A list of safe
shutdown systems that could be disabled by a fire was obtaineu dom the Fire Protection
Analysis for each of the fire zones. Fire zones that do not contain safe shutdown equipment
were examined for the potential for a Fire Initiated Event (FIE).

4.2.1.2 Safe Shutdown Equipment

The identification of which Safe Shutdown equipment would be impacted by a fire event
in the fire areas was determined by Detroit Edison personnel and provided to ERIN and
VECTRA in the database 'Combinel.db'. This identification included the safe shutdown
cables identified in the Appendix R calculation [4.6]. This allowed the analyst to
determine what equipment outside the fire area or compartment would be affected by fire
in the area ofinterest. This location and routing of this equipment has been evaluated in
the Appendix R analysis [4.6] and it meets the separation and protection requirements of
Appendix R.

The FIVE analysis did not arbitrarily assume loss of offsite power (LOSP). The routing of
the offsite power cables and the evaluation of the potential for LOSP was evaluated for
each fire area. LOSP was ; asumed only when the offsite power feeds or equipment was
affected by the fire in the area of concern.

4.2.1.3 Balance of Plant Equipment

In addition to Safe Shutdown equipment, the identification of Balance of Plant equipment
impacted by a fire event in the fire areas was determined by DECO personnel and provided
to ERIN and VECTRA in the database 'Combop.db'.

The BOP equipment credited in the analysis included only those cables and equipment that
were specifically located or routed. The systems included in the BOP routing are
identified in Table 4- 3. The choice of equipment was determined by reviewing the
existing IPE analysis to determine the most significant systems, with respect to core
damage, and then routing the cables and locating the equipment, by fire zone. By locating
these components, the FIVE analysis was able to credit the ability to sustain decay heat
removal and injection into the reactor to limit the potential for core damage.

4.2.1.4 Plant Wide Ignition Sources

The number and location of plant wide ignition sources were determined by DECO. This
information was provided to ERIN and VECTRA in database ' Combine 2.db' This
database was developed by reviewing plant drawings to determine the equipment locations

t
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and by using the Central Component Database (CECO) to identify the potential ignition
sources.

4.2.1.5 Fixed Ignition Sources:

e Motors:

The assumption was made that motors less than 25 horse power were not
sigdficant ignition sources. A fire in small motors will consist of the insulation
and small quantities of grease inside the motor and the damage would be
limited to the motor. The heat developed by a fire in a small motor was
considered insufficient to damage components outside the motor itself.

Pumps:.

The assumption was made that ramps less than 25 horse power were not
significant ignition sources. A fire in small pumps will consist of the small
quantities of grease or oil inside the pump and the damage would be limited to
the pump. The heat developed by a fire in a small pump was considered
insufficient to damage components outside the pump itself.

* Motor Control Centers

Electrical Cabinets.

HVAC system fans and electric heaterse

Batteries and Battery Chargerse

Elevator Motorse

Non-Qualified cable runs and splices in junction boxes are not considered probable
ignition sources. All cables at Fermi are equivalent to IEEE 383 [4.3] and splices in
junction boxes or pull boxes are controlled by site specifications [4.8] and do not degrade
the IEEE 383 equivalency. In addition, it is also assumed that a fire in any junction box
would be limited to the box and would not generate sufficient heat to damage equipment
or cables outside the box.

4.2.1.6 Transient Ignition Sources:

The types and quantities of trans:ent combustibles used in fire modeling varies between the
Auxiliary and Reactor Building. This is based on a review of the plant combustible control
procedure [4.19] and the types of transients reasonably expected to be present or used in
the area of concern. Typical transient combustibles are listed below:

* Waste containers

Welding cablese

Extension cordse

e Heaters

Overheatinge
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Hot pipes ;
e

4.2.1.7 PSA Modeling *

The existing IPE PSA model was adjusted to account for fire damaged equipment which ;

also includes any equipment (Safe Shutdown or Balance of Plant) for which routing
information was not available. Section 4.6 addresses the methodology used to determine

,

; the Conditional Core Damage Frequency (or Conditional Core Damage Probability).
i

| 4.2.1.8 Screening

The Phase I Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA) was performed using the

| QUICK FIVE program [4.7]. The purpose of the Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis
(FCIA) is to evaluate the potential for fire spread across fire compartment boundaries
within a fire area. The Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA) also evaluated the

'

potential for fire spread across barriers separating fire areas.

Phase I analyzed a total of 48 fire areas. These areas consisted of the fire zones identified
in the Fire Hazard Analysis [4.3] and are listed in Table 4-1 No fire areas were screened

,

: in the FCIA due to lack of routing information for the Reactor Protection System. As a
result, all fire areas remain unscreened in Phase I and were evaluated in the Phase II
analysis. ;

The Phase II Fire Compartment Screening was performed using QUICK FIVE. The i

purpose of Phase II is to identify potential fire minerabilities to equipment, components
and cables necessaiy to assure the capability for safe and stable plant shutdown conditions.

i

Phase II analyzed 54 fire compartments. These compartments are identified in Table 4- 2.
,

In Section 4A VECTRA discusses a Phase II analysis and a Phase III analysis. The Phase l
III analysis is in reality a continuation of the Phase II analysis with additional modeling and |

definition of fire compartments. ERIN limited all discussion to a phase II analysis. ;

Both ERIN and VECTRA performed the Phase II analysis in two steps. The first step
consisted of evaluating the fire compartments as a whole to determine whether they would

'

screen out. The compartments that screened out in the initial cut are listed in Table 4- 6 |
and Table 4- 12. Sixteen of the fifty-four compartments screened out in the initial analysis
and thirty-two of the remaining thirty-eight screened out in the second step of the analysis. ;

The six remaining unscreened compartments are listed in Table 4- 14. These unscreened |
compartments consist of the Control Room, Division 1 and 2 Switchgear Rooms, the
Division 1 portion of the Miscellaneous Room on Elevation 643' 6", the Relay Room, and
the Second Floor of the Reactor Building.

4.2.2 Fire Growth And Propagation |

The treatment used in this analysis for fire growth and propagation follows the FIVE j
i methodology. As part of the fire growth and propagation analysis, calculation spreadsheets |
i were developed for different fire types using the QUICK FIVE computer code.

,:

|Consistent with the requests of NUREG-1407, the following issues are discussed below:

4-13
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Fire size and duratione

Cross-zone fire spreade

Spread ofhot gases and smokee

4.2.2.1 Fire Size and Duration

The recommendations in the FIVE methodology are used to estimate the fire size and duration.

The fire size and duration depends on the type and amount of combustibles available. The
FIVE methodology classifies combustibles into two types:

Fixed combustibles*

* Transient combustibles

Examples of fixed combustibles are cables, pump / motor lubricating oil, electrical cabinets,
batteries and filtration media (e.g., carbon). Examples of transient combustibles are rags, anti-
contamination clothing, cleaning solvents, and trash barrels. Per guidance in the FIVE
methodology, transient combustibles that need not be considered include:

Flammable and combustible liquids stored in approved containers.

Flammable and combustible liquids stored in approved storage cabinetse

Combustible liquids stored in sealed 55 gallon drums*

Clothing and other incidental combustibles kept in closed metal cabinetse

Clothing and trash kept in closed non-combustible containerse

The duration and size of the fire is determined by the amount of combustibles in the area
(deternuned from the Fermi 2 Fire Protection Analysis and walkdowns) and the heat release
rate of the combustible type as defined in the FIVE methodology. Guidance provided in the
FIVE methodology, in the form of examples and test data, was used to assign heat release rates
and damage thresholds for equipment for which heat release rate and damage threshold data
could not be located (e.g., switchgear fires).

4.2.2.2 Cross Zone Fire Spread

The assessment of the potential of fire spread from one compartment to adjacent compartments
is performed in the Fire Compartr ient Interaction Analysis of Phase I. The FIVE methodology
provides boundary criteria to be t sed is the determination of the potential for fire spread. If the
boundary criteria are met, then the analysis assumes that any postulated fire in the area will .

remain within the confir.es of the fire compartment boundaries. If the boundary criteria are not ;

met for an adjacent compartment then the analysis assumes that fire may spread to that
adjacent compartment. As such, adjacent fire compartments with unscreened fire barriers are
combined into single fire compartments at the end of Phase I.
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4.2.2.3 Spread of Hot Gases

The FIVE methodology conservatively assumes at the initial stage that any fire in a !

compartment will result in damage to all equipment within the compartment. For |

compartments that do not screen out with this assumption, the methodobgy provides a
detailed process of fire damage analysis. This process evaluates targets in relation to the fire
plume, hot gas layer, and thermal radiation. The modeling of fire growth and propagation uses

,

the algorithms and look-up tables contained in the FIVE methodology. |
|

,

4.2.3 Evaluation Of Component Fragilities And Failure Modes

4.2.3.1 Evaluation of Fire-Induced Failures

Information from the Fermi 2 CECO and cable databases and drawings (conduit, cable tray,
isometric, and arrangement) was used to determme the component fragilities (vulnerabilities) in :

a compartment. Database searches by compartment provided location information for the
following components:

cable trays !e

e conduit
,

cablese
,

equipment |e

For many compartments, assuming that all cable and equipment in a compartment resulted m ;
'

failure of the associated systems would result in a core damage frequency many orders of
magnitude above the FIVE screening criterion of 1E-6/yr. As such, the above information was
reviewed in detail to determine realistic functional and systemic vulnerabilities in the
compartment. This investigation typically involved noting whether a cable was a control,
power, or instmmentation cable, and which equipment the cable connected. Using systems
interaction knowledge, a determination was then made as to whether failure of a specific cable
resulted in failure of a modeled function or system. Detailed electrical circuit analysis was not
performed. Although this investigation was conservative (e.g., when a circuit function was

.

unclear, it was assumed to cause system failure), this investigation did result in deleting a )
number of obvious non-system failures, that would have otherwise been considered failures, |

from the initial screening quantification runs. I

l
This approach was used primarily in the initial screening quanti 6 cations of the Phase II analysis.
Once detailed fire modeling began, the analysis focused on damage thresholds, critical fire
distances, realistic fire scenarios, and fire suppression. When equipment was determined to be l
damaged due to fire, the infonnation from the equipment vulnerability investigation was used
to make new quantification runs or use existing runs.

4.2.3.2 Fire Damage Modeling Approach

The determmistic fire modeling performed for the compartments that did not screen in the |
initial screening quantifications began with a realistic review of the ignition sources in the
compartment. This review eliminated ignition sources that were determined not to exist or not j
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to apply to the compartment (e.g., heater in the cable spreading room). In addition, ignition
sources such as emergency lights and fire protection panels were generally dismissed as
credible fire sources that would result in a core damage accident.

Once a list of realistic ignition sources was determined, the fire damage modeling defmed fire
scenarios and important target sets. For every identified target set, it was necessary to
detennine the geometric relationship between potential targets and 6re sources. Three general
types of fire scenarios were considered.

Targets locatM in the plume, directly above the fire source.

Targets located in the hot gas layer (outside the plume, but possibly in the ceiling jet)

Targets exposed to heating by thermal radiation, located next to the fire source.

The FIVE methodology was used to evaluate fire growth and propagation. The target
temperature rises determined from the FIVE algorithms and look-up tables were then
compared with target damage threshold criteria (temperature or heat flux), and if the criteria
were not exceeded, the specified fire was screened from further analysis. (Note that this was
performed using the automated QUICK FIVE worksheets.) If the damage threshold was
exceeded, then the target was assumed failed and a PSA quantification run was performed to
determine the conditional safe shutdown probability given the associated component damage of
this fire scenario.

|
This analysis required collection of data for the following parameters.

|
Location of targets relative to a potential fire source

Damage threshold criteria for targets i

The exposure fire peak intensity and total energy content I

The fire enclosure volume and heat loss fraction !

FIVE fire location factor (4 for corner, 2 for against wall, and I for center of
room)

Fire suppression was generally not credited. When fire suppression was credited, the fire
damage modeling included conservative assessments of equipment failure due to initial fire
damage. The failure probabilities for the various fire suppression systems were taken from the
FIVE methodology.

Credit was conservatively not taken for fire brigades

4.2.3.3 Damage Threshold Criteria

This analysis used basic FIVE methodology damage threshold criteria. The key criteria are
repeated below.

A temperature of 700 F was used, per the FIVE methodology, as the failure temperature
criterion for IEEE-383 qualified cables. The FIVE methodology suggests a temperature of
425 F for non-qualified cable. This value was not used as all cabling considered in this analysis i

is equivalent to IEEE-383.
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In the case of radiant heat flux, the FIVE methodology prescribes a representative value of
2 21.0 Btu /sec/ft for qualified cables. A value of 0.5 Btu /sec/ft is suggested in the FIVE

methodology as a screening value for non-qualified cable. This screening value and an
intennediate value of 0.75 were used for equipment other than cables (e.g., switchgear,
MCCs).

4.2.3.4 Fermi 2 Fire Damage Modeling Cases

. Fire damage modeling was performed for all areas that did not screen in the initial screening
quantifications ofPhase II. The details of these analyses are presented on a compartment basis
in Sections 4A and 4B.

4.2.4 Fire Detection And Suppression

Fire detection and suppression at Fermi 2 consists of both automatic and manual systems
that use thermal, ionization, infra-red or photoelectric detection devices and gaseous or
water suppression systems that use either flow switches or other indication devices to
alarm system actuation. Complete descriptions of these systems are found in Section 9.5
of the UFSAR [4.3] and in the Fire Protection / Detection Systems DBD [4.4].

Fire detection systems and, in most cases, fire suppression systems are not credited in the
FIVE analysis. Where suppression is credited a specific discussion is provided in Sections
4A and 4B of this submittal. It was felt that the detection only systems would require
manual response by the fire brigade and that by the time this action was taken, the fire
damage would already have occurred. A similar approach was taken towards detection
systems that activated gaseous or water suppression systems where it was felt that the
alarm and initiation of the suppression medium would not occur until after damage
occurred. The same approach was also taken for the wet pipe sprinkler systems where it
was felt that prior to the heat in the compartment causing a fusible link to melt, a
significant amount of damage would have occurred. In addition, no credit is taken for the
fire brigade, or other plant personnel, detecting the incipient fire or extinguishing the fire
prior to damage occurring.

!

Alarms for all safety related areas are received in the Control Room. Alarms for
non-safety related areas are received either in the Control Room or in the Primary Access |
Portal (PAP). Alarms received in the Control Room are responded to in accordance with !

Abnormal Operating Procedure, " Plant Fires" [4.5]. Upon receipt of an alarm in the
Control Room, the site fire alarm is sounded, the alarm is announced over the Hi Com
System, the Fire Brigade Leader is notified and the fire brigade is activated. If there is no
confirmation of a fire, the fire brigade stands by in the dress out area until either visual
confirmation of a fire is received or they are directed to stand down. Alarms received in
the PAP are the responsibility of Nuclear Security which will, if necessary, call for offsite
assistance via the Control Room. In all cases a Nuclear Supervising Operator shall be sent
to the scene [4.5].

The following discussions about detection and suppression system are provided for
information.
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4.2.4.1 Fire Detection
|

Automatic fire detection systems at Fermi 2 perform two different functions. One type of
|

detection system provides an alarm only, while the other provides both an alarm and
1initiation of suppression systems. '

4.2.4.1.1 Alarm Only Function

Alarm only. detection systems are in:;talled in the Reactor Building, Auxiliary Building,
Turbine Building, Radwaste Building, Office Service Building, General Service Water
Pumphouse, Circulating Water Pump House, Auxiliary Boiler House, and the Residual j
Heat Removal (RHR) Complex. These detection systems consist ofIonization, Thermal, >

Photoelectric and Infrared detectors [4.3, 4.4]. The type of detection installed in an area
is based upon the type of combustibles present in the area and the importance to safety. '3

The detection systems were designed and installed using various NFPA codes as
,

guidelines [4.3]. The detection systems have surveillances perfonned in accordance with
;

plant procedures. The requirements for operability of the detection systems is prescribed !

by Section 9A.6 of the UFSAR [4.3].

4.2.4.1.2 Alarm and Initiation Function
!Alarm and Initiation detection systems are installed in the Auxiliary Building, RHR

Complex, Radwaste, Office Service Building, Office Building Annex the PAP around the
Main and Station Service Transformers. These detection syvems consists of Thermal and
Ionization detectors [4.3 4.4. The type of detection installed in an area is based upon the
type of combustibles present in the area and the importance to safety. The detection
systems were designed and installed using various NFPA codes as guidelines [4.4]. The
detection systems have surveillances performed in accordance with plant procedures. The
requirements for operability of the detection systems is proscribed by Section 9A.6 of the
UFSAR [4.4].

4.2.4.1.3 Loss of Fire Detection

Fire detection is not considered for the FIVE analysis. Therefore loss of fire detection
would have no impact on the calculated results. Loss of the fire detection system due to
loss of power or circuit failures will result in a trouble alarm coming in to the Control
Room. The compensatory measures for inoperable fire detection systems are provided in
UFSAR Section 9A.6 [4.3].

4.2.4.2 Fire Suppression

Fire suppression systems consist of wet pipe and pre-action sprinkler systems, deluge
systems, automatic CO2 systems, automatic Halon systems, manual CO2 hose stations,
manual water hose stations, fire hydrants.

There are manual fire extinguishers: CO2, halon, dry chemical, water pressure etc. located
throughout the buildings suitable for the hazard in the area.
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Fire brigade members, operations personnel and fire watches are trained in the proper !
operation of the suppression equipment. |

|

4.2.4.2.1 Automatic Suppression
|

This analysis generally took no credit for automatic suppression system actuation. The i

only compartment where a suppression system is credited is the Auxiliary Building
Basement (01 AB), and the analysis specifically addressed the effect of fire suppression on |,

mitigation of the damage due to a fire and the resultant effect on the core damage ;

frequency. !
!

Three types of automatic suppression are installed at Fermi: carbon dioxide (CO ), halon, '

2

and water. These systems are installed in accordance with guidance provided by NFPA
codes [4.4].

Automatic CO2 systems are installed in the Auxiliary Building and RHR Complex [4.3]. |
These systems are actuated either by manual actions, locally or from the Main Control ,'
Room, or by the associated fire _ detection system. They are designed to provide more than !

a single discharge into the affected compartment in order to provide the proper !
concentration and/or soak time for the suppression medium. The compartments with i

automatic CO systems ir: the Auxiliary Building are the Cable Tunnel (05AB), the Cable !2

Tray Area (08AB), Miscellaneous Rooms (11 AB), and the Standby Gas Treatment Rooms ;

(14AB) in the standby gas treatment system charcoal filters units. !

' Automatic Halon systems are installed in the Auxiliary Building, Office Service Building,
Office Building Annex and the PAP [4.3]. These systems are activated either by manual .

actions, locally or from the Main Control Room, or by the associated fire detection j
system. They are designed to provide more than a single discharge into the affected. '

compartment in order to achieve the proper concentration for the suppression medium. ;

The areas with halon systems in the Auxiliary Building are the Relay Room (03 AB), Cable
Spreading Room (07AB), and the Computer Room above the Control Room (09AB).
The halon systems in the other buildings do not protect safety related equipment and have
no impact on the calculated core damage frequency.

.

Automatic water suppression systems are installed in the Reactor Builobg, Auxiliary
Building, Turbine Building, Radwaste Building, RHR Complex, Office and Service
Building, General Service Water Pump House, and the Onsite Storage Facility [4.3] The
Reactor Building, Auxiliary Building, and RHR Complex consist of wet pipe sprinklers
systems. The other buildings have a combination of wet pipe, deluge and pre-action
systems. The water for these systems is provided by the fire water suppression system.
This system is primarily supplied by the general service water pumps with an electric fire
pump and a diesel fire pump in standby. The electric fire pump and the diesel fire pump
will start when the pressure in the system drops to a preset value. The diesel fire pump
will also start if there is a loss of power thus ensuring a supply of suppression water.
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'

4.2.4.2.2 Manual Suppression
'

Manual suppression of fires will be achieved by use of the fire extinguishers located
throughout the plant, use of the manual hose station hoses or manual actuation of existing

; gaseous or water based suppression systems.

The fire brigade responds to all fires inside the plant and provides support, as required for
all fires outside the protected area. Frenchtown fire department is responsible for fires,

outside the protected area and provides support for fires inside the protected area.

Manual suppression is not taken credit for in this analysis. The fire fighting training
provided to the fire brigade, operations personnel, and the general awareness of firei

hazards, addressed in the general employee training, along with the fire detection systems
in all safety related areas will result in limiting the damage due to a fire and preventing its
spread beyond the analyzed compartment boundariesc

:
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4A FIRE HAZARDS ANALYSIS - ALL AREAS EXCEPT AUXILIARY BUILDING

This section provides a description of the overall fire hazards analysis for all plant areas except the l
Auxiliary Building.

4A.0 FIRE HAZARDS METHODOLOGY

The FIVE methodology and this evaluation consist of three phases:

Phase I: Fire Area Screen (Qualitative Analysis)

PhaseII: Critical Fire Compartment Screen (Quantitative Analysis)

NOTE: For this portion of the analysis, Section 4A, the FIVE terminology is not strictly |

followed. Phase II is treated in two steps. The first is identi6ed as Phase II and I
an initial screening analysis is performed. Compartments that did not screen were
then reanalyzed in what was called Phase III. Phase m is in actuality a
continuation of the FIVE Phase II analysis using more refined techniques to
achieve the desired screening result of <1E-6/ year

|
1

Phase III: Plant Walkdown/ Verification and Documentation

The three phase process of the FIVE methodology is shown in Figure 4-1.

4A.0.1 Fire Zones

Several areas (e.g. first floor, second floor, third floor and fourth floor) within the Reactor
Building are open to each other due to the open stairwells and unsealed penetrations in the floors
and ceilings. These barriers do not meet the requirements defined by Section 2.2 of the FIVE
Methodology for fire area barriers. However, in Phase E these areas have been individually

|

evaluated as separate fire areas (e.g. RB05, RB06, RB07 and RB08), as products of combustion |

are not considered to propagate between fire areas. This approach is based on the Fire Hazards
Analysis of the Reactor Building in the Fermi 2 UFSAR.1

The RHR Building is separated into two fire areas: RHR1 and RHR2. The division of RHR1 and

RHR2 is established at the three hour fire rated common barrier at column line seven (7). This
division is based upon the requirements defined by Section 2.2 of the FIVE Methodology for fire
areas.

In Phase m, fire areas TB, RHR1 and RHR2 are further subdivided into smaller. fire
compartments. The compartmentahzation is discussed in greater detail in the appropriate sections
for Phase E.

4A.0.2 Safe Shutdown Equipment

The identification of which Safe Shutdown equipment would be impacted by a fire event in the
fire areas were determined by the Fermi 2 database 'Combinel.db'. In addition to Safe Shutdown
equipment, the identification of a set ofBalance ofPlant equipment impacted by a fire event in the
fire areas were determined by the Fermi 2 database 'Combop.db', The PSA model was adjusted
so as not to credit any equipment (Safe Shutdown or Balance of Plant) for which routing

;

information was not available.
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' 4A.1 PHASE I SCREENING

The Phase I Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA) was performed using the QUICK
FIVE program. The purpose of the Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA) is to evaluate
the potential for fire spread across fire compartment boundaries within a fire area. The Fire
Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA) also evaluated the potential for fire spread across
barriers separating fire areas. The results of the Phase I FCIA is contained in Appendix A.I.3 of
reference 4.36.

No fire areas were screened in the FCIA due to lack of routing information for the Reactor
Protection System. Thus all fire are assumed to cause a SCRAM As a result, all fire areas ;
remain unscreened in Phase I and were evaluated in the Phase II analysis.

|
l
I

I

I
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4A.2 PHASE H FIRE HAZARDS RESULTS

4A.2.1 Screening Results

The results of the Phase II analysis is contained in Table 4-5 . The Ignition Source Data Sheet
(ISDS) for each fire area is contained in Appendix A.2.1 of reference 4.36. Several fire areas i

screened out in Phase II when the CDF value was less than 1.0E-6 events per reactor year. All
remaining unscreened fire areas are evaluated in the Phase III analysis.

4A.2.2 Fire Initiation Frequency

The compartment fire frequency (F ) for each fire area is calculated from the Ignition Source Datai

Sheet (ISDS) of the QUICK FIVE program for each fire area. The ignition sources identified in
each fire area were obtained from the Fermi 2 database 'Comroe2.db'. |

Several fire areas (ABFST, CST, HSF, OBA&TSC, ONSB and OSB) contained neither Safe
Shutdown or Balance of Plant equipment or circuits. These fire areas were candidates for |
screening in the Phase I FCIA analysis, had routing information for the Reactor Protection System |
been available. These fire areas did not have an individual ignition frequency calculated since the
calculation of an ignition frequency for these fire areas would have artificially lowered the ignition
frequencies for other plant fire areas. These fire areas contained electrical cabinets, HVAC
subsystems, a few pumps, etc. Therefore, the worst case ignition frequency, 5.68E-2/yr (of fire
area TB), was conservatively applied to these fire areas. As the baseline CCDF (1.3E-5) is
applied, these areas screen from further evaluation with a CDF of 7.38E-7/yr.

4A.2.3 Calculation of Conditional Core Damage Frequency (CCDF)

The CCDF (P2 value) is calculated by considering the loss of all Safe Shutdown and Balance of -
Plant circuits and equipment located in each fire area. See Section 4.3. The identification of all
Safe Shutdown and Balance of Plant circuits and equipment located in each fire area is obtained
from the Fermi 2 databases 'Combinel.db' and 'Combop.db' respectively. The product CDF is
calculated by multiplying the CCDF (P2 value) and the compartment fire frequency (Fi) for each
fire area. Values of CCDF aare summarized in Table 4-4.

The effectiveness of the automatic or manual fire detection and fire suppression systems was not
analyzed within the fire areas. This results in a Prof 1.0, representing that damage can occur from
the fixed ignition sources. Considering a Pr of 1.0, Pe is omitted in the calculation of P3
Therefore, since P = Pr + Pe, P3 is equal to 1.0 and no further analysis was performed in Phase3

II.

I
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4A.3 FIRE GROWTH AND PROPAGATION -PHASE III
4A.3.1 Approach

The Phase III analysis utilizes simplified fire modeling (as described in the FIVE Methodology) to
more accurately determine whi::h Safe Shutdown equipment and circuits would be impacted by a
fire event at the individual ignition sources within the compartment. The raceway routing of the
Safe Shutdown equipment was obtained from the Fermi 2 spreadsheet 'Compleab.xis'. Due to
the inconsistent amount of raceway routing for Balance of Plant equipment in 'Compleab.xis',
Balance of Plant equipment was assumed lost in the Phase III analysis unless specifically
determined to be free from damage.

A generic fire model was developed for the individual ignition source to accomplish this task.
The generic model established an ' area of damage' around the individual ignition source. Safe
Shutdown raceways are reviewed to determine if they are routed through the ' area of damage'.
Safe Shutdown circuits routed through raceways within the ' area of damage' are considered
damaged and the associated Safe Shutdown equipment lost.

4A.3.2 Fire Growth and Propagation Modeling

Sets of damaged equipment are developed for each individual ignition source. Conditional Core
Damage Frequencies (CCDFs) are calculated based on the sets of damaged equipment. Each ,

Conditional Core Damage Frequency (CCDF) is multiplied by the ignition frequency of the fire
initiator (individual ignition source) to obtain an individual CDF for each scenario. The sum of all
individual CDFs within the fire area provides a total CDF for the fire area. Fire areas with a total
CDFless than 1.0E-6 events per reactor year are screened from further evaluation.

The Heat Release Rates used in the fire models for electrical cabinets in the Phase III analysis
were developed from the Unit Heat Release Rate for XPE/ Neoprene presented in Table IE of the
FIVE Methodology. The Unit Heat Release Rate was multiplied by a ' fire footprint' of two to
four square feet, yielding Heat Release Rates for electrical cabinets of approximately sixty (60) to
one-hundred (100) BTU /second. Additionally, Heat Release Rates were also considered from
NUREG/CR-4527/1 of 2 [4.17].

The Heat Release Rate used in the fire models for oil spills is 16,200 BTU /second. This Heat
Release Rate is based on a unit Heat Release Rate of 135 BTU /second/ square foot and a spill area
of120 square feet per gallon.

The ambient temperature used in the fire modeling for each fire area was obtained from the
' Normal Weighted Average Temperature' of Table 1 of Reference [4.16].

For the Phase III analysis, a probability of transient exposure (P=) is applied to the transient
ignition source. The probability of transient exposure (P=) was calculated as defined in Section
6.3.7.2 of the FIVE Methodology as:

Pu = (Pr,)(u)(p)(x/2)ln(1/x), where x = Fa/F,

Probability of suppression of a transient fire, Prn, is set at 1.0 (no credit for automatic fire
suppression). The probability of the transient located in a position to cause damage, u, is
conservatively set at 1.0. The probability of the transient being exposed , p, is set at 0.10 based
upon Fermi 2's transient control program [4.19] which meets the requirements defined in Section
6.3.7.2 of the FIVE Methodology. The number of findings per year, Fw, of the transient
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combustible found in violation of plant procedures is assumed to be 1.0. The frequency of j
combustible material inspections is twenty-six (26) per year based upon bi-weekly housekeeping i

inspections [4.20,4.21] established at Fermi 2. Therefore, the probability of transient exposure
(Pu)is equal to 6.26E-3.

4A.3.3 Fire Propagation Analysis Assumptions

Due to the low amount of combustibles (cabling) associated with instrument racks, ignition of
instrument racks are not considered to present a realistic fire hazard to other circuits and
equipment. For the Phase III evaluation, ignition ofinstmment racks were not modeled unless
Safe Shutdown circuits and equipment were located directly adjacent or above the instrument
rack. Loss of any Safe Shutdown instrument racks would be accounted for in the PSA models.

Fire protection panels are not considered to propagate flame due to the reWively small, enclosed
structure of the panel and the sealed conduits entering the panel. For the %se III evaluation, i

ignition of fire protection panels was not modeled.

Electrical cabinet fires were modeled as propagating from the top of the cabinet unless
information was available from plant personnel or walkdowns indicating that the cabinet was
enclosed, covered with a drip pan, or vented elsewhere (e.g. side ventilation).

Safe Shutdown equipment is only considered lost ' downstream' of the damaged circuit.
EXAMPLE: A circuit is damaged providing power from a MCC to a pump. The pump is
considered lost. The MCC is not considered lost based on circuit protection from a ' hot short'.

For calculation of the Scenario specific Core Damage Frequencies (CDFs) in Phase III, Balance
of Plant equipment located within the fire area was considered inoperable unless specifically
routed, modeled and shown to be free from damage.

Neither automatic detection or automatic suppression were modeled to prevent damage to
targets. Therefore the probabilities associated with these systems are not utilized in this
evaluation.

4A.3.4 Fire Propagation Results

The results (Total CDF values) of the Phase III analysis is presented in Table 4-6. The Phase III
analysis for the unscreened fire areas is described in detail in Section 4A.3.4.2 and 4A.3.4.3

4 A.3.4.1 Results of FIVE Worksheet and COMPBRN IIIe Calculations

The fire modeling worksheets for the fire areas addressed in Phase III are presented in
Appendix A.4 of the Vectra Report [4.36]. One fire area, RB06, remains unscreened at the
conclusion of the Phase III analysis.

4A.3.4.2 Reactor Building Zones

4 A.3.4.2.1 Phase III Analysis for Fire Area 01RB

Based upon a review of the routing for the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed
combustibles and consideration of compartmental and spatial separation within the Reactor
Building Torus Room, ignition sources are identified which adversely impact Safe Shutdown
circuits.
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The ignition frequency for OlRB is 1.44E-3/yr. This frequency is comprised of six electrical
cabinets (2.7E-4/yr) and the transient load (1.17E-3/yr) frequencies. Upon a review of plant
documents, only three of the electrical cabinets are physically located in the Torus Room. The
three electrical cabinets are a combination of one instmment rack and two 480 volt service
switches. The instrument racks and service switches do not present a significant heat release rate
and are not considered to have sufficient BTU content to damage any component other than
themselves.

The loss of the three electrical cabinets have no impact on the PSA model , and the Base Model
CCDF (1.3E-5) is applied to these ignition sources. The ignition frequency for this scenario is
(3/6)(2.7E-4) = 1.35E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.35E-4)(1.3E-5) = 1.8E-9/yr

Fire modeling demonstrated that a transient fire of a thirty-two gallon waste container would not
develop a plume height suflicient to damage nor ignite cable trays in OlRB. Damage was
recognized when the transient was placed against the Torus area walls. This damage and those
circuits identified as safe from damage are represented in PSA Model RB01C.

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.17E-3)(6.26E-3)(6.3E-2) = 4.61E-7/yr

SCENARIO CDF

Loss of the Electrical Cabinets 1.8E-9/yr

Transient Load 4.61E-7/yr

TOTAL: 4.6E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area OIRB is not fire risk significant. The CDF
for this fire area is 4.6E-7/yr, allowing the Fire Area to screen. No recommendations for further
action are necessary.

4A.3.4.2.2 Phase III Analysis fer Fire Area 03RB

As the Phase II CDF was 1 19E-6/yr, slightly over the IE-6/yr screening criteria, the Phase III
analysis for this fire area involves an examination of the ignition sources. The CDF calculated by
PSA Model RB03 for loss of the entire area is 3.5E-4/yr. The CCDF calculated by PSA Model
RB03 is conscivatively applied to all the scenarios.

Ign!! ion of Electrical Cabinets:

Three of the seven electrical cabinets are battery operated emergency lights and do not constitute
a credible ignition source within the fire area. Therefore, the ignition frequency for the remaining
electrical cabinets is (4/7)(3.1E-4) = 1.77E-4/yr. The CCDF calculated by PSA Model RB03,
3.5E-4, is applied to this scenario.

CDF for ignition of the electrical cabinets is: (1.77E-4)(3.5E-4) = 6.2E-8/yr

Ignition of Pumps: i

The CCDF calculated by PSA Model RB03, 3.5E-4, is applied to this scenario. The ignition
frequency for pumps is 1.9E-3/yr. I

CDF for ignition of the pumps is: (1.9E-3)(3.5E-4) = 6.65E-7/yr
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Ignition ofIIVAC:

The CCDF calculated by PSA Model RB03, 3.5E-4, is applied to this scenario. The ignition
,

frequency for HVAC is 5.7E-5/yr.

CDF for ignition of the HVAC is: (5.7E-5)(3.5E-4) = 2.0E-8/yr

Ignition of Transient Combustibles:

The CCDF calculated by PSA Model RB03, 3.5E-4, is applied to this scenario. The ignition
frequency for transient combustibles is 1.17E-3/yr. The probability of fire exposure from transient
combustibles (Pw) is evaluated. Pe is calculated in Section 4A.3.1.2 to be 0.00626.

CDF for ignition of the transients is: (1.17E-3)(3.5E-4)(.00626) = 2.6E-9/yr

The individual CDFs for the above scenarios is added to give a total CDF for the fire area:

SCENARIO CDF

Ignition of Electrical Cabinets 6.2E-8/yr

Ignition of Pumps 6.65E-7/yr

Ignition of HVAC 2.0E-8/yr

Ignition of Transients 2.6E-9/yr

TOTAL 7.5E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area 03RB is not fire risk significant. The CDF
for this fire area is 7.5E-7/yr, allowing the Fire Area to screen. No recommendations for further
action are necessary.

4A.3.4.2.3 Phase III Analysis for Fire Area 04RB

Based upon a review of the routing for the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed
combustibles and consideration of compartmental and spatial separation within the reactor
building corridor area ignition sources are identified which adversely impact Safe Shutdown
circuits.

The frequencies for the ignition sources are:

Instrument Rack and Fire protection Panel: 5.6E-5/yr

Transients: 1.17E-3/yr

Total: 1.23E-3/yr

The CCDFs calculated for this area by PSA Models RB04D1 and RB04D2 are:

Loss of Division One CCDF: 4.2E-3

Loss of Division Two CCDF: 4.4E-3

Fixed Combustible Scenario:

Fire modeling has shown that considering the low BTU content of the Instrument Rack and Fire
Protection Panel and the spatial separation of the divisions, damage will not occur to both
divisions in 04RB, given ignition of either fixed sources. Therefore, the CCDF for loss of
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Division Two (4.4E-3) is conservatively applied to the ignition frequency for the instrument rack
i and fire protection panel.

The CDF for the Fixed Combustible Scenario : (5.6E-5)(4.4E-3) = 2.46E-7/yr

Transient Combustible Scenario: |
|

Fire modeling has also shown that a one quart oil spill (approximating a transient with high BTU
| content) would cause localized damage only in 04RB. The exposure in the southern portion of

,

!

l

04RB would damage Division Two components as well as the loss of E5150F022 (Division One).
An exposure in the northern portion of 04RB would damage only Division One components. The l
PSA model demonstrated that the loss of E5150F022 would not impact the CCDF for loss of

|
Division One, and therefore the CCDF for loss of Division Two (4.4E-3) is applied to the |
transient ignition frequency. '

The probability of transient fire exposure (Pw) was calculated as defined in Section 6.3.7.2 of the
FIVE Methodology. Therefore, utilizing Pw, the CDF for the Transient Combustible Scenario is:
(1.17E-3)( 4.4E-3)(6.27E-3) = 3.2E-8/yr

The individual CDFs for the above scenarios are added to obtain the total CDF for the area
2.46E-7 + 3.2E-8 = 2.78E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area 04RB is not fire risk significant. The total
CDF for this fire area is 2.78E-7/yr, allowing the Fire Area to screen. No recommendations for

i
further action are necessary. '

4A.3.4.2.4 Phase III Analysis for Fire Area 05RB
|

Based upon a review of the routing for the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed
combustibles and consideration of compartmental and spatial separation within the Reactor

| Building First Floor, ignition sources are identified which adversely impact Safe Shutdown
circuits.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1700S017B Scenario 1

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1700S017B damages circuits for safe
shutdown components H2100P037 and H2100P038. The CCDF calculated for this damage set
enveloped by PSA Model RB05S1 is 1.2E-4. Since the ignition frequency is (1/246)(1.lE-2) =
4.5E-5/yr:

I CDF for Ignition of R1700S017B: (4.5E-5)(1.2E-4) = 5.4E-9/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P475 Scenario 2

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P475 does not damage circuits for anyi

| other safe shutdown component. The CCDF calculated for this damage set enveloped by PSA
Model RB05S2 is 9.0E-5. Given that the ignition frequency is (1/2/6)(1.lE 2) = 4.5E-5/yr:i

l
'

CDF for Ignition of H2100P475: (4.5E-5)(9.0E-5) = 4.0E-9/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P560 Scenario 3
|
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Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P560 damages circuits for safe
shutdown component H2100P475, as well as H2100P560. The CCDF calculated for this damage
set enveloped by PSA Model RB05S2 is 9.0E-5. Given that the ignition frequency is
(1/246)(1.1E-2) = 4.5E-5/yr-

CDF for Ignition of H2100P560: (4.5E-5)(9.0E-5) = 4.0E-9/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P009 or H2100P402D Scenario 4

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P009 or H2100P402D damages circuits
for safe shutdown component H2100P623. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA
Model RB05S7 is 2.3E-4. The ignition frequency for two cabinets is (2/246)(1.1E-2) = 8.9E-5/yr:

CDF for Ignition of H2100P009 or H2100P402D: (8.9E-5)(2.3E-4) = 2.05E-8/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P035 or H2100P402F Scenario 5

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P035 or H2100P402F damages circuits
for safe shutdown component H2100P035. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA
Model RB05S3 is 1.2E-4. Since the ignition frequency for two cabinets is (2/246)(1.1E-2) =
8.9E-5/yr:

CDF for Ignition of H2100P035 or H2100P402F: (8.9E-5)(1.2E-4) = 1.07E-8/yr.' )

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P015 Scenario 6

Simplified _ fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P015 damages circuits for safe
shutdown components H2100P035 and H2100P623. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by
PSA Model RB05S8 is 9.4E-4. Since the ignition frequency is (1/246)(1.1E-2) = 4.5E-5/yr:

CDF for Ignition of H2100P015: (4.5E-5)(9.4E-4) = 4.23E-8/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P474 Scenario 7

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P474 does not damage circuits for any
other safe shutdown component. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model
RB05S4 is 8.9E-5. Since the ignition frequency is (1/246)(1.1E-2) = 4.5E-5/yr:

,

1

CDF for Ignition of H2100P474: (4.5E-5)(8.9E-5) = 4.0E-9/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600S002E Scenario 8

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S002E does not damage circuits for any
other safe shutdown component. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model
RB05S0 is 9.0E-5. Since the ignition frequency is (1/246)(1.1E-2) = 4.5E-5/yr:

CDF for Ignition ofR1600S002E: (4.5E-5)(9,0E-5) = 4.0E-9/yr. I

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600S021 or R1600SO92 Scenario 9

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S021 or R1600S092 damages circuits
for safe shutdown component H1100P823. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA

|
Model RB05S0 is 9.0E-5. Since the ignition frequency is (12/246)(1.1E-2) = 5.37E-4/yr.

CDF for Ignition of R1600S021 or R1600S092: (5.37E-4)(9.0E-5) = 4.83E-8/yr. ]
Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600S004B Scenario 10 |
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Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S004B does not damage circuits for any;
,

[ other safe shutdown component. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model !

j RB05S5 is 1.2E-4. Since the ignition frequency is (40/246)(1.lE-2) = 1.79E-3/yr:

! CDF for Ignition of R1600S004B: (1.79E-3)(1.2E-4) = 2.15E-7/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600S002B Scenario 11 ;

Walkdown of electrical cabinet R1600S002B indicated that the cabinet was totally enclosed, ;

without any ventilation. The lack of ventilation or other openings prevents the propagation of i

flame or products of combustion from within the electrical cabinet. Ignition of cabinet
R1600S002B will not damage other plant components or raceways. Therefore, the PSA model
for this scenario credits all available plant equipment unless supported by cabinet R1600S002B.

| The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model S002B is 2.7E-6. The ignition ,

I frequency is (39/246)(1.1E-2) = 1.74E-3/yr:
!

L CDF for Ignition of R1600S002B: (1.74E-3)(2.7E-6) = 4.7E-9/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P626 Scenario 12
l ?Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P626 does not damage circuits for any

other safe shutdown component. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model !
RB05S9 is 3.7E-3. Since the ignition frequency is (1/246)(1.1E-2) = 4.5E-5/yr: *

CDF for Ignition of H2100P626: (4.5E-5)(3.7E-3) = 1.65E-7/yr. ?

Ignition of Remaining Electrical Cabinets

The remaining 144 electrical cabinets consist of instrument racks, lighting panels, remote lamp
i panels and battery operated emergency lights. None of the remaining electrical cabinets are safe '

shutdown components. The base model CCDF of 1.3E-5 is applied to these components. The ;-

ignition frequency is (144/246)(1.1E-2) = 6.44E-3/yr: '

CDF for Ignition of Remaining Electrical Cabinets: (6.44E-3)(1.3E-5) = 8.37E-8/yr. !

Ignition of Fire Protection Panels !

The existing fire protection panels are not safe shutdown components. The base model CCDF of
1.3E-5 is applied to these components. The ignition frequency is 1.6E-4/yr:

CDF for Ignition of Fire Protection Panels: (1.6E-4)(1.3E-5) = 2.1E-9/yr.

Ignition of Transformer R1700S016B Scenario 1

| Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1700S016B damages circuits for safe
'

shutdown components H2100P037 and H2100P038. The CCDF calculated for this damage set
| enveloped by PSA Model RB05S1 is 1.2E-4. Therefore, given that the ignition frequency is

'

| (1/5)(4.9E-4) = 9.8E-5/yr:

CDF for Ignition of R1700S016B: (9.8E-5)(1.2E-4) = 1.18E-8/yr.

Ignition of Remaining Transformere Scenario

j Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S128B, R1700S008, R1700S016A and
! R3600S247 does not result in damage to circuits for other safe shutdown components. These
1
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transformers are not safe shutdown components. The base model CCDF is applied to these
components. Since the ignition frequency is (4/5)(4.9E-4) = 3.92E-4/yr: i

CDF for Ignition of Remaining Transformers: (3.92E-4)(1.3E-5) = 5.1E-9/yr.

Ignition of Fan T4100C007 Scenario
,

1

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of this fan does not result in damage to circuits |
for any safe shutdown components. The base model CCDF is applied to this components. Since

'

the ignition frequency is 2.9E-5/yr:

CDF for Ignition oft 4100C007: (2.9E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.8E-10/yr. ,

1

Ignition of Transient Combustible Scenario
]

The probability of transient fire exposure (Pe) was calculated as defined in Section 6.3.7.2 of the |

FIVE Methodology. As calculated earlier, P= is 0.00626. For conservatism the scenario providing
the highest CCDF (calculated by PSA Model RB05S9 as 3.7E-3) is applied to the transient
combustibles. The ignition frequency is (1.2E-4 + 7.2E-4 + 3.3E-4) = 1.17E-3/yr |

CDF for Ignition of Transient Combustibles: (1.17E-3)(3.?E-3)(0.00626) = 2.7E-8/yr

The CDF for the above scenarios are added to obtain the total CDF for the area:

SCENARIO CDF
1

Scenario 1 5.4E-9/yr

Scenario 2 4.0E-9/yr

Scenario 3 4.0E-9/yr
|

Scenario 4 2.05E-8/yr '

Scenario 5 1.07E-8/yr

Scenario 6 4.23E-8/yr

Scenario 7 4.0E-9/yr

Scenario 8 4.0E-9/yr

Scenario 9 4.83E-8/yr

Scenario 10 2.15E-7/yr

Scenario 11 4.7E-9/yr

Scenario 12 1.65E-7/yr

Remaining Elect. 8.37E-8/yr

Fire Prot. Panels 2.lE-9/yr

Xmfrs Scenario 1 1.18E-8/yr

Rem. Transformers 5.lE-9/yr

HVAC Fan 3.8E-10/yr

Transient Scenario 2.71E-8/yr
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TOTAL 6.6E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area 05RB is not fire risk significant. The total {
CDF for this fire area is 6.6E-7/yr, allowing this fire area to screen. No recommendations for
further action are necessary. t

4A.3.4.2.5 Phase III Analysis for Fire Area 06RB

Based upon a review of the routing for the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed '

combustibles and consideration of compartmental and spatial separation within the Reactor
Building Second Floor, ignition sources are identified which adversely impact Safe Shutdown
circuits.

Ignition of H2100P584G, P4400C001A and T4100B034 Scenario 1: i

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P584G would damage circuits
supponing components P4400N401 A and H2100P584G. Simplified fire modeling has shown that
ignition of t'4400C001A and T4100B034 would damage circuits supporting components
H2100P472, H2iD0P590, P4400F602A, T4100B034, H1100P613 and P4400C001 A. PSA
Model RB6S01 cr.iculated the CCDF for this damage set as 8.9E-5. Considering the ignition
frequency of one electrical cabinet, one pump and one HVAC combined together is
(l/147)(6.5E-3) + (1/5)(2.3E-3) + (1/6)(1.7E-4) = 5.33E-4/yr, the following can be calculated:

CDF for Ignition of H2100P584G and P4400C001 A: (5.33E-4)(8.9E-5) = 4.74E-8/yr

Ignition of H2100P584I, T4100B035, H2100P448, H2100P473, & P4400C001B Scenario 2:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P584I would damage circuits
supporting components P4400F401B and H2100P584I. Simplified fire modeling has shown that
ignition of T4100B035 would damage circuits supporting components H1100P612 and
T4100B035. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P448 would damage
circuits supporting components P4400F602B, H1100P612 and H2100P448. Simplified fire
modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P473 would damage circuits supporting components
H2100P5841 and H2100P473. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of P4400C001B
would damage circuits supporting components P4400F602B, H1100P612, T4100B035,
H2100P591, El150F023 and P4400C001B. PSA Model RB6S02 calculated the CCDF for this
damage set as 8.9E-5. The ignition frequency of three electrical cabinets, one HVAC unit and one
pump combined together is (3/147)(6.5E-3) + (1/5)(2.3E-3) + (1/6)(1.7E-4) = 6.21E-4/yr.

CDF for Ignition of H2100P5841, T4100B035, H2100P448, H2100P473, & P4400C001B:
(6.21E-4)(8.9E-5) = 5.53E-8/yr

Ignition of R1600S003B, H2100P625 & R1600S003H Scenario 3:

Walkdown of electrical cabinets R1600S003B, H2100P625 and R1600S003H indicated that the
cabinets are totally enclosed, without ventilation. The lack of ventilation or other openings

| prevents the propagation of flame or products of combustion frcam within the electrical cabinets.
Ignition of cabinets R1600S003B, H2100P625 and R1600S003H will not damage other plant
components or raceways. Therefore, the PSA model for this scenario credits all available plant
equipment unless supported by cabinets R1600S003B, H2100P625 and R1600S003H. PSA
Model S003B calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 7.9E-5. The ignition frequency of
forty-four electrical cabinets is (44/147)(6.5E-3) = 1.9E-3/yr.
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CDF for Ignition of R1600S003B, H2100P625 & R1600S003H: (7.5E-5)(1.9E-3) = 1.43E-7/yr |j
Ignition of H2100P554, H2100P284, R1600S100, R1600S221, H2100P522, H2100P002, !
H2100P559, H2100P282, H2100P595A, R1600SO99, H2100P591, H2100P590, H2100P584F

i
& H2100P595B Scenario 4: -

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P554 would damage circuits supporting
component H2100P284. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P284 would
damage circuits supporting component H2100P554. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ,

ignition of R1600S100, R1600S221, and H2100P522 would damage circuits supporting !
'

component H2100P002. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P002 would
damage circuits supporting components R1600S100, R1600S221, and H2100P522. Simplified

,

fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P559 would damage circuits supporting
component H2100P559. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P282 would
damage circuits supporting component H2100P282. Simplified fire modeling has shown that '

ignition ofH2100P595A would damage circuits supporting component H2100P595A. Simplified
fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S099 would damage circuits supporting

;

components R1600S005G and R1600S099. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of
H2100P591 would damage circuits supporting components T4100B035, H1100P612,
H2100P584I and H2100P591. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P590

,

would damage circuits supporting component H2100P590. Simplified fire modeling has shown
that ignition of H2100P584F would damage circuits supporting component H2100P584F.
Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P595B would damage circuits
supporting component H2100P595B. PSA Model RB6S04 calculated the CCDF for this damage

'

set as 8.9E-5. The ignition frequency of fourteen electrical cabinets combined together is
(l4/147)(6.5E-3) = 6.19E-4/yr.

CDF for Ignition of H2100P554, H2100P284, R1600S100, R1600S221, H2100P522, y

H2100P002, H2100P559, H2100P282, H2100P595A, R1600SO99, H2100P591, H2100P590, i

H2100P584F & H2100P595B: (6.19E-4)(8.9E-5) = 5.51E-8/yr :

Ignition of R1600S003J, H2100P627 & R1600S003D Scenario 5: :

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P627, R1600S003J and R1600S003D
would damage circuits supporting components H2100P627, R1600S003J and R1600S003D.
PSA Model RB6S05 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 6.9E-4. The ignition frequency
of sixteen electrical cabinets is (16/147)(6.5E-3) = 7.07E-4/yr.

CDF for Ignition of R1600S003J, H2100P627 & R1600S003D: (6.9E-4)(7.07E-4) = 4.88E-7/yr

Ignition of H2100P482 Scenario 6:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P482 would damage circuits supporting
components H2100P590, H2100P584G, H2100P559, H1100P613 and H2100P482. PSA Model
RB6S07 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 3.2E-4. The ignition frequency of this
electrical cabinet is (1/147)(6.5E-3) = 4.4E-5/yr.

CDF for Ignition of H2100P482: (3.2E-4)(4.4E-5) = 1.41E-8/yr

Ignition of H2100P004 Scenario 7:
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Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P004 would damage circuits supporting
components H2100P623, H2100P004, E2150F004A, and E2150F005A. PSA Model RB6S08

|
calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 1.5E-4. The ignition frequency of one electrical
cabinet is (1/147)(6.5E-3) = 4.4E-5/yr.

j
CDF for Ignition ofH2100P004: (1.5E-4)(4.4E-5) = 6.6E-9/yr

|
Ignition of H2100P402A Scenario 8: ,

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P402A would damage circuits
supporting components H2100P004. PSA Model RB6S09 calculated the CCDF for this damage |
set as 1.5E-4. The ignition frequency of one electrical cabinet is (1/147)(6.5E-3) = 4.4E-5/yr. |

CDF for Ignition ofH2100P402A: (1.5E-4)(4.4E-5) = 6.6E-9/yr '

Ignition of H2100P005 Scenario 9:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P005 would damage circuits supporting i
components H2100P005. PSA Model RB6S10 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as
1.6E-4. The ignition frequency of one electrical cabinet is (1/147)(6.5E-3) = 4.4E-5/yr.

CDF for Ignition ofH2100P005: (1.6E-4)(4.4E-5) = 7.1E-9/yr ;

Ignition of R1600S005C Scenario 10:
1

Walkdown of electrical cabinet R1600S005C indicates that the cabinet is totally enclosed, without |
ventilation. The lack of ventilation or other openings prevents the propagation of flame or
products of combustion from within the electrical cabinet. Ignition of cabinet R1600S005C will
not damage'other plant components or raceways. Therefore, the PSA model for this scenario ,

credits all available plant equipment unless supported by cabinet R1600S005C. PSA Model
|

MS005C calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 6.9E-5. The ignition frequency of forty-one !

electrical cabinets is (41/147)(6.5E-3) = 1.81E-3/yr. 1

CDF for Ignition of R1600S005C: (6.9E-5)(1.81E-3) = 1.25E-7/yr

Ignition of Remaining Electrical Cabinets Scenario 11:

Simplified fire modeling for the remaining electrical cabinets (23) showed there would be no
damage to any other SSD circuits. Therefore, the base model CCDF is applied to the remaining
ignition sources. The ignition frequency for the remaining electrical cabinets is (23/147)(6.5E-3)
=1.02E-3/yr.

CDF for Ignition of the remaining electrical cabinets: (1.02E-3)(1.3E-5)= 1.32E-8/yr

Ignition of Remaining Pumps Scenario 12:

Simplified fire modeling for the remaining pumps (3) showed there would be no damage to any
other SSD circuits. Therefore, the base model CCDF is applied to the remaining ignition sources.
The ignition frequency is (3/5)(2.3E-5) = 1.38E-3/yr. |

I

CDF for Ignition of the remaining pumps: (1.38E-3)(1.3E-5)= 1.79E-8/yr

Ignition of Fire Protection Panels Scenario 13:

i
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Simplified fire modeling for the fire protection panels (4) showed there would be no damage to
any other SSD circuits. Therefore, the base model CCDF is applied to the remaining ignition
sources. The ignition frequency for the fire protection panels is 4.9E-5/yr.

CDF for Ignition of the fire protection panels: (4.9E-5)(1.3E-5)= 6.37E-10/yr

Ignition of Remaining HVAC Scenario 14:

Simplified fire modeling for the remaining HVAC (4) showed there would be no damage to any ;

other SSD circuits. Therefore, the base model CCDF is applied to the remaining ignition sources. |
'

The ignition frequency for the remaining HVAC is (4/6)(1.7E-4) = 1.13E-4/yr.

CDF for Ignition of the remaining HVAC: (1.13E-4)(1.3E-5)= 1.47E-9/yr

Ignition of Transient Combustible Scenario 15:

The CCDF for the worst case scenario was applied to the transient combustibles. Model MS003B
calculated a CCDF of 3.9E-3.

The frequency for transient combustibles is 1.17E-3/yr.

The probability of transient fire exposure (Pu) was calculated as defined in Section 6.3.7.2 of the
FIVE Methodology. As calculated earlier in this report the Pu is defined as .0%26. Therefore,
utilizing Pe, the CDF for the Transient Combustible Scenario is: (1.17E-3)(.00626)(3.9E-3) =
2.86E-8/yr

The CDF values for the above scenarios are added to obtain the total CDF for the area:

SCENARIO CDF

Scenario 1 4.74E-8/yr

Scenario 2 5.33E-8/yr

Scenario 3 1.43E-7/yr

Scenario 4 5.51E-8/yr

Scenario 5 4.88E-7/yr *

Scenario 6 1.41E-8/yr

Scenario 7 6.6E-9/yr

Scenario 8 6.6E-9/yr

Scenario 9 7.1E-9/yr

Scenario 10 1.2E-7/yr

Scenario 11 1.32E-8/yr

Scenario 12 1.79E-8/yr

Scenario 13 6.37E-10/yr

Scenario 14 1.47E-9/yr

Scenario 15 2.86E-8/yr

TOTAL 1.00E-6/yr
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The results of this analysis indicate that the fire area 06RB is fire risk significant. The total CDF
for this fire area is 1.00E-6/yr, preventing the fire area from screening.

The scenario contributing the highest individual CDF (4.88E-7/yr) in the fire area is Scenario 5
(ignition of R1600S003J, H2100P627 & R1600S003D). A fire in any of these electrical cabinets
is assumed to result in the loss of the entire cabinet and therefore the equipment fed from this
cabinet is also lost. Loss of these cabinets will result in failure of the Division 1 and 2 RHR Low
Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) isolation valves, the Reactor Recirculation (RR) Recirculation
Pump "A" & "B" Discharge Valves and the RHR Crosstie Isolation Valve.

The scenario contributing the second highest individual CDF (1.43E-7/yr) in the fire area is
Scenario 3 (ignition of R1600S003B, H2100P625 & R1600S003H). A fire in any of these
electrical cabinets is assumed to result in the loss of the entire cabinet and therefore the equipment
fed from this cabinet is also lost. Loss of these cabinets will resuh in failure of Division 1 RHR
Suction Cooling Inboard Isolation Valve, HPCI Steam Supply Valve, EECW Supply and Return
Isolation Valves, Core Spray Inboard Isolation Valve, and Drywell Cooling Fan #2 among other
components.

The scenario contributing the third highest individual CDF (1.2E-7/yr) in the fire area is
Scenario 10 (ignition of R1600S005C). A fire in this cabinet is assumed to result in the loss of the
entire cabinet and therefore the equipment fed from this cabinet is also lost. Loss of this cabinet
will result in failure of Division 2 RHR Inboard Suction Isolation Valve, EECW Drywell
Outboard Return Valve, and RHR Outboard Containment Isolation Valve among other
components.

The conservatism included in the analysis of these cabinets resulted in the compartment remaining
above the screening criteria of 1.0E-6/yr. A further refinement to the analysis would most likely
have resulted in screening out this compartment. This further analysis was not performed because
the result wasjudged acceptable and no modifications, or compensatory measures are required.

4A.3.4.2.6 Phase III Analysis for Fire Area 07RB

Based upon a review of the routing for the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed
combustibles and consideration of compartmental and spatial separation within the Reactor
Building Third Floor, ignition sources are identified which adversely impact Safe Shutdown
circuits.

Ignition of T5101S003 Scenario 1:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of T510lS003 would damage circuits supporting
components H2100P082, H2100P034 & H2100P016. PSA Model RB7S01 calculated the CCDF |

for this damage set as 2.2E-5. Considering that the ignition frequency of this transformer is
9.8E-5/yr, the following can be calculated:

CDF for ignition of T5101S003: (9.8E-5)(2.2E-5)= 2.2E-9/yr

Ignition of G4102C001 A or G4102C001B Scenario 2:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of either G4102C001 A or B would damage
circuits supporting components Ell 50F023, G4102C001A & G4102C001B. PSA Model
RB7S02 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 4.0E-5. Considering that the ignition
frequency of the pumps is 9.3E-4/yr the following can be calculated:
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CDF for Ignition of G4102C001 A or G4102CV ':, (9.3E-4)(4.0E-5) = 3.72E-8/yr

Ignition of T4804Z001 or T4804Z002 Scenario 3:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of either T4804Z001 or T4804Z002 would
damage circuits for only the Hydrogen Recombiners themselves and would not impact any other
circuits / equipment located in the immediate area. Therefore, other equipment normally failed in
this PSA model is credited in this scenario (based on no damage to any other circuits). PSA
Model PSA95 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 8.0E-6. Considering that the ignition
frequency of the Recombiners is 8.6E-2/yr the following can be calculated:

CDF for Ignition of T4804Z001 or T4804Z002: (8.6E-2)(8.0E-6) = 6.88E-7/yr

Ignition of Electrical Cabinets Scenario 4:'

,

Simplified fire modeling for the electrical cabinets showed there would be no damage to any other
SSD circuits. Therefore, the base model CCDF (1.3E-5) is applied to these ignition sources. The
ignition frequency for the electrical cabinets is 3.7E-3/yr.

CDF for Ignition of remaining electrical cabinets: (3.7E-3)(1.3E-5) = 4.81E-8/yr
1

Ignition of HVAC Scenario 5:<

Simplified fire modeling for the HVAC units (3) showed there would be no damage to any SSD
circuits. Therefore, the base model CCDF (1.3E-5) is applied to these ignition sources.

CDF for Ignition of the HVAC: (8.6E-5)(1.3E-5) = 1.12E-9/yr

Ignition of Transient Combustible Scenario 6:

The CCDF calculated for loss of all components and circuits in RB07 was applied to the transient
combustibles. Model RB07 calculated the CCDF as 5.3E-3.

The ignition frequency for transient combustibles is 1.17E-3/yr.

| The probability of transient fire exposure (Pu) was calculated as defined in Section 6.3.7.2 of the
FIVE Methodology. As calculated earlier in this report the Pu is defmed as .00626. Therefore,,

! utilizing Pa, the CDF for ignition of Transient Combustible is: (1.17E-3)(.00626)(5.3E-3) =
3.88E-8/yr

The individual CDFs for the above scenarios are added to obtain the total CDF for the area:

| SCENARIO CDF

| Scenario 1 2.2E-9/yr
1
l Scenario 2 3.72E-8/yr

Scenario 3 6.88E-7/yr

| Scenario 4 4.81E-8/yr

Scenario 5 1.12E-9/yr.

Scenario 6 3.88E-8/yr

TOTAL 8.15E-7/yr j
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The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area 07RB is not fire risk significant. The total ;

CDF for this fire area is 8.15E-7/yr, allowing the Fire Area to screen. No recommendations for
further action are necessary.

|

4A.3.4.2.7 Phase Ill Analysis for Fire Area 09RB "
<

Based upon a review of the routing for the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed
combustibles and consideration of compartmental and spatial separation within the Reactor
Building Fifth Floor, ignition sources are identified which adversely impact Safe Shutdown
circuits.

Fire Area 09RB consists of twc distinct areas. One is located on elevation 684'-6" of the Reactor
Bldg. The other area is a chuse which extends from elevation 643'-6" up to 684'-6" in the
southwest corner of the Auxiliary Building. All of the safe shutdown equipment in 09RB is

'

located in the chase. There are no fixed ignition sources located in the chase.

The frequencies of the fixed ignition sources are:

Electrical Cabinets 6.2E-04/yr

Fire Protection Panels 2,.4E-05/yr
;

Ventilation Subsystems 5.7E-05/yr

Elevator Motors 1.6E-03/yr

Total 2.3E-03/yr

The frequency for the transient ignition source is: 1.17E-03/yr

The CCDFs calculated for 09RB are:

Base Model: 1.3E-5

PSA Model RB09 calculated a CCDF of: 5.3E-4

Fixed Combustible Scenario:

The base model CCDF (1,3E-5) and the ignition frequency for fixed ignition sources were applied
to the Reactor Building portion of 09RB.

CDF for Fixed Combustible Scenario: (1.3E-5)(2.3E-3) = 3.0E-8/yr

Transient Combustible :

The calculated CCDF for loss of all safe shutdown equipment and the ignition source frequency
for all the transients were applied to the chase.

CDF for Transient Combustible Scenario: (5.3E-4)(1.17E-3) = 6.20E-7/yr

The individual CDFs for the above scenarios are added to obtain the total CDF for the area:
3.0E-8 + 6.20E-7 = 6.50E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area 09RB is not fire risk significant. The total
CDF for this fire area is 6.50E-7/yr, allowing the Fire Area to screen. No recommendations for
further action are necessary.

4A.3.4.3 Other Zones
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4A.3.4.3.1 Phase IH Analysis of Fire Area EF1

Based upon a review of the routing for the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed
_

combustibles and consideration of spatial separation within EF1, ignition sources are identified
which adversely impact Safe Shutdown circuits.

The Safe Shutdown circuits routed through EFI are contained in underground ducts that extend
from EFl to the Fermi 2 Auxiliary and Turbine Building. The Ducts are accessible by several
manhole structures.

The CCDF for loss of the Safe Shutdown circuits routed through EFl calculated by PSA Model
EFl to be 2.5E-3.

The ignition sources for this area and the frequencies are:

Yard Transformers (Other): 6.2E-5/yr

Air Compressors: 5.2E-4/yr |

Transients: 1.17E-3/yr

The CCDF for loss of the Safe Shutdown circuits routed through EFI is applied to ' Yard
1Transformers (Other)' ignition source. The CDF for this scenario is (6.2E-5)( 2.5E-3) =

1.55E-7/yr.

The ignition source ' Air Compressor' is not considered to damage any Safe Shutdown circuits.
The base model CCDF is applied to the ' Air Compressor' ignition source. The CDF for this
scenario is (5.2E-4)(1.3E-5) = 6.8E-9/yr

]
The CCDF for loss of the Safe Shutdown circuits routed through EFl is applied to the

|
' Transients' ignition source. The probability of fire exposure from transient combustibles (P ) is

,

j calculated to be .00626. The CDF for the transient scenario is (1.17E-3)( 0.00626)(2.5E-3) = |

I 1.83E-8/yr.

The total CDF for EFl is: 1.55E-7 + 6.8E-9 + 1.83E-8 = 1.80E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area EFl is not fire risk significant. The total
CDF for this fire area is 1.80E-7/yr, allowing the Fire Area to screen. No recommendations for
further action are necessary.

4A.3.4.3.2 Phase HI Analysis for The RHR1 Complex

The approach utilized in the Phase III analysis of fire area RHR1 is to sub-compartmentalize the
fire area. This approach is available based on the existence ofinternal barriers within the RHR
Building. The two Switchgear Rooms on elevation 617'-00" are combined to form a separue .Ne
area from the remaining portion of fire area RHRI. The new fire area for the c 6.ned
Switchgear Rooms is designated as fire area RHRISG. 1

4A.3.4.3.2.1 Phase IH Analysis for Fire Area RHR1

Based upon a review of the routing for the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed and
transient combustibles in fire area RHR1, ignition sources are identified which adversely impact
Safe Shutdown circuits. These ignition sources are listed below with the Safe Shutdown
components affected given ignition.
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Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P517 Scenario 18 |
i

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P517 damaged circuits for safe
shutdown component X4103N058A. The CCDF calculated Sr this damage set by PSA Model
RIS01 is 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is (1/159)(2.4E-3) = 1.5E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.5E-5)(1.3E-5) = 2E-10/yr I

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600SO46 Scenario 27 '

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S046 damaged circuits for safe
shutdown component R3000S001, The CCDF calculated for this damage set was enveloped by4

;

PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is (7/159)(2.4E-3) = |
1.lE-4/yr.

,

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.1E-4)(1.3E-5) = 1.4E-9/yr >

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600SO47 Scenario 28

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600SO47 damaged circuits for safe
shutdown component R3000S002. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was enveloped by
PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is (7/159)(2.4E-3) =
1.lE-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.1E-4)(1.3E-5) = 1.4E-9/yr

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1700S015A Scenario 44

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1700S015A damaged circuits for safe
shutdown component X4103F122. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was enveloped by
PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is (1/159)(2.4E-3) =
1.5E-5/yr.

i

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.5E-5)(1.3E-5) = 2E-10/yr |

Ignition of Remaining Electrical Cabinets

The rema'ning 27 electrical cabinets consist of instrument racks, lighting panels, remote lamp i
panels and battery operated emergency lights. None of the remaining electrical cabinets are safe

'

shutdown components. The base model CCDF was applied to these components. The ignition
source frequency is (27/159)(2.4E-3) = 4.1E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (4.lE-4)(1.3E-5) = 5.3E-9/yr

Ignition of Diesel Generator R3000S001 Scenario 50

Simplified fire modeling of a one pint oil spill has shown that ignition of R3000S001 damaged
circuits for safe shutdown components R3000P312, and R1600S046. Fire modeling of I pint of
oil was performed for the diesel generator. This quantity typifies the ignition of oily rags or oil
leaking onto hot diesel generator components.' The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model R1 S01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is (1/2)(2.6E-2)
= 1.30E-2/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.30E-2)(1.3E-5) = 1.69E-7/yr

Ignition of Diesel Generator R3000S002 Scenario 51
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Simplified fire modeling of a one pint oil spill has shown that ignition of R3000S002 damaged
circuits for safe shutdown components R3000P322, and R1600S047. Fire modeling of 1 pint of
oil was performed for the diesel generator. This quantity typifies the ignition of oily rags or oil
leaking onto hot diesel generator components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was i

|enveloped by PSA Model RI S01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is (1/2)(2.6E-2)
= 1.30E-2/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.30E-2)(1.3E-5) = 1.69E-7/yr

Ignition of Pump E1151C001A Scenario 12 j

Per plant personnel, a rupture of the oil reservoir on this pump is not credible. The model used (a |
one pint oil spill) approximated the accumulation of oil from a fuel sample line leak. The one pint
oil spill is conservative since plant experience indicates that this type ofleak involved only drops
per day. Plant inspections occur at least once every 2 weeks. Therefore, the accumulated
quantity of oil would not exceed 1 pint and, therefore, I pint is conservative. This simplified fire,

! modeling has shown that ignition of Ell 51C001A damaged circuits for safe shutdown ;

components E1151C001C and E1150F604A. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
j enveloped by PSA Model RIS05, CCDF = 2.5E-4. The ignition source frequency is
'

(1/10)(4.6E-3) = 4.6E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (4.6E-4)(2.5E-4) = 1.15E-7/yr

Ignition of Pump E1151C001C Scenario 13

Per plant personnel, a rupture of the oil reservoir on this pump is not credible. The model used (a
cne pint oil spill) approximated the accumulation of oil from a fuel sample line leak. The one pint |
oil spill is conservative ~since plant experience indicates that this type ofleak involved only drops |
per day. Plant inspections occur at least once every 2 weeks. Therefore, the accumulated !

quantity of oil would not exceed 1 pint and, therefore,1 pint is conservative. This simplified fire )
modeling has shown that ignition of El151C001C damaged circuits for safe shutdown component !

'

Ell 51C001 A. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was enveloped by PSA Model RIS05,
CCDF = 2.5E-4. The ignition source frequency is (1/10)(4.6E-3) = 4.6E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (4.6E-4)(2.5E-4) = 1.15E-7/yr

Ignition of Pump P4500C002A Scenario 41

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of P4500C002A does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was ,

enveloped by PSA Model RIS07, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is |
'

(1/10)(4.6E-3) = 4.6E-4/yr.

' The CDF for this scenario is: (4.6E-4)(1.3E-5) = 6.0E-9/yr

Ignition of Pump R3001C005 Scenario 42. l
1

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3001C005 does not result in damage to |,

! circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was j

enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is
I (1/10)(4.6E-3) = 4.6E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (4.6E-4)(1.3E-5) = 6.0E-9/yr
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Ignition of Pump R30010006 Scenario 43

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3001C006 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition souwe frequency is
(1/10)(4.6E-3) = 4.6E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (4.6E-4)(1.3E-5) = 6.0E-9/yr

Ignition of Pump X4103C025 Scenario 54

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C25 does not result in damage to
circuits for safe shutdown components. This pump is not a safe shutdown component. The base
model CCDF is applied to this component. The ignition source frequency is (1/10)(4.6E-3) =
4.6E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (4.6E-4)(1.3E-5) = 6.0E-9/yr

Ignition of Pumps R3000C002 and R300C004 Scenario 55

The fuel oil transfer pumps are located in the Fuel Oil Tank Room. Each pump is powered by a
one horsepower motor. Ignition of either pump is considered to disable the other pump. The
CCDF for loss of both fuel oil transfer pumps is conservatively enveloped by PSA Model RIS01
which represents loss of Diesel Generator R3000S002. The CCDF calculated is 1.3E-5. The
ignition source frequency for the two pumps is (2/10)(4.6E-3) = 9.2E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (9.2E-4)(1.3E-5) = 1.2E-8/yr

Ignition of Pumps R3000C001 and R300C003 Scenario 56

The fuel oil transfer pumps are located in the Fuel Oil Tank Room. Each pump is powered by a
one horsepower motor. Ignition of either pump is considered to disable the other pump. The
CCDF for loss of both fuel oil transfer pumps is conservatively enveloped by PSA Model RIS01
which represents loss of Diesel Generator R3000S001. The CCDF calculated is 1.3E-5. The
ignition source frequency for the two pumps is (2/10)(4.6E-3) = 9.2E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (9.2E-4)(1.3E-5) = 1.2E-8/yr

Ignition of Fire Protection Panels

The existing fire protection panels are not safe shutdown components, and will not affect safe
shutdown circuits. The base model CCDF of 1.3E-5 is applied to these components. The ignition
source frequency is 1.10E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.10E-4)(1.3E-5) = 1.43E-9/yr.

Ignition ofIleater X4103B213 Scenario 14 !

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103B213 damaged circuits for safe
shutdown component X4103F104. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was enveloped by
PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is (1/27)(7.7E-4) =
2.85E-5/yr.

|

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Heater X4103B234 Scenario 15
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Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103B234 damaged circuits for safe
shutdown components El150F603A and R3001C005. The CCDF calculated for this damage set
was enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is
(1/27)(7.7E-4) = 2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Remaining Heaters Scenario

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of the remaining 9 heaters does not result in
damage to circuits for other safe shutdown components. These heaters are not safe shutdown
components. The base model CCDF is applied to these components. The ignition source
frequency is (9/27)(7.7E-4) = 2.57E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.57E-4)(1.3E-5) = 3.3E-9/yr

Ignitio: of Fan E1156C001A Scenario 25

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of El156C001 A results in damage to circuits for
safe shutdown component Ell 56N130A. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by the base model, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is (1/27)(7.7E-4) =
2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Fan E1156C001C Scenario 26

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of El156C001C results in damage to circuits for
safe shutdown component El156N130C The CCDF calculated for this damage set was enveloped
by the base model, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is (1/27)(7.7E-4) =
2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Fan X4103C001 Scenario 29

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C001 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was ,

enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is 1
!(1/27)(7.7E-4) = 2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Fan X4103C002 Scenario 30

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C002 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is
(1/27)(7.7E-4) = 2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Fan X4103C003 Scenario 31

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C003 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
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enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is |
(1/27)(7.7E-4) = 2.85E-5/yr. |

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Fan X4103C004 Scenario 32
i

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C004 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is
(1/27)(7.7E-4) = 2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Fan X4103C009 Scenario 33

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C0009 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is
(1/27)(7.7E-4) = 2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr 1

Ignition of Fan X4103C010 Scenario 34

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C010 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is
(1/27)(7.7E-4) = 2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Fan X4103C011 Scenario 35

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C0ll does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is
(1/27)(7.7E-4) = 2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Fan X4103C012 Scenario 36

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C012 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is
(1/27)(7.7E-4) = 2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Fan X4103C017 Scenario 37

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C017 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for the PSA base model,
CCDF = 1.3E-5, is applied to this scenario. The ignition source frequency is (1/27)(7.7E-4) =
2.85E-5/yr.

,
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The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Fan X4103C018 Scenario 38

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C018 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for the PSA base model,
CCDF = 1.3E-5, is applied to this scenario. The ignition source frequency is (1/27)(7.7E-4) =
2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Fan X4103C021 Scenario 39

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C021 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is
(1/27)(7.7E-4) = 2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Fan X4103C022 Scenario 40

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103C022 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is
(1/27)(7.7E-4) = 2.85E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Transient Combustible Scenario

The probability of transient fire exposure (P c) was calculated as defined in Section 6.3.7.2 of thei

FIVE Methodology. As calculated earlier, P o is 0.00626. For conservatism the whole area CCDFi

(calculated by PSA Model RHRISI as 4.3E-3) is applied to the transient combustibles. The
ignition source frequency is (1.2E-4 + 7.2E-4 + 3.3E-4) = 1.17E-3/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.17E-3)(4.3E-3)(0.00626) = 3.15E-8/yr

The CDFs for the above scenarios are added to obtain the Total CDF for fire area RHRl:
|

| Electrical Cabinet Scenario 18 2E-10/yr
|
| Electrical Cabinet Scenario 27 1.4E-9/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 28 1.4E-9/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 44 2E-10/yr

Remaining Electrical Cabinets 5 3E-9/yr

Diesel Generator Scenario 50 1.69E-7/yr
,

Diesel Generator Scenario 51 1.69E-7/yr

Pump Scenario 12 1.15E-7/yr

Pump Scenario 13 1.15E-7/yr

Pump Scenario 41 6.0E-9/yr
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Pump Scenario 42 6.0E-9/yr

Pump Scenario 43 6.0E-9/yr

Pump Scenario 54 6.0E-9/yr

- Pump Scenario 55 1.2E-8/yr

Pump Scenario 56 1.2E-8/yr

Fire Protection Panels 1.43E-9/yr

Heater Scenario 14 3.71E-10/yr

Heater Scenario 15 3.71E-10/yr

Remaining Heaters 3.3E-9/yr

Fan Scenario 25 3.71E-10/yr

Fan Scenario 26 3.71E-10/yr
,

Fan Scenario 29 3.71E-10/yr

Fan Scenario 30 3.71E-10/yr

Fan Scenario 31 3.71E-10/yr

Fan Scenario 32 3.71E-10/yr

Fan Scenario 33 3.71E-10/yr
'

Fan Scenario 34 3.71E-10/yr

Fan Scenario 35 3.71E-10/yr

Fan Scenario 36 3.71E-10/yr

Fan Scenario 37 3.71E-10/yr

Fan Scenario 38 3.71E-10/yr

Fan Scenario 39 3.71E-10/yr

Fan Scenario 40 3.71 E-10/yr

Transient Combustible 3.15E-8/yr

TOTAL 6.6E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area RHR1 is not fire risk significant. The CDF
for this scenario for this fire area is 6.6E-7/yr , allowing the Fire Area to screen.

4A.3.4.3.2.2 Phase HI Analysis for Fire Area RHRISG

Based upon a review of the routing for the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed
combustibles and consideration of compartmental and spatial separation within the RHR Building
(Division 1), ignition sources are identified which adversely impact Safe Shutdown circuits.

The walls surrounding fire area RHRISG are constructed of a minimal twelve (12) inch concrete l
wall. These walls are sufficient to withstand the hazards associated with the areas. I

!

|
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The penetrations within the RHR Building are not controlled and maintained as part of the Fermi |

2 Penetration Seal Surveillance Program. During a walkdown of the RHR Building, observations i

of randomly selected electrical and mechanical penetrations were performed. These observations
;

indicated that the electrical and mechanical penetrations were adequately sealed against the
propagation of flame and products of combustion. Therefore, the electrical and mechanical i

penetrations through these Switchgear Room barriers are also considered to be adequately sealed
against the propagation of flame and products ofcombustion.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R3000S006 Scenario 3
I Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3000S006 damages circuits for safe

,

shutdown components HI100P869, X4103F151, X4103F152, X4103N056C and X4103N057C, i
and the panel itself. The CCDF calculated for this damage set enveloped by PSA Model RIS01 is :
1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is (1/159)(2.4E-3) = 1.5E-5/yr.

'

IThe CDF for this scenario is: (1.5E-5)(1.3E-5) = 2E-10/yr.

! Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1400S036 Scenario 4

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S036 damaged circuits for safe
shutdown components X4103F149, X4103F150 and X4100N057A. The CCDF calculated for
this damage set was enveloped by PSA Model RIS02, CCDF = 3.3E-4. The ignition source
frequency is (7/159)(2.4E-3) = 1.lE-4/yr.

'

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.1E-4)(3.3E-4) = 3.63E-8/yr

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1400S002B Scenario 6

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S002B damaged circuits for safe
shutdown components X4103Fil5, X4103Fil6, and X4100N056C. The CCDF calculated for |

this damage set was enveloped by PSA Model RIS03, CCDF = 6.lE-4. The ignition source
frequency is (4/159)(2.4E-3) = 6.0E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (6.0E-5)(6.1E-4) = 3.66E-8/yr

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1400S002A Scenario 7

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S002A damaged circuits for safe
shutdown components X4100N056A, X4103F104, H1100P869 and X4103F103. The CCDF
calculated for this damage set was enveloped by PSA Model RIS02, CCDF = 3.3E-4. The I

ignition source frequency is (4/159)(2.4E-3) = 6.0E-5/yr. |

The CDF for this scenario is: (6.0E-5)(3.3E-4) = 1.98E-8/yr

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R3000S005 Scenario 22

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3000S005 damages circuits for safe
shutdown component H1100P869 and the panel itself. The CCDF calculated for this damage set|

enveloped by PSA Model RIS01 is 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is (1/159)(2.4E-3) =
1.5E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.5E-5)(1.3E-5) = 2E-10/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600S016A Scenario 46
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Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S016A does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS08, CCDF = 3.3E-4. The ignition source frequency is
(23/159)(2.4E-3) = 3.5E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (3.5E-4)(3.3E-4) = 1.15E-7/yr

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600S016B Scenario 47

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S016B does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS08, CCDF = 3.3E-4. The ignition source frequency is
(23/159)(2.4E-3) = 3.5E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (3.5E-4)(3.3E-4) = 1.15E-7/yr

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600S017A Scenario 48
,

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S017A does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model 3AB16, CCDF = 1.3E-4. The ignition source frequency is
(24/159)(2.4E-3) = 3.6E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (3.6E-4)(1.3E-4) = 4.68E-8/yr

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R3200S063 Scenario 49

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3200S063 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model 10AB1, CCDF = 4.0E-4. The ignition source frequency is
(21/159)(2.4E-3) = 3.2E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is:(3.2E-4)(4.0E-4) = 1.28E-7/yr

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P351 Scenario 52

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P351 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.?S-5. The ignition source frequency is

I

(1/159)(2.4E-3) = 1.5E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.5E-5)(1.3E-5) = 2E-10/yr

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P350 Scenario 53

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P350 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set was
enveloped by PSA Model RIS01, CCDF = 1.3E-5. The ignition source frequency is
(1/159)(2.4E-3) = 1.5E-5/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.5E-5)(1.3E-5) = 2E-10/yr

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1400S037 Scenario 5

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S037 damaged circuits for safe
shutdown components X4103F151, X4103F152 and X4100N057C. The CCDF calculated for this
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damage set was enveloped by PSA Model RIS03, CCDF = 6.lE-4. The ignition source frequency4

is (6/159)(2.4E-3) = 9.lE-5/yr.

; The CDF for this scenario is: (9.1E-5)(6.1E-4) = 5.55E-8/yr.

Ignition of Heaters X4103B242 and X4103B243 Scenario 57

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of the heaters X4103B242 and X4103B243 do
not result in damage to circuits for other safe shutdown components. These heaters are not safe |,

'
shutdown components. The base model CCDF is applied to these components. The ignition '

source frequency is (2/27)(7.7E-4) = 5.7E-5/yr. |
e ;

The CDF for this scenario is: (5.7E-5)(1.3E-5) = 7.42E-10/yr,

Ignition of Transformers R1700S013A, R1600S123A and R1600S125A Scenario 58

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1700S013A, R1600S123A and R1600S125A
'

does not result in damage to circuits for other safe shutdown components. These transformers are ;

not safe shutdown components. The base model CCDF is applied to these components. The |
,

ignition source frequency is (3/5)(4.9E-4) = 2.94E-4/yr. !
!

The CDF for this scenario is: (2.94E-4)(1.3E-5) = 3.82E-9/yr
.

Ignition of Transient Combustible Scenario

The probability of transient fire exposure (P=) was calculated as defmed in Section 6.3.7.2 of the.

: FIVE Methodology. As calculated earlier, Pu is 0.00626. For conservatism the whole area CCDF i

(calculated by PSA Model RHRIS1 as 4.3E-3) is applied to the transient combustibles. The [
ignition source frequency is (1.2E-4 + 7.2E-4 + 3.3E-4) = 1.17E-3/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (1.17E-3)(4.3E-3)(0.00626) = 3.15E-8/yr
|

The CDF for the above scenarios are added to obtain the Total CDF for fire area RHR1SG:

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 3 2E-10/yr ,

'

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 4 - 3.63E-8/yr
'

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 6 3.66E-8/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 7 1.98E-8/yr !

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 22 2E-10/yr |
Electrical Cabinet Scenario 46 1.15E-7/yr ;

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 47 1.15E-7/yr !

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 48 4.68E-8/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 49 1.28E-7/yr |

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 52 2E-10/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 53 2E-10/yr '

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 5 5.55E-8/yr

Transformer Scenario 58 3.82E-9/yr
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Heaters Scenario 57 7.42E-10/yr

Transient Combustible 3.15E-8/yr
;

TOTAL 5.9E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area RHRISG is not fire risk significant. The
CDF for this fire area is 5.9E-7/yr, allowing the Fire Area to screen.

4A.3.4.3.3 Phase III Analysis Of The RHR2 Complex

The approach utilized in the Phase III analysis of fire area RHR2 is to sub-companmentalize the
fire area. This approach is available based on the existence ofinternal barriers within the RHR
Building. The two Switchgear Rooms on elevation 617'-00" are combined to form a separate fire
area from the remaining portion of fire area RHR2. The new fire area for the combined
Switchgear Rooms is designated as fire area RHR2SG.

4 A.3.4.3.3.1 Phase III Analysis for Fire Area RHR2

Based upon a review of the routing for the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed and
transient combustibles in fire area RHR2, ignition sources are identified which adversely impact
Safe Shutdown circuits. These ignition sources are listed below with the Safe Shutdown
components affected given ignition.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600S048 Scenario 26

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S048 does not damage circuits for any
other safe shutdown component. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model R2S03
is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (7/151)(2.4E-3) = 1.11E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (1.1lE-4)(1.3E-5) = 1.44E-9/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600S049 Scenario 27

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S049 does not damage circuits for any
other safe shutdown component. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model R2S03
is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (7/151)(2.4E-3) = 1.1lE-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (1.11E-4)(1.3E-5) = 1.44E-9/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P518 Scenario 29

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P518 damages circuits for safe
shutdown components X4103F164, X4103F166, X4103F168, X4103F169 and X4103N058B.
The CCDF calculated for this damage set is enveloped by the base model CCDF of 1.3E-5. The
ignition frequency is (1/151)(2.4E-3) = 1.58E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (1.58E-5)(1.3E-5) = 2.05E-10/yr.

Ignition of Remaining Electrical Cabinets

The remaining 25 electrical cabinets consist of instrument racks, lighting panels, remote lamp
panels and battery operated emergency lights. None of the remaining electrical cabinets are safe
shutdown components. The base model CCDF of 1.3E-5 is applied to these components. The
ignition frequency is (25/151)(2.40E-3) = 4.0E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (4.0E-4)(1.3E-5) = 5.2E-9/yr.
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Ignition of Diesel Generator R3000S003 Scenario 24

Simplified fire modeling of a one pint oil spill has shown that ignition of R3000S003 damaged
circuits for safe shutdown component R1600S048 and the diesel itself. Fire modeling of I pint of
oil was performed for the diesel generator. This quantity typifies the ignition of oily rags or oil
leaking onto the hot diesel generator components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set

;

enveloped by PSA Model R2S03 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (1/2)(2.6E-2) = 1.30E-2/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (1.30E-2)(1.3E-5) = 1.69E-7/yr. j

Ignition of Diesel Generator R3000S004 Scenario 25
|

Simplified Ere modeling of a one pint oil spill has shown that ignition of R3000S004 damaged
circuits for safe shutdown component R1600S049 and the diesel itself. Fire modeling of 1 pint of '

oil was performed for the diesel generator. This quantity typifies the ignition of oily rags or oil
leaking onto hot diesel generator components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set
enveloped by PSA Model R2S03 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (1/2)(2.6E-2) = 1.30E-2/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (1.30E-2)(1.3E-5) = 1.69E-7/yr.

Ignition of Pump E1151C001B Scenario 18 :

Per plant personnel, a rupture of the oil reservoir on this pump is not credible. The model used (a
one pint oil spill) approximated the accumulation of oil from a fuel sample line leak. The one pint
oil spill is conservative since plant experience indicates that this type ofleak involved only drops
per day. Plant inspections occur at least once every 2 weeks. Therefore, the accumulated quantity
of oil would not exceed 1 pint and, therefore,1 pint is conservative. This simplified fire modeling
has shown that ignition of E1151C001B does damage circuits for Ell 51C001D. The CCDF
calculated for this damage set enveloped by PSA Model R2SO4 is 2.8E-4. The ignition frequency
is (1/10)(4.6E-3) = 4.6E-4/yr. I

CDF for this scenario is (4.6E-4)(2.8E-4) = 1.29E-7/yr.

Ignition of Pump E1151C001D Scenario 19

Per plant personnel, a rupture of the oil reservoir on this pump is not credible. The model used (a
one pint oil spill) approximated the accumulation of oil from a fuel sample line leak. The one pint
oil spill is conservative since plant experience indicates that this type ofleak involved only drops
per day. Plant inspections occur at least once every 2 weeks. Therefore, the accumulated quantity
of oil would not exceed 1 pint and, therefore,1 pint is conservative. This simplified fire modeling
has shown that ignition of Ell 51C001D does damage circuits for Ell 51C001B. The CCDF
calculated for this damage set enveloped by PSA Model R2SO4 is 2.8E-4. The ignition frequency 1

'is (1/10)(4.6E-3) = 4.6E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (4.6E-4)(2.8E-4) = 1.29E-7/yr.

Ignition of Pump R3001C007 Scenario 22

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3001C007 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set enveloped
by PSA Model R2S03 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (1/10)(4.6E-3) = 4.6E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (4.6E-4)(1.5E-5) = 6.9E-9/yr. |
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Ignition of Pump R3001C008 Scenario 23

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3001C008 does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set enveloped
by PSA Model R2S03 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (1/10)(4.6E-3) = 4.6E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (4.6E-4)(1.5E-5) = 6.9E-9/yr.

Ignition of Pump P4500C002B Scenario 28

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of P4500C002B does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA
Model RB05S2 is 9.0E-5. The ignition frequency is (1/10)(4.6E-3) = 4.6E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (4.6E-4)(9.0E-5) = 4.14E-8/yr.

Ignition of Pumps R3000C010 and R300C012 Scenario 41

The fuel oil transfer pumps are located in the Fuel Oil Tank Room. Each pump is powered by a
one horsepower motor. Ignition of either pump is considered to disable the other pump. The
CCDF for loss of both fuel oil transfer pumps is conservatively enveloped by PSA Model R2S03
which represents loss of Diesel Generator R3000S004. The CCDF calculated is 1.3E-5. The
ignition source frequency for the two pumps is (2/10)(4.6E-3) = 9.2E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (9.2E-4)(1.3E-5) = 1.2E-8/yr
r

Ignition of Pumps R3000C009 and R300C011 Scenario 42

The fuel oil transfer pumps are located in the Fuel Oil Tank Room. Each pump is powered by a
one horsepower motor. Ignition of either pump is considered to disable the other pump. The
CCDF for loss of both fuel oil transfer pumps is conservatively enveloped by PSA Model R2S03
which represents loss of Diesel Generator R3000S003. The CCDF calculated is 1.3E-5. The
ignition scurce frequency for the two pumps is (2/10)(4.6E-3) = 9.2E-4/yr.

The CDF for this scenario is: (9.2E-4)(1.3E-5) = 1.2E-8/yr

Ignition of Remaining Pumps

The remaining 2 pumps consist of X4103C026 and Y5200C002, which are not safe shutdown
components. The base model CCDF of 1.3E-5 is applied to these components. The ignition
frequency is GS 0)(4.6E-3) = 9.2E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (9.2E-4)(1.3E-5) = 1.2E-9/yr.

Ignition of Fire Protection Panels

The existing fire protection panels are not safe shutdown components. The base model CCDF of
1.3E-5 is applied to these components. The ignition frequency is 9.75E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (9.75E-5)(1.3E-5) = 1.27E-9/yr.

Ignition of Transformer R1600S125B Scenario 43

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S125B does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. This transformer is not safe a shutdown component.
The base model CCDF is applied to this component. The ignition frequency is (1/7)(6.8E-4) =
9.7E-5/yr.
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CDF for this scenario is (9.7E-5)(1.3E-5) = 1.26E-9/yr.

Ignition of Fan X4103C005, X4103C006, X4103C007 or X4103C008 Scenarios 6-9

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of any of these fans does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for each of these damage sets
enveloped by PSA Model R2S03 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (4/40)(1,1E-3) = 1.lE-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (1. lE-4)(1.3E-5) =1.43E-9/yr.

Ignition of Fan X4103C013, X4103C014, X4103C015 or X4103C016 Scenarios 10-13

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of any of these fans does not result in damage to
circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for each of these damage sets
enveloped by PSA Model R2S03 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (4/40)(1.1E-3) = 1.lE-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (1.1E-4)(1.3E-5) = 1.43E-9/yr.

Ignition of Fan X4103C019 or X4103C020 Scenarios 14,15

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of either of these fans does not result in damage
to circuits for other safe shutdown components. The base model CCDF is applied to these
components. The ignition frequency is (2/40)(1.1E-3) = 5.5E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (5.5E-5)(1.3E-5) = 7.lE-10/yr.

Ignition of Fan X4103C023 or X4103C024 Scenarios 16,17

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of either of these fans does not result in damage
to circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for each of these damage
sets enveloped by PSA Model R2S03 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (2/40)(1.lE-3) =
5.5E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (5.5E-5)(1.3E-5) = 7.1E-10/yr.

Ignition of Fan E1156C001B or E1156C001D Scenarios 20,21

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of either of these fans does not result in damage
to circuits for other safe shutdown components. The CCDF calculated for each of these damage
sets enveloped by PSA Model R2SO4 is 2.8E-4. The ignition frequency is(2/40)(1.lE-3) =
5.5E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (5.5E-5)(2.8E-4) = 1.54E-8/yr.

Ignition of Heater X4103B214 Scenario 35

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103B214 damages circuits for safe
shutdown components X4103F139 and X4103F140. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by
PSA Model R2501 is 2.9E-4. The ignition frequency is (1/40)(1.lE-3) = 2.8E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (2.8E-5)(2.9E-4) = 7.98E-9/yr.

Ignition of Heater X4103B215 Scenario 36

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103B215 damages circuits for safe
shutdown components X4103F127 and X4103F128. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by
PSA Model R2S02 is 1.SE-5. The ignition frequency is (1/40)(1.1E-3) = 2.8E-5/yr.
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CDF for this scenario is (2.8E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.6E-10/yr.

Ignition of Heater X4103B226 Scenario 37

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103B226 damages circuits for safe
{

shutdown components X4103F146. The CCDF calculated for this damage set is enveloped by the
base model. The ignition frequency is (1/40)(1.lE-3) = 2.8E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (2.8E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.6E-10/yr. !

Ignition of Heater X4103B241 Scenario 38

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of X4103B241 damages circuits for safe i
shutdown components X4103F169. The CCDF calculated for this damage set is enveloped by the
base model. The ignition frequency is (1/40)(1.1E-3) = 2.8E-5/yr.

!

CDF for this scenario is (2.8E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.6E-10/yr. |
Ignition of Remaining Heaters Scenario

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of the 20 remaining heaters does not result in
damage to circuits for any safe shutdown components. These heaters are not safe shutdown
components. The base model CCDF is applied to these components. The ignition frequency is
(20/40)(l.1E-3) = 5.5E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (5.5E-4)(1.3E-5) = 7.15E-9/yr.

Ignition of Transient Combustible Scenario

The probability of transient fire exposure (Pw) was calculated as defined in Section 6.3.7.2 of the
FIVE Methodology. As calculated earlier, Pu is 0.00626. For conservatism the worst case RHR2
CCDF (calculated by PSA Model RHR2 as 4.4E-3) is applied to the transient combustibles. The
ignition frequency is (1.2E-4 + 7.2E-4 + 3.3E-4) = 1.17E-3/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (1.17E-3)(4.4E-3)(0.00626) = 3.2E-8/yr.

The CDFs for the above scenarios are added to obtain the total CDF for the fire area:

SCENARIO CDF

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 26 1.44E-9/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 27 1.44E-9/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 29 2.05E-10/yr

Remaining Electrical Cabinets 5.2E-9/yr

Diesel Generator Scenario 24 1.69E-7/yr

Diesel Generator Scenario 25 1.69E-7/yr

Pump Scenario 18 1.29E-7/yr

Pump Scenario 19 1.29E-7/yr

Pump Scenario 22 6.9E-9/yr i

Pump Scenario 23 6.9E-9/yr
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Pump Scenario 28 4.14E-8/yr j
Pump Scenario 41 1.2E-8/yr i

Pump Scenario 42 1.2E-8/yr

Remaining Pumps Scenario 1.2E-9/yr ;

Fire Protection Panels 1.27E-9/yr .
*

Transformer Scenario 43 1.26E-9/yr
,

Fan Scenarios 6-9 1.43E-9/yr
!

Fan Scenarios 10-13 1.43E-9/yr. ;

Fan Scenarios 14,15 7.lE-10/yr - !

Fan Scenarios 16,17 7. lE-10/yr

Fan Scenarios 20,21 1.54E-8/yr

Heater Scenario 35 7.98E-9/yr

Heater Scenario 36 3.6E-10/yr

Heater Scenario 37 3.6E-10/yr !

Heater Scenario 38 3.6E-10/yr |
Remaining Heater Scenario 7.15E-9/yr I

Transient Combustible 3.2E-8/yr :

-TOTAL 7.3E-7/yr I

The results of this analysis indicate that the fire area RHR2 is not fire risk significant. The total j
CDF for this fire area is 7.3E-7/yr, allowing the fire area to screen.

j|4A.3.4.3.3.2 Phase IH Analysis for Fire Area RHR2SG

Based upon a review of the routing for the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed
combustibles and consideration of compartmental and spatial separation within the RHR Building
(Division 2), ignition sources are identified which adversely impact Safe Shutdown circuits.

The walls surrounding fire area RHR2SG are constructed of a minimal twelve (12) inch concrete
wall. These walls are sufficient to withstand the hazards associated with the areas.

The penetrations within the RHR Building are not controlled and maintained as part of the Fermi
2 Penetration Seal Surveillance Program. During a walkdown of the RHR Building, observations

_ ;

of randomly selected electrical and mechanical penetrations were performed. These observations
indicated that the electrical and mechanical penetrations were adequately sealed against the

. propagation of flame and products of combustion. Therefore, the electrical and mechanical i
E

penetrations through these Switchgear Room barriers are also considered to be adequately sealed.

against the propagation of flame and products of combustion.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P352 Scenario 1 ;
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Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P352 does not damage circuits for any
other safe shutdown component. The CCDF calculated for this damage set enveloped by PSA
Model R2S03 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (1/151)(2.4E-3) = 1.58E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (1.58E-5)(1.3E-5) = 2.05E-10/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet H2100P353 Scenario 2

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P353 does not damage circuits for any
other safe shutdown component. The CCDF calculated for this damage set enveloped by PSA
Model R2503 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (1/151)(2.4E-3) = 1.58E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (1.58E-5)(1.3E-5) = 2.05E-10/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1400S002D Scenario 3

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S002D damages circuits for safe
shutdown components X4103N056D, X4103F139 and X4103F140, as well as R1400S002D. The
CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model R2501 is 2.9E-4. The ignition frequency is
(4/151)(2.4E-3) = 6.36E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (6.36E-5)(2.9E-4) = 1.84E-8/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1400S039 Scenario 4

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S039 damages circuits for safe
shutdown components X4100N057D, X4103F155, X4103F156 and R1400S039. The CCDF
calculated for this damage set by PSA Model R2S01 is 2.9E-4. The ignition frequency is
(7/151)(2.4E-3) = 1.11E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (1. I 1E-4)(2.9E-4) = 3.21E-8/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1400S038 Scenario 5

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S038 damages circuits for safe
shutdown components X4100N057B, X4103F153, X4103F154 and R1400S038. The CCDF
calculated for this damage set by PSA Model R2S02 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is
(6/151)(2.4E-3) = 9.54E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (9.54E-5)(1.3E-5) = 1.24E-9/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1400S002C Scenario 30

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S002C damages circuits for the panel
itself. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model R2S02 is 1.3E-5. The ignition
frequency is (4/151)(2.4E-3) = 6.36E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (6.36E-5)(1.3E-5) = 8.27E-10/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600S018A Scenario 31

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S018A does not damage circuits for any
other safe shutdown component. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model R2S02
is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (23/151)(2.4E-3) = 3.66E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (3.66E-4)(1.3E-5) = 4.76E-9/yr.
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Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600S018B Scenario 32
7

'
Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S018B damages circuits for safe
shutdown components H2100P352, H2100P518, R3000P331, R3000S007, X4103F127, :

X4103F128, X4103F153, X4103F154, X4103N056B and X4103N057B, and the panel itself. The e
'

CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model R2S02 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is
(17/151)(2.4E-3) = 2.70E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (2.70E-4)(1.3E-5) = 3.51E-9/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1600S019A Scenario 33

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S019A does not damage circuits for any
other safe shutdown component. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model R2S01
is 2.9E-4. The ignition frequency is (24/151)(2.4E-3) = 3.81E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (3.dlE-4)(2.9E-4) = 1.10E-7/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R3200S066 Scenario 34

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3200S066 does not damage circuits for any
other safe shutdown component. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model R2S05
is 3.3E-4. The ignition frequency is (21/151)(2.4E-3) = 3.34E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (3.34E-4)(3.3E-4) = 1.1E-7/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R1700S015B Scenario 37 ;

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1700S015B damages circuits for safe
shutdown component X4103F146. This cabinet is not a safe shutdown component. The CCDF |
calculated for this damage set is enveloped by the base model CCDF of 1.3E-5. The ignition |
frequency is (1/151)(2.4E-3) = 1.58E-5/yr. l

CDF for this scenario is (1.58E-5)(1.3E-5) = 2.05E-10/yr.

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R3000S007 Scenario 39

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3000S007 damages circuits for safe
shutdown components H1100P862, X4103F139, X4103F140, X4103F155, X4103F156,

,

X4103N056D and X4103N057D, and the panel itself. The CCDF calculated for this damage set |
enveloped by PSA Model R2S03 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (1/151)(2.4E-3) =
1.58E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (1.58E-5)(1.3E-5) = 2.05E-10/yr. I

Ignition of Electrical Cabinet R3000S008 Scenario 40

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3000S008 damages circuits for safe
shutdown components H1100P862, X4103F127, X4103F128, X4103F153, X4103F154,
X4103N056B and X4103N057B, and the panel itself. The CCDF calculated for this damage set
enveloped by PSA Model R2S03 is 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency is (1/151)(2.4E-3) =
1.58E-5/yr.

CDF for this scena~io is (1.58E-5)(1.3E-5) = 2.05E-10/yr.

Ignition of Transformers R1600S120B, R1600S123B, and R1700S013B Scenario 44
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Simplified _ fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S120B, R1600S123B, and i

R1700S013B does not result in damage to circuits for other safe shutdown components. These
transformers are not safe shutdown components. The base model CCDF is applied to these
components. The ignition frequency is (3/7)(6.8E-4) = 2.91E-4/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (2.91E-4)(1.3E-5) = 3.79E-9/yr. [
Ignition of Heater X4103B245 Scenario 34

Simplified fire.modeling has shown that ignition of X4103B245 damages circuits for safe
shutdown component R3200S066. The CCDF calculated for this damage set by PSA Model t

R2S05 is 3.3E-4. The ignition frequency is (1/40)(1.lE-3) = 2.8E-5/yr.

CDF for this scenario is (2.8E-5)(3.3E-4) = 9.24E-9/yr.

Ignition of Heater X4103B244 Scenario 45

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of heater X4103B244 does not result in damage
to circuits for any safe shutdown components. This heater is not a safe shutdown component. The
base model CCDF is applied to this component. The ignition frequency is (1/40)(1.lE-3) = r

2.8E-5/yr.

CDF for each scenario is (2.8E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.64E-10/yr. *

Ignition of Transient Combustible Scenario

The probability of transient fire exposure (Pw) was calculated as defined in Section 6.3.7.2 of the
i

FIVE Methodology. As calculated earlier, Pw is 0.00626. For conservatism the worst case RHR2
~

CCDF (calculated by PSA Model RHR2 as 4.4E-3) is applied to the transient combustibles. The
ignition frequency is (1.2E-4 + 7.2E-4 + 3.3E-4) = 1.17E-3/yr.

!

CDF for this scenario is (1.17E-3)(4.4E-3)(0.00626) = 3.2E-8/yr.

The CDF for the above scenarios are added to obtain the Total CDF for fire area RHR2SG:

SCENARIO CDF

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 1 2.05E-10/yr
'

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 2 2.05E-10/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 3 1.84E-8/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 4 3.21E-8/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 5 1.24E-9/yr j
Electrical Cabinet Scenario 30 8.27E-10/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 31 4.76E-9/yr l

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 32 3.51E-9/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 33 1.10E-7/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 34 1.10E-7/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 37 2.05E-10/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 39 2.05E-10/yr
1
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Electrical Cabinet Scenario 40 2.05E-10/yr

Remaining Electrical Cabinets 3.30E-9/yr

Transformer Scenario 44 3.79E-9/yr

Heater Scenario 34 9.24E-9/yr

Heater Scenario 45 3.64E-10/yr

Transient Combustible 3.2E-8/yr

TOTAL 3.3E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area RHR2SG is not fire risk significant. The
total CDF for this scenario for this fire area is 3.3E-7/yr, allowing the Fire Area to screen.

4A.3.4.3.4 Phase IH Analysis for the Radwaste Building,

Based upon a review of the routing for the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed
combustibles and consideration of compartmental and spatial separation within the Radwaste
Building, ignition sources are identified which adversely impact Safe Shutdown circuits.

Ignition of R1400S026 and R1400S024 Scenario 1:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S026 would damage circuits supporting
components R1400S026 and N2103C002. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of
R1400S024 would damage circuits supporting components R1400S024, H2100P623 and
G1112P600. PSA Model RW1 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 4.6E-4. The ignition
frequency of two 480V substation buses is (24/452)(8.7E-3) = 4.62E-4/yr.

CDF for Ignition of R1400S026 and R1400S024: (4.62E-4)(4.6E-4) = 2.12E-7/yr

Ignition of R1400S027 Scenario 2:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S027 would damage circuits supporting i

components R1400S027, H2100P623 and G1112P600. PSA Model RW2 calculated the CCDF |

for this damage set as 4.6E-4. The ignition frequency of one 480V substation bus is
(12/452)(8.7E-3) = 2.31E-4/yr.

CDF forIgnition ofR1400S027: (2.31E-4)(4.6E-4) = 1.06E-7/yr

Ignition of R1400S001V, R1400S001W & R1400S001L Scenario 3:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S00lV and R1400S00lW would
damage circuits supporting components R1400S00lV, R1400S00lW and R3200S067.
Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S00lL would damage circuits
supporting components R1400S00lL, R1600S0llD, R3200017 and R3200S018. PSA Model
RW3 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 5 lE-4. The ignition frequency of three 4160V
switchgear buses is (9/452)(8.7E-3) = 1.73E-4/yr.

CDF for Ignition of R1400S001V, R1400S00lW & R1400S00lL: (1.73E-4)(5.lE-4) =
8.83E-8/yr

Ignition of H2100P623 Scenario 4:
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Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P623 would damage circuits supporting
( components R1400S00lV, R1400S00lW, R3200S017, G1112P600, C3601P001, and

H2100P623. PSA Model RW4 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 4.6E-4. The ignition
; frequency of the one electrical cabinet is (1/452)(8.7E-3) = 1.9E-5/yr.

CDF for Ignition of H2100P623: (4.6E-4)(1.9E-5) = 8.85E-9/yr

Ignition of R1400S001A Scenario 5:*

4 Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S001 A would damage circuits !

| supporting components C360lP001 and R1400S001 A. PSA Model RW5 calculated the CCDF
i for this damage set as 4.6E-4. The ignition frequency of one 4160V switchgear bus is
; (9/452)(8.7E-3) = 1.73E-4/yr.

CDF for Ignition of R1400S001 A: (1.73E-4)(4.6E-4) = 7.97E-8/yr

Ignition of R1400S001D Scenario 6:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1400S001D would damage circuits
supporting components C360lP001, R3200S067, R1400S001D and N2103C002. PSA Model
RW6 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 5.lE-4. The ignition frequency of one 4160V
switchgear is (9/452)(8.7E-3) = 1.73E-4/yr.

CDF for Ignition of R1400S001D: (5.1E-4)(1.73E-4) = 8.82E-8/yr

Ignition of R3200S067, R3200S009A, R3200S009B, R3200S012 and R3200S005 Scenario 7:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3200S067 would damage circuits supporting
,

components R32005067. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3200S005 would
damage circuits supporting components R3200S005. Simplified fire modeling has shown that
ignition of R3200S009A and R3200S009B would damage circuits supporting components
R3200S018, R3200S009A and R3200S009B. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of
R3200S009B and R3200S012 would damage circuits supporting components R3200S009B and
R3200S012. PSA Model RW7 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 5.2E-4. The ignition
frequency of one electrical cabinet and one 260/130V dual battery is (13/452)(8.7E-3) =
2.5E-4/yr.

CDF for Ignition of R32005067, R3200S009A, R3200S009B, R3200S012 and R3200S005: |
(2.5E-4)(5.2E-4) = 1.30E-7/yr

Ignition of R3100S014 and R3100S015 Scenario 8:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3100S014 and R3100S015 would damage
circuits supporting components R3100S014 and R3100S015. PSA Model RW8 calculated the
CCDF for this damage set as 4.7E-4. The ignition frequency of two UPS cabinets is
(2/452)(8.7E-3) = 3.8E-5/yr.

CDF for Ignition of R3100S014 and R3100S015: (4.7E-4)(3.8E-5) = 1.79E-8/yr

Ignition of H2100P304 Scenario 9:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H2100P304 would damage circuits supporting
components H2100P304 and N2103C002. PSA Model RW9 calculated the CCDF for this

i

)
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damage set as 4.7E-4. The ignition frequency of one electrical cabinet is (1/452)(8.7E-3) =
1.9E-5/yr.

I CDF for Ignition ofH2100P304: (1.9E-5)(4.7E-4) = 8.9E-9/yr ,

Ignition of V4100B001A Scenario 10:

i Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of V4100B001A would damage circuits ,

supporting component V4100B001A. The baseline PSA Model calculated the CCDF for this
damage set as 1.3E-5. The ignition frequency of one HVAC unit is (1/13)(3.7E-4) = 2.85E-5/yr. .

; CDF for Ignition of V4100B001 A: (2.85E-5)(1.3E-5) = 3.71E-10/yr

Ignition of Remaining Miscellaneous Components Scenario 11:

Simplified fire modeling for the remaining miscellaneous components (371) showed there would
be no damage to any other SSD circuits. Therefore, the base model CCDF is applied to the
remaining ignition sources. The ignition frequency is (371/452)(8.7E-3) = 7.14E-3/yr.

CDF for Ignition of the remaining miscellaneous components: (7.14E-3)(1.3E-5)= 9.28E-8/yr
! Ignition of Remaining HVAC Scenario 12:

| Simplified fire modeling for the remaining HVAC units (12) showed there would be no damage to
i any other SSD circuits. Therefore, the base model CCDF is applied to the remaining ignition
| sources. The ignition frequency is (12/13)(3.7E-4) = 3.42E-4/yr

CDF for Ignition of the remaining HVAC: (3.42E-4)(1.3E-5)= 4.45E-9/yr
,

i

Ignition of Fire Protection Panels Scenario 13:

Simplified fire modeling for the fire protection panels (8) showed there would be no damage to
any other SSD circuits. Therefore, the base model CCDF is applied to the remaining ignition
sources. The ignition frequency is 9.7E-5/yr.

CDF for Ignition of the fire protection panels: (9.7E-5)(1.3E-5)= 1.26E-9/yr

Ignition of Battery Chargers Scenario 14: ;

Simplified fire modeling for the five battery chargers showed there would be no damage to any ,

other SSD circuits. Therefore, the base model CCDF is applied to the remaining ignition sources. |,

'

The ignition frequency is 1.2E-3/yr

CDF for Ignition of the remaining battery chargers: (1.2E-3)(1.3E-5)= 1.56E-8/yr

! Ignition of Transient Combustible Scenario 15:

The CCDF representing loss of the entire fire area,1.4E-2, was applied to the transient,

! combustibles. This CCDF was calculated by PSA Model RADWST. The ignition frequency for
j transient combustibles is 1.17E-3/yr.

The probability of transient fire exposure (Pu) was calculated as defined in Section 6.3.7.2 of the
FIVE Methodology. As calculated earlier in this report the Pu is defined as .00626. Therefore,
utilizing Pu, the Transient Combustible the CDF for this Scenario is: (1.17E-3)(.00626)(1.4E-2)=

,

1.03E-7/yr !

f The individual CDF values for the above scenarios are added to obtain the total CDF:
l
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SCENARIO CDF

Scenario 1 : 2.12E-7/yr |

Scenario 2 1.06E-7/yr |
Scenario 3 - 8.83E-8/yr r

Scenario 4 8.85E-9/yr !

Scenario 5 7.97E-8/yr

Scenario 6 8.82E-8/yr

Scenario 7 1.3E-7/yr
1

Scenario 8 1.79E-8/yr

Scenario 9 8.9E-9/yr |

Scenario 10 3.71E-10/yr

Scenario 11 9.28E-8/yr

Scenario 12 4.45E-9/yr

Scenario 13 1.26E-9/yr
.

Scenario 14 1.56E-9/yr |

*

Scenario 15 1.03E-7/yr

TOTAL 9.57E-7/yr |

The. results of this analysis' indicate that the Fire Area Radwaste Building is not fire risk
,

significant. The total CDF for this fire area is 9.57E-7/yr, allowing the Fire Area to screen. No '

recommendations for further action are necessary. - i

4A.3.4.3.5 Phase HI Analysis of Fire Area TB j

The approach utilized in the Phase III analysis of fire area TB is to sub-compartmentalize the fire |
area TB by floor. This~ approach is available based on the existence ofinternal barriers within the ,

Turbine Building (i.e. three foot thick reinforced concrete floors). Unsealed penetrations exist in
the floors as mechanical penetrations, electrical penetrations and open stairways between the j

floors. Considering the floor area at each elevation, ceiling height and the quantity of
combustibles, propagation of significant amounts of flame, heat or other products of combustion
are not expected to adversely affect plant components on other elevations. This approach is

,

similar to the division of the Reactor Building into separate fire areas. The fire areas for the ;
Turbine Building are fire areas TBb (Basement), TB1 (first floor), TB2 (second floor) and TB3 |

(third floor). ,

Additionally, the Waste Oil Room is compartmentalized from the Turbine Building as a separate
fire area. The barriers for the Waste Oil Room are a minimum twelve inch concrete barriers, thus
sufficiently confining flame and other products of combustion within the area. The Waste Oil ;

Room is designated as fire area TBWOR. ;

i
Based upon a review of the routing of the Safe Shutdown circuits, fire modeling of the fixed
combustibles and consideration of compartmental and spatial separation within the Turbine
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Building, ignition sources are identified which adversely impact Safe Shutdown circuits.
Miscellaneous hydrogen fires are applied across the entire Turbine Building as the hydrogen lines
run through each floor. Additionally, the transient source is applied evenly to all floors. The
remaining ignition sources are not considered to damage any Safe Shutdown circuits. The
following scenarios describe the ignition sources determined to impact Safe Shutdown circuits.

4A.3.4.3.5.1. Phase IH Analysis of Fire Area TBb

Ignition of R1600S006C and R1600S011B Scenario 1:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of either R1600S006C and R1600S01IB would
damage circuits supporting N2103C001, N2100F002, N2100F003, N2103F002 and N2103F003.
PSA Model TB2 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 4.6E-4. The ignition frequency for
this event is 1.lE-3/yr = (72/867)(1.3E-2). Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is
(1.1E-3)(4.6E-4) = SE-7/yr

Ignition of Standby Feedwater Pumps Scenario 17:

The ignition of the Standby Feedwater Pumps were conservatively assumed to damage circuits
supporting H21P623, N2103C001, N2103C002 and also the Standby Feedwater Pumps
themselves. PSA Model TB2 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 4.6E-4. The ignition
frequency for this event is 3.2E-4/yr = (2/32)(5.2E-3).Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is
(3.2E-4)( 4.6E-4) =1.5E-7/yr.

The Transient Ignition and the Miscellaneous Hydrogen Fire Scenario:

Both the transient ignition frequency and the miscellaneous hydrogen fire are divided evenly over
the four floors (basement and first through third floors). The ignition frequency at each floor is
conservatively applied to the worst case PSA Model CCDF calculated for that floor. The worst
case CCDF calculated for the basement is 4.6E-4. Considering that the ignition frequency for
transient and hydrogen ignition is applied across all four floors, the ignition frequency for this
scenario is (1/4)(7.4E-5) + (1/4)(1.17E-3)(.00626) = 2.03E-5/yr. Therefore, the CDF for this '

scenario is (2.03E-5)(4.6E-4) = 9.3E-9/yr.

The CDF for the above scenarios are added to obtain the Total CDF for fire area TBb:

SCENARIO CDF

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 1 5E-7/yr

SBFW Pump Scenario 17 1.5E-7/yr

Transient and Hydrogen Scenario 9.3E-9/yr

TOTAL 6.6E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area TBb is not fire risk Q,nificant. The CCDF
for this scenario for this fire area is 6.6E-7/yr, allowing this fire area to screen. No l
recommendations for further action are necessary.

4A.3.4.3.5.2 Phase HI Analysis of Fire Area TB1

Ignition of P5001D001 Scenario 2:

In discussions with plant personnel, station air compressors contain approximately fifteen gallons
of oil, however a large spill is highly unlikely. The most probable quantity of oil would result
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; from the leakage of a few drops of oil a day. Assuming that fourteen days would be the longest
- period for the oil drops to accumulate (based on period between housekeeping inspections), a;

quart of oil is conservatively modeled. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of one )
4' quart of oil would damage circuit 227682 (tray OK-343) supporting component C360lP001. I

Analysis of circuit 227682 indicates that loss of this circuit would not adversely impact the !

} performance of component C3601P001 (given off-site power available). Therefore, the base .

model CCDF (1.3E-5) is applied to this scenario. The ignition frequency for this event is
,

5.3E-4/yr = (1/3)(1.6E-3).
|,

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is (5.3E-4)(1.3E-5) =6.9E-9/yr. I
Ignition of P5001D002 Scenario 3:

In discussions with plant personnel, station air compressors contain approximately fifteen gallons
of oil, however a large spill is highly unlikely. The most probable quantity of oil would result -
from the leakage of a few drops of oil a day. Assuming that fourteen days would be the longest
period for the oil drops-to accumulate (based on period between housekeeping inspections), a :

quart of oil is conservatively modeled. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of one
quart of oil would damage circuits supporting H21P623. PSA Model TB2 calculated the CCDF -

- for this damage set as 4.6E-4. The ignition frequency for this event is 5.3E-4/yr = (1/3)(1.6E-3).

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is (5.3E-4)( 4.6E-4) = 2.4E-7/yr.

Ignition of P5001D003 Scenario 4:

In discussions with plant personnel, station air compressors contain approximately fifteen gallons
of oil, however a large spill is highly unlikely. The most probable quantity of oil would result
from the leakage of a few drops of oil a day. Assuming that fourteen days'would be the longest
period for the oil drops to accumulate (based on period between housekeeping inspections), a
quart of oil is conservatively modeled. Simplified fire modeling has shown that. ignition of one
quart of oil would damage circuits supporting N2103C001. PSA Model TB2 calculated the
CCDF for this damage set as 4.6E-4. The ignition frequency for this event is 5.3E-4/yr =
(1/3)(1.6E-3).

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is (5.3E-4)( 4.6E-4) = 2.4E-7/yr.

Ignition of R1600S026 Scenario 6:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S026 would damage circuits 227681
and 227682 (tray OK-157) supporting component C360lP001. Analysis of circuit 227681 and
227682 indicates that loss of these circuits would not adversely impact the performance of
component C360lP001 (given off-site power available). Therefore, the base model CCDF
(1.3E-5) is applied to this scenario. The ignition frequency for this event is 2.lE-4/yr =
(14/867)(1.3E-2).

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is (2.lE-4)( 1.3E-5) = 2.7E-9/yr.

Ignition of N2003C014 and N2003C013 Scenario 7:

In discussion with plant personnel, the heater feed pumps were described as likely to lose a large
amount of oil. Therefore, the probability of the large versus small oil fire is applied to this fire
area. The large oil spill if considered to be a one gallon spill, covering 120 square feet. The small
oil spill is approximated as a one pint spill (oil leakage and oily rags) covering approximately
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fifteen square feet. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of a large oil spill (probabili.ty
of 0.18) would damage circuits supporting C360lP001 and N2103C002. PSA Model TBil ;
calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 9.3E-4. Simplified fire modeling has shown that

'

ignition of a small oil spill (probability of 0.82) would damage only circuit 227682 supporting
component C3601P001. Analysis of circuit 227682 indicates that loss of this circuit would not
adversely impact the performance of component C3601P001 (given off-site power available).

.iTherefore, the base model CCDI? (1.3E-5) is applied to this small oil spill scenario. The ignition
frequency for this event is 3.2E-4/yr = (2/32)(5.2E-3).

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is: (0.18)(3.2E-4)( 9.3E-4) + (0.82)(3.2E-4)(1.3E-5) =
5.7E-8/yr.

Ignition of N2102C022 and N2102C023 Scenario 8:

In discussion with plant personnel, the Reactor Feed Pumps Seal Water Injection Pumps contain
approximately one gallon of oil. The probability of the large versus small oil fire is applied to this
fire area. The large oil spill is considered to be a one gallon spill, covering 120 square feet. Thei

'

small oil spill is approximated as a one pint spill (oil leakage and oily rags) covering approximately
fifteen square feet. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of a large oil spill (probability

i
of 0.18) would damage circuits supporting C360lP001, N2103C002 and R3200S0018. Analysis
of circuit 227682 (for component C3691P001) indicates that loss of this circuit would not
adversely impact the performance of component C360lP001 (given off-site power available).;

| Therefore, PSA Model TB12 calculated the CCDF for loss of N2103C002 and R3200S0018 as
| 9.9E-4. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of a small oil spill (probability of 0.82)

would not damage C360lP001, N2103C002 and R3200S0018. Therefore, the base model CCDF
(1.3E-5) is applied to this small oil spill scenario. The ignition frequency for this event is 3.2E-4/yr

= (2/32)(5.2E-3)

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is: (0.18)(3.2E-4)(9.9E-4) + (0.82)(3.2E-4)(1.3E-5) = ;

; 6.0E-8/yr. '

Ignition of N3020C042 and P1100C001 A,B,C Scenario 9:

i The ignition of N3020C042 and P1100C001 A,B,C is conservatively assumed to would damage
circuit 227682 (tray OK-331) supponing component C360lP001. Tray OK-331 is the nearest Safe

'
Shutdown raceway within approximately twenty feet of the ignition sources. Analysis of circuit,

| 227682 indicates that loss of this circuit would not adversely impact the performance of
component C360lP001 (given off-site power available). Therefore, the base model CCDF |;

' (1.3E-5) is applied to this scenario. The ignition frequency for this event is 6.5E-4/yr = |
(4/32)(5.2E-3). !

1

| Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is (6.5E-4)( 1.3E-5) = 8.5E-9/yr.

Ignition of N2003C012 Scenario 10:

In discussion with plant personnel, the heater feed pumps were described as likely to lose a large
,

j amount of oil. Therefore, the probability of the large versus small oil fire is applied to this fire
i area. The large oil spill if considered to be a one gallon spill, covering 120 square feet. The small
! oil spill is approximated as a one pint spill (oil leakage and oily rags) covering approximately

,

! fifteen square feet. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of a large oil spill (probability |
of 0.18) would damage circuits supporting C360lP001, N2103P003, N2103P002 and i
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N2103C002. PSA Model TB13 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 9.3E-4. Simplified l
fire modeling has shown that ignition of a small oil spill (probability of 0.82) would damage only
circuit 227682 supporting component C360lP001. Analysis of circuit 227682 indicates that loss
of this circuit would not adversely impact the performance of component C360lP001 (given off-
site power available). Therefore,' the base model CCDF (1.3E-5) is applied to this small oil spill j
scenario. The ignition frequency for this event is 1.6E-4/yr = (1/32)(5.2E-3).

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is: (0.18)(1.6E-4)( 9.3E-4) + (0.82)(1.6E-4)(1.3E-5) =
2.9E-8/yr.

i

Ignition of N2002C010A Scenario 11:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of N2002C010A would damage circuits
supporting H21P623. PSA Model TB2 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 4.6E-4. The
ignition frequency for this event is 1.6E-4/yr = (1/32)(5.2E-3).

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is (1.6E-4)( 4.6E-4) = 7.4E-8/yr.

Ignition of N2002C009A,B and N2002C010E,D Scenario 12:

In discussion with plant personnel, the Condensate Polishing Demineralizer Pumps contain
approximately one gallon of oil. The probability of the large versus small oil fire is applied to this
fire area. The large oil spill is considered to be a one gallon spill, covering 120 square feet. The,

small oil spill is approximated as a one pint spill (oil leakage and oily rags) covering approximately '

- fifteen square feet. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of a large oil spill (probability
of 0.18) would damage ' circuits supporting C3601P001, N2100F001, N2100F002 and
N2100F003, Analysis of circuit 227682 (for component C3601P001) indicates that loss of this
circuit would not adversely impact the performance of component C360lP001 (given off-site
power available). Therefore, PSA Model TB2 calculated the CCDF for loss of N2100F001, 1

N2100F002 and N2100F003 as 4.6E-4. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of a '

small oil spill (probability of 0.82) would not damage N2100F001, N2100F002 and N2100F003.
Therefore,' the base model CCDF (1.3E-5) is applied to this small oil spill scenario. The ignition i
frequency for this event is 6.5E-4/yr = (4/32)(5.2E-3).

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is: (0.18)(6.5E-4)( 4.6E-4) + (0.82)(6.5E-4)(1.3E-5) =
6. lE-8/yr.

.

The Transient Ignition and the Miscellaneous Hydrogen Fire Scenario:

Both the transient ignition frequency and the miscellaneous hydrogen fire are divided evenly over
the four floors (basement and first through third floors). The ignition frequency at each floor is
conservatively applied to the worst case PSA Model CCDF calculated for that floor. The worst
case CCDF calculated for the first floor is 4.5E-3. Considering that the ignition frequency for
transient and hydrogen ignition is applied across all four floors, the ignition frequency for this
scenario is (1/4)(7.4E-5) + (1/4)(1.17E-3)(.00626) = 2.03E-5/yr.

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is (2.03E-5)(4.5E-3) = 9.13E-8/yr.

The CDF for the above scenarios are added to obtain the total revised CDF for fire area TBl:

SCENARIO CDF

Compressor Scenario 2 6.9E-9/yr
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Compressor Scenario 3 2.4E-7/yr

Compressor Scenario 4 2.4E-7/yr
'

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 6 2.7E-9/yr

Pump Scenario 7 5.7E-8/yr

Pump Scenario 8 6.0E-8/yr ;

Pump Scenario 9 8.5E-9/yr

Pump Scenario 10 2.9E-8/yr

Pump Scenario 11 7.4E-8/yr

Pump Scenario 12 6.1E-8/yr

Transient and Hydrogen Scenario 9.13E-8/yr

TOTAL 8.7E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area TB1 is not fire risk significant. The total r

revised CDF for this scenario for this fire area is R.7E-7/yr, allowing this fire area to screen. No
recommendations for further action are necessary.

4A.3.4.3.5.3 Phase HI Analysis of Fire Area TB2

Ignition of R3200S017 Scenario 13:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3200S017 would damage circuits supporting
R3200S017, N2103P001, N2103P002 and N2103P003. PSA Model TB4 calculated the CCDF !

for this damage set as 5.2E-4. The ignition frequency for this event is 1.8E-4/yr =
(12/867)(1.3E-2).

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is (1.8E-4)( 5.2E-4) = 9.4E-8/yr. "

Ignition of R1600S015A Scenario 14: *

SimpFfied fire modeling has shown that ignition of R1600S015A would damage circuits

: supr.yJng R3200S017, N2103P001, N2103P002 and N2103P003. PSA Model TB4 calculated
! the LCDF for this damage set as 5.2E-4. The ignition frequency for this event is 4.2E-4/yr =

(28/867)(1.3E-2).

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is (4.2E-4)( 5.2E-4) =2.2E-7/yr.
.

Ignition of H21P629 Scenario 15:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of H21P629 would damage circuits supporting
R3200S017 and H21P629. PSA Model TB4 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 5.2E-4.
The ignition frequency for this event is 1.5E-5/yr = (1/867)(1.3E-2). Therefore, the CDF for this
scenario is (l .5E-5)( 5.2E-4) =7.8E-9/yr.

Ignition of R3200S018 Scenario 16:

Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of R3200S018 would damage circuits supporting
R3200S018. PSA Model TB5 calculated the CCDF for this damage set as 5.2E-4. The ignition
frequency for this event is 1.0E-4/yr = (7/867)(1.3E-2).
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Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is (1.0E-4)( I.E-4) =5.2E-8/yr.

The Transient Ignition and the Miscellaneous u,rdrogen Fire Scenario:

Both the transient ignition frequency and the miscellaneous hydrogen fire are divided evenly over
the four floors (basement and first through third floors). The ignition frequency at each floor is
conservatively applied to the worst case PSA Model CCDF calculated for that floor. The worst
case CCDF calculated for the second floor is 5.2E-4. Considering that the ignition frequency for
transient and hydrogen ignition is applied across all four floors, the ignition frequency for this
scenario is (1/4)(7.4E-5) + (1/4)(1.17E-3)(.00626) = 2.03E-5/yr.

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is (2.03E-5)(5.2E-4) = 1.1E-8/yr.

The CDF for the above scenarios are added to obtain the Total CDF for fire area TB2:

SCENARIO CDF

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 13 9.4E-8/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 14 2.2E-7/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 15 7.8E-9/yr

Electrical Cabinet Scenario 16 5.2E-8/yr

Transient and Hydrogen Scenario 1.1E-8/yr

TOTAL 3.8E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area TB2 is not fire risk significant. The CCDF
for this scenario for this fire area is 3.8E-7/yr, allowing this fire area to screen. No i
recommendations for further action are necessary. i

4A.3.4.3.5.4 Phase III Analysis of Fire Area TB3

The Transient Ignition and the Miscellaneous Hydrogen Fire Scenario: !
1

Both the transient ignition frequency and the miscellaneous hydrogen fire are divided evenly over
the four floors (basement and first through third floors). The ignition frequency at each floor is '

conservatively applied to the worst case PS A Model CCDF calculated for that floor. The worst
case CCDF calculated for the third floor is 5.2E-4. Considering that the ignition frequency for
transient and hydrogen ignition is applied across all four floors, the ignition frequency for this
scenario is (1/4)(7.4E-5) + (1/4)(1.17E-3)(.00626) = 2.03E-5/yr. Therefore, the CDF for this
scenario is (2.03E-5)(5.2E-4) = 1.1E-8/yr;

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area TB3 is not fire risk significant. The CCDF
for this scenario for this fire area is 1.lE-8, allowing this fire area to screen. No recommendations
for further action are necessary.

4A.3.4.3.5.5 Phase III Analysis of Fire Area TBWOR |

Ignition of any of the six pumps in the Waste Oil Room Scenario: |
The six pump ignition sources in this fire area are: N3014C040, P7000C040, P7000C041,
P7000C042, P7000C044 and P7000C045. The probability of the large versus small oil fire is
applied to this fire area. Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of a large oil spill
(probability of 0.18) originating from any of the six pumps would damage circuits supporting
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C360lP001 and R1400S001B. This is based on a conservative loss of the entire area from a large
oil spill fire. PSA Model TB3 calculated the CCDF for this large oil spill damage set as 4.3E-3.
Simplified fire modeling has shown that ignition of a small oil spill (probability of 0.82) would not
damage circuits supporting C360lP001 and R1400S001B and that only the originating pumps
would be lost. The six pumps are not Safe Shutdown components nor are they included in the

1

B.O.P. list for this fire area. Therefore, the base model CCDF (1.3E-5)is applied to this small oil j
spill scenario. The ignition frequency for this event is 9.8E-4/yr = (6/32)(5.2E-3). '

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is: (0.18)(9.8E-4)(4.3E-3) + (0.82)(9.8E-4)(1.3E-5) =
7.69E-7/yr

_

3

Ignition of Transient Combustible Scenario

The probability of transient fire exposure (Pe) was calculated as defined in Section 6.3.7.2 of the
FIVE Methodology. As calculated earlier, Pw is 0.00626. For conservatism the Waste Oil Room

|
CCDF (calculated by PSA Model TB3 as 4.3E-3) is applied to the transient combustibles. The ;

ignition frequency is (1.2E-4 + 7.2E-4 + 3.3E-4) = 1.17E-3/yr.

Therefore, the CDF for this scenario is (1.17E-3)(0.00626)(4.3E-3) = 3.15E-8/yr.

The CDF for the above scenarios are added to obtain the Total CDF for fire area TBWOR: J

SCENARIO CDF
|

Pump Scenario 7.69E-7/yr |

Transient Scenario 3.15E-8/yr |

TOTAL 8.0E-7/yr |
The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area TBWOR is not fire risk significant. The ;

CDF for this scenario for this fire area is 8.0E-7/yr, allowing this fire area to screen. No i
recommendations for further action are necessary, i

r.

4A.3.4.3.6 Phase HI Analysis for the USRCD

The Division #1 and Division 2 Underground Safety Related Cable Ducts (USRCD) extend from
the RHR Complex to the Auxiliary Building cable vault. The Ducts are separated by at least ten
(10) feet of soil and covered by two (2) feet of soil. Both Ducts are accessible by a manhole
structure (M.H. 16946 and M.H. 16947). The top of each manhole is covered with
approximately one (1) foot of soil and gravel. The cables in each of the ducts are routed through
30 fiber conduits. The conduits in each duct are separated by approximately threc (3) inches of
concrete.

The CCDF for loss of the individual Division 1 and Division 2 Ducts calculated by PSA Model
USRCD1 and USRCD2 are 2.9E-2 and 5.2E-3 respectively.

, The ignition frequency for this area is 9.0E-4/yr. This ignition frequency is based solely on
'

transient ignition sources. Selfignition of the cables is not considered viable as the cables are
qualified to be equivalent to IEEE 383 cables.

Based on the construction of the Underground Safety Related Cable Ducts (USRCD), loss of
both Divisions resulting from a fire in the yard is unrealistic. The most credible scenario is the |
loss of a single Division from a transient source while the Duct is exposed (maintenance, etc.).
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Therefore the probability of fire exposure from transient combustibles (Pa) is evaluated. Pu is
calculated to be 0.00626. The CDF for a transient fire scenario is:

CDF for Loss of Division 1: (9.00E-4)(2.9E-2)(.00626) = 1.63E-7/yr

CDF for Loss ofDivision 2: (9.00E-4)(5.2E-3)(.00626) = 2.93E-8/yr

Total CDF for the USRCD: 1.92E-7/yr

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area USRCD is not fire risk significant. The
total CDF for this fire area is 1.92E-7/yr, allowing the Fire Area to screen. No recommendations
for further action are necessary.

4A.3.4.3.7 Phase III analysis for Fire Area YARD

Four scenarios were identified based on the damage sets of Safe Shutdown circuits routed
through the YARD area: Loss of R1200S002 and R1100S058; Loss of H2100P492 and
H2100P623; Loss of C3601P002, U001583T01 and U001583T02; and Loss of R1400S0llB and
R1400S001B. The CCDF calculated for each scenario is as follows:

'SCENARIO CCDF

Loss of R1200S002 and R1100S058 (PSA Model Yard 2) 5.2E-3

Loss of H2100P492 and H2100P623 (PSA Model Yard 4) 4.6E-4

Loss of C360lP002, U001583T01 and U001583T02 (PSA Model Yard 5) 4.6E-4 ,

Loss of R1400S01IB and R1400S001B (PSA Model Yard 3) 4.5E-3

Based on fire modeling and spatial separation, the igmuon sources were identified which could
impact each scenario. In all scenarios, the transient ignition source is considered.

SCENARIO IGNITION SOURCE

Loss of R1200S002 and R1100S058 S.S. No. 64 Reg. Trans. (R1200S002)
and transient

Loss of H2100P492 and H2100P623 Condensate Storage Rack

(H2100P492) and transient

Loss of C360lP002, U001583T01 and
U001583T02 Transient

Loss of R1400S01IB and R1400S001B 13.8 KV SWGR Pos A6 3

(R1400S011B), C.T.G. No. I1 !
Transformer and transient

'

Ignition frequencies were developed for these ignition sources. Considering the size of the
YARD area, the portion of the YARD available for transient damage of Safe Shutdown
circuits / equipment was conservatively estimated to be a quarter (1/4) ofits area and was applied
evenly to the four scenarios. The calculated ignition frequencies for the scenarios are as follows.

SCENARIO IGNITION FREQUENCY
Loss ofR1200S002 and R1100S058 6.2E-5/yr = (1.6E-3)(1/26) +

(1/16)(1.17E-3) (6.26E-3)
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Loss of H2100P492 and H2100P623 6.2E-5/yr = (1.6E-3)(1/26) +
(1/16)(1.17E-3)(6.26E-3)

,

! Loss of C360lP002, U001583T01 and U001583T02 4.6E-7/yr = (1/16)(1.17E-3)(6.26E-3)
|

''

Loss of R1400S011B and R1400S001B 1.2E-4/yr = (1.6E-3)(2/26) +

(1/16)(1.17E-3)(6.26E-3) ,

| Remaining Ignition Sources 3.5E-3/yr

! The remaining ignition sources do not affect any Safe Shutdown circuits or equipment. The
frequency of the remaining ignition sources is applied to the base model CCDF. The total CDF for
this area is calculated as:

SCENARIO CDF

Loss of R1200S002 and R1100S058 (5.2E-3)(6.2E-5) = 3.2E-7/yr

Loss ofH2100P492 and H2100P623 (4.6E-4)(6.2E-5) = 2.8E-8/yr

| Loss of C360lP002, U001583T01 and U001583T02 (4.6E-4)(4.6E-7) = 2.1E-10/yr
|
! Loss of R1400SO11B and R1400S001B (4.5E-3)(1.2E-4) = 5.4E-7/yr

Remaining Ignition Sources (1.3E-5)(3.5E-3) = 4.6E-8/yr ;

| TOTAL: 9.4E-7/yr
.

The results of this analysis indicate that the Fire Area YARD is not fire risk significant. The total
CDF for this fire area is 9.4E-7/yr, allowing the Fire Area to screen. No recommendations for

| further action are necessary.
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4B FIRE HAZARDS ANALYSIS - AUXILIARY BUILDING

4B.0 FIRE HAZARDS METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS

This section provides a summary of the overall fire hazard analysis for the Fermi 2 Auxihary Building
using the FIVE methodology. The summanzed information is presented in the same sequence as the
methodology discussed in Section 4.0.

The FIVE methodology and this evaluation consist of three phases:

Phase I: Fire Area Screen (Qualitative Analysis)

PhaseII: Critical Fire Compartment Screen (Quantitative Analysis)

Phase III: Plant Walkdown/ Verification and Documentation

The three phase process of the FIVE methodology is shown in Figure 4-1.

The following major assumptions are used in FIVE analysis of the Fermi 2 Auxiliary Building:

1. In the Phase I analysis, it is assumed that a reactor trip would be generated (either
automatically or manually) for all fires in the Auxihary Building. This assumption is made
due to the existence of Abnormal Operating Procedures (AOP) 20.000.18 and 20.000.20.

2. A 24-hour period is assumed as the base mission time for this analysis. This time is
consistent with the IPE intemal events analysis, NUREG-1335, and the FIVE methodology
that states:

"In the FIVE methodology, a safe and stable corniition is that point in reactor shutdown where
sub-criticalreactivity andreactor coolant inventory temperature andpressure can be mamtained
at target valuesfor aperiod ofat least 24 hours without damage to the core. "

3. In FIVE Phase II, motor control centers (MCCs) and other metal-enclosed components are
not considered to be vulnerable to a low-intensity extemal exposure fire. However,
unprotected cables entering and exitmg the metal-enclosed component are considered to be
vulnerable. Internal cabinet fires are conservatively assumed to disable the entire MCC or
cabinet.

4. In FIVE Phase I, all equipment in a compartment is assumed susceptible to fire damage.

5. The delineations and boundaries employed in the Appendix R analyses are used as a starting point
in this analysis. They are, however, exanuned to ensure consistency with the FIVE boundary
criteria.

6. It is assumed that offsite power is initially available. Offsite power is not failed as a pre-condition
to the analysis. This is consistent with the FIVE methodology which states:

"FIVE and external event risk assessment are not bourus by the initial condition assumptions
requiredwhenperforming Appendix R Safe Shutdown Analysis (i.e., lass ofof-sitepower (LOSP)
at the same time as afire)."

7. Primary containment fires are appropriately not analyzed due to the nitrogen atmosphere inside the
drywell during normal operation.
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8. Fire effects on reactivity control functions are not modeled. It is assumed that the electrical portion
of the reactor scram system fails safe. However, the event tree model includes the base PSA point
estimate failure probability for failure to scram.

9. Systems for which cabling has not been tracked and located is assumed to be disabled for all fares in
the plant.

10. The quantitative screening threshold used in this analysis to determine the significance of postulated
fire induced core damage sequences is consistent with NUREG-1407 and the FIVE methodology
(i.e., IE-6/yr).

I 1. Fire rated barriers will contain fires up to the listed rating.

12. All cables credited in the PSA models are or are equivalent to IEEE 383 rated cable. ;

13. Welding units, which are normally not energized, and "frisker" units are not included in the ignition |
frequency totals. |

14. Hot Shutdown is the successful end state used in this analysis. Although proceeding to Cold
Shutdown and initiating RHR Shutdown Cooling is an ahernative success path in the probabilistic ;

models, it is not required. |
s

)

|

|

!

,

6

!

,
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4B.1 FIVE PHASE I EVALUATION !

The FIVE Phase I analysis of the Auxiliary Building relies heavily on the existing
Appendix R documentation, most notably, the Fermi 2 Fire Protection Analysis and the Fermi
CECO and cable databases. The Fermi 2 fire zones are the starting point for identifying FIVE
fire compartments. A list of safe shutdown systems that could be disabled by a fire was
obtained from the Fire Protection Analysis for each of the fire zones. Fire zones that do not
contain safe shutdown equipment were examined for the potential for a Fire Initiated Event

(FIE). FIVE defines FIE as:

"An eventfrom afre in any area that (1) results in a demandfor safe shutdownfunctions or
(2) damages safe shutdown components of at least one train or shutdown path, unless it can ,

be shown with conRdence that the postulatedfire will not cause a demandforplant trip or

shutdown within 8 hours of the event. " ;

IThe Phase I effort consists of the following tasks:
,

Identify Appendix R safe shutdown systems :.

Identify fire areas and associated compartments '.

Identify Appendix R safe shutdown equipment in each fire compartment.

Perform fire area vs. Appendix R safe shutdown system screene

Perform fire area vs. Appendix R safe shutdown function evahatione

Perform Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA).
.

The Phase I analyses performed for the Fermi 2 Auxthary Building are described below.

4B.1.1 Identify Appendix R Safe Shutdown Systems

The Fermi 2 Fire Protection Analysis provides the information needed to determine whether Appendix
R safe shutdown equipment are present in each of the Auxiliary Building fire zones. The Fermi 2 Fire
Protection Analysis lists the 10CFR50, Appendix R safe shutdown systems for Fermi 2 with assigned
system codes. These system codes were used in combination with drawing reviews, walkdowns, and
CECO database and DECO cable database searches to identify the location of the Appendix R systems
in the Auxiliary Buildt. The Fermi 2 Appendix R safe shutdown systems and associated system
codes are listed in Table 4-7.

4B.I.2 Identify Fire Areas and Associated Compartments '

|The Fermi 2 Fire Protection Analysis fire zones are the starting point for identifying FIVE fim
compartments. The Auxihary Building fire zones, as provided in the Fire Protection Analysis, are listed :

in Table 4-8. This information is entered into the QUICK FIVE software.

4B.I.3 Identify Safe Shutdown Equipment By Compartment

A database of safe shutdown equipment categorized by fire zone was developed using information
obtamed from drawing reviews, walkdowns, and CECO database and DECO cable database searches

,

This database, CONSISE.DBF, is part of the QUICK FIVE set ofcomputer files.
.
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4B.I.4 Perform Fire Area Vs. Safe Shutdown System Screen

This initial screening step allows fire areas that do not contain safe shutdown equipment and do not

result in a fire initiated event (FIE) to be screened from further evaluation.

The FIVE methodology makes clear that a fire initiated event should be assumed if there is any doubt:

" Plant operators amVor electricaVsystems engineers may need to be consulted to determirw
the qqpropriate re.sponsefor a giwn)re scenario. . . . If however, there is wry doubt whether
theplant wouldshutdownfor afire in a givenfre area, assume the plant wouldshutdown and

do not screen thefire area out in Phase 1. "

- FIVE (p. 5-5)

For a fire in many areas of the Auxiliary Building a manual scram is relatively assured, as evidenced by
the following excerpts from EF2 procedures

"1Ffire is in one of the "3L" :ones (4,6,8,9A,11,12,12A,14,16), PERFORM 20.000.18,
' Control of the Plant From the Dedicated Shutdown Panel, ' with thisprocedure. "

- AOP 20.000.22, Rev. 23 (p. 2)

"For coalitions offre in any of the identifed Zanes . . .

6. Ifany one ofthefollowing symptoms exists, proceed to Step 7.

Fire Brigade Leader reports damage to plant components such as cables, cable*

runs, or electricalpanels which could render multiple components or systems
inoperable.

Fire Brigade Leader reportsfre is out of control and damage to cables, cable*

runs, or electricalpanels which could render multiple components or systems |

inoperable orimminent

ControlRoom is inaccessible as a result ofafre. |*

Actual Spurious Operation ofComponents or Failure of Components occur. . . .*

7. From theMain ControlRoom:

a. Scram Reactor . . . "

- AOP 20.000.18, Rev.16, (p.1)

The zones listed in the above procedure refer to fire detection zones in the plant. These zones
conespond to FHA /FIVE zones Ol ABN, OlABS, 02ABN, 02 ABS, 03AB, 07AB, 08AB, 09AB,
ll AB, and 13AB, not respectivelv. If a fire occurs in one of these areas, AOP 20.000.18 is to be
performed concurrently. AOP 20.000.18 directs scramming the reactor if a fire in any'of the "3L"
zones renders multiple components or systems inoperable, or if such damage is imminent.

The above procedures do not explicitly direct scramming the reactor for a fire in other compartments
of the Auxiliary Building. However, it is conservatively assumed, consistent with the FIVE
methodology, that the reactor will be scrammed if a fire occurs anywhere within the EF2 Auxiliary

'

Building.

As such, no areas of the Auxiliary Building screen out at this step in the analysis.
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4B.I.5 - Perform Fire Area Vs. Safe Shutdown Function Evaluation l

No fire areas are screened at this step. Refer to Section 4B.1.4.

4B.1.6 Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA)
3

Those fire zones that were not screened out in the prior steps (i.e., all fire zones in the Auxiliary
Building) were then reviewed for the potential for fire spread (PFS) between compartments; this
review is termed Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA). Those fire compartments that are

,

'

detennined during the FCIA analysis to meet the FIVE screening cnteria for fire boundaries, an_d:

do not contain safe shutdown equipment, o.re

do not induce a fireinitiated event,e

are screened from further analysis. Those that remam unscreened are combined or divided, if necessary
and as appropriate per the FIVE boundary criteria, to create FIVE fire compartments for analysis in ;

FIVE Phase II.

The fire compartment interaction analysis (FCIA) establishes the adequacy of fire boundaries. The
Fermi 2 Fire Protection Analysis provides rating information for the boundaries of each fire zone.
Concrete walls are typically rated at 3-hrs. Fire doors have two ratings, as follows:

,

e Class A: 3 hour
i

e Class B: 11/2 hour

More detailed information on fire boundary ratings was obtained, as necessary, from the following
Fermi 2 procedures: '

FPP 28.507.01, " Fire Barrier Inspection"e

FPP 28.507.02, " Fire Door Surveillance Test"e

FPP 28.507.04, " Test and Inspection of Fire Dampers".
.

These procedures also verified that all boundaries credited in the FIVE analysis for the Fermi 2
Auxiliary Building are included in a surveillance program, as required by the FIVE methodology. The
following boundaries in the Auxiliary Building are unrated: 1) walls between fire zones 14AB and
15AB, and 2) floor between fire zones 13AB and 15AB. These two unrated boundaries are treated
appropriately in this analysis using FIVE boundary screening criteria.

Another parameter provided in the Fire Protection Analysis is the calculated fire loading in the area.
This value is quoted in Btu /sq. Ft. The combination of this fire loading, the boundary rating
information, and a plant walkdown were used to establish the FIVE fire compartments. The criteria
used to determme whether a particular boundary was adequate with respect to the FIVE methodology
are provided in the EPRI FIVE document.

A FIVE Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis (FCIA) form was completed for each of the Auxiliary
Building fire zones. Based on this FCIA information, no Auxiliary Building fire zones were screened in
PhaseI ofthe FIVE analysis.
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The majority of the Auxiliary Building fire zones can be treated directly as FIVE fire compartments in
the Phase II analysis. However, based on the FCIA, it was determined that the following fire zones ;

'

could be subdivided:

. 04AB: The Auxiliary Building Division I switchgear room, fire zone 04AB, was divided >

; into a north fire compartment, 04ABN, and a south fire compartment, 04 ABS. Fire
companment 04 ABS is a Division Il cable chase with fire detection, surrounded by
concrete walls and an "A" rated fire door (which are fire rate separation barriers included in
the surveillance procedure for this zone), located inside the primarily Division I fire zone
04AB.

. 11 AB: The Auxiliaiy Building miscellaneous rooms on el. 643' 6", fire zone 11 AB, were
divided into a west fire compartment,11 ABW, and an east fire compartment,11 ABE. Fire '
companment 11 ABW contains Division II equipment and is separated from the primarily
Division I fire compartment ll ABE by a 4" thick concrete wall (rated at 1-1/2 hrs and
included in the surveillance procedure for this zone) and an "A" rated fire door.

The two major stairwells in the Auxiliary Building (i.e., the northeast and the southwest stairwells) are -
devoid of any significant combustible material, venfied by the Fire Protection Analysis and a
walkdown. The northeast and southwest stairwells are enclosed by 2-hour rated walls and with Class
B (1 1/2 hrs) fire doors.[4.3] The stairwells are also equipped _with hose reels and fire extinguishers.
The above information is used to screen the northeast and southwest stairwells as fire propagation
paths. For the Phase II analysis, the northeast stairwell is combined with fire compartment 03AB and
the southwest stairwell is combined with 04ABN.

4B.1.7 FIVE Phase I Summary

A detailed summary of the Phase I Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis for the Fermi 2 Auxiliary
Building is prcvided in Table 4-9. The critical fire compartments for analysis in FIVE Phase II are
provided in the Phase I screening summary in Table 4-10. A total of nineteen (19) Auxiliary Building
fire compartments are identified for Phase II analysis.
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4B.2 FIVE PHASE II EVALUATION

The FIVE Phase II analysis consists of the following three elements:

Calculate compartment fire initiation frequency*

Calculate safe shutdown failure probabilitye

Calculate or evaluate fire propagation, damage, and suppression system effectivenesc ifo'

required

The analysis for each of these elements is described in the subsections below. To facilitate the analysis f
process, two principal computer programs were used. ERIN Engineering's QUICK FIVE computer
program was used to calculate the compartment fire initiation frequency, and to evaluate fire
propagation and target damage likelihood The RISKMAN computer program was used to calculate
safe shutdown system conditional failure probabilities.

4B.2.1 Compartment Fire Ignition Fmquency

The ignition frequencies for the Auxiliary Building fire compartments were recalculated using the
QUICK FIVE computer program QUICK FIVE contains the latest base fire ignition frequencies and
modified treatment of transient combustible sources from the final FIVE report.[4.2] . The inputs
required by the FIVE Fire Compartment Ignition Source Data Sheet (ISDS) were obtained from the
equipment and cable information obtained from drawing reviews, walkdowns, and tie CECO and cable
databases An example QUICK FIVE Ignition Source Data Sheet is shown in Table 4-15. The fire

,

ignition frequencies by fire ' compartment for the Fermi 2 Auxiliary Building are summanzed in
Table 4-11. No compartments screened at this step in the analysis.

4B.2.2 Safe Shutdown Failure Probability

The calculation of the conditional safe shutdown failure probability given a fire initiating event was
performed using the Level 1 Fermi 2 PSA Models. The analysis considered all available shutdown
paths modeled in the PSA.

The resulting conditional core damage probability is then multiplied by the fire ignition frequency to
,

obtain the core damage frequency for each compartment. If the screening quantification is less than
1.0E-6 per year, the compartment can be screened from further consideration. If the initial screening
quantification is greater than 1.0E-6/yr, determmistic fire modeling is then performed to assess the i

expected fire scenarios in the compartment. |

The FIVE methodology refers to the calculation of P2, redundant system failure probability, for the
' determination of core damage frequency screening values. Rather than individual system failurt. ).

probability calculations, the RISKMAN code was used to calculate the conditional core damage |
probability (CCDP) given fire induced failures. Refer to Section 43. j

The initial screening quantifications for the Auxiliary Building were generally intended to be performed I

assuming that all modeled equipment and cabling in the compartment is damaged due te a postulated
fire. However, in many cases this rough approximation could be predicted, prior to quantification, to
produce a core damage frequency many orders of magnitude above the FIVE screening criterion of
IE-6/yr. As such, almost all compartments of the Auxiliary Building required a detailed investigation
into cable routings and associated circuit functions. Although this detailed investigation was
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conservative (e.g., when a circuit function was unclear, it was assumed to cause system failure), this
investigation did result in deleting a number of obvious non-system failures, that would have otherwise
been considered failures, from the initial screening quanti 6 cation runs.

The initial screening quantifications were coarse screening mns that typically resulted in overly
conservative core damage frequencies. In the case of the cable spreading room, the cable tray room
and the Control Room Complex (fire companments 07AB, 08AB, and 09AB, respectively), initial
screening quantifications were not performed as large core damage frequencies were expected a priori.
The results of the initial screening quantifications are presented in Table 4-12. As can be seen from
this table, these initial runs resulted in the screening ofjust three (3) of the nineteen (19) companments:

10ABE, East Battery Room-Division Ie

10ABW, West BatteryRoom-Divi 6aIIe

15AB, Ventilation Equipmen* Area.

The remaming sixteen (16) companments required an evaluatico of fire ignition, fire growth, target .
damage and suppression system effectiveness to remove the cwservatism ' herent in the initialm

screening analyses. These analyses are discussed below in Section 4B13.

48.2.3 Fier Damage Modeling and Suppression System Effectiveness

The following Auxiliary Building companments did not screen during the initial screening
quantification runs:

OlAB, Basemente

02AB, Mezzanine / Cable Tray Area.

03AB, RelayRoome

04ABN, Major Division I Ponion of Div. I SWGR Roome

04 ABS, Division II Cable Chase of 04ABe

05ABE, East Cable Tunnel-Division Ie

05ABW, West Cable Tunnel- Division IIe

06AB, 2nd Floor Miscellaneous Roomse

07AB, Cable Spreading Roome

08AB, Cable Tray Areae

'

09AB, ControlRoome

11 ABE, Misc. Rooms - Majority of Area (Div. I)*

11 ABW, Misc. Rooms - Div. II Battery Charger Areae

12AB, DivisionII SWGR Roome

13AB, Ventilation Equipment Areae

14AB, CCHV EquiplSGTS Areae
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These areas are further analyzed here to remove conservatisms present in the initial screening
quantifications. These analyses consider: credibility of ignition sources, frequency of critict.! |

combustible loading, proximity of combustible source to target, and fire suppression. i

4B.2.3.1 Basement - 01AB

The initial screening quantification of the Auxiliary Building first floor mezzanme and cable tray area
resulted in a core damage frequency approximately an order of magnitude higher than the IE-6/yr
FIVE screening criterion. This initial screening quantification is overly conservative. Therefore, this
area is analyzed further to consider more realistic fire effects.

Ignition Frequency

A review of the base ignition frequency calculation for this area showed that the contributors to the fire
ignition frequency of this area include:

Two (2) cooling units: 5.7E-5/yr*

Two (2) battery operated lights and four (4) instmment racks: 2.7E-4/yr*

Two(2) air compressors: 9.5E-4/yr.

Transient ignition sources: 2.1E-4/yre

Cable fires due to hot work: 1.2E-4/yr*

Transient combustible fires due to hot work: 7.2E-4/yre

It is appropriate to exclude the instrument racks and battery operated lights as credible fire scenarios
that would result in core damage end states; they are relatively small units and can be excluded from
the fire modeling process on the basis ofinsufficient fire intensity. )
The remaining credible ignition sources are the cooling units, the air compressors, hot work, and
transient ignition sources.

l
l

Fire Damage Scenarios !

The potential fire damage scenarios, based on a more realistic review of the ignition sources as
described above, include:

Compressor fire*

Cooling unit firee

Transient ignited fire.

* Cable / transient fire due to hot work

Comnressor Fires

This area contains two divisional control air compressors, north compressor P5002D001 and south
compressor P5002D002. A control air compressor fire may include an electrical motor fire or a
lubricating oil spill fire. The most conservative fire is that associated with an oil spill. As such, the
north and south compressor fires are modeled as postulated oil spill and ignition fires. This
compartment has an area-wide automatic sprinkler system that, if successfully actuated, will prevent
any damage to non-BOP cables from a compressor fire, as discussed below.
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The Fermi 2 Fire Protection Analysis indicates that approxunately 5 gallons of oil is present in '

compartment Ol AB. It is assumed that 2.5 gallons are contained within each control air compressor. i
The modeled oil spill fire for each compressor is postulated to include the entire 2.5 gallon oil !
inventory. h oil is modeled a having the combustion characteristics of transformer oil and the spill
characteristics of DTE 797 lubricating oil (these correspond to representative parameters provided in
the FIVE methodology). !

The postulated spill is treated as a pseudo-confined spill (i.e., no physical barriers exist in the area to !

confine the spill). A postulated uncon6ned oil spill would have resulted in a calculated fire with a
duration ofjust 8 seconds. The spill size was adjusted to obtain a fire duration of approximately 1

. minute. This corresponds to a peak fire intensity of 5,265 Btu /sec and a spill surface area of 39 sq. ft.

A walkdown of the compartment and a review of arrangement and cable tray drawings determined that
the nearest non-BOP cable target (BOP cable targets were not investigated) to the postulated oil spill

*

for the north control air compressor is cable tray IC-018 at el. 573' 4" This cable tray passes
approximately 22 feet directly above the fire source The automatic sprinkler heads in the area are -

equipped with bulb type elements and have a temperature rating of 165 F. The FIVE methodology .

recommends an actuation delay time in the range of 120-240 seconds for bulb type heads. The fire
modeling analysis assumes a conservative value of 240 seconds for actuation ' delay. The nearest
sprinkler head is approximately 5 feet away laterally and approxunately 10 feet above the fire source.
Using the QUICK FIVE fire modeling worksheets, it was determined that suppression system
actuation would occur in approximately 28 seconds, whereas target damage would begin to occur in
85 seconds. Therefore, successful actuation should be credited as being effective in preventing damage
to all non-BOP equipment.

The nearest non-BOP cable target to the postulated oil spill for the south control air comprer,sor are
conduits, approximately 2 feet away, containing RCIC cabling. Therefore, the RCIC system should be
assumed failed. However, the next closest cable target is cable tray 2K-011 at el. 577' 6" This cable
tray passes approximately 3 feet laterally and 26 feet above the fire source. The nearest sprinkler head, i

like the north compressor, is approximately 5 feet away laterally and approximately 10 feet above the i
fire source. Using the QUICK FIVE fire modeling worksheets, it was determined that suppression j
system actuation would occur in approximately 28 seconds, whereas target damage would begin to I

occur in 136 seconds. Therefore, successful actuation should be credited as being effective in
preventing target damage to all non-BOP equipment, except for RCIC.

Cooline Unit Fires

This area contains two control air compressor cooling units, north cooling unit T4100B029 and south
cooling unit T4100B030. The ignition source component of these cooling units is a motor-driven
grease lubricated fan. The fan motors are approximately 4' 6" above the floor.

A walkdown of the compartment and a review of arrangement and cable tray drawings determined that
the nearest non-BOP cable target (BOP cable targets were not investigated) to the fan motor of the
north cooling unit is cable tray 1K-022 at el. 559'6". This cable tray passes approximately 4.5 feet
laterally and 4 feet above the fan motor (a line of site distance of slightly over 6 feet). As the fan motor
fire would be a motor windings fire inside the motor housing, the fan motor fire is modeled using the
FIVE methodology radiant exposure approach. As the FIVE methodology does not provide heat
release rates for motors, a bounding approach was used to detemune if target damage is likely. The
spacial and other fire modeling information was input into the QUICK FIVE automated radiant
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exposure worksheet, and then the peak fire intensity was adjusted until the critical radiant flux distance
equaled 6 feet (the line of site distance from the motor to IK-022). The result was a peak fire intensity
of 1130 Btu /sec. This is an overly conservative heat release rate. It is triple that of a 32-gallon trash
container fire, as provided in the FIVE methodology. Therefore, fire modeling does not indicate that
damage will occur to ar1y non-BOP cabling due to a fan motor fire in the north cooling unit.

The nearest non-BOP cable target to the fan motor of the south cooling unit is a Division II cable tray
approximately 6 feet away (line of sight distance). Therefore, the conclusion for the north cooling unit
fan applies to the south cooling unit fan.

Transient Innited Fires

A walkdown of the area did not identify any transient ignition sources or combustible materials.
However, to bound the transient combustible fire scenario, a trash container fire is conservatively
postulated in the room. This fire was modeled with the QUICK FIVE software as having a duration of
5 minutes and a peak fire intensity of 380 Btu /sec.; this is consistent with fire modeling examples in the
FIVE methodology. The height of the point source trash container fire was assumed to be 4 feet above
the floor, consistent with the FIVE methodology.

The critical height for the Target-In-Plume case is approximately 17 feet above the floor if the
container is located in a corner (14 feet if against a wall and 12 feet ifin center of room), and the
critical radiant flux distance is approximately 3.4 feet. As this area contains cable trays lower than 17
feet above the floor, the analysis of this area needs to address the likelihood of a transient combustible
source placed under horizontal cable trays or near vertical cable trays and the possibility of a resulting
fire.

Hot Work Fires

Hot work is assumed to result in cable fires and cable damage if procedural controls are not followed
and the work is being performed in close enough proximity to important cable targets or transient
combustibles to cause ignition.

Accident Sequence Quantification

Compressor Fires

The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core
damage frequency due to fixed ignition sources:

Fa = Fr x Ps x CCDP,where:

Fa = core damage frequency (due to fixed sources)

Fr = fire ignition source frequency (due to fixed sources)

Pa = probability offire suppression failure

CCDP = Conditional Core Damage Probability

Per Attachment 10.3 of the FIVE methodology, the failure probability of an automatic wet pipe
sprinkler system is 2.0E-2.
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A bounding conditional core damage probability, given failure of the suppression system, can be
conservatively estimated using the more conservative of the two initial screening quantification runs
(F1 AB02, CCDP=3.9E-3 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to a compressor fire is conservatively estimated
as follows:

Frx = 9.5E-4 x 2.0E-2 x 3.9E-3 = 7.41E-8/yr

Cooline Unit Fim

The fire modeling performed for the north and south cooling unit fans, as discussed earlier, does not
indicate damage to any nearby non-BOP cabling or equipment. However, the effect on BOP cabling
was not evaluated. Therefore, the core damage frequency estimate for this ignition contnbutor is
conservatively modeled as leading to a plant trip with loss of the main condenser and loss of the hard-
piped vent. No credit is taken for fire suppression. The conditional core damage probability associated
with this damage is conservatively estimated at 2E-4. This CCDP is conservatively based on an
existing run,14AB2, that includes failure of the main condenser, the hard-piped vent an_d RCIC.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to a cooling unit fan is conservatively estimated
as follows:

5.7E-5 x 1.0 x 2.0E-4 = 1.14E-8/yr

Transient Fim

The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core
damage frequency due to transient combustible sources:

F = Fa x u x p x w x Pa x CCDP,where:i
~

core damage frequency (due to transients)F =

fire ignition source frequency (due to transients)Fa =

transient combustible located in the range of target componentsu =

p probability of combustible being exposed=

frequency of fmding a critical combustible loading versus the frequencyw =

ofinspecting and removing the transient combustible fire source.

probability offire suppression failurePa =

Conditional Core Damage ProbabilityCCDP =

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameters u, Pa and p are
conservatively set to 1.0.

Per the FIVE methodology, w is calculated as follows:

w = (x/2) x In(1/x), where x = FdF,,

Fa The frequency of having a critical combustible loading present. FIVE=

provides a screening value ofI event / year / compartment.
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F. Frequency of combustible material inspections that would find the i
=

transient combustible fire source before a fire occurred.

The value of I event / year is used here for Fa.

Administrative procedure NPP-FPl-01 specifies that: 1) monthly fire protection inspections are to be
performed, and 2) an hourly compensatory fire watch is to tour all areas appearing on the Out of

,

.

Specification Log Sheet. This same procedure states that the accumulation of trash, oil rags,
combustible materials, and similar fire hazards is prohibited. It isjudged that either of the above tours

.

would identify and correct a trash container inappropriately placed near a cable tray riser. As the
hourly compensatory fire watch may not tour this area hourly or every day, a conservative estimate of 4

one tour per week is assumed (F. = 52/yr). Therefore, w for this area is estimated as follows:
)

w = ((1/52)/2) x In(1/(1/52)) = 3.79E-2

A bounding conditional core damage probability, given failure of the suppression system, can be
conservatively estimated using the more conservative of the two initial screening quantification runs
(F1 AB02, CCDP=3.9E-3 - see Table 4-4). I

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to transient combustible fires is conservatively )

estimated as follows:
1

F = 2.lE-4 x 1.0 x 1.0 x 3.79E-2 x 1.0 x 3.9E-3 = 3.10E-8/yr !

Hot Work Fr~ es

Hot work induced core damage frequency is estimated as follows:
]

Fw = Fa. x u x HEPw x Pa x CCDP, where:

Fw core damage frequency (due to hot work)=

Fa. fire ignition source frequency (due to hot work). Includes both cable=

and transient combustible fires due to hot work.

probability of hot work performed in close enough proximity tou =

important cable targets or transient combustibles such that the
possibility exists forignition

HEPw human error probability for failure to properly implement procedure=

NPP-FPI-01 regarding hot work. The assumption is that if the
procedure is properly implemented that stray ignitions will not occur
or that they will be immediately extinguished.

Pa probability of fire suppression failure=

CCDP Conditional Core Damage Probability=

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameters Pa and u are
conservatively set to 1.0.

A value of SE-2 is used to estimate HEPw. A formal human reliability analysis was not performed. An
applicable and typical screening hunun error probability for failing to follow a procedure in a non-
stressful situation would be 0.1. The value of 5E-2 isjudged to be more realistic.
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A bounding conditional core damage probability of the above fire can be conservatively estimated using
the more conservative of the two initial screening quantification mns (FI AB02, CCDP=3.9E-3 - see !
Table 4-4.) ]
Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to hot work is conservatively estimated as )
follows:

Fw = 8.4E-4 x 1.0 x 5.0E-2 x 1.0 x 3.9E-3 = 1.64E-7/yr |
|

Summary

Summing the individual fire scenario core damage frequencies, the total core damage frequency due to
fire in this area is conservatively estimated at 2.80E-7/yr. This estimate is below the IE-6/yr FIVE
screening criterion. Therefore, this area is screened from further analysis.

4B.2.3.2 Mezzanine / Cable Tray Area- 02AB

The initial screening quantification of the Auxiliary Building first floor mezzanine and cable tray area
resulted in a core damage frequency over an order of magnitude higher than the IE-6/yr FIVE
screening criterion. This initial screening quantification is overly conservative.

A review of the base ignition frequency calculation for this area showed that the fixed ignition sources i
in this areainclude:

Two (2) fire protection panels*

One (1) battery operated lighte

A credible fire in either of the panels or the emergency light would be small and confined to within the
boundaries of the panel. As such, a postulated fire due to the fixed ignition sources would not result in
damage beyond failure of an emergency light or a fire protection panel. In addition, these postulated
fires would quickly extinguish due to limited combustibles and would realistically not result in a plant
trip.

Therefore, the only credible fire ignition sources are transient sources and ignition sources due to hot
work (e.g., open flames, welding, grinding, or arc techniques). However, Administrative Procedure
NPP-FPl-01 places restrictions on transient ignition sources. In addition, NPP-FPl-01 prescribes :

certain' controls and requirements be satisfied prior to the start of hot work activities. These
.

'
requirements involve the consideration of combustible or flammable material, protection of
combustibles from ignition sources, and the establishment of fire protection measures. NPP-FPl-01
requires the establishment of fire watches during and for at least 30 minutes after the completion of any
hot work.

The combination of the lack of significant fixed ignition sources and the 6re ignition control measures
are considered adequate to preclude a credible fire event from damaging cables in this compartment. i

However, in order to develop a fire risk screening value, a conservative analysis is presented below.

Fier Ignition Frequency

Based on the discussion above, the contributors to the area fire ignition frequency are as follows:

Two (2) fire protection panels: 2.4E-5/yr*

!One(1) emergencylight: 4.3E-5/yre
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Transientignition sources: 2.1E-4/yre

Cable fires due to hot work: 1.2E-4/yre

Transient combustible fires due to hot work: 7.2E-4/yre

. Based on the discussion above, it is appropriate to exclude the fire protection panels and emergency
light as credible fire scenarios that would result in core damage end states.

In keeping with the conservative nature of the analysis, no adjustment is made to more realistically
characterize the frequency of transient or hot work ignition sources in this area.

Fire Damage Scenarios

As stated above, the only credible fires are those due to transient combustible fire sources and hot work
I

(i.e., there are no credible fixed fire sources).
|
,

Transient Fim
1

A walkdown of the area did not identify any transient ignition sources or combustible materials. '

However, to bound the transient combustible fire scenario, a trash container fire is conservatively
postulated in the room. This trash container fire is postulated for only the north and south (el. 583' 6")

_

ends of the area; the center mezzanme area (el. 603' 6") is not a location where a trash container would |
be located because this area is accessible only by a ladder at the south end and by a locked and |
controlled security door at the north end. This fire was modeled with the QUICK FIVE software as . I

having a duration of 5 minutes and a heat rate of 380 Btu /sec.; this is consistent with fire modeling I

examples in the FIVE methodology. The height of the point source trash container was assumed to be
4 feet above the floor, consistent with the FIVE methodology.

The Target-in-Plume and Radiant Exposure worksheets indicate that if the trash container was located !
in the center of either end of the area that cable damage would not occur. The critical radiant flux ]
distance is approximately 3.4 feet; vertical trays are farther away, typically at the walls. The critical
height for the Target-In-Plume case for a trash container placed in a corner is approximately 17 feet
above the floor, whereas, the height above the floor of all overhead horizontal cable trays is j
approximately 20 feet or more. However, if the trash container was located next to vertical raceways, !
critical conditions could exist which would damage cabling. . Therefore, the analysis of this area needs
to address the likelihood of a transient combustible source placed near vertical cable trays and the
possibility of a resulting fire.

Hot Work Fires

Hot work is assumed to result in cable fires and cable damage if procedural controls are not followed
and the work is being performed in close enough proximity to important cable targets or transient
combustibles to cause ignition. No deterministic fire modeling is performed to define the conditions

,

necessary for accidental hot work induced cable ignition. Rather, the critical distance is based on the j
trash container fire modeling results discussed above.

Accident Sequence Quantification

Transient Fires ;

i

|

I
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The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core i

'

damage frequency due to transient combustible sources (note that fixed combustible fire sources are
not included in this formula, for the reasons discussed above):

F = Fa x u x p x w x Ps x CCDP,where:i

core damage frequency (due to transients)F =i

fire ignition source frequency (due to transients)Fa =

transient combustible located in the range of target componentsu =

p probability ofcombustible being exposed=

frequency of finding a cdtical combustible loading versus the frequencyw =

ofinspecting and removing the transient combustible fire source.

probability of fire suppression failurePs =

Conditional Core Damage ProbabilityCCDP =

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameters Ps and p are
conservatively set to 1.0.

Per the FIVE methodology, u is calculated as follows:

u = (A. + A.) / Net Area, where:

Exposed surface area of targets facing floor (e.g., width x length ofA. =

horizontal cable trays)

Area around radiant target determined by the critical separationA, =

distance (determined to be 3.4 ft, as described above)
|

A review of cable tray drawings shows that an approximate value of u is 0.25. The range of estimates
is approximately 0.2 (only Appendix R trays considered) to 0.4 (all trays in room considered). This l

estimate employed conservative estimates for A. and A, to simplify the analysts.
1

- Per the FIVE methodology, w is calculated as follows:
'

w = ( x/2) x In(1/x), where x = Fw/F,

The frequency of having a cdtical combustible loading present. FIVE providesFa =

a screening value ofI event / year / compartment.

Frequency of combustible material inspections that would find the transientF. =

combustible fire source before a fire occurred.

The value of 1 event / year is used here for Fw.

Administrative procedure NPP-FPl-01 specifies that: 1) monthly fire protection inspections are to be
performed, and 2) an hourly compensatory fire watch is to tour all areas appeanng on the Out of
Specification Log Sheet. This same procedure states that the accumulation of trash, oil rags,
combustible matedals, and similar fire hazards is prohibited. It isjudged that either of the above tours
would identify and correct a trash container inappropriately placed near a cable tray riser. As the
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hourly compensatory fire watch may not tour this area hourly or every day, a conservative estimate of
one tour per week is assumed (F. = 52/yr). Therefore, w for this area is estimated as follows:

1

w = ((1/52y2) x in(1/(1/52)) = 3.79E-2 |

l

A bounding conditional core damage probability of the above fire can be conservatively estimated usmg i

the more conservative of the two initial screemng quantification mns (2AB01, CCDP=3.5E-2 - see
j

Table 4-4). This is a bounding estimate as it includes fire damage to many cable trays. i
ITherefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to transient combustible fires is conservatively

estimated as follows:

F = 2.lE-4 x 0.25 x 1.0 x 3.79E-2 x 1.0 x 3.5E-2 = 6.%E-8/yr

Hot Work Fires

Hot work induced core damage frequency is estimated as follows: '

Fw = Fiw x u x HEPw x Pa x CCDP,where:

Fw core damage frequency (due to hot work)=

Fiw- = fire ignition source frequency (due to hot work). Includes both cable
and transient combustible fires due to hot work.

.

probability of hot work performed in close enough proximity to importantu =

cable targets or transient combustibles such that the possibility exists for
. ignition

HEPw human error probability for failure to properly implement procedure=

NPP-FPl-01 regarding hot work. The assumption is that if the procedure is
properly implemented that stray ignitions will not occur or that they will be
immediately extinguished.

probability of fire suppression failurePs =

Conditional Core Damage Probability |CCDP =

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameter Ps is |

conservatively set to 1.0. j

The parameter u is estimated with a value of 0.25. This value is the same as that used in the transient

combustible case and is based on a 5 min. trash container fire with a heat rate of 380 Btu /sec. j

A value of 5E-2 is used to estimate HEPw. A formal human reliability analysis was not performed. An
applicable and typical screening human error probability for failing to follow a procedure in a non-
stressful situation would be 0.1. The value of SE-2 isjudged to be more realistic.

A bounding conditional core damage probability of the above fire can be conservatively estimated using |

the more conservative of the two initial screening quantification runs (2AB01, CCDP=3.5E-2 - see
Table 4-4). This is a bounding estimate as it includes fire damage to many cable trays.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to hot work is conservatively estimated as
follows:

Fw = 8.4E-4 x 0.25 x 5.0E-2 x 1.0 x 3.5E-2 = 3.68E-7/yr :
_
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Summary

Summing F and Fa., the total core damage frequency due to fire in this area is conservatively estimatedi

at 4.37E-7/yr. This estimate is below the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Therefore, this area is
screened from further analysis.

4B.2.3.3 Relay Room - 03AB

The initial screening quanti 6 cation for the Relay Room involved numerous individual panel fire
scenarios. The resulting sum of the individual core damage frequencies exceeds the IE-6/yr FIVE
screening criterion by more than an order of magnitude. The following analysis is performed to
provide a more realistic characterization of the risk.

The initial screening quantification involved a review of the DECO cable database for each of the
cabinets in 3 AB included in the Appendix R program. 'Ihe impacts due to a fire in each cabinet were
defined accordingly based on this review. The remanung cabinets were classified into one of two
categories:

Plant trip with main condenser available.

plant trip with main condenser unavailablee

All cabinet fire scenario core damage frequencies were summed together to obtain the total core
damage frequency for the compartment. Transient fires are encompassed with this approach by
dividing the total compartment fire ignition frequency (which includes the transient fires contribution)
by the total number of panels in the room, and then using this panel fire ignition frequency for each fire
scenario.

However, the following panels in the relay room contain only cable terminations (i.e., termination
'

cabinets):

HiIP820 HIIP821

H11P822 H11P823

H11P837 H11P838

H11P839 H11P840

HI1P853 H11P855

H11P856 H11P861

H11P862 H11P866

HilP868 H11P869

H11P877 H1IP878

H11P879 H11P880

H11P888 HilP889

H11P891 HI1P854

Each of the above panels was analyzed in the initial screening quanti 6 cation as a panel fire that resulted
in a plant trip and damage to a wide array of equipment. However, such a characterization is overly
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conservative. These panels contain no more than bolted cable termmations (i.e., no circuit breakers,
transformers, relays, etc.) and are not considered credible fire scenarios. Therefore, the summed core
damage contribution of these panels, 4.56E-6/yr, should be deleted from the compartment core
damage frequency.

In addition, the initial screening quantification analyzed 30 fire protection panels and 66 other
miscellaneous panels as causing a manual scram but not damaging any equipment necessary for
shutdown. The assumption of a manual scram for a miscellaneous panel fire is conservative. A
credible fire in these types of panels would be small and confined to within the boundaries of the panel.
In addition, these fires would quickly self-extinguish due to limited combustibles and would realistically
not result in a plant trip. Therefore, the summed core damage contribution of these panels,1.46E-7/yr
(refer to Table 4-12), should be deleted from the compartment core damage frequency.

Therefore, the resulting core damage frequency for this area is estimated by subtracting 4.56E-6/yr and
1.46E-7/yr from the initial screening estimate of 7.48E-6/yr. The result is a core damage frequency of
2.77E-6/yr that is above the FIVE screening criterion of IE-6/yr. The remaining fire scenarios are
considered credible. The automatic Halon system does not provide any mitigation, as the system is not
judged to actuate, if at all, until the panel fire has damaged the panel.

The core damage estimate of 2.77E-6/yr may still be conservative as the system and equipment impacts
for the individual panel fires were identified conservatively. A cable To-And-From database was used
to identify system circuits contained within many of the panels. Detailed electrical circuit reviews may
provide a more realistic characterization of system and equipment impacts, and reduce compartment
core damage frequency.

4B.2.3.4 Major Division I Poition of Div. I SWGR Room - 04ABN

The initial screening quantification of this compartment resulted in a core damage frequency over an
order of magnitude higher than the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. This initial screening
quantification is overly conservative.

Fire Ignition Frequency

A review of the base ignition frequency calculation for this area shows the following contributors to the
fireignition frequency:

Eleven (11) fire protection panels: 1.3E-4/yr*

Ten (10) emergencylights: 1.4E-4/yre

Seven(7) cooling unit components: 2.0E-4/yr*

480V 72C bus & 4kV/480V transformer: 3.0E-4/yre ,

480V 72B bus & 4kV/480V transformer: 3.0E-4/yre

4160V 64C bus: 1.0E-4/yre

4160V 64B bus: 1.4E-4/yr*

64T crosstie breaker cabinet: 1.4E-5/yre

MPU 1 and integral voltage regulator: 4.9E-4/yr*
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MPU 3 and integral voltage regulator: 4.9E-4/yre

e MCC 72B-2A: 2.6E-4/yr

Cabinet 72C-2D: 1.7E-4/yre

480V-120V transformer / distribution cabinet 72C-2D-1: 9.7E-5/yr.

130V DC cabinet 2PA2-14: 1.9E-4/yr.

Bus 64C local control panel: 1.4E-5/yr :
e

MCC 72B-2Alocal control panel: 1.4E-5/yr*

MCC 72C-F isolating contactor (Div. I): 1.4E-5/yre

j Miscellaneous electricalitems: 9.8E-5/yre

Transient ignition sources: 2.1E-4/yre

Cable fires due to hot work: 1.2E-4/yre

Transient combustible fires due to hot work: 7.2E-4/yre

As discussed earlier, the fire protection panels and the emergency lights are eliminated from further
analysis. The credible fires in either the fire protection panels or the emergency lights would be
confined to within the boundaries of the unit and would realistically not result in a plant trip.

| The remaining ignition sources are maintained for further analysis.

Fire Damage Scenarios
;

| The potential fire damage scenarios, based on review of the ignition sources, as described above,
include:

1,

Coohng umt fire I
| *

e Bus fire

MCC/ cabinet / panel firee

| Miscellaneous electrical firee

! Transient ignited fire.

Cable / transient fire due to hot worke
,

4

i Each of the credible fire scenarios is discussed below. )

| Cooline Unit Fire

Two cooling unit systems are located in this area, east cooling unit T4100B002 and west cooling unit |
T4100B003. However, each is located far from safety related cable trays and equipment. The primary |'

ignition source for each cooling unit is a motor windings fire. Each motor of the cooling units is
located 5 feet (line of sight distance) or more from the nearest divisional cable tray. As the motor fire
would be a windings fire inside the housing, the fan motor is best modeled using the FIVE
methodology radiant exposure case. An overly conservative peak fire intensity (approximately 400
Btu /sec.) would be required to create a critical flux distance of five feet. Therefore, detemiinistic fire 1
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modeling does not indicate that damage will occur to any safety equipment or cables due to a cooling
unit fire.

However, the motor on the west cooling unit is located approximately 2 feet below BOP cable tray
OC-118. A motor windings fire can be expected to cause failure of the cables in this tray. Due to the
small fire source represented by the motor, ignition of the cables and subsequent fire propagation to
other cable trays is not expected. Cable tray OC-118 does not contain any cables supporting equipment
modeled in the PSA. Therefore, the cooling unit fire scenarios are modeled as either cooling unit
leading to a plant trip with availability of all modeled equipment.

480V 72C Bus / Transformer Fire

A postulated fire would result in loss of power at this bus. An additional concern involves the potential;

for this fire to propagate to cable trays OP-409, OP-434, and OP-530 which are located approximately 2
feet above the switchgear breaker section, and approximately 18" above the transformer section.
Propagation to the Division 0 trays would result in a fire that could damage the Division I raceways at
the next higher level in the tray rack and result in disabling all Division I power supplies. In addition,
fire damage to the cables in the overhead Division 0 cable trays results in MSIV closure due to loss of
the Division I RPS power supply and DC Panel 2PA2-6.

The FIVE methodology provides no guidance on the heat release rate or damage thresholds for
switchgear and buses. However, the FIVE methodology cites SANDIA tests on control board panels }
when referring the reader to guidance on electrical panel heat release rates. These SANDIA tests show

peak fire intensities in the approximate range of 800-1200 Btu /sec. The FIVE methodology neither
recommends nor requires these heat release rates, nor does the methodology provide guidance on the

1

relationship of these values and the applicability of these test results to switchgear equipment. If the !

low end of this range is used in a Fire-In-Plume worksheet, the cables above reach temperatures that !

would cause cable insulation ignition.

However, the EPRI Fire PRA Implementation Guide [4.32], which was published to " determine
realistic fire risk", indicates that the above heat release rates are "high" The E_PRI Fire PRA
Implementation Guide recommends a heat release rate of 65 Btu /sec. for vertical cabinets containing
only qualified cable. However, the EPRI Guido also does not provide recommendations on the use of
these heat release rates when analyzing a bus.

Given the lack of specific guidance in the FIVE methodology and the associated EPRI Fire PRA
Lmplementation Guide, an investigation into the constmetion of the switchgear units was performed to
aid in the realistic fire modeling of this equipment. A diagram showing the general stmeture of the
Fermi 2 switchgear units is provided in Figure 4-2. The switchgear unit shown in Figure 4-2 is a
4,16kV unit but the general constmetion is representative of 480V switchgear units, as well. The
switchgear is composed of discrete steel compartments to protect against both personnel and fire
hazards. As can be seen from Figure 4-2, the switchgear portion of bus 72C is composed of the l

following completely segregated areas:

instrument compartment (front top)e

circuit breaker compartment (front middle & bottom)e

current transformer compartment (center bottom)e

bus compartment (center)e
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cable compartment (back bottom)o

The Fermi 2 480V switchgear are a front-and-back constmetion. The general construction is similar to
that shown in Figure 4-2, with an additional " front" (i.e., breaker and instrument compartments)
sandwiched to the back side. This constmetion resuhs in the location of the bus, cable and current
transformer compartments in the lower center interior of the unit, with breaker and instrument
compartments on the front and back sides.

Given the above information, the Fermi 2 480V switchgear buses are characterized by the following:

internal design is composed of segregated steel compartmentse

breaker cubicles and instmment cubicles are separated from one another and from the buse

and cable compartments

- cable and bus compartments are located toward the bottom.

In addition to the switchgear portion, the 72C switchgear bus is joined with a 4kV/480V step-down
transformer. The transformer portion of the 72C switchgear bus is located at the east end of the 72C
unit. Figure 4-3 provides a depiction of the switchgear bus and associated transformer.

The credible and most significant fires in the 72C switchgear bus unit are judged to initiate in the
breaker cubicles or the 4kV/480V transformer. The cable and bus compartments are judged not to be
sources of credible switchgear fires. Discussion with a switchgear expert from ABB confirmed that
fires in the bus or cable compartments are not likely.[4.31] These compartments contain primarily steel
and glass materials and passive equipment connected with bolted joints. The current transformer
compartment (used for metering and instrumentation) represents a credible fire ignition location;
however, the location of this steel compartment in the interior bottom of the switchgear unit does not
warrant its treatment as a separate fire scenario. The current transformer compartment fire scenario is
bounded by the breaker cubicle fire scenario. Therefore, the postulated 72C switchgear bus fire is

. analyzed here as initiating in one of the following two locations:

4kV/480V step-down transformere

e circuit breaker cubicle

Given the lack of specific Sre modeling guidance in the FIVE methodology, a postulated fire at bus
72C was evaluated with three fire scenarios:

Scenario 1: bounding worst case fire.

Scenario 2: 4kV/480V transformer firee

e Scenario 3: circuit breaker cubicle fire

The first scenario involves a bounding worst case fire with a very high heat release rate. Such a fire is
considered to be very unlikely. However, it is conservatively assumed that 10% of the postulated 72C
switchgear bus fires are very large fires that propagate beyond the boundaries of the switchgear
enclosure and damage the raceways located above. This worst case fire scenario n akes no distinction
as to the source of the ignition (i.e., in a breaker cubicle or the transformer); rather, the total ignition
frequency of the 72C switchgear bus and transformer, calculated per the FIVE methodology, is used.
In addition, no deterministic calculations are made regarding fire intensity; rather, the fire is guaranteed
in the analysis to fail the bus and all cable trays located above.
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The second and third fire scenanos are initiated by (1) a postulated transformer fire and (2) a
i postulated breaker cubicle fire. These two fire scenarios are modeled more realistically, using the EPRI

Fire PRA Imolementation Guide suggested cabinet fire heat release rate for the breaker cubicle fire and

a heat release rate for the 4kV/480V transformer based on its nominal rating. These two fire scenanos !

are assumed to comprise the remaining 90% of the total postulated fire scenarios initiated in the 72C
bus.

A transformer fire has the potential to represent a significant threat. However, available transfonner
j protective devices are available that would isolate power to the transformer given a major upset
'

condition. Therefore, the most credible scenario involves a relatively low intensity fire that results in
loss of the entire bus. Large transformer fires are encompassed by the worst case fire scenarios (i.e.,

Scenario 1).

The available industry guidance does not provide any specific recommendations for fire modeling dry
transformers. A conservative fire intensity was selected based on the power rating of the transformer.

| Twenty-five percent (25%) of the 1500 KVA nominal rating of the 4kV/480V transformer was
selected. This corresponds to r fire intensity of approximately 375 Btu /sec.

The spacing between the transformer coils inside the transformer cabinet and the nearest overhead
cable trays (i.e., OP-409,0P-434, ar.d OP-530 which comprise a single elevation run overhead of the t

; 480V switchgear)is 4 feet. The distance between the top of the transformer coils and the top of the

| transformer cabinet is approximately 2.5 feet. A additional 18" of spacing exists between the top of the
; transformer cabinet and the overhead cable trays.

Inputting these parameters into the FIVE Radiant Exposure Worksheet yields a critical radiant flux
distance of 3.45 ft This is less than the actual spacing of 4 feet between the transformer coils and the :.

overhead trays, and shows that no damage to.the overhead cable trays is expected. This result is !

conserv aive because the shielding provided by the steel top of the transfonner cabinet is not credited.
Acco . ting for the shielding of the top of the transformer cabinet would produce a shoner critical
distance. The methodology presented in Appendix G of the EPRI Fire PRA Implementation Guidei

allows an adjustment to the critical radiant flux to account for shielding, as follows:

T = 0.81g"

where: T = air temperature rise on opposite side ofshielding, C
2q = heat flux at shielding, W/m

Application of this adjustment is not performed here, as damage to the above cable trays is not !
indicated, as discussed above, even without consideration of shielding provided by the top of the I

,

| transformer cabinet. !

An addition, the calculated critical flux distance sf 3.45 feet would not result in damage to nearby
equipment. The closest equipment of significan io the 72C 4kV/480V transformer is the Bus 64C l|

| local control panellocated approximately 3 feet in front of the transformer cabinet. The distance of the
i fire source, the transformer coils inside the transformer cabinet, to the Bus 64C local control panel is

| approximately 3.5 feet - indicating no damage would occur to this panel from the postulated
transformer fire.,

.

i Therefore, it is concluded that a postulated fire of the 72C 4kV/480V transformer would result in only
I loss of power at the 72C bus. No other fire induced fallures are indicated by the fire modeling.
|
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The other potential fire scenario involves a postulated fire within a breaker cubicle. Due to the steel !
cubicle construction of the circuit breaker compMmera, flames and hot gases are expected to be I

contained in and attenuated by the individual steel breaker cubicle in which the fire is postulated. This !
postulated fire also has the potential to create a radiant exposure case that could affect targets located j
immediately above the switchgear. The breaker cubicle fire is modeled with a heat rate of 65 Btu /sec j

and is conservatively placed at the top of the'switchgear unit. The 65 Btu /sec heat rate is j
recommended by the EPRI FIRE PRA Imnlementation Guide for electrical cabinet fires. The critical !

radiant flux distance obtained from the FIVE Radiant Exposure'Worksheet is 1.44 ft. As the overhead i

cable trays are approximately 2 feet above the top of the switchgear, damage to the overhead cable i

trays is not indicated. Margin in excess of 0.56 feet actually exists, as the above calculation, !
conservatively does not credit the thermal shiekling provided by the steel top of the breaker cubicle.

A postulated breaker ambicle fire is shown above to result only in damage i.iternal to the switchgear. !
Such damage can be conse.mtively adeled as loss of power on the entire bus. Therefore, a |~

postulated switchgear transformer or b. ger cubicle fire can be modeled as loss of the entire bus. |

These two fire scenarios are conservatively judged, as discussed above, te npresent apprcximately j
90% of the total number of 72C fire scenarios. . The remaining 10% can be modeled as large 6res that j
disable all functions in the room.

480V 72B Bus / Transformer Fim
;

The discussion provided above for 480V Bus 72C applies equally to 480V Bus 72B. Cable trays pass
overhead.approximately 2 feet above the top of the unit. No other significant equipment is located
closer than approximately 4 feet. The credible fires arejudged to initiate in the 4kV/480V transformer
or a breaker cubicle. Ninety percent (90%) of the spectrum of 72B fires are modeled as breaker and
transformer fires, resulting in loss of the bus. Ten percent (10%) of the postulated 72B fires are
modeled as large fires that disable all functions in the room.

4160V 64C Bus Fire

The discussion provided above for 480V Bus 72C applies equally to 4160V Bus 64C. Cable trays pass
overhead approximately 2 feet above the top of the unit. No other significant equipment is located
claser than approximately 4 feet. A minor exception to the Bus 72C configuration, is that this
switchgear bus unit does not contain a large transformer component The postulated fires are assumed
to occur in the breaker cubicles. Each cubicle is analyzed as an electrical panel. Ninety percent (90%)
of the postulated 6dC fires are modeled as resulting in damage internal to the switchgear bus unit. If a 1

Src occurs in a cubicle associated "Ah the offsite power feed to the 64C bus then, in addition to loss of I
the 64C bus, the offsite feed whe lost to both the 64C and the 64B bus. However, the 64B bus can |

still be powered by the emergency diesel generators (the 64C bus is the source of the fire and is )
assumed completely disabled). If a fire occurs in a cubicle not associated with the offsite power feed,

,

then only power on the 64C bus is lost (i.e., the offsite feed to Bus 64B is still available). The i

remaining ten percent (10%) of the postulated 64C fires are modeled as large fires that disable all I

functionsin the room.-
i

4160V 64B Bus Fir 3 _ !

The discussion provided above for 4160V Bus 64C appbes equally to 4160V Bus 648. Cable trays ;

pass overhead approximately 2 feet above the top of the unit. No other significant equipment is
'

located closer than approximately 4 feet. The credible fires are judged to initiate in the breaker
cubicles. Ninety percent (90%) of the postulated 64B fires are modeled as resulting in damage intemal !
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to the switchgear bus unit. If a fire occurs in a cubicle associated with the offsite power feed to the
64B bus then, in addition to loss of the 64B ous, the offsite feed will be lost to both the 64B and the

64C bus. However, the 64C bus can still be powered by the emergency diesel generators (the 64B bus
is the source of the fire and is assumed completely disabled). If a fire occurs in a cubicle not associated

with the offsite power feed, then only power on the 64B bus is lost (i.e., the offsite feed to Bus 64C is
still available). The remaining ten percent (10%) of the postulated 64B fires are modeled as large fires
that disable all functions in the room.

64T Breaker Cabinet Fire

The 64T breaker cabinet is a steel switchgear unit located between the 64B and 64C switchgears. The
offsite transformer feeds enter the top of the switchgear unit via enclosed, louvered, metal ducts. Cable

trays IC-133 and IP-078 pass ovchead of this unit at heights of 18" and 31/2', respectively. Due to
the similar construction, this unit is evaluated in a similar manner as the 64B & C and 72B & C
switchgear units. W.nety percent (90%) of the postulated 64T fires are modeled as resulting in damage
intemal to the M Like the breaker cubicle fires of the 64 and 72 buses, using the electrical cabinet
fire heat rate suggested by the EPRI FIRE PRA Imolementation Guide indicates that damage will not
occur to the overhead trays or any other nearby equipment. A fire in this unit can be expected to result
in loss of the 64 transformer feed to both 4kV buses 64B and 64C. The remaining ten percent (10%)
of the postulated 64T fires are modeled as large fires that disable all functions in the room.

MPU 1 Fire

A postulated fire ofModular Power Unit MPU 1 v cut', result in loss of power to the loads supplied by
MPU l. Review of the loads supplied by MPU 1 ; hows that the only significant effect would be MSIV
closure due to loss of control power to the drywell pneumatic supply valves. In addition, a fire in MPU
1 could be postulated to damage the cables in cable tray IC-094 which runs overhead. The postulated
failure of the circuits in IC-094 would result in failures equivalent to loss of4 KV buses 64B and 64C.

The spacial arrangement of this compartment is such that MPU 1 is located near the west wall of the

room. Cable tray OC-118 is located approximately 18 inches directly above the panel. Although tray
OC-ll8 contains no cables supporting functions modeled in the fire PSA model, this cable tray
represents an intervening combustible. The critical target is cable tray IC-094 that is located
approximately 2 feet above OC-118. Ignition of the cables in tray OC-118 could result in damaging the
cables above in tray 1C-094.

Similar to the 480V and 4kV switchgear units, the available industry guidance does not provide any
specific recommendations for fire modeling electrical components such as MPU 1. Therefore, an
investigation into the construction of MPU 1 was performed to aid in the realistic fire modeling of this
equipment. MPU 1 is a power distribution panel consistmg of three main compartments. The top
compartment has louvered sides and contains cable termmations and automatic transfer switching. The
middle compartment contains fused disconnect switches for power dist.ibution. The lower
compartment is louvered and contains two regulating transformers.

The dominant credible fire scenario ofMPU 1 is expected to involve a transformer Sre. Fires invohing
the fused disconnect switches or the upper compartment switching mechanisms are judged less likely
and are expected to have a low heat rate. A postulated transformer fire is expected to be characterized
by significant smoke generation and a heat rate similar to that of a control panel fire. A large
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transfc.mer fire is not expected to occur since it would require a concurrent failure of overcurrent
proteme devices. |
The design of the MPU is such that cable penetrations exist at the panel top. These penetrations are
assumed to be unsealed. CaMes routed through these penetrations are terminated at either the fused i

idisconnect switches or the transfer switching. Internd panel wiring provides the connection from these
locations to the postulated transformer fire source at the bottom of the panel. A postulated transformer
fire can be expected to disable some or all of the internal panel wiring. However, due to the cubicle
constmetion of the unit, such a fire is not expected to result in propagation via the cables routed

'through the top panel penetrations.
I

As the fire is located within the confines of the MPU, the fire is modeled as a radiant exposure case.
However, consistent with the FIVE methodology, the postulated fire is conservatively modeled as ifit ;

'were located at the top of the panel. This is consistent with the guidance provided in the EPRI Fire
PRA Implementation Guide.

,

A critical radiant flux of 1 Btu /sec/ft was used in the FIVE Radiant Exposure Worksheet to assess !2

potential ignition of tray OC-118 above MPU l. This critical radiant flux is conserutive because the
shielding provided by the metal enclosure of the MPU is not credited. Appendix G of the EPRI Fire :

2PRA Implementation Guide indicates that the critical radiant flux could be as high as 5 Btu /sec/ft if the ;

!shielding provided by the top of the MPU was credited.

The MPU fire was modeling as having an intensity of 65 Btu /sec. (the heat rate recommended in the ;

EPRI Fire PRA Imolementation Guide for an electrical cabinet fire). The critical radiant flux' distance
obtained from the FIVE Radiant Exposure Worksheet is 1.44 ft. This is based on the recommended '

O.40 radiant heat release fraction. With the fire source placed at the top of the unit, cable tray 0C-118 1

located about 1.5 feet above MPU 1, and considering the conservatism input in the analysis by not ;
'crediting shielding, ignition ofcables in tray OC-118 and subsequent damage to Division 1 cables in tray

IC-094 are not indicated by the fire modeling. In addition, since the fire is not expected to damage any )
of the cables routed above the panel, no other fire induced failures should be postulated.

MPU 3 Fire ;

Modular Power Unit MPU 3 is located a few feet south of the west cooling unit system. There is no !
safety related cable or equipment near enough to MPU 3 to be damaged by a postulated fire in the !

MPU. Cable tray OC-118 passes directly overhead at a height of approximately 2 feet above the top of
the MPU. However, unlike MPU 1, Division I cable trays are not located above MPU 3. A fire in ,

MPU 3 can be postulated that would damage the cables in OC-118; however, the cables in OC-118 are I

not included in the PSA model and have no affect on the safe shutdown of the plant. Therefore, a j
postulated fire in MPU 3 can be best modeled as a plant trip with avai1 bility of all modeled systems ]a

(loss ofMPU 3 itself does not fail any modeled systena). !

MCC 72B-2A Fjg .

A postulated fire .m MCC 72B-2A would result in loss of power to the loads supplied by MCC 72B- l
2A. This would resat in loss of battery charger 2A-1 and swing charger 2Al-2. This in turn would |
result in loss of 260 Vdc panel 2PA-1 and 130 Vdc panel 2PA2-6 folle ving battery depletion. In 1

addition, MCC 72B-2A is located adjacent to MPU 1; as such, the spacial details discussed for MPU 1,
associated vulnerabilities to overhead cables, and fire modeling treatment are also applicable for MCC
72B-2A.
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Cabinet 72C-1Rfin
i

Cabinet 72C-2D is an enclosed steel cabinet located on the south wall of the room. Cables enter
directly through the top of the cabinet (i.e., not via conduit). However, there are no safety related
cables or equipment nearby that would be damaged by a postulated fire in the cabinet. The closest
equipment is a steel cabinet, approximately 6" to the left of 72C-2D, which contains a number of

miscellaneous disconnect switches. The credible fire m cabinet 72C-2D would be confined to the j
cabinet and only impact the functions supported by the cabinet. '

Based on a load review, the only signi6 cant loads supplied by cabinet 72C-2D are attemate power to
RPS-A and power to the control cabinet for main transformer 2A. Therefore, a postulated fire m >

cabinet 72C-2D is best modeled as a plant trip with availability of all modeled systems. !

Cabinet 72C-2D-1 Fire >

Cabinet 72C-2D-1 is powered by cabinet 72C-2D. The modeling approach for cabinet 72C-2D, as
described above, applies to 72C-2D-1 as well. Therefore, a postulated fire in cabinet 72C-2D-1 is best
modeled as plant trip with availability of all modeled systems.

;
Cabinet 2PA2-14 Fist '

Cabinet 2PA2-14 is an enclosed steel cabinet located on the north wall of the room. Cable entries into i

and out of the' cabinet are via conduit. - In addition, this cabinet is sufficiently distant from nearby ;

equipment and cables such tl at a postulated fire in the cabinet will damage only the equipment within ;

the cabinet.

Cabinet 2PA2-14 supplies 130V DC control power to all Division I AC buses (i.e., buses 64B, 64C, j
72B, and 72C). Although AC power remains available on the Division I AC buses, control power is ,

not available to operate the breakers. Therefore, any Division I standby equipment will not
,

automatically initiate when and if demanded. HPCI, RCIC, and BOP equipment are not affected. J

Therefore, a postulated fire in cabinet 2PA2-14 can be modeled as a plant trip with automatic initiation
failure of the following Division I system trains: ADS /SRVs, LPCS, EECW/EESW, NIAS, and RHR.

Bus 64C Local Control Panel Fire

This panel is an enclosed steel cabinet attached to a concrete support column located in the center of
'

the room. The only cable entries into and out of the cabinet are via conduit. In additie . this cabinet is
sufficiently distant from nearby equipment and cables such that a postulated fire in the panel will
damage only functions containe * . ain the panel. Therefore, a postulated fire in this panel can be
conservatively modeled as loss c ' ' ; ower on bus 64C. i

72B-2A Local Control Panel

This is an enclosed steel cabinet. This cabinet is sufficiently distant from nearby equipment and cables
such that a postulated fire in the panel will damage only functions contained within the panel.

,

Therefore, a postulated fire in this panel is best modeled as loss of all power on MCC 72B-2A. See j
MCC 72B-2A discussion above for impacts. i

MCC 72C-F ".ed.C ; Contactor (Div. D Fire

MCC 72C-F Isolating Contactor (Div. I) is an enclosed steel panel that is located at the west end of
bus 72C. It is separated from bus 72C by approximately 1 1/2 feet. A fire in this panel is expected to !

remam within the boundaries of the panel and not damage nearby equipment or cables. I

|
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This panel contains contacts and circuitry connecting bus 72C to the swing bus 72C-F. Swing bus
72C-F powers all RHR LPCI mode injection valves. Swing bus 72C-F is assumed to be normally fed
by bus 72C. Failure of MCC 72C-F Isolating Contactor (Div. I) due to a fire can be postulated to
result in loss of the 72C feed to the swing bus. Electncal schematics were reviewed to determine
whether the automatic transfer to 72F power would remain avadable. It was detemuned that the other
power feed (i.e.,72F) to the swing bus is an independent circuit routed in a separate area of the plant
and, thus, the automatic transfer to 72F power would still be available given a fire in the MCC 72C-F
Isolating Contactor (Div. I) panel. Therefore, this postulated fire is best modeled as a failure of power |
feed 72C to swing bus 72C-F. |

Miscellaneous ElectricalItem Fim !

Fire compartment 04AB contains a number of small miscellaneous electrical items (i.e., those items not )
fdiscussed individually above). This miscellaneous items category is comprised of disconnect switches,

an instrument rack, and a radiation monitor. These miscellaneous items were categorized together as i
the associated fires are judged to be small and would result in, at most, a plant trip. Therefore, this
group of miscellaneous electrical items is best modeled collectively as resulting in a plant trip. t

i Iransient Fim |
A walkdown of the area did not ' identify any transient ignition sources or combustible materials. !

Eowever, to bound the transist combustible fire scenario, a trash container fire is conservatively
postulated in the room. This fire was modeled with the QUICK FIVE software as having a duration of

i

| 5 minutes and a heat rate of 380 Btu /sec.; this is consistent with fire modeling examples in the FIVE
methodology. The height of the point source trash container was assumed to be 4 feet above the floor, s

consin.nt with the FIVE methodology. i

The Target-In-Plume and Radiant Exposure worksheets indicate that the critical radiant flux distance is !

approximately 3.4 feet. The critical height for the Targot-In-Plume case for a trash container extends |
to the ceiling. Therefore, the analysis of this area needs to address the likelihood of a transient i

combustible source placed under cable trays or near equipment, and the possibility of a resulting fire. ,

Hot Work Fires
,

Hot work is assumed to result in cable fires and cable damage if procedural controls are not followed

|
and the work is being performed in close enough proximity to important cable targets or transient i
combustibles to cause ignition. No deterministic fire modeling is performed to define the conditions {!

necessary for accidental hot work induced cable ignition. Rather, the critical distance is based on the

[ . trash container fire modeling results discussed above. !
'

i

i Accident Sequence Quantification
,

i Coolina Unit Fire |
,

. ,

; The FIVE methodology renmmends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core
'

} damage frequency due to fixed ignition sources:
,

,

! Fa = F, x PS x CCDP,where: i
1

j Fa = core danage frequency (due to fixed sources)
;

| F, = fire ignition source frequency (due to fixed sources)

! PS = probability of fire suppression failure !
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CCDP = Conditional Core Damage Probability '

This area is not equipped with an automatic fire suppression system. No credit is taken here for fire
'

brigades.

Fire modeling for the cooling units indicates that fire induced failure of the cooling units is best
modeled as leading to a plant trip with availability of all modeled equipment. The conditional core
damage probability for this event is conservatively based on an existing run (BASE, CCDP=1.3E-5) !

,

that includes failure of the main condenser.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for the cooling units in this area is conservatively calculated as |
follows:

|
F = 2.0E-4 x 1.0.x 1.3E-5 = 2.60E-9/yr

480V 72C Bus / Transformer Fire -

The fire modeling discussion above indicates that the core damage frequency associated with a
postulated fire of the 72C switchgear unit is best modeled as three separate scenarios:

Scenario 1: Bounding worst case fire. This fire is conservatively assumed to result in loss.

ofall functionsin the room.

* Scenario 2: 4kV/480V transformer fire. This fire has been shown to t'esult in loss of
power on the entire bus.

Scenario 3: Circuit breaker cubicle fire. As discussed above, this fire can be conservatively*

modeled as resulting in loss of power on the entire bus.

The bounding worst case fire is conservatively assumed to comprise 10% of all postulated 72C fires.
The remaining 90% of the fires are assumed to be comprised of transfonner and circuit breaker cubicle
fires. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the
postulated Bus 72C fire scenarios is calculated below. The cm.dtional core damage probability used
for Scenario 1 is 3.4E-2 (run 4 AB04 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage probability used
for Scenarios 2 and 3 is conservatively based on run 4AB15 (CCDP=1.6E-4) which assumes failure of
both 480V Bus 72C and associated 4kV Bus 64C.

Scenario 1: F = 0.1 x 3.0E-4 x 1.0 x 3.4E-2 = 1.02E-6/yr i

Sgenarios 2 & 3: F = 0.9 x 3.0E-4 x 1.0 x 1.6E-4 = 4.32E-8/yr

Therefore, the total core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of 480V Bus 72C is
1.06E-6/yr.

i

480V 72B Bus /fransformer Fir 3
'

The core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of 480V Bus 72B is calculated in the same
manner as discussed above for Bus 72C. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition ,

sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated Bus 72B fire scenarios is calculated below. The |
conditional core damage probability used for Scenario 1 is 3.4E-2 (run 4AB04 - see Table 4-4). The |

conditional core damage probability used for Scenarios 2 and 3 is consemtively based on run 4AB13

(CCDP=1.4E-4 - see Table 4-4) which assumes failure ofboth 480V Bus 72B and associated 4kV Bus
64B.

Scenario 1: F = 0.1 x 3.0E-4 x 1.0 x 3.4E-2 = 102E-6/yr |
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Scenarios 2 & 3: F = 0.9 x 3.0E-4 x 1.0 x 1.4E-4 = 3,78-8/yr

Therefore, the total core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of 480V Bus 72B is
1.05E-6/yr.

4160V 64C Bus Fire

The fire modeling discussion above indicates that the core damage frequency associated with a
postulated fire of the 64C switchgear unit is best modeled as three separate scenarios:

Scenario 1: Bounding worst case fire. This fire is conservative 8y assumed to result in losse

of all functionsin the room.

Renano 2: Circuit breaker cubicle fire resulting in loss of power feed from 64 transformer*

and loss of the 64C bus. One breaker compartment out of a total of seven can potentially
result in this scenario.

* Scenario 3: Circuit breaker cubicle fire resulting in loss of power on the 64C bus. Six
breaker compartments out of a total of seven can potentially result in this scenario.

The bounding worst case fire is conservatively assumed to comprise 10% of all postulated 64C fires.
The remaining 90% of the 6res are assumed to be compdsed ofbreaker compartment fires. Therefore,
using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated Bus ,

64C fire scenarios is calculated below. The conditional core damage probability used for Scenario 1 is
3.4E-2 (run 4AB04 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage probability used for Scenario 2 is
1.9E-3 (mn 4AB14 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage probability for Scenario 3 is 1.6E-4

(run 4ABl5 - see Table 4 4).

Scenario 1: F = 0.1 x 1.0E-4 x 1.0 x 3.4E-2 = 3.40E-7/yr

Scenario 2: F = 0.9 x (1/7) x 1.0E-4 x 1.0 x 1.9E-3 = 2.44E-8/yr

Scenario 3: F = 0.9 x (6/7) x 1.0E-4 x 1.0 x 1.6E-4 = 1.23E-8/yr

Therefore, the total core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of 4kV Bus 64C is
3.74E-7/yr.

4160V 64B Bus Fire

The fire modeling discussion above indicates that the core damage frequency associated with a
postulated fire of the 64B switchgear unit is best modeled as three separate scenarios:

* Scenario 1: Bounding worst case fire. This fire is conservatively assumed to result in loss
of all functionsin the room.

Scenario 2: Circuit breaker cubicle fire resulting in loss ofpower feed from 64 transformer*

and loss of the 64B bus. One breaker compartment out of a total of ten can potentially
result in this scenario.

Scenario 3: Circuit breaker cubicle fire resulting in loss of power on the 64B bus. Nine.

breaker compaitments out of a total of ten can potentially result in this scenario.

The bounding worst case fire is conservatively assumed to comprise 10% of all postulated 64C fires.
The remaining 90% of the fires are assumed to be comprised of breaker compartment fires. Therefore,
using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated Bus
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64B fire scenarios is calculated below. The conditional core damage probability used for Scenario 1 is
3.4E-2 (run 4AB04 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage probability used for Scenario 2 is
3.6E-1 (run 4AB12 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage probability for Scenario 3 is 1.4E-4

(run 4AB13 - see Table 4-4). !

Scenario 1: F = 0.1 x 1.4E-4 x 1.0 x 3.4E-2 = 4.76E-7/yr,

Scenario 2- F = 0.9 x (1/10) x 1.4E-4 x 1.0 x 3.6E-4 = 4.54E-9/yr |

ScenanM F = 0.9 x (9/10) x 1.4E-4 x 1.0 x 1.4E-4 = 1.59E-8/yr

Therefore, the total core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of 4kV Bus 64C is
4.%E-7/yr.

64T Breaker Cabinet Fire

The fire modeling discussion above indicates that the core damage frequency associated with a
postulated fire of the 64T breaker cabinet is best modeled as two separate scenarios: ;

Scenario 1: Bounding worst case fire. This fire is conservatively assumed to result in losse

ofall functionsin the room.

Scenario 2: Circuit breaker cubicle fire. As discussed above, this fire can be conservatively I*

Imodeled as resulting in loss of the 64 transformer feed to both 4kV buses 64B and 64C.

The bounding worst case fire is conservatively assumed to compnse 10% of all postulated 64T fires.
The remaining 90% of the fires are assumed to be comprised of circuit breaker cubicle fires.
Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the
postulated 64T breaker cabinet fire scenarios is calculated below. The conditional core damage
probability used for Scenario 1 is 3.4E-2 (run 4AB04 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage
probability used for Scenario 2 is 2.0E-4 (run TRANS - see Table 4-4).

Scenario 1: F = 0.1 x 1.4E-5 x 1.0 x 3.4E-2 = 4.76E-8/yr

Eqmrio 2; F = 0.9 x 1.4E-5 x 1.0 x 2.0E-4 = 2.52E-9/yr

Therefore, the total core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of the 641 breaker cabinet
is 5.01E-8/yr.

MPU 1 Fire

Fire modeling for MPU 1 indicates that fire induced failure of MPU 1 is best modeled as leading to a
plant trip with loss of the main condenser Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition
sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated MPU 1 fire scenario is calxlated b:: low. The
conditional core damage probability for this event is based on an existing run (BASE, CCDP=1.3E-5 -

see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of MPU 1 is calculated as follows:

F = 4.9E-4 x 1.0 x 1.3E-5 = 6.37E-9/yr

MPU J Eigg

Fire modelog for MPU 3 indicates that fire induced failure of MPU 3 is best modeled as leading to a i

plant trip with availability of all modeled systems. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed I

ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated MPU 3 fire scenario is calculated below. )
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The conditional core damage probability for this event is conservatively based on an existing run
(B ASE, CCDP=1.3E-5) which includes loss of the main condenser.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of MPU 3 is conservatively calculated as
follows: j
F = 4.9E-4 x 1.0 x 1.3E-5 = 6.37E-9/yr

MCC 72B-2A Fire

Fire modeling for MCC 72B-2A indicates that fire induced failure of this MCC can be conservatively ;

modeled as leading to a plant trip with loss of Division I DC. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for )
fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated MCC fire scenario is calculated i

below. The conditional core damage probability for this event is conservatively based on an existing i
run (10AB 1, CCDP=4.0E-4 - see Table 4-4). |
Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of MCC 72B-2A is conservatively
calculated as follows:

_|
.

F = 2.6E-4 x 1.0 x 4.0E-4 = 1.04E-7/yr I

Cabinet 72C-2D Fire

Fire modeling for cabinet 72C-2D indicates that fire induced failure of this cabinet can be best modeled

as leading to a plant trip with availability of all modeled systems. Therefore, using the FIVE equation
|

for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated M_CC fire scenario is calculated
'

below. The conditional core damage probability for this event is 1.3E-5 (run BASE - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of cabinet 72C-2D is calculated as follows:

F = 1.7E-4 x 1.0 x 1.3E-5 = 2.21E-9/yr |

Cabinet 72C-2D-1 Fire

Fire modeling for cabinet 72C-2D-1 indicates that fire induced failure of this cabinet can be best
|

modeled as leadmg to a plant trip with availability of all modeled systems. Therefore, using the FIVE |

equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated MCC fire scenario is
calculated below. The conditional core damage probability for this event is 1.3E-5 (run BASE - see

Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of cabinet 72C-2D-1 is calculated as
follows:

F = 9.7E-5 x 1.0 x 1.3E-5 = 1.26E-9/yr

Cabinet 2PA2-14 Fire

Fire modeling for cabinet 2PA2-14 indicates that fire induced failure of this cabinet can be best
modeled as leading to a plant trip with automatic initiation failure of the following Division I system
trains: ADS /SRVs, LPCS, EECW/EESW, NIAS, and RHR. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for l
fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated MCC fire scenario is calculated
below. The conditional core damage probabdity for this event is conservatively based on an existing
run (10AB1, CCDP=4.0E-4) which assumes failure ofall Division I DC.

]
Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of cabinet 2PA2-14 is calculated as follows: I
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F = 1.9E-4 x 1.0 x 4.0E-4 = 7.60E-8/yr

Bus 64C Local Control Panel Fire

Fire modeling for Bus 64C local control panel indicates that fire induced failure of this panel can be
conservatively modeled as leading to a plant trip with loss of all power on Bus 64C. Therefore, using
the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated panel fire
scenario is calculated below. The conditional core damage probability for this event is 1.6E-4 (run
4AB15 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of Bus 64C local control panel is
conservatively calculated as follows:

F = 1.4E-5 x 1.0 x 1.6E-4 = 2.24E-9/yr

72B-2A Local Control Panel

Fire modeling for 72B-2A local control panel indicates that fire induced failure of this panel can be
modeled as resulting in the same effects as a fire in MCC 72B-2A. Therefore, using the FIVE equation
for fixed ignition sources, the core damage fiequency of the postulated panel fire scenario is calculated
below. The conditional core damage probability for this event is conservatively based on an existing
run (10.AB1, CCDP=4.0E-4 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of 72B-2A local control panel is )
conservatisely calculated as follows:

|
F = 1.4E-5 x 1.0 x 4.0E-4 = 5.60E-9/yr

MCC 72C-F Isolatine Contactor (Div. D Fire

Fire modeling for MCC 72C-F Isolating Contactor (Div. I) panel indicates that fire induced failure of
this panel can be best modeled as a failure of power feed 72C to swing bus 72C-F. Therefore, using
the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated panel fire
scenario is calculated below. The conditional core damage probability for this event is 3.5E-5 (run
4AB07 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of this panel is calculated as follows:

F = 1.4E-5 x 1.0 x 3.5E-5 = 4.90E-10/yr

Miscellaneous Electrical Item Fires

Fire modeling of the remaining miscellaneous electrical items indicates that fire induced failure of this

group of components can be best modeled collectively as a leading to a plant trip with availability of all
modeled systems. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for Sxed ignition sources, the core damage
frequency of these postulated fire scenarios is calculated below. The conditional core damage |

probability for this event is conservatively based on an existing run (BASE, CCDP=1.3E-5) which
assumesloss ofthe main condenser.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for these postulated fires is conservatively calculated as follows:

F = 9.8E-5 x 1.0 x 1.3E-5 = 1.27E-9/yr

Transien: Fires
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The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core
damage frequency due to transient combustible sources:

F = Fa x u x p x w x Pa x CCDP,where:

F core damage frequency (due to transients)=

fire ignition source frequency (due to transients)Fa =

transient combustible located in the range oftarget componentsu =

p probability ofcombustible being exposed=

frequency of finding a cdtical combustible loadmg versus the frequency ofw =

inspecting and removing the transient combustible fire source.

Pa probability of fire suppression failure=

Conditional Core Damage ProbabilityCCDP =

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the boundmg nature of this analysis, parameters Pa and p are
conservatively set to 1.0.

Per the FIVE methodology, u is calculated as follows:

u = (A, + A.) / Net Area, where

A. Exposed surface area of targets facing floor (e.g., width x length of=

hodzontalcable trays) I

A, Area around radiant target detamined by the critical separation=

distance (detennined to be 3.4 ft., as desenbed above)

A review of cable tray drawings shows that an approximate value of u is 0.75. This value is
comparatively high due to the large number of cable trays in the ceihng and the large switchgear units |
in the center of the room. There is very little floor space in the room where a trash container fire would
not result in damage to nearby equipment or cables.

Per the FIVE methodology, w is calculated as follows:

w = (x/2) x in(1/x),where x = F /F.

Fca The fiequency of having a critical combustible loading present. FIVE=

provides a screening value of I event / year / compartment.
|

F. Frequency of combustible material inspections that would find the=

transient combustible fire source before a fire occurred.

The value of 1 event / year is used here for F,a.

Administative procedure NPP-FPl-01 specifies that: 1) monthly fire prot:ction inspections are to be
performed, and 2) an hourly compensatory fire watch is to tour all areas appeanng on the Out of
Specification Log Sheet. This same procedure states that the accumulation of trash, oil rags,
combustible materials, and similar 6re hazards is prohibited. It isjudged that either of the above tours
would identify and correct a trash container inappropriately placed near a cable tray riser. As the
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hourly compensatory fire watch may not tour this area hourly or every day, a conservative estimate of
one tour per week is assumed (F. = 52/yr). Therefore, w for this area is estimated as follows:

w' =.((1/52y2) x in(1/(1/52)) = 3.79E-2

A bounding conditional core damage probability of the above fire can be conservatively estimated using
the initial screening quantification run (4AB04, CCDP=3.4E-2 - see Table 4-4). This is a bounding |
estimate as it includes fire damage to many cable trays. |

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to transient combustible fires is conservatively |
estimated as follows: '

F = 2.lE-4 x 0.75 x 1.0 x 3.79E-2 x 1.0 x 3.4E-2 = 2.03E-7/yr

Hot Work Fires j
Hot work induced core damage frequency is estimated as follows: |

Fw = Fai. x u x HEPw x Pa x CCDP,where:

Fw core damage frequency (due to hot work)
'=

Fa,. fire ignition source frequency (due to hot work). Includes both !=

cable and transient combustible fires due to hot work.

probability of hot work performed in close enough proximity tou =

important cable targets or transient combustibles such that the ;

possibility exists forignition

HEPw human error probability for failure to properly implement=

procedure NPP-FPl-01 regarding hot work. The assumption
is that if the procedure is properly implemented that stray
ignitions will not occur or that they will be immediately i

extinguished.

Ps probability of fire suppression failure=

CCDP Conditional Core Damage Probability=

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameter Ps is 1

conservatively set to 1.0. !

|
The parameter u is estimated with a value of 0.75. This value is the same as that used in the transient |

combustible case and is based on a 5 min. trash container fire with a heat rate of 380 Btu /sec.

A value of SE-2 is used to estiraate HEPw. A formal human reliability analysis was not performed. An |

applicable and typical screening human error probability for failing to follow a procedure in a non- |
stressful situation would be 0.1. The value of SE-2 is judged to be more realistic.

A bounding conditional core damage probability of the above fire can be conservatively estimated using |

the initial screening quantification mn (4AB04, CCDP=3.4E-2 - see Table 4-4). This is a bounding
|

-

estimate as it includes fire damage to many cable trays.
9

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to hot work is conservatively estis ited as
follows:
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Fw = 8.4E-4 x 0.75 x 5.0E-2 x 1.0 x 3.4E-2 = 1.07E-6/yr

Summary

The total core damage frequency due to fire in this area is calculated by summing the estimated core
damage frequencies of the above fire scenarios. The core damage frequency for this area is estimated
at 4.51E-6/yr. This estimate is above the IE-6/yr FIVE screening cnterion. The FIVE methodology
used in this analysis does not support a core damage frequency estimate due to fire in this area less than .

the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Refer to Section 7 of this report for recommendations.

4B.2.3.5 Division II Cable Chase of 04AB - 04 ABS

The initial screening quantification of this compartment resulted in a core damage frequency higher
,

than the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Further analysis was performed to reduce the conservatism
in theinitial screening analysis. '

A review of the bW.ition frequency calculation for this area showed that there are no fixed ignition
sources in this area.

The only fire ignition sources in the base ignition frequency calculation are transient sources and
ignition sources due to hot work (e.g., open fiames, welding, grinding, or arc techniques). However,
Administrative Procedure NPP-FPI-01 places restrictions on transient ignition sources. In addition,
NPP-FPI-01 prescribes certain controls and requirements be satisfied prior to the start of hot work
activities. These requirements involve the consideration of combustible or flammable material,
protection of combustibles from ignition sources, and the establishment of fire protection measures.
NPP-FPl-01 requires the establishment of fire watches during and for at least 30 minutes after the ,

'

completion of any hot work.

The combination of the lack of significant fixed ignition sources and the fire ignition control measures
are considered adequate to preclude a credible fire event from damaging cables in this compartment.
However, in order to develop a fire risk screening value, a conservative analysis is presented below. I

i

Fire Ignition Frequency j

Based on the discussion above, the contributors to the area fire ignition frequency are as follows:

Cable fires due to hot work: 1.2E-4/yr*

Transient combustible fires due to hot work: 7.2E-4/yr.

Transient ignition sources: 2.1E-4/yre

Potential transient ignition sources, based on the FIVE methodology, include cigarette smoking,
extension cords, heaters, candles, overheating, and hot pipes. The only transient sources listed in the
base fire ignition frequency calculation for the cable spreading room are extension cords and heaters.
Compartment 4 ABS is a cable chase. It is a small room (approximately 8' x 12') that is accessible by a
single door. The use of extension cords or heaters in this chase is not considered credible. Therefore,
transient fire scenarios are not quantified.

.

In addition, due to the size and function of this compartment, the storage of significant combustible
materials in the room while at power is also not considered credible. Therefore, the ignition of
transient combustibles due to hot work activity is not quantified.
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As stated above, administrative procedure NPP-FPl-01 prescribes controls on hot work that minumze
;

or reduce to negligible the likelihood of cable ignition in this compartment. However, although
considered unlikely while at power, the hot work ignition of cables is conservatively maintained for
analysis. -

Fire Damage Scenarios

As stated above, the only credible fires are cable ignitiom due to hot work. Hot work is assumed to '

result in cable fires and cable damage if procedural controls are not followed and the work is being
performed in close enough proximity to important cable targets to cause ignition. No deterministic fire
modeling is performed to defme the conditions necessary for accidental hot work induced cable
ignition. '

Accident Sequence Quantification

Hot work induced core damage frequency is estimated as follows:

Fw = Fiw x u x HEPw x Ps x CC7P,where:

Fw core damage frequency (due to hot work)=
,

Fiw fire ignition source frequency (due to hot work). Includes both=
,

cable and transient combustible fires due to hot work.

probability of hot work performed in close enough proximity tou =

important cable targets such that the possibility exists for ignition

HEPw human error probability for failure to properly implement procedure
'=

NPP-FPl-01 regarding hot work. The assumption is that if the
procedure is properly implemented that stray ignitions will not occur or
that they will be immediately extinguished.

Pa probability of fire suppression failure=

Conditional Core Damage ProbabilityCCDP =

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameters u, HEPa. and
Pr. are conservatively set to 1.0.

A bounding conditional core damage probability of the above fire can be conservatively estimated using
6 initial screening quantification mn (4AB03, CCDP=2.0E-3 - see Table 4-4). This is a bounding
estimate as it includes fire damage to many cable trays.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to hot work is conservatively estimated as
follows:

Fw = 1.2E-4 x 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 x 2.04E-3 = 2.45E-7/yr

This estimate is below the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Therefore, this area is screened from
further analysis.

4B.2.3.6 East Cable Tunnel- 05ABE

1

!

)
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The initial screening quantification of the east cable tunnel resulted in a core damage frequency higher
,

than the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Further analysis was performed to reduce the conservatism '

in the initial screening analysis..

.

A review of the base ignition frequency calculation for this area showed that there are no fixed ignition
sourcesin the room.

,

,

The other fire ignition sources in the base ignition frequency calculation are transient sources and
ignition sources due to hot work (e.g., open flames, welding, grinding, or arc techniques). However,
Administrative Procedure NPP-FPI-01 places restrictions on transient ignition sources. In addition,
NPP-FPl-01 prescribes certain controls and requirements be satisfied pnor to the start of hot work
activities. These requirements involve the consideration of combustible or flammable material,
protection of combustibles from ignition sources, and the establishment of fire protection measures.
NPP-FPI-01 requires the establishment of fire watches during and for at least 30 minutes after the
completion ofany hot work.

The combination of the lack of significant fixed ignition sources and the fire ignition control mecures
are considered adequate to preclude a credible fire event from damaging cables in the east cable tunnel.

However, in order to develop a fire risk screening value, a conservative analysis is presented below.

Fire Ignition Frequency

Based on the discussion above, the contdbutors to the area fire ignition frequency are as follows:

Cable fires due to hot work: 1.2E-4/yr.

Transient combustible fires due to hot work: 7.2E-4/yre

Transient ignition sources: 2.lE-4/yre

Potential transient ignition sources, based on the FIVE methodology, include cigarette smoking, |
!extension cords, heaters, candles, overheating, and hot pipes. The only transient sources listed in the

base fire ignition frequency calculation for the cable spreading room are extension cords and heaters. I
'

The use of extension cords or heaters in either of the cable tunnels while at power is not considered
credible. Therefore, transient fire scenarios are not quantified.

There is no clear floor space in the cable tunnel. Therefore, the stcrage ofcombustible materials in the
tunnel is not considered credible. As such, the ignition of transient combustibles due to hot work
activityis not quantified.

As stated above, administrative procedure NPP-FPI-01 prescribes controls on hot work that mmmuze i

or reduce to negligible the likelihood of cable ignition in the cable tunnels. However, although
considered unlikely while at power, the hot work ignition of cables is conservatively maintained for
analysis.

Fire Damage Scenarios |

As stated above, the only credible fires are cable ignitions due to hot work. Hot work is assumed to
result in cable fires and cable damage if procedural controls are not followed and the work is being
performed in close enough proximity to important cable targets to cause ignition. No deterministic fire
modeling is performed to define the conditions necessary for accidental hot work induced cable
ignition. Rather, the critical distance is based on the trash contamer fire modeling results discussed
above.
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Accident Sequence Quantification

Hot work induced core damage frequency is estimated as follows:

Fw = Fiw x u x HEPw x Ps x CCDP,where:
,

1

Fw core damage frequency (due to hot work) l
=

i

Fa. fire ignition source frequency (due to hot work). Includes both !
=

cable and tran:.;ent combustible fires due to hot work. i

probability of hot work performed in close enough proximity tou =

!im.cortant cable targets such that the possibility exists for ignition

HEPw human error probability for failure to properly implement procedure j
=

NPP-FPl-01 regarding hot work. The assumption is that if the |
'

procedure is properly implemented that stray ignitions will not occur or
that they will be immediately extinguished.

probability of fire suppression failurePs =

CCDP Conditional Core Damage Probability ;
=

i

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameters u and Pe are !
conservatively set to 1.0. !

A value of 5E-2 is used to estimate HEPw. A formal human reliability analysis was not performed. An
applicable and typical screening human error probability for failing to ibliow a procedure in a non-
stressful situation would be 0.1. The value of SE-2 isjudged to be more realistic.

A bounding conditional core damage probability of the above Sre can be conservatively estimated using
the initial screening quantification mn (5AB03, CCDP=3.3E-2 - see Table 4-4). This is a bounding
estimate as it includes fire damage to many cable trays.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to hot work is conservatively estimated as
follows:

Fw = 1.2E-4 x 1.0 x 5.0E-2 x 1.0 x 3.3E-2 = 1.98E-7/yr

This estimate is below the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Therefore, this area is screened from
further analysis.

4B.2.3.7 West Cable Tunnel- 05ABW

| The initial screening quantification of the west cable tunnel resulted in a core damage frequency higher

! than the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Further analysis was performed to reduce the conservatism

| in the initial screening analysis.

I A review of the base ignition frequency calculation for this area showed that there are no fixed ignition
sources in the room.

Fire Ignition Frequency

The ignition frequency discussion provided earlier for compartment 05ABE applies here for
compartment 05ABW.

Fier Damage Scenarios
4-110
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The core damage frequency of a fire ir compartment 05ABW is calculated in the same manner as that
calculated earlier for compartment 05AE. The one difference is the value for the conditional core
damage probability. The CCDP is conservatively based on the initial screening quantification run for
05ABW (5AB04, CCDP=3.5E-2 - see Table 4-4). This is a bounding estimate as it includes fire .

damage to many cable trays.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to hot work is conservatively estimated as
follows:

Fa. = 1.2E-4 x 1.0 x 5.0E-2 x 1.0 x 3.5E-2 = 2.10E-7/yr

This estimate is below the 1E-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Therefore, this area is screened from
further analysis.

4 B.2.3.8 2nd Floor Miscellaneous Rooms- 06AB

The initial screening quantification of the Auxiliary Building second floor miscellaneous rooms resulted
in a core damage frequency greater than the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Therefore, further
analysis was performed to reduce the conservatism in the initial screening analysis.

Fire Ignition Frequency

A review of the base ignition frequency calculation for this area showed that the ignition sources in this
areainclude:

Four(4) fire protection panels 4.9E-5/yr*

Three(3) battery operated lights 1.4E-4/yr.

One(1)instmment panel 4.5E-5/yre

One(1) air conditioning unit 2.9E-5/yre

Cable fires due to hot work: 1.2E-4/yre

e Transient combustible fires due to hot work: 7.2E-4/yr

Transient ignition sources: 2.lE-4/yr.

A credible fire in either of the panels or the emergency light would be small and confined to within the
boundaries of the panel. In addition, these postulated fires would quickly extinguish due to limited
combustibles and would realistically not result in a plant trip. Therefore, these components are
excluded as credible ignition sources that could lead to a core damage accident.

As this compartment contains a personnel changing area and other miscellaneous rooms, the existence
of transient combustibles and transient ignition sources are maintained for further analysis. Hot work
ignition sources are also maintained.

Fire Damage Scenarios

Based on the ignition source frequency review discussed above, the following fire damage scenarios
are postulated:

A/C unit fire*

Transient ignition sourcese
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j * Cable fires due to hot work

1

Transient combustible fires due to hot work - ![ e

t
: A/C Unit Fires

!
This area contains A/C unit T4100B057. The ignition source component of this A/C unit is judged to

i be equivalent to a motor-driven grease lubdcated fan.

) A walkdown of the compartment and a review of arrangement and cable tray drawings determined that
the nearest non-BOP cable target (BOP cable targets were not investigated) to the A/C unit are cable!

| trays IP-056 (el. 626' 6") and DCIP-056 (el. 625'). Conservatively placing the motor four feet off the
,

i floor, the closest radial distance to these targets is approximately 8 feet. As the fan motor fire would I
3 be a motor wmdings fire inside the motor housing, the fan motor fire is modeled using the FIVE
| methodology radiant exposure approach. As the FIVE methodology does not provide heat release

rates for motors, a bounding approach was used to determine if target damage is likely. The spacial i
,

g and other fire modeling information was input into the QUICK FIVE automated radiant exposure
j worksheet, and then the peak fire intensity was adjusted until the critical radiant flux distance equaled 8
: feet (the line of site distance from the motor to the closest target, DCIP-056). The resuh was a peak
'

fire intensity over 2000 Btu /sec. This is an overly corservative heat release rate. It is apprcximately
i four tunes that of a 32-gallon trash container fire, as provided in the FIVE methodology. Therefore,
i fire modeling does not indicate that damage will occur to any non-BOP cabling due to a fire initiated in

] A/C unit T4100B057. '

i

| Transient Fists

Transient combustibles in this compartment consist of material utilized for equipment calibration and,
potentially, personnel clothing. To bound the transient combustible fire scenario, a trash container fire
is conservatively postulated in the room. This fire was modeled with the QUICK FIVE software as
having a duration of 5 minutes and a heat rate of 380 Btu /sec; this is consistent with fire modelmg |
examples in the FIVE methodology. The height of the point source trash container fire was assumed
to be 4 feet above the floor, consistent with the FIVE methodology.

*

The critical height for the Target-In-Plume case extends to the ceiling of this compartment if the trash
can is placed in a comer. As this area contains cable trays suspended from the ceiling, the analysis of i
this area needs to address the likelihood of a transient combustible source placed under hodzontal cable ;

trays or near vertical cable trays and the possibility of a resulting fire. |
Hot Work Fires :

Hot work is assumed to result in cable fires and cable damage if procedural controls are not followed
and the work is bemg performed in close enough proximity to important cable targets or transient |
combustibles to cause ignition. No determmistic fire modeling is performed to define the conditions

'

necessary for accidental hot work induced cable ignition. Rather, the critical distance is based on the
trash container fire modeling results discussed above.

Accident Sequence Quantirr ation

A/C Unit Fire
IThe FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core

damage frequency due to fixed ignition sources:
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i Fr = Fr x Ps x CCDP,where:

Fs core damage frequency (due to fixed sources)=

Fr fire ignition source frequency (due to fixed sources)=

Ps probability offire suppression failure=

CCDP Conditional Core Damage Probability=

Fire suppression is conservatively not credited.

The fire modeling performed for the NC unit does not indicate damage to any nearby non-BOP
cabling or equipment. However, the effect on BOP cabling was not evaluated. Therefore, the core
damage frequency estimate for this ignition contributor is conservatively modeled as leading to a plant
trip with loss of the main condenser and loss of the hard-piped vent. The conditional core damage
probability associated with this damage is conservatively estimated at 2E-4 (rather than perform an
additional run, this CCDP is conservatively based on an existing run,14AE2, that included failure of
the main condenser, the hard-piped vent and RCIC).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to an A/C unit fire .. conservatively estimated

( as follows:

! Frx = 2.9E-5 x 1.0 x 2.0E-4 = 5.70E-9/yr

Transient Fires

L The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for eatimating the fire induced core
damage frequency due to transient combustible sources:

' F = Fa x u x p x w x Pa x CCDP,where:

F core damage frequency (due to transients)=

fire ignition source frequency (due to transients)Fa =

| transient combustible located in the range of target componentsu =

p probability of combustible being exposed=

frequency of finding a critical combustible loading versus the frequencyw =

ofinspecting and removing the transient combustible fire source.

probability of fire suppression failurePa =

CCDP Conditional Core Damage Probability=

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameters Pa and p are
,

conservatively set to 1.0.'

i Per the FIVE methodology, u is calculated as follows:

u = (A,+ A.)/ Net Area, where

Exposed surface area of targets facmg floor (e.g., width x length ofA. =

horizontalcable trays)
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A, Area around radiant target determined by the critical separation=

distance (determined to be 3.4 ft., as described above)

A review of cable tray drawings shows that an approximate value of u is 0.20.

Per the FIVE methodology, w is calculated as follows:

w = ( x/2) x In(1/x), where x = Fw/F, .

Fa The frequency of having a critical combustible loading present.=

FIVE provides a screening value of I event / year / compartment.

F. Frequency ofcombustible material inspections that would find the=

transient combustible fire source before a fire occurred.

The value of I event / year is used here for Fa.

Administrative procedure NPP-FPl-01 specifies that: 1) monthly fire protection inspections are to be
performed, and 2) an hourly compensatory fire watch is to tour all areas appearing on the Out of
Specification Log Sheet. This same procedure states that the accumulation of trash, oil rags,
combustible materials, and similar fire hazards is prohibited. It is judged that either of the above tours
would identify ard correct a trash container inappropriately placed near a cable tray riser. As the
hourly co npensatory fire watch may not tour this area hourly or every day, a conservative estimate of :

one tour per week is assumed (F. = 52/yr). Therefore, w for this area is estimated as follows:

w = ((1/52y2) x In(1/(1/52)) = 3.79E-2

A bounding conditional core damage probability of the above fire can be conservatively estimated using
the initial screening quantification run (6AB02, CCDP=6.3E-2 - see Table 4-4). This is a bounding
estimate as it includes fire damage to many cable trays.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to transient combustible fires is conservatively
estimated as follows:

' F = 2.lE-4 x 0.20 x 1,0 x 3.79E-2 x 1.0 x 6.3E-2 = 1.00E-7/yri

Hot Work Fires

Hot work induced core damage frequency is estimated as follows:

Fw = Fai. x u x HEPw x Pr. x CCDP,where:

Fw core damage frequency (due to hot work)=

fire ignition source frequency (due to hot work). Includes bothFa,. =

cable arxi transient combustible fires due to hot work. !

U probability of hot work performed is c'ose enough proximity to
'=

important cable targets or transient combustibles such thr.t the
possibility exists forignition

human error probability for failure to properly implement procedureHEPw =
,

NPP-FPl-01 regarding hot work.' The assumption is that if the
procedure is properly implemented that stray ignitions will not occur or ,,

that they will be immediately extinguished.

'
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iprobability of fire suppression failurePa =

Conditional Core Damage ProbabilityCCDP =

Fire suppression is conservatively not credited.
'

:

! The parameter u is estimated with a value of 0.20. This value is the same as that used in the transient .

! combustible case and is based on a 5 min. trash container fire with a heat rate of 380 Btu /sec. :
i *

| A value of SE-2 is used to estimate HEPw. A formal human reliability analysis was not performed. An ;
'

applicable and typical screening human error probability for failing to follow a procedure in a non-

| stressful situation would be 0.1. The value of SE-2 isjudged to be more realistic.
;

, .

! A bounding conditional core damage probability of the above fire can be conservatively estimated using r

L the initial screening quantification run (6AB02, CCDP=6.3E-2 - see Table 4-4). This is a bounding
! estimate as it includes fire damage to many cable trays.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to hot work is conservatively estimated as. ,

follows:

Fw = 8.4E-4 x 0.20 x 5.0E-2 x 1.0 x 6.3E-2 = 5.29E-7/yr
,

Summarv

| Summing Frx, F and Fw, the total core damage frequency due to fire in this area is conservatively [
estimated at 6.35E-7/yr. This estunate is below the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Therefore, this

'

area is screened from fwther analysis.
;

'4B.2.3.9 Cable Spreading Room-07AB

An initial screening quantification of the cable spreadmg room was judged unnecessary. A postulated
fire in this room could potentially affect sufficient plant systems to result in a core damage frequency
orders of magnitude above the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. However, such a postulated fire is -
overly conservative.

Walkdown of the cable spreading room and review of the base fire ignition frequency calculation
shows that the only fixed ignition sources in the room are two (2)' enclosed fire protection panels

. (T80P402A and T82P452A). A credible fire in either of these panels would be small and confined to ;
within the boundaries of the panel As such, a postulated fire due to the fixed ignition sources is riot

|' expected to result in damage beyond failure of a fire protection panel. In addition, a fire protection
| panel fire would quickly self-extinguish due to limited combustibles and would realistically not result in
| a plant inp. ;

i The remaining fire ignition sources are transient ignition sources and ignition sources due to hot work )l
~

(e g., open flames, welding, grindmg or arc techniques). However, Administrative Procedure.
,

; NPP-FPl-01 places restrictions on transient ignition sources. In addition, NPP-FPl-01 prescribes |

i certain controls and requirements be satisfied prior to the start of hot work activities. These |
{ requirements involve the consideration of combustible or flammable material, protection of )
j combustibles from ignition sources, and the establishment of fire protection measures. NPP-FPl-01 !

; requires the establishment of fire watches during and for at least 30 minutes after the completion cf any
i hot wodt. In addition, it is judged, based on plant operations and culture, that hot work and transient
i combustibles in the cable spreading room simply will not be allowed while at power.

i
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The combination of the walkdown results and the fire ignition control mea:ures are considered
adequate to preclude a credible fire event from damaging cables in the cable spreading room.
However, in order to develop a fire risk screening value, further analysis is presented below.

l
Ignition Frequency

The base fire ignition frequency calculation for the cable spreading room identified the following j
contributors:

1Two (2) fire protection panels: 2.4E-5/yr '*

Cable fires due to hot work: 1.2E-4/yr i
e

Transient combustible fires due to hot work: 7.2E-4/yre

Transient ignition sources: 2. lE-4/yr l
.

Based on the discussion above, it is appropriate to exclude the fire protection panels as credible fire
scenarios that would result in core damage end states. As such, the fire ignition frequency contribution
due to the fire protection panels are deleted from the fire ignition frequency estimate for the cable j

spreading room. i

As stated above, admmistrative procedure NPP-FPI-01 prescribes controls on hot work that minimize
or reduce to negligible the likelihood ofignitions in the cable spreading room. However, although
considered unlikely while at power, the hot work ignition source is conservatively maintained for
analysis.

Potential transient ignition sources, based on the FIVE methodology, include cigarette smoking,
extension cords, heaters, candles, overheating, and hot pipes. The only transient sources listed in the
base fire ignition frequency calculation for the cable spreading room are extension cords and heaters.
As the cable spreading room is part of the control center HVAC system, it is judged here that the
placement of a heater in the cable spreading room is not likely. In addition, the use of extension cords
in the cable spreading room while at power is not considered credible. Therefore, transient fire
scenarios are not quantified.

Fire Damage Scenarios

Hot work is assumed to result in cable fires and cable damage if procedural controls are not followed I

and the work is being performed in close enough proximity to important cable targets or transient
combustibles to cause ignition. No deterministic fire modeling is performed to defme the conditions
necessary for accidental hot work induced cable ignition. Rather, the critical distance is based on trash
container fire modeling results.

The cable spreading room is provided with a full overage automatic Halon suppression system [4.31
Therefore, two accident scenarios can be postulatal.

Scenario #1: Hot work fire with unsuccessful suppression.

Scenario #2: Hot work fire with successful suppression.

Accident Sequence Quantification

Scenario #1

The core damage frequency for Scenario #1 is estimated as follows:
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Fwi = Fw x u x HEPw x Pa x CCDP,where:
,

core damage frequency of Scenario #1 (due to hot work)Fwi =

P

fire ignition source frequency (due to hot work). Includes bothFw =<

,

cable and transient combustible fires due to hot work.

probability of hot work performed in close enough proximity tou =

important cable targets such that the possibility exists for cable
ignitions ,

human error probability for failure to properly implementHEPw =

procedure NPP-FPl-01 regarding hot work. The assumption
,

is that if the procedure is properly implemented that stray
ignitions will not occur or that they will be immediately ,

extinguished.

probability of fire suppression failurePs =

Conditional Core Damage ProbabilityCCDP =

The parameter u is estimated with a value of 0.25. This value is based on a 5 min. trash container fire
with a heat rate of 380 Btu /sec.

A value of SE-2 is used to estimate HEPw. A formal human reliability analysis was not performed. An
applicable and typical screening human error probability for failing to follow a procedure in a non-

' stressful situation would be 0.1. The value of 5E-2 isjudged to be more realistic. j

Per Attachment 10.3 of the FIVE methodology, the failure probability of a Halon suppression system is
5.0E-2. ,

i

If the automatic Halon suppression system fails, it is conservatively assumed here that all control room
functions become damaged and shutdown from outside the control room using AOP 20.000.18 is

,

required. A conditional core damage probability of 1.0E-2 is =mmed in this case. This value is based
on an assumed screening human error probability of 0.1 for shutdown outside the control room.

Therefore, the core damage frequency estimate for Scenario #1 is calculated as follows:

Fwi = 8.4E-4 x 0.25 x 5.0E-2 x 5.0E-2 x 1.0E-2 = 5.25E-9/yr |
Note that this calculation conservatively assumes that transient combustibles may be located in the
area.

Scenario #2

The core damage frequency for Scenario #2 is estimated as follows:

Fw2 = Fw x u x HEPw x P,a x CCDP,where:

Fw2 core damage frequency of Scenario #2 (due to hot work)=

fire ignition source frequency (due to hot work). Includes both ;Fw =

cable and transient combustible fires due to hot work.

|
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probability of hot work performed in close enough proximityu =-

. to important cable targets such that the possibility exists for
cableignitions

HEPw human error probability for failure to properly implement=
.

procedure NPP-FPI-01 regarding hot work. The assumption
is that if the procedure is properly implemented that stray
ignitions will not occur or that they will be immediately;

extinguished.

P.r. probability of successful fire suppression failure=-

CCDP Conditional Core Damage Probability=

Per Attachment 10.3 of the FIVE methodology, the failure probability of a Halon suppression system is
5.0E-2; therefore, the reliability ofthe system is 0.950.

The successful actuation of the Halon system is appropriately considered effective in limiting fire
induced damage such that shutdown from the control room can still be effectively performed. To
address the postulated initial fire damage, an assumed conditional core damage probability of 1.0E-2 is

,

; used. This is a conservative value based on review of other initial quantification' runs (e.g.,
L quantification runs involving multiple trains of equipment damage typically result in CCDPs in the mid

| E-3 range).

Therefore, the core damage frequency estimate for Scenario #2 is calculated as follows: i

Fw2 = 8.4E-4 x 0.25 x 5.0E-2 x 0.950 x 1.0E-2 = 9.98E-8/yr

Note that this calculation conservatively assumes that transient combustibles may be located in the
area.

Summary

The total core damage frequency contribution for postulated fires in the cable spreading room is the 'I
sum of the estimates for Scenario #1 and Scenario #2, as calculated above. The resulting core damage
frequency contribution is 1.05E-7/yr, which is below the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion.

I 4B.2.3.10 Cable Tray Area-08AB
i

i Like the cable spreading room, an initial screening quantification of the cable tray area was not
| performed as a core damage frequency orders of magnitude above the IE-6/yr FIVE screening

| Literion was expected.

; Walkdown of the cable tray area and review of the base fire ignition frequency calculations show that I
'

there are no fixed ignition sources in the room. The combination of the lack of fixed ignition sources
and the fire ignition control measures prescribed by NPP-FPl-01 are considered adequate to preclude a
credible fire event from damaging cables in the cable tray area. However, in order to develop a fire risk
screening value, further analysis is presented below.

Ignition Frequency
'

The base fire ignition frequency calculation for the cable tray area identified the following contributors:

* . Cable fires due to hot work: 1.2E-4/yr
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Transient combustible fires due to hot work: 7.2E-4/yr.

Transient ignition sources: 2.1E-4/yre

Like the analysis discussed earlier for the cable spreading rcom, the use of extension cords and heaters
in the cable tray room is not considered credible; therefore, transient ignited fires are not quantified. In
addition, although considered unlikely, the hot work ignition source is conservatively maintained for
analysis.

Fire Damage ScenaHa

Hot work is assumt esult in cable fires and cable damage if procedural cwrols are not followed
and the work is beinb paiormed in close enough proximity to important cable tarpns to cause ignition.
No deterministic fire modeling is performed to define the conditions necessary tor accidental hot work

~

induced cable ignition. Rather, the critical distance is based on trash container fire modeling results.

The cable tray room is provided with a full coverage automatic carbon dioxide suppression
system.[4.3] Therefore, two accident scenarios can be postulated:

Scenario #1: Hot work fire with unsuccessful suppression*

Scenario #2: Hot work fire with successful suppression !e

Accident Sequence Quantification I

Scenario #1

The formula for calculating the hot work induced core damage frequency for this area is the same as
that shown for Scenario #1 for the cable spreading room.

Per Attachment 10.3 of the FIVE methodology, the failure probability of a CO2 suppression system is
4.0E-2.

Therefore, the core damage frequency estimate for Scenario #1 for the cable tray room is calculated as
follows:

Fwi = 8.4E-4/yr x 0.25 x 5.0E-2 x 4.0E-2 x 1.0E-2 = 4.20E-9/yr

Note that this calculation conservatively assumes that transient combustibles may be located in the
area. In addition, the IE-2 CCDP takes credit for the 3M brand 1-hour fire banier material on the
Dedicated Shutdown circuit that passes through this room.

Scenario #2

The formula for calculating the hot work induced core damage frequency for this area is that same as
that shown for Scenario #2 for the cable spreading room.

Per Attachment 10.3 of the FIVE methodology, the failure probability of a CO2 suppression system is
4.0E-2; therefore, the reliability of the sytem is 0.960.

Therefore, the core damage frequency estunate for Scenario #1 for the cable tray room is calculated as
follows:

Fw2 = 8.4E-4/yr x 0.25 x 5.0E-2 x 0.960 x 1.0E-2 = 1.01E-7/yr
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Note that this calculation conservatively assumes that transient combustibles may be located in the
area. In addition, the IE-2 CCDP takes credit for the 3M brand 1-hour fire barrier material on the
Dedicated Shutdowa circuit that passes through this room.

Summary

The total core damage frequency contribution for postulated fires in the cable tray room is the sum of
estimates for Scenario #1 and Scenario #2, as calculated above. The resulting core damage frequency
contribution is 1.05E-7/yr, which is below the 1E-6/yr FIVE screening criterion.

4B.2.3.11 Control Room Complex - 09AB

Like the cable spreading room and the cable tray area, an initial screening quantification of the Control
Room Complex was not performed as a core damage frequency orders of magnitude above the
lE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion was expected.

As the Control Room is continuously staffed, the best estimate fire is one that will be detected
immediately by personnel and extinguished. A fire in the Control Room will be detected by ionization
and photoelectric detectors above the drop ceiling, ionization and heat detectors in the peripheral
rooms, ionization detectors behind the control room panels, ionization detectors within the control
board panels, and by operators continuously stafling the Control Room.

The principal ignition sources in the Control Room are contained in the panels and cabinets. A
walkdown of the Control Room was perfomied to study the functions of each control panel and to
determine which panels are enclosed such that a fire would not spread from one panel to another.
Bulkheads are incorporated into the main control panel design specifically for the purpose of
preventing fire spread. Damage to adjace.? control panels separated by a bulkhead wall is prevented

i

by the fire bulkhead wall and the open tops of the panels which allow hot gases to escape upward. l

Damage is assumed in adjacent control panels for panels not separated by a fire bulkhead.

Therefore, the Control Room was analyzed as individual panel fire scenarios (this is consistent with l

guidance provided in the EPRI Fire PRA Implementation Guids). The fire ignition frequency per panel |
was determined by dividing the total Control Room fire ignition frequency, as determined by the FIVE
methodology, by the total number ofindividual panels and cabinets. This is considered conservative
for the following reasons: 1

Fire protection panels and emergency lightmg are included in the panel ignition frequency and,
|

thus, are implicitly assumed to be ignition sources resulting in credible core damage scenarios.
'

However, as discussed earlier for Sre modeling in other areas, fire protection panels and
emergency lights can be appropriately dismissed from further analysis.

Hot work is included in the panel ignition frequency. Hot work in the Control Room while at |
i poweris not considered credible.
! '

Transient ignited fires are included in the panel ignition frequency without the benefit of
reduced frequency that would result from the analysis of critical combustible loading and the
probability of proximity to exposed targets.

Each postulated panel fire scenario was analyzed as proceeding along either of two distinct accident
sequence paths:

I * Manual suppression by operators successful
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Manual suppression by operators unsuccessfule

If manual suppression by operators is =-dul, then the panel fire is quantified using the fire PSA-

models, with all functions controlled by the panel disabled. However, the control room is not -
abandoned. If manual suppression by operators is unsuccessful, then the quanti 6 cation considers the
following:

Evacuation of the ControlRoom*

Shutdown of the plant using the dedicated shutdown panel.

Panel Fires With Successful Sunomssion

The core damage frequency of each panel fire scenario with successful suppression is calculated as
follows:

i
'

(Panel Ignition Frequency) x (Successful Suppression) . (Conditional Core Dan < ge Probability)

Forty-seven (47) panels and cabinets are located in the Control Room Complex. The overall Control

,
. Room fire ignition frequency is 1.09E-2/yr, therefore, the fire ignition frequency, Fi, per panel is

j calculated as 2.32E-4/yr.

Due to continuous staffing of the Control Room, the probability of successful and timely suppression
of a panel fire is estimated as highly rehable

The conditional core damage probability (CCDP) per panel fire is detemuned based on quantdication
of the fire PSA models. Fourteen (14) of the 47 panels and cabinets in the Control Room contain
controls of equipment credited in the PSA models; these are the main ' control panels. These fourteen
control panels (six of which are combined into two sets of panels due to the lack of fire barrier

- bulkheads) are listed below with the associated modeled failures:

PANEL RUN ID MODELED
FAILURES

H11-P602 and -P812 9AB01 MC, SRVs II, LPCS II,
RHR II, HPCI, RBCCW,
EECW/EESW II,
NIAS II, EDGs 13 and 14

H11-P603,-P804,
-P805,-P813 9AB02 MC, RPT I & II, SLC I &

II, TBCCW, Condensate,
M/U to CSTs

HIl-P806 BASE Main condenser (MC)

i H11-P809' 9AB04 Div. I 4kV buses,
| EDG 11, EDG 12

HI1-P810 9AB05 Div. II 4kV buses,
i EDG 13, EDG 14
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HI1-P811 9AB06 Offsite power supply

PANEL RUN ID MODELED
FAILURES

HI1-P807 9AB07 MC, RHRSW I & II, '

NIAS I & II, Station Air

HI1-P808 9AB08 Hard pipe containment
vent

H11-P817 9AB08 Hard pipe containment
vent

HI1-P601 3ABI1 MC, ADS /SRV I, LPCS I, I

RHR I, NIAS I, RCIC, t

EECW/EESW I, SBFW,
EDGs 11 and 12

A fire in any of the remaining 33 cabinets would not directly damage safe shutdown or attemate safe
shutdown equipment. All these other cabinets were conservatively assumed to result in loss of the
main condenser. The conditional core damage probability for each of these remaining cabinets is based
on run BASE,1.3E-5.

The results of the successfully suppressed panel fire scenarios are initially calculated assuming that even
with successful suppression all functions in the panel are disabled. This assumption does not take
credit for manual suppression successfully preventing failure of redundant controls on a panel nor does
it take credit for the fact that all postulated control board fires do not consume the entire panel. These
initial panel quantifications are surmnarized below:

Panel Ei Suppression CCDP Run ID CDF

Probability

-P602, -P812 4.64E-4 x ~ 1.0 x 1.0E-2 9AB01 = 4.64E-6/yr

-P603,-P804, 9.28E-4 x ~ 1.0 x 2.4E-4 9AB02 = 2.32E-7/yr

-P805,-P813

-P806 2.32E-4 x ~ 1.0 x 1.3 E-5 9AB03 = 3.01E-9/yr

-P809 2.32E-4 x ~ 1.0 x 4.3E-3 9AB04 = 9.97E-7/yr

-P810 2.32E-4 x ~ 1.0 x 2.9E-3 9AB05 = 6.73E-7/yr

-P811 2.32E-4 x ~ 1.0 x 8.0E-4 9AB06 = 1.86E-7/yr

-P807 2.32E-4 x ~ 1.0 x 1.5E-3 3.48E-7/yr=

'A fire in panel-P807,if assumed to disable all functions in the panel, would result in loss of the main condenser, hard pipei

'

vent, and RIIRSW, As such, the core damage frequency for this panel fire is composed entirely ofloss of decay heat removal
accident sequences. Approximately 24 hours are available before the onset of core damage for an o;rmtor to locally operate
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-P808 2.32E-4 x ~ 1.0 x 1.2E-5 9AB08 = 2.78E-9/yr

-P817 2.32E-4 x ~ 1.0 x 1.2E-5 9AB08 = 2.78E-9/yr

-P601, 2.32E-4 x ~ 1.0 x 3.0E-3 1ABl1 = 6.96E-7/yr

Remaining

Panels 7.65E-3 x ~ 1.0 x 1.3E-5 BASE = 9.95E-8/yr

TOTAL 7.89E-6/yr=

This core damage frequemy e6aate is conservative. As stated above, this initial quantification
assumes failure of all functions on a control panel even with successful suppression. This is
conservative for the following reasons:

The control panel fires in the EPRI Fire Events Database do not appear to have resulted in.

significant damage. The recorded fires have self-extinguished or been suppressed before
damage to redundant controls in the panel occurred.[432]

The control panel fires do not take into account the design of the control boards. A typical.

main control board is subdivided into a few discrete areas (see Figure 4-4). Fires initiated
in non-critical zones (e.g., annunciator panel) are not expected to result in damage to
critical controls.

Some functions on the main control board panels are assumed failed due to the implicit.

assumption of a hot short (i.e., shorting of two wires, one of which is powered, such that a
circuit is made up). The hot short failure applies to those functions in which an active i

failure must occur in order to fail the function (e g., hot short initiates closure of normally l
open LPCI injection valve). Studies have shown that the creation of hot shorte. 'uring a j
control panel fire is difficult.[4.34, 4.35] For a hot short to be successful, the correct wires )
must have the insulation melted off and the wires melted or pressed together, and the
circuit fuses and other protection devices must not be damaged by the fire and must
continue to function normally.

If each of these issues were addressed explicitly in the evaluation of each of the main control boards, i

the overall core damage frequency due to suppressed panel fires is judged to be reduced significantly I

(approximately an order of magnitude). However, no guidance is provided in the FIVE methodology
or the EPRI Fire PRA Implementation Guide as to the details of such an analysis. As such, the core i

damage frequency due to unsuppressed panel fires is conservatively multiplied by a factor of 0.5.
Therefore, the core damage frequency due to unsuppressed Control Room panel fires is conservatively
estimated at 3.94E-6/yr.

Panel Fires With Unsuccessful Suppression (Control room evacuation reauired)

IThe core damage frequency of each panel fire with unsuccessful suppression is calculated as follows:

(Panel Ignition Frequency) x (Unsuccessful Suppression) x (Shutdown Probability Outside CR)

breakers or valves to regain RHRSW or the hard pipe vent. An HEP of 1.5E-3, based on the EPRI cause-based human
reliability analysis method, is assigned for the operator failing to recover decay heat removal within 24 hours.[4.14J
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As stated earlier, failure ofimmediate suppression by the operators is judged to be of a low likelihood.
Credit is appropriately taken in this analysis for the continuous stalling of the Control Room by
personnel whose job function stresses vigilance. The probability for manual suppression failure is |

estimated here at 3E-3/ panel fire. The 3E-3 value for failure to suppress is consistent with the EPRI |
Eirs_ Implementation Guids best estimate for failure to suppress a Control Room panel fire within 15

'

minutes.

If the fire is not extinguished, it is assumed the operators leave the Control Room, with a probability of
1.0, and transfer control to the remote shutdown panels. This is conservative, as it assumes a large
panel fire that generates a large amount of smoke and heat that would make the Control Room
completely uninhabitable despite the use of self contained breathing apparatus. A conditional core
damage probability estimate of IE-2/yr is applied for failure to achieve safe shutdown using the
dedicated shutdown panel given a panel fire and failure to suppress the fire in a sufliciently timely
fashion to remain in the control room.

The summed contribution of the individual unsuppressed panel fire scenarios is as follows:

Ranglj Ei Failure to CCDP CDF

Supp.Issj;

47 x 2.32E-4 x 3E-3 x I E-2 = 3.27E-7/>T

The summed core damage frequency contribution of the individual Control Room panel fire scenarios
is as follows:

Successful suppression cases: 3.94E-6/yr*

Unsuccessful suppression cases: 3.27E-7/vre

e TOTAL: 4.27E-6/yr

The Control Room Complex remains above the FIVE 1E-6/yr screening criterion

4B.2.3.12 Misc. Rooms (Div. I Area)- 11 ABE

The initial screening quantification of this compartment resulted in a core damage frequency higher
than the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion Therefore, further analysis was perfonned to reduce the
conservatism in the initial screening quantification.

Ignition Frequency

A review of the base ignition frequency calculation for this area shows the following contributors to the
fire ignition frequency:

Five (5) emergencylights: 2.2E-4/yT*

Ten (10) fire protection panels: 1.2E-4/yr.

Six (6) battery chargers: 1.4E-3/>Te

Two (2) cooling unit components: 5.7E-5/>T*

One(1) Division 1 SRV cabinet: 4.4E-5/yre

One(1) Division Il SRV cabinet: 4.4E-5/>Te
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MCC 2PA-1: 9.3E-4/yre

MCC 2PB-1: 1.3E-3/yr.

Distribution cabinet 2PA-2: 8.4E-4/yre

Two (2) RPS MG sets: 5.5E-3/yr*

J
Five(5) miscellaneous cabinets: 2.2E-4/yre

e Cable fires due to hot work: 1.2E-4/yr

Transient combustible fires due to hot work: 7.2E-4/yr q
.

i :
Transient ignition sources: 2.1E-4/yr J

*

| As discussed earlier, the credible fires in either the fire protection panels or the emergency lights would !

be small and confined to within the boundaries of the unit. In addition, these postulated fires would
quicidy extinguish due to limited combt4ibles and would realistically not result in a plant trip.

,

Therefore, the fire protection panels and tir , ciergency lights are elimmated from further analysis. )
1

Standby battery chargers R3200S025 and R3200S020C can be elimmated from further analysis as they j
are deenergized and must be manually aligned.

| The remaining ignition sources are maintained for further analysis.

j Fier Damage Scenarios

The potential fire damage scenarios, based on review of the ignition sources, as described above,
include-

1
'

Battery charger firee

Cooling unit fire*

Div. I SRV cabinet firee

Div. II SRV cabinet firee

MCC 2PA-1 firee

e MCC 2PB-1 fire

Distribution cabinet 2PA-2 firei e

e RPS MG Set fire

Miscellaneous panel fire( =

Transient ignited fire.

Cable / transient fire due to hot worke

Battery Charner Fire

Six battery chargers are located at the southwest end of compartment 11 ABE:

24V DC charger 2IA-1 (R3200S023A)*

24V DC charger 2IA-2 (R3200S023B)e
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24V DC standby charger AB (R3200S025) )e

130V DC charger 2A-1 (R3200S020A)e

1

130V DC charger 2A-2 (R3200S020B) ;
e

130V DC charger 2A-1-2 (R3200S020C)*

The 24V DC chargers are small units that are 'ocax! five (5) feet or more from any other important ;

equipment (e.g., the 130V DC chargers are 5 feet across the corridor). There are no cable trays i

overhead. In addition, as discussed above, the 24V DC standby charger is eliminated from further
analysis as a potential fire source. A postulated fire in either of the other two 24V DC chargers would '

result in only consuming and failing the individual charger. Conservatively, it is assumed here that a
fire in either of the two chargers would disable all three 24V DC battery chargers. As the 24V DC
system supplies power for primanly neutron monitoring, it is assumed that failure of the chargers

.

would lead to a plant trip with the loss of the main condenser.

The 130V DC chargers, as stated above, are located approximately five (5) feet across the corridor
from the 24V DC chargers. The standby charger, 2A-1-2, is deengergized and must be manually !

aligned. Therefore, the 130V DC standby charger is elimmated from further analysis as a potential fire |
source. ~

i

The nearest component to the 130V DC chargers is Division I DC distribution cabinet 2PA-2. 2PA-2
is actually two (2) connected steel cabinets located approxunately 4' 6" to the west of the nearest :
charger (R3200S020A). A conservatively high peak fire intensity of 500 Btu /sec. (larger than the peak '

fire intensity of a 32-gallon trash fire) would be required to achieve a critical radiant flux distance of .

4'-6". Therefore, failure of 2PA-2 due to a battery charger fire is not indicated by deterministic fire i
modeling.

Located directly above the chargers are cable trays IC-101 and IP-061/DCIP-061. The IC-101 cable
tray is located approximately 2' 6" above the chargers; IP-061/DCIP-061 is located approximately 4' ;

abov- the chargers. Tray IC-101 can be expected to sustain cable damage due to a postulated high
'

intensity charger fire. The other tray is far enough away such that cable damage is not indicated by fire
i

modeling.

Cable tray IC-101 contains Division I DC cables. Failure of this tray can be conservatively modeled as ;

leading to failure of all Division I DC power. !

Cooling Unit Fires

The primary ignition source for a cooling unit fire is a motor-driven grease lubricated fan
;

(T4100B043). This fan unit is suspended from the ceiling approximately 5 feet away from MCC 2PA- |
15. There are no cable trays within five (5) feet of this fan motor. As the fan motor fire would be a !
motor windings fire inside the motor housing, the fan motor fire is best modeled using the FIVE l

methodology radiant exposure approach. An overly conservative peak fire intensity (approximately
400 Btu /sec) would be required to create a critical radiant flux distance of five feet. Therefore,
deterministic fire modeling does not indicate that damage will occur to any non-BOP equipment (BOP
targets were not investigated) due to a cooling fan fire.

Division I SRV Cabinet Fire
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This cabinet is an enclosed steel cabinet and is expected to contain the effects of a Gre. The impact of
the fire is expected to result in no more than a trip with loss of the Division I SRV function.

Division H SRV Cabinet Fire

This cabinet is an enclosed steel cabinet and is expected to contain the effects of a fire. The impact of
the fire is expected to result in no more than a trip with loss of the Division II SRV function.

MCC 2PA-1 Fire

MCC 2PA-1 is located in the southeast corner of compartment 11 ABE. The nearest equipment
consists of cable trays, a cooling unit, and a Division II MCC. The cooling unit, as discussed above, is

'

not within a critical distance.

Cable trays IC-101 and IP-061/DCIP-061 pass directly overhead of MCC 2PA-1 at a distance of
approximately 2' 6" above the top of the MCC. These trays can be expected to sustain cable damage
during a postulated fire of MCC 2PA-1. Trays IC-101 and IP-061/DCIP-%1 contain Division I DC
cables. Therefore, damage to these trays can be conservatively modeled as failure of all Divisiori I DC.

Nearby MCC 2PB-1 is approximately 4' 6" to the south of MCC 2PA-1. A radiant heat shield exists
between these two MCCs. Without crediting the radiant heat shield, MCC 2PB-1 is sufficiently distant
such that it is not expected to be damaged due to a fire in MCC 2PA-1. - An overly conservative peak
fire intensity (500 Btu /sec) is required to result in a failure of MCC 2PB-1 given a postulated fire in
MCC 2PA-1. Therefore, fire modeling does not indicate that damage to MCC 2PB-1 can be expected

Other nearby targets are cable trays contaimng Division II cables (2C-075 and 2P-075) and trays
containing RCIC cables (IP-060, IC-075, IC-122). The Division II cable trays are wrapped in 3-M
fire barrier material. This material is not credited as it is not maintained. However, all these cable trays

- are sufficiently distant (approximately six feet or more) from MCC 2PA-1 such that damage to cables
is not expected.

Therefore, the expected impacts from a fire in MCC 2PA-1 can be conservatively bounded by
assuming failure of all Division I DC.

MCC 2PB-1 Fire

MCC 2PB-1 is located in the southeast comer of compartment ilABE. The nearest equipment
consists of cable trays and a Division I MCC.

Nearby MCC 2PA-1 is approximately 4' 6" to the north of MCC 2PB-1. The discussion provided
above for MCC 2PA-1 applies here and indicates that these two MCCs are sufficiently separated such
that fire induced damage to the second MCC is not expected.

Other nearby targets are cable trays containing Division II cables (2C-075 and 2P-075) and trays
containing RCIC cables (IP-060, IC-075, IC-122). The nearest is tray IP-061/DCIP-061, at a line of
sight distance of approximately 4'. This tray is sufficiently distant such that damage to the contained
cables is not expected. Other trays are more distant and, therefore, are also not expected to be
damaged.

Therefore, a fire in MCC 2PB-1 is expected to result in failure ofjust the MCC functions. This can be
conservatively modeled by assuming failure ofall Division II DC.

Cabinet 2PA-2 Fire
<
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Distribution cabinet 2PA-2 is located 4' 6" to the west of the Division I DC battery chargers, as
discussed above. A fire in this cabinet is not expected to result in failure of the nearby chargers.
However, failure of a charger and 2PA-2 would result in the same impact as just failure of 2PA-2 (i.e.,
coruervatively assume Division I DC disabled)

Cable tray IP-061/DCIP-061 passes directly overhead of 2PA-2 at a height of approximately 2' 6"
above the top of the cabinet. This tray can be postulated to sustain damage during a cabinet fire in
2PA-2. However, this tray contains the same vulnerabilities as the cabinet itself.

Therefore, a fire in 2PA-2 can be conservatively modeled by assuming failure of all Division I DC.

RPS MG Set Fire

RPS MG sets C7102S001 A and C7102S001B are located in separate concrete rooms with steel doors.
There are no safe shutdown cables or equipment located in these two concrete rooms. A fire in either
of these two rooms is not expected to propagate outside the boundaries of the room. These fires can
be appropriately modeled as assuming a plant trip and loss of the main condenser.

Miscellaneous Panel Fires

Fires in the miscellaneous panels are expected to remain confined to these panels. These panel fires can
be conservatively modeled as resulting in a plant trip with loss of the main condenser and the hard pipe
vent.

Transient Innited Fires

A walkdown of the area did not identify any transient ignition sources or combustible materials.
However, to bound the transient combustible fire scenario, a trash container fire is conservatively
postulated in the room. This fire was modeled with the QUICK FIVE software as having a duration of
5 minutes and a peak fire intensity of 380 Btu /sec; this is consistent with fire modeling examples in the
FIVE methodology. The height of the point source trash container fire was assumed to be 4 feet, '

consistent with the FIVE methodology.

The critical height for the Target-In-Plume case extends to the ceiling and the critical radiant flux
distance is approximately 3.4 feet. Therefore, the analysis needs to address the likelihood of a transient
combustible placed under cable trays or near important equipment.

Hot Work Fires

Hot work is assumed to result in cable fires and cable damage if procedural controls are not followed
and the work is being performed in close enough proximity to important cable targets or transient
combustibles to causeignition.

Accident Sequence Quantification

Batterv Charner Fires 1

The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core l
damage frequency due to fixed ignition sources: 1

Frx = Fr x Pa x CCDP, where: )i

core damage frequency (due to fixed sources) lFrx =

1

fire ignition source frequency (due to fixed sources) )Fir =
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Pa probability of fire suppression failure=

CCDP Conditional Core Damage Probability )
=

No credit is taken here for fire suppression or fire brigades
i

Fire modeling for the 24V DC chargers indicates that fire induced failure of the chargers is best
1

modeled as leading to a plant trip with loss of the main condenser The conditional core damage l
!probability for this event is based on an existing run (15AB3, CCDP=3.3E-5 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for the 24V DC chargers is calculated as follows (note that the .

standby charger is eliminated as it is deenergized): !

F = (2/6) x 1.4E-3 x 1.0 x 3.3E-5 = 1.54E-8/yr |
Fire modeling for the 130V DC chargers indicates that fire induced failure of the chargers can be !

.

conservatively modeled as leadmg to loss of all Division I DC power. The conditional core damage 1

| probability for this event is based on an existing run (10AB1, CCDP=4E-4 - see Table 4-4).. I
|

Therefore, the core damage frequency for the 130V DC chargers is calculated as follows (note the |
standby charger is ehminated as it is h-ized):

]
F = (2/6) x 1.4E-3 x 1.0 x 4E-4 = 1.86E-7/yr

Coolina Unit Fins

The fire modeling performed for the cooling unit equipment does not indicate damage to any nearby
non-BOP cabling or equipment However, the effect on BOP cabhng was not evaluated. Therefore,
the core damage frequency estimate for this ignition contributor is conservatively modeled as leading to
a plant trip with loss of the main condenser and loss of the hard-piped vent. The conditional core
damage probability associated with this damage is conservatively estimated at 2E-4/yr (rather than
perform an additional run, this CCDP is conservatively based on an existing run,14AB2, that includes
failure of the main condenser, the hard-piped vent and RCIC).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to a cooling unit fan is conservatively estimated
as follows:

5.7E-5 x 1.0 x 2.0E-4 = 1.14E-8/yr

Division I SRV Cabinet Fire

The fire modeling performed for_ this panel indicates that this panel fire will not damage other
equipment, and can best be modeled as a plant trip with loss of the Division I SRV function. The
conditional core damage probability for this fire is based on an existing run (03 AB4, CCDP=8.6E-6/yr)

Therefore, the core damage frequency associated with a fire in this cabinet is calculated as follows:

4.4E-5 x 1.0 x 8.6E-6 = 3.78E-10/yr

Division U SRV Cabinet Firet

i The fire modeling performed for this panel indicates that this panel fire will not damage other !

: equipment, and can best be modeled as a plant trip with loss of the Division II SRV function. The |
; conditional core damage probability for this fire is based on mi existing run (03AB4, CCDP=8.6E-6/yr)
'

Therefore, the core damage frequency associated with a fire in this cabinet is calculated as follows: i

|
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4.4E-5 x 1.0 x 8.6E-6 = 3.78E-10/yr

MCC 2PA-1 Fire

The fire modeling for MCC 2PA-1 indicates that damage to nearby Division I DC trays can be
expected due to a postulated fire in 2PA-1. The scenario can be conservatively modeled by assuming
failure of all Division I DC. The conditional core damage probability for this fire is based on an existing '

mn (10AB1, CCDP=4E-4 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to a fire in MCC 2PA-1 is conservatively
estimated as follows:

9.3E-4 x 1.0 x 4E-4 = 3.70E-7/yr

MCC 2PB-1 Fire

The fire modeling for MCC 2PB-1 indicates that damage to nearby trays and equipment is not
expected due to a postulated fire in 2PB-1. However, the failure of MCC 2PB-1 can, by itself, be
conservatively modeled as resulting in failure of all Division II DC. The conditional core damage
probability for this fire is based on an existing mn (10AB2, CCDP=3.3E-4 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to a fire in MCC 2PB-1 is conservatively
estimated as follows:

1.3E-3 x 1.0 x 3.3E-4 = 4.29E-7/yr

Cabinet 2PA-2 Fire

The fire modeling for cabinet 2PA-2 indicates that a postulated fire in 2PA-2 can be conservatively ,

modeled by assuming failure of all Division I DC. The conditional core damage probability for this fire
is based on an existing mn (10AB1, CCDP=4E-4 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to a fire in cabinet 2PA-2 is conservatively
estimated as follows: '

8.4E-4 x 1.0 x 4E-4 = 3.36E-7/yr

Miscellaneous Panel Fires

Fires in these panels are expected to remain confined within the panels. The panels are quantified
,

collectively with a conditional core damage probability assuming a plant trip with loss of the main '

condenser and the hard pipe vent. The core damage probability is based on and existing run (14AB2,

CCDP=2E-4 - see Table 4-4). i

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to a miscellaneous panel fire is conseivatively
estimated as follows:

2.2E-4 x 1.0 x 2E-4 = 4.40E-8/yT

RPS MG Set Fires

The fire modeling performed for these units indicates that they can be modeled collectively as leading
to a plant trip and loss of the main condenser, The conditional core damage probability associated with
this damage is based on an existing run (15AB3, CCDP=3.3E-5 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to an MG set fire is calculated as follows: )
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5.5E-3 x 1.0 x 3.3E-5 = 1.82E-7/yr

Transient Fires

The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core :
damage frequency due to transient combustible sources:

F = Fa x u x p x w x Pa x CCDP,where:

core damage frequency (due to transients) |F =

fire ignition source frequency (due to transients) jFa =

transient combustible located in the range of target componentsu =

p probability of combustible being exposed=

frequency of finding a critical combustible loading versus the frequency !w =

ofimpecting and removing the transient combustible fire source.

probability of fire suppression failure lPa =

l

Coixiitional Core Damage ProbabihtyCCDP =

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameters u, Pa and p are
conservatively set to 1.0.

Per the FIVE methodology, w is calculated as follows:

w = ( x/2) x In(1/x), where x = Fm/F.

Foi The frequency of having a critical combustible loading present. FIVE=

provides a screening value of I event / year / compartment. !

F. Frequency of combustible material inspections that would find the=

transient combustible fire source before a fire occurred.

The value of I event / year is used here for Foi.

Administrative procedure NPP-FPl.01 specifies that: 1) monthly fire protection inspections are to be
performed, and 2) an hourly compensatory fire watch is to tour all areas appeanng on the Out of
Specification Log Sheet. This same procedure states that the accumulation of trash, oil rags,
combustible materials, and similar fire hazards is prohibited. It isjudged that either of the above tours
would identify and correct a trash container inappropriately placed near a cable tray riser. As the
hourly compensatory fire watch may not tour this area hourly or every day, a conservative estimate of
one tour per week is assumed (F. = 52/yr). Therefore, w for this area is estimated as follows:

w = ((1/52y2) x In(1/(1/52)) = 3.79E-2

A bounding conditional core damage probability, given failure of the suppression system, can be
conservatively estimated using the initial screening quantification mn (ll AB1, CCDP=6.5E-3 - see
Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to transient combustible fires is conservatively
estimated as follows:

F = 2.lE-4 x 1.0 x 1.0 x 3.79E-2 x 1.0 x 6.5E-3 = 5.17E-8/yr
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Hot Work Fires

Hot work induced core damage frequency is estimated as follows:

Fw = Fu x u x HEPw x Pa x CCDP,where:

Fw core damage frequency (due to hot work)=

Fa fire ignition source frequency (due to hot work). Includes both=

cable and transient combustible fires due to hot work.

probability of hot work performed in close enough proximity tou =

important cable targets or transient combustibles such that the
possibility exists forignition

HEPw human error probability for failure to properly implement=

procedure NPP-FPl-01 regarding hot work. The assumption
is that if the procedure is properly implemented that stray
ignitions will not occur or that they will be immediately ,

extinguished.
'

Pa probability of fire suppression failure=

CCDP Conditional Core Damage Probability=

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameters Pa and u are
conservatively set to 1.0.

A value of 5E-2 is used to estimate HEPw A formal human reliability analysis was not performed. An !

applicable and typical screening human error probability for failing to follow a procedure in a non- !

stressful situation would be 0.1. The value of SE-2 isjudged to be more realistic.

A bounding conditional core damage probability, given failure of the suppression system, can be
conservatively estimated using the initial screening quantification runs (ll AB1, CCDP=6.5E-3 - see |
Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to hot work is conservatively estimated as j
follows:

Fw = 8.4E-4 x 1.0 x 5.0E-2 x 1.0 x 6.5E-3 = 2.73E-7/yr

Summan'

Summing the individual fire scenario core damage frequencies, the total core damage frequency due to
fire in this area is consen'atively estimated at 1.90E-6/yr. This compartment remains above the 1E-6/yr
FIVE screening criterion.

4B.2.3.13 Misc. Rooms (Div. II Battery Charger Area) - 11 ABW

The initial screening quantification of this compartment resulted in a core damage frequency higher
than the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Therefore, further analysis was performed to reduce the
conservadsm in the initial screening quantification.

;
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Ignition Frequency ,

A review of the base ignition frequency calculation for this area shows the following contributors to the :
fireignition frequency: ;

Five(5) emergercy'ights: 2.2E-4/yre

Two (2)fre ptotretion panels: 2.4E-5/yr*

Five (';) battery chargers: 1.2E-3/yre

e Distribution cabinet 2PB-2: 7.9E-4/yr

One (1) miscellaneous cabinet: 4.4E-5/yre

Cable fires due to hot work: 1.2E-4/yre

Transient combustible fires due to hot work 7.2E-4/yr.

Transient ignition sources: 2.lE-4/yre

As discussed earlier, the credible fires in either the fire protection panels or the emergency lights would <

be small and confined to within the boundaries of the unit. In addition, these postulated fires would
quickly extinguish due to limited combustibles and would realistically not result in a plant trip.
Therefore, the fire protection panels and the emergency lights are eliminated from funher analysis.

Standby battery charger R3200S021C can be climinated from further analysis as it is deenergized and
must be manually aligned.

The remaining ignition sources are maintained for further analysis.

Fire Damage Scenarios

The potential fire damage scenarios, based on review of the ignition sources, as described above,
include:

Battery charger fire*

e Distribution cabinet 2PB-2 fire )
Miscellaneous panel firee

Transient ignited fire 1e

I
Cable / transient fire due to hot work |

e

Battery Charner Fire

Six battery chargers are located in compartment 11 ABW:

24V DC charger 2IB-1 (R3200S024A)e

24V DC charger 2IB-2 (R3200S024B)e

130V DC charger 2B-1 (R3200S021 A)e

130V DC charger 2B-2 (R3200S021B)e

130V DC charger 2B-1-2 (R3200S021C).
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The 24V DC chargers are small units that are located five (5) feet or more from any other important
equipment (e.g., the 130V DC chargers are 5 feet in front across the corridor). There are no cable
trays overhead. In addition, as discussed above, the 24V DC standby charger is eliminated from I

further analysis as a potential fire source. A postulated fire in either of the other two 24V DC chargers '

would result in only consuming and failing the individual charger. Conservatively, it is assumed here
that a fire in either of the two chargers would disable all three 24V DC chargers. As the 24V DC
system supplies power for primarily neutron monitoring, it is assumed that failure of the chargers
would lead to a plant trip with the loss of the main condenser.

The 130V DC chargers, as stated above, are located approximately five (5) across the corridor for the
24V DC chargers. The standby charger, 2A-1-2, is deengergized and must be manually aligned.
Therefore, the 130V DC standby charger is eliminated from further analysis as a potential fire source.

There are no cable trays overhead or nearby. However, Division II DC distribution cabinet 2PB-2 is
located approximately one foot to the east of battery charger R3200S021 A. However, failure of both ,

the distribution cabinet and a charger results in the same impact as just failure of a charger (i.e.,
conservatively assume Division II DC disabled).

Therefore, a 130V DC charger fire can be conservatively modeled by assummg failure of all Division II
DC.

Cabinet 2PB-2 Fire

Distribution cabinet 2PB-2 is located approximately one foot to the east of 130V DC battery charger
R3200S021 A. As discussed above for the chargers, failure of both the distribution cabinet and a
charger results in the same impact as failure ofjust a charger or the distribution cabinet (i.e., assume

Division II DC disabled).

Therefore, a fire in 2PB-2 can be conservatively modeled by assuming failure of all Division Il DC.

Miscellaneous Panel Fire

This single panel is a fuse panel for the 24V DC battery, Like the 24V DC chargers, this panel can be
modeled as a plant trip with loss of the main condenser and the hard pipe vent. Fire in this panel is
expected to remain confined within the panel.

Transient Innited Fires

A walkdown of the area did not identify any transient ignition sources or combustible materials.
However, to bound the transient combustible fire scenario, a trash container fire is conservatively
postulated in the room. This fire was modeled with the QUICK FIVE software as having a duration of
5 minutes and a peak fire intensity of 380 Btu /sec; this is consistent with fire modeling examples in the
FIVE methodology. The height of the point source trash container fire was assumed to be 4 feet above
the floor, consistent with the FIVE methodology.

The critical height for the Target-In-Plume case extends to the ceiling and the critical radiant flux
distance is approximately 3.4 feet. Therefore, the analysis needs to address the likelihood of a transient
combustible placed under cable trays or near important equipment.

|

.

|
,
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Hot Work Fires

Hot work is assumed to result in cable fires and cable damage if procedural controls are not followed )
and the work is being performed in close enough proximity to important cable targets or transient I

'
combustibles to cause ignition.

Accident Sequence Quantification ;

Batterv Charner Fires |
|

The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core
damage frequency due to fixed ignition sources: |
Fs = Fir x Pa x CCDP,where:

core damage frequency (due to fixed sources)Fs =

fire ignition source frequency (due to fixed sources)Fir =

probability of fire suppression failurePs =

Conditional Core Damage ProbabilityCCDP =

This area is not equipped with an automatic fire suppression system. No credit is taken here for fire
brigades.

Fire modeling for the 24V DC chargers indicates that fire induced failure of the chargers can be i

conservatively modeled as leading to a plant trip with loss of the main condenser. The conditional core !

damage probability for this event is based on an existing run (15AB3, CCDP=3.3E-5 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for the 24V DC chargers is calculated as follows (note that the
standby charger is eliminated as it is deenergized):

,

F = (2/5) x 1.2E-3 x 1.0 x 3.3E-5 = 1.58E-8/yr

Fire modeling for the 130V DC chargers indicates that fire induced failure of the chargers can be
conservatively modeled as leadmg to loss of all Division II DC power. The conditional core damage
probability for this event is based on an existing run (10AB2, CCDP=3.3E-4 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for the 130V DC chargers is calculated as follows (note the
standby charger is eliminated as it is deenergized):

F = (2/5) x 1.2E-3 x 1.0 x 3.3E-4 = 1.58E-7/yr

Cabinet 2PB-2 Fire ,

|

The fire modeling for cabinet 2PB-2 indicates that a postulated fire in 2PB-2 can be conservatively i

modeled by assuming failure of all Division II DC. The conditional core damage probability for this j
fire is bued on an existing run (10AB2, CCDP=3.3E-4 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage fiequency for this area due to a fire in cabinet 2PB-2 is conservatively, ,

estimated as follows: !
*

|

| 7.9E-4 x 1.0 x 3.3E-4 = 2.61E-7/yr
|

! M.iscellaneous Panel Fires |
,
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The panels are quantified collectively with a conditional core damage probability assuming a plant trip
with loss of the main condenser and the hard pipe vent. The core damage probability is based on and ,

existing run (14AB2, CCDP=2E-4 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to a miscellaneous panel fire is conservatively ,

estimated as follows:
'

4.4E-5 x 1.0 x 2E-4 = 8.80E-9/yr

Transient Fists

The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core '

damage frequency due to transient combustible sources:

F = Fa x u x p x w x Ps x CCDP,where:

F core damage frequency (due to transients)=i

fire ignition source frequency (due to transients)Fa =

transient combustible located in the range of target componentsu =

p probability of combustible being exposed=

frequency of finding a cdtical combustible loading versus the frequencyw =

ofinspecting and removing the transient combustible fire source.

probability of fire suppression failurePs =

Conditional Core Damage Probability -CCDP =

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameters Pa and p are
conservatively set to 1.0.

Due to the small size of the room (approximately 10' x 15'), the parameter u is appropriately set to 1.0.

Per the FIVE methodology, w is calculated as follows:

w = (x/2) x In(1/x), where x = Fa/F,

Fa The frequency of having a critical combustible loading present.=

FIVE provides a screening value of I event / year / compartment.

Frequency of combustible material inspections that would find theF. =

transient combustible fire source before a fire occurred.-
,

1
'

The value of 1 event / year is used here for Fa.

~ Administrative procedure NPP-FPl-01 specifies that: 1) monthly fire protection inspections are to be
performed, and 2) an hourly compensatory fire watch is to tour all areas appeanng on the Out of
Specification Log Sheet. This same procedure states that the accumulation of trash, oil rags,
combustible materials, and similar fire hazards is prohibited. It isjudged that either of the above tours
would identify and correct a trash container inappropriately placed near a cable tray riser. As the
hourly compensatory fire watch may not tour this area hourly or every day, a conservative estimate of
one tour per week is assumed (F. = 52/yr). Therefore, w for this area is estimated as follows:

|

w = ((1/52)/2) x In(1/(1/52)) = 3.79E-2 )
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A bounding conditional core damage probability, given failure of the suppression system, can be
1

conservatively estimated using the initial screening quantification run (11 AB3, CCDP=1.3E-3 - see !

Table 4-4). ,

'Iherefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to transient combustible fires is conservatively |

estimated as follows: ;

F = 2.lE-4 x 1.0 x 1.0 x 3.79E-2 x 1.0 x 1.3E-3 = 1.03E-8/yr e

Hot Work Fires
i

Hot work induced core damage frequency is estimated as follows: |

Fw = Fa. x u x HEPw x Ps x CCDP,where: |

core damage frequency (due to hot work) !Fw =

fire ignition source frequency (due to hot work). Includes both cableFa. =

and transient combustible fires due to hot work.

probability of hot work performed in close enough proximity tou =

important cable targets or transient combustibles such that the
possibility exists forignition

human error probability for failure to properly implement procedureHEPw =

NPP-FP1-01 regarding hot work. The assumption is that if the
procedure is properly implemented that stray ignitions will not occur or
that they will be immediately extinguished.

probability of fire suppression failure iPa =

Conditional Core Damage Probabdity |CCDP =

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameter Ps is
conservatively set to 1.0.

A value of SE-2 is used to estimate HEPw. A formal human reliability analysis was not performed. An
applicable and typical screening human error probability for failing to follow a procedure in a non-
stressful situation would be 0.1. The value of SE-2 isjudged to be more realistic.

Due to the small size of the room, the parameter u is appropriately set to 1.0.

A bounding conditional core damage probability can be conservatively estimated using the initial
screenmg quantification run (11 AB3, CCDP=1.3E-3 - see Table 4-4).

'

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to hot work is conservatively estimated as j

follows: |

Fw = 8.4E-4 x 1.0 x 5.0E-2 x 1.0 x 1.3E-3 = 5.46E-8/yr

Summary

Summing the individual fire scenario core damage frequencies, the total core damage frequency due to
fire it this area is conservatively estimated at 5.09E-7/yr. This estimate is below the IE-6/yr FIVE j
screening criterion. Therefore, this compartment is screened from further analysis. )

4B.2.3.14 Division H SWGR Room - 12A'B
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The initial screenmg quantification of this compartment resulted in a core damage frequency over an
order of magnitude higher than the IE-6/yr FIVE screening critedon. This initial screening
quantification is overly conservative.

Fire Ignition Frequency
!

A review of the base ignition frequency calculation for this area shows the following contributors to the
fireignition frequency;

Three(3) fire protection panels: 3.7E-5/yre

,

Six(6)emergencylights: 1.1E-4/yr !
e

Six (6) cooling unit components: 1.7E-4/yre '

480V 72F bus, 4kV/480V transformer, & voltage regulator: 3.1E-4/yr.
.

480V 72E bus,4kV/480V transformer, & voltage regulator: 3.2E-4/yre

e 4160V 65F bus: 1.3E-4/yr

e 4160V 65E bus: 1.7E-4/yr

e 4160V 65G bus: 5.7E-5/yr

65T crosstie breaker cabinet: 1.9E-5/yre

e MPU 2: 4.0E-4/yr

~ . Two (2)MPU 2 voltage regulators: 1.9E-4/yre

* MCC 72F-2A: 2.7E-4/yr

e Cabinet 72E-4A: 2.5E-4/yr

120V distdbution cabinet for MCC 2PB-1: 1.2E-4/yre

130V DC cabinet 2PB2-15: 2.lE-4/yre

MCC 72C-F isolating contactor (Div, II): 1.9E-5/yre

Miscellaneous electricalitems: 1.6E-4/yre

Transient ignition sources: 2.lE-4/yre

Cable fires due to hot work: 1.2E-4/yre

Transient combustible fires due to hot work: 7.2E-4/yre

As discussed earlier, the fire protection panels and the emergency lights are eliminated from funher
analysis. The credible fires in either the fire protection panels or the emergency lights would be
confined to within the boundaries of the unit and would realistically not result in a plant trip.

The remaining ignition sources are maintained for funher analysis.

Fire Damage Scenarios

The potential fire damage scenarios, based on review of the ignition sources, as descdbed above,
include:
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Cooling unit fire ie

{e Bus fire'

MCC/ cabinet / panel fire |.

fMiscellaneous electrical firee

. Transient ignited fire f
.

Cable / transient fire due to hot wodc. ,

Each of credible fire scenarios is discussed below.
;

Coolina Unit Fire :
!Two cooling unit systems are located in this area, east cooling unit T4100B004 and west cooling unit

T4100B005. However, each is located far from safety related cable trays and equipment The primary ~ j

ignition source for each cooling unit is a motor windings fire. The motor of the east cooling unit is
,

located far from any equipment or cable trays. The motor of the west cooling unit is locatedi 1

approximately 5 feet (line of sight distance) from the west end ofbus 65F. As the motor fire would be |
a windings fire inside the housing, the fan motor is best modeled using the FIVE methodology radiant |
exposure case. An overly conservative peak fire intensity (approximately 400 Btu /sec.) would be i

required to create a critical flux distance of five feet. Therefore, deterministic fire modeling does not :

indicate that damage will occur to any safety equipment or cables due to a cooling unit fire. - BOP i,

cables were not investigated in detail for either motor; however, the motors are small fire sources and '

are far from any equipment and cables.
,

Therefore, the cooling unit fire scenarios can be conservatively modeled as either cooling unit leadmg !

to a plant trip with availability of all modeled equipment.
i

480V 72F Bus /fransformer Fier |

The discussion provided earlier for 480V Bus 72C (see Section 4B.1.2.3.4) applies similarly to 480V |

Bus 72F. The credible fires are judged to initiate in the 4kV/480V tramformer or a breaker cubicle. -

However, a major difference in the configuration between the switchgear tnses in fire compartment

| 04ABN and those in compruhnent 12AB is the existence of overhead cab'e trays in compartment |
j 04ABN. Fire compiuhuent 12AB does not contain overhead cable trays. Therefore, the assumption ;

l used for 04ABN that 10% of the postulated switchgear fires are large fires propagating to cable trays !

and failing all functions contained in the room is much more conservative for fire compartment 12AB :
than it is for 04ABN. Therefore, it is assumed here that five percent (5%) of the postulated Bus 72F
result in large fires that disable all functions in the room. The remaining mnety-five percent (95%) of :

the spectrum of 72F fires are modeled as breaker and transformer fires that result in loss of the bus.

480V 72E Bus /Tr=ir= Fire

The discussion provided above for 480V Bus 72F applies equally to 480V Bus 72E. The credible fires
are judged to initiate in the 4kV/480V transformer or a breaker cubicle. Ninety-five percent (95%) of,

: the spectrum of 72E Sres are modeled as breaker and transformer fires that result in loss of the bus.
The remaining five percent (5%) of the postulated 72E fires are modeled as large fires that disable all,

! functions in the room.

!' 4160V 65F Bus Fire
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The discussion provided above for 480V Bus 72F applies equally to 4160V Bus 65F. A minor
exception to the Bus 72F configuration is that this switchgear bus unit does not contain a large
transformer component. The postulated fires are assumed to occur in the breaker cubicles. Each
cubicle is analyzed as an electrical panel. Ninety-five percent (95%) of the postulated 65F fires are
modeled as resuhing in damage internal to the switchgear bus unit. If a fire occurs in a cubicle
associated with the offsite power feed to the 65F bus then, in addition to loss of the 65F bus, the offsite

feed will be lost to both the 65F and the 65E buses. However, the 65E bus can still be powered by the
emergency diesel generators (the 65F bus is the source of the fire and is assumed completely disabled).
If a fire occurs in a cubicle not associated with the offsite power feed, then only power on the 65F bus
is lost (i.e., the offsite feed to Bus 65E is still available). The remaming five percent (5%) of the
postulated 65F fires are modeled as large fires that disable all functions in the room.

4160V 65E Bus Fire

The discussion provided above for 4160V Bus 65F applies equally to 4160V Bus 65E. Ninety-five
percent (95%) of the postulated 65E fires are modeled as resulting in damage internal to the switchgear
bus unit. If a fire occurs in a cubicle associated with the offsite power feed to the 65E bus then, in
addition to loss of the 65E bus, the offsite feed will be lost to both the 65F and the 65E bus. However,
the 65F bus can still be powered by the emergency diesel generators (the 65E bus is the source of the
fire and is assumed completely disabled). If a fire occurs in a cubicle not associated with the offsite

power feed, then only power on the 65E bus is lost (i.e., the offsite feed to Bus 65F is still available).
The remaining five percent (5%) of the postulated 65E fires are modeled as large fires that disable all
functionsin the room.

4160V 65G Bus Fire

Although similar in construction to 4kV buses 65E and 65F, Bus 65G is smaller in size. Bus 65G is
located in the southeast comer of the room approximately 4 feet south of Bus 65E. The construction
of the unit and the similar spacial characteristics allow treatment of this bus in a similar manner as 65E

and 65F. Five percent (5%) of postulated 65G fires are conservatively assumed to result in failure of
all functions in the room. The remaining ninety-five percent (95%) are assumed to be breaker cubicle
fires that fail the bus. As Bus 65G powers the recirculation pumps, the effect ofloss of the 65G bus is
a plant trip with all modeled systems available.

65T Beraker Cabinet Fire

The 65T breaker cabinet is a steel switchgear unit located between the 65E and 65F switchgears. The
offsite transformer feeds enter the top of the switchgear unit via enclosed, louvered, metal ducts. Due
to the similar constmetion, this unit is evaluated in a similar manner as the 65E & F and 72E & F

switchgear units. Ninety-five percent (95%) of the postulated 65T fires are modeled as resulting in
damage intemal to the unit. Like the breaker cubicle fires of the 65 and 72 buses, using the electrical
cabinet fire heat rate suggested by the EPRI Fire PRA Imolementation Guide indicates that damage
will not occur to nearby equipment. A fire in this unit can be expected to result in loss of th 65
transformer feed to both 4kV buses 65E and 65F. The remaining tive percent (5%) of the postulated
65T fires are modeled as large fires that disable all functions in the room.

MPU 2 Fire

Modular Power Unit MPU 2 is located in the northeast comer next to MCC 72F-2A a few feet south
, . of the west cooling unit system. There are no cable trays in the room and no conduit are nearer than
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approximately 2 feet to the side and 4 feet above. Due to the cubicle constmetion of the unit the hot 1
gases from the intemal fire will not escape directly upward such that the conduit are in the direct plume j
of the fire. Fire modeling using the FIVE radiant exposure case indicates that a fire in the unit will not !
damage the conduit overhead or the MCC next to it. As such, a postulated fire in MPU 2 will result in
damage only to the functions contamed within MPU 2. Based on a load review (DECO DC-5025), |
failure of MPU 2 will not fail any of the modeled functions in the PSA. i

:

Therefore, a postulated fire in MPU 2 can be best'modeled as leading to a piant trip with an assumed i

loss of the main condenser (review of RPS cabling and their effects on the MSIVs was not performed -

for this scenario). i

MPU 2 Voltane Regulator Fire !
'i

The two (2) MPU 2 voltage regulators are located against a concrete wall approximately 4 feet in front ,

of MPU 2. The voltage regulators are steel box units approximately 3 feet high. The top surface is a j

steel mesh; however, a steel shield is installed over each unit. The fire modeling results discussed ;

above for MPU 2 apply equally to the voltage regulators. |

ITherefore, postulated fires of the MPU 2 voltage regulators are best modeled collectively as leading to
a plant trip with an nssumed loss of the main condenser (review of RPS cabling and their effects on the '

MSIVs was not performed for this scenario).

MCC 72F-2A Fire

A postulated fire in MCC 72F-2A would result in loss of power to the loads supplied by |
MCC-72B-2A. Using the FIVE radiant exposure case and the heat rate for an electdcal panel ]
recommended by the EPRI Fire PRA Imalamentation Guide no damage to nearby equipment is i

irdicated. Thae are no overhead cable trays. IAss of MCC 72F-2A would result in loss of 130V
battery charger 2B-2 and swing charger 2B1-2. These effects can be conservatively modeled as loss of I

Division 2 DC power..

Cabinet 72E-4A Fire

A postulated fire in cabinet 72E-4A would result in loss of power to the loads supplied by this cabinet.
Using the FIVE radiant exposure case and the heat rate for an electrical panel recommended by the
EPRI Fire PRA Implementation Guide. no damage to nearby equipment is indicated. There are no
overhead cable trays. No significant effects to the modeled equipment result from loss cf cabinet
72E-4A. Therefore, the effects of a fire in cabinet 72E-4A can best be modeled as a plant trip with
availability of all modeled systems.

Fire in 120V Distribution Cabinet for MCC 2PB-1

This cabinet is an enclosed steel cabinet. Using the FIVE radiant exposure case and the heat rate for an

electrical panel recommended by the EPRI Fire PRA Implementation Guide, no damage to nearby
equipment is indicated. There are no overhead cable trays. The effects of this fire can be
conservatively modeled as the same effects as loss ofMCC 2PB-1 0.e., loss of HPCI).

2PB2-15 Fire

Cabinet 2PB2-15 is an enclosed steel cabinet located on the north wall of the room. Cable entdes into j
and out of the cabinet are via conduit. In addition, this cabinet is sufficiently distant from nearby
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equipment and cables such that a postulated fire in the cabinet will damage only the equipment within
the cabinet.

Cabinet 2PB2-15 supplies 130V DC control power to buses 65E and 72E. Although AC power
remams available on these buses, control power is not available to operate the breakers. Therefore, the
effects of this fire can be conservatively modeled as loss of Bus 65E.

MCC 72C-F Isolatine Contactor Fire

MCC 72C-F Isolating Contactor (Div. II) is an enclosed steel panel that is located at the west end of
bus 72F. It is separated from bus 72F by approximately 1 1/2 feet. A fire in this panel is expected to
remain within the boundaries of the panel and n 't damage nearby equipment or cables.

This panel contains contacts and circuitry connecting bus 72F to the swing bus 72C-F. Swing bus
72C-F powers all RHR LPCI mode injection valves. Swing bus 72C-F is assumed to be normally fed |

by bus 72C. Failure ofMCC 72C-F Isolating Contactor (Div. II) due to a fire only results in loss of the l

backup feed to MCC 72C-F. Electrical schematics were reviewed to determine whether the failure of
|

MCC 72C-F Isolating Contactor (Div. II) would effect the operability of the 72C feed to MCC 72C-F. I

It was determined that the other power feed (i.e., 72F) to the swing bus is an independent circuit !

routed in a separate area of the plant and, thus, a fire in the 72F feed would not impact the availability
of the 72C feed. Therefore, this postulated fire can be modeled as a plant trip with all modeled systems
available.

Miscellaneous Electrical Items Fire I
|

Fire compartment 12AB contains a number of small miscellaneous electrical items (i.e., those items not
discussed individually above). This miscellaneous items category is comprised of disconnect switches

,

and miscellaneous cabinets. These miscellaneous items were categorized together as the associated !
fires are judged to be small and would result in, at most, a plant trip. Therefore, this group of
miscellaneous electrical items is best modeled collectively as resulting in a plant trip.

Transient Fires

A walkdown of the area did not identify any transient ignition sources or combustible materials.
However, to bound the transient combustible fire scenario, a trash container fire is conservatively
postulated in the room. This fire was modeled with the QUICK FIVE software as having a duration of
5 minutes and a heat rate of 380 Btu /sec; this is consistent with fire modeling examples in the FIVE
methodology. The height of the point source trash container was assumed to be 4 feet above the floor,
consistent with the FIVE methodology.

The Target-In-Plume and Radiant Exposure worksheets indicate that the critical radiant flux distance is
approximately 3.4 feet. The critical height for the Target-In-Plume case for a trash container extends
to the ceiling. However, the only targets in the ceiling are non-divisional conduits whose failure would
at most result in a plant trip and loss of the main condenser (no cables critical to the hard pipe vent are
located in the room). Therefore, the analysis of this area needs to address the likelihood of a transient

combustible source placed under near important equipment (i.e., switchgear), and the possibility of a
resulting fire. This bounds the loss of main condenser case.

Ilot Work Fires

Hot work is assumed to result in cable fires amt utble n g if procedural controls are not followed
and the work is being performed in close cuagh pro;omity to important cable targets or transient
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combustibles to cause ignition. No determmistic fire modeling is performed to derme the conditions
necessary for accidental hot work induced cable ignition. Rather, the critical distance is based on the
trash container fire modeling results discussed above.

Accident Sequence Quantification

Cooline Unit Fire

The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core ,

damage frequency due to fixed ignition sources:
'

Fa = Fg x Ps x CCDP,where:

core damage frequency (due to fixed sources)Fa =

fire ignit on source frequency (due to fixed sources)iFr =

probability of fire suppression failurePs =

Conditional Core Damage ProbabilityCCDP =
j i

| This area is not equipped with an automatic fire suppression system. No credit is taken here for fire
| brigades.

Fire modeling for the cooling units indicates that fire induced failure of these cooling units is best I
i

modeled as leading to a plant trip with availability of all modeled eqtspment. The conditional core
damage probability for this event is conservatively based on an existing run (BASE, CCDP=1.3E-5)
that includes failure of the main condenser.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for the cooling units in this area is consewatively calculated as
follows:

F = 1.7E-4 x 1.0 x 1.3E-5 = 2.21E-9/yr !
1

480V 72F Busffransformer Fire

| The fire modeling discussion above indicates that the core damage frequency associated with a

| postulated fire of the 72F switchgear unit is best modeled as three separate scenarios:
.

i e Scenario 1: Bounding worst case fire. This fire is conservatively assumed to result in loss
of all functions in the room.

Scenario 2: 4kV/480V transformer fire. This fire has been shown to result in loss of.

power on the entire bus.

| Scenario 3: Circuit breaker cubicle fire. This fire can be conservatively modeled ase

resulting in loss of power on the entire bus.

The bounding worst case fire is conservatively assumed to comprise 5% of all postulated 72F fires.
The remaining 95% of the fires are assumed to be comprised of transformer and circuit breaker cubicle,

'

fires. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the
postulated Bus 72F fire scenarios is calculated below. The conditional core damage probability used
for Scenario 1 is 3.7E-2 (run 12AB2 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage probability used
for Scenarios 2 and 3 is conservatively based on run 12ABI1 (CCDP=1.5E-4) which assumes failure
of both 480V Bus 72F and associated 4kV Bus 65F.;

!
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Scenario 1: F = 0.05 x 3.1E-4 x 1.0 x 3.7E-2 = 5.74E-7/yr |
Scenarios 2 & 3: F = 0.95 x 3.lE-4 x 1.0 x 1.5E-4 = 4.41E-8/yr

Therefore, the total core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of 480V Bus 72F is
6.18E-7/yr.

480V 72E Bus /fransformer Fire

The core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of 480V Bus 72E is calculated in the same

manner as discussed above for Bus 72F. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources,
the core damage frequency of the postulated Bus 72E fire scenarios is calculated below. The
conditional core damage probability used for Scenario 1 is 3.7E-2 (run 12AB2 - see Table 4-4). The
conditional core damage probability u.ced for Scenarios 2 and 3 is conservatively based on run 12AB9
(CCDP=1.4E-5 - see Table 4 4hhich assumes failure of both 480V Bus 72E and associated 4kV Bus
65E.

Scenario 1: F = 0.05 x 3.2E-4 x 1.0 x 3.7E-2 = 5.92E-7/yr

Scenarios 2 & 3: F = 0.95 x 3.2E-4 x 1.0 x 1.4E-5 = 4.26E-9/yr
i

Therefore, the total core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of 480V Bus 72E is '

5.%E-7/yr.

4160V 65F Bus Fire

The fire modeling discussion above indicates that the core damage frequency associated with a
'

postulated fire of the 65F switchgear unit is best modeled as three separate scenarios:

e Scenario 1: Bounding worst case fire. This fire is conservatively assumed to result in loss
of all functionsin the room.

M: Circuit breaker cubicle fire resulting in loss of power feed from 65 transformer*

and loss of the 65F bus. One breaker compartment out of a total of seven can potentially
result in this scenario.

* Scenario 3: Circuit breaker cubicle fire resulting in loss of power on the 65F bus. Six
breaker compartments out of a total of seven can potentially result in this scenario.

The bounding worst case fires are conservatively assumed to comprise 5% of ell postulated 65F fires.
The remaining 95% of the fires are assumed to be comprised of breaker compartment fires. Therefore,
using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated Bus
65F fire scenarios is calculated below. The conditional core damage probability used for Scenario 1 is
3.7E-2 (run 12AB2 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage probability used for Scenario 2 is
1.2E-3 (run 12AB10 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage probability for Scenario 3 is
1.5E-4 (mn 12ABI1 - see Table 4-4).

Scenario 1: F = 0.05 x 1.3E-4 x 1.0 x 3.7E-2 = 2.40E-7/yr

Scenario 2: F = 0.95 x (In) x 1.3E-4 x 1.0 x 1.2E-3 = 2.12E-8/yr

Scenario 3: F = 0.95 x (6n) x 1.3E-4 x 1.0 x 1.5E-4 = 1.59E-8/yr

Therefore, the total core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of 4kV Bus 65F is
2.77E-7/yr.
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4160V 65E Bus Fire

!

The fire modeling discussion above indicates that the core damage frequency associated with a
postulated fire of the 65E switchgear unit is best modeled as three separate scenarios: ;

* Scenario 1: Bounding worst case fire. This fire is conservatively assumed to result in loss
of all functions in the room. )
Scenario 2: Circuit breaker cubicle fire resulting in loss ofpower feed from 65 transformer |e

and loss of the 65E bus. One breaker compartment out of a total of nine can potentially |
result in this scenario.

Scenario 3: Circuit breaker cubicle fire resulting in loss of power on the 65E bus. ' Eight.

breaker compartments out of a total ofnine can potentially result in this scenario. 2

The bounding worst case fire is conservatively assumed to comprise 5% of all postulated 65E fires.
The remaining 95% of the fires are assumed to be comprised of breaker compartment fires. Therefore,
using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated Bus '

65E fire scenarios is calculated below. The conditional core damage probabihty used for Scenario 1 is
3.7E-2 (run 12AB2 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage probability used for Scenario 2 is
6.2E-4 (mn 12AB8 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage probability for Scenario 3 is 1.4E-5

(run 12AB9 - see Table 4-4).

Scenario 1: F = 0.05 x 1.7E-4 x 1.0 x 3.7E-2 = 3.14E-7/yr

Scenario 2: F = 0.95 x (1/9) x 1.7E-4 x 1.0 x 6.2E-4 = 1.1IE-8/yr

Scenario 3: F = 0.95 x (8/9) x 1.7E-4 x 1.0 x 1.4E-5 a 2.01E-9/yr

Therefore, the total core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of 4kV Bus 65E is
3.27E-7/yr.

4160V 65G Bus Fire

The fire modeling discussion above indicates that the core damage frequency associated with a
postulated fire of the 65G switchgear unit is best modeled as two separate scenarios:

Scenario 1: Bounding worst case fire. This fire is conservatively assumed to result in loss*

of all functions in the room. j

Scenario 2: Circuit breaker cubicle fire resulting in loss of power on the bus, plant trip, ande

availability of all modeled systems.

The bounding worst case fire is conservatively assumed to comprise 5% of all postulated 65G fires.
The remaining 95% of the fires are assumed to be comprised of breaker compartment fires. Therefore,
using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated Bus
65G fire scenarios is calculated below. The conditional core damage probability used for Scenario 1 is
3.7E-2 (run 12AB2 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage probability used for Scenario 2 is
conservatively based on an existing run (BASE, CCDP=1.3E-5) which includes loss of the main
condenser.

Scenario 1: F = 0.05 x 5.7E-5 x 1.0 x 3.7E-2 = 1.05E-7/yr

Scenario 2: F = 0.95 x 5.7E-5 x 1.0 x 1.3E-5 = 7.04E-10/yr
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Therefore, the total core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of 4kV Bus 65G is
1.06E-7/yr.

65T Breaker Cabinet Fire

The fire modeling discussion above indicates that the core damage frequency associated with a
postulated fire of the 65T breaker cabinet is best modeled as two separate scenarios:

Scenado 1: Bounding worst case fire. This fire is conservatively assumed to result in loss*

of all functionsin the room.

Scenado 2: Circuit breaker cubicle fire. As discussed above, this fire can be conservatively.

modeled as resulting in loss of the 65 transformer feed to both 4kV buses 65E and 65F.

The bounding worst case fires are conservatively assumed to compdse 5% of all postulated 65T fires.
The remaining 95% of the fires are assumed to be comprised of circuit breaker cubicle fires.
Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the
postulated 65T breaker cabinet fire scenarios is calculated below. The conditional core damage
probability used for Scenario 1 is 3.7E-2 (run 12AB2 - see Table 4-4). The conditional core damage
probability used for 5 :enario 2 is 2.1E-4 (run OFF2 - see Table 4-4).

Scenario 1: F = 0.05 x 1.9E-5 x 1.0 x 3.7E-2 = 3.52E-8/yT

Scenario 2: F = 0.95 x 1.9E-5 x 1.0 x 2.lE-4 = 3.79E-9/yr

Therefore, the total core damage frequency associated with postulated fires of the 65T breaker cabinet
is 3.90E-8/yr.

MPU 2 Fire

Fire modeling for MPU 2 indicates that fire induced failure of MPU 2 is best modeled as leading to a
plant trip with loss of the main condenser. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition
sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated MPU 2 fire scenario is calculated below. The
conditional core damage probability for this event is based on an existing run (BASE, CCDP=1.3E-5 -

see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire ofMPU 2 is calculated as follows:

F = 4.0E-4 x 1.0 x 1.3E-5 = 5.20E-9/>T
MPU 2 Voltage Regulator Fire

Fire modeling for the MPU 2 voltage regulators indicates that fire induced failure of these units are best
modeled collectively as leading to a plant trip with loss of the main condenser. Therefore, using the
FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of the postulated MPU 2 voltage
regulator fire scenados is calculated below. The conditional core damage probability for this event is
based on an existing run (BASE, CCDP=1.3E-5 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of the MPU 2 voltage regulators is
calculated as follows:

F = 1.9E-4 x 1.0 x 1.3E-5 = 2.47E-9/yr
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MCC 72F-2A Fire i

!

,

Fire riodeling for MCC 72F-2A indicates that fire induced failure of this unit can be conservatively i

modded as loss of Division 2 DC power. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition i

sources, the core damage frequency of this postulated MCC fire scenario is calculated below. The {
conditional core damage probabdity for this event is based on an existing run (10AB2, CCDP=3.3E-4 - '

see Table 4-4). I

Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire ofMCC 72F-2A is calculated as follows: i

F = 2.7E-4 x 1.0 x 3.3E-4 = 8.91E-8/yr

Cabinet 72E-4A Fire

Fire modeling for cabinet 72E-4A indicates that fire imbc~l failure of this cabin-t is best modeled as a i
plant trip with availability of all modeled systems. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed
ignition sources, the core damage fiequency of this postulated cabinet fire scenario is calculated below.

3

The conditional core damage probabdity for this event is conservatively based on an existing mn ,

(BASE, CCDP=1.3E-5) which includes loss of the main condenser. |

!Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of cabinet 72E-4A is conservatively
calculated as follows: '

F = 2.5E-4 x 1.0 x 1.3E-5 = 3.25E-9/yr

Fire in 120V Distribution Cabinet for MCC 2PB-1
,

Fire modeling for this cabinet indicates that the fire induced effects are best modeled as a pbnt trip with'
loss of the HPCI system. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core
damage frequency of this postulated cabinet fire scenario is calculated below. The conditient.! me t

damage probability for this event is based on an existing run (3 AB25, CCDPd2.9E-5 - see Table 4-4). :

Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of this cabinet is conservatively calculated !
as follows-

1

F = 1.2E-4 x 1.0 x 2.9E-5 = 3.48E-9/yr

2PB2-15 Fire

Fire modeling for cabinet 2PB2-15 indicates that fire induced failure of this cab' et can bem
conservatively modeled as a plant trip with loss of Bus 65E. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for
fixed ignition sources, the core damage frequency of this postulated cabinet fire scenario is calculated
below. The conditional core damage probability for this event is conservatively based on an existing
run (12AB9, CCDP=1.4E-5 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of cabinet 2PB2-15 is conservatively
calculated as follows:

F = 2.1E-4 x 1.0 x 1.4E-5 = 2.94E-9/yr

MCC 72C-F Isolatine Contactor Fire

Fire modeling for this panel indicates that fire induced failure of the panel is best modeled as a plant trip
with availability of all modeled systems. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources,
the core damage frequency of this postulated cabinet fire scenario is calculated below. The conditional )

1
'
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core damage probability for this event is conservatively based on an existing run (BASE, t;

- CCDP=1.3E-5) which includes loss of the main condenser. |

|
Therefore, the core damage frequency for a postulated fire of this cabinet is conservatively calculated i
as follows:

f
5

F = 1.9E-5 x 1.0 x 1.3E-5 = 2.47E-10/yr

MisccRaneoutElectricalitems Fire
{

Fire modeling of the remaining miscellaneous electrical items indicates that fire induced failure of this !

group of components can be best modeled collectively as a leading to a plant trip with availability of all [
modeled systems. Therefore, using the FIVE equation for fixed ignition sources, the core damage
frequency of these postulated fire scenarios is cal @*~i below. The conditional core damage ;

probability for this event is conservatively based on an existing mn (BASE, CCDP=1.3E-5) which
'

,

assumesloss ofthe main condenser. |
.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for these postulated fires is conservatively calculated as follows: [

F = 1.6E-4 x 1.0 x 1.3E-5 = 2.08E-9/yr f
Transient Fires I
The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core !

damage frequency due to transient combustible sources (note that fixed combustible fire sources are |
not included in this formula, for the reasons discussed above):. !

F = Fa x u x p x w x Pa x CCDP,where: ;i

.F core damage frequency (due to transients)=i

fire ignition source frequency (due to transients)
J

Fa =

transient combustible located in the range of target components iu =

p probability of combustible being exposed=

frequency of finding a critical combustible loading versus the frequencyw =

'
ofinspectmg and removing the transient combustible fire source.

probability of fire suppression failure !
'

Pa =

Conditional Core Damage ProbabilityCCDP =

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameters Pa and p are i

conservatively set to 1.0.

Per the FIVE methodology, u is calculated as follows: )
u = (A + A )/ Net Area, where:

Exposed surface area of targets facing floor (e.g., width x length ofA. =

horizontal cable trays)

Area around radiant target determmed by the critical separationA. =

distance (detemiined to be 3.4 ft, as described above)
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A review of cable tray drawings shows that an approximate value of u is 0.25. This estimate employed i
conservative estimates for A. and A, to simplify the analysis. !

Per the FIVE methodology, w is calculatui as follows: |
w = (x/2) x in(1/x), where x = Fw/F, I

r

| Fa The frequency of having a cdtical combustible loading present. FIVE :
=

provides a screening value ofI event / year / compartment. !

F. Frequency of combustible matedal inspections that would find the=
,

transient combustible fire source before a fire occurred.

| The value of I event / year is used here for Fw.

Administrative procedure NPP-FPl-01 specifies that: 1) monthly fire protection inspections are to be I

performed, and 2) an hourly compensatory fire watch is to tour all areas appeanng on the Out of
Specification Log Sheet. This same procedute states that the accumulation of trash, oil rags,
combustible matedals, and similar fire hazards is pronibited. It isjudged that either of the above tours {
would identify and correct a trash cor.tainer inappropriately placed near a cable tray riser. As the ;
hourly compensatory fire watch may not tour this area houdy or every day, a conservative estimate of j
one tour per week is assumed (F. = 52/yr). Therefore, w for this area is estimated as follows:

|
w = ((1/52)/2) x In(1/(1/52)) = 3.79E-2 ;

A bounding conditional core damage probability of the above fire can be conservatively estimated using
the initial screening quantification mn (12AB2, CCDP=3.7E-2 - see Table 4-4). |

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to transient combustible fires is conservatively j
"

estimated as follows:

F = 2.lE-4 x 0.25 x 1.0 x 3.79E-2 x 1.0 x 3.7E-2 = 7.36E-8/yr -|
,

ligt Work Fires

Hot work induced core damage frequency is estimated as follows:

Fw = Fa. x u x HEPw x Ps x CCDP,where:

core damage frequency (due to hot work)Fw =

fire ignition source frequency (due to hot work). Includes both cableFa. =

and transient combustible fires due to hot work.

probability of hot work performed in close enough proximity tou =

important cable targets or transient combustibles such that the
possibility ~Nsforignition

human erroi n obabdity for failure to properly implement procedureHEPw =

NPP-FPl-01 regarding hot work. The assumption is that if the
procedure is properly implamer*~i that stray ignitions will not occur or
that they will be imm~iiately extinguished.'

probability of fire suppression failurePs =
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CCDP Conditional Core Damage Probability=

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameter Ps is
conservatively set to 1.0.

The parameter u is estimated with a value of 0.25. This value is the same as that used in the transient

combustible case and is based on a 5 min. trash container fire with a heat rate of 380 Btu /sec.

A value ofSE-2 is used to estimate HEPw. A formal human reliability analysis was not performed. An
applicable and typical screening human error probability for failing to follow a p redure in a non-
stressful situation would be 0.1. The value of SE-2 isjudged to be more realistic. r

A bounding conditional core damage probability of the above fire can be conservatively estimated using
the initial screening quantification run (12AB2, CCDP=3.7E-2 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to hot work is conservatively estimated as -

' follows:

Fw = 8.4E-4 x 0.25 x 5.0E-2 x 1.0 x 3.7E-2 = 3.88E-7/yr |

S.pJBBlall

The total core damage frequency due to fire in this area is calculated by summing the estimated core [
damage frequencies of the above fire scenarios. The core damage frequency for this area is estimated i

at 2.54E-6/yr. This estimate is above the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. The FIVE methodology |
used in this analysis does not support a core damage frequency estimate due to fire in this area less than i
the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. !

4B.2.3.15 Ventilation Equipment Area- 13AB

The initial screening quantification of the ventilation equipment area resulted in a core damage
,

frequency higher than the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Further analysis was performed to address '

the conservatism in the initial screening analysis. j
Ignition Frequency

A review of the base ignition frequency calculation for this area shows the following contributors to the
fireignition frequency: ;

Four (4) Div. I ECCS trip unit cabinets: 1.7E-4/yre '

Four (4) Div. II ECCS trip unit cabinets: 1.7E-4/yr*

* MCC 72C-3B: 4.8E-4/yr

e MCC 72E-5B: 6.1E-4/yr !

e MCC 72F-5B: 4.8E-4/yr |
Six(6) miscellaneous panels: 2.6E-4/yr*

Seven(7) cooling unit components: 2.0E-4/yre

Two (2) fire protection panels: 2.4E-5/yr*

Three(3) emergencylights: 1.3E-4/yr*

.
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Cable fires due to hot work: 1.2E-4/yre

Transient combustible fires due to hot work: 7.2E-4/yre

Transient ignition sources: 2.lE-4/yre

As discussed earlier, the credible fires in either the fire protection panels or the emergency lights would
be small and confined to within the boundaries of the unit. In addition, these postulated fires would
quicidy extinguish due to limited combustibles and would realistically not result in a plant trip.
Therefore, the fire protection panels and the emergency lights are eliminated from funher analysis. t

:

The remaining ignition sources are maintained for further analysis.

Fire Damage Scenarios

The potential fire damage scenanos, based on review of the ignition sources, as described above, I
include:

Div. I ECCS trip unit fire !*

Div. II ECCS trip unit fire ie

e MCC fire

Miscellaneous panel firee

Cooling unit fire je

I
Transient ignited firee

Cable / transient fire due to hot worke

Div. I ECCS Trio Unit Fire

A bank of four Division I ECCS panels (H21-P080, -P082, -P084, -P086) are located in the nonhwest
comer of companment 13AB. Each is a separate steel cubical. Postulated failure of any of the four
panels due to fire will result in failure of a number of ECCS systems. However, there is no combustible
matedal near these units (all nearby cable is enclosed in conduit) and there are no cable trays over head.
In addition, each unit in the bank is enclosed and expected to confine the fire within the boundaries of

;

the cabinet. The steel boundaries between the cabinets will prevent a fire damaging the adjacent
'

cabinet. The locations of the trip units are such that a fire in each will only damage equipment and
functions within the cabinet.

Div. U ECCS Trio Unit Fire

A bank of four Division II ECCS panels (H21-P081, -P083, -P085, -P087) are located in the
southwest corner of companment 13AB. The discussion above for the Division I ECCS trip units
applies here also; the configuration is the same and no combustibles are near the cabinets.

MCC Fire

Three (3) MCCs are located in companment 13AB (MCC 72C-3B, MCC 72E-5B, and MCC 72F-
5B). Each is located in an open area such that radiant heat from the MCC would not result in damage
to other components modeled in the fire PSA. Neither MCC is located close enough to the ECCS trip
units to cause fire induced damage. Therefore, a fire in either of the three MCCs will result only in
failing the functions supponed by the MCC.
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Miscellaneous Panel Fires

Fires in the miscellaneous panels are expected to remain confined to the panel.

Cooline Unit Fire

Two compressors and four ventilation fans are located in this area. However, each is located far away
from the ECCS trip units. In addition, there are no important cable trays in the vicinity of these items.
A search of cables that would disable the main condenser was not performed. However, it was
determined that there are no cables in the room whose failure would directly disable the hard pipe vent.
Therefore, a fire of any one of these components can be conservatively modeled by assuming a plant
trip occurs with loss of the main condenser.

Transient Innited Fires

A walkdown of the area did not identify any transient ignition sources or combustible materials.
However, to bound the transient combustible fire scenario, a trash container fire is conservatively
postulated in the room. This fire was modeled with the QUICK FIVE software as having a duration of
5 minutes and a peak fire intensity of 380 Bru/sec; this is consistent with fire modeling examples in the
FIVE methodology. The height of the point source trash container fire was assumed to be 4 feet,
consistent with the FIVE methodology.

The critical height for the Target-In-Plume case is approximately 17 feet above the floor if the
container is located in a corner (14 feet if against a wall and 12 feet ifin center of room), and the
critical radiant flux distance is approximately 3.4 feet. This area does not contain important cable trays;
however, the analysis needs to address the likelihood of a transient combustible placed near the ECCS
trip cabinets and the possibility of a resulting fire.

Hot Work Fires

Hot work is assumed to result in cable fires and cable damage if procedural controls are not followed
and the work is being perfonned in close enough proximity to important cable targets or transient
combustibles to cause ignition.

Accident Sequence Quantification

Division i ECCS Trio Unit Fires

The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core
damage frequency due to fixed ignition sources:

Fn = Fr x Pa x CCDP,where:

Fn core damage frequency (due to fixed sources)=

fire ignition source frequency (due to 6xed sources)Fr =

Pa probability of fire suppression failure=

Conditional Core Damage ProbabilityCCDP =

This area is not equipped with an automatic fire suppression system. No credit is taken here for fire
brigades.
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The fire damage discussion above states that a fire in any one of these panels will not damage other i

equipment (i.e., it will result only in failures of functions contamed within the panel).

Review of the cable database information compiled in support of this analysis shows that individual
failure of each of the four trip panels results in a similar list of damaged equipment: Div. I RHR, DIV. !

I LPCS, HPCI, RCIC. Therefore, the Div. I ECCS trip unit fire scenario is quantified using an ignition i

frequency equal to the sum of the individual panel frequencies and a conditional core damage i

probability equal to 2.2E-3 (run 13 AB3, - see Table 4-4). .

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this fire scenario is conservatively estimated as follows: !

1.7E-4 x 1.0 x 2.2E-3 = 3.74E-7/yr !

Division H ECCS Trio Unit Fires )
!'

The fire damage scenario for the Division II ECCS trip units are calculated in the same manner as the
Division I ECCS trip units. The conditional core damage probability is 1.2E-3 (run 13AB4 - see
Table 4-4). |

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this fire scenario is conservatively estimated as follows: !
;

1.7E-4 x 1.0 x 1.2E-3 = 2.04E-7/yr ;

MCC Fires ;
. i

The fire modeling for the three MCCs does not indicate fire damage beyond the MCC involved in the '

,

fire. Therefore, the three MCC fires are analyzed collectively by using the sum of the individual fire
ignition frequencies and the conditional core damage probability associated with the MCC with the
biggest impact on plant safety.

Based on a review of the MCC loads, MCC 72E-5B contains functions resulting in the largest impact
on plant safety (i.e., among these three MCCs). Failure of MCC 72E-5B can be expected to result in !

loss of the main condenser. The other two MCCs supply power to primarily hydrogen recombiner
equipment. Therefore, the conditional core damage probability for the MCC fire scenario is based on

run 15AB3 (CCDP=3.3E-5 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to an MCC fire is conservatively estimated as |
follows:

'

l.57E-3 x 1.0 x 3.3E-5 = 5.18E-8/yr !

Miscellaneous Panel Fim :

As discussed above, fires in these panels are expected to remain confined within the panels. Based on
review of the panel functions, failure of each panel would result in failure of no'modeled equipment.
Therefore, the panels are quantified collectively with a conditional core damage probability based on
just a plant trip (15AB2, CCDP=3.4E-5 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to a miscellaneous panel fire is conservatively
estimated as follows:

2.6E-4 x 1.0 x 3.4E-5 = 8.84E-9/yr

i Cooline Unit Fires
!

i
'
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The fire modeling performed for the cooling unit equipment does not indicate damage to any nearby
non-BOP cabling or equipment. The effect on BOP cabling that may support the main condenser was
not evaluated. However, it was determined that a fire in the room would not directly disable the hard
pipe vent. Therefore, the core damage frequency estimate for this ignition contributor is conservatively i
modeled as leading to a plant trip with loss of the main condenser. The conditional core damage ;
probability for the MCC fire scenario is based on run 15AB3 (CCDP=3.3E-5 - see Table 4-4).

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to a cooling unit fan is conseivatively estimated I

as follows: )
| 2.0E-4 x 1.0 x 3.3E-5 = 6.60E-9/yr !

Transient Fim '

The FIVE methodology recommends the following general formula for estimating the fire induced core |
damage frequency due to transient combustible sources:

|

| F = Fa x u x p x w x Ps x CCDP,where: I
1

| Fi
.

core damage frequency (due to transients)=
;

Fa fire ignition source frequency (due to transients)=
,

transient combustible located in the range of target components !u =

p probability of combustible being exposed )
=

frequency of finding a critical combustible loading versus the frequencyw =

ofirwtuig and removing the transient combustible fire source.

Ps probability of fire suppression failure ;=

Conditional Core Damage Probability |CCDP =

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameters u, Ps and p are
,

conservatively set to 1.0. j

| Per the FIVE methodology, w is calculated as follows: |

w = (x/2) x In(1/x), where x = FdF. !
F.: The frequency of having a critical combustible loading present.=

FIVE provides a screening value of I event / year / compartment.
i

F. Frequency of combustible material inspections that would find the=

transient combustible fire source before a fire occurred.

' The value of I event / year is used here for Foi.
!

,

I'

Administrative procedure NPP-FPl-01 specifies that: 1) monthly fire protection inspections are to be
perfonned, and 2) an hourly compensatory fire watch is to tour all areas appeanng on the Out of
Specification Log Sheet. This same procedure states that the accumulation of trash, oil rags,
combustible materials, and similar fire hazards is prohibited. It is judged that either of the above tours
would identify and correct a trash container inappropriately placed near a cable tray riser. As the
hourly compensatory fire watch may not tour this area hourly or every day, a conservative estimate of
one tour per week is assumed (F. = 52/yr). Therefore, w for this area is estimated as follows:
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w = ((1/52y2) x In(1/(1/52)) = 3.79E-2

A bounding conditional core damage probability, given failure of the suppression system, can be
conservatively estimated using the more conservative of the quantification runs for the EC''S trip units

,

(13AB3, CCDP=2.2E-3 - see Table 4-4).
]

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to transient combustible fires is conservatively I

estimated as follows:

Fi = 2.1E-4 x 1.0 x 1.0 x 3.79E-2 x 1.0 x 2.2E-3 = 1.75E-8/yr

Hot Work Fires

Hot work induced core damage frequency is estimated as follows:

Fw = Fa. x u x HEPw x Pa x CCDP,where:

Fw core damage frequency (due to hot work)=

Fa. fire ignition source freq2ency (due to hot work). Includes both cable=

and transient combustible fires due to hot work.

probability of hot work performed in close enough proximity to lu =

important cable targets or transient combustibles such that the
possibility exists forignition

human error probability for failure to properly implement procedureHEPw =

NPP-FPI-01 regarding hot work. The assumption is that if the
procedure is properly implemented that stray ignitions will not occur
or that they will be immediately extinguished.

Pa probability of fire suppression failure=

Conditional Core Damage ProbabihtyCCDP =

To simplify the analysis and to enhance the bounding nature of this analysis, parameters Pa and u are
conservatively set to 1.0.

A value of SE-2 is used to estimate HEPw. A formal human reliability analysis was not performed. An
applicable and typical screening human error probability for faihng to follow a procedure in a non- !
stressful situation would be 0.1. The value of SE-2 isjudged to be more realistic.

A bounding conditional core damage probability, given failure of the suppression system, can be i

conservatively estimated using the more conservative of the quantification mns for the ECCS trip units !
(13AB3, CCDP=2.2E-3 - see Table 4-4). ;

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this area due to hot work is conservatively estimated as !
follows: |

Fw = 8.4E-4 x 1.0 x 5.0E-2 x 1.0 x 2.2E-3 = 9.24E-8/yr

Summary

Summmg the individual fire scenario core damage frequencies, the total core damage frequency due to
fire in this area is conservatively estimated at 7.55E-7/yr. This compartment remains above the 1E-6/yr

' FIVE screening criterion.
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4B.2.3.16 CCHV Equipment /SGTS Area- 14AB

The initial screening quantification of compartment 14AB resulted in a core damage frequency higher
than the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. This area is analyzed further to consider more realistic fire

,

;

effects.

As the initial screening quantification for this compartment is conservative and results in a core damage
frequency of 1.12E-6/yr (very close to the screening criterion), rather than perform detailed fire ;
modeling, credit is taken here for fire brigade response. A conservative failure probability of 0.75 is t

used here to model failure of timely fire brigade response. Two scenarios result:
,

successful suppressione

unsuccessful suppressione

With successful suppression, a conditional core damage probability lower than the initial screening
value would be appropriate. However, to simplify the analysis and keeping with the bounding nature
ofthis analysis, the same initial screening value is used for both cases.

Therefore, the core damage frequency for this compartment is conservatively estimated as follows:
;

F = 5.62E-3 x 0.75 x 2E-4 = 8.43E-7/yr '

This estimate is below the IE-6/yr FIVE screening criterion. Therefore, this area is screened from !

further analysis. ;

.

4B.2.3.17 FIVE Phase II Summary

A detailed summary of the FIVE Phase II analysis for the Fermi 2 Auxiliary Building is provided in |
Table 4-13. A total of nineteen (19) Auxiliary Building fire compartments were identified for Phase II '

analysis. Three (3) of these 19 compartments screened in the initial screening quantifications. An !

additional eleven (11) compartments screened following detailed fire modeling. The following five (5) |

Auxiliary Building compartment remained unscreened at the end of the FIVE analysis:
'

03AB, Relay Roome

04ABN, Major Division I Portion of Div. I SWGR Roome

09AB, ControlRoom Complexe
;

11 ABE, Miscellarieous Rooms - Majority of Area (Div. I)e

12AB, DivisionII SWGR Roome-

Refer to Section 4B.0 for a discussion of the dominant accident sequences associated with a postulated
firein each ofthese five areas. |

:
i

i
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4B.3 REVIEW OF PLANT INFORMATION AND WALKDOWNS

A variety of information sourcer. were reviewed and a number of walkdowns were performed in
support of the fire analysis for the auxiliary building. These are discussed below.

4B.3.1 Review of Plant Information

The following are the primary information sources reviewed as part of the internal fire analysis:
1

Fire Protection Analysise

i

Fermi 2 CECO database ie

i
Fermi 2 cable database ;e

Plant arrangement drawingse

FHA drawingse ,

Electrical drawingsj e

e Fermi 2 PSA REBECA documentation
i

Plant procedures je

Design Calculations| e

The Fire Protection Analysis is a detailed information circe that provided numerous inputs into the
fire analysis, such as:

|
Equipmentin each fire zonee

,

| Combustible loading in each fire zone (type and quantity)e

'

Fire protection equipment in each fire zonee

Consequences of design basis fire in each fire zonee

Consequences of fire suppression system actuation in each fire zonee

Design basis infonnation concerning fire suppression systemse

Design information conceming fire barrierse

Design information conceming alternate shutdown capabilitye

The accuracy of the cable routing information is of paramount importance since it is this that provides
much of the basis for the fire analysis. For the Appendix R equipment, the associated raceway:; and |

their location within specific fire areas were validated as part of the Appendix R program. Summaries |

|
of this information are contained in the Fire Protection Analysis in the form of drawings and text. |

! More detailed information, such as conduit, cable tray, and cable numbers were obtained from the |

| CECO database and the DECO cable database l

| Plant arrangement drawings were used, as necessary, in conjunction with CECO database and DECO
cable database information to lxate equipment credited in the fire analysis. The arrangement drawings ;

were also reviewed throughout the internal fire assessment, as necessary, to locate equipment and to

| assess the potential for fire spread.
|
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The FHA drawings were also a well-used source that aided in the determination of the potential for fire

| spread. The FHA drawings indicated the following information directly on the drawings:

Fire zone boundaries and zone ids*

Fire doors*

Fire damperse

| Raceway fire wrap*

Fire detection equipmente

Suppression systems and coverage arease

Conduit and cable tray drawings were used when it was necessary to accurately locate specific cabling
(either for fire damage modeling or due to some ambiguity in another information source). one-line
electrical drawings were used as a reference source in the determination of power supply
vulnerabilities.

| The Fermi 2 PSA REBECA documentation was used as an information source in the determination of
'

equipment vulnerabilities. The REBECA fault trees provided a quick reference source for determining
the impact on systems mode'ed in the fire analysis due to fire induced damage ofindisidual components
or subsystems. This was necessary to support the modeling of system train failures in the RISKMAN
PSA model.

Plant procedures were reviewed as part of the assessment to: 1) verify that all fire barriers credited in
the fire analysis are covercd under a surveillance program, 2) verify that ignition sources and

| combustibles are covered by procedural requirements, and 3) detennine whether a fire initiated event

! occurs for a fire in a given area. The procedures reviewed included the following:

|
Abnormal Operating Procedures (AOPs)

|
e

Administ'ative Procedures| e

Fire Protection Procedurese

e Fire Pre-Plan Procedures

A number of Fermi 2 design calculations were used to support the determination of equipment
vulnerabilities:

DC-5024, " Load List and Loss of Power Impact - MPU #1".

i
DC-5025, " Loss of Power Impact on MPU #2"e

DC-5026, " Loss of Power Irnpact for MPU #3"*

DC-5027, " Loss of Power Impact for MPU #4"*

DC-5028, " Loss of Power Impact for MPU #5"*

l

DC-5029, " Loss of Power Impact for MPU #6"e

DC-5702, " Fire Loading Cakulation".
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In addition, the Fermi 2 " Cable Routing Equipment - From and To By Equipment" database was used }
to support the determination of equipment vulnerabilities.

|
;

4B.3.2 Walkdowns

Phase III of the FIVE methodology requires perfonnance of walkdowns and verification activities for -
. two purposes: ;

to gather data and information to perform Phases I and II, ande

i

as a final check to verify assumptions and modeling approaches in the analysis.e

| Such walkdowns may be performed as necessary during the analysis and after the analysis to verify
assumptions. The walkdowns performed were confirmatory in nature. These walkdowns were
intended to provide confirmation of equipment location and area dunensions needed for fire damage i

analyses and to confirm information in the screening analysis files.

The first fire IPEEE walkdown of the Auxiliary Building was performed on July 25-26,1995. The
walkdown group consisted of one Fermi 2 engineer from the Fire Protection Group and two engineers
from ERIN Engineering The purpose of this walkdown was to review the Auxihary Building fire
compartment boundaries and general layout to support the Phase I analysis. |

A second fire IPEEE walkdown of the Auxdiary Building was performed on August 30,1995. The
walkdown group consisted of one Fenni 2 engmeer from the Fire Protection Group and two engineers

,

from ERIN engmeermg The purpose of this walkdown was to review fire source and target spacial |

details to support fire modeling in the Phase II analysis. |

A third fire IPEEE walkdown of the Auxdiary Building was perfonned on December 5-7,1995. The
purpose of this walkdown was to obtain detailed spacial information and construction details of the
switchgear to facilitate the fire modeling of the divisional switchgear rooms. The Control Room was I

also visited to verify the existence of fire bulkheads between the control board panels and to look for
open topped cabinets.

Other short and informal walkdowns wu. nerformed by Fermi 2 fire protection personnel during the
fire hazards evaluation.

|

} '|
4

4

I
'

!

!
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4B.4 FIRE GROWTH AND PROPAGATION

The treatment used in this analysis for fire growth and propagation follows the FIVE methodology. As
part of the fire growth and propagation analysis, calculation spreadsheets were developed for different
fire types using the QUICK FIVE computer code.

Consistent with the requests of NUREG-1407, the following issues are discussed below:

Fire size and duration*

Cross-zone fire spread.

Spread of hot gases and smoke.

4B.4.1 Fire Size and Duration

The recommendations in the FIVE methodology are used to estimate the fire size and duration.

The fire size and duration depends on the type and amount of combustibles available. The FIVE
methodology classifies combustibles into two types:

Fixed combustibles.

Transient combustiblese

Examples of fixed combustibles are cables, pump / motor lubricating oil, electrical cabinets, batteries and
filtration media (e.g., carbon). Examples of transient combustibles are rags, anti-contamination
clothing, cleaning solvents, and trash barrels. Per guidance in the FIVE methodology, transient ,

combustibles that need not be considered include:

Flammable and combustible liquids stored in approved containerse

Flammable and combustible liquids stored in approved storage cabinetse

Combustible liquids stored in sealed 55 gallon drumse

|Clothing and other incidental combustibles kept in closed metal cabinets*

Clothing and trash kept in closed non-combustible containers*

The duration and size of the fire is determmed t t the amount of combustibles in the area (determined
from the Fermi 2 Fire Protection Analysis and walkdowns) and the heat release rate of the combustible
type as defined in the FIVE methodology. Guidance provided in the FIVE methodology, in the form
of examples and test data, was used to assign heat release rates and damage thresholds for equipment
for which heat release rate and damage threshold data could not be located (e.g., switchgear fires).

4B.4.2 Cross Zone Fire Spread

The assessment of the potential of fire spread from one compartment to adjacent compartments is
perfomied in the Fire Companment Interaction Analysis of Phase I. The FIVE methodology provides
boundary criteria (see Section 4B.0.1.1.6) to be used in the determmation of the potential for fire
spread. If the boundary criteria are met, then the analysis assumes that any postulated fire in the area j
will remain within the confines of the fire compartment boundaries. If the boundary criteria are not met
for an adjacent compartment then the analysis assumes that fire may spread to that adjacent
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compartment. As such, adjacent fire compartments with unscreened fire barriers are combined into i

single fire compartments at the end of Phase I. |
i

4B.4.3 Spread of Hot Gases and Smoke q

The FIVE methodology conservatively assumes at the initial stage that any fire in a compartment will
result in damage to all equipment within the compartment. For compartments that do not screen out
with this assumption, the methodology provides a detailed process of fire damage analysis. This |
process evaluates targets in relation to the fire plume, hot gas layer, and thermal radiation. |

The modeling of fire growth and propagation uses the algorithms and look-up tables contained in the l
FIVE methodology. '

;

I

!
:
;

I

!

|

|

|
i

!

;
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4B 5 EVALUATION OF COMPONENT FRAGILITIES AND FAILURE MODES

4B.5.1 Evaluation of Fire-Induced Failures

Infonnation from the Fermi 2 CECO and cable databases and drawir.gs (conduit, cable tray, isometric,
and arrangement) was used to determme the vulnerabilities in a compartment. Database searches by
compartment provided location information for the following components:

cable trayse

conduite

cablese

equipmente

For many compartments in the Auxiliary Building, assuming that all cable and equipment in a
compartment resulted in failure of the associated systems would result in a core damage frequency
many orders of magnitude above the FIVE screening criterion of IE-6/yr. As such, the above
information was reviewed in detail to determine realistic functional and systemic vulnerabilities in the
compartment. This investigation typically involved noting whether a cable was a control, power, or
instrumentation cable, and which equipment the cable connected. Using systems interaction
knowledge, a determination was then made as to whether failure of a specific cable resulted in failure of
a modeled function or system. Detailed electrical circuit analysis was not performed. Although this
investigation was conservative (e.g., when a circuit function was unclear, it was assumed to cause
system failure), this investigation did result in deleting a number of obvious non-system failures, that
would have otherwise been considered failures, from the initial screening quantification runs.

This approach was used primarily in the initial screening quantifications of the Phase II analysis. Once
detailed fire modeling began, the analysis focused on damage thresholds, critical fire distances, realistic
fire scenarios, and fire suppression. When equipment was determmed to be damaged due to fire, the |

information from the equipment vulnerability investigation was used to make new quantification runs
or use existing runs.

,

4

4B.S.2 Fire Damage Modeling Approach

The deterministic fire modeling performed for the compartments that did not screen in the initial
screening quantifications began with a realistic review of the ignition sources in the compartment. This
review eliminated ignition sources that were determined not to exist or not to apply to the
compartment (e.g., heater in the cable spreading room). In addition, ignition sources such as
emergency lights and fire protection panels were generally dismissed as credible fire sources that would
result in a core damage accident.

Once a list of realistic ignition sources was determined, the fire damage modeling defmed fire scenarios
and important target sets. For every identified target set, it was necessary to determme the geometric
relationship between potential targets and fire sources. Three general types of fire scenarios were
considered.

Targets located in the plume, directly above the fire source..

Targets located in the hot gas layer (outside the plume, but possibly in the ceiling jet)*
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Targets exposed to heating by thermal radiation, located next to the fire source.e

The FIVE methodology was used to evaluate fire growth and propagation. The target temperature.
q

rises determined from the FIVE algorithms and look up tables were then compared with target )
damage threshold criteria (temperat. ire or heat flux) and if the criteria were not exceeded, the j

'specified fire was screened from f arther. analysis. (Note that this was performed using the
automated QUICK FIVE worksheets.) If the damage threshold was exceeded, then the target was
assumed failed and a PSA quanti 6 cation run was performed to determine the conditional core
damage probability given the a.=:,ociated component damage of this fire scenario. This analysis 1

required collection of data for the following parameters. |

Location of targets relative to a potential fire source*

Damage threshold criteria for targetse

The exposure fire peak intensity and total energy contente

| The fire enclosure volume and heat loss fraction ie

FIVE fire location factor (4 for comer,2 for against wall, and I for center ofroom) |e

In the case of fire suppression, credit was taken for fire suppression when an automatic system existed
; in the compartment. Even with successful suppression, the fire damage modeling included )
! conservative assessments of equipment failure due to initial fire damage. The failure probabilities for

the various fire suppression systems were taken from the FIVE methodology.

Credit was conservatively not taken for fire brigades in the Auxiliary Building, with one exception -
compartment 14AB. This area exceeded the FIVE screenmg criterion by a small margin in the initial
screening quantification. A conservative failure probability of 0.5 for fire brigade suppression reduced
the core damage frequency for the compartment below the FIVE screening criterion. This is
approp-iate, as detailed fire modeling for this area would have otherwise shown the area to be not a
significant fire risk area (i.e., CDF below IE-6/yr).

i 4B.5.3 Damage Threshold Criteria
:

This analysis used basic FIVE methodology damage threshold criteria. The key criteria are repeated
below. '

A temperature of 700 F was used, per the FIVE methodology, as the failure temperature criterion for
IEEE-383 qualified cables. The FIVE methodology suggests a temperature of 425 F for non-qualified

i cable. This value was not used as all cabling considered in this analysis is IEEE-383 qualified.

In the case of radiant heat flux, the FIVE methodology prescribes a representative value of 1
2 2Btu /sec/ft for qualified cables. A value of 0.5 Btu /sec/ft is suggested in the FIVE methodology as a

screening value for non-qualified cable. This screenmg value and an intermediate value of 0.75 were
used for equipment other than cables (e.g., switchgear, MCCs).

i

4B.5.4 Fermi 2 Fire Damage Modeling Cases

Fire damage modeling was performed for all areas that did not screen in the initial screening
| quantifications ofPhase II.
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4B.6 ANALYSIS OF PLANT SYSTEMS, SEQUENCES, AND PLANT RESPONSE

The calculation of the conditional safe shutdown failure probability given a fire initiating event was
performed by using the Level 1 Fermi 2 PSA Models. All available mitigation paths modeled in the
Fermi 2 PSA are considered in this analysis. The equipment not directly affected by a fire can represent
a significant benefit in preventing core damage, but may also have a high conditional failure probability.
Therefore, the frequency of core damage due to a fire must account for this additional random failure
probability of other equipment to make an appropriate assessment of the fire risk.

The PSA logic models are used to represent the equipment remaining after a fire affects a fire
compartment. An existing PSA event tree structure and the associated logic models are used for
analysis to obtain the conditional core damage probability. The combination of this conditional
probability with the ignition frequency, yields a core damage frequency for comparison to the FIVE
screening value of 1.0E-6 per year. Below this value, the fire compartment does not need to be
considered further in the IPEEE fire assessment.

Details of this risk analysis are given in Section 4.3. The quantification runs were perfomied using the
RISKMAN code. The mns performed for the Auxdiaiy Building are summarized in Table 4-4.

4B.6.1 Dominant Core Damage Sequences

The FIVE methodology is a screening approach that is not focused toward developing realistic core
damage sequence frequencies for ell postulated fire scenarios in the plant. The overwhelming majority
of postulated fire scenarios are screened from further detailed analysis prior to calculating reportable
core frequencies (i.e., conservative quantifications are initially employed).

However, the following five Auxiliary Building compartments remam unscreened at the end of the
FIVE analysis:

e 03 AB - 2.77E-6/yr '

e 04ABN 4.51E-6/yr

e 09AB 4.27E-6/yr

e 11ABE - 1.90E-6/yr

e 12AB 2.54E-6/yr

.
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4.3 ANALYSIS OF PLANT SYSTEMS, SEQUENCES, AND PLANT RESPONSE I

4.3.1 Calculation Of Conditional Core Damage Frequency
i

( 4.3.1.1 Baseline Fire Model !

| !

| This section describes the baseline Fermi 2 PSA plant model which was used as the starting point

| of all conditional core damage probability (CCDP) calculations given a specific fire scenario.

| (The terms conditional core damage probability, CCDP, and conditional core damage frequency,
CCDF, are used interchangeably in Section 4.) The baseline model was developed from the Fermi|

2 IPE plant model [4.9]. The IPE model employed a linked event tree approach utilizing the '

RISKMAN code. Two types of event trees were included in the IPE model, the general transient
event trees, and the special event trees, such as LOCA and Break Outside Containment Event

| Trees. The general transient event trees consist of the Front-line System Event Tree (FLT), the
Recovery Event Tree (RCVRY), and the General Transient Late Event Tree (GTLAT). The

i general transient event trees are most suitabic for modeling the impacts to the plant systems by a

| fire and hence were selected as a basis for developing the baseline plant model in the IPEEE
submittal. In addition, the Fermi 2 IPE included two support system event trees, the Electric
Power Event Tree (EPT). and the Mechanical System Event Tree (MST). These support system
event trees were also used in the IPEEE baseline plant model. The resulting baseline plant model
consists of five linked event trees. These are shown below in the order that the event tree appears
in the PSA model:

Electric Power Event Tree (EPT).

Mechanical System Event Tree (MST)e

e F nt Line System Event Tree (FLT)

e R: ary Event Tree (RCVRY)

General Transient Late Event Tree (GTLAT)e

It is assumed that any fire in the power plant causes a reactor trip and hence is treated as a general
tunsient. For the purpose of calculating CCDP, the frequency of such a fire is assumed to be 1
(per year). The impacts of a fire are modeled by setting the respective top event in the
appropriate event tree to guaranteed failure. If a fire caused partial failure of a system, or it only
fails one division of the systems, the split fraction rules were modified so that the appropriate split
fractions were chosen to represent the impact. The impacts of fires include damaging the power
buses, cables (power, control, and instrument cables), and equipment included in the system
models. Hence, for any fire scenario, spatial information needs to be obtained to assess the
damage to the equipment in that fire zone and the impact that the equipment damage has on the
respective top event. Further, cables should be traced to assess the impact of a fire at any
location, because equipment at other locations may be unavailable due to cable damage. Tracing
all the cables would require a tremendous amount of effort and was deemed not to be necessary.

i

As long as the plant model conservatively assumes that systems with non-traced cables are
guaranteed failed by any fire in the plant and the conservatism induced by such assumptions does
not predict unrealistically high CCDP, then a reduced set of traced cables is adequate. The

,
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baseline model assumes a generic fire in the power plant, which leads to a demand for a SCRAM
and which can be in any location. Following are the impacts of the generic fire:

The main condenser is not available, but the condensate pumps are available for.

makeup to the condensate storage tank (CST)

Fire Causes all MSIVs to fail close*

Feedwater system is not tracked - assume not availablee

Heater Feed pumps are not tracked - assume not availablee

Credit is not taken for off-site grid recovery once a fire damages an off-site power buse

Inter divisional cross ties of ESF buses are assumed to be a guaranteed failuree

No recovery of the main condenser is allowed due to firee
;

Late boron injection is not tracked - assume not availablee

For external injection, only standby feedwater is trackede

The above set of impacts were included in developing the base model used for any fire in the )
plant. This set generally represents the least impact of a fire in the Fermi 2 Nuclear Power plant. ;
For a specific fire scenario, equipment evaluated to be disabled by that specific fire is added to the i

above generic equipment impact list. However, for some fire scenarios, it was determined that i
'

some of the equipment not tracked would not be impacted by the fire. As an example, unless !
directly damaging cables leading to the MSIVs or the condenser, fires in the relay room and the
control room were assumed not to affect the operability of the MSIVs or the condenser.
Therefore, for those events where it could be determined that the MSIVs and condenser were not
affected by the fire, a challenge to these systems was placed back into the PSA evaluation of the
event.

4.3.1.2 Conditional Core Damage Frequency ofIndividual Fire Scenarios

A CCDP was calculated for each of the postulated fire scenarios. Depending on the assumptions
employed, the impacts of a fire may be categorized into one of two groups:

a) All of the equipment and cables in the zone where the fire is located are damaged,
or,

b) A limited set of equipment or cables in the location is damaged.

In the latter case, the set of equipment could be one division, due to the fact that divisional
separation is required by the Appendix R analysis, or it could be any set of equipment that is
spatially adjacent to each other or a set of system functions that are disabled due to the damage of
control cables passing through the fire location. For the purpose of calculating a CCDP each fire
scenario is assumed to occur which is numerically equivalent to having an initiation frequency of
once per year. The set of equipment and cables damaged by the fire scenario combined with the
risk impacts as calculated in the PSA model yield the total impact of the corresponding fire
scenario. The equipment and cable impacts are modeled through modifications of the split
fraction rules in the linked event trees listed in section 4.3.1.1. Table 4-4 shows the designator,
the main top events impact, and the CCDP of each fire scenario.
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| 4.3.1.3 Summary of Plant Response

The plant response to the fire is modeled through guaranteed or partial failure of the top events in
the PSA event tree model. The main top events imgacted by a fire are listed in Table 4-4. The
following is a discussion of the impacts associated with the top events in the PSA model:

01

| Top events 01 and O2 model the unavailability of power from the off-site grid, including failure
: of the 120-kv mat (01) and the 345 KV mat (02) switchyards. The major pieces of equipment

modeled in these top events are the breakers, transformers, and buses that connect the off-site
grid to the engineering safeguards feature buses. If a fire damages any of this equipment, the
corresponding top event (01 and/or 02) is assumed guaranteed failed. Credit is not taken for
recovery from loss of off-site power ifloss of the grid is due to a fire.

DA and DB:

These two top events model the unavailability of essential DC power from the station batteries,
with DA representing Division I and DB representing Division II. Failure of DA will prevent

! starting of emergency Diesel Generators (EDG) 11 and 12, and failure of DB disables EDG 13
and 14. The major equipment modeled in these two top events include the batteries, battery
chargers, and the DC bus. A fire could damage the DC power equipment and cause failure of top
events DA and/or DB.

EDGs:

| Top events G1, G2, G3, and G4 model the unavailability of the emergency diesel generators 11,
'

12,13, and 14, respectively. The major equipment modeled in these top events include the diesel
generators, the diesel output breaker, and the diesel service water and fuel oil transfer systems. A
fire could damage this equipment and fail the diesel generator top events.

BUSES:

Top events B4, C4, E5, and F5 model power unavailability due to faults or bus maintenance on
the respective 4160 and 480V buses. The major equipment modeled in these top events includes
the 4160V AC buses (e.g.,4160V bus 64B and EDG bus 11 A for top event B4),480V AC buses
(e.g., bus 72B and 72EA for top event B4), and the associated breakers and transformers. A fire :

may damage this equipment and disable the corresponding buses. |
CF:

Top event CF models the unavailability of 480V AC power at swing bus 72CF due to bus fault or
maintenance. Major equipment includes swing bus 72CF, and the relays and circuitry necessary j

'

to cause transfer of swing bus 72CF.
'

B1, B2, and DC:

| Top events B1, B2, and DC model the unavailability of power to the balance of plant (BOP)
; distribution. The major equipment modeled in top event DC includes the BOP battery, battery
'

chargers, and the bus required to supply DC power. Major equipment modeled in B1 and B2
include the breakers, transformers, and the buses required to supply BOP AC power. A fire |

damaging this equipment disables the corresponding BOP top events. !
'

!

N
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Top event NP models the failure of the analog transmitter trip system (ATTS) to generate a low
reactor pressure signal. Equipment modeled in this top include the pressure transmitters, bistables
and output relays associated with reactor pressure. A fire may fail the top NP by damaging any of
the above equipment.

.bXi

Top event LV models the failure of the ATTS to generate a reactor low water level signal from
either level l or level 2. Equipment modeled includes the level transmitters, bistables, and relays

_

associated with reactor water level.

IDI
Top event TB models the failure of the Turbine Building Closed Cooling Water (TBCCW) system ;

to supply cooling water to the station air compressors, and the feed and condensate system [
pumps. The equipment modeled includes the TBCCW pumps and valves. A fire damaging this
equipment will disable top event TB.

CC:

Top event CC models the failure of the Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water (RBCCW)
;

system to supply cooling to the essential reactor equipment. Equipment modeled includes the
RBCCW pumps and valves.

Cl/C2:

Top events Cl . and C2 model the division I and II of Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water / Emergency Equipment Service Water (EECW/EESW). The two top events include the
automatic initiation signal, pumps, pipes, and valves necessary to provide cooling water for the '

specified emergency equipment. !

h .

Top event SA models station air and the interruptible air system. Equipment modeled includes
.

|
the station air compressors and associated valves and piping, and the interruptible air header.

A1/A2: !

Top events Al and A2 model tW two divisions of the noninterruptible air system. Equipment
modeled includes the piping and valves needed to maintain supply of air from the station air 4

system (normal supply), and the compressors, valves, and piping needed to maintain a supply of [
air from the NIAS compressors (alternate supply). A fire damaging this equipment may disable >

division I and/orII ofNIAS.

fli

Top event PT models failure of recirculation pump trip. This top event is only questioned when i

reactor scram fails and addresses the automatic ATWS mitigation function of tripping off both ;

recirculation pumps on high reactor vessel pressure or low-low vessel water level. Fire damage of
the recirculation pumps is assumed to result in a hot short and continued operation of the pumps. j

.Vl1

Top event VS models the opening and closing of the safety relief valves for pressure control in the
safety and low-low set modes of operation.
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V3:

Top event V3 questions whether more than two SRVs are stuck open, given that at least one
SRV fails to reseat. This top event is only asked in sequences involving failure of top event VS,
which models failure of the SRVs to reseat. Failure of event V3 is assumed to result in a rapid

. depressurization of the reactor vessel to below the shutoff head oflow pressure injection systems
'

and failure of steam driven turbines. The injection requirements for such a condition are similar to
i those for a large (and medium) LOCA. Failure of VS and success of V3 is approximately

equivalent to a small LOCA

i CT:
1

Top event CT models the unavailability of the Condensate Storage Tank (CST) as a water source
for operation of the standby feedwater system, control rod drive hydraulic system, HPCI, and
RCIC. This top event also models the makeup of water to the CST for the long-term operation of
the standby feedwater system or control rod drive hydraulic system. A fire which disables the top
event CT will result in the unavailability of the standby feedwater system and control rod drive

,

j hydraulic system.

SF: '

;

i This top event models the unavailability of Standby Feedwater System to control reactor water
i level. This top event is questioned in sequences in which main feedwater is unavailable. The
i success criteria of this top event is that the operator manually starts the standby feedwater pumps,
i the standby feedwater system remains available for 24 hours following reactor scram, and'the

operator manually throttles standby feedwater flow to control the vessel water level. Failure of,

j this top event leads to sequences in which the high pressure injection systems (RCIC or HPCI) or
: manual depressurization and the low pressure injection systems are questioned.
:
i Rfg

| Top event RC models the unavailability of Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System as a
i short-term high pressure water injection and cooling system. The success criteria is that the RCIC

l system either starts automatically, on low-low vessel level, or manually to provide flow to the
i reactor vessel.
,

Bh
! Top event HP models the unavailability of the high pressure injection system (HPCI) as a short-
| term high pressure water injection and cooling system. Success requires that the HPCI system
i either starts automatically or manually on low-low vessel level or high drywell pressure or
| manually to provide flow to the reactor vessel.

LA and LB:
1

Top event LA and LB model the unavailability of RHR pump trains in loop A and B, respectively.
'

Major equipment includes the RHR pumps and the suction valves from the suppression pool. In
non-ATWS events, pump operation is required for LPCI and/or shutdown and suppression pool
cooling. Failure of top event LA and/or LB disables the corresponding loop for Low Pressure
Core injection (LPCI), shutdown cooling, and suppression pool cooling models of operation.

Chi
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Top event CS questions whether the core spray system injects water into the reactor vessel after !
the reactor is depressurized. The success criteria is that the suppression pool water is available to i

the core spray pump suction, at least one core pump starts and runs for 24 hours, and the injection
path into the reactor vessel is available.

.QY.1 '

Top event OV questions whether human actions and hardware components are successful in
venting the torus airspace or drywell to remove decay heat. For non-ATWS with loss of decay
heat removal sequences the operator has about 19 hours to vent before containment integrity is -

challenged. Venting is guaranteed failed for ATWS sequences when other ATWS recovery '

options have also failed such as SLCS injection and recirculation pump trip, or with three or more
stuck open SRVs. "

4.3.1.4 Dominant Accident Sequences from Fire |

All potential fire sources were identified. The frequency of a fire from each source was estimated
along with the probability that the fire would lead to a core damage event. Combining the

_

,

initiating fire event frequency with the Conditional Core Damage Probability (CCDP) leads to the
core damage frequency (CDF) for a given fire initiator in a given compartment. Six fire
compartments exceeded the 1.0E-06/yr core damage frequency screening criterion in the FIVE |
methodology. The resulting CDFs for these unscreened compartments are given in Table 4-14.
These compartments were the relay room, the division 1 and division 2 switchgear rooms, the
control room, a room on the 3rd floor of the auxiliary building and the 2nd floor of the reactor
building. The following sections contain a brief discussion of the major contributions to the

.

CCDP for each of the six compartments. i

4.3.1.4.1 Relay Room

The most severe complications in the relay room were due to fires in panels P623, P854 and
P855. A fire in panel P623 or P854 was assumed to cause depressurization and to fail operation

,

of the hardened vent plus one division of RHR for heat removal. HPCI is also tendered 1

inoperable, but that failure is inconsequential due to the vessel depressurization. The main
condenser for heat removal was also assumed.to fail given a fire in either panel P623 or P854.
This would leave only one division of RHR for heat removal. Given a random failure of the
available division of RHR, the conditional core damage frequency for a fire in panel P623 or P854
is about once in every 27 events, dominated by loss of decay heat removal sequences.

The consequences of a fire in panel P855 are similar to the consequences of a fire in panel P623
or P854. A fire in P855 would not take out HPCI but would add failure of a division 2 ESF, |
division 2 EDGs, and division 2 core spray However, these differences have very little impact on I
CCDF due principally to the redundant impacts of the failures that are in common. i

4.3.1.4.2' Division 1 and Division 2 Switchgear Rooms

The dominant core damage contributors to a fire in the division I switchgear room are fire events
4AB02 and 4AB04. Both of these events are assumed to result in a severe degradation of the
decay heat removal capability. Given either event, only division 2 of RHR is assumed to be '

available for decay heat removal. In addition, it is assumed that the events would result in a
guaranteed depressurization of the RPV. Only division 2 of Core Spray and division 2 of RHR
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are available for injection. Random failures of the heat removal capability or the injection function -

would result in core damage. The conditional core damage frequency given event 4AB02 or [
4AB04 is about once in every 29 events, dominated by loss of injection at low pressure

e
'

sequences.

Of all the fire sources in the division 2 switchgear room, fire event 12AB02 is most apt to result in
core damage. This event assumes that the reactor is depressurized due to failure of the SRVs to :

reseat as a direct result of the fire. HPCI and RCIC are both available but are assumed to be
inoperable due to the depressurization. Operation of the standby feedwater system is also i

assumed to be degraded by the fire and must be remotely started at the dedicated shutdown panel.
Random failure of the available low pressure injection systems is assumed to result in core j

damage. The conditional core damage frequency given fire event 12AB02 is about once in every i

27 events, dominated by loss ofinjection at low pressure sequences. |
:

f4.3.1.4.3 Control Room

The most severe fire in the control room would be a fire in control panel HIIP602. A fire in this
panel is assumed to result in the failure of the main condenser, RBCCW and all division 2 ESF
systems. The RPV is assumed to depressurize due to the failure of SRVs to reseat. Random
failure of standby feedwater and the division 1 low pressure injection systems is assumed to result
in core damage. The conditional core damage frequency for fire event 9AB01 is about once in
every 100 events, dominated by loss ofinjection at low pressure sequences.

4.3.1.4.4 Third Floor Auxiliary Building

Outside of the division 2 switchgear room is a room containing division 1 and division 2 MCCs |
plus the three battery chargers for the 125 volt division 1 batteries. A widespread fire in this !
room that might be caused by hotwork is assumed to fait division 1 DC power and RCIC. In !
addition, it is assumed that a fire would render the hardened vent and the division 1 SRVs
inoperable. Core damage could occur from random failures of the available division 2 equipment
leading to cither a loss of injection or inadequate decay _ heat removal. The conditional core
damage frequency for fire event 11 AB01 is about once in every 153 events, dominated by loss of
decay heat removal and loss ofinjection at low pressure sequences. However, it should be noted
that a more likely fire would be initiated in the immediate vicinity of the battery chargers
themselves. However, the consequences would be limited to failure of the corresponding division
of DC power. The conditional core damage frequencies for fire events 10AB1 and 10AB2
(division 1 or 2 DC, respectively) are about once in every 2500 events and once in every 3030
events, respectively. The former is dominated by loss of decay heat removal and loss ofinjection
at low pressure sequences, and the latter is dominated by loss ofinjection at both high and low
pressure sequences.

4.3.1.4.5 Second Floor Reactor building

MCC 72C-F swing bus is located on the second floor of the reactor building. The primary loads
fed from the swing bus, with regard to risk significance, are the LPCI injection valves. Fire

i modeling has found that the fire with the most severe consequences, on the second floor of the
! reactor building, involves a localized fire in_ MCC 72C-F. Fire event RB6S05 evaluates the effects

of a fire in the MCC 72C-F swing bus. Such a fire would impact not only LPCI injection, but the
decay heat removal capability via the shutdown wohng mode. It is conservatively assumed that
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given fire event RB6S05 that Station Air and the hardened vent would not be available. Failure of
Station Air would close the MSIVs making the condenser unavailable for heat removal. .The
conditional core damage frequency given fire event RB6S05 is dominated by a random failure of

,

!

the torus cooling injection valves. Such a failure would result in the total loss of decay heat
removal given the assumed unavailability of the condenser and the hardened vent. Given these -

assumptions, core damage would be expected about once in every 1449 occurrences of fire event
,

RB6S05, dominated by loss of decay heat removal sequences.

,
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4.4 ANALYSIS OF CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE !

The FIVE evaluation of Fermi 2 did not consider fires inside the containment because the !
containment is inerted with nitrogen during operation. This nitrogen will prevent any fire from ',
propagating beyond the specific source ofignition. In addition, a review of the equipment inside
the containment determined that there are no significant sources with the capability to generate
anything other than a small portion of the heat required to generate a hot gas layer (HGL) inside .

'
| the containment which could cause damage to cables or equipment required to achieve safe

shutdown.

Another issue addressed is whether a single fire could damage redundant equipment by including
both trains in a single fire plume. The review of the cable routing and equipment location,

| databases and plant drawings demonstrated that there is sufficient spatial separation between
equipment to prevent a single 4 from affecting both trains of safe shutdown equipment. :

The area between the steel drywell and the shield wall is filled with polyurethane foam. The
; drywell gap analysis, design calculation DC-5241 [4.69], analyzed this area to determine the effect |

of a fire in the foam on the ability to safely shutdown the plant. In addition, DC-5241 showed that |
| reactor hot shutdown can be achieved from the main control room without repair procedures, and |
| that cold shutdown can be achieved with manual operation of several motor operated valves given !

the worst case scenario of a fire in the drywell gap. |
| A walkdown of Fermi 2 was performed to verify that the drywell access hatches and drywell head

were not at significant risk of damage due to a fire. This walkdown confirmed that the hatches
and drywell head are located in areas with low combustible loading and that there are no ignition

| sources in their vicinity that would impair the ability of these structures to maintain containment
integrity or cause damage to components located inside the drywell. Moreover, all equipment and

,

personnel hatches as well as the penetrations and penetration seals are passive; i.e., they do not!

| relay on pneumatic pressure or electricity to function. Thus, vulnerability of these support
i systems to fire is not an issue with regard to the integrity of these passive containment
| components

Finally, the overall challenge to containment by the core damage sequences that do not screen out j

through the FIVE methodology is addressed. It first needs to be restated in dealing with the
'

absolute magnitude of core damage sequences in this context that there is considerable
i conservatism in the FIVE methodology that leads to unrealistically high values for such
'

sequences. Principal among these assumptions are:

Use of fire initiation frequencies based on the FIVE fire events data base is conservative since*

! some of the recorde_d fires are very small and others self-extinguish. This conservatism is only
partially offset by the use of fire modeling.;

:

Systems for which cabling has not been tracked or definitely precluded from fire damage is| e

| assumed to be damaged by a fire

Little credit is taken for detection and manual suppression.

Notwithstanding these conservatisms, only six compartments do not screen out against the FIVE,

i <l.0E-6/yr CDF criterion. The largest calculated CDF was 4.5E-6/yr, and two values were barely
in excess of the screening limit. See Table 4-14. The PSA evaluation shows that about one third

|
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of the functional contribution to the CDF for the unscreened companments is due to loss of decay
heat removal (DHR) sequences. . These DHR sequences do not lead to early and high radionuclide -

releases, which is the release category of principal interest in assessing a "large" release. See
Section 3.16. The remainder of the fire induced unscreened CDF sequences are due to loss of ,

injection, principally at low pressure. Only a portion of these would lead to early and high
releases through the mechanisms described in Section 4 of the Fermi 2 IPE [4.9]. Note that most

'

'

of these scenarios have been conservatively modeled to include three or more SRVs stuck open
(due to hot shorts) leading to conditions of a large LOCA. Moreover, the Appendix R analysis |

DC-4921 [4.6] demonstrated that there are no high/ low pressure interface concerns due to fire
,

that would result in loss of containment integrity. ;
i

Based on the considerations discussed above, it is not expected that containment failure modes ;

due to fire induced accident sequences will differ significantly from those found in the internal
events evaluation [4.9] nor will the frequency cf early and high radionuclide release.

s
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4.5 TREATMENT OF FIRE RISK SCOPING STUDY ISSUES

4.5.1 Seismic / Fire Interactions ;

Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4 [4.0], requires licensees to address issues raised by SANDIA

| National Laboratories (SNL) in the Fire Risk Scoping Study (FRSS) [4.11]. Within the scope of '

| the FRSS are issues related to seismic / fire interaction. Specifically, three primary areas of
concern were identified: (1) Seismically induced fires, (2) Seismic actuation of fire suppression ,

systems, and (3) Seismic degradation of suppression systems. These issues were addressed in the
Fermi 2 IPEEE program as described below [4.12].

*

4.5.1.1 Seismically Induced Fires

This issue addresses the concern over potential breakage of flammable liquid or gas vessels during
a seismic event that could create fire hazards to the plant. To address this issue, the Seismic
Review Team (SRT) performed a seismic screening evaluation of storage vessels containing

.

'
flammable or combustible materials. This review concentrated on those vessels located in
Category I areas of the plant contai ting safe shutdown equipment. The only flammable liquids in
significant quantities in Category I olant areas are diesel fuel and lubricating oil. The following
components were considered as par. of this review:

Lube oil (200 gal. total) for the I'dCI and CRD pumps in the HPCI pump room in the*

reactor building;

Diesel fuel storage tanks (42,000 gal.), day tanks (550 gal.), and lube oil tanks (275 gal.)e

in each of four tank rooms in the RHR complex;

Lube oil sump (495 gal.) in each of four diesel generator rooms in the RHR complex; and,e

Fuel oil piping from the tank rooms to the diesel generators in the RHR complex.e

Components associated with the first three items were included on the Seismic Margin
Assessment (SMA) safe shutdown equipment list (SSEL). Therefore, these items were evaluated
by the SRT as part of the seismic screening walkdowns discussed in Section 3.0. All of the items
were found to be seismically rugged. The fuel oil piping was also reviewed by the SRT, and it
was found to be well supported.

No flammable gases are stored in Category I areas.

Fires at power and industrial heirties can also occur due to the toppling of energized electrical
equipment. At Fermi 2, all of the safety related equipment and their anchorages are seismically
qualified. Each electrical component on the SSEL was walked down by the SRT and generic
anchorage calculations were performed to demonstrate adequate seismic capacity. In addition,
the SRT observed non-safety related electrical cabinets in proximity to safety related electrical
cabinets. The non safety related cabinets were all positively anchored to preclude toppling.

Based on the results of this review, it is concluded that seismically induced fires with the potential

| to afTect safe shutdown equipment are not likely.
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4.5.1.2 Seismic Actuation of Fire Suppression Systems

The effects ofinadvenent actuation of suppression systems were previously considered as part of
the internal flooding analysis in response to NRC Information Notice 83-41 [4.13]. However,
some plant equipment credited as being pan of the seismic safe shutdown path in the SMA may
not have been reviewed. To address this issue for Fermi 2, plant areas with automatic suppression
systems were identifiul.~

The automatic suppression systems at Fermi 2 consist of wet pipe sprinkler systems with fusible
links, Halon systems, and carbon dioxide systems. Wet pipe sprinkler systems are not used in
electrical equipment rooms. Extinguishing materials used in the fire protection system are
selected to be compatible with the equipment in the area.

For each plant area with an automatic suppression system, the equipment on the SMA SSEL was
compared to that on the Fire Hazards Analysis (FHA) documented in UFSAR Section 9.5.
Where differences existed, the components were reviewed to determine their susceptibility to the
panicular suppression agent (water, Halon, or CO ). In some instances, functionally redundant2

equipment was not affected by the same suppression system. Therefore, although actuation may
affect equipment of a specific divisional train, redundant equipment would be available for plant
shutdown. No cases were found where actuation of the suppression system would cause a loss of
safe shutdown capability.

Seismic actuation of the wet pipe sprinkler system could occur only as a result of failure of the
fusible link, sprinkler head.s, or piping. The system is not actuated electrically. In addition to the
review above, the SRT performed a walkdown of all the sprinkler piping and found that an
interaction failure is not likely. The piping is well supported and generous clearauce is provided
around the sprinkler heads to allow them to perform their function.

The Halon and CO2 systems are controlled electrically; therefore, actuation could occur as the
result of relay chatter. A review of the fire protection system control circuitry was conducted to
determine if any low ruggedness (bad actor) relays are installed. Results of this review
determined that there are only two Westinghouse Type SG relays installed in the fire protection
and miscellaneous relay cabinet. Failure of either (or both) of these relays would cause a spurious
fire alarm in the fire control panels in the relay room and control room. No other systems or
components would be affected. No other low ruggedness relays were found in the fire protection
system. In addition, the review included a search for mercury switches; none were found.

Based on the results of this review, seismic actuation of the fire suppression systems at Fermi 2 is
not a concern.

4.5.1.3 Seismic Degradation of Suppression Systems

Most of the fire suppression systems in the Category I buildings are wet pipe systems that are
actuated by fusible links. Although this system cannot actuate due to relay chatter, the piping can
break causing spraying or flooding of safety related equipment. As a result, the SRT reviewed
Category I plant areas with wet fire protection systems. This review included both the sprinkler
distribution piping as well as the header piping. Headers were followed through various areas of
the plant. Similarly, fire protection piping associated with the stand pipes (local hose stations)
was reviewed.
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During the course of the walkdowns, the SRT noted the following: )
'

The fire protection piping is well supported. None of the piping spans observed would be |e

characterized as excessive; j
Almost none of the fire protection piping is rod hung. Supports are typically rigid type |e

supports consisting of angles and tube steel members with U-bolts or boxed-in framing;
|

,

Throughout the plant, the piping was noted to be well supported in the transverse lateral !e

direction. Adequate support was provided in the longitudinal direction by transverse !

supports at changes in piping direction. All of the sprinkler system piping and adjacent
headers were noted to have longitudinal support via three-way restraints. The restraints |
were provided on both horizontal and vertical runs ofpipe;

|
No instances were noted where cast iron pipe was installed; !e

Due to the overall good support, no instances were noted where small, stiff pipes aree

attached to large, flexible pipes, ;

Some of the fire protection piping uses mechanical type fittings (Victaulic couplings or |e

similar). The mechanical fittings are typically used on smaller pipes (6" diameter NPS and |
under); and

I Some of the fire protection piping uses threaded connections. The threaded connections* ,

| are typically limited to smaller pipes (2" diameter NPS and under). !

Based on the observations of the SRT, gross seismic degradation of the suppression piping is not
considered a credible failure that could lead to incapacitation of safety related equipment. Even !,

| though the piping uses both mechanical and threaded fittings, the seismic support of the piping ;
'

would prohibit significant displacement which could lead to gross failure. It was obvious from the !

SRT review that the fire protection piping is seismically supported to prevent failure and falling, !
'

as required by its classification in the UFSAR.

In addition to the wet pipe, the SRT walked down piping associated with the Halon and CO2 '

| systems. Like the wet pipe, the Halon and CO2 piping were found to be well supported. Storage
tanks and cylinders associated with the Halon and CO2 systems were all found to be positively ;

! anchored or supported.

Based on this review, seismic degradation of the suppression systems at Fermi 2 does not pose a
threat to safety-related equipment required for safe shutdown. !

4.5.2 Fire Barrier Qualifications

The Fermi 2 Fire Hazards Analysis identified the fire barriers and determined the barrier
requirements f the floors, walls, and ceilings enclosing separate fire areas and for the doors ar i

other penetrations through these barriers [4.31. For fire areas not having a three-hour fire r.d
assembly, the Fermi 2 SSER 5 [4.64] analyzed each one individually with respect to its fuel- i.,

its fire suppression and detection systems, and its proximity to safe shutdown equipment and |

| concluded that the fire-rated assemblies provided were adequate for the areas affected and |
1 satisfied the guidelines in Section D.I.d and D.I.j of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, and I

; were, therefore, acceptable.

|
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In general, all doorway openings to areas containing safe shutdown equipment or circuits were |
provided with fire doors with ratings commensurate with .he fire ratings of the respective walls,

j with the following exception. A few doors of special bh:st-resistant or water-tight construction,
I or of fire-rated construction less than the respective wall, were evaluated in Fermi 2 SSER 5 and

6 [4.64, 4.65] to provide adequate protection in the event of a fire based upon the design and
construction of the subject doors and their respective locations within the plant.

The reliability of fire doors at Fermi 2.is ensured by frequent inspections controlled by plant '
procedures. Many fire doors are provided with electrical supervision of position, and these doors

| as well as the electrical supervision are verified operable every 31 days by procedures 28.507.02
[4.41] and 28.507.03 [4.42]. Surveillance procedures 24.000.02 [4.47] and 24.000.03 [4.48] -
verify the closed position of unlocked fire doors without' electrical supervision once every 24
hours and the locked-closed position oflocked fire doors without electrical supervision every 7

| - days. Procedures 28.507.02 and 28.507.03 verify all fire doors operable by performance of a full
| functional test every 31 days although the UFSAR Section 9A requirements are only once per 6
| months.

In general, the Fermi 2 SSER S confirmed that three-hour fire-rated penetration seals were
. provided-for all penetrations of fire-rated walls and floors / ceilings tested.in accordance with
| ASTM E-119 except for penetration seals in the relay room stairwell, which were evaluated to be

acceptable based on analysis. Penetration seals were specified by Design Specification 3071-198
[4.49] to be qualified by fire tests, and a specific seal type was identified for each penetration on
plant drawings. In general, plant procedure 28.507.05 [4.44] provides for visual inspection of at
least 10% of each type of penetration fire seal once per 18 months with each seal being inspected

1

j at least ence per 15 years. As a result of the evaluation performed for Supplement I to NRC
,

i Information Notice 88-04 [4.55), a group of penetration fire seals exposed to a high temperature
environment are now specifically inspected in total every 18 months to ensure their operability.
Reviews performed for NRC Information Notices 88-04, 88-56 and 94-28 [4.54, 4.56, 4.57)
concluded that the subject problem conditions had not occurred at Fermi 2 based on the
completeness of the. Fermi 2 original design specification requirements, the quality of the

; contractor's installation program, the review and approval of the seal fire tests by the insurance
authority, and the continuing seal surveillance program required by the UFSAR.

In general UL listed 3 hour rated fire dampers have been installed in the fire walls at Fermi 2, with
certain exceptions. Several 3 hour fire rated barriers contain a single 1-1/2 hour rated fire damper
in the duct penetration of the fire barriers, and a few barriers contain two 1-1/2 hour rated fire
dampers in series. The Fermi 2 SSER 5 [4.64) evaluated these fire barrier arrangements to be

| acceptable based on the negligible fuel load on either side of the barrier, and the early warning fire
| detection on each side of the subject barriers which would assure that a fire would be discovered

in its incipient stage and be extinguished by the fire brigade within a short time span.

The concern identified in NRC Information Notice 89-52 [4.53) involving closure of fire dampers
! against system air flow was previously resolved for most fire dampers at Fermi 2 by the addition
! of higher capacity closure springs to the dampers. For several fire damper installation locations,
| instructions were added to the appropriate fire brigade fire pre-olans to direct manual shutdown
'

of the respective ventilation system in the event of a fire oflarge magnitude occurring m the area,
j in order to resolve the fire damper closure concern.
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A number of deficiencies had been identified in Fermi 2 fire damper installations meluding lack of i
specified expansion gaps for thermal expansion, dampers located outside the plane of the barrier, j
and other deviations from the' fire damper manufacturer's required installation details. Some of i
these fire damper deficiencies were resolved by new fire tests of similar installation arrangements, ;
some deficiencies were resolved by engineermg evaluations which determined that fire loadings of |
less than 30 minutes equivalent on both sides of a respective barrier did not require fire damper ;
use based on NFPA 90A only requiring dampers in ducts penetrating barriers rated for 2 hours or |
more, and some damper deficiencies were resolved to be acceptable based on the new fire test .j
results in combination with additional engineering analysis. Some field inspection work remains in j
order to determine that the fusible link holding straps are properly positioned for cenain dampers. J

These specific fire dampers requiring field inspection are still being considered inoperable until the !
plant operating mode permits the subject inspection to be completed. ;

,

Fermi 2 Procedure 28.507.04 [4.43] provides for a visual inspection of all fire dampers every 18 )
months, and, in addition, provides for a functional test of approximately 10% of the fire dampers I
by disconnecting the fusible link and confirming the proper closure of the respective fire damper, j
A continuous or hourly roving fire watch as required is provided to compensate for any fire i

damper found to be inoperable. !
;

4.5.3 Manual Fire Fighting Effectiveness

4.5.3.1 Fire Reporting and First Aid |

At Fermi 2 the initial responses to fire discovey are controlled with plant Procedure 20.000.22, |
" Plant Fires" . The Control Room is alerted to an actual or possible fire condition by observing I

fire detection or fire' suppression system alarms annunciated in the Control Room or by verbal
report from person (s) discovering the fire. The plant is provided with a separate independent
paging and communication system as well as the site telephone system, both of which can be
readily utilized to rapidly report a fire condition to the Control Room. Ponable fire extinguishers
of appropriate and effective types are located throughout the plant buildings and can be utilized
for initial first aid use by plant personnel discovering the fire or by fire brigade personnel during
the fire brigade fire fighting response phase of the fire incident. Practical hands-on training with
portable fire extinguishers is given to all fire brigade trained personnel as well as all fire watch
qualified personnel. Fire brigade trained personnel are included in the operations, security, and
fire protection groups.

4.5.3.2 Fire Brigade

A five member Fire Brigade of qualified, trained personnel is designated and maintained at all |

times, and is separate from the minimum shift crew necessary for safe shutdown of the unit. Fire
Brigade members are designated from the operations, security, and fire protection groups, with a
typical shift Fire Brigade consisting of one fire brigade leader, two operators, one fire protection
inspector, and one nuclear security officer. Satisfactoy completion of a special periodic physical i

examination is required for all qualified brigade members. The Fire Brigade Leader must also j
ihold a Reactor Operator or Senior Reactor Operator License or must possess extensive

knowledge of plant systems and their impact on reactor safety, as well as successfully completing
a leadership training course.
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The Fire Brigade members are each provided with personal protective equipment, including
helmets, bunker pants and coats, boots, gloves, self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA), and

I

flashlights and radios. In addition, extra portable equipment is provided for their use as necessary, ;

including fire hose, nozzles, hose tools, portable extinguishers, foam equipment, smoke ejection
equipment poles and axes, and emergency ventilation fans.

4.5.3.3 Fire Brigade Training

All Fire Brigade members receive initial training and continued training every quarter. Initial
training includes the following topics:

Fire Brigade duties, responsibilities, and methodology of response.e

Fire concepts, fire behavior, and methods of extinguishment..

Use of water, hose and nozzles, and foam.*

Use of portable fire extinguishers used at Fermi..

Use of SCB A and SCBA communication devices..

1

Use of personal protective equipment and fire scene safety practices. j*

Radiological hazards in fire emergencies.e

Fire scene ventilation. l*

Hazardous materials at Fermi.e

1

Search and rescue operations..

Salvage and overhaul practices.*

Use of portable brigade equipment.*

Radio communications.*

Fixed Fire Protection Systems at Fermi including plant tour of these systems and j.

components. I

Fire attack strategy and tactics including use of preplans..

* Fire watch duties.

Hands-on fireground evolutions including structural fire fighting with full gear and*

SCBA's

A yearly practice (training) session is also held for each shift Fire Brigade to provide all members
with hands-on live fire training in full gear with SCBA's and interior structural fire fighting.

4.5.3.4 Drills And Records

Fire drills, both announced and unannounced, are preplanned and held at regular intervals, with
one drill for each shift at least once every 3 months to allow each Fire Brigade to practice as a
team. At least one drill is performed each year on a back shift for each shifl Fire Brigade, and no
less than one drill is unannounced for each shift Fire Brigade per year. All drills are thoroughly
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critiqued, and at 3-year intervals a randomly selected unannounced drill is evaluated by other
qualified individuals as part of the Nuclear Quality Assurance triennial fire protection audit.

Pre-fire plans have been developed for all main plant areas, are required and scheduled to be
reviewed on a periodic basis, and are updated as necessary to reflect plant changes. The pre-fire
plans are used as a part of the Fire Brigade training.

Records are maintained for all personnel training and for all fire drills in accordance with plant
procedures, in order to demonstrate the training level of the Fire Brigade.

IAll Fire Brigade equipment is inventoried and confirmed to be available at its designated location
by procedure on a monthly basis.

'4.5.4 Total Environment Equipment Survival

4.5.4.1 Potential Adverse Effects on Plant Equipment By Combustion Products

The detrimental short-term effects of non-thermal combustion products (smoke) on the safe
shutdown equipment and circuits required in the event of any specific fire are not believed to be
significant for the safe shutdown time lines used in the Fermi 2 analysis. Long-term effects of
smoke from a substantial fire condition would not be relevant during the safe shutdown process

,

time lines on which the Fermi 2 analysis is based. i

4.5.4.2 Spurious or Inadvertent Fire Suppression Actuation

The subject of seismically induced inadvertent actuations of fire suppression systems has been
discussed in section 4.5.1. This section will only discuss other possible actuations of the Fermi 2 |

Ifire suppression systems.

Generically, the fire protection systems had been designed for Fermi 2 with the philosophy of
minimizing water near electrical equipment. When water has been used indoors in safety related
areas, sprinkler systems are employed rather than deluge systems. Each sprinkler is an automatic !
device and will only discharge water when heated to its rated actuation temperature. An i

automatic sprinkler has an extremely low failure rate, and even then water would only be
discharged from a single sprinkler, affecting only a very limited area with the discharged water
being readily accepted by the plant drain system. As a result of a review of a Significant Event
Report from another plant, the design of several Fermi 2 sprinkler systems was modified to
increase the sprinkler actuation temperatures, and reduce the possibility of sprinkler actuation
caused by a steam line break or abnormal room temperature.

Gaseous type fire suppression systems (CO2 or Halon) are provided for several areas and
equipment types, including emergency diesel generators, relay room, cable tunnel, cable spreading
room, cable tray area on 630 ft. elevation of the auxiliary bldg., computer rooms, and standby gas
treatment system filters. In general, inadvertent actuation of any of these gaseous systems will not
cause loss of function of Class IE equipment since the equipment can operate in a gaseous
environment. Closing of some HVAC dampers, upon system actuation, will result in loss of
cooling to respective areas, until manual actions are taken to re-open dampers and establish air
flow. Inadvertent actuation of a CO2 system into an emergency diesel generator (EDG) room will
not affect the operation of the EDG, since separate combustion air is provided for the engine by
direct connection to the outside.
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4.5.4.3 Operator Action Effectiveness |
Abnormal Operating Procedure 20.000.18 [4.38) would be utilized by the operating personnel in .

the event that a fire in the Main Control Room or other designated fire zones results in the need to ;
control and shutdown the plant from the Dedicated Shutdown Panel. j
If a significant fire occurred in any other area of the plant, control and shutdown would be
performed from the Main Control Room utilizing normal and abnormal operating procedures as :

required. Operations personnel are trained on all operating procedures as required by their
positions and responsibilities.

4.5.5 Control Systems Interactions !

The alternative (dedicated) shutdown system at Fermi 2 has been designed and installed to meet
the technical requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix R, Sections III.G.3 and III.L. This system |
provides safe-shutdown capability separate and remote from the Control Room complex and |
certain other designated plant fire zones. The system would be used when a fire within the

'

Control Room complex or the other designated fire zones is determined to have significantly
damaged the safe-shutdown equipment / cabling within these zones. |
The alternative shutdown system consists of a Dedicated Shutdown Panel (also referred to as the
3L panel) and associated instrumentation, one combustion turbine generator (CTG), the standby
feedwater (SBFW) system, and Division I portions of the following systems. 1

e RHR

e RHRSW
,

t

Emergency Equipment Cooling Water (EECW) ie

Emergency Equipment Service Water (EESW) |o

The Dedicated Shutdown Panel is supplemented by local manual operator actions to achieve hot |

or cold shutdown. The Dedicated Shutdown Panel is a local operation station, remote from the j
fire areas of concern including the Main Control Room, with instrumentation and control switches ;

'
and transfer switches necessary for operating the SBFW system required to keep the reactor core
covered with water.

Hot and cold shutdown can be achieved from the Dedicated Shutdown Panel with manual ;

operator action required locally in the Reactor / Auxiliary Building and RHR Complex. I
'

Local operation includes controlling equipment at local panels, switchgear, MCC's, distribution
panels, and valves. In the event of a serious Control Room fire, or fire in certain other designated
fire zones that would significantly affect the controls in the Main Control Room, Shutdown :
operations would be controlled by use of Abnormal Operating Procedure 20.000.18 [4.38]. ;

Calculation No. 1020-014-300 titled " Dedicated Shutdown Design Review" [4.50], performed by
Impell Corp., evaluated the equipment, circuits, cable routing, and transfer schemes for the Fermi ;

2 dedicated (alternative) shutdown system and concluded that it was in complete compliance with
,

10CFR50, Appendix R. The methodology for this calculation review identified the circuits !

required to be functional as well as the adequacy of the transfer schemes, and verified that the ;

essential cable routes were independent of the Main Control Room and other designated alternate )
shutdown areas by location or protection.
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4.6 USI A-45 AND OTHER SAFETY ISSUES

4.6.1 Unresolved Safety Issue A-45

USI A-45, " Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements", was completed as part of the Fermi
2 IPE submittal [4.9]. The documentation of this resolution is provided in sections 3.4.3 and
7.1.3 of the IPE submittal.

The FIVE analysis considered loss of decay heat removal capability through the PSA evaluation ]
of shutdown capability with equipment not damaged by the fire. Of the six compartments that did :

not meet the screening criteria of <lE-06/yr, (see Table 4-14) two compartments had core ;

damage frequencies (CDFs) dominated by loss of decay heat removal (RBM and 04ABN), and
one compartment (11 ABE) was about equally divided between loss of decay heat removal and ;

loss ofinjection at low pressure. However, the dominant scenarios for all six compartments were j

evaluated with regard to the' absolute contribution to CDF due to loss of decay heat removal )
sequences using the end state results produced by the PSA model. The resulting CDF from the !

dominant fire scenarios for actual loss of decay heat removal sequences (DHR category in the
Fermi 2 IPE or TW in WASH-1400) is 5.4E-6/yr. Adding this value to the internal events DHR
contribution of 1.7E-6/yr for the Fermi 2 IPE brings the total DHR contribution to 7.lE-6/yr. )
However , it is recognized that the NRC staff expanded the functional definition of decay heat I

removal for BWRs in A-45 to also include loss of injection (except for large LOCA sequences) ;

and station blackout scenarios (see discussion in Section 3.4.3 of the Fermi 2 IPE report [4.9]). |
The major impact of the use of this expanded definition on the fire study results is the addition of
loss ofinjection at low reactor pressure sequences since two of the unscreened compartments are
dominated by such sequences. The resulting CDF for the dominant fire scenarios using the i

expanded NRC definition ofloss of decay heat removal for fire induced transients is 1.6E-5/yr. I

Adding the corresponding contribution from the Fermi 2 IPE of 3.6E-6/yr brings the total CDF !
for the expanded NRC DHR loss contribution to 2.0E-5/yr. )

Both of these CDF values remain below the Catego,y I criteria (" acceptably small or reducible to
an acceptable level by simple improvements") ofless than 3.0E-5/yr cited in 'NUREG-12.89 [4.66]

,

and in Figure 3.4-8 of the Fermi 2 IPE [4.9]. Moreover, the larger value of 1.6E-5/yr associated J

with the expanded definition of decay heat removal is only slightly greater than the 1.0E-5/yr )
value stipulated in NUREG-1289 as the interim quantitative design objective. If the conservative '

assumptions inherent in the FIVE methodology were modified to be approximately consistent
with the best estimate approach typically utilized in PSAs to assess risk, there is little doubt that
the fire related NRC staff definition ofloss of decay heat removal contribution to CDF would
drop below the 1.0E-5/yr criterion.

It is thus concluded that the risk ofloss of decay removal as a result of potential internal fires is
not a vulnerability, and thus the decay heat removal capability following fire induced transients is
adequate.

4.6.2 Generic Safety Issue 57

The issues resulting from GI-57 [4.14] addressed in section 4.8 of this submittal are as follow:

1. Mercury relays in fire protection control systems that could potentially disable safety related
equipment or impair the operators' ability to perform corrective action.
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2. Cabinets or components required for safe shutdown being impaired due to water intrusion

following actuation of a sprinkler or deluge system. 1

3. Loss of fire water suppressant capabilities following an earthquake due to loss of offsite
power and failure of the diesel fire pump batteries.

:
4. Seismic / fire interaction in switchgear rooms damaging safety related cables routed over or

i
near non-seismically designed switchgear cabinets. !

5. Seismic / fire interaction in cable spreading rooms due to non-seismically designed electrical ;

cabinets. !

It was determined that there are no significant design problems in the fire protection system that !

would result in impairment to safety-related equipment.
;

In addition to the review for seismic / fire interactions, the FfVE analysis considered potential |
damage to cables and equipment routed over or near switchgear and other electrical cabinets.

|
The switchgear rooms were analyzed to determine the probability of an internal fire affecting .

cables. Sections 4B.2.3.4 and 4B.2.3.14 addressed this issue and determined that a fire would be !
contained within the switchgear and that no cables routed above or near the switchgear would be !

damaged. Therefore, the risk of damage to safety-related equipment or cables was determined to
'

be negligible.

The cable spreading room and similar areas were analyzed to determine the probability of fires . !
- damaging cables. The design of these areas resulted in few, if any, electrical cabinets being

.

installed. The electrical cabinets in these areas were fire protection panels, Sections 4B.2.3.9 and ,!

4B.2.3.10 and were determined to be insignificant ignition sources. Therefore, the risk of damage
to safety-related equipment or cables was determined to be negligible. i

Based on the above, no vulnerabilities or additional insights related to Generic Issue 57 from the
FIVE assessment have been found that require incorporation in plant procedures . .

!

,

:
i

k
:

:
'

i

|

|
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,

4.7 INSIGHTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
,

4.7.1 Reactor Building

All compartments of the Reactor Building met the screening criteria of <l.0E-6/yr except for the
second floor (06RB). This compartment's final screening value is 1.00E-6/yr, which is right at a
value that could be assumed to screen. As discussed in section 4A.3.4.2.5 the conservative'

assumption of failing all equipment powered from these cabinets could have been resolved by
additional analysis and would most likely have allowed this area to screen.

The principal insights gained from a review of this compartment is that the dominating fire
sequences are for fires in cabinets that are part of the Dedicated Shutdown System. Thus, they
have the potential for isolating equipment from their primary control location, the main control
room. These cabinets are thus more than just " backup devices" in terms of the impact of their
loss.

Discussions were held between the Fire Task Manager and the Operations Training Supervisor to )

determine whether the Plant Operators were aware of the potential effects of loss of these
cabinets. The result of this meeting satisfied both the Fire Protection Engineer and the Operation
Training Supervisor that the Operator training was adequate.

A discussion between the Fire Task Manager and the Fire Brigade Training Instructor resulted in j
a decision to perform additional drills in the vicinity of these electrical cabinets in order to increase l
the awareness of the fire brigade members to the need to quickly isolate and extinguish fires that
may damage the cabinets. These additional drills will be performed following development of the
training plan. This plan will be developed following a walkdown of the area by the Fire
Protection Engineer and the Instructor to clarify the content of the training plan.

4.7.2 Auxiliary Building

Five compartments in the Auxiliary Building did not meet the FIVE screening criteria of
<l .0E-6/yr. These compartments are the Control Room (CDF 4.27E-6/yr), Division 1
Switchgear (CDF 4.51E-6/yr), Relay Room (CDF 2.77E-6/yr), Division 2 Switchgear (CDF

| 2.54E-6/yr) and the Division 1 portion of the Miscellaneous Room on Elevation 643'-6" (CDF
'

l.9E-6/yr).

No new insights were gained from the evaluation of these compartments. These compartments

| were already recognized as having a major role in the prevention of core damage, and the
| magnitude of the CDF in excess of the screening criterion is judged to be modest. These

compartments contain all the cables and equipment needed to achieve normal shutdown. Because
they contain these cables and equipment, all cables supporting equipment required to achieve
shutdown using the dedicated shutdown procedure [4.67] were routed independent of these areas.

Therefore, there are no additional actions required for these unscreened Auxiliary Building
compartments and no further analysis will be performed.

:
1

v
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Table 4- 1 Fire Areas

FIRE AREA DESCRIPTION ELEVATION
OlAB Aux. Bldg. Basement 551' - 0" and 562' - 0"
02AB Mezzanine and Cable Tray Area 583' - 6" and 603' - 6"
03AB Relay Room 613'- 6"
04AB Division 1 Switchgear Room 613' - 8 "

05ABE Division 1 Cable Tunnel 613" - 6"
05ABW Division 2 Cable Tunnel 613" - 6"
06AB Miscellaneous Rooms 613" - 6"
07AB Cable Spreading Room 630" - 6"
08AB Cable Tray Area 631' - 0"
09AB Control Room 643' - 6" and 655' - 6"
10ABE Division 1 Battery Room 643'- 6"
10ABW Division 2 Battery Room 643' - 6"
11 AB Miscellaneous Rooms 643'- 6"
12AB Division 2 Switchgear Room 643'- 6"
13AB Ventilation Equipment Area 650'- 6"

l
14AB Control Center Ventilation Equipment 677'- 6"

Rooms and Standby Gas Treatment
Rooms

15AB Ventilation Equipment Area 677'- 6" |
01RB Torus Room 540'- 0"

02RBNE Basement Corner Room 540' - 0" and 562' - 0"
02RBNW Basement Corner Room 540' - 0" and 562' - 0"
02RBSE Basement Corner Room 540' - 0" and 562' - 0" l
02RBSW Basement Corner Room 540' - 0" and 562' - 0"

03RB HPCI pump and Turbine and CRD pump 540' - 0" and 562' - 0"
rooms

04RB Corridor zone 562' - 0" and 564' - 0"
,

05RB First Floor 583' - 6" |

06RB Second Floor 613' - 6"
07RB Third Floor 64l' - 6"
08RB Fourth Floor 659'- 6"
09RB Fifth Floor 684'- 6"
10RB Drywell 562' - 0" to 684' - 6"

11RHR Division 1 RHR 554' - 3" to 617' -0"
12RHR Division 1 RHR 554' - 3" to 617' -0"
13RHR Division 2 RHR 554' - 3" to 617' -0"
14RHR Division 2 RHR 554' - 3" to 617' -0"
ABFST Aux. Boiler Fuel Oil Storage Tank treated as part of YARD
ABH Aux. Boiler House treated as part of YARD
CST Condensate Storage Tank treated as part of YARD
EF1 Fermi 1 n/a

GSWPH General Service Water Pump House n/a
HSF Hydrogen Storage Facility treated as part of YARD
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OBA & TSC Office Building Annex & Technical n/a
Support Center

ONSB Onsite Storage Building n/a -

OSB Office and Service Building n/a
RW Rad Waste Building
TB Turbine Building

TRANS Transformers n/a
USRCD Underground Safety Related Conduit n/a

Duct
YARD Yard n/a

i
1

.

3

J
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Table 4- 2 FIRE COMPARTMENTS 1

FIRE DESCRIPTION ELEVATION
COMPARTMENT

OlAB Aux. Bldg. Basement 551' - 0" and 562' - 0"

02AB Mezzanine and Cable Tray 583' - 6" and 603' - 6"
Area |

03AB Relay Room 613'- 6"
04ABN Division 1 Switchgear Room 613'- 8 "

04 ABS Division 2 Cable Chase in 613' - 8 " |

Div.1 Switchgear Room

05ABE Division 1 Cable Tunnel 613" - 6"

05ABW Division 2 Cable Tunnel 613" - 6"

06AB Miscellaneous Rooms 613" - 6"

07AB Cable Spreading Room 630" - 6"

08AB Cable Tray Area 63l' - 0"
09AB Control Room 643' - 6" and 655' - 6"

10ABE Division 1 Battery Room 643'- 6"
10ABW Division 2 Battery Room 643'- 6"
11ABE Miscellaneous Rooms - 643'- 6"

Majority of Area Division 1

11 ABW Miscellaneous Rooms - 643'- 6"
;

Division 2 Battery Charger .

Area j
12AB Division 2 Switchgear Room 643'- 6"
13AB Ventilation Equipment Area 650'- 6" :

1

14AB Control Center Ventilation 677'- 6" i

Equipment Rooms and I
'

Standby Gas Treatment
Rooms

15AB Ventilation Equipment Area 677'- 6"
OlRB Torus Room 540'- 0" i

| 02RBNE Basement Corner Room 540' - 0" and 562' - 0"

| 02RBNW Basement Corner Room 540' - 0" and 562' - 0"
02RBSE Basement Corner Room 540' - 0" and 562' - 0"

;

02RBSW Basement Corner Room 540' - 0" and 562' - 0"
03RB HPCI pump and Turbine and 540' - 0" and 562' - 0"

CRD pump rooms

04RB Corridor zone 562' - 0" and 564' - 0"
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Table 4- 2 FIRE COMPARTMENTS

FIRE DESCRIPTION ELEVATION
COMPARTMENT

i 05RB First Floor 583' - 6"
06RB Second Floor 613'- 6"
07RB Third Floor 64l'- 6"
08RB Fourth Floor 659'- 6" <

09RB Fifth Floor 684'- 6"
10RB Drywell 562' - 0" to 684' - 6"
RHR1 Division 1 RHR - EDG 554' - 3" to 617' -0"

"

compartment and Pump
: Rooms

RHRISG Division 1 RHR- 554' - 3" to 617' -0"
Switchgear

RHR2 Division 2 RHR - EDG 554' - 3" to 617' -0"
Compartment and Pump
Rooms

RHR2SG Division 2 RHR- 554' - 3" to 617' -0"
Switchgear

ABFST Aux. Boiler Fuel Oil Storage treated as part of YARD
Tank

ABH Aux. Boiler House treated as part of YARD
CST Condensate Storage Tank treated as part of YARD
EFl Fermi 1 n/a

GSWPH General Service Water n/a
Pump House

HSF Hydrogen Storage Facility treated as part of YARD
OBA & TSC Office Building Annex & n/a

Technical Support Center

ONSB Onsite Storage Building n/a

OSB Office and Service Building n/a

RW Rad Waste Building

TB Turbine Building divided into four
compartments: Basement,
1st floor,2nd floor,3rd
floor, Waste Oil Room.

TRANS Transformers n/a

USRCD Underground Safety Related n/a
Cor.duit Duct
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Table 4- 2 FIRE COMPARTMENTS
4

FIRE DESCRIPTION ELEVATION
COMPARTMENT

YARD Yard n/a

i

,

f

,

Y

,

|

!
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Table 4- 3 CREDITED BALANCE OF PLANT SYSTEMS

'

SYSTEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION

| C41 STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

l C71 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM (PORTIONS ONLY)

El1 RHR SERVICE WATER

G3352 RWCU OUTBOARD CONTAINMENT ISOLATION ,

VALVES
'

; H11 MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUMENT RACKS
|

| N20 CONDENSATE SYSTEM
i N21 FEEDWATER SYSTEM

N3021 MAIN STEAM BYPASS VALVES

N71 CIRCULATING WATER

j P11 CONDENSATE STORAGE AND TRANSFER

P41 GENERAL SERVICE WATER SYSTEM ~

P42 RBCCW

P43 TBCCW I

:

P50 STATION AIR

R14 MISCELLANEOUS SWITCHGEAR

T46 STANDBY GAS TREATMENT

T49 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT PNEUMATIC SUPPLY

| V41 RADWASTE BUILDING CHILLER

i

!

|
4
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_
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-
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R8""5m Wj X X X X 6.5E-03
_h*-- ^W $1 X X X X X X 2.2 E-03
-- d!!1 X X X 0.1 1.3E-03
--

iniil X 3, 4 X X X X 2 8.6 E-04
2 X 3,4 X X X X X 3.7E-02

F 0.1 6.6 E-04
E 0.1 3.3 E-05

2 3 E 6.2 E-04
3 E 1.7E-05

2
-

4 F 4.1E-04

4 F 1.2 E-03

2 3 E 6.2E-04
3 E 1.4 E-05 t

2 4 F 1.2 E-03
4 F 1.5E-04

X X X X X 1 X 3.0E-03

___
X X X X X 1 X 5.2 E-03
X X X X X 1 2.2E-03
X X X X X 1 1.2 E-03

C, F X X 1.0E+00
0.1 X X 2.0E-04 1

X 3.4 E-05 ;

0.1 3.3 E-05
___

X X X X X X X X 1 X 3.0E-031, 2
3, 4 X X X X 2 X 3.9E-03
1, 2 X X X X O.1 X X X 1 X 3.OE-03

g 7
__

3, 4 X 0.1 X X 2 X 3.9 E-03
-'

32 X 0.1 3.3 E-05
MRi] X 0.1 X X 6.1E-04
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M +s 1 X 1,2 X X X X X X 0.1 X X 1 X 3.4 E-02

M4BDS **8 C 0.1 1.3 E-03

N1'~ "W? B 0.1 7.0E-04
E 4@!! C 0.1 3.5E-05

M 4M4 1 1 B 3.6E-04
MWR1 1 B 4.4 E-04

- d 1 2 C 1.9 E-03

M3s%$ 2 C 8.1E-04
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BBBBBMn 1 B 1.4 E-04
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~

BWR4!!kstili Corresponding top event failed
Diesel 11,12,13,14, respectively

*n3 Division 1 and 2, respectively, of offsite power failed-'-

-

90% Division 1 and 2, respectively, of core opmy failed?-~
ggfQQgi Top events B4, C4, ES, F5, respectively, failed
:.m w ;sp

~
__ Remote start of SBFW required with additional human error probability of 0.1 per demand
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Table 4- 5 ~ Initial Phase 11 Results - all areas except Aut Bldg.
FIRE COMPARTMENT CCDF CDF (F2) SCREEN

COMPARTMENT FIRE (P2)~ (F1xP2) !..

FREQUENCY _ft) |

ABFST 5.68E 2 1.3E-5 7.38E-7 YES
ABH 8.72E 3 7.2E-6 6.28E-8 YES
CST 5.68E-2 1.3E-5 7.38E-7 YES
EFl 1.76E-3 2.5E-3 4.40E-6 NO

GSWPH 6.00E-3 5.lE-5 3.06E-7 YES
HSF 5.68E-2 1.3E-5 7.38E-7 YES

OBA&TSC 5.68E-2 1.3E-5 7.38E-7 YES
ONSB 5.68E-2 1.3E-5 7.38E-7 YES
OSB 5.68E-2 1.3E-5 7.38E-7 YES
RB01 1.44E-3 1.0_ l .44E-3 NO

02RBNE 2.97E-3 7.8E-5 2.3E-7 YES
02RBNW 2.98E-3 2.7E-4 8.05E-7 YES |
02RBSE 3.81E-3 1.8E-4 6.86E-7 YES I

02RBSW 2.74E-3 3.lE-4 8.49E-7 YES
RB03 3.39E-3 3.5E-4 1.19E-6 NO
RB04 1.23E-3 8.5E-3 1.05E-5 NO
RB05 1.27E-2 2.8E-2 3.56E-4 NO i

RB06 1.02E-2 2.9E-2 2.96E-4 NO
RB07 9.20E-2 5.3E-3 4.88E-4 NO
RB08 7.03E-3 5.5E-5 3.87E-7 YES
RB09 3.45E-3 5.3E-4 1.83E-6 NO
RB10 4.33E-3 2.2E-5 9.53 E-8 YES
RHR1 3.66E-2 2.9E-2 1.06E-3 NO
RHR2 3.71E-2 4.4E-3 1.63E-4 NO
RW l.15E-2 1.4E-2 1.61E-4 NO
TB 5.68E-2 1.0 5.68E-2 NO

TRANS 2.51E-3 2.0E-4 5.02E-7 YES
USRCD 9.00E-4 1.0 9.00E-4 NO
YARD 3.75E-3 6.5E-2 2.44E-4 NO

;

I

|
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Table 4- 6 Final Phase H Results - all areas except Aux. Bida.
FIRE COMPARTMENT INITIA INITIA-- SCREEN REVISED SCREEN

COMPARTMENT FIRE L. L CDF ' TOTAL-
FREQUENCY CCDF- (F )(F1 CDF (F )2 2

(F1) (P2) P2)-
ABFST 5.79E-2 1.3E-5 7.38E-7 YES
ABH 8.72E-3 7.2E-6 6.28E-8 YES .

CST 5.79E-2 1.3E-5 7.38E-7 YES ,

'
EFI 1.76E-3 2.5E-3 4.40E-6 NO 1.80E-7 YES

GSWPH 6.00E-3 5.lE-5 3.06E-7 YES !

HSF 5.79E-2 1.3E-5 7.38E-7 YES
OBA&TSC 5.79E-2 1.3E-5 7.38E-7 YES |
ONSB 5.79E-2 1.3E-5 7.38E-7 YES
OSB 5.79E-2 1.3E-5 7.38E-7 YES
RB01 1.44E-3 1.0 1.44E-3 NO 4.6E-7 YES

02RBNE 2.97E-3 7.8E-5 2.3E-7 YES
02RBNW 2.98E-3 2.7E-4 8.05E-7 YES
02RBSE 3.81E-3 1.8E-4 6.86E-7 YES
02RBSW 2.74E-3 3.lE-4 8.49E-7 YES

RB03 3.39E-3 3.5E-4 1.19E-6 NO 7.5E-7 YES
RB04 1.23 E-3 8.5E-3 1.05E-5 NO 2.78E-7 YES
RB05 1.26E-2 2.8E-2 3.56E-4 NO 6.6E-7 YES
RB06 1.02E-2 2.9E-2 2.96E-4 NO 8.26E-6 NO
RB07 9.20E-2 5.3E-3 4.88E-4 NO 8.15E-7 YES i

RB08 7.03E-3 5.5E-5 3.87E-7 YES
RB09 3.45E-3 5.3E-4 1.83E-6 NO 6.50E-7 YES
RB10 4.33E-3 2.2E-5 9.53E-8 YES |

'

RHR1 3.4E-2 2.9E-2 1.06E-3 NO 6.6E-7 YES
RHRISG 5.9E-7 YES

RHR2 3.57E-2 | 4.4E-3 | 1.63E-4 | NO 7.3E-7 YES
,

RHR2SG 3.3E-7 YES
RW l .25E-2 1.4E-2 1.61E-4 NO 9.57E-7 YES
TB 5.79E-2 1.0 5.68E-2 NO
TBb 6.6E-7 YES |

fTB1 8.7E-7 YES
TB2 3.8E-7 YES

,

TB3 1. lE-8 YES |
TBWOR 8.0E-7 YES
TRANS 2.51 E-3 2.0E-4 5.02E-7 YES
USRCD 9.00E-4 1.0 9.00E-4 NO 1.92E-7 YES |
YARD 3.75E-3 6.5E-2 2.44E-4 NO 9.4E-7 YES

;
!

|
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Table 4- 7 List of Appendix R Safe Shutdown Systems
Code System - Function' j

C11 CRD Hydraulic Control Units
B21 MSIVs(manual closure only) i

T50 Suppression Pool Lvl/Tmp Monitoring
B21 RPV Press. and Temp. Monitoring |

T41 Control Center HVAC and ESF fan-coil units !

P44 Emergency Equipment Cooling Water (EECW)
P45 Emergency Equipment ServicelVater (EESW) REQUIRED FORHOT |

R30-01 EDGs and Auxiliaries AND COLD
X41-03 EDG and Switchgear Room HVAC SHUTDOWN l
R32 ESF DC Power i

'
R30,R14, ESF AC Power for Shutdown Equipment
R16

; - El1-51 RHR Service Water :

|El1-56 RHR Cooling Towers
P50-02 Control Air
E51 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) REQUIRED FOR ,

B21 Safety Relief Valves (SRVs) HOT SHUTDOWN
E41 High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) ONLY

| El1 RHR, Containment Cooling and LPCI Modes
El1 RHR, Shutdown Cooling Mode REQUIRED FORCOLD
B31 Recirculation (Discharge Valves only) SHUTDOWN ONLY

:

i

i

i
'

|
|

!

|

|

|

|
\

l
l
|

|
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Table 4- 8 Auxilian Building Fire Zones t

. ZONE . DESCRIPTION. -

01AB Aux. Bldg. Basement (el. 55l' 0")

02AB Aux. Bldg. Mezzamne/ Cable Tray Area - includes stainvell up to 03AB

(el. 583' 6" & 603' 6")

03AB Aux. Bldg. Relay Room (el. 613' 6")

04AB Aux. Bldg. Switchgear Room Division I (el. 613' 8 1/2")

05ABE Aux. Bldg. Cable Tunnel Division I (el. 613' 6")

05ABW Aux. Bldg. Cable Tunnel Division II (el. 613' 6")

06AB Aux. Bldg. 2nd Floor Miscellaneous Rooms (el. 613' 6")

07AS Aux. Bldg. Cable Spreading Room (el. 630' 6")

08AB Aux. Bldg. Cable Tray Area (El 631' 0")

09AB Aux. Bldg. Control Complex - includes stanwell down to 07AB (el. 643"

6' & 655' 6")

10ABE Aux. Bldg. Battery Room Division I (el. 643' 6")

10ABW Aux. Bldg. Battery Room Division II (el. 643' 6")

11 AB Aux. Bldg. Miacallnamus Rooms (el. 643' 6")

12AB Aux. Bldg. Switchgear Room Division II (el. 643' 6")

13AB Aux. Bldg. Ventilation Area - includes stairwell down to el. 643' 6" (El

659'6")

14AB Aux. Bldg. CCHV and SGTS Rooms (el. 677' 6")

15AB Aux. Bldg. Ventilation Equipment Area (el. 677' 6")
1
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Table 4- 9 Sampic FCIA Summary- Auxiliary Building

COMPARTMENT EXPCOMP PFS COMMENT
|

01AB 01RBNE N RVE Criteria #2. Interverung concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

01RBSE N MVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

02AB N MVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor of 02AB inspected per NPP 28.507.01

02RBNE N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door RB-8 inspected
| per NPP 28.507.02.

| 02RBSE N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

03RB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete walls inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door, RB-3, inspected
per NPP 28.507.02.

l 04REN N m E Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor of 04RBN inspected per NPP 28.507.01
04RBS N FIVE Criteria #2. Interverung concrete floor of 04RBS inspected per NPP 28.507.01

TB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per 28.507.01
02AB 05RDN N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

TB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening walls inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door RI-13 inspected per NPP |
28.507.02.

03AB N MVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R216 inspected )'
per NPP 28.507.02.

|06AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

0$RBS N FIVE Critena #2 Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

03RB N mT Critena #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

01AB N HVE Criteria #2. Interveniag concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

04ABN N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

04 ABS N RVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

03AB 06RBN N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening corurete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

07AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01 j
05RBN N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening conwete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01 i

02AB N RVE Criteria #2. Intavening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R2-16 inspected |
per NPP 28.507.02.

TB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete walls inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R2 13 ir=padad
per NPP 78.507.02.

05ABE N HVE Criteria #2. Intervening conste wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

05ABW N HVE Critena #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R2-12 inspected
per NPP 28.507.02,

04ABN 06RBS N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507 01
06AB N FIVE Critena #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R2-15 inspected

,

per NPP 28.507.01. '

08AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

02AB N HVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.5.)7.01

0$RBS N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01 |
TB N HVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01 l

04 ABS N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door inspected per NPP
28.507.02.

04 ABS 04ABN N HVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall irspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door inspected per NPP
28.507.02.

02AB N RVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

08AB N m'E Criteria #2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01
05ABE 03AB N HVE Criteria #2. Interverung concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

07AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor of 07AB inspected per NPP 28.507.01
TB N mT Criteria #2. Iraervening concrete wall, floor and ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

,

06AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete walls inspected per NPP 28.507.01
!

08AB N RVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor of 08AB inspected per NPP 28.507.01 1

05ABW N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire doors R2-22, R2-23,
and R2-24 inspected per NPP 28.507.02.

05ABW 03AB N mT Critena #2. Interverung concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R212 inspecsed
per NPP 28.507.02.

07AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor of 07AB inspected per NPP 28.507.01
05ABE N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire doors R2-22, aM-23,

and R2-24 inspected per NPP 28.507.02.
TB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall, floor, and ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01
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Table 4- 9 Sample FCIA Summary - Auxiliary Building

COMPARTMENT EXPCOMP PFS % MMENT
06AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete walls inspecod per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R2-11 inspected

per NPP 28.507.02.
08AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete floor of 0 BAB inspected per NPP 28.507.01

06AB TB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete walls floor and ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door
R214 inrpected per NPP 28.507.02.

02AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

05ABE N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete walls inspected per NPP 28.507.01

05ABW N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete walls inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R2 11 inspected
per NPP 28.507.02.

06RBS h HVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wallinspected per NPP 28.507.01

05RES N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

04ABN N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R2-15 inspected
per NPP 28.507.02.

07AB 06RBN N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

03AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01.

09AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire doors RM-2 and RM-
3 inspected per NPP 28.507.01.

05ABE N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor is inspected per NPP 28.507.01

05ABW N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor impected per NPP 28.507.01

TB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete walls inspected per NPP 28.507.01

08AB 05ABW N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

05ABE N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

TB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete walls inspected per NPP 28.507.01

10ABE N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

10ABW N mT Critsria #2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

06RBS N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

04ABN N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01.

04 ABS N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01.

06AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

11 ABE N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

11 ABW N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

12AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete ceilmg inspected per NPP 28.507.01.

09AB 13AB N mT Criteria #2. Stairwell opposite wall directly connects with zone 13 AB. Intervening concrete wall
mspected per NPP 28.507.01.

14AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete floor of 14AB inspected per NPP 28.507.01

07AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire doors RM2-2 and
RM2 3 inspected per NPP 28.507.02.

TB N FIVE Criteria #3. Intervening con vete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. Fire door R3 13, although
inspected per NPP 28.507.02, is 1.5 hrs . but, zone combustible loadmg is 55,000 BTU /ft'.

07RBN N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

10ABW N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

10ABE N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

10ABE 09AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

10ABW N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

13AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall and ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

11ABE N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete walls inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fim door R3-6 inspected
per NPP 28.507.02.

TB N FlVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

08AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

10ABW 09AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

13AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

10ABE N FIVE Criteria #2. Interverung concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

07RBN N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

07RBS N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

| 11 ABW N mT Criteria #2. Intervemng concrete wall insoccted per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R3-21 inspected
| per NPP 28.507.02.

08AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01
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Table 4- 9 Sample FCIA Summary- Auxiliary Building

COMPARTMENT EXPCOMP PFS COMMENT
TB N FIVE Criteria s2. Interverung concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

11ABE 10ABE N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete walls inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R3-6 inspected
per NPP 28.507.02.

13AB N MVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall and ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

TB N FIVE Cnteria #2. Intervening concrete floor and walls inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R3-12
inspected per NPP 28.507.02.

08AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

12AB N m'E Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R3-7 inspected per
I NPP 28.507.02.

I1 ABW N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door inspected per NPP
28.507.02.

I1ABW 07RBS N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

10ABW N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R3-21 inspected
per NPP 28.507.02.

12AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.$07.01. "A" fire door R3 11 inspected
per NPP 28.507.02.

11 ABE N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door inspected per NPP
28.507.02.

13AB N FIVE Criteria p2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

08AB N m'E Critena #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

12AB 11ABE N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R3-7 inspected per
NPP 28.507.02.

11 ABW N m'E Criteria s2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R3-11 inspected
per NPP 28.507.02.

TB N FIVE Criteria n2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

07RBS N HVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

13AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete ceiling inspected per NPP 28.507.01

08AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01.

13AB 09AB N mT Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

08RBN N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

08RBS N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

TB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. "A" fire door R3-4 i spected per
NPP 28.507.02.

10ABE N FIVE Criteria s2. Intervening conaete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

10ABW N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening coccrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

12AB N m'E Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

11ABE N FIVE Cnteria #2. Intervenmg concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

11ABW N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

15AB N mT Criteria #4. Intervening concrete ceiling not inspected per NPP 28.507.01. Ilowever, zone equipped
2with automatic fire detection and zone combustible loadmg is 1190 Btu /ft .

14AD 15AB N FIVE Criteria #4. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. Rating of door between 14AB
and 15 AB unidentified and door is not listed for inspection in NPP 28.507.02. Ilowever, auto. fire d:tection

2avail. and combustible loadmg is 7600 Btu /ft .
09RBN N FIVE Criteria s2. Intervening conaete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

09AB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

13AB N mT Criteria s2. Intervening concrete floor inspected per NPP 28.507.01

TB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01
15AB 14AB N FIVE Criteria #4. Intervening concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01. Rating of door between 14AB

and 15 AB unidentified and door is not listed for inspection in NPP 28.507.02. Ilowever, auto. fire detection
2avail. and combustible loading is 2200 Btn'ft .

TB N FIVE Criteria #2. Intervenmg concrete wall inspected per NPP 28.507.01

13AB N FIVE Critena i+ . NPP 28.507.01 does not list the intervenmg concrete floor as a barrier to be inspected.

| However, zone equipped with automatic fire detection and zone combustible loading is 2200 Btwit .2

|

|
|

l
|
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Table 4- 10 FIVE Phase I Screening Summaly - Auxiliary Building

INITIAL PIIASE11
PIIASEII INITIAL FIRE FINAL

PHASEI SCREENING PHASE 11 MODELING PilASEIl
NO. FhRE AREA MMP ID COMPARTMF5r DESCRIPTION SCREEN CDF SCREEN CDF SCREEN

I Auxiliary Bldg. 01AB Aux. Bldg Basement (el 551') NO 2.230-05 NO 2.80E-07 YES

2 Auxiliary Bldg 02AB Aux. Bldg. Mezzamne and Cable Tray Area (el 583* and 603' 6") NO 8.36E-05 NO 4.37E-07 YES

3 Auxiliary Bldg 03AB Aux. Bldg Relay Roorn(el. 613'6") NO 7.48EM NO 2.77EM NO

4 Auxiliary Bldg. 04ABN Aux. Bldg. Switchgear Division I(et 613' 81/2")- Major Div. I No 1.55E 04 NO 4 31EN NO
Portion

5 Auxiliary Sidg. 04 ABS Aux. Bldg Switchgear Division I(et 613' 8 t/2*)- Major Div.11 NO 2.14E-06 NO 2.45E-07 YES

Portion
6 Auxiliary Bldg. 05ABE Aux. Bldg. Cable Tunnel Division I (el 613' 6") NO 3.56E-05 NO 1.98E-07 YES

7 Auxiliary Bldg. 05ABW Aux. Bldg. Cable Tunnel Division II (el 613' 6") NO 3.78E-05 NO 2.10E-07 YES

8 Auxiliary Bldg 06AB Aux. Bldg. 2nd Floor Misc. Rooms (el. 613* 6") NO 8.38E-05 NO 6.35 E-07 YES

9 Auxiliary Bldg. 07AB Aux. Bldg. Cable Spreadmg Room (630' 6") NO > lE-6 -NO 1.05 E.07 YES

10 Auxiliary Bldg 08AB Aux. Bldg. Cable Tray Area (631'0") NO >I".4 NO 1.05 E-07 YES

11 Auxiliary Bldg. 09AB Aux. Bldg Control Conglex (et 643* 6" and 655' 6") NO > 1E-6 NO 4.27E& NO

12 Auxiliary Bldg. 10ABE dux. Bldg Battery Roorn Division 1(el 643' 6") NO 8.68E-07 YES - YES
,

13 Auxiliary Bidg 10ABW Aux. Bldg Battery Roorn Division II(el. 643* 6") NO 7.16E-07 YES - YES

14 Auxiliary Bidg i1ABE Aux. Bldg. Misc Rooms (el 643' 6")- Major Div. I Portion NO 7.80E-05 NO 1.90E-06 2 NO
15 Auxiliary Bldg iIABW Aux. Bldg Misc Rooms (el 643' 6") . Major Div. II Portion NO 4.46E& NO- 5 09E-07 YES

16 Auxiliary Bldg. 12AB Aux. Bldg Switchgear Room Division II(et 643'6") NO l.64E-04 NO 2.54E4 NO r

17 Auxiliary Bldg 13AB Aux. Bldg Ventilation Area (et 659'6") No 2.97E-05 NO 7.55E-07 YES

I8 Auxiliary Bldg 14AB Aux. Bldg. CCilV and SGTS Rooms (el 677' 6") NO l.12E-06 NO 8.43 E-07 YES

19 Auxiliary Bldg. 15AB Aux. Bldg. Ventilation Equipment Area (el 677' 6") NO 4.92E-08 YES - YES

L

I

i

!

i
,

!
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Table 4- 11 Auxiliary Building Fire Ignition |'

Frequency Estimates

| Fire Compartment Fire Ignition Frequency (Per Yr)

01AB 3.23E-03
02AB 1.23E-03 l
03AB 1.32E-02 !

'

04ABN 4.57E-03
04 ABS 1.05E-03,

05ABE 1.08E-03 |
05ABW l.08E-03 !

06AB 1.33E-03;

| 07AB 1.08E-03
08AB 1.05E-03

| 09AB 1.09E-02

| 10ABE 2.17E-03
10ABW 2.17E-03
11ABE 1.20E-02
11ABW 3.43E-03
12AB 4.44E-03

i 13AB 3.62E-03

| 14AB 5.62E-03
1SAB 1.49E-03 i

!

!
.

|

|
,

.

a
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D Table 4- 12 Initial Phase H Results - Auxiliary Building

COMPARTMEN RUN DESCRIPTION RUN ID(1) -M CCDP CDF COMMENTS
T

01 AB Basement Ihv. I IAH01 3.23E-03 3 00E-03 9.69FA6
Basement Div. Il IAH02 3.23E 03 3.90E-03 1.26E-05

Total of1AB Fire Scenarios: - - - 2 23E-05

02AB Mezzanine Div. I 2AH01 1.23E-03 3.50E.02 4.3 t E-05

Mezzanine Div.11 2AH02 1.23 E-03 3.30E-02 4 06E-05
Total of 2AB Fire Scenarios: - - - |L36E-05

03All Panel -P617 3AB01 4.47E-05 2.40FA5 1.07E-09 Impeds based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P621 3AB02 4 47E-05 4.50E-05 2.0I E-09 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P626 3AB03 4.47E-05 9.00E-06 4.03 E-10 impacts based on review of DEG) To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P628 3AH04 4.47E-05 8.60E-06 3.85L10 Impacts based on rev ew of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P898A 3 ADOS 4.47E-05 9.10E46 4.07610 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P618 3AH06 4.47E-05 3.60E 05 I 61E-09 Impacts based on r: view of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel-P627 3AH07 4.47E-05 9.00E-06 4 03L10 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Resui s may be conservative.t

Panel-P8988 3AD08 4.47E45 9.40E-06 4.2 t E-10 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel-P613 3AB10 4.47E-05 4.40E-03 1.97E-07 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel-P622 3ABII 4.47E-05 3.00E-03 1.34 E-07 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative. '

Panel-P857 3AB12 4.47FA5 2.40FA4 1.07E.08 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P822 3AB13 4.47E-05 440003 1.97E-07 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel-P823 3 ABI4 4 47E.05 3.00E-03 1.34E-07 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P868 3ABl3 4.47FA5 4.40E-03 1.97E-07 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel-P889 3Alll6 4.47605 1.30E-04 5.82FA9 Impacts based on resiew of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P891 3 Allt ? 4.47E-05 3.10E-03 1.39E-07 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel-P855 3Alll9 4.47E-05 3.50E-02 1.57E-06 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel-P853 3AB20 4.47E 05 1.50E-04 6.71 E-09 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P854 3AB21 4.47L05 3 60E-02 1.61E-06 Impacts based on resiew of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P623 3All23 4.47605 3 60E-02 l.6I E-06 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P870 3AB24 4.47E-05 4.70FA5 2.10E-09 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From databaw. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P620 3AB25 4.47E.05 2.90005 1.30609 Impacts based on review of DECO To-From database. Results may be conservative.

Panel -P609 BASE 4.47E 05 1.30FA S 5.82E-10 Panel contains RPS. assume MC=1.0. Use BASE rurt

Panel -P610 BASE 4.47E-05 1.30E-05 5.82L10 Panel contams RPS, assume MC=1.0. Use BASE run.

Panel -P611 BASE 4.47E-05 1.30E-05 5.82L10 Panel contains RPS, assume MC=1.0. Use BASE run.

Panel -P820 4AB01 4.47E 05 2.10E-03 9.40E-08 RCIC and Div.11 CS, EECW, RilR disabled. Conservatively use Run 4AB01.

Panel-P856 3AB26 4.47E-05 4.60E-04 2.06E-08 MC, SA. SBFW, RDCCW, TDCCW, and NIAS I disabled. i
Panel -P862 RD04DI 4.47E-05 4.20003 1.88E-07 Cornervatively assume all Div.11 equipment disabled and use Run RB04DI.

Panel-P869 RD04D1 4.47E-05 4.20E-03 1.8?.E-07 Cornervatively assume all Div. I equipment disabled and use Run RB04D1.

Panel-P888 3AB15 4.47E-05 4.40E-C3 1.97E-07 Vent and Div. I buses RHR. NIAS disabled. Conservatively use Run 3AB15.

Panel-P900 9AB04 4.47E-05 4.30E-03 1.92 007 Assume disables buses 64B and C. Use run 9AB04.

Panel-P901 9AB04 4.47E-05 4.30E-03 1.92E-07 Assume disables buses 64B and C. Use run 9AB04.

Panel -P902 9AB05 4.47E-05 2.90E-03 1.30E-07 Assume disables buses 65E and F. Use run 9AD05.
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Table 4- 12 ~ Initial Phase II Results - Auxiliary Building

COMPARTMEN RUN DESCRIPTION RUN ID(1) M_ CCDP CDF COMMENTS .
T-

Panel -P903 9A1305 4.47E-05 2.90E.03 130E-07 Assume disabics taases 65E and F. Use run 9AB05. j

Panel -P923 3AB02 4.47E-05 4.50E-05 2.01 E-09 RCIC rack disabled. Use Run 3AB02. f

Panel -P929 3All25 4.47E-05 2.90E 05 130E-09 IIPCI rack disabled. Use Run 3AB25.

Panel -P821 15A133 4.47E-05 330E-05 1.48E-09 Panel fire resuhs in manual shutdown and loss of MC (w/ 0 I IIEP for SilFW) |
Panel -P837 15AB2 4.47E-05 3.40E-05 1.52E-09 Panel fire results in manual shutdown (w/ 0.1 HEP for SBFW)

Panel -P838 15AB2 4.47E-05 3.40E-05 1.52 E-09 Panel fire results in manual shutdown (w/ 0. I IIEP for SBI'W)

Panel -P839 I5AB2 4.47E-05 3.40E45 1.52E-09 Panel fire resuhs in manual shutdown (w/ 0.I flEP for SBFW)

Panel -P840 15AB2 4.47E-05 3.40E-05 1.52E-09 Panel fire results in manual shutdown (w/ 0.1 IIEP for SBFW)

Panel -P861 15AB3 4.47E-05 330E-05 1.48E-0? Panel fire resuhs in manual shutdown and loss of MC (w/ 0.1 IIEP for SBFW)

Panel-P866 15AB3 4.47E-05 3 30E-05 1.48E 09 Panel fire results in manual shuthwn and loss of MC (w/ 0. I IIEP for S13FW) [

Panel -P877 15 All3 4.47E-05 330E-05 1.48E-09 Panel fire results in manual shutdown and loss of MC (w/ 0.1 IIEP for SIIFW)

! Panel-P878 15All3 4.47E-05 330E-05 1.48E-09 Panel fire resuhs in manual shutdown and loss of MC (w/ 0.1 IIEP for SBFW)

Panel -P879 15AB3 4.47E-05 330E-05 1.48E-09 Panel fire resuhs in manual shutdown and loss of MC (w/ 0.1 IIEP for SBFW)

Panel -P880 15All3 4.47E-05 330E-05 1.48E-09 Panel fire resuhs m manual shutdown and loss of MC (w/ 0.1 IIEP for SBIV)

Cabinet 2PA2-5 (all 17 " buckets") BASE 7.61E-04 130E-05 9.89E-09 Impacts based on review of PSA fauh trees. Results in loss of MC. [
Cabmet 2PA2-6 (all 17 " buckets") 3AB03 7.61 E-04 9.00E-06 6.85E-09 Impads based on review of PSA fault trees. Results in loss of Div. I 11CS.

Cabinet 2PB2-5 (all 17 " buckets") 3AB07 7.6IE-04 9.00E-06 6 85E-09 Impacts based on review of PSA fault trees. Resuhs in loss of Div.11 LPCS.

Calnnet 2PB2-6 (all 17 " buckets") BASE 7.61E-04 130E-05 9.89E-09 Impacts based on review of PSA fault trees. Results in loss of MC.

% Misc. Panels - MC available 15AB2 430E-03 3.40E.05 1.46E-07 Each panel fire results in manual shutdown (w/ 0.1 IIEP for SBFW)

84 Misc. Panels - MC unavailable 15AB3 3.76E-03 330E-05 1.24E-07 Each panel fire results in manual shutdown and loss of MC (w/ 0.1 IIEP for SBFW)
iTetal of 3AB Fire Scenation: - - - 7.48E-06

04ABN Major Division I Portion of 04AB 4AB04 4.57E 03 3.40E-02 1.55F 04

04 ABS thvision 11 Cable Chase of 04All 4A1303 1.05E-03 2.04E-03 2.14E-06

05AllE East Cable Tunnel- thvision 1 SAB01 I.08E-03 230E-02 3.56E-05

05ABW West Cable Tunnel- Division 11 5AB04 1.08E-03 3.50E-02 3.78E-05

06AB 2nd Floor Mrscellaneous Rooms 6A1102 133E-03 630E-02 838E-05

07AB Cable Spreading Room N/A 1.08E-03 N/A > 1E-6 initial screening runs not performed

08AB Cable Tray Area N/A 1.05E-03 N/A > IE-6 Imtial screenmg runs not performed.

09AB Control Room Complex N/A 1.09E-02 N/A > IE-5 Imtial screenmg runs not performed

10ABE East Battery Room - Division i 10ABI 2.17E-03 4.00E-04 8.68F 07
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Table 4- 12 Initial Phase H Results - Auxiliary Building

COMPARTMEN RUN DESCRIPTION RUN ID(1) F1. CEDF- CDF- - COMMENTS
.g. -:

10ABW West Battery Room- Divismn II 10AB2 2.17E-03 330E-04 7.16E-07

IIABE Misc. Rooms - Majority of Area (Div. I) IIABI 1.20E42 6.50E-03 7.00E.05

II AllW Misc. Rmuns -Ihv.11 Battery Chargers iI All3 3 43E-03 130E-03 4.46E-06

12AB Division 11 SWGR Room 12AB2 4.44E-03 3.70E-02 1.64E-04

13AB Ventilation Equip. Area-DmsionI I3ABI 3 62E-03 3.00E-03 1.09E-05
Venhistion Equip. Area - Division 11 13AB2 3.62E43 5.20E-03 1.88E 05

Toeni of13AB Fire Scenarios: - - - 2.97E-05

14AB CCilV EquiplSGTS Area 14AB2 5.62E-03 2.00E-04 1.12E-06

ISAB Ventilaten Equipment Area 15AB3 1.49E-03 3.30E-05 4.92E-05

,

I

!

!
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Table 4- 13 Final Phase H Results - Auxiliary Building
INITIAL FilASE11
PilASE11 INITIAL FIRE FINAL

P!!ASE I SCREENING . PfLLSEII MODELING PilASE 11
NO. FIRE AREA COMP ID COMPARTMENT DESCRIPTION SCREEN CDF SCREEN CDF SCREEN

1 Auxiliary Bldg. OlAB Aux. Bldg Basement (et 551') NO 2.23E-05 NO 2.80E-07 YES
2 Auxiliary Bidg, 02AB Aux. Bldg Mezzamne and Cable Tray Area (el 583' and 603' 6") NO 8.36E-05 NO 4.37E 07 YES
3 Auxiliary Bldg 03AB Aux. Bldg. Relay Roorn (el 613* 6") NO 7.48E-06 NO 2.77E-06 NO
4 Au=ilin y B!de 04ABN Aes.Badg 9_:Q _ I% ' I(et 61t's 1/2"). Maior Div. I NO 1.55E-04 NO 4.51E-06 NO

Portion
5 Auxiliary Bldg. 04 ABS Aut Bldg Switchgear Division I(el 613' 81/2") . Major Div. H NO 2.14E-06 NO 243E-07 YES

Portion
6 Auxiliary Bldg 05ABE Aux Bldg. Cable Tunnel Division 1(el 613'6") No 3.56E-05 NO 1.98E-07 YES
7 AuxiliaryBids, 05ABW Aux. Bide Cable Tunnel Division II(et 613* 6") NO 3.78E-05 NO 2.10E.07 YES
8 Auxiliary Bldg 06AB Aux. Bldg 2nd Floor Misc. Rooms (et 613' 6") NO 8.38E.05 NO 6.35E-07 YES
9 Auxiliary Bldg 07AB Aux Bldg. Cable Spreadmg Room (630'6") NO >1E-6 NO 1.05E-07 YES

10 Auxiliary Bldg. 08AB Aux. Bldg. Cable Tray Area (631'0") NO > IE-6 NO 1.0$E-07 YES
II Auxiliary Bldg. 09AB Aux. Bldg Control Complex (el 643' 6" and 655' 6*) NO > 1E-6 NO 4.27E-06 NO
12 Auxiliary Bidg 10ABE Aux. Bldg Battery Room Division I(et 643' 6") NO 8.68E-07 YES - YES
13 Auxiliary Bldg 10ABW Aux. Bldg Battery Room Division 11(et 643* 6") NO 7.16E-07 YES - YES
I4 Auxiliary Bldg iIABE Aux. Bldg Misc Rooms (el 643* 6") . Major Div. I Portion NO 7.80E-05 NO 1.90E-06 NO
15 Auxiliary Bldg. II ABW Aux Bldg Misc Rooms (et 643* 6")- Majcr Div. II Portion NO . 4.46E-06 NO 5.09E-07 YES
16 Auxiliary Bldg 12AB Aux. Bidg Switchgear Room Division II (el 643* 6") NO 1.64E-04 NO 2.54E-06 NO
17 Auxiliary Bldg 13AB Aux. Bldg Vermilation Area (el 659' 6") NO 2.97E-05 NO 7.55E-07 YES
18 Auxiliary Bidg. 14AB Aux. Bldg CCHV and SOTS Rooms (eL 677' 6") NO 1.12E-06 NO 8.43E-07 YES
19 Auxiliary Bida 15AB Aux Bldg Ventilation Equipment Area (el 677'6") NO 4 92E 08 YFS - YES

4-215
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Table 4- 14 UNSCREENED COMPARTMENTS I

! FIRE AREA FIRE CDF

COMPARTMENT (F )(F1 x P2)2

| Reactor Building 2nd Floor RB06 1.00E-6

l Relay Room 03AB 2.77E-6 !
1

Div.1 Switchgear 04ABN 4.51E-6

Control Room 09AB 4.27E-6 i

Div. I portion Miscellaneous Room llABE 1. 9E-6

Div. 2 Switchgear 12AB 2.54E-6 )

1

i i

!

|
! !

!

I

l I

|

,

!

!

<
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Table 4- 15 Example Ignition Source Data Sheet (ISDS)
Fire Compartment Ignition Source Data Sheet (ISDS)

Comportsnent Description
Fire Area
Fire Compartment 15AB

Compartnwat Fire Ignition Frequency
Stop 1.1 PlantlocanonID RB-.

Plant location Description Reactor Building (BAR)

Step 1.2 location Weighting Factor 1.00E+00 Plant location
(WFL)

Location Weighting Factor 1.00E+00 Plant Wide Components
(WFL)

Compartment Ignition Sources (FIF)

Fire Ignition / Fuel Source Sources in Sources in Weighting Fire Ignition Sour.e
Co..,-. 6 ..; Plant loca. ion Factor Frequency Frequene/

*

(A) (B) WFLS = (A)/(D) (FF) (FIF)
1. Electrical Cabinets 3 1.13E + 03 2.66E-03 5.0E42 1.3E-0 6
2. Pumps 0 5.40E + 01 0.00E+00 2.5E 02 0.00E + 10
3. 0 0.00E+00 0.00E + 00 0.00E+00 0.00E+03
4. 0 0.00E+00 0.00E40 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
5. 0 0.00E+00 0.00E + 00 0.00E+00 0.00E + 00
6. 0 0.00E+00 0.00E + 00 0.00E+00 0.00E + 00
7. 0 0.00E+00 0.00E + 00 0.00E+00 0.0E+00

Plant Wide Ignition Sources (A) (C) (Ay(C) Reference 1. J
Fire Protection Panels 1~ 1.97E+02 5.08 F, '3 2.4E-03 1.2E45
RPS MO Sets 0. 2.00E+00 0.00E + 00 5.5E 03 0.00E + 00
Nonqualified Cable Run 0 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 6.3E 03 0.00E+00
Junction box / Splice in Nonqualified Cable 0 0.00E+00 0.00E + 00 1.6E 03 0.00E + 00
Junction Box in Qualified Cable 0' O.00E + 00 0.00E + 00 1.6E 03 0.00E + 00
Transformers !- 8.10E+0! 1.23E-02 7.9E 03 9.8E 05
Battery Chargers 0 1.70E+01 0.00E + 00 4.0E-03 0.00E+00
Off' gas /llydrogen Recombiner (BWR) Os 2.00E+00 0.00E + 00 8.6E-02 0.00E + 00-

flydrogen Tanks 0 4.00E+00 0.00E + 00 3.2E-03 0.00E+00
Miscellaneous Hydrogen Fires (Y/N) N 4.30E+01 0.00E + 00 3.2E-03 0.00E + 00
Oas Turbines 0- 4.00E+00 0.00E + 00 3.1 E-02 0.00E +00
Air Compressorn 0 9.00E+00 0.00E + 00 4.7E 03 0.00E + 00
Ventilation Subsystems 7~ 3.33 E+02 2.1 OE 02 9.5E-03 2.0E44
Elevator Motors 0 4.00E+00 0.00E40 6.3 E-03 0.00E + 00
Dryers 0- 8.00E+00 0.00Edu 8.7E-03 0.00E + 00
Cable Fires Caused by Welding N/A 4.30E+01 2.33E-02 5.1 E-03 1.2E,04
Transiera Fires Caused by Welding / Cutting N/A 4.30E+01 2.33E-02 3.1 E-02 7.2 E-04

Transients;
(Y/N) '

O

7 1.3 E-03 2.1 E 04
Cigarette Smoking N
Extension Cards Y' 4
IIcater Y- 3
Candle N' 0
Overbeating N~ 0
llot Pipe N 0

Compartment Fire Frequency (FL)
Step 1.4 Compartment Fire Frequency 1.49E-03

Fire Compartment CSDS Required Yes
Notes:

(N Number offgmnon Sources un compartment
(B) TotalNumber offgmnon Sources an SelectedPlantLocanon
IC) TotalNumber ofIgmnon SourcesCompartments sn Plant

Igmnon Source Frequency:F7F = KTI.*MTLS*' FF
Compartment F1re Frequency: Fl. = SUM (FIF)
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Figure 4- 1 Fire Induced Vulnerability Evaluation Overview
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i

| Figure 4- 2 Representative Construction Design of Fermi 2 Switchgear Bus Units
j (End View)
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Figure 4- 3 General Depiction of Fermi 2 Switchgear Bus and Adjoining
Transformer Cabinet
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'

Figure 4- 4 General Layout of Control Room Main Control Board
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SECTION 5

HIGH WINDS, FLOODS AND OTHER EVENTS ANALYSIS

1
!

! As part of the Individual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE), Detroit Edison

| completed an evaluation to identify potential vulnerabilities at Fermi 2 due to high winds, '

floods and nearby facility accidents. This evaluation.used the progressive screening
I methodology outlined in NRC NUREG-1407 [5.1]. The key elements of this

methodology are depicted in Figure 5-1.
i

This methodology is implemented in essentially three steps:

The first step requires review of the current event hazard for the site and comparison.

with the licensing basis of the plant. To do this, data was collected from external
sources to adequately characterize the event hazard for Fermi 2. This was then :

compared to the Fermi 2 site design basis as documented in the Updated Final Safety
'

Analysis Report (UFSAR) [5.2] and related design basis documents.

Through this review and comparison, specific areas which showed significant change.

| since the issuance of the Fermi 2 license were identified.
1

Following the steps outlined above, the Fermi 2 design was reviewed to determine if.

it conformed to the requirements of the 1975 Standard Review Plan (SRP) [5.3].
Particular emphasis was provided in this review to those areas described above which
exhibited significant change in the characterization of the event hazard since the
issuance of the Fermi 2 operating license.

The sections below provide the results of the evaluation of Fermi 2 for effects of high
winds, floods, and transportation and nearby facility accidents. This summary addresses
the most significant aspects of the Fermi 2 design in comparison to SRP requirements. A
more comprehensive assessment can be found in the " tier 2" report, " Individual Plant

i Examination of External Events (IPEEE) for High Winds, Floods, and Transportation and
'

Nearby Facility accidents for Enrico Fermi Unit 2" [5.4]. Each section below contains
three key elements required to summarize the results of the evaluation:

Information on the development of the event hazard for Fermi 2 including the plant.

licensing basis and any changes since the plant was licensed;
Identification of significant changes in the event hazard since Fermi 2 was licensed..

This includes only those changes not previously reported per 10CFR50.71(c); and

|

|
|
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i

Summary of the review to determine the robustness of the Fermi 2 design relative to.

the NRC's 1975 Standard Review Plan (SRP). ,

All elements of the Fermi 2 design, relative to high winds, floods, and transportation and
nearby facility accidents were evaluated and found conforming to the 1975 SRP criteria.

NUREG-1407 requires that the licensee assure that no other plant-unique external event,
other than high winds, floods, and transportation and nearby facility accidents, poses a

,

significant threat'of severe accident to Fermi 2. To this end, those external events as
defined in NRC NUREG/CR-2300 [5.5] were screened to identify any other events which
could be potentially important accident initiators and may present severe core damage
threat. The methodology and results of this screening are provided in Section 5.4.

|

,

i

<

!

,

1
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5.1 HIGH WINDS

High or extreme winds present a potential threat to a nuclear power plant. The |
components of the general atmospheric circulation which give rise to extreme winds are f

extra tropical cyclones, tropical cyclones, and tornadoes. The intensity and occurrence
frequency of winds which are generated by these components are a function of the
climatic conditions of the geographic area in which the plant is situated. -

1

Winds have a number of effects on structures within their path. They can apply effective
,

external pressures to structures, they can create external / internal pressure differentials in
~

closed structures, and they can generate missiles which are carried with potentially
,

damaging kinetic energies. The winds associated with tornadoes are typically the most |
intense and highest in magnitude. Tomadoes can eject large damaging missiles with high

'

kinetic energies. Tornadoes typically provide the controlling wind related loads which
must be considered in the wind resistant design of nuclear power plant structures and the
protection of components required to safely operate the plant. )

The following sections provide a discussion of the climatic conditions in the area of the !
Fermi 2 site, the extreme wind storms which are associated with the area, the licensed i

extreme wind design basis for Fermi 2, and a comparison of the Fermi 2 licensed design
basis with the requirements of the 1975 SRP.

5.1.1 Plant Design Basis

This section provides a comparison of the wind resistant design of Fermi 2 to the
requirements of the SRP. Design and construction of Fermi 2 began several years prior to
the NRC's issuance of the SRP; a construction permit was issued for Fermi 2 in
September 1972 and the plant began commercial operation in 1988. Since the Fermi 2
construction permit preceded the issuance of the' SRP, the plant design was not
committed to the SRP. However, because of the extended term over which the plant was
designed and constructed, many of the plant design features were compared to the SRP !
requirements prior to receipt of the Operating License. In some cascs, the plant design
was upgraded to comply with later regulatory requirements.

!
The comparison focuses on the following three principal elements of the SRP criteria for i

the extreme wind design of nuclear power plants: ;

Definition of climatic conditions, average and extreme, which may affect the plant.

site. This includes determination of the 100-year return period " fastest mile of wind" i

and the design basis tomado characteristics (SRP Section 2.3.1);
Evaluation of high wind loading (SRP Section 3.3.1); and.

Evaluation of tornadic wind loading including potential tornado-generated missiles.

(SRP Sections 3.3.2 and 3.5.1.4).
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i

| The following sections provide the details of the comparison of the Fermi 2 design with ;

the SRP criteria for these elements.
,

i

j 5.1.1.1 Regional Climatology '

The Fermi 2 site is located on the western shore of Lake Erie in the southeast lower-

climatic district of Michigan. The lake has a significant effect on the climatic extremes
; which are typical of the midwest. This effect is most pronounced during the cold winter !
j months which are characterized by generally overcast skies. The areas along the lake tend ;

~

to experience temperatures which are moderated relative to the extremes away from the
;

lake. The climate is best characterized as alternating between semi-marine .and j
j continental [5.6 and 5.7]. Prevailing winds during the winter months are from the west. !

Periods of easterly winds moving across Lake Die tend to temper the climate during the {
summer months. !

'

. The region around the Fermi 2 site sometimes experiences severe weather, generally ;
*

i associated with extratropical cyclonic air masses. The severe weather often takes the form
'

; of thunderstorms accompanied by high winds, particularly in the late spring and early |summer,

t

] Tomadoes sometimes accompany the storms in the region. The National Severe Storms

: Forecast Center (NSSFC) has compiled a database of tomado records over the past 50
| years in an effort to characterize this intense storm and provide a basis for future risk |
'

. assessments. This data was summarized by Ramsdell et.al. in NUREG/CR-4461 [5.8]. .

During the period from 1954 to 1983,168 tomadoes were reported in a 13,853 square ;

mile area around the Fermi 2 site. This is an occurrence rate of 4.0E-04 tornadoes per 4

square mile per year around the Fermi 2 site. I
i
1

Due to its inland location, Fermi 2 does not experience weather associated with tropical j
cyclonic air masses. As a result the area experiences little residual effect associated with |
hurricanes. The extreme wind design considerations which are appropriate for the Fermi 2
site are winds associated with severe weather, usually thunderstorms and tornadic winds.

Design Wind Velocity

The basis for the design wind velocity provided in the SRP is ANSI A58.1 " Minimum
Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures" [5.9]. This standard provides the
extreme fastest mile wind speed for a 100-year return period. The variation in wind
velocity with height above ground and factors to account for the fluctuating nature of
wind velocities (gusts) are also provided.

!
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1

Using the basic wind speed map provided in ANSI A58.1 for 50-year recurrence interval |
and a factor to conservatively' adjust the wind speed to' estimate the 100-year recurrence

]
interval wind speed provides a fastest mile-of-wind at a height of 10 meters (33 feet) ;

above the ground for the Fermi 2 site of approximately 80 miles per hour (mph). I
I

Fermi 2 structures and components were designed using guidance provided in ASCE
Paper 3269, " Wind Forces on Structures" [5.10]. This report provided reasonable and i

accepted data and methodology related to wind resistant design. The ASCE paper
contains maps utilizing contours to show the fastest mile of wind over the contiguous
United States. From this paper, a 100-year recurrence interval wind speed of 90 miles per i

hour was selected for the Fermi 2 design. The Fermi 2 design wind speed exceeds the |
velocity recommended by ANSI A58.1 and the fastest mile of wind recorded in the
Detroit and the Toledo areas (72 mph with peak gust of 75 mph as reported by the )
National Climatic Data Center in the 1993 data summary for Toledo). Therefore, the )
Fermi 2 basic wind speed design velocity meets the SRP intent. |

Tornado

In the 1975 SRP, the NRC provided specific criteria for establishing the parameters for
the tornado design of nuclear power plants. These criteria included the requirements for
tornado design provided in Regulatory Guides 1.117 [5.11] and 1.76 [5.12]. Additionally,
the SRP provided guidance on the spectrum of potential missiles to be considered in the
tornado design of the plant.

In Regulatory Guide 1.76, the NRC adopted the regionalization scheme proposed by
Markee, et.al. in " Technical Basis for Interim Regional Tornado Criteria" [5.13]. Using
this scheme, the Fermi 2 site falls into Tornado Intensity Region I. For each of the
tornado intensity regions, Markee developed a definition for design basis tornado in terms
of six parameters:

Maximum wind speed;-

Maximum rotational wind speed;-

Tornado translational speed (maximum and minimum);-

Radius of maximum rotational speed;-

Pressure drop; and j-

Rate of pressure drop.-

The tornado resistant design of Fermi 2 was completed prior to the introduction of the
aforementioned regionalization and the issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.76. The
parameters of the design basis tornado were based on the state of tornadic wind
knowledge at the time. A comparison of design basis tornado characteristics provided in
Reg. Guide 1.76 and the design basis of Fermi 2 is provided in Table 5-1.
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[ From Table 5-1, it is noted that there are differences in the definition of the design basis
~

! tomado used for Fermi 2 and that specified in the' SRP. Specifically, Regulatory Guide
1.76 recommends 290 miles per hour tangential and 70 miles per hour translational wind
velocities and a three pound per square inch pressure drop in one and one-half seconds for
sites located in Tornado Intensity Region I.

'

r

!. Though there are differences, the Fermi 2 design meets the intent of the SRP. The design
uses the same maximum tornadic wind velocity,360 miles per hour, that the Regulatory
Guide recommends. Unvented structures are designed for the tomadic wind pressure and

j the full three pound per square inch pressure drop. The venting of the reactor / auxiliary
j building fifth floor and the steam tunnel is accomplished via blow-away siding and blow-

out panels; therefore, the design is independent of the rate of pressure drop. Therefore, the
Fermi 2 tomado model meets the SRP intent.

1

5.1.1.2 Wind Loadings

SRP Section 3.3.1 provides criteria utilized to transform the design wind velocity,
including variation with height and gust factors, into an effective pressure applied to
structures and components. This transformation should account for the physical and
geometric characteristics of the structure or component. The SRP criteria is consistent
with the requirements provided in ANSI A58.1.

The wind resistant design of Fermi 2 was developed using guidance provided in ASCE -

Paper 3269. The ASCE paper provides a similar formulation for calculating effective
pressures applied to structures and components.

Table 5-2 provides a comparison of the average design wind pressures using the
methodology implemented by Fermi 2 and the criteria adopted in the SRP for design
wind speeds of 80 and 90 miles per hour. See the discussion above for Fermi 2's design
wind velocity.

From Tahe 5-2 it is evident that the methodology used by Fermi 2 to transform wind into
effective exter.:al building pressure is conservative relative to the SRP criteria. Therefore,
the Fermi 2 basic wind loading design meets the SRP intent.

5.1.1.3 Tornado Loadings i

There are three primary elements contained in the SRP Section 3.3.2 criteria for tornado
loadings and tornado resistant design:

Definition of the characteristics of the design basis tornado;.

Methodology used for transformation of the design basis parameters into loads on.

structures; and

5-6
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Evaluation / review of structures and components not designed for tornado loads to.

assure that their collapse or failure will not degrade the function of safety-related
structures or components.

1

The first element, design basis tornado characteristics, was discussed previously. I

In Section 3.3.2 the SRP provides the requirements for developing and combining the
three basic components of tornado loading: (1) effective pressures due to wind velocity,
(2) differential pressures between the interior and exterior of the structure, and (3) impact

,

forces resulting from tornado missiles. Additionally, the SRP provides requirements for !
the combination of these components. ]

I

Effective Wind Pressures I
|
l

The criteria specified in the SRP for transforming the tornado wind velocity into an
effective pressure applied to structures and components is consistent with the guidelines
provided in ASCE Report 3269 or ANSI A58.1.

. The Fermi 2 designs utilized criteria consistent with the SRP for the development of
effective pressures due to tornado winds. The design transformed the maximum tornado
wind velocity into effective pressures on structures and components using the
methodology provided in ASCE 3269. The tomado wind velocity was considered
constant with height and the gust factor was taken as unity. Pressure coefficients (shape
factors) to account for the geometry of the structure and the pressure variation on the
windward and leeward faces of the structure were also developed from the ASCE
guidance. -

Differential Pressures

The Fermi 2 Category I structures, with the exception of the reactor / auxiliary building
above the fifth floor and the steam tunnel, are designed to resist the effects of the full
three pound per square inch pressure differential. The differential is the result of a
pressure drop due to wind vortexing at the core of the tornado. In unvented structures
such as the reactor / auxiliary and RHR buildings, the pressure differential acts as an
effective uniform pressure on the building interior tending to force the walls outward.
This effect tends to act against effective tornadic wind pressure on the exterior windward
side of the building and is additive to wind pressure on the leeward side of the building.

The reactor / auxiliary building above the fifth floor and the steam tunnel were designed
with blow-away siding and blow-out panels, respectively. These designs result in fully
vented structures which are not affected by the differential atmospheric pressures. These
structures have been designed for the full effects of the windward and leeward tornadic
wind pressures.

i
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The Fermi 2 design has considered the differential pressure effects resulting from the
tornadic winds in a manner consistent with the SRP requirements.

Tornado Missiles

Sections 3.3.2 and 3.5.1.4 of the SRP require that nuclear plants protect safety-related
equipment against damage from missiles which might be generated by the design basis

;

tornado. During the period ofissuance of the SRP, additional research was in regiess to
provide definitive guidelines on the most likely and most damaging missiles which
should be postulated. Ultimately, Revision 1 of the SRP. specified that structures and
components withstand at least missiles C and F (SRP 3.5.1.4 Rev. O Missile Spectrmn).
The criteria and procedures utilized for the design of Category I structures, shields, and
barriers to withstand the effects of these missiles are provided in SRP Section 3.5.3.

A comparison of the missiles considered in the design of Fermi 2 and the minimum
spectrum of missiles required by the SRP is provided in Table 5-3. The tornado missiles
designated as (General) represent the spectrum of missiles which was agreed upon by the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) during the Construction Permit review stage for
Fermi 2. This was several years prior to the development of the SRP missile spectrum.
Additional tornado missile evaluations were performed during the course of Fermi 2

~

>

completion. Specifically, in approximately 1975, at the request- of the NRC, Detroit
Edison assessed the degree of comparability of the Fermi 2 tomado missile protection :

with other in-process nuclear plant designs which addressed the SRP missiles C and F.
Missiles C and F are the steel rod and the utility pole, respectively. Using the results of

- recent tests, similar to those summarized by Jankov, et. al., in " Proceedings of the
Symposium on Tornadoes, Assessment of Knowledge and Implications for Man" [5.14],
Detroit Edison showed that the missile C and F velocities would not result in penetration
or backside scabbing of the minimum 18-inch thick reinforced concrete slabs and walls
used in the Category I building design.

Additional detailed studies were completed which provided overall tornado missile ,

hazard estimates for essential plant features which were not explicitly missile protected
[5.15,5.16, and 5.17]. These features included the RHR mechanical draft cooling towers
and unprotected reactor / auxiliary building wall openings such as the south wall
equipment access door, HVAC intake enclosure, and removable precast panel. These
studies considered the full spectrum of SRP missiles, the site specific quantities and
locations of missiles, and advanced methods of tornado missile hazard modeling. These
studies concluded that the vulnerability of these unprotected plant features to damage -

from tomado generated missiles was acceptably low.

P
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Combination of Load Components

SRP Section 3.3.2 provides acceptable criteria for the combination of the tornado load
components to develop the total tornado load which is then combined with other loads
per SRP Sections 3.8.1,3.8.4 and 3.8.5.

The Fermi 2 Category I structures have been designed to withstand the simultaneous
effects of tornado wind velocity pressure, difTerential atmospheric pressure, and a single
tornado generated missile. The wind velocity pressure distribution and atmospheric
pressure distribution are combined and applied at various locations along the buildings.
The local effect of a single tornado generated missile is then superimposed to assure that
it will not penetrate the structure or cause back side concrete spalling.

The Fermi 2 design combination of load components conforms with the SRP
requirements.

Failure of Other Structures and Components

The SRP requires that the effect on Category I structures and components of the failure of
structures and components not designed to withstand tornado loading must be considered.

The Fermi 2 design considered the effect of the tomado induced failure of non-Category I
structures on Category I structures. In general, the location of the non-Category I
structures precludes significant interaction. Structures such as the natural draft cooling
towers are located at least one cooling tower height from the nearest safety-related
structure. The debris which would be generated from the tornado induced failure of non-
Category I structures has been inherently considered in the tornado missile resistant
design of the Category I structures and in the detailed missile hazard studies performed
for the plant.

Additionally, Detroit Edison maintains a practice _ of evaluating, through the Safety
Evaluation (SE) process, any additional tornado missile hazard presented by the addition
of non-Category I facilities such as the permanent outage building or temporary trailers
and materials placed on the site for outage support.

The effects of tornado-induced failures of structures or components not designed to resist
tornadoes have been adequately considered in the design of the Fermi 2 Category I
structures and satisfy the intent of the SRP.

5.1.2 Plant Walkdown

Walkdowns were conducted at the Fermi 2 site on March 22 and 23,1995. To identify
potential vulnerabilities to high winds and tornadoes, the walkdowns focused on the
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exterior of the plant power block structures, safety-related components outside of the
,

power block structures, and other facilities, equipment and material situated around the
plant site.

I
'

The elements of the Fermi 2 wind resistant design which were assessed are:

General ruggedness of the Category I structures and exposed Category I components.

to resist tornadic winds;
Materials (type and quantity) around the plant site which could become tornado.

missiles;

Barriers and protection to prevent the entry of tornado-generated missiles into |
.

'

Category I structures; i

Potential for tornado missile impact on exposed Category I components;.

Effect of tornado missile impact on exposed Category I components; and.

Potential effects of wind / tornado damaged non-Category I structures and components.

on Category I structures and components.

The conclusions drawn from the walkdown are summarized in the following paragraphs.
Overall, the field condition provided no unexpected finiings.

The design of the Category I structures provides adequate tornadic wind resistance and
missile protection since it utilizes reinforced concrete construction with minimum 18-
inch thick walls and slabs. No parts or portions of these structures appeared to have any
vulnerability to the design basis tomado maximum wind velocity. |

There are no safety-related components which are exposed at Fenni 2.' All components
are adequately protected by reinforced concrete structures or barriers. The diesel exhaust
pipes are a concern at some facilities since significant portions are sometimes exposed
and could experience damage resulting from tomadic winds or missiles. The four diesel
exhausts and intakes are well protected at Fermi 2 by reinforced concrete structures on
the roof of the RHR complex. Only a small penion of each exhaust is exposed from the
east, and that portion is inherently rugged since it consists of a short tail pipe supported
by a stanchion.

Prior to the walkdown, the walkdown team reviewed the study which developed tornado
misrile hazard estimates considering the non-missile protected openings and penetrations
in the reactor / auxiliary building [5.15). The calculation conservatively evaluated the total
cumulative area of all openings which were not specifically designed to provide missile
p otection. During the walkdown the size and location of openings and penetrations in the
Category I structures were observed. The walkdown team did not identify openings
which had not been evaluated in the study. Similarly, the RHR complex was observed to
identify unprotected openings which might result in vulnerability to tornado missiles. The
walkdown team did not identify any significant unprotected openings.

5-10
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The team reviewed the overall site area during the walkdown to gain an appreciation for
the quantity and type of materials which might be entrained in a tornado and later become
damaging missiles. In general, the total' population of missiles assumed in the )
aforementioned study appears conservative. Observations during the walkdowns I
indicated a potentially lower missile population. Therefore, the Fermi 2 tornado missile |
design envelopes the field condition. !

During the walkdown, the team also reviewed the potential for unacceptable interactions |
with Category I structures resulting from the failure of non-Category I structures. Many -

of the non-Category I structures, such as the turbine building and the fifth floor of the j
reactor / auxiliary building are clad with light-gauge metal sheathing. This sheathing is not ;

designed to withstand maximum tornadic winds and will partially or fully release. ,

However, this sheathing, considered as a missile, is clearly bounded by the other design !

basis tomado missiles with significantly greater kinetic energies. With the sheathing '

released, the superstructures are sufficiently rugged to withstand the maximum wind
pressure. No significant potential interactions were observed. )

5.1.3 Conclusions and Recommendations
|
(

The evaluation of high winds focused on four principal elements of the SRP criteria: {
i

Definition of climatic conditions which affect the plant site; |
.

Evaluation of high wind loading;.

Evaluation of tomadic wind loading; and t.

Evaluation of tomado-generated missiles..

Though the Fermi 2 design was not committed to the SRP, the design features are ;

consistent with the criteria recommended by the SRP. The Fermi 2 wind resistant design
is robust and has adequately considered the aspects of extreme wind hazard which may !

occur in the area. High or extreme winds do not pose a significant threat to safe operation
of Fermi 2.

I

This evaluation of the Fermi 2 design for the effects of high winds also considered the
lessons learned from Hurricane Andrew on Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Station i

documented in NRC Information Notice 93-53 [5.54] including Supplement 1. These
lessons are related to adequacy of the following: ,

Plant shutdown timing;.

Off-site communication after the disaster;.
i

Compensatory measures for equipment at facilities not designed for the event;
'

.

Early prepa:ations; and. -

Impact of non-safety equipment on important equipment..
;

1

)
I
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1

Events such as a tornado, which is the controlling extreme wind event for Fermi 2, do not {
allow the early preparation which hurricanes allow. The most critical defense against ;

plant degradation resulting from a tornado strike is adequate tornado-resistant design. The j
design must include consideration of structures and barriers to protect all essential i
equipment from not only wind pressure effects but the effects of the failure of non-safety I
structures and components. i

!

This review has concluded that the design of Fermi 2 is adequate to resist the effects of :
tornadoes which are postulated to occur in the area including the impact of non-safety !
equipment on safety-related equipment.

!
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5.2 EXTERNAL FLOODS

Extreme floods (or high water level) present a potential threat to a nuclear power plant.
High water levels at a plant site can be caused by a single source or a combination of
sources: stream flooding, surges, seiches, tsunamis, dam failures, landslides, and ice melt.

.

The water levels associated with storm surges are generally much higher than those
associated with other sources for plant sites located near large bodies of water. Therefore,
at coastal sites, storm surge may provide the controlling water level which must be used
in the design of nuclear power plant structures and the protection of components required
to safely operate the plant.

High water has a number of effects on structures within its path. High water can apply
effective external pressures to structures (hydrostatic loads), create buoyant forces (uplift) '

on closed structures, and apply dynamic forces generated by wave activity. High water
associated with flooding, rather than normal groundwater elevation, often provides the
controlling loads which must be considered in the design of nuclear power plant
structures and the protection of components required to safely operate the plant.

The following sections provide a discussion of the regional climatology near the Fermi 2
plant site, the licenred extreme flood design basis for the plant, and a comparison of the
licensed design with the requirements of the 1975 Standard Review Plan (SRP).

5.2.1 Plant Design Basis

This section provides a comparison of the flood-resistant design of Fermi 2 to the
requirements of the SRP. The comparison focuses on seven principal elements of the SRP
criteria for the external flooding design of nuclear power plants:

Description of flood history for the area / basin around the plant site. This includes.

specific events which must be considered when identifying the controlling flood for
the plant site (e.g., stream flooding, surges, seiches, tsunamis, dam failures,
landslides, ice) as described in SRP Section 2.4.2;
Evaluation of probab!e maximum flood on streams and rivers (SRP Section 2.4.3);.

Evaluation of probable maximum wind tide and surge or seiche flooding (SRP.

Section 2.4.5);
Determination of the need to protect plant structures and components for the effects.

of flooding (SRP Section 2.4.10);
Evaluation of the effect of local and regional groundwater on the plant structures.

(SRP Section 2.4.13);
Evaluation of protection provided for plant structures and components required to.

withstand the effects of flooding (SRP Section 3.4.1); and
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t

Review of the analysis procedures used in the design of safety-related structures -!.

required to withstand the static and dynamic effects of the design basis flood (SRP |

Section 3.4.2). |
I

The following sections provide the details of the comparison of the Fermi 2 design to the
SRP criteria for these elements. :

!

5.2.1.1. Flood Design Considerations i
;

?

Category I plant structures housing safety-related equipment consist of the |
reactor / auxiliary building and the residual heat removal (RHR) complex. The site is not

,

susceptible to flooding caused by surface runoff because of the shoreline location and the !

distance of the site from major streams. Plant grade is raised approximately 11 feet above |
the surrounding area to further minimize the possibility of flooding. Flooding of the site :
is only conceivable as the result of an extremely severe storm with a storm generated rise !

in the level of Lake Erie. Protection of safety-related structures and equipment against j

this type of flooding and possible storm-generated waves is provided through the
location, arrangement, and design of the structures with respect to the shoreline,

i
Section 2.4.2 of the Standard Review Plan identifies the following types of flood j

producing phenomena which must be considered in establishing the flood design bases !

for safety-related plant features: ;

i

Stream Flooding; [.

probable maximum flood (PMF) with coincident wind-induced waves, !. -

considering dam failure potential due te inadequate capacity, inadequate flood- '

discharge capability or existing physical condition, i

ice jams, both independently and coincident with a winter probable maximum. -
,

storm,
tributary drainage area PMF potential, and. -

combinations ofless severe river floods, coincident with surges and seiches. ;. -

Surges;.

probable maximum hurricane (PMH) at coastal sites,. - ,

PMH wind translated inland and resulting wave action coincident with runoff [. -

induced flood level,. !
probable maximum wind-induced (non-hurricane) storm surges and waves, and. -

,

combinations ofless severe surges, coincident with runoff floods. |
. -

Seiches; |
.

meteorologically induced in inland lakes (Great Lakes and harbors) and at coastal. -

harbors and embayments, ;

seismically induced in inland lakes, |. -

seismically induced by tsunamis (seismic sea waves) on coastal embayments, and. -
,

combinations ofless severe surges and seiches, coincident with runoff floods. !. -

:

:
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,

Tsunamis;.

near field, or local, excitation, and |. -

far field, or distant, excitation. ;. -

Seismically induced dam failures, and maximum water level at site from; ;.

failute of dam during safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) coincident with 25-year {. --

flood, i

. - failure during operating basis earthquake (OBE) coincident with standard project !
flood (SPF),and |

. failure during other earthquakes, coincident with runoff, surge, or seiche floods il .

where the coincidence is at least as likely as an SSE or OBE dam failure. i
Flooding caused by landslides; |.

flood waves; and. -
;

!backwater effects due to stream blockage.| . -

Ice loadings from water bodies.

;

These phenomena were evaluated durit.g the original plant design. Many of the ;

phenomena were ruled out as either not applicable or not capable of creating
consequences as significant as other phenomena. There have been no significant changes i
in the site area or characteristics nor the regional climatology which change the i

applicability or relative significance of these flood producing phenomena. |
|

The original design considered the following phenomena in determining the controlling
event for the design basis flood level at Fermi 2. Consideration of these phenomena is
compared to the SRP criteria for purposes of the IPEEE review:

Local probable maximum precipitation (PMP) runoff on the plant site coincident with|
.

| runoff from the two square mile area above the plant site, assuming blockage of plant
drainage;
Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) on Swan Creek coincident with the mean monthly.

maximum water levelin Lake Erie; and
Probable maximum wind tide coincident with the mean monthly maximum water.

levelin Lake Erie.

Therefore, the Fermi 2 plant design adequately considers potential flood producing

|
phenomena to determine the controlling event for the design basis and satisfies the intent

| of the SRP.
!

5.2.1.2 Effects of LocalIntense Precipitation

Local intense precipitation or Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) procedures and
criteria have changed since the original design of Fermi 2. These changes are the subject

,

of NRC Generic Letter 89-22 [5.18]. The latest National Oceanic and Atmospheric
,

Administration / National Weather Service (NOAA/NWS) publications provide PMP

;
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|
:

estimates for drainage areas as small as one square mile and for durations as short as five
minutes.

|
|

The original design for the Fermi 2 plant considered the effects of local intense
precipitation as defined by practices and procedures at that time. The local PMP was
determined to be 10.2 inches of rainfall in the maximum one-hour period based on the |
U.S. Weather Bureau, Hydrometeorological Report No. 33 [5.19]. Plant design j
considered the effect of PMP on:

Category I structures (roof ponding);.

Yard and site drainage (local ponding); and.

Site flooding due to runoff from an adjacent two-square mile drainage area west of.

the plant. I

Based on the changes in procedures and criteria, revised estimates for short duration
storm intensities were calculated using the guidance in NOAA/NWS HMR Reports 51,

,

52, and 53 [5.20,5.21 and 5.22). The maximum point rainfall (PMP) for a one-hour i

duration and a one square mile area is taken directly from Figure 24 of HMR Report No.
52. For the Fermi 2 plant site this corresponds to an accumulation of 17.3 in. This is a
substantial increase in the postulated short-duration (one-hour) rainfall. The effect of the
increase in rainfall intensity on local site ponding and roof ponding was addressed as
discussed in the following paragraphs.

<

Site Ponding

The following describe significant elements of the original plant design for site ponding
due to local intense precipitation [5.2]:

The plant site storm drainage system was not relied upon to protect Category I.

structures from local PMP flooding.
Flooding due to a local PMP on the adjacent two-square mile drainage area west of.

the plant site was evaluated as part of the original plant design. The calculated peak
discharge due to the local PMP was determined to be 25,000 cubic feet per second
(cfs), which is 10,000 cfs greater than indicated by the PMF peak envelope curve for
the Great Lakes Region. A flow of 31,500 cfs was passed through a hypothetical cross
section to determine maximum water level at the plant site. The maximum water
surface elevation determined in this conservative analysis was 582 feet, more than
one foot below plant grade.
Runoff from the plant site will flow overland under conditions of site gradient to; .

lower elevations surrounding the site and then to Lake Erie. All door sills on safety-
related structures are at least six inches above plant grade. To assure that runoffis not
directed towards the openings of plant structures, no downspouts or scuppers are
located near doorways.

5-16
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I| .

jSome Category I yard structures (e.g., pipe tunnels and duct banks) are located below.

the site design flood elevation. These structures are reinforced concrete and are i

designed for continuous underwater service. j

!

The new PMP was determined to have no effect on the capability of the Fermi 2 plant site !
and/or structures to protect safety-related components from the effects of flooding, as j

documented in DER Number 89-1284 [5.23]. .

;

If the new PMP values are used, flood flows due to PMP runoff would be expected to -|

increase significantly in the two square mile local area to the west of the_ plant and the
| immediate plant site area. The water level resulting from the increased peak flood flow

.

|
l '

was estimated to be 585.2 feet. This is very conservative since the cross section is
. maintained as water level increases. This water level is still less than the water level

,

predicted for the Probable Maximum Meteorological Event (PMME) used as the site |
design basis.

,
.

'

Plant peripheral roads have crown elevations generally ranging from 582.5 to 583.5 feet.
During local intense precipitation on and around the plant structures, run-off could be
diverted over the area enclosed by the perimeter roads and rail tracks. However, based on ;

the plant design, where road elevations are generally at or below plant grade, it is unlikely !

| that water levels would exceed those established for run-off from the adjacent two square !
L mile basin.

|
>

Local site flooding or ponding to the extent required to challenge the plant design is not i
credible. The controlling flood level for plant design remains the PMME. Therefore, the !

Fermi 2 plant design for local intense precipitation with respect to local site ponding
satisfies the SRP intent (considering the new criteria and procedures for PMP).

'

,

RoofPonding

The following items describe significant features of the original plant design for roof
drainage and/or ponding due to local intense precipitation [5.21:

The reactor / auxiliary building roofis designed for an operating live load of 30 pounds.

per square foot (psf). The design basis (extreme load case) live load is 87 psf. This
load is equivalent to 16.7 inches of water. Roof drains are designed for a rainfall of
four in/hr.
The roofs of the RHR complex are designed for a postulated maximum operating.

basis ice and snow load of 70 psf. This load is based on the simultaneous i

accumulation of the most severe postulated ice resulting from the mechanical draft
{|; cooling towers drift loss (21 psf) plus'the seasonal snowpack (30 psf), and an

| additional ice load (19 psf). This load is equivalent to 13.5 inches of water. The
!
L !

!
*

!
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design basis live load is 276 psf, which is equivalent to 53.0 inches of water. This *

depth of water exceeds the roof parapet height. |
!

The Fermi 2 safety-related structures were evaluated for increased ponding loads !
resulting from the new PMP rainfall intensities, as documented in DER Number 89-1284 i

[5.23]. The effect of the new PMP values on roofloads was assessed by estimating the
potential maximum depth of accumulation of water on the roofs of the reactor building
and the auxiliary building. The maximum water accumulations were estimated by i
accounting the inflow to the roof due to PMP, the outflow from the roof due to the :
discharge through the scuppers and conductors, and the depth of accumulation of |
rainwater on the roof during the periods when the rate of rainfall exceeds the rate of !
discharge through the roof drains. |

The resulting maximum average depth of water was determined to be 14.4 inches on the
reactor building roof and 27.32 inches on the auxiliary building roof. Since the reactor

|!building roof slopes with a 15.5-inch total drop over its 124.75-foot length,' the
accumulated maximum water depth would vary from approximately 6.7 inches at the j
high end to 22.2 inches at the low end. The roof deck, purlins, and roof girders were !

investigated for the additional live loads and were determined to have sufficient margin, j

The depth of accumulation on the auxiliary building roof would vary from 18.0 inches at I
the high end to 36.7 inches at the low point. The estimated accumulation at the rooflow |
point is slightly greater than the height of the parapets. The resulting live load due to i

ponding is 190.8 psf. The auxiliary building roof slabs were investigated for this extreme j
loading condition and were shown to have adequate margin.

|

Potential in-leakage through roofjoints such as air intakes or exhausts was addressed as !

part of the walkdown discussed in Section 5.2.3. |

5.2.1.3 Probable Maximum Flood on Streams and Rivers

'

The Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) is an estimated flood that may be expected from
the most severe combination of critical meteorological and hydrological conditions that
are reasonably possible in the region. The PMF on Swan Creek was estimated as the
maximum flood runoff resulting from a PMP occurring over its drainage basin of 109

,

square miles and was considered in the original design of the Fermi 2 plant. There are no
other streams or rivers near the plant site that could significantly affect plant structures or
equipment.

Since the procedures and criteria used to determine probable maximum precipitation have
changed, the water level resulting from a flood on # Creek could be affected. To
assure that the new criteria and procedures do not re water levels in excess of the
design basis, flooding on Swan Creek due to the new i tidi. intensities was evaluated as

5-18 i
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i

documented in DER 89-1284 [5.23]. The evaluation documented in DER 89-1284
concluded that the change in rainfall intensities could result in a higher flood flow rate !
from Swan Creek and a maximum water level between 583 and 584 feet. This water level I

is still less than the water level associated with the PMME of 586.9 feet. Therefore, the
:

flood levels associated with the PMF flow on Swan Creek remain less critical than storm j
surge in Lake Erie.

Development of the original (design basis) PMF on Swan Creek considered all of the I
significant parameters required by the SRP and used recognized and accepted methods.
Since the changes in criteria and procedures for determining PMP do not increase
flooding on Swan Creek to a level in excess of the PMME (storm surge on Lake Erie),
stream flooding does not control plant design.

5.2.1.4 Probable Maximum Surge and Seiche Flooding ,

1 I
'

The original design basis for surge and seiche flooding is described in detail in Section
2.4.5 of the Fermi 2 UFSAR [5.2]. Some of the more significant considerations am >

,

| discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.
1

Probable Maximum Winds |

Extensive studies were made regarding the effects of wind setup on Lake Erie. Data
developed by G. W. Platzman, which relates lake level to various wind conditions, was
used to establish the wind setup for the plant site. The Platzman model has been shown to
consistently calculate peak longitudinal setup greater than the measured peak setup when
using the wind stress and bottom friction coefficients proposed by Platzman. The
conservatism of the model in predicting the longitudinal setup increases with increasing
wind speeds.

! 4

| To establish meteorological conditions appropriate for the plant site, the National !
| Weather Service was commissioned to examine 25 years of wind records for eight '

! stations in the vicinity of Lake Erie. Significant parameters used to calculate the probable i

maximum wind tide at the Fermi 2 site were obtained from the table of probable
maximum wind estimates supplied by the Atomic Energy Commission. The following
Probable Maximum Meteorological Event (PMME) data was used to calculate the wind
tide:

|

The peak ten-minute wind speed was 100 mph;| .

The PMME winds were directed along the axis of Lake Erie; and.

The PMME had a translational velocity of 20 mph moving from east to west and a.

duration of 60 hours.
f

:
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Surge and Seiche History
;

Data collected by the U.S. Lake Survey at gages near Monroe (from 1932 to 1939 and '

from 1952 to 1973), Gibraltar (from 1897 to 1973), and Toledo (from 1897 to 1973), '

indicate that the maximum wind tide at Monroe was 4.5 feet on January 30,1939. Earlier [
data, covering the period 1886 to 1896, reported a maximum wind tide of 5.5 feet at 7

. Monroe. The description of the easterly gales that produced this wind tide suggests that ;
they were more intense than those reported since 1897. Therefore,5.5 feet was accepted j
as the maximum wind tide occurring since 1886. '

Based upon data collected by the U.S. Lake Survey, the highest observed monthly mean !
water level in Lake Erie during the period of record from 1860 to 1973 was 4.9 feet above |
Low Water Datum. This level occurred during June 1973, at Monroe, Michigan. During :

1973, the monthly mean water level varied between 3.0 and 4.9 feet above Low Water
Datum.

Data for tite period from 1970 through 1994 are consistent with the monthly mean water
levels identified during the original design and construction phases for Fermi 2 [5.24 and '

5.25). t

Surge and Seiche Sources
,

Maximum surge stillwater elevation was based on the Platzman wind setup model for I
Lake Erie. This is consistent with the SRP requirements for estimating maximum surge or ;

seiche stillwater elevations for Great Lakes sites. '

A maximum wind tide of 11.4 feet was calculated for the Fermi 2 site using the PMME
wind speeds as input to the Platzman model. As an additional conservatism, a wind tide
of 11.6 feet was used for design purposes.

A total stillwater elevation of 16.4 feet (elevation at the plant site of 586.9 feet) was |
selected as the design maximum water level. This maximum was based on the PMME |
defined by the Atomic Energy Commission resulting in a wind tide of 11.6 feet
superimposed on a maximum monthly mean lake level of 4.8 feet. This storm surge ;

would occur at the plant site approximately nine hours after the maximum wind reaches !
the shore. !

Wave Action

Wave characteristics are dependent upon wind speed, wind duration, water depth, and
fetch length. Waves were calculated coincident with the maximum storm surge to
determine the maximum flood elevations at the plant site. The shallow water depths over

L
|
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|
'

'- the fetch approaching the Fermi 2 plant site preclude deep water wave activity. Only
, shallow water waves are generated during the PMME. ;

|
| During the occurrence of the PMME, plant grade at elevation 583.0 feet is floxied for
L approximately 17 hours. Incident waves attacking the shoreline can be transmitte i inland
I across the flooded plant grade. These transmitted wave heights depend on the a"ailable i

'
water depth above plant grade, the incident wave characteristics attacking the shoreline,
the configuration of the shore barrier, and the location and configuration of other

,

'
obstacles.

|

| Shallow water wave generation was based on " Shore Protection Planning and Design,"
| Technical Report No. 4 from the U. S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center [5.26].

|_ This is consistent with the SRP requirements for estimating wind generated waves and
I run-up. Using the inland depth of water caused by flooding of plant grade, the maximum

wave heights for plant grade elevation 583.0 feet and 580.0 feet are 3.0 feet and 5.4 feet,
respectively.

Resonance
4

,

Resonance can be a problem in enclosed bays or harbors when the natural period of
| oscillation of the bay is equal to the period of the incident waves. The Fermi 2 site is not

located in an enclosed bay. The full exposure of the site to Lake Erie during PMME
conditions, plus the flat slopes surrounding the site area, result in a natural period of
oscillation of the flooded area that is much greater than that of the incident shallow water
storm waves. Therefore, resonance will not occur at the site during the PMME conditions.

Wave Run-up

Wave run-up was based on " Shore Protection Planning and Design," Technical Report |

| No. 4 from the U. S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center 15.26]. This is.
| consistent with the SRP requirements for estimating wind generated waves and run-up.
| Maximum run-up elevations on the exposed north faces of the reactor / auxiliary building

and the RHR complex are 593.0 feet and 598.0 feet for the 3.0 and 5.4 foot waves,
respectively. The maximum run-up elevation on the exposed south faces of the
reactor / auxiliary building and the RHR complex, the exposed east face of the RHR
complex, and the west face of the reactor / auxiliary building is 593.0 feet for the 3.0 foot
wave. The east face of the reactor / auxiliary building is not exposed to waves and wave

|run-up. The west face of the RHR complex is landward of the storm direction and not
subject to waves and wave run-up.

,

i

:

|

|
'
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Comparison to SRP

Regulatory Guide 1.59, " Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants" [5.27] Appendix
A adopts American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard N170-1976, " Standards
for Determining Design Basis Flooding at Power Reactor Sites" [5.28] for determining
high water levels. ANSI Standard N170-1976 has been revised and re-issued as
ANSI /ANS-2.8-1992, " Determining Design Basis Flooding at Power Reactor Sites"
[5.29]. For Probable Maximum Surge and Seiche Flooding (Section 7), ANSI /ANS-2.8-
1992 sets basic input parameters for the Great Lakes Region that are consistent with those
used in the Fermi 2 design:

Maximum overwater wind speed of 100 mph;.

Constant translational speed;.

Wind speeds over water vary from 1.3 to 1.6 times the overland speed; and.

Storm center moves along a critical path oriented along the major axis of the water.

body.

In addition, the models used to develop the maximum surge with coincident wind
generated waves and runup are consistent with those required by the Standard Review
Plan and recommended in ANSI /ANS-2.8-1992. More recent information from the
National Weather Service, U.S. Coast Guard, and U.S. Geological Survey indicates that
the parameters used as input for the original plant design have not changed significantly
in the past twenty years. Therefore, since the original design for surge and seiche flooding
considered the parameters required by the 1975 SRP, and those parameters have not
changed significantly, the Fermi 2 plant design satisfies the SRP intent.

5.2.1.5 Flooding Protection Requirements

SRP Section 2.4.10 requires that the locations and elevations of safety-related facilities
and of structures and components required for protection of safety-related facilities be
reviewed in comparison with the estimated static and dynamic effects of design basis
flood conditions to determine whether flood effects need to be considered in plant design
or emergency proceduzes. Because the postulated elevation of the design basis flood for
Fermi 2 exceeded the ground elevation of safety-related structures, flood protection was
required. Specific measures taken to protect structures and components at Fermi 2 are
discussed in Section 5.2.1.7.

Since there is no change in the maximum water level resulting from the Probable
Maximum Meteorological Event, the original determination for plant flood protection
requirements is acceptable and the Fermi 2 design satisfies the SRP intent.
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t <

| 5.2.1.6 Ground Water !
!

! |

L Groundwater can exert hydrodynamic loads on safety-related structures. SRP Section
,'

2.4.13 requires local and regional groundwater to be evaluated to assess its effect on plant |
foundations.

~

Section 2.4.13 of the Fermi 2 UFSAR discusses ground water design considerations. The ;

Fermi 2 design does not use a dewatering system to lower design basis ground water
~

levels. The natural groundwater level at the site is approximately 575 feet. As a
L conservative value for computing normal subsurface hydrostatic loadings, the ground

water level was assumed to be 576.0 feet for design. !

Because the postulated water level during the PMME exceeds the natural groundwater '

level, the Category I plant structures are designed to withstand the hydrostatic loading
'

associated with the maximum water level. All safety-related systems and components
which are below the maximum water level are located within Seismic Category I
structures.

5.2.1.7 Flood Protection

In accordance with Standard Review Plan requirements, safety-related facilities, as well
as structures and components required for protection of safety-related facilities, must be

,

!designed for the estimated static and dynamic effects of design basis flood conditions.
Specifically, the locations of safety-related systems and components that must be !

protected against flooding must be identified along with the structures that house the
,

equipment to determine whether or not the equipment are subject to flooding and/or the
,

| structures relied upon to protect the equipment from flooding are adequately designed to
withstand those effects.

At Fermi 2, all Category I components are protected from the adverse effects of the
maximum flood by their location within reinforced concrete Category I structures. All
Seismic Category I structures are designed against flooding to a minimum elevation of
588 feet, or 1.1 feet above the maximum stillwater elevation. Flood protection measures
incorporated into the design include waterproofing the structures, designing the structure
to withstand the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces associated with flooding,
maximum usage of watertight seals and penetrations below the flood level, using exterior
doors of watertight design below the maximum flood elevation, providing waterstops on
all construction joints and water seal rings on all penetrations below the maximum flood
level, and locating the Category I components within the reinforced concrete Category I

| structures,

l

!
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Since there is no change in the maximum water level resulting from the Probable
~

Maximum Meteorological Event, the flood protection measures incorporated into the
original design are still applicable. Therefore, the Fermi 2 design satisfies the SRP.

.

5.2.1.8 Analysis Procedures

As required by the Standard Review Plan, the design of safety-related structures must
assure that the static and dynamic effects of the design basis flood and highest ground
water have been adequately transformed . into effective loads on the structures.
Specifically, the hydrostatic head associated with the design basis flood level (or
maximum ground water, whichever controls) must be considered as a structural load on
basement walls and foundation slabs. The effects of buoyancy on the structure must be
considered. Lateral and overturning pressure on sidewalls and slabs must be considered. i

,

Seismic Category I structures at the Fermi 2 plant would be partially submerged with the
PMME water level at elevation 586.9 feet. Accordingly, the design considered the
following load conditions: !

Hydrostatic pressures;.
;

Uplift pressure or buoyancy; and
. :

.

Static and hydrodynamic forces associated with wind generated waves..

t

The pressure induced by the maximum stillwater elevation was considered to be
hydrostatic. A lateral pressure distribution on the structure walls below the flood line was
considered in the design of the structures. From this, the uplift pressure on the basement
slabs and flotation potential were calculated.~ This pressure was included in the load
combinations considered in the design of the slabs.

Maximum wave pressures and forces on Category I structures were calculated for the
significant wave heights of 3.0 feet or 5.4 feet for plant grade elevations of 583.0 feet or

'

580.0 feet, respectively. Wave pressures and thrusts were calculated for non-breaking, *

broken, and breaking wave conditions consistent with SRP requirements. The critical '

static pressure and thrust occur under the broken wave conditions, whereas the critical
dynamic pressure and thrust occur under the breaking wave condition. All structures are
designed to withstand these forces.

5.2.2 Plant Walkdown

A plant walkdown was conducted at the Fermi 2 site on March 22 and 23,1995. The
purpose of the plant walkdown was to assess the vulnerability of plant structures and
equipment to external flooding. The plant walkdown included trips inside the protected
area and inside plant structures. The walkdown also included a general survey of the plant
site and surrounding area.
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The objectives of the plant walkdown were to:

Verify flood protection of structures and equipment;.

Perform a general assessment of the site and surrounding area topography to identify j.

significant areas of runoff and restrictions or diversions to that runoff (i.e., potential :

for local site ponding); and i

Assess overall site drainage capabilities. |.

1

These objectives were achieved as discussed in the following paragraphs.

!
Flood Protection ;

The Fermi 2 plant site is considered an incorporated barrier design as defined in RG
!1.102 [5.30). That is, safety-related structures, systems, and components are protected

from inundation and static and dynamic effects by engineered features in the
structure / environment interface. As stated in the UFSAR, the design basis flood level is
586.9 feet and the ground floor of safety-related structures is 583.5 feet. Therefore, the

J
structures and components must be protected from the effects of flooding by engineered
features. Flood protection is provided by designing the structures to be watertight (e.g.,
watertight doors, penetrations) and to resist the loadings resulting from high water (e.g.,
hydrostatic pressure, wave forces). j

l

During the plant walkdown, site topography was observed to be generally sloping away. )
from safety-related structures. Therefore, local intense precipitation would quickly be

,

directed away from plant structures toward the discharge canal, adjacent ditches and ]
streams, to its ultimate destination in Lake Ene. i

!
,

The walkdown included a detailed review of roof drainage for the reactor / auxiliary
building and the RHR complex. The reactor building roofis a steel superstructure with
decking. The roof slopes from west to east and drainage is provided on the east end of the
roof. Drainage consists of four-inch diameter scuppers through the parapet walls. One
objective of the walkdown was to identify potential sources ofin-leakage under ponding
conditions. No sources of in-leakage were noted with the exception of the doorway
leading onto the roof. However, the doorway is elevated a minimum of 18 inches above
the Reactor Building roof so in-leakage is not a concern. |

|

The auxiliary building roof is reinforced concrete with additional support provided by ;

structural steel under portions of the roof. The roof slopes from west to east and drainage
is provided on the east end of the roof. Drainage consists of a series of six-inch diameter
sumps. The sumps conduct runoff from the roof to the plant drainage system. Ponding
was postulated to reach full height of the parapet at the rooflow end. No sources ofin- !

leakage were noted with the exception of the doorway leading or.to the roof. The doorway

|
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is elevated a minimum of 18 inches above the auxiliary building roof and is located at the
high end of the roof; therefore, in-leakage is not a concern.

The RHR complex roofs are reinforced concrete. Drainage consists of six-inch diameter
scuppers through the parapet walls. Because the RHR complex includes mechanical draft
cooling towers, a prim: .y design consideration for the roofs of the complex is snow and |
ice build-up due to drift. The original design considered a build-up of snow and ice
which, in its water equivalent, exceeds the height of the parapet walls. Therefore, ponding
on the roofs during PMP conditions is not a structural concern. The walkdown considered ,

that water may pond to a depth'slightly greater than the parapet height for the purpose of
identifying sources ofin-leakage. No sources of significant in-leakage were noted. Air
intakes and vents were designed such that their low points exceed the parapet height.

The walkdown also included a review of the exterior of the building structures to confirm
flood protection. At Fermi 2 the design basis maximum stillwater elevation is 586.9 feet.
The structures are protected from flooding to a minimum elevation of 588 feet. The i

walkdown included a survey of the exterior surfaces of Category I structures to verify that
penetrations, doorways, and other openings at.or below the flood level are watertight. :

Results of the walkdown confirmed that Category I structures are protected to a minimum
elevation of 588 feet. The walkdown included verification of installation of watertight
doors at locations required to protect safety-related equipment below the flood level and
that the doors are normally maintained in a closed position. As additional assurance of E

flood protection, these doors are identified in the station abnormal operating procedures
[5.31] and require verification that they are properly secured closed during flood
conditions. ,

Four vent pbes penetrate the east wall of the RHR complex below the design basis flood
elevation. F om the walkdown it was unclear whether or not these vent pipes could be a
source of in-ieakage. Subsequent review of plant design documents indicated that the-
vent pipes have normally closed butterfly valves to provide isolation and protection
against flooding. 1

Site Topography
|

General site topography was observed from the roofs of safety-related structures and by I

driving on site access roads and local roadways. There are lagoons and wetlands to the
north and south of the plant site. The western edge of the plant site is also largely
comprised of wetlands and lagoons, but does represent a potential source of runoff to the
site area, albeit minimal. The eastern edge of the plant site is formed by the shore of Lake
Erie. The plant site area is very flat with plant grade sloping away from Category I
structures.
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Runoff from surrounding areas would be intercepted by the wetlands and lagoons and
directed toward its ultimate destination in Lake Erie. Runoff from the plant site would be -

directed via plant grade and/or the plant drainage system to the wetlands, lagoons, and
Lake Erie. As a result, local site ponding of a magnitude equivalent to the design basis

,

flood is not credible.

Site Drainage |
:

Site drainage facilities (ditches, culverts, sewers) were assessed during the plant
walkdown. It was concluded that the facilities have adequate capacity for the most
common storms observed at the plant site and, in general, provide adequate drainage for
the ten-year and 100-year storms. Clearly, the drainage system would be overcome by
precipitation associated with the PMP. However, even in the event the drainage system is
overcome, the natural drainage for the site and surrounding areas is away from plant
structures. Local site ponding to a depth required to challenge the plant design basis as :

controlled by the design basis flood elevation of 586.9 feet is not credible. The crest of
plant roads and the railroad spur are typically at or below plant grade. Only limited areas
of the roadways are above plant grade. Therefore, site runoff would not be confmed <

around the Category I facilities.

5.2.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

IThe evaluation of the Fermi 2 flood-resistant design focused on seven principal elements
of the SRP criteria:

I
Description of flood history for the area / basin around the plant site. This includes ;.

specific events which must be considered when identifying the controlling flood for
the plant site (e.g., stream flooding, surges, seiches, tsunamis, dam failures,
landslides, and ice);
Evaluation of probable maximum flood on streams and rivers;.

Evaluation of probable maximum wind tide and surge or seiche flooding (i.e.,.

Probable Maximum Meteorological Event);
Determination of the need to protect plant structures and components for the effects.

offlooding; ;

Evaluation of the effect oflocal and regional groundwater on the plant structures;.

Evaluation of protection provided for plant structures and components required to.
,

withstand the effects of flooding; and
Review of the analysis procedures used in the design of safety-related structures.

required to withstand the static and dynamic effects of the design basis flood.

The review demonstrates that the design of Fermi 2 satisfies the intent of the 1975
Standard Review Plan criteria for protection against external flooding.
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5.3 TRANSPORTATION AND NEARBY FACILITY ACCIDENTS
1

!

Nearby industrial, transportation, and military facilities can present a potential threat to '

the safe operation of a nuclear power plant. Consequences of transportation accidents or
accidents at nearby industrial or military facilities can involve direct collision, pressure
loading, missile impact, fire, vapor cloud detonation, and/or drifting of toxic fumes into
the control room leading to potential degradation of plant facilities and equipment or
incapacitation of plant operators.

The severity of events and the potential vulnerability of Fermi 2 to such accidents are
evaluated in this section. Transportation routes and industrial or military facilities within
a five-mile radius of the plant site are considered. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission 1975 Standard Review Plan (SRP) [5.3] and Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.70
[5.32] provide guidance for evaluating such events and their impact on the plant.

The following sections provide a discussion of the location of facilities in the area of the
site, the potential threat to the plant, and a comparison of the Fermi 2 licensed design
basis with the requirements of the 1975 SRP.

5.3.1 Plant Design Basis
;

>

This section provides a comparison of the Fermi 2 design to SRP requirements with
respect to nearby industrial, transportation, and military facilities accidents. The
comparison focuses on two principal elements of the SRP criteria:

Identification of potential hazards in the site vicinity (SRP Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2);.

and

Evaluation of potential accidents (SRP Section 2.2.3)..

The following sections provide the details of the comparison of the Fermi 2 design with
the SRP criteria for each element. |

l
5.3.1.1 Site Location and Description

|

The Fermi 2 plant is located on an 1120-acre site m Frenchtown Township, Monroe
County, Michigan. The site is situated on the western shore of Lake Erie approximately
5.5 miles northeast of the Monroe City limits. The nearest large cities are Detroit,
Michigan, approximately 30 miles to the northeast, and Toledo, Ohio, approximately 25
miles to the southwest.

I
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i l
; l

Transportation Routes i
!

| Several transportation routes are located near Fermi 2. The nearest public roads are Toll
Road on the northwestem edge of the site boundary approximately 0.65 mile from the j
powerblock and Pointe Aux Peaux Road to the south approximately 0.6 mile from the |
powerblock. These roads carry predominately local traffic. North Dixie Highway passes j

| approximately 1.5 miles west of the plant and also carries predominately local traffic. |

| The nearest major highway is Interstate 75 which is appmximately 4.1 miles northwest of
i the plant at its closest point. U.S. Highway 24 lies west of Interstate 75 and is

approximately 5.8 miles from the plant at its closest point. Fermi 2 was in the design
i

phase in 1971 when annual average 24-hour traflic volume on Interstate 75 and U.S.
Highway 24 was 27,300 and 9,200 vehicles, respectively. The most recent data available

| from the Michigan Department of Transportation (1993) [5.33] shows that the traffic
volume on these routes, at their nearest point to the Fermi 2 site, has increased to 38,000
and 11,000 vehicles, respectively. Interstate 75 experiences heavy commercial traffic
since it is a major access route to industries in the Detroit area.

|

| The nearest railway line to the Fermi 2 site is operated by the CN North America / Grand
! Trunk Railroad and passes approximately 3.5 miles from the plant at its closest point.

This line, which is called the Shore Line Subdivision, is low density in terms of the
transportation of hazardous materials. In 1994 approximately 30 tank cars of liquid
(unspecified type) were trafficked on this line [5.34]. This was the only potentially
hazardous material identified, and this material does not present a significant risk factor {
based on the yearly rail traffic provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.78 [5.44]. I

i The Grand Trunk line has a spur which provides rail access to the plant. Inadvertent or I
unauthorized rail access to the site is prevented by a secured derailment device adjacent
to the first site security post on Enrico Fermi Drive.

; Conrail operates two rail lines within a five-mile radius of the plant. The closer is
f immediately parallel to the Grand Trunk line and is approximately 3.5 miles from the

plant at its closest point. The second line is roughly parallel to the first and approximately
3.8 miles from the plant at its closest point.

The Grand Trunk and Conrail rail lines were previously identified in the Fermi 2 design
! basis but at the time were operated by the Detroit and Toledo Shore Line and Penn

| Central Railroads, respectively. There are no other rail lines which are operated within a
five-mile radius of the Fermi 2 site.

The nearest shipping lanes to the Fermi 2 site are the West Outer Channel and the East
'

Outer Channel in Lake Erie which connect to the Detroit River navigation channel. The
; closest lane, the West Outer Channel, is approximately five miles east of the plant. The
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1majority of ship traffic uses the East Outer Channel which is significantly wider and
i!

deeper. This channel is approximately seven miles east of the site. Both channels are well
marked. Large cargo ships could not inadvertently stray from the channels and reach the
site since Lake Erie becomes very shallow to the west of the channels. The average lake

|
; depth is as little as 14 feet one mile east of the Fermi 2 site. '

.

1Nearby Facilities

There are no military facilities within ten miles of the plant.

| Additional industry has moved into Monroe County since the Fermi 2 plant was
| originally sited. The Fermi 2 design basis did not identify any industrial facilities within a

!'

five-mile radius of the site which stored hazardous materials in significant amounts.
Through discussion with the Monroe County Emergency Management Division (EMD),
five industries which store or use hazardous materials are now located within the five-

| mile radius [5.35]. This information was obtained through review of the emergency and
|

hazardous chemical inventory reports filed by the county.

| The Meijer Newport Distribution Facility is located south of Swan Creek Road between
| Interstate 75 and the Conrail rail line. The facility is a large distribution center for grocery
! products and is approximately four miles from the Fermi 2 site. The facility maintains

significant quantities of ~ anhydrous ammonia, used in refrigeration. -Average daily
inventory reported was approximately 22,000 pounds.

|
| The Frenchtown Township Water Treatment facility is located at North Dixie Highway

and Point Aux Peaux Road approximately two miles southwest of the Fermi 2 site. The
facility maintains a number of chemicals in small quantities [5.53] (but no gaseous
chlorine) used for water purification.

!
!

| The Ameritech (Michigan Bell) substation facility is located on Nonh Dixie Highway
i approximately 2.5 miles southwest of the Fermi 2 site. The facility utilizes banks of

i

i storage batteries and, therefore, maintains sulfuric acid. |

The aforementioned facilities all began operation since Fermi 2 was constructed and,
therefore, were not discussed in the design basis.

<

The Rockwood Stone, Inc. Quarry was originally identified in the Fermi 2 design basis !
and is located approximately three miles northeast of the plant. Access to the quarry is
along Reaume Road. The quarry is still operating and continues the use of explosives,
primarily ammonium nitrate fuel oil (ANFO), in its process. However, the quarry no
longer maintains explosives on the site overnight [5.36]. Only the required quantities are

; transported to the site on the day of the shots. Any unused explosives are removed from
the site at the end of the day,

d
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|
A new quarry recently began operation on the same square mile section ofland on which !

the Rockwood Quarry is operated. The Thompson McCully Quarry is located due west of j
the Rockwood Quarry and is bounded by Reaume Road on the north and Sunlight Road ;
on the east. The size of the new operation is comparable to the Rockwood operation. !

Potential quarry hazard evaluation is described in Section 5.3.1.2 below. 1

i
In mid-1990 the Edw. C. Levy Co. was investigating the siting of a new quarry near Toll -

Road, less than one mile from the Fermi 2 site. The proposed process at the quarry
,

required the use of explosives, similar to the aforementioned quarry operations. Detroit i

Edison evaluated the hazard due to the use of explosives (25,000 pounds) at the proposed j
site and determined it was acceptable [5.37 and 5.38). The evaluation was submitted to i

the NRC for review and a Safety Evaluation was issued [5.52]. The quarry investigation i

was subsequently dropped by the Levy Company. There are no plans to continue the ].

investigation or to operate a quarry at the Toll Road location in the foreseeable future |

15.391 )

There are no significant gas or oil products pipelines within the five-mile radius of the
Fermi site. Sun Refining and Marketing, Panhandle Eastem, and Marathon companies
operate pipelines in the vicinity, but which are well outside of the radius. Most are several'
miles west ofInterstate 75. There are smaller natural gas distribution lines (four- to six-
inch diameter) within 1.5 to two miles of the plant. These lines do not present a hazard to
the site.

There is one small airfield, Marshal Field, within a five-mile radius of the Fermi 2 site. i

This airfield has a grass strip located approximately two miles west of the plant,
immediately adjacent to North Dixie Highway. This airfield does not appear active at this
time. There are a number of small airports outside of the five-mile radius including Carl's
southwest of South Rockwood and Wickenheiser south of Carleton which see infrequent
private aircraft traffic and do not present a hazard to Fermi 2. Both Marshal Field and
Carl's airports have been addressed by the Fermi 2 design basis.

The closest airports having commercial facilities are Monroe Custer Airport
approximately nine miles southwest of the plant, and the Detroit Grosse Ile Airport,
approximately 11 miles northeast of the plant. The air traffic, in terms of number of
annual departures and arrivals for the Custer and Grosse Ile airports, is 25,000 and 65,000
aircraft, respectively [5.40].

There are two major airports within 25 miles of the Fermi 2 site. The Detroit
Metropolitan Airport is approximately 20 miles northwest of the site and experiences
approximately 480,000 aircraft departures and arrivals annually [5.40]. The Willow Run
Airport is approximately 24 miles northwest of the plant site and experiences
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approximately 159,000 aircraft departures and arrivals annually [5.40]. This traffic has
increased substantially from that documented in the Fermi 2 design basis.

There are a number oflow altitude and high altitude Federal airways that pass over the |
area around the Fermi 2 site. The airways closest to the site are summarized in Table 5-4
which provides the airway designation, the airway width as given in the Federal Aviation

,

Regulations (FAR) [5.41], the distance from the airway centerline to the site, and the
;

calculated distance from the . airway edge to the site. Current Federal Aviation :

Administration information indicates that the three low-altitude airways are utilized by
approximately 200 aircraft per day and the six high altitude jet airways are utilized by i

approximately 360 aircraft per day [5.40]. |

There are no military training routes which pass over a five-mile radius around the Fermi |
2 site. !

|

5.3.1.2 Evaluation of Potential Accidents [

The accident categories below are addressed in the SRP and have been evaluated using :
the guidance provided by Regulatory Guide 1.70. i

;

Explosions,

i

No large industrial or military facilities exist within five miles of Fermi 2. Explosions in !

facilities located further than five miles pose negligible hazard to the power plant. i

Explosions as a result of transportation accidents involving heavy trucks or trains could f
be potentially damaging because of the proximity of the interstate highway and the :

railways. Additionally, the two quarries actively use explosives in their operations. Each
;

quarry may have as much as 80,000 pounds of explosives on site to accomplish the day's
'

shots.
1

Regulatory Guide 1.70 requires evaluation of accidents involving detonations of high I
explosives, munitions, chemicals, or liquid and gaseous fuels in facilities processing,
transporting or storing such material. The effect of the explosions can potentially expose
the nuclear power plant structures to blast over-pressure, dynamic pressure, blast-induced
ground motion, or blast-generated missiles. Regulatory Guide 1.91 [5.42], based on I

experimental data, demonstrated that the consequences of blast over-pressure on plant
'

structures envelopes the other potential events. Explosions with the potential to produce
an over-pressure on the order of magnitude of one psi or greater must be considered in the
plant ' design basis. To assess the significance of a blast, the Regulatory Guide provided a
relationship to conservatively estimate a safe blast distance, R, also known as stand-off
distance.
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|

The safe blast distance for the maximum estimated highway and railroad track hazardous
| cargo weight was calculated using the RG 1.91 relationship. The _ quarry hazard was
'

evaluated conservatively assuming the simultaneous detonation of the maximum amount
of explosives present on a given day. In all cases the required safe standoff distance was

' found to be significantly less than the actual distance from the hazard to the plant. ;

There is one potential significant explosion hazard cn site. Detroit Edison recently
; installed a system to inject hydrogen gas into the feedwater system and oxygen gas into

| the off-gas system. The system is currently in the testing stage. |
!

! This system, called the hydrogen water chemistry system, was installed to slow the rate {'

ofintergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) in the reactor piping and crack growth !
in the reactor internals. A 20,000 gallon liquid hydrogen storage tank is located west of !
the cooling towers, approximately 1100 feet northwest of the nearest Category I structure. |

| Since rupture of the tank and subsequent release of hydrogen could result in a significant {
explosion, the siting of the tank considered the safe stand-off di. stance to assure that the |

Category I structures are not adversely affected by blast over-pressure. A summary of this
! evaluation was provided in a letter transmitted to Nuclear Mutual Limited in March,1995

3
! [5.43]. This summary stated that the minimum safe stand-off distance for the hydrogen |
| tank is approximately 800 feet which is less than the distance of approximately 1100 feet. :
l Therefore, the installation of the hydrogen tank does not present an explosion hazard. |

Additionally, the summary also described the transportation of hydrogen to the site to |
j refill. the storage tank. The evaluation concluded that the quantities of hydrogen j
( transported will be significantly less than the total capacity of the storage tank and that |

| the trucks will'not pass closer to Category I structures than the aforementioned 1100 feet.
Therefore, the transportation of hydrogen to the site does not present an explosion hazard.

| Additional Detail is provided in Detroit Edison Safety Evaluation 95-0024, Rev.1 [5.55].
l

Flammable Vapor Clouds (delayed ignition)

| There is no industry in the vicinity of the plant which can produce a flammable vapor
cloud in significant amounts,

i
Although explosive materials can be shipped via the roadways and railroad, the nearest
transportation routes are far enough from the plant site that delayed ignition of a vapor
cloud can be ruled out as a potential hazard.

Toxic Chemicals

Regulatory Guide 1.78 [5.44] provides general design criteria to be considered in
; assessing the capability of the control room to withstand all postulated hazardous
! chemical releases on-site or in the surrounding area.
1 ;

1

1
,
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The Regulatory Guide anticipates toxic chemical spills may render the control room
uninhabitable when:

Large amounts of known toxic chemicals are spilled from stationary or mobile.

sources such as industrial facilities or transporters within five miles of the plant;
Poisonous gases, as a result of a large toxic chemical spill or prolonged small leaks,.

under favorable wind conditions are expected to travel faster and penetrate the control
room in high concentrations exceeding the maximum allowed exposure limits; and
No detection system for known toxic chemicals (with possible poisonous fumes) is.

installed on-site for advance waming and automatic actuation of air isolation systems
in the control room.

Table C-1 of the Regulatory Guide [5.44] provides some hazardous chemicals which
have frequent industrial uses and could potentially be involved in accidental releases. The
table provides basic human toxicity limits for each of the chemicals. This table along with
other authoritative references for chemicals not presented in the table can be used to
provide an assessment of the hazard to Fermi 2 associated with the transportation and
storage of chemicals in the area around the site. This information can also be used to
assess chemicals stored on the site.

Table C-2 of the Regulatory Guide [5.44] provides weights cf hazardous chemicals,
3based on a 50 mg/mm toxicity limit, and safe distances from the control room. From

review of the Fermi 2 control room habitability position provided in Amendment 33 to
the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) [5.47), the control room is best characterized as
Type B.

Using Table C-2 the safe quantity / distance relationship for some of the more commonly
stored or transported chemicals was evaluated. This . evaluation demonstrated that
significant quantities of the most commonly used hazardous chemicals, such as
anhydrous ammonia, present insignificant risk to the Fermi 2 site when transported on the
Interstate highway or railways 3.5 to 4.1 miles west of the plant.

Additional appreciation of the level of risk associated with accidental release of
hazardous materials transported on the railways is gained through review of statistical
data compiled by Nayak for the U.S. Department of Transportation [5.45]. From Nayak,
the frequency of a railway accident involving a railcar of any type is 0.9 per 10,000,000
car miles. Four percent of all cars carry hazardous materials. Of the cars carrying
hazardous materials involved in accidents,16 percent resulted in release of at least a
portion of their hazardous cargo. This translates into a probability of hazardous material
release resulting from a rail car accident of approximately 5.8E-10 per car mile.
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The hazard associated with this event could be further diminished for the Fermi 2 site by
considering the occurrence frequency of prevailing winds which would carry the release
plume toward the site.

The quantity of hazardous chemicals stored at the nearby industrial facilities can also be
evaluated on the basis of Table C-2. It is clear that the Meijer Facility, which maintains
approximately 22,000 pounds of anhydrous ammonia at an approximate distance of four
miles from the Fermi 2_ site, does not present a significant hazard to the site. Likewise, the
water treatment facility and telephone substation facility store small quantities of

,

hazardous material and are sufficiently far from the site. '

Some toxic materials required for operation of the plant are stored on the Fermi 2 site.
3,

! The materials, quantities, and locations are discussed in Fermi 2 Administrative ]
Procedure NPP-EN1-01 [5.46]. The most toxic material in significant quantity is 4000 i

gallons of sulfuric acid. This tank is located east of the auxiliary boiler house near the i

lake. Though this chemical has very high toxicity, it also has low volatility. Low
volatility combined with its location away from the control room and shielded by the
turbine building assure that sulfuric acid does not present a significant risk to the plant. |

Based on the separation distances between the transportation and industrial facilities and
the site, accidental releases of toxic materials do not present a significant hazard to safe
operation of Fermi 2. i

i

Fires

There are no industrial or military facilities in the vicinity of the plant site that pose a fire
hazard. Forest or brush fires do not pose any danger because the site has been cleared.

Based on the distance of the main transportation routes from Fermi 2, the potential fire
hazard from a transportation accident in the vicinity of the power plant can be ruled out.
Furthermore, the Fermi 2 control room can be isolated by placing the ventilation system
in the recirculation mode upon initial smoke detection.

Aircraft Hazards

The aircraft hazard at a nuclear power plant is composed of three elements:

The hazard associated with the proximity to an airport with significant departure and.

arrival traffic;
The hazard associated with the proximity to military aircraft training routes'; and |

.
;

The hazard associated with federal airways, holding patterns, or approach procedures !
'

.

i which pass over the site. !

I i

)
i

.
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The SRP considers that the occurrence frequency of an aircraft accident at a site which

could result in unacceptable radiological consequences is less than approximately 1.0E-
07 per year if the following requirements are met:

The plant-to-airport distance, D, is between five and 10 statute miles, and the.
;

2
projected annual number of operations is less than 500 D , or the plant-to-airport

!
distance is greater than 10 statute miles, and the projected annual number of j

2operations is less than 1000 D ;

The plant is at least five statute miles from the edge of military training routes,.

including low-level training routes, except for those associated with a usage greater
than 100 flights per year, or where activities ( such as practice bombing) may create
an unusual stress situation; and '

The plant is at least two statute miles beyond the nearest edge of a federal airway,.

holding pattern, or approach pattern.

There are no military training flights which pass within five miles from the Fermi 2 site.
However, based on the proximity of Fermi 2 to the Detroit Metropolitan Airport, with
annual operations of approximately 480,000, and the number of federal ainvays which
pass over the site, it is clear that the aircraft accident hazard cannot be screened by the
above criteria.

The aircraft hazard was previously evaluated and documented in the Fermi 2 UFSAR
Section 2.2. At that time the frequency of occurrence of a commercial aircraft crash at the
site was estimated as 8.9E 08 per year and for a private aircraft about 8.9E-06 per year.
The Category I reactor / auxiliary building was subsequently evaluated to demonstrate that
the structure would withstand the impact of a small private aircraft without sustaining
significant damage.

The following paragraphs summarize the review of the aircraft hazard at Fermi 2 using
current air traffic data. I

There are three low altitude and six high altitude federal airways which pass over the
Fermi 2 site. These airways are described in Table 5-4. The FAA provided current traffic
for these airways: 200 flights per day for the low altitude airways and 360 flights per day
for the high altitudejet airways [5.40]. This information was used to calculate the
probability of an in-flight crash using the hazard estimate methodology presented in the
SRP. Two hazard estimate cases have been developed. The first case represents a
conservative lower bound occurrence frequency and assumes that the total traffic occurs
only on the airways which overlap the Fermi site. This case results in an estimated
aircraft accident occurrence frequency of 1.7E-07 per year. The second case represents a
more realistic estimate assuming that the total air traffic is evenly distributed over the low
altitude airways and the high altitude airways. The estimated aircraft site accident
occurrence frequency for this case is 7.1E-08 per year.
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I

5.3.2 Plant Walkdowns
!

A plant walkdown was conducted at Fermi 2 on March 22 and March 23,1995. The
purpose of the plant walkdown was to assess the vulnerability of plant structures and
equipment to nearby industrial, transportation, and military facility accidents and to
confirm the location of nearby facilities and transportation routes. The plant walkdown

,

included trips inside the protected area and plant structures and a general area survey via |
automobile.

In general, the objectives of the plant walkdown were to:
|

Identify significant nearby industrial, transportation, and military facilities within a
.

.

five-mile radius of the plant site; and |
Identify significant storage facilities within a five-mile radius of the plant site. |.

These objectives were fulfilled as discussed in the following paragraphs. |
|

Nearby Industrial, Transportation, and Military Facilities

Prior to lerforming the plant walkdown, agencies such as the Monroe County Emergency
Management Division, the Michigan Department of Transportation, the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, the Grand Trunk and Conrail Railroads, and local quarry operators were !
contacted to identify facilities and transportation routes near the plant site. The objective |

of the walkdown was to assure the initial investigation was accurate and complete.

Several hours were spent driving the highways and local roads within five miles of the
plant site. All of the major transportation routes were driven to locate the industries
previously identified and to determine if any industries which may use hazardous ;

chemicals existed in the vicinity. No additional industries were identified. The Grand i

Trunk and Conrail railways were also observed as part of the drive. No military facilities ;

were observed within five miles of the plant site, i

The walkdown observations confirmed the results of the initial investigation.

On-Site Storage Facilities

The walkdown of the Fermi site reviewed the location, quantity, and type for the
hazardous materials which are listed in Fermi 2 Administrative Procedure NPP-EN1-01.
The walkdown observations confirmed the results of the initial investigation.
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5.3.3 Conclusions

As a result of the review documented in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, the Fermi 2 design has -

been shown to satisfy the requirements of the 1975 Standard Review Plan . This review
focused on two principal elements of the SRP criteria: !

Identification of potential hazards in the site vicinity; and
|

.

Evaluation of potential accidents..

All aspects of the Fermi 2 design with respect to nearby transportation, industrial, and |
military facility accidents satisfy the SRP criteria. '

!

r

i

!

,

.

i

!
,

|

!
!
!

,

I

$
I
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,

| 5.4 OTHER EVENTS
!

| Section 2.0 of NUREG-1407 [5.1] identifies specific events evaluated for inclusion in the
IPEEE program. Based on the evaluations conducted, the following five events were
identified in NUREG-1407 for consideration by all licensees in the IPEEE: seismic

| events, internal fires, high winds and tornadoes, external floods, and transportation and

| nearby facility accidents. However, NUREG-1407 also requires that each individual
;

licensee confirm that no plant unique external events known to the licensee with po+ential !
t

| severe accident vulnerability are being excluded from the IPEEE. As part of the response

| to the IPEEE, Fermi 2 has performed a comprehensive screening of external events to
assure that no unique events were excluded from the evaluation.

5.4.1 Screening Methodology

The methodology used to ensure that all significant external events relevant to Fermi 2
were evaluated is described below:

| The first step was to develop a complete listing of Fermi 2 external events based on.

the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR). This list of events provided the i

basis for the Fermi 2 external events evaluation. However, to confirm that no plant )
unique external events with potential severe accident vulnerability are excluded from

j

the IPEEE review, other external events were reviewed based on the !

recommendations of NUREG/CR-2300 [5.5]. |

Second, each event was evaluated on the basis of an interim screening approach. The.

intent of this screening approach was to eliminate from further study those events
with negligible contribution to the overall plant risk. The screening criteria were
adopted from NUREG/CR-2300 Section 10 (specifically Section 10.3.1). The
screening criteria are summarized as follows-

!

Criterion 1: Low Frequency
The event has a signifkantly lower mean frequency of occurrence than other events
with simi'm uncertainties and will not result in worse consequences than these events.
For example, meteorite impact as an external event can be eliminated on the basis of
low frequency of occurrence.

Criterion 2: Desig s Basis
The event is of eqt al or lower damage potential than the events for which the plant
has been designec. For example, Fenni 2 has been designed for a Design Basis
Tornade with ?ou-mph wind velocity and tornado missiles; therefore, consideration

, of hail as a missile source is not necessary.
l
|

| Criterion 3: Relevance
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The event cannot occur close enough to the plant to affect it. Fermi 2 is located in an
,

area ofinsufficient seismic activity to generate tsunami activity on Lake Erie. Thus, a !

tsunami as an external event is eliminated from consideration.

!
Criterion 4: Inclusion
The event is included in the definition of another event. For example, release of toxic

|
gases is included in the effects of nearby industrial, transportation, and military
facility accidents.

Criterion 5: Speed
The event is slow in developing (e.g., drought) and there is sufficient time to
eliminate the source of the threat or to provide an adequate response.

Third, those events which are not screened using the above criteria are categorized.
,

under Criterion 6. This categorization indicates that the event is evaluated as part of j
the IPEEE in accordance with NUREG-1407.

'

Application of the above screening criteria resulted in the selection of a limited number of
significant events for IPEEE consideration.

5.4.2 Results of Event Screening

The interim screening approach was used to screen each of the events in Table 5-5. The |
purpose of this screening was to confirm that there are no plant unique events which must
be considered in addition to the aforementioned external events addressed by NUREG-
1407 or to identify additional external events which require specific evaluation for the
Fermi 2 plant site.

.

i

Based on the results of the inteim screening, no unique events were identified for
inclusion in the Fermi 2 IPEEE program. The basic events identified in NUREG-1407 for :

inclusion in the IPEEE program are evaluated in the Fermi 2 program. These basic events
consider additional events based on similarity of subject matter (i.e., inclusion) as

.

indicated below: !

External Flooding - This accident category includes intense precipitation, storm surge, t

waves, and groundwater (insofar as in-leakage may occur).

High Winds and Tornadoes - This accident category includes missiles generated by
natural phenomena (insofar as they may be induced by high winds and tomadoes).

;

Transportation and Nearby Facility Accidents - This accident category includes
aircraft impact, fog, pipeline accidents, release of chemicals from storage on-site, toxic

i

1
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!
gas (i.e., exposure to hazardous chemical release), missiles generated by events near the ;
site, explosions, and flammable vapor clouds. :

:

These events were previously addressed in Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. All remaining f
events listed in Table 5-5 were. screened by application of the interim screening criteria.
The specific criteria used to screen each event is identified.

;

!

|
,

,

;

4

*

i
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I 5.5 PLANT EXPERIENCE

Two actual external events have occurred at Fermi 2 leading to equipment malfunction. It
was deemed appropriate to discuss them as part of this external event examination.

1 <

5.5.1 Loss of GSW Due to Low Lake Level
,

; ,

' As noted in Table 5-5, low lake water level can be excluded from further consideration as
-

an external event due to its inclusion in the design basis. The major impact of such an !

event, loss of general service water (GSW), is considered in the design basis of Fermi 2.
However, since the event actually occurred once in 1989, and since loss of GSW does

- challenge other safety systems and would likely force a plant shutdown were it to occur at |
power, this event will be briefly discussed. '

a

r

The event occurred on January 8,1989, while the plant was in cold shutdown. GSW
pumps were shut down over a period of about two hours due to lack of sufficient water
depth in the intake canal. At the time there was a westward wind (compass direction |
about 250 ) of about 25 mph. Recovery was initially established by cross-tying to the

_

,

circulating water reservoir [5.48).
,

!
Only small temperature rises were observed in the turbine' and reactor building closed
cooling water (TBCCW and RBCCW) systems. Compensatory fire watches were -
established to meet the Technical Specification one hour action statement. As stated in r

Section 2.2.3.1 of the Fermi 2 UFSAR, had the plant been at power when GSW was lost,
there is about a 12 hour supply of water for at power conditions in the circulating water
reservoir with sufficient reserve to accomplish normal shutdown. Moreover, for shutdown

;

conditions, the ultimate heat sink is provided by the RHR reservoir in conformance with '

Regulatory Guide 1.27. i

t

Investigation after the incident indicated silt buildup in the GSW inlet canal such that
elevation of the canal bottom was approximately 568 ft. (above sea level). This level was
approached as a result of the strong west wind leading to the observed loss of GSW.

Even though loss of GSW is within the design basis, it is obviously an undesirable event
for the reasons stated above. Following the 1989 event, several corrective actions were
taken to help prevent recurrence and to minimize its impact should it reoccur. These are

- listed below [5.48):

. - The low level alarm set-point was set at a higher elevation to trigger earlier operator
response (such as transfer of GSW suction to the circulating water reservoir).
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;

r

1

The abnormal operating procedure " Loss of GSW System" was revised to incorporate.

a new section for loss of GSW pump suction including direction to transfer to the
circulating water reservoir [5.49]. i

The excess silt observed following the event was removed by dredging the intake.
,

canal.
,

An annual intake silt inspection has been included in the Fermi 2 Performance.
;

Scheduling and Tracking system [5.50]. If canal depth is not adequate, dredging is to
be performed. !

>

5.5.2 Loss of Diesel Generator Cooling W9ter Due to Ice Formation
.

A very recent event (February 6,1996) occurred where there was a potential for a :
'

common cause failure of diesel generator cooling function due to ice formation in a diesel
generator service water pump column. This event is the subject of Licensing Event '

Report No. 96-001 [5.51] and is still in the review and evaluation stage.

P

j

)

i

1

|
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r

Table 5-1 Comparison of Reg. Guide 1.76 and the Fermi 2 Design Basis Tornado

;

. Radius of - I

Motanonal Transitional Speed . Maximum Wind ' Maximum Pressure Rate of -
1

. Speed (mph) Speed (mph) -- - Rotational Drop - Pressure Drop i
-

- Tornado ~' (mph) ' Maximum - Minimum :(for design) Speed (ft) - (30) -(psi /sec) '

Fermi 2 Design 300 60 N/AI 360 227 3.0 N/A f
'

Basis

T

Reg. Guide 1.76 290 70 5 360 150 3.0 2.0
(Region I)

!

1
| This parameter has not been specified.

!

[
;
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Table 5-2 Design Wind Pressure

Total Design Wind Pressure

(Combined. Windward and Leensd)

Designf i Design Wind Height Above Ground (z)
Speed -.

<50 ft 50 ft 5 z < 100 ft 5 z 150 ft 5 z <
100 ft < 150 ft 200 ft

Fermi 2 (l) 90 mph 35.5 psf 54.3 psf 66.1 psf 74.5 psf

SRP Criteria (2) 80 mph 29.1 psf 34.1 psf 38.0 psf 39.7 psf

SRP Criteria (2) 90 mph 36.9 psf 43.2 psf 48.1 psf 50.3 psf

Notes: :

(1) From UFSAR Table 3.3-1. Utilizes 90-mph basic wind speed,1.1 gust factor, and velocity distribution
with height typically associated with the Atlantic and Gulf coastal regions.

(2) Using C = 1.3, Kzand Gh are per Table 6 and 8, respectively, of ANSI A58.1 for Exposure C.p ,

!
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Table 5-3 Fermi 2 Design Basis Tornado Missiles For Category I Structures And SRP Required Missiles

,

'

- Velocity '

. Weight. (Fraction of Max. Height
Design - Missile Dimension (1bs.) Wind Velocity) (ft. above ground)

Fermi 2 (Ge ~B Wooden Plank 4" x 12" x 12'long 160 0.71 Any
. _

,

Fermi 2 s ral) Automobile 25 sq. ft. contact area 4000 0.14 0 to 25

Fermi 2 (RHR Utility Pole 13.5" dia x 35" long 1490 0.4 0 to 30
Cooling Towers)

Fermi 2 (General) Steel Rod 1" dia x 3' long 8 0.6 Any

SRP

Missile (C) Steel Rod I" dia. x 3' long 8 0.6 Any

SRP

Missile (F) Utility Pole 13.5" dia. x 35' long 1490 0.4 0 to 30

i
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Table 5-4 Federal Airways In The Vicinity Of The Fermi Site

Airway: Width Approximate Centerline Distance ; Approximate Distance of Airway

_(Nautical Miles).
to Site (Nautical Miles) Edge to Site (Nautical Miles) .

._
'

Low Altitude

V10-188 8 3 0
,

V26-133 8 4 0

V493 8 10 6

High Altitude

J34 8 10 6

J43 8 20 16

J146 8 30 26

J190-J584 8 0 0

J554 8 10 6

J586 8 20 16
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l
1

Table 5-5 Results of External Event Screening

1
l

I

j Screening Criterion ~ External Events Screened

Criterion 1: Meteorite, Turbine-Generated Missiles
Low Frequency :

1

! Criterion 2: Coastal Erosion, Forest Fire, Frost, Hail, High Summer
Design Basis Temperature / Low Winter Temperature, Ice Cover,

Landslide, Lightning (Severe Weather Phenomenon),
Low Water Considerations (River Water Level),
Seiche, Snow

|

Criterion 3: Avalanche, Dam Failure, Hurricanes, River and
Relevance Channel Diversion, Sandstorm, Tsunami, Volcanic

Activity

Criterion 4: Aircraft Impact, Fog, High River Stage, Pipeline
Inclusion Accidents (Gas, etc.), Intense Precipitation, Release of

Chemicals from Storage On-site, Storm Surge, Toxic
Gas (Exposure to Hazardous Chemical Release),
Waves, Missiles Generated by Natural Phenomena,
Missiles Generated by Events Near the Site, Probable
Maximum Flood on Streams and Rivers, Explosions,
Flammable Vapor Clouds, Groundwater

Criterion 5: Drought
Speed

Criterion 6: External Flooding; High Winds and Tornadoes; Nearby,

l Requires Review Industrial, Transportation, and Military Facility
Accidents

1

l

f
,

I
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i

!

;

|

REVIEW PLANI' i

SPECIFIC HAZARD ,

DATA AND |

LICENSING EASES i

(UFSAR) t

|

V ;

;

IDENTIFY
SIGNIFICANT

CHANGES,IF ANY,
SINCE OL
ISSUANCE

,

f '

.

DOES PLANT / FACILITIES

DESIGN MEET 1975 SRP ,

NO YES
(QUICK SCREENING AND

WALKD0%H)

!
;

!

OR OR

Y U

V ,

BOLWDING
35 T HE H AZARD ANALYSIS

FREQUENCY > (RESPONSE / PRA''

ACCEPTABLY NO CONSEQUENCE) NOLOW?

h U
DOCUMENTATION

YES (INCLIDENTIFIEDE REPORTABLE ITEMS AND7

y PROPOSEDIMPROVEMENTS)

Figure 5-1 NUREG-1407 Progressive Screening Approach
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SECTION 6

LICENSEE PARTICIPATION .AND INDEPENDENT REVIEW

6.0 INTRODUCTION

This section describes the Fermi 2 staffinvolvement in the IPEEE process and the nature
of the independent review. This participation structure was utilized to maximize the >

benefit of the IPEEE and assure the quality of the product. -

;

|
|

|
|

|

|
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6.1 IPEEE PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

The Fermi 2 IPEEE effort has been ajoint utility-consultant effort managed by the Fermi 2
Nuclear Organization. Unlike the IPE effort, the major portion of the technical effort did
not reside in the Risk Analysis group since the PSA approach was not used as the i

evaluation tool for the fire and seismic examination. Thus, while the overall IPEEE |
Project Manager is in the PSA group, two major task managers were used to head the
activities relating to the fire and to the seismic and other external event examinations.

PJroject Direction

i

Name Discipline Organization IPEEE Task

'

Earl Page Risk Analyst Licensing / Risk Project Manager
Analysis'

.

A. I. Hassoun Civil Engineer Plant Support Engl Task Manager, |
Mechanical-Civil Seismic !

Task Manager, f
"Other" Events !

!

M. McDonough Fire Protection Plant Support Engl Task Manager, !

Engineer Electrical Fire

Utility and associated contractor participation in the IPEEE activity is best described by
individually discussing the three major activity areas: seismic, fire, and "other" external
events (high winds, floods, and transportation and nearby facility accidents).

Seismic Everts ;

)
The major part of the seismic examination was carried out by Detroit Edison personnel of |

the Fermi 2 seismic review team (SRT) supplemented by a few contractor personnel,
under the direction of the Seismic Task Manager.

Two of the Fermi 2 personnel were involved in the system analysis; others participated in
the walkdowns and seismic evaluation. The contractor personnel supported both the
walkdowns and selected portions of the seismic evaluation. See Section 3.1.4.2 for more
detail on SRT qualifications and assignments. In addition, Dr. R. P. Kennedy, a senior
consultant, was involved in several areas of the seismic evaluation, including a scoping
walkdown, consultation on the generation of new review level earthquake (RLE) response

' spectra, and providing the special study on reactor internals.

6-2
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| The overall methodology employed for the seismic evaluation, general conclusions and ,

| insights were presented to selected middle Fermi 2 managers in January,1996, and to I

senior Fermi 2 management in February,1996. ,

l

Personnel involvement in the independent review process is discussed in Section 6.2.

Fire Events: 1
1

The overall fire examination was carried out under the general direction of the Fire Task
Manager. Compilation of 10CFR50, Appendix R documentation and extensive cabling
routing, and equipment location tasks required for the FIVE methodology were performed
by Fermi 2 personnel including the Task Manager. The majority of the FIVE
methodology evaluation was performed by contractors with ERIN Engineering evaluating '

,

the Auxiliary Building and VECTRA the remainder of the plant. Both utilized a single ]
software pack;ge that automated the EPRI FIVE methodology. The extensive PSA )

,

| analysis required to evaluate the availability of non-fire damaged equipment was .

| conducted by Mr. Dennis Jondle, a Fermi 2 PSA engineer, with support by PLG personnel |
brought on-site. The FIVE confirmatory walkdowns were conducted by ERIN
Engineering and VECTRA personnel guided by the Fermi 2 Fire Task Manager,
Supplemental walkdowns principally conducted to verify transient combustible and ~ ;

i

l equipment locations in the reactor building were conducted by Fermi 2 personnel.
Treatment of the Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study Issues were addressed by an onsite ,

contractor under the direction of the Task Manager. Treatment of the related generic !

safety issues was performed largely by on-site contractor personnel under the direction of !
the Fire Task Manager. I

i

The overall methodology employed for the fire evaluation, general conclusions, and
insights were presented to selected Fermi 2 middle managers in January 1996,' and to

,

| senior management in February,1996.
|

l Personnel involvement in the independent review process is discussed in Section 6.2.

"Other" External Events:

Evaluation of high winds, floods, and other events was conducted by VECTRA
Technologies, under the direction of the Other Events Task Manager. Supplemental !

Ireview of a 1989 low level lake event leading to loss of General Service Water (GSW)
was provided by Fermi 2 personnel.

The overall methodology employed for the "other" events, general conclusions, and )
insights were presented to senior management in February,1996. |i

4

Personnel involvement in the independent review process is discussed in Section 6.2. ;

4

!,

I
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i

( 6.2 INDEPENDENT REVIEW - PARTICIPATION, SCOPE, COMMENTS,

| AND RESOLUTION

i
The IPEEE activity included several tiers ofindependent review by both in-house and
contractor personnel and consultants. This revnw activity, including participants, scope,
comments, and comment resolution, is best described individually for each of the three
major classes of external events: seismic, fire, and "other" (high winds, floods,

'

transportation and nearby facility accidents). The following subsections describe this
review activity.

6.2.1 Seismic Review

A major seismic peer review was conducted by Dr. John Stevenson of Stevensone

& Associates. A sampling approach was used by selecting 16 screening and
evaluation worksheets (SEWS) representing a variety of mechanical and electrical
components at different plant locations. The evaluations and the relevant
assumptions were reviewed; following the analytical review, a confirmatory

| walkdown was made covering the same components. In addition, general
i observations were made. Results of this review are documented in Dr.
| Stevenson's summary letter [6.1|. All comments have been satisfactorily
| dispositioned. [6.2]. ,

1
l i
| These peer review comments covered the seismic evaluation process as well as

1

| observations made during the plant walkdown. A sampling of the technical l
| comments and their disposition is given below: i

Comment: It was recommended that specified minimum concrete strength be
used in the calculations unless justification for higher concrete strength can be;

provided.
,

Disposition: The use of " higher than nominal" concrete strength has been |

,

justified. The justification was based on actual results of concrete sample cylinder |

| testing of Fermi 2 concrete pours at different ages.

| Comment: If shock isolators are cast iron and they bottom out as indicated in the
evaluation, what assurance is there that they will not rupture?
Disposition: An evaluation demonstrated that the isolater elements, upon impact,
would be subject to a compression stress much lower than the allowable stress for
the cast iron material used; therefore, it was concluded that the isolater would not
fail.

i
|

| Comment: Recommend using the tensile and shear capacity of expansion anchor
bolts evaluation as given in the "SQUG-GIP," Appendix C. If more aggressive
factors of safety are used, justification should be provided.
Disposition: For the general anchorage evaluation performed in DC-5634, a

,

factor of safety equal to 2.0 was used for anchor shear capacity as recommended in

f
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EPRI NP-6041, Table 0-2 for Conservative Deterministic Failure Margin (CDMF)
evaluations. For tensile capacity, a factor of safety equal to 3.0 was generally
used. This factor is conservative since it corresponds to a single bolt anchorage i

with " hairline crack unlikely" in Table O-2. The recommended factor of safety for '

the same crack condition with two or more bolts is 2.8. This latter factor was only f
used in a few exceptional cases. The Seismic Qualification Utility Group (SGUG), i

GeneralImplementation Procedure (GIP), Appendix C expansion anchor allowable
loads were also used in some special evaluations, since they are generally more
conservative than the ones in EPRI NP-6041. However, for the IPEEE program,
the EPRI document provides the main guidelines and evaluation criteria; therefore, ,

it was used at Fermi 2.
'

Comment: It should be confirmed that the voltage regulator is installed in the ,

plant in the same manner as during seismic testing. :j
Disposition: A note has been added to the pertinent SEWS addressing the j

similarity between field mounting and seismic test mounting configurations. j
l

Comment: During review of the switchgear room cooling units it was noted that, I
according to the American Institute of Steel Construction, evaluation of bolt
bending need not be considered unless the gap (shims) is greater than five times the
bolt diameter.
Disposition: Although evaluation of bolt bending may not be required, it is
conservatively retained.

.

Comment: It was noted that the HPCI stop and control valves were evaluated for
an acceleration of 1.5g. Confirm that 1.5g envelops the spectralloading.
Disposition: The applicable spectral accelerations (base mat of building) are well

. below 1.5g.

Comment: There is a large air dryer orange tank located near safe shutdown
components on the second floor of the reactor building that appears to have
marginal anchorage. There may be an interaction concern due to the nearby safe
shutdown components.
Disposition: This item has been added to the list of anomalies, and a Technical
Service Request initiated to address the anchorage.

Selection of the two safe shutdown paths was reviewed and endorsed by the.

IPEEE Project Manager. The basis of this endorsement was consistency with the
functional requirements and success criteria utilized in the PRA for the Fermi 2
IPE.

Mr. Paul Hayes of MPR Associates performed an independent assessment of the*

preliminary Fermi 2 Success Path Logic Diagram and the associated Safe
Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL). Detroit Edison resolved the resulting review

6-5
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comments [6.11] by incorporating them in the process of finalizing the SSEL or by
providing the appropriate disposition [6.12). ,

!
,

Typical among the MPR comments are (1) recommendation to check the Success
- Path Logic Diagram against the Appendix R safe shutdown analysis report, (2) a
confirmation be made that offsite power is not needed for the electrically powered
equipment on the SSEL, and (3) that the IPE dependency tables be used in ,

identifying SSEL dependencies or support systems. These recommendations were
all implemented in the final preparation efforts for the SSEL.

Mr. Jess Betlack of MPR participated with members of the SRT and others to*

perform an assessment of the IPEEE seismic relay evaluation plan and conducted
sample reviews of equipment on the preliminary SSEL [6.13]. The conclusion was
reached that the proposed approach for identifying low ruggedness relays complied
with the intent e the program.r

'

Dr. Robert P. Kennedy, senior seismic consultant, provided an independent review*

of the seismic capacity (HCLPF) calculations for the masomy and shield walls. Dr.
Kennedy endorsed the final results after his comments were incorporated in the . !

analysis.

Mr. Steve Reichle of VECTRA Technologies performed an independent review of! e

the seismic containment performance evaluation plan [6.14]. The review i

concluded that the process was essentially consistent with the NUREG-1407 i

guidance and with the approach used by other nuclear facilities.

!.'A principal recommendation from Mr Reichle's review was to include the toms-
.

to-drywell vacuum breakers on the SSEL. This recommendation was incorporated
in the final SSEL. I

i

The safe shutdown equipment list was reviewed to assure that the success pathse
'systems are consistent with plant procedures and the components and

instmmentation selected are sufficient for successful operation of the systems
contained in the safe shutdown paths. The review was conducted by a Shift
Technical Advisor (STA) who consulted licensed operators and other STAS as
needed. Details of the Operations review efforts and comments are documented in
Section 3.1.2.2.5. A major comment dealt with the need to add several residual
heat removal system valves to the SSEL that had mistakenly been identified as

,

passive valves. All comments have been dispositioned and concurred with by the !

reviewer [6.4, 6.5, 6.10]. It should be noted that Plant Support Engineering, I&C,
augmented the Operations review to assure that adequate support was available for
the instrumentation that was selected. In some cases this led to the addition of
I&C components and the substitution of instruments when the initial selection
would have required offsite power. Additional discussion of this review is given in
Section 3.1.2.2.5.
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Mr. Charbel Abou-Jaoude of VECTRA Technologies conducted a review of the*

Fermi 2 IPEEE seismic evaluation program when the program was about 60%,

| complete. The review was intended to be an intermediate partial peer review. The
review included a walkdown of selected plant areas.- This review concluded that
the Fermi 2 seismic walkdowns that had been conducted to date were performed in
a very thorough and competent manner. The review also noted that Fermi 2 has
seismically mgged structures, systems, and equipment compared to other plants

[6.15].

6.2.2 Fire Review

As described in Section 6.1, the major portion of the FIVE methodologye

evaluation was performed by ERIN Engineering and VECTRA Technologies,
under the direction of the Fire Task Manager. An independent review of these two
contractor evaluations was conducted by Mr. Richard Anderson of Plant Support
Engineering, Electrical. The review focused on accurate equipment location and
assuring the correct fire impact on electrical support to systems.

More than 100 comments were generated and documented [6.6, 6.7]. Some j

comments dealt with clarity of the documentation. Several comments alluded toj

| equipment location errors, particularly in the RHR complex as a result of |

redefining fire compartments in that building. A significant comment identified '

additional failures as a result of a postulated specific panel fire in the control room
' that increased the impact of that fire scenario. Comments were directly

communicated to the contractor, dispositioned, and incorporated in this evaluation
as appropriate. A summary of the comment disposition for the ERIN Engineering
evaluation is contained in reference [6.8]. A summary of comment disposition for

the VECTRA evaluation is contained in reference [6.9].

6.2.3 Other External Events Review

The analysis of high winds, floods, and transportation and nearby facility accidents| .

| performed by VECTRA Technologies was independently reviewed by Mr. Albert
'

Burg of the Mechanical and Civil group in Plant Support Engineering. Comments
were dispositioned during a meeting of the reviewer and the Fermi 2 "Other"
Events Task Manager with the initial evaluators from VECTRA. The IPEEE
report draft prepared by VECTRA was reviewed by the same Detroit Edison
reviewer and by the IPEEE Project Manager. Among the comments made was the
addition of some discussion on the 1989 loss of GSW due to low lake level and the
acknowledgment of a recent partial loss of diesel service water during a period of
low ambient temperatures.

;

!

k
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SECTION 7

UNIQUE SAFETY FEATURES AND PLANT IMPROVEMENTS
i

7.0 INTRODUCTION

This section describes safety features unique to Fermi 2 and plant improvements that have
been implemented or are to be considered as a consequence of the findings made and

| insights gained through the IPEEE process.

:

|

|

|

|

|

|

[

|

;

'
.

!
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!
l

! 7.1 FERMI 2 UNIQUE SAFETY FEATURES

| The NSSS design of Fermi 2 is a BWR 4 with an inerted Mark I containment. However,
the plant has several unique features which influence its safety performance relative to j

other NRC reference plants. This subsection identifies these features and, where possible, |
identifies the estimated magnitude of their impact (positive or negative) on the overall core ;

; damage frequency as cited in the Fermi 2 IPE Report. ;
| ,

7.1.1 Plant Unique Initiating Events

|

| The most significant plant unique feature related to initiating events involves the divisional
; offsite power supply system. Unlike many other plants, Fermi 2 has an offsite power
! distribution system which is entire!y independent and divisional. Division 1 is suppl!ed by

three 120 kV offsite lines through a switchyard located at the decommissioned Fermi 1
,

i site. Division 2 is supplied by two 345 kV offsite lines connected to a switchyard 10cated
adjacent to Fermi 2. During power operations the two divisions are totally independent,
and the only commonality between the two divisions is the right-of-way leaving the Fenni
site. ,

,

This offsite distribution system has two counteracting impacts with respect to risk. On
one hand, the design decreases the likelihood of the plant losing all offsite power. On the!

| other hand, each division is susceptible to one or more single failures which in some cases

| are difficult to restore. For example, in some plants the failure of a single transformer may
| lead to loss of AC power to all safety buses. However, this transformer is usually backed

up by an automatic or manual transfer from a primary to a reserve feed. If the transfer is
!successful it allows rapid restoration of offsite power, sometime even without causing a

plant trip. At Fermi 2, failure of a single transformer leads to loss of AC power to only a !

single division; the other division is unaffected. Thus, while some other plants can '

experience an interruption of offsite power due to failure of a single transformer, Fermi 2i

cannot. The only significant contributors to loss of all offsite power at Fermi 2 are grid
related or severe weather related events impacting either the right-of-way or a large
fraction of the Detroit Edison grid. However, in Fermi's case, for divisional power losses

| there is often not a backup transformer to provide an alternate feed of offsite power;
therefore recovery of offsite power to that division is impaired.

This separt.e switchyard configuration results in different contributors to core damage
frequency than some past BWR PRAs have found. For example, since the frequency of
loss of all offsite power is lower than other sites, the total contribution from station
blackout events is reduced. On the other hand, since the divisional events lead to a loss of
condenser and some BOP components, the contribution to sequences invoking loss of,

makeup and loss of heat removal is somewhat increased.

.

J
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7.1.2 Plant Unique Systems

Fermi 2 has several plant unique system design fecures including the standby feedwater
system, availability of an on-site blackstan cranbustion turbine generator, and four
emergency diesel generators (EDGs) with some intra-divisional cross-tie capability. These

Ifeatures all contribute to reducing the total core damage frequency for Fermi 2.

l
Standby Feedwater System - The standby feedwater system (SBFW) at Fermi 2 is j
a non-safety related, motor-driven, two-train system which can provide up to 600 J
gpm per train of high pressure coolant makeup to the RPV from the condensate !

storage tank. For most transients resulting in shutdown, one of two trains is
adequate for coolant inventory requirements. The system is manually initiated by
the operators from the control room and is the preferred means of coolant makeup
in the event ofloss of normal feedwater. A sensitivity case performed using the
IPE model found that the presence of the standby feedwater system results in a
core damage frequency reduction of more than a factor of 5.

,

1

On-Site Blackstan CTG - Fermi 2 has four on-site combustion turbine generators i

(CTGs) which can provide power to the Division 1 electrical buses (18.8 Mw per I
generator). One of these generators (CTG 11-1) has blackstan capability and is
credited in Fermi's station blackout coping analysis as an alternate AC power
source. In the event of loss of all offsite power, tests have found that the 1

'

operators can start CTG 11-1 and connect it to safety related buses within 20
minutes. Once started, CTG 11-1 has enough capacity to pick up all BOP and
safety related loads powered from Division 1 supplies. If desired, the other units .

could then be started. A sensitivity case performed using the IPE model found that )
the presence of CTG 11-1 results in a core damage frequency reduction of roughly
37 percent. j

Four EDGs with Intra-divisional Cross-ties - The Fermi 2 electrical distribution
system consists of four safety related 4 kV buses, each with its own emergency
diesel generator (EDG). Power distribution is divided into two redundant
divisions with two EDGs per division. Each division can provide power to
necessary shutdown cooling and control power systems to ensure long term
operation and control. In addition, if an EDG fails, the 480V buses in the same
division can be cross connected to provide power to necessary low voltage plant
loads, and by taking actions such as interlock defeats, the 4160V buses can also be
cross connected.

Additional AC Bus Cross-tie Capability - Many AC power buses have I

proceduralized cross-tie capability to another bus, either within the division or
cross-divisional. For example, most BOP buses including circulating water (CW), j
the general service water (GSW) and standby feedwater (SBFW) AC power
busses can be cross-connected to provide power from either offsite source of BOP
power. This increases the likelihood of restoring the main condenser following a 4

7-3
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|
long term loss of either source of offsite power. In addition, the 4 kV ESF buses ;

can be cross-connected through a maintenance crosstie to provide power from one !

offsite power feed to the other' division. However, there are administrative !
controls that preclude this cross-tie during normal power operations. -

The IPE model found that the presence of the three interdivisional bus cross-ties
:(GSW, SBFW, maintenance) plus the condenser restoration capability is

responsible for a core damage frequency reduction of about one-third.

7.1.3 - Plant Unique Sequences and Operator Actions |
;

Fermi 2 utilizes Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) based on Revision 4 of the
BWROG Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs). The only unique operator actions
called for in the' EOPs involve the use of a plant unique system as part of the EOPs (i.e., !
Standby Feedwater). The human reliability analysis of these plant unique actions ;

performed for the IPE did not identify any particular procedural weaknesses. f
1

The core damage sequences quantified in the Fermi 2 IPE did not identify any unique plant ;

susceptibilities other than those associated with'ioss of divisional off-site power as
'

discussed in Section 7.1.1. I

!
One unique result from the Fermi 2 IPE is the low frequency of station blackout core !
damage sequences. Some past BWR PRAs have found station blackout to be a large or |
even dominant contributor to core damage frequency. This is not the case for Fermi 2. i

tStation blackout contributes only about 2 percent to the total core damage frequency.
This is primarily due to two factors:

'

j

Four standby EDGs !*

CTG 11-1 as alternate AC power supply for Division 1. !=

!

Each of these Fermi 2 features leads to a reduction in the likelihood of sustained loss of all >

AC power. |

An additional feature somewhat unique to Fermi 2 is the use of preplanned, prepared EOP
Ipackets for implementing EOP actions. Each EOP action requiring plant operators to

perform a unique or unusual action such as installing electrical jumpers is described in an ;

attachment to the EOPs. As appropriate, each of these attachments has a packet located
in a locked file cabinet in the shift supervisors office which contains all equipment |

necessary to perform the action.

These EOP packets are controlled by Operations and audited regularly to ensure they are I

complete and consistent with the current revision of the EOPs [7.1]. |
!
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7.2 PLANT IMPROVEMENTS

i
This section describes improvements to be made to the plant as a result of the IPEEE.

'

These are discussed below for each major external event grouping. Where appropriate, a
brief description of the particular insight gained that led to the planned improvement is
also included.

4

l
;

7.2.1 Seismic Events

As a result of the seismic evaluations discussed in Section 3, the SRT found that in general |
plant components are securely mounted and in compliance with design configuration |
drawings. The SRT found relatively few conditions which were not in conformance with |
plant drawings and which merited corrective action through Work Requests. Such |
corrective actions to restore the affected plant components to their original configurations '

are not considered plant improvements. Only those modifications or proposed activities
that extend beyond the design configuration or current practice are included below as
plant improvements. These improvements are discussed below: I

Several adjacent panels containing relays are not bolted together. These panels aree

located in the relay room, switchgear rooms, and RHR Division 2 switchgear
rooms. Banging of these panels during a seismic event may cause contact chatter
in sensitive relays mounted in the panels. Provisions for fastening these panels ;

together have been designed and are scheduled for implementation by the end of |
the 1996 fall refueling outage (RFO5). Additional discussion is provided m
Section 3, i

Four low-ruggedness relays used in the emergency diesel generator voltage sensinge

circuits are to be replaced upon selection of a suitable replacement.

The anchorage for a large non-safety related air dryer tank on the second floor of*

the reactor building is not robust. Since there are safe shutdown components
nearby, the need for additional seismic restraint is to be evaluated.

A weakness in the seismic load path was identified for two large CCHVAC*

instmmentation panels on the fifth floor of the auxiliary building. This items is to !
be evaluated for resolution.

A large fraction of the mounting hardware deficiencies found were believed to be
,

*

associated with maintenance activities rather than original installations. Additional
training will be incorporated in the continuing maintenance training program to
increase the awareness level and emphasize the importance of mounting hardware
installation and restoration during and after maintenance activities. Training is
planned for completion by the second quaner of 1996.

i
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!

Operations training does not include a sustained loss of offsite power and CTG 11- 'e
,

! I scenario as may result from a severe seismic event. Current simulator training
assumes CTG 11-1 is restorable within the first 30 to 60 minutes after a loss of |
offsite power. Also, during a severe seismic event, it is expected that many

.

! spurious alarms could be ieceived in the control room due to low seismic '

ruggedness relay chatter. Although this may not have a direct effect on safe plant
shutdown, it may cause some confusion in the control room. These two features ;

will be included in the seismic simulator training event to be incorporated into the
'

operator training program by the end of 1996.

*

7.2.2 Fire Events

One of the six unscreened fire compartments is the second floor of the reactor building.
While its core damage frequency is on the borderline for screening, it was noted that the *

dominant risk contributors were assumed fires in the dedicated shutdown related cabinets. ,

Loss of these cabinets isolate the affected equipment from the main control room thereby
causing loss of the equipment function. While this loss potential is adequately covered by

,

current operator training, additional Fire Brigade drills in the vicinity of these cabinets are
planned to increase the awareness of the brigade members of the need to quickly isolate
and extinguish such cabinet fires. ;

7.2.3 ~ Other External Events

There were no plant improvements identified by this IPEEE for protection against high
winds and tornadoes, external floods, and transportation and nearby facility accidents. !

'

Lessons learned from a 1989 incident involving the loss of GSW water intake had
previously resulted in several preventive and mitigative measures to help prevent and/or
mitigate recurrence. More details are provided in Section 5.5.1.

|

'

!

}
|
4

i
i

|

!

|

!
!

|

|
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I
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SECTION 8

|

j SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
'

(Including Proposed Resolution of USIs and GIs)

i

8.0 INTRODUCTION :

i
,

| This section briefly summaries the conclusions of this IPEEE and includes the overall
result of the evaluation with regard to degree of protection against external events,

| corrective actions taken or planned, and insights gained together with any associated plant
improvements. This summary is presented separately for each of the major external event
categories. ;

l

Also included is a discussion of the intended disposition of the related ongoing programs |
described in NUREG-1407 and Supplement 4 to Generic Letter 88-20.

|

|

|

!

||
; 1

!
,

,

|
,

!

!

!

|

|

.

!
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8.1 SEISMIC EVENT SUMMARY

With the completion of the plant modifications and corrective maintenance activities
discussed below, all outliers identified during the seismic evaluation and walkdowns are
shown to have adequate capability to withstand the prescribed Review Level Earthquake
without degradation of the components or pertinent systems. . As a result, this study has
demonstrated, by using the above-described methodology, that the plant seismic HCLPF
at Fermi 2 is equal to or greater than 0.3g. While no significant seismic vulnerabilities
were identified, there were several observations made and insights gained that led to
corrective action and planned plant improvements.

As a result of the seismic evaluation, the seismic review team (SRT) found that plant
equipment is securely mounted and in compliance with the design configuration drawings.
However, for some components, minor deviations were noted which mostly involved
missing or damaged mounting hardware. These deviations were addressed by initiating
maintenance work requests to correct the anomalies. ' A summary of these work requests
is given in Table 3-7 Most of them have been completed; the remdnder will be
completed by the end of the fall 1996 refueling outage (RFO5). These work requests are
being tracked through the Deviation and Corrective Action program by DER 94-0644
18.1].

Several plant improvements were identified. Four are modest hardware changes. Two
involve additional training. These plant improvements are summarized below:

Several adjacent panels containing relays are not bolted together. These panels aree

located in the relay room, switchgear rooms, and RHR Division 2 switchgear
rooms. Banging of these panels during a seismic event may cause contact chatter
in sensitive relays mounted in the panels. Provisions for fastening these panels
together have been made and are scheduled for implementation by the end of the
1996 Fall refueling outage (RFO5). The design is documented in an approved
Engineering Design Package (EDP-27108) [8.2) and tracked through DER 94-
0644 [8.1j.

Four low-ruggedness relays used in the emergency diesel generator voltage sensing
.

e

circuits are to be replaced upon selection of a suitable replacement. This planned ;

change is documented in Technical Service Request (TSR 27566) [8.3] and |
tracked through DER 95-0104 [8.9].

.

-!
I

The anchorage for a large non-safety related air dryer tank on the second floor of !o

the reactor building is not robust. Since there are safe shutdown path components
in the vicinity, installation of additional seismic restraints will be evaluated. This
potential change is documented in TSR 28195 [8.4] and tracked through DER 94- |

0644 [8.1j. !,

,

|
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A weakness in the seismic load path was identified for two large CCHVAC .e-

instrumentation panels on the fifth floor of the auxiliary building. DER 96-0289
|8.11] was initiated to treat the resolution of this issue and the implementation of
any necessary improvements.

A large fraction of the mounting hardware deficiencies found were believed to be*

associated with maintenance activities rather than original installations. Therefore,
additional training will be incorporated in the continuing maintenance training
program to -increase the awareness level and emphasize the importance of
mounting hardware installation and restoration during and after maintenance
activities. Training is planned for completion by the second quarter of 1996. This
training activity is being initiated through a Training Work Request [8.5].

Operations training does not include a loss of offsite power and permanent loss of*

CTG 11 Unit 1 (CTG 11-1) scenario as may result from a severe seismic event.
Current simulator training assumes CTG 11-1 is restorable within the first 30 to 60
minutes after a loss of offsite power. Also, during a severe seismic event, it is
expected that many spurious alarms could be received in the control room due to
low seismic ruggedness relay chatter. Although this may not have a direct effect
on safe plant shutdown, it may cause some confusion in the control room. These
two features will be included in the seismic simulator training event to be
incorporated into the operator training program by the end of 1996. This training
activity is being initiated through a Training Work Request [8.6].

8-3 l
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I
8.2 FIRE EVENT SUMMARY

The progressive screening process employed in the FIVE methodology led to six fire
companments that did not meet the screening criterion ofless than 1.0E-6/yr core damage
frequency (CDF). Since the screening criterion was only modestly exceeded (largest )
computed CDF was 4.5E-06/yr) and in view of the recognized conservatisms in the FIVE j
methodology as applied by Fermi 2, this result is considered to represent an acceptably

'

low risk to fire induced damage and thus presents no vulnerabilities.

Five of the unscreened six compartments are control center compartments including the i

relay and control rooms, the switchgear rooms, and Division 1 portion of the
miscellaneous room, which is a finding consistent with other plants. The sixth
compartment is the second floor of the reactor building. This latter unscreened
compartment leads to the single fire insight in that the dominating contributors are
cabinets used for dedicated shutdown and whose loss would isolate the affected
equipment from the main control room thereby causing loss of the equipment function.
While this loss potential is adequately covered by current operator training, additional Fire
Brigade drills in the vicinity of these cabinets are planned to increase the awareness of the
brigade members to the need to quickly isolate and extinguish such cabinet fires. This
training activity is being initiated through a Training Work Request [8.12].

|
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8.3 OTIIER EVENTS SUMMARY (High Winds, Floods, And Transportation
And Nearby Facility Accidents)

The site review and design comparison relative to the 1975 Standard Review Plan
revealed no vulnerabilities or insights relative to these other external events. This review |
included a screening process that assured there were no additional external events relevant
to the Fermi 2 site. The recently observed potential for a common cause failure of diesel ,

generator cooling function due to ice formation is the subject of LER 96-001 [8.10] and is )
currently under evaluation.

:

)
|

[

]

!

|

!
l
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|

I
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|

:
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!
8.4 PROPOSED RESOLUTION OF UNRESOLVED AND GENERIC SAFETY

ISSUES

There are two basic categories of related programs dealing with generic safety issues that
are not yet resolved: (1) those that are subsumed in the IPEEE and (2) those that are
related by topic to the IPEEE and that could potentially be resolved through the IPEEE

| effort. Those issues that apply to Fermi 2 in both categories are briefly summarized with a
statement ofintent for those cases where resolution is intended.

8.4.1 Issues Subsumed in the IPEEE
|

USI A-45. " Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements"e

The information given in the USI-A45 evaluation presented in Sections 3.2 and
4.6.1 and the insights presented in the IPE Report [8.8], Section 3.4.3, are
considered a sufficient basis to resolve USI A-45 for Fermi 2.

The Eastern U.S. Seismicity Issue*

The seismic portion of this IPEEE is considered a sufficient basis to resolve this
issue for Fermi 2. See Section 3.2.

8.4.2 Other Related Issues
;

USI A-17. " System Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants*

The seismic portion of this IPEEE coupled with the justification provided in |
Section 3.2 is considered a suflicient basis to resolve USI A-17 for Fermi 2. 4

l

USI A-40. " Seismic Design Criteria. A Short Term Program"e

i This issue is not considered relevant to Fermi 2 for the reasons given in Section
3.2.

GI-57. " Effects of Fire Protection System Actuation on Safety Related*

Equipment"

The fire portion of this IPEEE as discussed in Section 4.6.2 is considered a
sufficient basis to resolve GI-57 for Fermi 2.

It should be noted that GI-131 and USI A-46 are not applicable to Fermi. Note also that
the Sandia " Fire Risk Scoping Study" (NUREG/CR-5088) issues were addressed in the
fire ponion of this IPEEE as requested in Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4.

|
'
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